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UNITED STATES DUAL-USE EXPORTS TO IRAQ
AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE HEALTH OF THE

PERSIAN GULF WAR VETERANS

WEDNESDAY, MAY 25, 1994

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs,

Washington, DC.

The Committee met at 10:10 a.m., in room SD-106 of the Dirk-

sen Senate Office Building, Senator Donald W. Riegle, Jr. (Chair-

man of the Committee) presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN DONALD W. RIEGLE, JR.

The Chairman. The Committee will come to order.

Let me welcome all those in attendance this morning.
This is a very important hearing and we'll take whatever time

we need today to pursue all of the issues that Members want to

raise. Of course, we have a follow-on hearing later in the afternoon.

I'm going to give an opening statement that summarizes what

brings us to this hearing this morning. Then I'm going to call on

Senator D'Amato and other Members in the order in which they've
arrived.

I also want to acknowledge the presence in the room of some of

our Gulf War veterans who are suffering from the Gulf War Syn-
drome. I appreciate very much both their service to this country
and their attendance this morning.
Back in 1992, the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban

Affairs, which is the Committee which has Senate oversight for the

Export Administration Act, held an inquiry into the United States

export policy to Iraq prior to the Persian Gulf War. During that

hearing it was learned that U.N. inspectors had identified many
United States-manufactured items that had been exported from the

United States to Iraq under licenses issued by the Department of

Commerce, and that these items were used to further Iraq's chemi-
cal and nuclear weapons development and missile delivery system
development programs.
The Committee has worked to ensure since that time that this

will not happen again and the Export Administration Act legisla-

tion we reported out yesterday by a 19 to nothing bipartisan vote

is an illustration of that.

Nearly a year ago, several Persian Gulf War veterans from

Michigan contacted my office to complain that the Department of

Veterans' Affairs was not adequately treating the myriad of medi-

(1)



cal symptoms that they were suffering from. These veterans were

suffering from what has come to be known as Gulf War Syndrome.
Many of them were being treated symptomatically, with no long-

lasting, positive effects on their health. Others were being referred
for psychiatric evaluation because personnel in the Department of
Veterans' Affairs were at a loss to explain their physical symptoms.

We'll come back to that later today.
Then, in July 1993, the Czechoslovakian Minister of Defense an-

nounced that Czechoslovak chemical decontamination units had de-

tected the chemical warfare agent Sarin in areas of northern Saudi
Arabia during the early phases of the Gulf War. They had attrib-

uted the detections to fallout from coalition bombing of Iraqi chemi-
cal warfare agent production facilities.

In September 1993, I released a staff report on this issue and,
in turn, issued an amendment to the fiscal year 1994 National De-
fense Authorization Act, that provided preliminary funding for

medical research of the illness and an investigation of reported ex-

posures and sicknesses of our Gulf War veterans.
When I released that report, the estimates of the number of vet-

erans suffering from these unexplained illnesses varied from hun-
dreds, according to the Department of Defense, to thousands, ac-

cording to the Department of Veterans' Affairs. It is now believed
that tens of thousands of U.S. Gulf War veterans are suffering
from the symptoms associated with the Gulf War Syndrome. Mean-
while, hundreds, and possibly thousands, of servicemen and women
still on active duty are reluctant to come forward for fear of losing
their jobs and, in turn, losing their medical care and coverage.
These Gulf War veterans are reporting muscle and joint pain,

memory loss, intestinal and heart problems, fatigue, nasal conges-
tion, urinary urgency, diarrhea, twitching, rashes, sores, and a
number of other symptoms. They began experiencing these mul-

tiple symptoms during and after, often many months after, their
tour of'^duty in the Gulf.

I might say that, in virtually every case, these veterans were in

excellent physical condition when they went over to the Gulf In

fact, under the voluntary Army arrangements, you have to be in

exceptionally good condition today just to qualify for service in the
Armed Forces, and that was particularly true for many who were
asked to serve in the Gulf War. So we're talking about people with

exceptionally strong health profiles before their service in the Gulf.

The Department of Defense, when first approached regarding
this issue by the Committee staff, contended that there was no evi-

dence that U.S. forces were exposed to chemical warfare agents.
However, on September 7, 1993, a Defense Department medical of-

ficial told my staff that the issue of chemical and biological warfare

agent exposure had not been explored because it was the position
of "military intelligence" that such exposures never occurred.

Then, during a November 10, 1993, press briefing at the Penta-

gon, the Department of Defense acknowledged that the Czech gov-
ernment did detect chemical agents in the Southwest Asia theater
of operations. After analyzing the results of the Czech report, the

Department of Defense concluded that the detections were unre-
lated to the "mysterious health problems that had victimized some
of our veterans."



The Ranking Member of this Committee, Senator D'Amato, and
I have released today a report detailing an inquiry into this issue

that provides important new information based upon Government
documentation and other official reports.
The report establishes, first of all, that, contrary to the Depart-

ment of Defense assertions, there is clear evidence that the chemi-
cal agents detected by the Czechs and others were at sufficient lev-

els to harm U.S. troops.

Second, it establishes that the chemical agent detectors used by
U.S. forces during the Gulf War were not sufficiently sensitive to

detect sustained low levels of chemical agent and to monitor per-
sonnel for contamination. U.S. Army Material Safety Data Sheets,
called MSDS, indicate that chronic exposure to levels of over 1/

10,000th milligram per cubic meter of Sarin is hazardous and re-

quires the use of protective equipment. The minimum amount of

chemical agent required to activate the automatic chemical agent
detection alarm that was commonly used during the war was 1,000
times greater than this amount.

In other words, the levels for the alarms used in the war were
set at a rate 1,000 times greater than the actual level that we
know from other military records to be damaging and hazardous to

people if they are exposed to them over a period of time.

Third, the report provides detailed weather and information from
unclassified satellite imagery which confirms that during much of

the war, the smoke plumes from the coalition bombings were mov-

ing directly over U.S. troop positions.

Fourth, it explains that the United States did not have effective

biological agent detectors deployed with the capability to confirm
whether or not troops were being exposed to biological agents.
During a November 1993, unclassified briefing for Members of

the United States Senate, in response to direct questioning, a DoD
official said that the Department of Defense was withholding clas-

sified information on the exposure of U.S. forces to biological mate-
rials.

Then in a Department of Defense-sponsored Conference on

Counterproliferation held at Los Alamos National Laboratory on

May 6 and 7, 1994, this same official admitted that biological agent
detection is a priority development for the Department of Defense
since there currently is no biological agent detection system fielded

with any U.S. forces anywhere in the world.

Fifth, it provides evidence that the United States shipped biologi-
cal materials to Iraq which contributed to the Iraqi biological war-
fare program.
The report also draws upon direct eyewitness accounts from full

interviews of more than 600 Gulf War veterans who were directly
interviewed by Committee staff. A representative cross-section of

30 of these individuals is presented in full detail in the report, but
it is very illustrative of the entire body of interviews that we have
now taken, and we are continuing to take interviews and we will

continue to do so.

The information provided by the veterans indicated that expo-
sure to chemical and possibly biological agents was widespread—
widespread! Detections were confirmed by chemical specialists de-

ployed in Saudi Arabia, in Kuwait, and in Iraq.



Despite the fact that during the air war, the chemical alarms
continued to sound frequently, and despite the fact that the Czech,
the French, and some United States commanders were confirming
they were sounding because of trace amounts of nerve agents in

the air, from the coalition bombings of Iraqi chemical facilities,

storage depots and bunkers. United States troops were often told

that there was no danger. Some reported to the Committee that

they turned the alarms off because they sounded so often during
the air war.

After the war, in addition to tens of thousands of other chemical

munitions, U.N. inspectors—now listen carefully to this—U.N. in-

spectors found and destroyed 28 SCUD chemical warheads contain-

ing the chemical nerve agent Sarin.

According to a Department of Defense official, these warheads
had been obtained from the former Soviet Union. The report also

cites an increasing number of cases of spouses and children who re-

port the same symptoms as the veterans, indicating a strong possi-

bility of the transmissibility of the syndrome. This is an extremely
worrisome issue that now confronts those families in the country.
The emerging pattern of information in this area in terms of family
problems of spouses and children requires immediate additional in-

vestigative effort. And I don't want to hear the Defense Depart-
ment or anybody else in the Executive Branch of Government say
that we don't have the money to do this job. We waste money on
a million other things.

[Applause.]
It's time we got to the bottom of this problem.
The report also recommends the immediate declassification and

release of all classified or special access information relating to

Iraqi chemical and biological warfare programs and information re-

lated to the detection or discovery of chemical, chemical precursor,
or biological warfare-related materials. It's time to put it all out
into the light of day.

It demands that a thorough and detailed epidemiological study
be conducted on all Gulf War veterans—on all of them—to deter-

mine the origins and causes of the illnesses and the report of trans-
mission of the syndromes to family members. It calls for the estab-
lishment of a comprehensive medical testing regime for all sympto-
matic Gulf War veterans and their family members.
We have not had a situation like this before and it's not enough

to use a Catch-22 part of the Government military establishment
to say that if a family member is now sick because of an exposure,
that we don't have any procedure to provide health care for them.
I think we have to establish a procedure to provide health care for

them. That's part of our responsibility. That's what America is sup-
posed to be all about—about honor and decency with respect to our
service men and women, and certainly to their families that are
now showing these same symptoms and these same medical prob-
lems.
The report also calls for the positive presumption of service con-

nection for the purposes of receiving necessary medical treatment
and determining disability compensation and vocational rehabilita-
tion eligibility.



We can't have a situation in this country where we have veterans

that have served 10, 20, or 30 years, who went over to the Persian

Gulf in excellent health and who have come home and who are

sick, like some in this room today, and have the military establish-

ment, in effect, walk away from them. And not only not provide the

kind of adequate medical treatment and coverage, but to leave

them in a situation that when they're out of the service, and if they
don't have a service-connected disability adequate to support them-

selves, they can't possibly go out and get private health insurance.

The insurance companies don't want them, or if they do, they

charge a premium that those veterans can't afford to pay.
We're not going to have this in America. The Executive Branch

had better wake up, from the Secretary of Defense up and down
the line. It's time we give a positive presumption of service connec-

tion for the purposes of receiving necessary medical treatment and

determining disability compensation and vocational rehabilitation

eligibility. It's the minimum we can do.

Finally, it calls for Government-financed health care for the

spouses and children determined to have contacted a service-con-

nected illness from a Gulf War veteran.
If the Department of Defense intended to conceal these exposures

during the Gulf War to avoid the physical and mental disruption
their use would have had on our tactical planning and deployment
at the time, then there might be some way of understanding, at

least in a battle situation, why that might be their thinking. But
now that the war is over, hoping to avoid responsibility for the cas-

ualties of this conflict is an entirely different matter.

Over the last 8 months, our office has been contacted by over

1,000 Gulf War veterans directly. In addition to veterans from the

United States, we've also been contacted by sick veterans of the

Canadian, British, and Australian armed services who served in

the Persian Gulf and who also suffer from this disabling syndrome.
This is not a mental problem with the veterans. It may be a

mental problem over at the Defense Department. It is not a mental

problem with the veterans.

[Applause.]
The veterans of the Gulf War have asked us for nothing more

than the assistance that they have earned. I think any refusal to

come to their full assistance and to that of their family members
who also have these problems now, would cause any thinking per-
son to just question the integrity of the operation that's calling the

signals with respect to getting to the bottom of this issue.

I want to just say one other thing before yielding to Senator

D'Amato, and I appreciate very much his leadership and concern
on this issue.

I've served here now for 28 years, through seven Presidents. I've

seen our Government lie to us before in other war situations. I saw
how long it took for our Grovernment to understand we had a prob-
lem with Agent Orange. We had sick veterans all across this coun-

try trying to cope with the problems, and their family members try-

ing to cope with the problems, but nobody could figure it out in the

military establishment. We're not going to have that repeated in

this situation.



If I find anybody that comes before our Committee and who,
under oath, gives false testimony, incomplete testimony, misleading
testimony, or disingenuous testimony designed to create a false pic-

ture, we're going to pursue that individual with every single piece
of authority that we have to see to it that they don't serve in this
Government and that whatever the truth is, that the truth come
out. We're not going to tolerate that kind of situation.

It has nothing to do with party. I've been in both parties in my
service in the Congress and I've served under Presidents of both
parties and Secretaries of Defense under both parties. It has noth-

ing to do with that. It has to do with what the truth is, and about
honor and integrity, and our military structure, and our respon-
sibility to our veterans and their families.

I care a lot more about what happens to the veterans than I do
about our former Secretaries of Defense. In fact, at the end of the

day, they're a lot more important because they're the ones that go
out and get the job done, especially when the dirty work has to be
done.

[Applause.]
So I'm tired of all of the circuitous, incomplete, and mental

lapses that I'm getting out of the military establishment. I want to

say it as bluntly as I can because we're not going to settle for that,
and if anybody thinks so they're sadly mistaken.

I urge everybody to read this report today. If we have to have
a hearing where we bring the veterans in one by one and have 100,
200, 300, or 400 and do it day after day after day to get the atten-
tion of the people at the top of this Government, then I'm prepared
to do it.

This is not going to be an issue that gets swept under the rug.
We've seen that happen before. It's not going to happen now, not
with anything that falls under the jurisdiction of this Committee.
Senator D'Amato.

[Applause.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ALFONSE M. D'AMATO
Senator D'Amato. Mr. Chairman, let me begin today by express-

ing my appreciation for your commitment to addressing the serious
issues that are raised, whether the exposure to chemical and bio-

logical agents during the Gulf War with Iraq are causes of what
has come to be known as the Gulf War Syndrome.
Whether or not the exposure to immunization from the possible

effects of these chemicals may have played a role in bringing about
a situation in which no one can deny, cannot be explained away by
simply saying that these are problems that come as a result of a
state of mind that one has, as opposed to very real illnesses that

may have been caused by any one of these factors.

The report is very illuminating. Pages 134 and 135 take us to the
issue of the question of the effectiveness of the drugs and the long-
term impact that were administered to the veterans in an attempt
to immunize them against possible biological attacks. These drugs
have not received the full approval of the FDA. How many and how
often were these drugs used? Which of them were experimental in

nature? What have we done in ascertaining the impact of the ad-
ministration of these drugs on our veterans? Have we made or



begun to make the kinds of studies that can lead us to the informa-

tion and facts necessary?
I've raised this with the Assistant Secretary just a few moments

ago. This has been the subject of some hearings that have been

held, not open to the public, touching on some sensitive, very sen-

sitive areas.

The Congress is very much concerned and the Chairman is very,

very right. When the Defense Department is issuing orders to peo-
ple that they should not testify or should not appear publicly in

uniform to make known their plight, I believe they're overreaching.
And I think it smells, then, of the kind of situation which we
should all be contemptuous of.

We want the facts.

I don't know the facts. But I know one thing—it's not good
enough to simply try to dismiss the thousands of veterans and
their complaints from themselves and their families by saying, it's

a mental state of mind. It is improper to attempt to turn this

around and make people who are truly ill, where they had no ill-

nesses before, and try to blame this, in effect, on that person, by
making them feel that he or she somehow has a mental problem,
and that it's not real. And that's exactly what is taking place.

If we treat people with disdain—and that is what is happening—
there will come the kinds of reactions that we've seen. I don't think
we should loan ourselves to that. I don't believe that most people
are doing that deliberately. But I think that is the manner in

which it is being perceived.
I believe that the Administration, the Defense Department, must

show a greater degree of sensitivity and has to devote more of its

resources and energies to getting the facts. It can't wait another 2
or 3 years. It's something that we are entitled to and it's something
that we should be letting those who are experiencing these prob-
lems know what we're doing.
You can have the best intentions and the best programs in the

world in terms of trying to get the facts. But if you're not letting
the veterans know, if you're not letting the Congress know, if

you're saying, well, we're working diligently, why, then, it loses its

impact. I think that it is absolutely imperative that we get these

things out on the table. It's not going to be swept away, as the
Chairman has indicated.

Let me conclude by saying that I think we owe the Chairman a

great debt of gratitude for his persistence in pushing forward and
really trying to get the facts and the information that those who
are afflicted are entitled to and that the American people and pub-
lic are entitled to.

Thank you.
[Applause.]
The Chairman. Thank you very much. Senator D'Amato.
Senator Boxer.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BARBARA BOXER
Senator BoxER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
You really have been the voice for our Gulf War veterans, not

only inside the U.S. Senate, but in the country.
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I've been here a short time. And soon after I came, you began
to talk about Persian Gulf War Syndrome. You never gave up
pushing for the answers and you never let this become a matter
of statistics. You've always put a human face on it. Some of those
faces are out here today, thanks to you and your work.

I believe, whether from within or without the Senate, this is

something you're not going to let die. When people say one person
can't make a difference, they never met Don Riegle. I sincerely
mean it, and I certainly want to be your partner in this endeavor.
The Chairman. Thank you.
Senator Boxer. Mr. Chairman, hundreds, if not thousands, of

California veterans are now suffering from Gulf War Syndrome.
Many of them have come into my office. They've told me of lives

disrupted and families destroyed. Every one of them has been a

heartbreaking story.
The symptoms of this terrible disease are now well known: Head-

aches, muscle and joint pain, loss of memory, shortness of breath,
skin rashes, diarrhea, and an inability to function.

Mr. Chairman, I had the honor of discussing the Gulf War Syn-
drome with a woman who has it. I'm not going to put her name
out there because I feel that I need to protect her. She's a 26-year-
old active-duty Army mechanic. She worked out on the line repair-

ing planes in the Gulf War. She was sent to Saudi Arabia in 1990
and returned in May 1991.
She started to experience terrible symptoms in late 1990. I have

her medical report. You can tell from the symptoms, which go on
and on, that she was completely debilitated. She experienced daily
fevers of 102 degrees every afternoon, dry mouth, bilateral

subcoastal stabbing pains of pressure which would last for hours,
as long as 1 week, palpitations, chest pain, oral ulcerations, blisters

on the lips, numbness in the hands, fatigue, severe headaches, and
it goes on and on.

Prior to being shipped to the Persian Gulf, she was a 100-per-

cent, all-American, healthy young woman, with no history of any
problems at all.

She wrote to me:
On May 1, 1991, I returned from Desert Storm. I did not know that the war would

start again 3 years later. This time it is not with a foreign nation, but with my own
Government. I do not want compensation. I only want my health back. Please help
the sick veterans of the Gulf War.

When we send people to face death, we owe them something
when they come back. As a matter of fact, we owe them everything
when they come back. And I believe that if there is in fact a cover-

up going on, whether it's meant to be something to help our coun-

try, not to get us down and depressed, for whatever reason, there
is no excuse.

We need to get to the bottom of this and, Mr. Chairman, as you
point out, we will. It took us a long time to find out about radiation

exposure in the 1940's and the 1950's, but we found out about it,

and the pain of learning about the cover-up only adds to the agony
of the original sin.

We've also learned about the Agent Orange experience. I remem-
ber struggling in the House of Representatives for years to get rec-

ognition that Agent Orange exposure should have been an auto-



matic disability. Don't you think it's time we made the same kind
of conclusion here? We don't have one person or ten people. We
have many, many thousands. They all have the same symptoms.

I have a statement submitted to us by Dean Ludholm, Jr., a Gulf
War veteran, who joined the California national guard and very
proudly volunteered for service in the Gulf War. I just want to close

by reading his last paragraph:
Nine months after first accessing VA medical care, I'm still being told to be pa-

tient. This bothers me. But it doesn't compare to the anger I feel when other veter-

ans and their families tell me their stories of dealing with the VA and the DoD.

They tell me that these Governmental agencies just don't care, as long as they get
their research funding. They tell me *)f waiting many months for medical appoint-
ments. They tell me of quick medical screenings that do not look for evidence of ill-

ness. They tell me of the financial hardships this illness has caused their families.

For the last 3 years, we've been more than patient with the powers that be.

You have the ability to help us veterans and our families.

And then he closes and says:
These are tough times. We want nothing more than to be self-sufficient. You can't

know the pain of asking for food stamps and handouts from the communities we
live in, ana then being told, we're looking to take advantage of the system. Let there

be no peace until we have justice.

These are very strong, emotional, and important words. Mr.

Chairman, the soldier to whom I referred earlier is now at a pri-

vate clinic, courtesy of a very generous man. They're trying to get
to the bottom of this.

I hope today we will have the wherewithal to get the truth out
on the table because it is our responsibility, not some private clinic,

to find out what this problem is.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you again for your leadership.
The Chairman. Thank you very much, Senator Boxer. I appre-

ciate what you've said and I appreciate your leadership on this and
also citing those stories of those individuals from California.

Senator Faircloth.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LAUGH FAIRCLOTH
Senator Faircloth. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank you for holding this hearing. It's necessary and

it's going to serve an excellent purpose.
In the wake of the Gulf War, it is time we looked back to see

what was done wrong and what was done right. We can't change
what was done, but we will be accountable for what we do now.

My statement also gets to another cover-up of that conflict, not
as touching as the sick veterans, but well worth a review.

The Commerce Department has a lot of questions to answer
about its role leading up to the Gulf War. It is also time that we
in the Banking Committee revisit a current Commerce Department
nominee—Lauri Fitz-Pegado, who played a crucial role in shaping
public opinion toward U.S. involvement, and she did it by person-

ally orchestrating perjured testimony before Congress.
Mr. Chairman, in 1990, after the Iraqi invasion of their country,

the Kuwaiti government in exile formed Citizens for a Free Ku-
wait. They hired the lobbying firm of Hill and Knowlton to influ-

ence public opinion in this country toward entering the conflict.

Lauri Fitz-Pegado was in charge of the effort.

Her strategy was to use alleged witnesses to atrocities, to tell

stories of human rights violations in occupied Kuwait. Using their
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testimony, she orchestrated what has come to be known as the

Baby Incubator Fraud.
She first coached a 15-year-old Kuwaiti girl, identified only at

the time as Naira, to testify before Congress that she had seen

Iraqi soldiers remove Kuwaiti babies from hospital respirators.
Naira claimed to be a refugee who had been working as a volunteer
in a Kuwaiti hospital throughout the first few weeks of the Iraqi

occupation. She said that she had seen them take babies out of the

incubators, take the incubators, and leave the babies "on the cold

floor to die."

Naira's emotional testimony riveted human rights organizations,
the news mediums, and the Nation. That incident was cited by six

Members of the U.S. Senate as reasons to go to war with Iraq.

However, it was later discovered that the girl was in fact the

daughter of the Kuwaiti ambassador to the United States. It turns
out that Lauri Fitz-Pegado had concealed Naira's real identity.
Since then, reputable human rights organizations and journalists
have concluded that the baby incubator story was an outright fab-

rication. Every study commissioned by the Kuwaiti government
could not produce a shred of evidence that the ambassador's daugh-
ter had been back in occupied Kuwait to do volunteer work in a

hospital. It was a total fabrication.

Lauri Fitz-Pegado then put on a repeat performance in front of
the U.S. Security Council on November 27, 1990. In the testimony
before Congress, they claimed they couldn't fully identify who the
witness was because thev wanted to protect her family that sup-
posedly was still trapped, in Kuwait. But, in fact, they were here
on Embassy Row.

In front of the United Nations, Lauri Fitz-Pegado abandoned
that pretense and instead employed witnesses who testified using
false names and occupations. The most important of these phony
witnesses was a man who called himself Dr. Ebrahim. With Lauri

Fitz-Pegado there in New York, he claimed to have personally bur-
ied 40 babies pulled from incubators by the Iraqis. Dr. Ebrahim
told the Security Council that he was a surgeon. But after the war,
when the scam was exposed as a total fraud, he admitted to being
a dentist and had never buried any babies or seen any. More lies.

The Fitz-Pegado scam continues. Mr. Chairman, as a supporter
of our country s involvement in the Gulf War, I am offended that
Lauri Fitz-Pegado believes that those kinds of illegal and unethical
activities were necessary to get this country to face the threat of
Saddam Hussein. None of these facts and allegations were dis-

closed to either you, Mr. Chairman, or other Members of the Bank-
ing Committee when her nomination was voted on here.

If confirmed, Lauri Fitz-Pegado would have control over a global
network of 200 trade offices in 70 countries. My opposition is based
not on party or ideology. It is based on the fact that there are few
people in America who have less business being in charge of our
Nation's trade secrets than Lauri Fitz-Pegado.

Lauri Fitz-Pegado's nomination should be returned to the Bank-
ing Committee for further review. If it is not, then facts that are
far more embarrassing to Ms. Fitz-Pegado and to others in Govern-
ment will be revealed in other speeches and in long, protracted de-
bate on the Senate floor.
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Mr. Chairman, the Banking Committee was hoodwinked by a

professional scam artist. Lauri Fitz-Pegado should be asked to dis-

close her entire past and then be prepared to defend what I believe

is a totally indefensible past.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator D'Amato. Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Senator D'Amato.
Senator D'Amato. Mr. Chairman, I would urge the Chairman to

consider the Senator from North Carolina, Senator Faircloth's re-

quest.
I know that he does not make this request in anything other

than the spirit of honesty and fair play and not in partisanship. I

know he feels deeply about this matter. He has conferred with me
about it, Mr. Chairman, and I know the Senator and his staff will

make available to you and your staff an outline of those matters

that he has withheld and has not gone forward on, and that you
might then reconsider this request.

I'd urge you to consider that. I think in fairness to everyone, that

might be the best course of action, to ask that this be sent back
to the Committee for further consideration. I join in the request.
I did not oppose the nominee, but I am very much concerned at this

point in time before we go further.

The Chairman. Let me take this request and the suggestion
under advisement. Senator Faircloth and I have not discussed this

previously, and so this is an issue that we do need to discuss per-

sonally beyond what's been said here now. I will plan to do that

with you. Then we'll see where we go from there.

Senator Faircloth. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you. I want to note that Senator Night-

horse Campbell was here and may be able to return. He had an-

other situation.

He's been a very important voice on this issue in the Veterans'

Affairs Committee as well, and feels very strongly about this issue.

In any event, he's next in the order and I will recognize him at any
point at which he returns.

Senator Bond.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHRISTOPHER S. BOND
Senator Bond. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I thank

you for calling this important hearing to investigate the causes of

the Persian Gulf War Syndrome because many U.S. veterans and
their families are currently suffering.

I think we owe it to our veterans to do everything we can to de-

termine the causes of the Gulf War Syndrome, to develop and re-

search cures for these veterans who are affected, and to do what-
ever we can to better prepare and protect our service personnel
from illnesses associated with this syndrome in any future con-

flicts.

Mr. Chairman, I have a lengthy statement. I am just going to

highlight a couple of items on it because. No. 1, I have another
commitment at 11 a.m., and. No. 2, I think it might be well if we
could get to our witnesses before noon.

The Chairman. Yes, indeed.
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Senator Bond. So I will just summarize to sav that we have
thousands of American servicemen and women who are suffering
from symptoms and undiagnosable disorders. It is consistent with

exposure to biological or chemical toxins.

I think, collectively, the facts make it at least possible that these
Gulf War veterans were exposed to chemical and/or biological tox-

ins, and I support Public Law 103-210, which provides additional

authority for the Secretary of Veterans' Affairs to provide priority
health care to the veterans of the Persian Gulf War who have been
exposed to these toxic substances, environmental hazards, or what-
ever caused this syndrome.

I think we have a duty, not only to these veterans, but to others,
to investigate fully whether or not chemicals or biologicals were
used on the troops and what caused the problems that they are
now encountering.

I do have some real concerns. First, I find it disturbing that the

Department of Defense has not been as forthcoming on this issue
as I feel they must. It's been almost 2V2 years since the Gulf War
and it does not appear to have been a Defense Department priority
to get to the bottom of the causes of Gulf War Syndrome. It may
or may not be a result of chemical or biological warfare. But the
odds of this syndrome affecting future units in combat is grave
enough to warrant full and speedy investigation.

Second, it would appear that a thorough re-evaluation of our de-
fenses against biological and chemical warfare is in order.

Finally, I am concerned about the possibility that these adverse
effects on the veterans could have come from the administration of

the nerve agent pretreatment drugs and inoculations distributed to

our Armed Forces. A research specialist has commented that the

drug was unproven. And I really think we have to do more re-

search on the side effects of this drug and the advisability of ad-

ministering it to our troops. No. 1, could it have caused some of the

problems? No. 2, was it effective? What are its risks? I think these

open up a tremendous number of questions that should be ad-
dressed.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to have my full statement made a

part of the record.

The Chairman. Without objection, the full statement will be
made a part of the record. I appreciate your summary comments
very much.

Senator Bennett.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROBERT F. BENNETT
Senator Bennett. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will be brief, as I, too, want to hear from the witnesses. But

I want to underline several themes that have been made here.

First, with respect to the responsibility of the Government not to

lie to its citizens.

I come from a State where we have a group of people called the

Downwinders, people who lived in the 1950's downwind from the

atmospheric tests of nuclear weapons that took place in Nevada.
The Downwinders were told that they should go out and look at the
clouds as they went by because it would be a great experience that

they could describe to their children. Then they were told that the
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cancer rates that occurred in southern Utah as a result of people
who were exposed to that radiation and fallout were somehow just
coincidental. The Government clearly lied to its citizens in that cir-

cumstance.
So it goes back, as you say, through a lot of Presidents and a lot

of Administrations and a lot of parties. One of my heroes, Dwight
Eisenhower, was President when that was being done. In the name
of national security, we lied to our citizens. We exposed them to

health risks and then we tried to cover up after the fact.

More to the point, recently, I toured the military installation at

Dougway, Utah. Some people may not know about Dougway, Utah.
It is the prime storage facility for nerve gas and other chemical and
biological weapons in the United States, and for many years
Dougway was the place where the testing of the efficacy of these

weapons went on.

Dougway is now entirely defensive, appropriately. We do not do

any production or testing of potential American weapons in this re-

gard, but we do a great deal of testing of ways to prevent and de-
fend ourselves against attacks from other countries.
The military is cutting back on its activities in Dougway, saying

that these defensive kinds of tests are not needed anymore. I'm not
here to debate the military budget on that issue. But I think as we
raise these questions, we should very carefully revisit the decision
to cut back on America's capability to develop defenses against this
kind of thing. Having been so recently at the site where this capa-
bility is going on, I think it—well, it comes very firmly to my own
approach to this to say, maybe we're too hasty in cutting back some
of that defensive activity.

But, ultimately, the thing that will bring the greatest anger as
far as the Junior Senator from Utah is concerned is the issue that
the Chairman has raised, in another context, the Senator from
North Carolina has raised, and that is the issue of lying to Con-
gress. I think it's indefensible to consider that any member of any
Administration, in an attempt to cover up an agency position—and
by agency, I include Cabinet-level officers—would come before the

Congress and attempt to mislead the Congress.
I associate myself entirely with the Chairman's promise—and I

think it is a promise, not a threat—to pursue any witness who at-

tempts to mislead the Congress in an effort to protect the reputa-
tion of his or her agency. I think that applies to the issues raised,
as I say, by the Senator from North Carolina. But it certainly ap-
plies to the issues here.

If, as a result of activity on the part of our enemies in the Gulf
War, we are sustaining belated casualties, we need to know about
it, and we need to know as quickly and as openly and as completely
as we can about it. And there is no better constitutional vehicle to

find out this truth than the Congress of the United States.
I hope those who represent the Executive Branch understand

their constitutional responsibility, taken at the time they raised
their hands and took an oath to uphold and defend the Constitu-

tion, that that includes being honest and open and straightforward
with the Congress and its constitutionally elected officers.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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The Chairman. Thank you very much, Senator Bennett. I appre-
ciate your comments very much.
Let me indicate our first panel of witnesses today includes Edwin

Dom, who is the Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and
Readiness. He is accompanied by Dr. Theodore Prociv—am I pro-

nouncing that correctly?
Dr. Prociv. It's "pro-siv," Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Prociv—the Deputy Assistant to the Secretary of

Defense for Chemical and Biological Weapons; and by Dr. John
Kriese, who is the Chief Officer for Ground Forces at the Defense

Intelligence Agency.
I want to welcome you all. Let me ask you to please stand and

raise your right hand. Do you swear or affirm that the testimony
you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you God?
Mr. DORN. I do.

Dr. Prociv. I do.

Dr. Kriese. I do.

The Chairman. Very good. Thank you.
We have your prepared statement, Mr. Dorn, and I'd like you to

take whatever time you need to set forth your understanding of

this situation and the statement that you want to make to us this

morning.

OPENING STATEMENT OF EDWDsT DORN, UNDER SECRETARY
OF DEFENSE FOR PERSONNEL AND READINESS, U.S. DE-
PARTMENT OF DEFENSE, WASHINGTON, DC; ACCOMPANIED
BY: DR. THEODORE M. PROCIV, DEPUTY ASSISTANT TO
THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR CHEMICAL AND BIO-
LOGICAL WEAPONS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, WASH-
INGTON, DC; AND DR. JOHN KRIESE, CHIEF OFFICER FOR
GROUND FORCES, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, WASH-
INGTON, DC
Mr. Dorn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Com-

mittee.

Mr. Chairman, in your opening statement, you used three key
words—honor, integrity, responsibility.

Those are words that I take

very seriously and I hope, in that mshion, to work with you—in

fact, to work with other Members of this body—to ensure that we
do the right thing in this instance.

I'm pleased to provide information to support the Committee's re-

view of how materials contributing to Iraq's chemical and biological
warfare program were exported to Iraq from the United States.

These are significant issues as you consider measures to strength
the Export Administration Act.

Secretary Perry has asked me to be the focal point within the
Defense Department for issues related to service in the Persian
Gulf during Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm. I'm here

today in that capacity.
Senator, you and other Members of this Committee have made

very clear your concern about the health problems that some of our
Persian Gulf veterans have developed. -We, in the Department of

Defense, share that concern.
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In recent weeks, we've testified before the Armed Services Com-
mittees and the Veterans' Affairs Committees of both Houses. I'll

be pleased to share with you the same information we shared with
them.

Indeed, before we move on to discuss matters related to the Ex-

port Administration Act, I'd like to offer a few points about our ef-

forts on behalf of Persian Gulf veterans. May I begin, Senator, with
a memorandum to Persian Gulf veterans, recently co-signed by Sec-

retary Perry and by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

With your indulgence, Senator, I would like to read this into the
record:

As you may know, there have been reports that some Persian Gulf veterans are

experiencing health problems that may be related to their service in the Gulf. We
want to assure each of you that your health and well-being are top priorities for

the Department of Defense.
There are many hazards of war, ranging from intense combat to environmental

exposures. Anyone who has health problems resulting from those hazards is entitled
to health care.

If you

And keep in mind, Mr. Chairman, this is being sent to Persian
Gulf War veterans:

If you are experiencing problems, please come in for medical evaluation. Active-

duty personnel and their eligible family members should report to any military hos-

pital and ask to be included in the Department's Persian Gulf War Health Surveil-
lance System.
You will receive a full medical evaluation and any medical care that you need.

Reserve personnel may contact either a military hospital or their nearest Veterans'
AfTairs medical center and ask to be included in the DoD Surveillance System or
the VA's Persian Gulf Health Registry.
You will receive a full medical examination. Depending on the results of the eval-

uation and eligibility status, reserve personnel will receive medical care either from
military facilities or from VA facilities.

This memo goes on, Mr. Chairman.
There have been reports in the press of the possibility that some of you were ex-

posed to chemical or biological weapons agents. There is no information, classified

or unclassified, that indicates that chemical or biological weapons were used in the
Persian Gulf. There also have been reports that some veterans believe there are re-
strictions on what they can say about potential exposures.

Please be assured that you should not feel constrained in any way from discussing
these issues. We are indebted to each one of you for your service to your country
during the Persian Gulf War and throughout your military careers. We also want
to be sure that you receive any medical care you need.
Thank you for your service.

Signed, John M. Shalikashvili, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and William
J. Perry, Secretary of Defense.

Mr. Chairman, we take the position that the veterans who are
sick should receive the best care we can provide. Three years ago,
we trusted these men and women to make life and death decisions
in the heat of battle. Today, we should trust them if they say
they're sick. We're committed to treating the symptoms, to fashion-

ing appropriate compensation for those who are disabled, and to

identifying the causes of their illnesses.

An interagency coordinating board ensures that the Defense De-
partment's treatment and research programs complement related
efforts by the Department of Veterans' Aifairs and the Department
of Health and Human Services,

I should note here, Mr. Chairman, that Congress aided our abil-

ity to respond last fall by authorizing the Veterans' Administration
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to provide priority care to Persian Gulf veterans for conditions that

might be related to their Gulf service.

We're especially concerned about those Desert Shield/Desert

Storm veterans who since the war have developed symptoms whose
causes we cannot identify. These veterans represent a small por-
tion of the nearly 700,000 U.S. military personnel who served in

the Persian Gulf region during the conflict and, indeed, they rep-
resent a small portion of those who have been treated for illnesses

or injuries suffered during the war.

DoD and VA doctors have treated thousands of Persian Gulf vet-

erans for readily identifiable illnesses and injuries. We know of a

few thousand people, however, for whom a clear diagnosis contin-

ues to elude physicians, and this is the group that we consider to

be experiencing the Persian Gulf Syndrome or the mystery illness.

We're working very hard on this. There are lots of theories about
causes. We've heard from people who are convinced that we'll find

the answer if we only focus solely on parasitic diseases, or focus

solely on the effects of Kuwaiti oil smoke, or on industrial pollut-

ants, or on the effects of inoculations, or solely on stress, or on mul-

tiple chemical sensitivity. What we are trying to do is maintain a

program that explores all the possibilities.
In the course of our work, of course, some possibilities begin to

appear less plausible than others. One theory involves Iraq's chem-
ical and biological warfare capability. It's that theory which pro-
vides a connection between the health problems of Persian Gulf
War veterans and the Senate Banking Committee's review of the

Export Administration Act.

At the time of its invasion of Kuwait in August 1990, Iraq clearly
represented a case in which past efforts to prevent the proliferation
of weapons of mass destruction had not been effective.

Many American policymakers and military commanders were

greatly concerned going into that war that Iraq would use chemical
and/or biological weapons. They knew they had used chemical

weapons in the past and we had evidence that they had acquired
a biological warfare capability as well. Our concerns led us to take
measures to protect our personnel against such weapons, through
immunizations, through special training, equipment, and detection.

The tension surrounding the possible use of chemical or biologi-
cal weapons was evident to every American who watched on tele-

vision as journalists scrambled to put on protective masks in re-

sponse to the SCUD attack warning sirens in downtown Riyadh
and other areas. There were many such alarms witnessed by Unit-
ed States and other coalition military personnel and by the civilian

populations of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Israel.

Following the war, we confirmed through inspections conducted

by the United Nations Special Commission that Iraq did have sig-
nificant stocks of chemical agents and the weapons systems to de-

liver them, as well as equipment and material suited for chemical

agent production.
All of these chemical agents and related equipment were found

stored at locations a great distance from the Kuwait theater of op-
erations. These materials have been undergoing destruction at a
centralized location in Iraq under the supervision of the United Na-
tions Special Commission since late 1992.
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United States military personnel have been present on site in

Iraq and involved in each of the teams overseeing these destruction

operations. We've concluded that Iraq did not use chemical or bio-

logical weapons during the war. This conclusion is based on analy-
sis of large amounts of detailed data gathered in the theater and
reviewed after the war.

First, throughout the operation, there was only one instance of

a soldier who was treated for chemical bums that were initially at-

tributed to mustard agent. A subsequent test on the soldier and his

clothing, however, did not definitely support that finding. We know
of no other reports of any U.S. military, coalition military, or civil-

ians in the region having symptoms caused by exposure to chemical
or biological warfare agents.
Mr. Chairman, the effects of chemical and biological weapons are

acute and readily identifiable, and our personnel nad been trained
to look for them. The effects of exposure on unprotected people are

painful, debilitating, and often deadly. We did not see those effects

in the Gulf.

Second, our detectors were strategically located and, although
many detectors alarmed, there were no confirmed detections of any
chemical or biological agents at any time during the conflict.

Third
The Chairman. Let me just stop you there for a moment.
Did we have in the field machinery or monitoring equipment to

pick up biological agents?
Mr. DORN. I will turn to my colleague. Dr. Kriese, to answer

that. We can do it now or following the statement.
The Chairman. Can you give me a yes or no now? I don't want

to interrupt the rest of your presentation.
Dr. Kriese. Let me just briefly say, sir, that there's a difference

between detectors and timely detectors. We did not have real-time
detectors present, but we did have detectors
The Chairman. On biological weapons?
Dr. Kriese. Yes, sir, that sampled the air and looked for traces

of biological
The Chairman. So to say that there was no confirmed detection

of biological agents, when in fact we didn't have real-time devices
there to measure that, is a little misleading, wouldn't you say?

Dr. Kriese. Sir, I would offer that, as we're sampling air on a

continuing basis, we would know about any BW agents shortly
after they entered the area.
The Chairman. Even without monitoring devices?
Dr. Kreese. The monitoring devices take awhile to give an an-

swer.
The Chairman. Two years? Three years?
Dr. Kriese. Dr. Prociv?
The Chairman. Let me go ahead and let you finish, Mr. Dorn.

We'll come back to that.

Dr. Prociv. Let me just add, the collection and analysis devices,

particularly the BIDS, the Biological Identification Systems, take

generally in the range of 1 to 2 hours to complete their scheme. But
once they do, they identify the species quite readily. We had no
positives in that detection system.
The Chairman. We'll come back to that.
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Senator Bennett. Would the Chairman yield?
The Chairman. Yes.

Senator Bennett. I also don't want to interrupt, but I would

hope, when you say, we have no such indication, you would address
the reports of the Czech
Mr. DORN. I certainly will.

Senator Bennett. OK, Thank you.
Mr. DoRN. I also want to emphasize the word, confirmed. As you

know, there were lots of reports of detections. There is a protocol,

however, a procedure which these gentlemen can describe in great-
er detail, that we use to confirm whether an initial alarm or detec-

tion is a valid one.

If I may go on.

Third, no chemical or biological weapons were found in the Ku-
wait theater of operations. And by Kuwait theater of operations, I

mean those portions of southern Iraq and Kuwait that constituted

the battlefield. We did not find any chemical or biological muni-

tions, live or spent, among the thousands of tons of munitions re-

covered on the battlefield.

The international community agrees with these conclusions. This
is a complicated and contentious issue, however. To ensure that

we've not overlooked or misinterpreted important information,
we've asked an independent panel of experts, chaired by Nobel
Laureate Joshua Lederberg, to review all the available evidence.

We expect to receive the panel's report in June.
We also remain eager to hear from Gulf War veterans who feel

they can shed light on the sources of the undiagnosed illnesses.

Mr. Chairman, may I say to Colonel Smith and to other veterans
who served courageously in the Persian Gulf, the following: I un-
derstand the fear and the frustration that many veterans are expe-

riencing. They're sick and their doctors can't offer them definitive

answers. To them, let me say, this Administration is committed to

treating you fairly. You stood up for the Nation. The Nation is

going to stand up for you.
Now let me turn to the Defense Department's role in the export

licensing process.

First, it should be noted that DoD is not a licensing agency. That

responsibility falls on the Department of Commerce for dual-use
items. The Department of Defense, however, reviews and provides
recommendations on export license applications when they're re-

ferred to Defense, or to inter-agency groups in which Defense par-

ticipates.
Records on the ultimate disposition of dual-use biological, chemi-

cal, nuclear, or missile technology-related licenses reside in the

Commerce Department.
DoD is a member of the inter-agency Subgroup on Nuclear Ex-

port Controls, which was in operation throughout the 1980's. This

group reviews export requests for nuclear-related dual-use tech-

nology.
In the missile area. Defense played a significant role in the es-

tablishment of the missile technology control regime in 1987, and

subsequently helped set up an interagency license review group in

1990.
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In the chemical and biological area, Defense also plays an impor-
tant role as part of an inter-agency team in reviewing export li-

cense requests for items controlled by the Australia Group.
The Department has taken, and will continue to take, its respon-

sibility here very seriously. For example, DoD made an important
contribution in halting export of the Argentine Condor Program
that was aiding Iraq's weapons of mass destruction program. And
we spearheaded the effort to prevent Iraq from acquiring a more
capable missile than the SCUD.
Defense also played a leading role in developing the President's

Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative and most recently, the

Comprehensive DoD Counterproliferation Initiative. The Depart-
ment of Defense continues to consider proliferation as a significant
military threat.

The growing ability to produce and use chemical weapons is a

great concern to DoD. We fully support any measures that will pre-
vent or control this proliferation, which includes strengthening the
Export Administration Act.

It is important to remember that all exports made to Iraq in the
1980's were completely consistent with the laws in effect at that
time, and Iraq was not considered a hostile country. Defense's role
in reviewing exports was greatly expanded in 1991, and would be
further expanded through measures you were considering in this
Committee.

I would now like to introduce other members of the panel, if I

may. Dr. Theodore Prociv is the Deputy Assistant to the Secretary
of Defense for Chemical and Biological Weapons. In that role, he
oversees the Department's chemical and biological defense pro-
gram, the Army program to destroy the U.S. stockpile of chemical
weapons, and the implementation of bilateral and multilateral
chemical weapons treaties, including the chemical weapons conven-
tion, which is being considered currently by the Senate for ratifica-

tion.

Additionally, his office has assisted the Defense Science Board
Task Force on Gulf War health effects, which is examining the
issue of Gulf War health, and has assisted my staff with technical

support in the area of chemical and biological warfare defense.

My other associate is Dr. John Kriese, who is Chief Officer for
Ground Forces at the Defense Intelligence Agency. He is respon-
sible for production of intelligence on foreign ground forces and as-
sociated weapons systems worldwide, and all aspects of foreign nu-
clear and chemical programs.

Dr. Prociv and Dr. Kriese are here with me this morning. Dr.
Mitchell Wallerstein, who will testify this afternoon, is an expert
in counterproliferation and export control for the Under Secretary
of Defense for Policy in International Security.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my opening statement. But before

we turn to questions, I wonder if I might beg your indulgence so
that Dr. Prociv and Dr. Kriese might say a few words.
The Chairman. Yes, I want them to do so, but I want to know

whether they can give an assurance here, based on their expertise
and credentials, that there are no Desert Storm veterans that were
exposed to chemical or biological agents during the war period that
now account for their illnesses.
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Mr. DoRN. Mr. Chairman, they will not provide you that assur-
ance because we cannot provide that assurance at this point.
The Chairman. All right. That puts you on the record and I'm

glad to have you on the record stating the fact that you can't give
that assurance. I want them to make a direct professional comment
on that question before I go any further.

Mr. DORN. May I clarify further?
This is a very contentious area. It is very easy to confuse use of

chemical agents with presence of chemical agents and exposure.
I want to distinguish between Iraq's use of chemical or biological

agents, a matter on which we are quite confident, and a second

question, which is whether or not there may have been chemical

agents present at a very low level within the theater of operations.
And on that latter matter there continues to be some concern.
The Chairman. Well, now, wait a minute. Now you're saying

there's a reason for some concern. You're saying, as far as you
know now, there was no offensive use of these weapons by the

Iraqis that you've been able to establish. But you're drawing a very
fine line to say that there may very well have been exposures to

chemical agents during the war period.
Mr. DoRN. As you alluded to in your opening statement, Mr.

Chairman, there were reports by the Czechs of the detection of

very low levels of chemical agents. Those reports were never con-
firmed independently.

Nevertheless, last October, I believe it was, representatives from
the Defense Intelligence Agency began a re-review of that Czech
detection. You know that Senator Shelby also spent 2 or 3 days in

the Czech Republic talking with officials who had been involved in

that, including the commander of the unit that had made those de-
tections in Saudi Arabia. As a result, we have accepted those detec-
tions as likely valid detections, even though we have not found the

independent confirmatory evidence.
The Chairman. We're going to come back to this and I want to

keep our respective blood pressures down to a civil level here

today.
We have already had testimony here before the Senate from a

chemical detection unit officer in the field running a FOX unit who
detected chemical agents, and he wasn't a Czech soldier. He was
a member of our military.
Mr. DoRN. Yes.
The Chairman. He actually has a print-out of that. He's not the

only one, by the way, who's done that. You must be aware of that.

Are you erasing that? Are you discarding that as not being
Mr. Dorn. I'm not erasing it at all, Mr. Chairman. Perhaps Dr.

Kriese
The Chairman. Please, unless you're here to say that these first-

person accounts that we've been given by people who are in the
field designed to make these measurements are wrong or inac-

curate, I think it is misleading for you to say that the only evidence
we have is from the Czechs. That's not an accurate statement. Do
you want to say again that it is an accurate statement, that we
don't have any reports up through our own military chain of com-
mand?
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Mr. DoRN, We have reports through our military chain of com-
mand. What I am saying is that we are deaHng with a protocol
here. As you know, there were any number of reports or alarms of
chemical agent detection during the conflict. There was a procedure
for verifying those initial detections. Those secondary tests did not

verify the initial detection. That is as close as I can come to the

technology here. But there is simply a procedure by which one con-
firms an initial suspicion. Those initial suspicions were not con-
firmed in hundreds of instances.

Senator Bennett. Mr. Chainnan.
The Chairman. Yes, Senator Bennett. After Senator Bennett

asks his question, with all due respect, I put a question to the two
people that you've brought here today, and I want direct, specific,
under-oath answers, not from you on this point, but from them.
Then if you want to elaborate, Mr. Dorn, you're free to do so.

Senator Bennett.
Senator Bennett. Mr. Chairman, I simply want to inject this

thought into this conversation.

Implicit in your answer, Mr. Secretary, is the idea that there was
something wrong with those initial reports. That is, there was
something that could not be confirmed. Therefore, there was some
malfunction. There was some panic on the part of the individual.
There was something—whatever it's attributed to. In every case, as
I understand your testimony, you're saying that the initial reports
which are included in detail in this report filed by the Chairman
and the Ranking Member, Mr. D'Amato, were wrong.

Is there a possibility, sir, that there is something technically,
technologically wrong with the confirmation process, that in fact
the initial reports were accurate and that the confirmation process,
either through lack of time so that there is a half-life or what-
ever—I'm not a scientist, so I can't really help you very much in

trying to find out what it is.

Isn t there a possibility that the statement you have made is 100
percent accurate, but that the procedures used in the confirmation

process may be faulty, so that, in fact, we end up with the cir-

cumstance that the reports are correct and that the reports did, in-

deed, find some kind of presence of either chemical or biological
agents in the area and that the confirmation process is where we
have seen this thing break down, rather than the assumption that
the confirmation process is valid in every circumstance and there-

fore, the reports must be disregarded. Can you comment on that?
Mr. Dorn. It's a fascinating question. Senator Bennett, and since

it deals with the technical capabilities of our equipment, I'd like to
defer to Dr. Prociv to address it.

Dr. Prociv. Let me try to take that. That's an excellent question.
The way we detect chemical agents now, the initial detection of

the alarm comes from an M8 detector. The M8 detector is an ion-
ization detector that's not highly specific. It's sensitive to categories
of compounds, so it's a good indication that we may have a problem
in the area.
The M8 detector generally will detect between 0.1 and 0.5 milli-

gram minutes per cubic meter. We then follow up with an M256
kit. Now this is a hand-held kit that basically is a little chemical
laboratory in your pocket. The M256 kit is very specific and very,
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very sensitive. It goes three orders of magnitude better than the
M8 alarm does. So even if materials have dissipated after the ini-

tial alarm, you should be able to pick it up with the M256 kit. I've

worked with that kit and I have a lot of confidence in that kit.

Senator Bennett. Are you aware of the fact that, reported in

this document, there are those who say that their M256 kits did
indeed test positive?

Dr. Prociv. I haven't seen this report and I am not aware of

those. I'm sorry, sir.

Senator Bennett. I'll see if I can find them. Thank you, Mr.

Chairman, and I'll call them to your attention later on. I noticed
them as I was reading through this report.
The Chairman. Very good. No, this is a problem that we have.

It's like two different worlds here, two different realities.

You folks seem to find one reality and the more we dig into this,

a broad number of us, both parties. House and Senate, the more
we find a starkly different reality. It's extremely troubling. And
when I finish with the questions that we're going to go through
today, I think it's going to be even harder for people to understand
the position of the Defense Department, that it can't find this prob-
lem, can't see this problem, doesn't think the problem exists.

Senator Bennett. Mr. Chairman, I have found it, with help from
staff. I can very quickly respond.
Dale Glover was a Staff Sergeant with
Mr. DoRN. Senator, can you let us know the page? As you know,

this report was just produced. We have not had an opportunity to

review it.

Senator Bennett. OK It's on page 79, Event 13. Dale Glover
was a Staff Sergeant with the 1165th Military Police Company. He
recalled being awakened at 3:30 a.m. The Battalion NBC NCO was
announcing that they were under chemical attack. An M256 kit

registered a positive reading for a chemical agent. They went to

MOP? level 4 for 4 hours. Afterward, all of them had runny noses.

So here is the case where the kit you have described registered
positive, unless you have information that Mr. Glover is somehow
mistaken about what happened. But this appears to me to be an

eyewitness account contemporary with the event, reporting that
the kit that you have described as being very, very accurate, pro-
duced a result contrary to that which you just told the Committee
occurred.

Dr. Prociv. Let me take a second to review this, Senator.

[Pause.]
OK The commentary—^by the way, I have Col. Merriman here.

She was the NBC officer at the Gulf and worked with the staff

there. So all of the NBC reports, NBC events, went through her.

This is a document that she prepared for me. It says, Mr. Glover
sent out an M43 detector, but not connected to the M42 alarm.
When notified they were under attack, Mr. Glover went out to

check the M43. The visual signal was blinking on one detector. Ac-

cording to Mr. Glover, there were several possible causes for the
detector alarm, like a sonic bomb that occurred shortly before the

chemical alert. Pesticides or vehicle exhaust could have set it off.

Mr. Glover and the Battalion NBC NCO conducted a 256 A-1
kit. Both received a positive pale red color on the nerve agent test
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spot, but the accuracy of this reading is suspect. Both men were

using a red lens in their flashlights. This is a defensive measure.
Mr. Glover stated one test kit nerve agent spot was a deeper red

than the other test kit. Correct colors for nerve agent tests are blue

for safe and clear or peach for nerve. That's the explanation that

we've been given.
Senator Bennett. Can you go back—I don't mean to interfere.

The Chairman. No, please do, Senator Bennett. This is very im-

portant.
Senator Bennett. Go back to page 66 on this document, Witness

No. 04. I have not gone through this that carefully. I was just

thumbing through it while we were going on. This kind of sprung
out at me.
Witness No. 04, Mr. Harold Jerome Edwards, the chemical NCO

in charge of the Nuclear/Biological/Chemical Team for the Naval
Mobile Construction Battalion 24 Air Detachment at the King
Abdul Aziz Naval Air Station was interviewed by the U.S. Senate
staff on January 13, 1994. During that interview, Mr. Edwards
said he conducted three M256 tests for chemical agents on the

evening of this event.

Mr. DoRN. Can we get a date, Senator? We have not looked at

this, and so we're not quite certain what time period we're talking
about here.

Senator Bennett. I don't have that here.

The Chairman. Apparently, January 19 or January 20.

Senator Bennett. Two of the three tests he conducted were posi-

tive for chemical blister agents. He said that the negative test was
conducted in an area in between a number of rows of tents. He also

said that he reported this information to his unit commander.
Mr. Edwards said that a member of the unit, Tom Muse, blis-

tered in the area under his watch during the event. The all-clear

was given from a higher command. Mr. Edwards was called out to

serve on a chemical decontamination team that day, and so on and
so forth.

But here is another report of an M256 test that was positive, in

this case, two positive tests.

We'll keep looking for some more.
The Chairman. Let me just say for the record, every single one

of these documents that are now being produced that are designed
to rebut these things, which apparently, nobody knew about, but

everybody's prepared to respond to, I want it made part of the

record. And can I be assured that well have any and all of that

information, Mr. Dom?
Mr. Dorn. Yes, you certainly can. Senator.

The Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. Dorn. We appreciate seeing your report so that we have an

opportunity to respond to it.

The Chairman. I'm reminded by staff, and it's important that we
add this to the record. Prior to our release of this report, this infor-

mation was delivered to the Defense Department. This is not new
information. You didn't get this last night.
Mr. Dorn. That may be right. That's probably
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The Chairman. Well, find out if it's right. I'm saying to you it's

right. So don't leave the inference that you've just had it for a few
hours.

Mr. DORN. No, clearly, we knew about this particular informa-
tion. I'm referring to the broad report.
The Chairman. Do you know how you knew about it? Because

you got it from us.

Mr. Dorn. That may be. And let me point out. Senator, I do not
see this as an adversary process. As you and other Members of this

Committee had pointed out, people occasionally will come to you
with information that they do not share with us. They come to you
because you are their Senator and they see you as accessible.

We hope we can develop a sharing relationship. A member of

your staff, Mr. Tuite, was kind enough to testify and provide infor-

mation to our defense science board. That may be the source of
some of this information. We also have gotten a great deal of useful
information through our exchanges with the House and Senate
Armed Services Committees and with the Veterans' Affairs Com-
mittees. So this should be a constructive process.

I can assure you that my job here is to find out what happened,
to ensure that treatment is provided, and ultimately, to get at

what's behind the illnesses that some Persian Gulf veterans are ex-

periencing.
I have seen no information which suggests that anyone with

whom I've worked in the Defense Department, or in the Congress,
has any other mission than to get to the truth.

The Chairman. Well, you're certainly welcome to put that state-

ment on the record.

The fact of the matter is that it's taking a very long time to get
to the truth here. What I would like to do now—Senator Bennett,
did you want to pursue any further that one issue, because I want
to go back to the outstanding question raised earlier and I want
a direct answer from the two experts that are here.

Senator Bennett. I simply want to summarize what I said ear-

lier, which is the statement that there was no confirmation at all

runs contrary to what the Czechs said. You've addressed that by
saying, in your opinion, the Czech monitoring was insignificant.
Mr. Dorn. No. I said the concentration of agent they detected at

the incident that I recall, which was north of King Khalid Military
City at Hafir Al Batin on January 19, was a very low concentration
of agent. I did not say that the finding was insignificant in a

judgmental sense.

Senator Bennett. OK
Mr. Dorn. We're talking about the level of agent that they re-

ported detecting.
Senator Bennett. Good. I'm glad to get that clarified.

Mr. Dorn. OK.
Senator Bennett. Then you said there was no confirmation. And

my point is there appears to have been some confirmation, for

which there may be explanations. But there have been confirma-
tions reported to the Congress.
The question I raise with you has to do with whether or not the

confirmation procedure is viable, given the fact that we have what
we have—that is, a number, a significant number of people suffer-
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ing from something that they apparently picked up in the Gulf, at
least there is that common thread, just as there were with the le-

gionnaires who attended their convention, that took us a couple of

years to figure out what it was.
There is the possibility that I hope you're hanging onto that your

confirmation procedures are flawed and that the existence of these

people who have these problems is a prima facie case for the fact
that they may be flawed. I don't think that we can just automati-

cally say, well, the confirmation didn't find it. Therefore, there's

nothing to worry about.
Mr. DORN. Senator Bennett, this gives me an opportunity to talk

about the process and to amplify, if I may, Mr. Chairman, this give
and take.

We have received large amounts of information and large num-
bers of questions from Members of Congress, from veterans organi-
zations, and from others. It is our task when we receive those to

track them down, to identify the units and the people involved, to

conduct interviews, where necessary.
Ltc. Vicki Merriman, who was introduced earlier, has been in-

volved in a great deal of that tracking down, and we are talking
about, in some instances, hundreds of leads that have to be teased
out. All of this information then gets resifted through the

Lederberg panel or through other ways, so that we can come for-

ward to you. In some instances, we cannot get a direct answer
quickly.
The Chairman. Yes. Well, let me just say at this point, and you'll

find this interesting too, I think, Senator Bennett.
In February, the Defense Science Advisory Board contacted the

Banking Committee and asked for a list of witnesses who may
have—of what may have been direct Iraqi attacks in the context of
this discussion. We gave a list of at least one person from each
event to the Department of Defense. These persons were then
called by the Department of Defense. And I'm going to describe to

you what happened.
It's been reported back to us by a number of those interviewed

by DoD that, rather than being asked substantive questions about
the events and to locate other witnesses that might have been at
the events, high-ranking military officers—and we can talk about
who they are—said to these individuals that they were mistaken.

They were told that the Iraqis did not have the ability to initiate

these types of attacks, which we know to be false because we got
the stockpiles after the war, if nothing else. And you should know
that.

Now, I don't know whether that comes as news to you or not, but
I can arrange for you to talk to those people
Mr. DoRN. I will do it. Senator.
The Chairman. —Who, hopefully, will say to you what they said

to us, that they got a phone call saying, tell us everything you
know. Lay it all out. It was a scripted phone call where they were
presented with an approach that said, it couldn't be a certain thing
because that was off the table as a possibility.

I think any time you're using people to do this kind of investiga-
tive work that may have some stake in what was done previously,
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as well as the decisionmaking chain leading up to these events
can—I don't say does, but can—cause a problem.

I've been very troubled by that. I think whoever is making the

phone calls, whether it's Ltc. Merriman or anybody else, can't be

calling with a scripted approach that tries to tailor the answer that

presumably is being asked for from the person that they're calling.
And we've had a problem in that area, just for your information.
Mr. DORN. Mr. Chairman, if I can get particulars, I will be more

than happy to follow up.
The Chairman. You'll get them. You'll get them because, again,

we're not going to let any assertions be made on the record here
where we have contrary information. And I appreciate very much
Senator Bennett raising the issue with respect to these testing kits.

Now let me come back to my question to your two colleagues.
Can you give us here today your professional certification that
there were no exposures of Gulf War veterans to either chemical

agents or biological agents out there in that war zone?
Dr. Prociv. Since I've taken this position, Mr. Chairman, I have

reviewed a lot of data and a lot of cases. My statement that I do
not believe that any chemical agents were used by the Iraqis
The Chairman. No, that's not what I said. I understand double-

talk when I hear it. That's not what I asked you.
[Laughter.]
That's not what I asked you. And with all due respect, let me re-

peat it again because I'd like an answer to my question, and then
if you want to elaborate, you can.

I realize everybody's designed here to veer off into the question
as to whether there was an attack, a verifiable attack by the Iraqis
to use these weapons. I did not pose that question. I asked you
under oath for your professional opinion to give me a certification

of your belief and confidence that no Gulf War veterans had any
exposure to chemical agents or biological agents while they were in

the war zone. Now can you give us that certification, regardless of
the source?

Dr. Prociv. Again, Mr. Chairman, I'm not a medical doctor. I

don't understand a lot of the medical symptomology. What I do un-
derstand is that when chemical agents are used, and I understand
how they are dispersed, I understand how they're detected, in all

of the evidence that I have seen that I can say in my own profes-
sional certification, I can say that I do not believe that any chemi-
cal agents entered the theater of operations and exposed any of our
soldiers. That I can say.
The Chairman. Well, I've got to make sure that I understand

every single word in your sentence here. I want to make sure be-
cause you're putting your professional reputation on the line, and
you're doing it under oath. Meanwhile, I've got a lot of sick veter-

ans all across the country, some in the room today, who heard the
chemical alarms going off all the time, even though the chemical
alarms were set at a much higher level than we know can cause
a problem if there's extended exposure. You know that as well.

But you're telling us, in your testimony today, that it is your best

professional belief that we don't have a single veteran coming back
from the Gulf War who had an exposure to chemical agents or bio-
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logical agents in that war zone. And you're here today under oath
with your professional reputation on the line.

Dr. Prociv. Sir, again, I'm here to say that, knowing what I

know and what I've reviewed, I do not understand how any of our
veterans could have been exposed
The Chairman. I didn't ask
Dr. Prociv. I have to say it this way because I'm not a medical

doctor, sir.

The Chairman. Maybe we need a medical doctor to answer the

question.
Let me ask the same question of you. Dr. Kriese.

Dr. Kriese. Sir, in the intelligence community, one of our, if you
will, reminders is that absence of evidence is not evidence of ab-

sence. So I cannot say absolutely, categorically, that there was no
chemical or biological use and nobody was affected. I can tell you
that, based on all the evidence I've seen, my judgment is that it

was not used. But as a professional, I cannot tell you
The Chairman. Now when you say, not used, you mean—by not

used, you mean, what? That there was an offensive use of these

weapons?
Dr. Kriese. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You've not been able to validate in your own
mind an incident or instances where they would have been used in

an offensive way.
Dr. Kriese. That's correct, sir.

The Chairman. But you also make the point that you're not pre-

pared to rule out the possibility that these agents got loose in some
way and may in fact have had an effect on some people. You can't

comment one way or the other on that.

Dr. Kriese. I think it's impossible to prove a negative. I don't

mean that lightly, sir. This is a very difficult issue, with low levels,

many people involved.
The Chairman. You see, it's difficult, when you have hundreds,

and now thousands, of eyewitness accounts of people who are in

the theater of operations and the chemical alarms go off. The chem-
ical alarms sound.
Now the chemical alarms were not just sitting out there waiting.

We designed them. We sent them out there. We put them there be-

cause we were worried that this might happen. That's why the
chemical alarms were there in the first place. That's why all the

gear was there in the first place.
That's why we have job titles that some of you carry that talk

about biological and chemical warfare, because this is a real issue
and it's not somebody's invention. Saddam Hussein has done this

in the past, killed his own people with these kinds of weapons. This
isn't science fiction or fantasy.
So we understood that there might very well be a problem. We

put all the monitors out there and then the monitors kept sounding
and people keep taking their MOP? gear on and off. There's no
question in your mind about that having happened, is there?

Dr. Kriese. No.
The Chairman. OK. How many times, to your knowledge, would

you say the chemical alarms went off throughout the whole theater
of operation where they were placed to try to detect the chemicals?
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Dr. Kriese. I think Dr. Prociv probably has a better estimate
than I do.

Dr. Prociv. I can't quote an exact number, but there are times
when those alarms are deliberately set off. For instance, in the

regiment, the NBC platoons are required to, in fact, test those
alarms. What may have fallen apart is that they may not have no-

tified the soldiers they were testing the alarms. So, as a minimum,
twice a day, they would have tested.

[Applause.]
No, please.
The Chairman. Let's have order.

Dr. Prociv. I also will admit that they are prone to false alarms.

They are prone
The Chairman. But you can see all the possibilities. It's amazing

to me how clear your mind is on all the reasons why the alarms
could go off—how it could be an accident or mistake or faulty

equipment.
So now we have a new question—why are we buying faulty

equipment? Why are we putting faulty alarms out there? In fact,
I don't understand whv we're putting alarms out there that detect

a level 1,000 times higher than what we know can cause a problem
over a period of time.

Dr. Prociv. I could quote some numbers there, also.

The Chairman. Let me ask you this question. I'm going to ask

you for the record. Again, I would urge you to measure your an-
swer. Was the M8AI automatic chemical agent detection alarm
which was deployed during the war sufficiently sensitive to detect

harmful exposure levels of chemical nerve agents?
Dr. Prociv. The MS—^yes, sir.

The Chairman. Are you saying, then, that there could be an ex-

posure level harmful to somebody that could come in beneath the
level that device was scheduled to measure? If there were chronic

exposures that went on for a period of time below those levels,
couldn't those cause medical problems in people?

Dr. Prociv. I believe that there is data that shows that chronic
levels at very low levels do cause problems. But I believe it's only
with
The Chairman. But the machines weren't designed to pick that

up, were they?
Dr. Prociv. It was only with mustard, is my understanding.
The Chairman. Well, we'll get to that. But the machines were

not designed to pick up low levels on a chronic level, were they?
Dr. Prociv. No. The MS detection, the range of 0.1 to 0.5. You

can get myosis, which are the initial symptoms, at 0.005. But the
first time that you get a runny nose is at 0.5. That's the second

symptom. And 0.5 is well within the detection range of the MS.
The Chairman. We can go back and forth on this. The fact is

Mr. DORN. Senator.
The Chairman. Let me just finish. He and I are having a discus-

sion. I'd be happy to call on you in a minute.
I'm distressed about the fact that we've got a million reasons

why we can't find the problem. We can't get to the root of this

thing. We have all these sick veterans out there, wives and kids

getting sick, and we just can't find out what's causing it.
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Now, we're going to stay on this trail because I think it's quite
clear what is causing part of it, and it falls into this zone. Not just
the exposure to chemical items. I'm convinced that's part oi it.

You're not convinced that's part of it. We have a difference of opin-

ion on that issue.

When you talk to the sick veterans who were in the theater of

operation where the alarms were going off, the ones who are now
sick are overwhelmingly convinced that there is a relationship.
Now maybe you're smarter than they are and maybe they're smart-

er than you are. The consequences for them are a lot higher than

they are for you because you're not sitting here sick, with all due

respect.

[Applause.]
Dr. Prociv. Sir, if I can just go on the record. I don't disagree

that there are sick veterans. I was a veteran myself. I'm very sym-

pathetic toward the veterans. I wouldn't be working for the Depart-
ment of Defense—I just left a 20-year career in industry to work
for the Department of Defense because I believe in this cause.

The Chairman. Let me give you another example of how power-

fully real it is in the lives of real people.
Col. Smith over here who's sitting in the wheelchair spent 30

years in the military himself He was in excellent health when he

went over to the Persian Gulf, actually had prior training as a vet-

erinarian, so he knows something about what causes people to get
sick and die, and animals to get sick and die.

He's no longer in the service. I'm doing this from memory, but

after a long struggle, he finally received a 20 percent, I think it is,

service disability related to his problems, although he can hardly

get up out of the wheelchair and walk.

When he was invited to go on the Phil Donahue Show to talk

about this problem, as a guy with a background in this area who
is very, very sick, he was told by somebody in the military, it would
be a good idea for him not to wear his uniform and all those rib-

bons on his chest.

I've got to tell you, I'm much more concerned right now with sick

veterans than I am with veterans like yourself who I respect very
much who are not sick. I think if you were sick, if you were sitting

in his wheelchair, your feeling about this would be dramatically
different.

I think part of the problem here is that the people who ran the

operation during the Gulf War are not sick because they were not

the ones out into the area of exposure and who have not come back

with these problems. And so, I think it's very hard sometimes for

us to put ourselves in the other person's shoes. That's why it would
be very healthy for some of these interviews to be conducted di-

rectly. I'm going to ask, and we're going to bring the witnesses in

here, if I have to bring in 500 witnesses and we have to do this

hour by hour by hour, we're going to get the Defense Department
to pay sufficient attention to this problem.

I don't think that's happened yet, with all due respect. As Sen-

ator Bennett points out, with the atomic exposure problem years

ago, and as I mentioned with the Agent Orange exposure, I think

there's an enormous institutional difficulty for a bureaucracy,
whether it's the Defense Department or some other agency of the
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Government, to ever come "to terms with perhaps some grievance
decision errors about equipment, about exposure, about things that

maybe weren't properly planned for that happened after the fact.

We have some of that here, and we're going to have to deal with
it because you have a problem here that's a lot bigger than you un-
derstand right now.
You have wives and children that are sick. I don't know how

many of them you've talked to. I'm going to give you some names
of spouses that are sick, whose reproductive situation has been
knocked completely haywire since their husbands have come back
from the Persian Gulf, and some women veterans who have come
back and whose reproductive situation is completely haywire.

They think, and I believe that they're right in thinking it, that

they were exposed to agents out there that have caused this to hap-
pen. They had a perfect health profile before they went. In fact,

they couldn't have gone without a good health profile.

You need to talk to them, not through intermediaries and the

chain of command where everybody understands that if there's a

line that we're going to follow here that there were no exposures
and we're all going to hue to that point of view, it gets very easy
to start to tailor v^at's being heard into that sort of channel. I've

seen it too many times and I think it's happening here.

I want you to talk to some of these people. I want you to sit down
and get right up close to them because if there is a problem where
this thing is moving through families, as we now have enough an-

ecdotal evidence for me to believe that it is, you ought to get up
close to it. You ought to look at it. You ought to look at the sick

kids, not just Col. Smith and the others that are here right now
who have given as much or more time in uniform as you have and
who are now sick and are being tossed out the side door, quite

frankly.
That's what's happening because, in effect, there's a problem but

we don't know what caused the problem. It couldn't be chemical.

It couldn't be biological because we can't find any evidence of that.

Therefore, we're not going to aim our treatment regime down that

track because if it never happened, then that can't oe the cause of

the problem. So let's look for other things. Let's look for mental

problems. Let's look for this. Let's look for that.

This is not a mental problem. It is a mental problem, I think, in

the Defense Department. I think it's fair to say that because the

defense establishment has decided that this problem has to be out-

side certain boundaries. Yet, all of the evidence is accumulating,
and we're going to go through it here today. We've gotten side-

tracked here, which is a little bit regrettable because I want to nail

down specific things here and we're going to do that.

But I think what is happening here is that the Defense Depart-
ment almost cannot allow itself to come to any conclusion that

there could have been or was any significant amount of chemical
or biological exposure. I can see a lot of reasons why that could be

the conclusion that the Department would find itself backed into

thinking that it had to reach.

I would like an assurance—and I don't know if you can give it.

Secretary Dom, or not—I'd like an assurance today, an iron-clad

assurance that every active-duty military service person who
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served in the Gulf who now is sick and who is afraid to come for-

ward, as many are because they're afraid that they're going to get
drummed out of the service. It's tough to find jobs on the outside,

especially if you're sick, if you're leaving the military because

you've got a health problem. And it's very tough to remain in the

military if you've got a health problem, and especially if it's in this

area that the Defense Department I don't think is very comfortable
with.
We've got to have an assurance, and I'd like it stated explicitly

by the Secretary, that no active-duty person will be sent out of the

military if they come forward and indicate that they have these

problems and that they won't be off-loaded for some other reason
that's a fake reason. And that, in fact, if they have to leave the
service because they are so sick coming off the service in the Gulf

War, that they will get service-connected disability and so they're
not just going to go out and land on the scrap heap and find they
can't get a job and they're uninsurable.

I think we have to have that assurance, or you're never going to

know how many people you have in the active-duty force that are

sick. Can you give me that today or can you within the next few

days give me a commitment that you'll get that from the Secretary?
Mr. DORN. I certainly can. Senator. I can say that we want peo-

ple to come forward. We recently fashioned a new program, as you
may know, for encouraging people to come forward and for giving
them a systematic treatment protocol so that we can ensure that

we are searching for everything we possibly can search for and so

that we can assure that they're being given the best treatment. We
also are working on the appropriate disability compensation rules.

There was an earlier mention by a Member of your Committee
that the legislation needs to be changed so that we do not insist

on proof of a service connection. That legislation has been proposed
by Mr. Montgomery, the Chairman of the House Veterans' Affairs

Committee. We have been given an opportunity to comment on it.

But let me say further. Senator, if I can broaden this a little, we
are trying not to close our eyes to things. This is one of the reasons
we have asked the Lederberg group to look at the possible long-
term effects of low levels of exposure to chemical agent. And this

is why we have a range of research programs that look at a variety
of possibilities from infectious agents to the possibility of environ-

mental exposures.
Senator Bennett. Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. I might just say that there already has been re-

search done on that, as a matter of record, we've included it in our

report. It's toward the end in an appendix, having to do with infor-

mation developed by the U.S. Army Chemical Research Develop-
ment Engineering Center, indicating the problems that do exist

with prolonged low-level exposure. So
Mr. Dorn. I believe Mr. Tuite shared that information with the

Lederberg panel.
He did not? OK.
The Chairman. Presumably, they would know about this.

Mr. Dorn. They'll find it.

The Chairman. It's all the same operation. You see, if this is an
issue that everybody really wants to understand, work that's al-
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ready been done within the apparatus of the defense establishment

ought to be the first thing that comes to the surface.

I would think that if the Defense Secretary turned around and
said to the next person in command, I want every scrap of informa-

tion that we have, anything that we've done. I want to know every-

thing that there is to know that's in our files, records, research on
chemical and biological testing, information of any and all sorts. I

would assume that within a matter of days, if not hours, people
could ^0 like this and all the information ne asked for would sur-

face. Or am I wrong in that assumption?
Mr. DoRN. We thought so, too. And you may recall that last No-

vember, in response to a request from another Senate Committee,
we tried in the course of a week or two to produce definitive an-

swers to questions such as those we are discussing today. We think
we got pretty close, but it turned out that there was simply more
information out there than we could reasonably digest in the course

of a few days.
This is one of the reasons the Lederberg group has spent several

months looking at this matter. On that panel are people who have

spent many years studying a variety of issues that may be related

to these illnesses and to possible exposures to a variety of environ-

mental or chemical or biological agents in the Gulf They are still

hard at work producing their findings. But there is a lot of lit-

erature here.

The Chairman. I really don't want anybody else sent out into the

field of battle where we're likely to run into chemical and biological

weapons, where we know we've got a bad guy on the other side

who has been developing these weapons, been using these weapons
on his own people, and we say to our service men and women, look,
suit up. We're going to send you in there. But we're not quite sure

what we're likely to run into. We don't necessarily have the kind
of gear we might like to have. We're not necessarily able to meas-
ure effectively biological exposures, even though we know this guy's
been working on that. But we'd like you, in the name of the Amer-
ican Government and Uncle Sam, to get right on in there.

Here we are facing a situation with the North Koreans. In my
mind, the North Koreans may be as entirely capable of diabolical

activities of any and all kinds as Saddam Hussein.
I can see why, if you were concerned about biological and chemi-

cal weapons activity on the part of the North Koreans, why there

might be a reluctance to even want to talk about the issue, so you
dicm't have a panic with our troops who are up on the front line

who might be concerned that 3 years from now, if they're engaged
in a fracas over there, they might end up like Col. Smith in a
wheelchair.
And so, I would hope that we would never get to the point where

the thinking is, let's get the mission done and then we'll treat the

walking wounded, maybe, later on down the line or we'll figure out
what that problem is at a later time.

I would hope that we would never get into a frame of mind
where the objective in the immediate military sense puts the

health and safety of our own forces in a secondary situation. Even
though that's happened before in your lifetime and mine. It hap-
pened in Vietnam, in my opinion, and I think the evidence bears
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it out and the Vietnam veterans clearly feel that way. So you don't
have to stretch your imagination to imagine scenarios like that be-
cause we're living with the after-effects of that right now.
Mr. DoRN. May I, Mr. Chairman, associate myself with some-

thing Senator Bond said earlier?

The Chairman. Then I want to call on Senator Bennett, who has
been waiting patiently to get in here.

Mr. DoRN. Our effort here is, first and foremost, of course, to

treat the sick veterans. That we are trying to do. Second, to find
out what the underlying causes are and to deal with those.
The Chairman. But
Mr. DoRN. Senator Bond said something else. He said we have

to prepare for the future.

The Chairman. Well, just one second. Just one second, Mr. Dom.
I think the problem, and the reason you got a murmur out of the
veterans who are here, is that so many of them feel that their prob-
lem is in the chemical/biological exposure zone. And if the Depart-
ment feels that that can't be the cause of their problem and there-

fore, the research efforts are really directed down other channels
in any serious way, they feel like they're likely to continue to stay
sick and get sicker and die in the meantime because you're going
down divergent tracks.

Mr. Dorn. If that is the impression I left, please give me an op-

portunity to clarify it.

One of the reasons we focused in my opening statement on chem-
ical and biological weapons is, it was our understanding that that
was this Committee's concern, how those weapons got into the
hands of the Iraqis and whether they were used.

However, I want to make absolutely clear that we are exploring
every possible or every plausible cause for these illnesses, including
the possibility of exposure to some type of chemical agent, the pos-

sibility of exposure to various environmental pollutants, the pos-
sible long-term health effects of the Kuwaiti oil fires, infectious dis-

eases such as leishmaniasis. There may be others. We are looking
at a full range of possibilities.
One of the frustrations for some of the people who are vitally

concerned with this is that there are strong proponents of each of

those theories. We spend a lot of time explaining why we are trying
to develop a program that looks at all of the possibilities rather
than honing in solely on multiple chemical sensitivity or the Ku-
waiti oil fires. We are examining a full range of possibilities here.

Now, how soon will the results come out? This is difficult. This is

research. We are not confident how soon the results will

The Chairman. How much are we spending at the present time?
Do you know offhand?
Mr. Dorn. I'll have to get back to you on that because I cannot

give you a total. Keep in mind that this research is being done
under a lot of auspices. DoD is sponsoring some of it. VA is spon-
soring some of it. Some of it is being done through Health and
Human Services, their Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
I will try to put together some numbers for you.
The Chairman. Senator Bennett.
Senator Bennett. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I'll spare the editorial comment that I was about to make. Let

me go back to the issue.

The Chairman asked a specific question to which he did not get
an answer. I'm interested in the answer. The question was how
many times did the alarms go off? The answer was, well, we don't

really know, and so on.

All right. I used to give that kind of an answer to a boss that

was not sympathetic to that kind of an answer and he would al-

ways say to me when I'd say, well, I can't give you an exact num-
ber. He'd say, how many would you be surprised if it were more
than? Can you give us a ballpark figure? How many would you be

surprised if it were more than or less than, and give us kind of a

bracket?
Then as you investigate this, and you probably can't answer it

here, and I would be surprised if you could, I would like an answer
for the record, how many times was the gear replaced after the

alarms went off. And to focus exactly on what I'm talking about,
I'll direct you to page 65 of the report provided by the Chairman
and the Ranking Member.
There, by coincidence, seems to be two occasions here where the

alarms went off and the gear was replaced.
The first one, quoting a Mr. Fred Willoughby of Columbus, Geor-

gia, who was with the Naval Mobile Construction Battalion. He has

reported that on January 20, 1991, at about 3:00 to 4:00 a.m., he
was hanging out outside his tent when he heard a long, loud explo-
sion. Shortly thereafter, a siren sounded and he went inside the

tent to get his gas mask. By the time he came out, people were

yelling, MOPP 4, MOPP 4, not a drill. Immediately, his mouth,
lips, and face became numb all over, a sensation he likened to no-

vocaine at the dentist's office. He was in the bunker for about an
hour or an hour and a half. When he came out of the bunker, he
and others in his unit were told bv the officers and chiefs that what

they had heard was just a sonic boom. The next day, the unit was
told not to talk about it.

Here's the operative sentence—but the unit's MOPP gear was
collected and replaced the next morning. I want to know how many
times that happened, where an alarm went off and subsequently to

the alarm going off, someone had the MOPP gear collected and re-

placed.
Go down to the next one just below it. Roy Morrow of Phenix

City, Alabama, assigned to the Air Detachment, King Abdul Aziz

Stadium.
On January 20, 1991, he heard two explosions between 3:00 and

3:30 a.m. He was awakened, went to the bunker. The unit went to

MOPP 2 level for 25 to 30 minutes. The all-clear was then given.
When he exited the bunker, Mr. Morrow noticed the Marines run-

ning and screaming, MOPP level 4. The siren sounded again. He
began to feel a burning sensation on his arms, legs, the back of his

neck, his ears, and his face, his lips felt numb. His unit went to

full MOPP level 4. Right before he went to the bunker the second

time, Mr. Morrow saw a flash in the commercial port of Al-Jubayl.
He had a radio in the bunker, so on and so forth.

When they began to discuss it, down in the next paragraph, he's

talking with the head of the decontamination team in his unit. And
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when they began to discuss it, according to Mr. Morrow, the unit
was told that the two explosions were a sonic boom and they were
ordered not to talk about it any more. The next day, all of their

chemical gear was collected and replaced with new equipment.
I am sure in the logs of those units, the sounding of the alarms,

the going to MOPP 4 level, and the collecting and replacing of the

equipment is recorded. If there's one thing our military does well,
it is multiply paper and record things that went on, and people
keep logs.

I would like to know how many times the alarms went off, and
after the alarms going off, regardless of the explanation as to why,
someone felt it necessary to collect and replace all of the MOPP
equipment, because, certainly on its face, it would appear that

somebody on the scene at the time was convinced that the gear was
contaminated or would not have had it replaced.

Finally, just as another footnote, as I browsed through this

The Chairman. I'm wondering, do you have a response?
[No response provided.]
Senator Bennett. Do you have a response on that? I'm assuming

that you don't have that statistic. But if you do, I'd be glad to

The Chairman. There ought to be somebody here that knows.
There are a lot of people here that are experts in this area. Who
can get the closest to an answer?

Dr. Prociv. I guess the difficulty of coming up with a number,
and we will try. We will try to provide one for the record. The only
time that a record is made of an alarm is if it's a verified alarm.
An NBC 1 report is prepared and that's sent upstairs.
The Chairman. Now what is a verified alarm?
Dr. Prociv. An alarm goes off and the M256 kit is used to verify

it.

The Chairman. So when the alarm goes off, if there isn't that
kind of a verification, you wouldn't count it, anyway.

Dr. Prociv. No.
The Chairman. Would you then kind of switch back to the other

point, that maybe it was a faulty alarm or

Dr. Prociv. I'm trying to be open-minded here.
We probably wouldn't hear about it, but it may be that the com-

pany would keep records, that Central Command would keep
records. And so, we will try to get the number.
Senator Bennett. I find it inconceivable that the alarm would go

off and the unit would be on alert, and in their MOPP gear for

hours, and then the gear would be collected and disposed of and
there would be no record of the incident on the ground that it

wasn't verified. That's incredible to me.
Dr. Prociv. Let me try to explain that, also. Typically, the gear

is not changed after an alarm.
Senator Bennett. I understand that.

Dr. Prociv. Typically, the gear is changed after a certain number
of days of wear life. For instance, the British suit has a 5-day wear
life. On the fifth day, everybody changes out of the suit and gets
a new one. I'd have to look into each of these cases and see why
those change-outs were made. I'm not sure I understand that, other
than by coincidence, it may have hit that fifth day.
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Senator Bennett. I can understand that it would be by coinci-

dence. But the Chairman asked the question, how many times did
the alarms go off, because the testimony here has said that every
single time that the alarm went off, it was because of some
nonchemical reason. It was a false alarm. It was in reaction to die-

sel fuel in the air. It was testing. In every single instance, the testi-

mony is the alarm was not an alarm of actual chemical presence.
His question was, how many times did we have those nonchemical
stimuli creating an alarm going off? I think that's an answer we
ought to get an approximation for.

The second question that I'm asking is, how many times was
there a replacement of the gear following the alarm going off? If

you say it only happened twice and in both cases, the 5 days were
up, I'll accept that. But I want to know how many times it actually
happened, whether or not we can put it down to coincidence of the
5 days being up, or if somebody on the ground came to the conclu-
sion that there was in fact contamination there and the gear had
to be replaced as a safety measure for his troops. I can see a con-

scientious commander making that decision and having a record of
it somewhere. I want to know if, indeed, that happened.

Finally, just as I was browsing through here, I'd point out to you
on page 77, there is another case of an M256 giving a positive read-

ing. William Brady, Battalion Logistics NCO with the 217th Main-
tenance Battalion.

Deafening sound, a flash of light, everything shook. That does
not sound like a sonic boom to me. He remembered the chemical
litmus paper turning red and a positive reading from an M256 kit.

His nose began to run. He smelled and tasted sulfur and he began
coughing up blood a couple of days after the attack.
Once again, you may have an explanation for the M256 working,

but I come back to the earlier statement that there is never a veri-

fied case.

We do have a pattern here of alarms going off and now individ-

ual reports of even the M256 being activated. I don't think there's

a lot of credibility, unless you've got an answer for every one of

these, for the statement that there was no presence of these things.
To a layman, it just seems overwhelming that there's got to be a

presumption of presence if these kinds of things kept happening.
Dr. Prociv. Our conclusions are also based on not just the

alarms. It's also the absence of the types of symptoms that we ex-

pect to see from nerve agents. We talked to our allies. We have not
seen the symptoms there.

Typically, an attack will cause a lot of people to get exposed. So
I will take these questions for the record, however, sir, and I will

provide you the answers to those.

Senator Bennett. Let me pursue what you just said because it

fits with the line that I was on earlier.

You say, typically, we can expect. Let's hold the possibility that
these particular agents were not typical. Let's hold the possibility
that, indeed, something happened out there that doesn't meet the

typical norm. Back to my earlier question to the Secretary—isn't

there a possibility that the confirmation pattern is flawed?
You say, we can't get confirmation of it. Maybe we're dealing

with something new here that we weren't previously thinking
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about that can produce a different kind of reaction than we were
expecting. With that thought in mind, go back and review every-
thing we ve talked about. Our confirmation pattern doesn't confirm.

I'm willing to accept that. I don't think you're sitting here lying
to me on that issue. I'll accept that you've done the confirmation
and the confirmation doesn't confirm. But how do I explain all of
the people with Gulf War Syndrome. Just because it doesn't fit the
tvpical pattern does not mean it didn't happen. Start thinking in
those terms and maybe this whole thing will be a little different.

I thank the Chair.
The Chairman. I think, Senator Bennett, that that's an enor-

mously constructive point you've just made.
We know that Saddam Hussein was experimenting with mixing

up these cocktails, these so-called chemical cocktails and maybe
mixing biologicals in with the chemical cocktails. We don't know
what he was finally doing. We just know at the end of the war,
even though we bombed the daylights out of every storage place we
knew about, and I think in the process threw a lot of this stuff up
in the air, which then blew down over our troops, that even after
all the bombing, the massive bombing, he still had a huge stockpile
of this stuff. That's what the U.N. inspectors found. And we're still

destroying it, still getting rid of it. It's not easy to get rid of
One of the great ironies is that we helped put it together because

we sent him the materials in the beginning to get him going, with
these licenses that were approved by our own Government to send
the biological specimens and so forth.

But I think Senator Bennett is onto something. I think we may
in fact be dealing with something here where, when he was threat-

ening us with these kinds of doomsday weapons and other things,
that ne may have been experimenting with weapons that were dif-

ferent and outside the norm, and that we were not necessarily

ready to deal with that.
I tnink, quite frankly, it's a stunning statement. I know you may

not think about it that way, when you say that when these alarms
were going off all the time, it's probably because the alarms were
faulty or that they were registering the wrong things.
To the people out in the real world that go to work everyday and

pay the bills for the defense establishment and everything else,
that will have them marching on Washington, if they think that
what we were doing is buying alarm systems to protect their sons
and daughters that basically weren't any good.
And so, yes, they kept going off all the time, but they were going

off for the wrong reasons.
That's like asking people to believe something that's just so un-

believable, that to say it, makes a person sound like a fool, I think
to a citizen.

Senator Bennett. Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Yes.
Senator Bennett. Could I comment on that because you've trig-

gered a thought here that I'd like to share with the Department of
Defense.
We're in a Catch-22. If we say, on the one hand, the alarms

going off in every instance was due to malfunction or misreading
or diesel oil, or whatever, and then we turn around and say, on the
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other hand, we have absolutely no confirmation from anywhere
that these agents were present.

It's the second conclusion that's driving the first. If you say, just
one alarm functioned properly, and what are the statistical chances
that that's true, just one of these M256 readings was accurate,
then we do have confirmation.

You've got yourself into a logic box here. If you say they all

failed, the M256 all came from people who didn't understand what
they were doing. We've checked everyone of them. You then can

validate, no, there's no confirmation.

But the overwhelming inference on the part, again, of somebody
looking at it from the outside who's not involved, is that it is the

second conclusion that is driving the first and it becomes a self-ful-

filling prophecy once you get there.

You can't prove a negative, but just think about it for just a
minute logically and use the phrase, fuzzy logic, that allows you to

go with probabilities, even if you can't pin it down. Is it really log-

ical to assume that every single one of those events was faulty?
Mr. DORN. Senator, let me—perhaps Dr. Prociv can address an-

other dilemma here which has to do with the way one designs the

systems and the way one sets them so that one has the maximum
possible warning.

It is a system which, unfortunately, is likely to yield some false

alarms. But perhaps we can discuss that technology because it does
raise an interesting question about how much advanced warning
we want in these circumstances and it may guide the way in which
this technology is refined in the future.

The Chairman. Well, before we get off into a long, technical dis-

course that eats up more time, I want to stay on the point that he's

just raised. If you can invent a better system, I'll all for it. Go and
do it. If you want the money, I'll vote for the money to do it.

I'm concerned about a lot of sick people right now because the

last system didn't work right and we're having a very hard time,
I still think, getting an honest understanding of what happened.

I think Senator Bennett is exactly right, that it's the second con-

clusion that in a sense is driving the first conclusion, that backs

you into the notion that you've come in here with a truly unbeliev-

able assertion that every single one of these alarms going off was

faulty and didn't mean anything.
I think that that's clearly not the case and I would hope at the

end of the day, not iust today, but at the end of this, you wouldn't
force yourself into believing something that is patently unbeliev-

able.

But there's a more serious and sinister part of it. And that is

that that kind of logic also drives the effort to get to the bottom
of the medical problems because if you're working off the premise
that it can't be chemical exposure or biological weapons exposure,
then you don't aim the bulk of your medical research effort with
real urgency into that area of exposure.
You look at other things. You can spend a long time looking at

everything else that it might be. Meanwhile, you've got very sick

people that in many instances, are getting sicker. In other words,
their sickness isn't standing still. Their sickness in many cases is

progressive.
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The thing that alarms me the most right now is that by, in a

sense, ruling out the notion that it could be chemical and biological
exposure causing a lot of this difficulty, maybe in a mixture with
the pretreatment pills and so forth, we are losing very valuable
time and causing perhaps an immense amount of grief.

If you've got a biological issue working in all of this, you may
have even a bigger threat on your hands than we're accustomed to

even thinking about. And so, that kind of logic or illogic, in this

case, I think is what people can't accept who look at this.

And to your question, how many times did the alarms go off, I

can assert to you right now, based on just the first person accounts
that we have nad, with discussions with people who have come for-

ward, for whom we have names, places, times, and so forth, that
there would be thousands of events of alarms going off. Would any
of you dispute that?
You would not dispute that.

Dr. Prociv. We have no data.

Senator Bennett. That goes back to my question—what would
you be surprised if it were fewer than? Does 1,000 strike you as
much too high? You say you have no data, but you obviously

Dr. Prociv. I think tnat I would agree to per-alarm, perhaps 2
to 3 a day. I could see that happening.
The CHAffiMAN. How many alarms were out there?
Dr. Prociv. We had 14,000 alarms out there.

The Chairman. So 14,000 alarms going off 3 times a day.
Dr. Prociv. Big number.
The Chairman. That's a pretty big number.
Senator Bennett. Yes. Let me pursue another aspect of the

thought that I'm laying down here, that just because it doesn't fit

the norm doesn't mean that it didn't happen.
As I understood, Mr. Secretary, your comments were that you

found no evidence of the presence of these weapons, let alone the
trace of the gases or agents, but no evidence of the presence of
these weapons in the theater. Is that correct?
Mr. DORN. That is correct.

Senator Bennett. OK I beheve, from the first-person reports
contained in this document, that most of the instances reported
were not in the theater. They were behind the lines back in the
maintenance area, subject to SCUD attacks that were later dis-

missed as sonic booms and not, in fact, SCUD attacks in some
cases, but not necessarily in the theater where the tank battle and
those other things took place. Is that correct?

Mr. DoRN. Those portions of southern Iraq and Kuwait that con-
stituted the battlefield. So you are correct in the way we've defined
the Kuwait theater of operations. However, I believe that state-

ment is intended to cover, and I will verify it, but I believe that
is intended to cover everything that we found on the battlefields,
short of a certain parallel into Iraq.
Now I will confirm that.

Senator Bennett. You see where I'm going.
Mr. DoRN. It obviously would be very important
Senator Bennett. Yes.
Mr. DoRN. —If this were cleverly worded to obscure that point.

It is my sincere hope that it has not obscured that important point.
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The Chairman. We have more than a hope, though.
Senator Bennett. I don't accuse anybody of cleverly wording it

to obscure it. But I have had enough dealings with some military

minds, I won't say all, by any means, to suggest that it would
never occur to them to go beyond the battlefield as to what the the-

ater would be.

We are dealing now, if we accept these first-person witnesses at

face value, with people who are behind the lines, who are
subjected

to SCUD attacks launched from areas we know not where. That is

prima facie obvious because if we knew where the SCUD's were,
we would have destroyed them. We were out looking for them. That
was the number-one priority of the war, as far as our relationship
with the Israelis was concerned.

These are attacks being launched from some area that we may
very well have never reconnoitered that took place in an area out-

side of the theater. So that the information that you gave us here,

very conceivably, could be exactly correct and still have missed the

point.
Mr. DORN. I will double check the information. However, as you

know, a number of these SCUD's landed in populated areas or were

destroyed over populated areas. We know that when they were de-

stroyed, they sometimes spewed forth rocket fiiel and lots of other

debris. I have seen no information suggesting that the debris con-

tained evidence of a chemical or a biological agent.
I will double check that information for you, sir.

Senator Bennett. I think it would be a useful exercise.

The other comment I would make
Mr. Dorn. Dr. Kriese has a comment on that.

Dr. Kriese. May I comment, sir?

Senator Bennett. Surely.
Dr. Kriese. My understanding is that, after every SCUD attack,

we checked for CW and none was found. That was of great concern

to our forces.

I think you brought up a very important point as you talk about

delivery of agents. You referred to an incident on January 19, or

perhaps January 20, this is event 3 on page 64.

This area, we believe, was outside the range of any Iraqi delivery

systems, except for SCUD's. And on January 20, there were four

SCUD's that landed near Al-Jubayl, two of them about 35 miles

away and two about 58 miles away.
I think as we discuss chemical agents, and I don't want to give

any appearance that I'm trying to rule something out or in circular

logic, but, in my mind, one of the issues is the question of how
those agents were inplaced, how they got there.

As we look at the installations that were deep behind the lines,

like Al-Jubayl, SCUD is the only way to get there. I'm not saying
that they're not there because I don't know how else to explain
them. But I think delivery is a very important issue that we've

looked at as we've tried to make an assessment of the use of CW
and BW weapons.
We've also asked ourselves questions about if there are low levels

of CW or BW, why do we never find high levels? Distribution of

material is a very difficult problem. Usually, you start from a small

canister and release it. Close to the canister, you have high levels
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of CW or BW agents. Further away, you find low levels. So this is,

again, a puzzle to us. And I don't want to say that I'm ruling any-
thing out.

Senator Bennett. Yes.
Dr. Kreese. But as we try to understand how the Iraqis may

have used CW or BW agents, these are things that we try to ad-
dress.

Senator Bennett. And I think it's appropriate that you try to ad-
dress them. I think that that's a legitimate question.

I go back to my earlier comment that maybe we're dealing with
something here that does not fit our expectations because we're

dealing with an individual who has pursued this weaponry far be-

yond the levels that we have, I think, in our own arsenal. We've
decided to pull back from this a long time ago and he has decided
to go forward.

Dr. Kreese. Yes, sir, and I would add that, certainly, one of the

things that the intelligence community worries about a lot is the

question of technological surprise. So, across the board, we look at

unexpected developments in technologies that may be a threat to

U.S. forces or the forces of our allies.

This is something that we've looked for and, again, I can't say
that it's not there because we haven't seen it, but we certainly pur-
sue those leads whenever we have them.
Senator Bennett. I have to leave. I just want to conclude with

an experience totally unrelated in specifics, but I think quite in-

structive in its overall message that I had in my formative years
as a very young man.

It had nothing to do with war, fortunately. But we were trying
to sell tickets to a concert. The public relations firm hired to help
us to do this sent their expert into the area where I was operating.
He was appalled to find out that I was doing all kinds of things
he didn't want me to do.

This happened in the British Isles.

He called his superior in London and he reported to his superior
all of the things that I was doing that were contrary to the wishes
of this internationally known PR firm. The conversation is still

burned in my mind and the lesson that I learned is the one that
I want to share with you.
He said, "Yes, dear, I told him that." His superior was a woman,

so he could use that terminology in the days before political cor-

rectness.

He said, "Yes, dear, we covered that. Yes, dear, we have handled
that. Yes, we have done that. That's right. Yes, we've covered all

those bases. Everything is fine. There's just one problem—no tick-

ets have been sold."

OK, we can get all of the explanations. We can get all of the ex-

amination. There's just one problem—we have a batch of people for

whom we cannot give any explanations in terms of their medical
circumstance. Maybe the old pattern he was describing in that cir-

cumstance and as you are describing in here, has got to be aban-
doned and we've got to do something different.

That's what I was trying to do when I was trying to sell tickets
to the concert and offending people because I was doing things dif-
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ferently than they thought they should be done by the classic pat-

tern.

My only defense for my actions was but no tickets are being sold

doing it your way. My only comment here is no answers are being
found as to where this body of people with serious medical prob-
lems came from. And that's what keeps driving me and I know
keeps driving the Chairman and will keep driving this issue until

we either fill the hall, as I can say proudly we did on the occasion

of the concert, by solving the problem, or come up with an expla-
nation that is so scientifically iron-clad, that everybody can buy it.

Saying that the explosions were all sonic booms and the alarms

went off, all in malfunction or testing, and that all of the illness

comes from some other source is simply not going to cut it in the

reality of what we've got here, what we have to deal with. There

is the reality of the people who have these problems and that re-

ality is not going to go away.
Mr. DoRN. Senator Bennett, I want to emphasize again that we

are considering all the plausible possibilities, including the possibil-

ity of exposure to some type of chemical or biological agent.
Senator Bennett. I'm delighted to have you say that last sen-

tence because I had not heard it before now and I may have missed

it. But I'm glad to hear it before I have to leave and I congratulate

you for making that clear commitment, to consider this as a real

possibility, in spite of the fact that there are no confirmations, in

spite of the fact, et cetera.

That, I think, is a major commitment on behalf of the Defense

Department.
The Chairman. Thank you very much. Senator Bennett.

I think logic, which is what Senator Bennett is trying to apply

here, and properly so, is maybe the quickest way to an answer be-

cause of the problems that we've been discussing this morning.
I want to read into the record the chemical warfare agents which

survived the Allied bombing—these are the chemical weapons that

Saddam Hussein had squirrelled away and then they were picked

up to be destroyed after the war by the inspectors that went in.

Now listen to this. This is just what we got after all the bombing.
We went in and, as a priority target, tried to knock out a lot of

these weapons storage places and weapons production places. So,

presumably, we got rid of most of it in the bombing runs. But this

was what was left after all the bombing.
Now just think about this and think about it logically

—13,000
155-millimeter shells loaded with mustard gas; 6,200 rockets load-

ed with nerve agent; 800 nerve agent aerial bombs; 28 SCUD war-

heads loaded with Sarin; 75 tons of nerve agent Sarin; 60 to 70

tons of the nerve agent Tabun; and 250 tons of mustard gas and
stocks of thiodiglycol, a precursor chemical for mustard gas.

Again, just think about this, we went in with these saturation

bombing raids. We tried to hit their weapons production facilities

and knock them out. Presumably, we did knock a lot of them out.

A lot of what they had to start with presumably went up in smoke

and, unfortunately, I think a lot of it drifted down over our people
and that's part of why these alarms were going off.
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According to the testimony here, if there were 14,000 going off

3 times a dav, there's an awful lot of something going on. But this

is what was left after the war that we managed to find.

Knowing Saddam Hussein, he may have more than this

squirrelled away some other place we haven't even found. But leav-

ing that aside, this is a tremendous stockpile of these kinds of

weapons to have at the end of the war.
Now you have to say to yourself, and especially when we're deal-

ing with sick veterans and so forth, who feel that they were ex-

posed to these items, is it conceivable that Saddam Hussein, with
all of this stockpile

—I mean, he didn't have these things by acci-

dent, he built these with a very deliberate design to have all of

these things—is it conceivable that in the course of the war, he or

his field commanders, and I understand some of his front-line field

commanders had authority to do certain things in the war, depend-
ing upon how the war went. Is it conceivable that not a single one
of these shells or weapons was ever fired? Is that conceivable?

Maybe it's conceivable. I think it's very, very unlikely. That leaves

apart the question of blowing these things up with our own bomb-
ing raids and dispersing it in that fashion. And the fact that he
had a history of doing it in the past.
But what's even more powerful, I think, when you apply the

logic, if you take the symptoms, the health symptoms that would
come, and this runs counter to something that was said earlier by
one of the witnesses, we spent a lot of time overlaying symptoms
to exposure to what kind of items could create these kinds of symp-
toms and what kinds of biological items and chemical weapons do
we know that he had and was developing that could create, if a
service person was exposed to them, a pattern of medical difficulty
that would fit that kind of exposure.
We find a very high correlation between the kinds of sickness

and medical symptoms and exposure to chemical and/or biological

weapons. In fact, we can't find anything else that correlates highly.
This is the one thing that fits.

And so, after a while, the pattern is so strong, that you look at
it and you say, why is it that everybody else that's looking at this,

including a lot of outside medical people who are trying to deal
with sick veterans, can see these patterns and the Defense Depart-
ment has this mental attitude that says, it couldn't be in this area
and therefore, we don't really believe that's the problem because we
can't verify it, so we're assuming the problem is somewhere outside
those parameters.
Now, granted, you've just said in response to Senator Bennett at

the end of a long morning that you're locking at the chemical and
biological issues as well. But your whole statement is built around
a central supposition and belief that there was no chemical and bi-

ological problem here.
Mr. DoRN. No, sir.

The Chairman. It is not?
Mr. DoRN. You asked what I thought was the Committee's inter-

est in the Export Administration Act and the possibly related ques-
tion of whether or not Saddam Hussein used materials provided
under the old Export Administration Act against us. And my state-

ment was that we find no evidence that the weapons were used.
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I've said several times during this hearing that we are consider-

ing a wide range, all the possible explanations, including the possi-

bility of some type of exposure to chemical agents. There are two
issues here. One is what our adversary may have used. The other

question is what may have been available or what may have been

present in the theater for other reasons.

The Chairman. Isn't there a third category? Isn't there a poten-

tial, unintentional way in which it could be used if we went in and
bombed these facilities and these got up into the air

Mr. DoRN. That has been looked at.

The Chairman. —^At different levels of air currents and it came
down over our troops. That would be a way in which he would not

have made an offensive strike. We would clearly not have intended
for that to happen. But isn't that another possibility?
Mr. Dorn. That is clearly a possibility. May we speak briefly to

that?
The Chairman. Yes, please. We have an extensive aspect of that

in our report, as I'm sure you know. Gro ahead.
Dr. Kriese. I think one of the questions that comes up when you

look at this as a potential cause for the illnesses is the question of

where are the very sick people?
The high concentrations that would have resulted locally from at-

tacking facilities, I think possibly could have caused very serious

injuries near the places that were bombed.
The Chairman. You're talking now about the Iraqis themselves?
Dr. Kriese. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Do you trust their data?
Dr. Kriese. We saw no evidence as we were reviewing all the im-

agery that we had available for bomb damage assessment of any
local fatalities that we could attribute to release of chemicals or bi-

ological agents.
As we attacked facilities, sir, we went back and very carefully

evaluated the amount of damage that we achieved with our attacks

and have extensive imagery from gun cameras and other resources
that we had in the area and we found no evidence of the deaths
that you might anticipate from local releases of large amounts of

material.
As the U.N. has inspected some of the areas that we bombed

after the war and, again, this does not provide data on what was
there at the time we bombed, but certainly later, some of the facili-

ties turned out to be empty. The Iraqis dispersed a lot of their mu-
nitions. That's why it was recovered after the war. They were not

necessarily in the places that we attacked.

As part of our planning, we did studies of impact of releases.

We've gone back afterwards taking weather data from the Air
Force and other meteorological conditions and have made estimates
about how far plumes from released material might have impacted
people. For the southern most facilities that we attacked, I believe

that the plume extends out, at most, 10 or 12 kilometers for inca-

pacitating roughly 5 percent of unprotected people.
And again
The Chairman. See, the problem with that is when you say inca-

pacitating unprotected people, first of all, we're talking about some-

thing that we don't have a lot of good research on, obviously.
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But if you're getting these low-level exposures—let's say you're
an American service person out there and you're getting these re-

peated low-level exposures and the alarms keep going on, going off

all the time. And we're sajdng, well, that's just because they're
faulty alarms.

It's even an embarrassing assertion because I think it's so incred-
ible and unbelievable. But this stuff is wafting down through there
and that's why the alarms are going off, and people are getting ex-

posed to it.

Now, I don't know that we know enough today as to what kinds
of exposure levels at lower levels, but on a chronic basis and over
a period of time, are going to make somebody sick, make you sick,
make your son sick. Maybe some person in the unit is going to get
sicker a lot faster and more seriously than the next person in the
unit who either has a different kind of a system or the exposure,
for one reason or another, isn't quite as severe for that person.

But, again, I find this remarkable blind spot that's right in the
center of the screen here where you've got all of the surrounding
information, most significantly being all the sick veterans who keep
coming forward.

I think until somebody—and maybe you've done this, I hope so

and if you haven't, we're going to help you do it. You need to talk
to some of the sick spouses, whose hair is falling out, who can't

sleep, whose reproductive cycle is not working properly. They're
showing a lot of the same physical symptoms that their husbands
are showing, who were the veterans, although we have women vet-

erans, too, who have these problems.
I don't know where the breakdown is coming from because we

have this enlarging body of sick people out there who something
happened to. They weren't sick before they went to the Gulf. Some-
thing happened to them there and now they're back and now
they're sick. Can anybody tell me what happened to them? You're

convinced, by and large, at least that's the testimony and that's the
official Defense Department line, that it was not exposure to chemi-
cal and biological weapons.

I think part of it is due to that and we're putting a much strong-
er case on the table than you are. But if it isn't that, after all this

period of time, and as important as this issue is, what is causing
it?

Dr. Kriese. Sir, if I can just comment for a minute?
I don't think the Defense Department is saying that it was not,

the Gulf War Syndrome was not due to CW and BW.
The Chairman. Chemical Warfare and Biological Warfare agents.
Dr. Kriese. Yes, sir. I think the Defense Department is not tak-

ing that stance.

The Chairman So you're not saying that that's not the cause.
Dr. Kriese. That's right.
The Chairman. That could be the cause.

Dr. Kriese. Yes, sir. I think Dr. Dom said that very, I hope,
clearly earlier.

I think he came to people for advice on what might be causes as
he ran down the list of the possibilities. He asked the Defense In-

telligence Agency for our assessment of use of CW and BW.
As I heard him say, thank you very much, it's still on my hst.
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The Chairman. What do you think is causing it? What's causing
all these veterans and their families to get sick? What's your best

judgment?
Dr. Kriese. Speaking totally as a nonexpert, I think that
The Chairman. I hope you're an expert because the Defense De-

partment shouldn't bring you up here if you're not something of an
expert.
Mr. DORN. But not in health.
Dr. Kriese. Sir, I'm not an expert on the whole range of medical

issues that might be involved in this question.
The Chairman. Well, take us as far as your expertise can take

us, then.
Dr. Kriese. I think we're learning about dangers of a whole

range of chemicals that exist in our environment. I think there's

a lot that we have to learn.

The Chairman. You think this is part of the problem here? Ev-

erything you've seen, your own wisdom, logic, and common sense.

Do you think that chemical and biological exposure may in fact be

part of what's making these veterans sick?

Dr. Kriese. I think there were a lot of chemicals that were in

the atmosphere in the Gulf from a range of sources, whether oil

fires, chemical weapons. You can make a list of things that I think
that there's a real possibility that low-level chemicals, or a com-
bination of low-level chemicals may be one of the contributors to

this disease.

The Chairman. Do you believe that, too. Dr. Prociv?
Dr. Prociv. I wouldn't discount it. Again, I'm not a medical type.

My biggest dilemma is I don't understand how the chemicals would

get there in sufficient quantity. If I understood that, I would be-

lieve that.

The Chairman. What do you believe, Mr. Dom?
Mr. DoRN. Senator, as I said, we're exploring a large range of

possibilities, including the one that we've discussed extensively
here today.
However, let me go back to something that I said in my state-

ment. There are a large number of theories out there, each with
a strong proponent, for multiple chemical sensitivity, for parasitic

infections, for chemical agents, for other possible causes. We are

trying to explore all the possibilities. I think it would be a mistake
for us to focus on one possibility to the exclusion of all others.

I could get a great headline here if I were to point to a single
cause. But that would be a disservice to this Committee and it cer-

tainly would be a disservice to the veterans to try to speculate
about matters that we are still trying to study.
We do not understand it.

Senator, I have had the experience of being shuffled from physi-
cian to physician, trying to find the answer to a simple question.
So I empathize with the frustration being experience by Col. Smith
and other veterans.

I was not in the Persian Gulf, but I think many of us in this

room have gone through that type of frustration. And as one goes
from specialist to specialist, not getting answers, the fear and the
frustration build. There were many, many times when I would
have loved for someone to say, aha, I know exactly what the prob-
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lem is. I will not try tx) offer veterans speculation when I think we
need to

The Chairman. They don't want speculation. I'm with you up to

that point.
Mr. DORN. —Support clear research.
The Chairman, Now I think—respectfully, that veers off into

something,that doesn't really have a lot of relevance here.

The question is what can we offer them? Let me give you some
specifics.
No. 1, to ones that are sick and can't work, they ought to have

100 percent disability. That you can offer them. That you can fight
for and that you should get and we shouldn't wait another day to

do it.

No. 2, if you've got family members that are sick, showing the
same syndrome, they ought to get care from the Grovemment. The
Defense Department ought to be fighting to get the money for it.

If vou have to not build another battleship or something else in

orcier to get the money to take care of the sick family members, you
ought to stand up and say it. And so should the Secretary of De-
fense, because the veterans are a lot more important than the

equipment.
[Applause.]
I think there should be an epidemiological study of every single

Gulf War veteran to find out what's going on out tnere and if some
are being affected now, there might be some that are going to be
affected 3 or 4 years from now. We could learn something and do

something about helping them at the present time.
I'm also concerned that there are a lot of other things that we

haven't done here that we could have done with respect to getting
to the bottom of these pretreatment items. I think we've got to

streamline the appeals process within the Veterans' Administra-
tion. There are a whole host of things. I've spelled them out.

It would be very helpful that in the recommendations area,
which is not designed to go to a single-cause issue, to go to the

question of what do we do now to deal with the damage? It's very
specific and it's very clear and I think it's sound. I think it's good
national policy and I think the Defense Department today, the best

thing it could do for itself as it's trying to fi^re out what happened
is to go on an all points effort to deal witn the aftermath of this

problem and see to it that these veterans and their families are

getting the full scope of care immediately that they need and not
wait to find out exactly what happened in each and every instance
but to get that job done.

I'll tell you very bluntly, that is not happening. And you can say
this is way up on the priority list of the Secretary of Defense. But
I've listened to the Secretary of Defense. I've listened to him on the
radio. I've watched him on television. I've been waiting for him to

talk about this problem. He can get a mike any time he wants it.

He can step outside his office door and say, get the networks in

here. I've got something to say on the Gulf War Syndrome issue.

And you know what? They'll be there. They'll be happy to come. He
can talk about this and he can deliver a message that's so powerful
and so clear that shows where the priority is in treating these sick

veterans and their famihes, that it's unmistakable.
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The silence is deafening. That hasn't happened. And there's no
excuse for it. I wouldn't have a Secretary of Defense that didn't do

that, quite frankly, if I were running the show. It's not enough to

do all the other things.
I'm making my statement, Mr. Dom. You can make yours in a

minute. I know you've got to defend the Department. That's your
job. It doesn't happen to be my job. That's why we've got a balance
of power difference in this Government of ours.

I think he's got an obligation to speak out and give some leader-

ship on this issue. I think he's got to address Col. Smith's problem
and these other veterans who are here in this room and there are

thousands more that aren't here. And especially these spouses and
these sick kids.

I've seen the sick kids. You ought to go see some of them. You
ought to go talk with them. It will change your thinking about this

problem, I guarantee it. It will make you a lot more passionate
about it and a lot more determined to get to the bottom of it in

terms of at least treatment for people, because we're not treating

people today. Where does the spouse and the child go today? Can
they go to the VA hospital? No, the VA hospital isn't geared to take
them. It doesn't want them.
Mr. DoRN. Senator, the law can be changed if you introduce the

appropriate legislation.
The Chairman. That's exactly right. The law can be changed and

there are a lot of ways that can change it.

It would certainly help if the Secretary of Defense, representing
a continuum of decisionmakers, who organized this whole effort

and sent everybody off to this war, would step up to the plate and

sav, look, we've got a problem that's a fall-out of this war. We don't

fully understand it. Maybe we didn't do some things right. Maybe
we had the wrong sensors. Maybe we didn't anticipate the problem.
Maybe when we get to the bottom, somebody's reputation is going
to get nailed. Maybe it turns out somebody somewhere along the

line said, we don't have to worry about this problem. It turns out

we did have to worry about the problem.
I've seen that happen before, too, and I'm sure you have.

We give you a very good-sized budget. I had to fight to get $5
million in the appropriation to do some medical research, which I

did last fall on the Senate floor. It's been hard to get the money
even spent, I might say, to hire the people to go out and do the

work. That's another whole story. We won't get into that here

today.
But it would be very refreshing if the Defense Secretary said,

we've got a very tight budget and I know it's hard to pay for the
medical care here, but we're going to set aside a half-billion dollars

out of the Defense Department. That's like pocket change in terms
of the totals, but it's significant pocket change to say, I want to

make sure that those problems are taken care of. And I don't want
any bureaucratic mumbo-jumbo that the Veterans' Affairs Depart-
ment doesn't have the money that it needs or somebody else doesn't
have the money that it needs.
This is a Defense Department operation. These people went to

fight because we asked them to go. We're responsible for what hap-
pens to them at the end of the day. They're sick and this is an
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anomaly and we want to get to the bottom of it. And while we're

trying to do that, we want them treated. We'll pay the bill.

You know something? The people of the country would like to
hear that because that's an acceptance of responsibility. That isn't
to say that somebody did

anything deliberately or anything of that
sort. It's an acceptance of the responsibility after the fact of the
human need that's there. That would be a wonderful gesture and
it's what ought to be done.
Now I'll bet you that nobody's even thought about that at the De-

fense Department. Or if they have, they sure kept it a secret.
Mr. DORN. Mr. Chairman, I began my testimony by reading a let-

ter to all Persian Gulf veterans from Chairman Shalikashvili and
jointly signed by the Secretary of Defense. I will be pleased to read
it again into the record.

I should point out, however, that that letter, which promises
treatment, which encourages people to come forward, which tells

people that there are no classification restrictions against what
they may wish to say about their experiences, is the last of about
a dozen messages that various people in the Defense Department
have sent out within the past 8 to 10 months.
Now it is true that when we send out a message to veterans

which says, we're treating you, we do not get quite the same
amount of attention as we can get with a more sensational story.
However, we can discuss the resources being dedicated to this ef-

fort. I can assure you that a soldier who comes forward, or a family
member who comes forward to a military medical facility will re-
ceive care. This information is often missed because it seems to be
a positive reassurance which some people are not interested in

hearing.
Let me say it again loudly. If a soldier comes to a military treat-

ment facility, he or she will be treated. If that soldier brings a
member of his family in, he or she will be treated. If there is any-
one in this audience who feels that has not happened, I will take
the names, I will make the calls, and it will happen.
The Chairman. Let's have order in the room.
You have some people here that feel that way who are standing.

They feel that they have been given the brush-off in that area. So
we'll see to it that you have their names.

Let me ask you this. When was this letter put out?
Mr. DoRN. It's dated today.
The Chairman. So, in other words, the letter was put out today.
Mr. Dorn. That is the last, as I said, of about a dozen messages

coming out of DoD on this matter.
The Chairman. But this is the one you're citing because this is

the one that's obviously directed to the veterans with the kind of
focus that you've just described.
But again let's be honest with each other. There's no coincidence,

is there, in timing, that the fact this letter is coming out today and
we're having this hearing today.
Mr. Dorn. Yes, Senator, it absolutely is a coincidence because

that letter has been working its way through the system for some
time.

I should mention that a week or so ago, a message came out from
the Assistant Secretary of Health focusing on this. I will be glad
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to provide you the list of a couple of dozen things that have gone
out—either briefings or memoranda or messages—since the end of

the Persian Gulf conflict.

I should also point out something else, Senator, because there is

a great deal of discussion about delay and attention.

I am grateful that sometime late last spring or last summer, sev-

eral Members of Congress, including Senator Shelby and Mr. Mont-

gomery, began approaching the Defense Department, saying, "Hey,
I keep getting groups of veterans from my constituency coming for-

ward and they think they have a problem." Most of these veterans
are in the reserves or National Guard units.

It is not fair to say that this is a problem that everyone has been
aware of since the end of the Persian Gulf War and that we are

only beginning to attend to. It is fair to say that it is a problem
that has become apparent over time, it did not crystallize either in

the Congress or in the Defense Department until less than a year
ago.
We have, I believe, tried to attend to it since then. I think we

can be faulted in any number of ways. You may be correct that, in

spite of this letter and in spite of dozens of other attempts to com-

municate, we have not done as good a job of getting the word out

as we should have.
I think you probably are also right that we had doctors in our

military facilities and in VA facilities who, not having identified a

pattern or syndrome, were not as sensitive to the matter as they
might have been. There were also, as you know, up until just a few
months ago, restrictions on treatment.
The Chairman. I don't want to stop you. If you'll permit me to

interrupt just for a minute because I want to hear your full state-

ment.
We have a vote that's on. The lights back there are on and I've

got about 8 minutes to get to the floor. I want to make the vote.

It's a cloture vote and my vote may decide the issue. I hesitate to

interrupt this to do that.

I want to recess the Committee for that purpose and then I'll

come back and I'll let you finish.

As nearly as I know, there has been no letter like this before

today signed by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs and the Sec-

retary of Defense sent to all Gulf War veterans. Now, am I right
in believing that?
Mr. DORN. That is correct.

The Chairman. Isn't this the first letter like this?

Mr. Dorn. I think the previous correspondence has gone to peo-

ple in the military chain of command for treatment instructions

and to commanders.
The Chairman. OK. Let me let you check that while I'm gone.
Let me also ask you to do something else. You offered to talk to

the veterans here who feel that they're not getting the response to

their medical problems. That's not an unlikely situation. There are

a lot of veterans who feel that way.
Mr. Dorn. Absolutely.
The Chairman. You had some stand up over here. You've had

three in uniform stand up over here. While I'm gone, I would ap-
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predate it because I'm going to come back and resume the hearing,
if you could chat with some of them.
Mr. DoRN. Absolutely.
The Chairman. I'd like it to be a civil conversation. I know every-

body feels strongly about this. I'd ask everybody to conduct the dis-
cussion in an orcferly manner here because I know this arouses a
lot of tensions and feelings. But talk to Secretary Dom while I'm
out of the room. 111 vote. I'll come back and then we'll finish up
this session.

The Committee stands in recess for a short period.
[Recess.]
The Chairman. Let me ask that everyone take a seat.

Secretary Dorn has to step out for a minute. Kelly, would you ac-

company Secretary Dom just for a minute.
In any event, let us resume then, if you're ready to go.
I want to just make a clarification on the memorandum today

from the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs and Secretary Perry that's

gone out to the Persian Gulf veterans. Does the statement cover
Reservists and their families, including those both still in the Re-
serves and those that may have left the Reserves since the War?
Mr. Dorn. I think to the extent that the law permits, it does. I've

got to check.
If you're saying does it allow Reservists and their families to re-

ceive medical care in regular military facilities, the answer is no,
and that is a legal problem which we need to discuss with you and
certainly need to discuss with the Committees on Armed Services
and the Committees on Veterans' Affairs.

The Chairman. Let's get a clarification on that as quickly as pos-
sible. I would hope they would be included because obviously if

they are out there part of the walking wounded, their problem is

precisely the same as someone else.

Mr. Dorn. Clearly, nothing in this changes existing law, and the

existing law says active-duty personnel and their families get treat-

ed in military treatment facilities, that Reservists, under normal
circumstances, would go into the VA system.
Now the law can be changed, but
The Chairman. Here's what I'd like you to do. I'd like you to get

together with the VA and let's resolve that we're covering every-
body here. I don't want somebody that was out there and who's

sick, operating side by side with somebody else who was out there
and sick, and one person gets one kind of treatment and the other

person either doesn't get treatment or gets a lesser kind of treat-

ment.
We obviously don't want that, so I just want to make sure that

that gets reconciled within 24 hours in some way so that the mes-
sage that's going out is that anybody that suited up and went is

going to get the same response that's being pledged here within
this Tetter.

Mr. Dorn. Again, within the constraints of the law. We need to

work, as I said, on the law. We may need to work on those changes,
to make that happen.
The Chairman. Ill tell you something. If we need to do that, I

think I can make you a guarantee. If the Defense Department de-
termines we need a change in the law in that area, let's get it
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drafted. I'll offer it on the floor to the next bill through. I'll bet I

can get close to 100 co-sponsors and we'll get it passed. There'll be
no barrier, I don't believe, to getting that done if we need that, but
I don't want that to become a Catch-22 either.

So
Mr. DORN. And it clearly is a limitation because, under current

law, Reservists' families cannot be treated, either by the regular
military facilities or in VA facilities.

The Chairman. See, I don't know that we've had a situation

quite like this one where we pressed so many Reservists into action

quickly and so many of them are now sick. They were operating
under color of the U.S. Government obviously in a war zone. So the
last thing they deserve is an answer that says, sorry, we can't get
to you because the law's that way.
Mr. DoRN. I understand.
The Chairman. You know, we've got to fix that problem.
Mr. DORN. Mr. Chairman, may I say further in response to that,

the discussions while you were voting were helpful. A couple of

things are clear.

One is that we need to send a clearer, stronger message to the

physicians who are responsible for treating folks regarding the
need to take these illnesses very seriously and regarding the need
to lay out a very strict protocol for them. Our expressions of good
intention must be reflected where it matters, and that's in individ-

ual clinics around the Nation. We need to make sure it happens.
The Chairman. Let me cover another item with you right up

front.

We have some service personnel in the room here other than the

group that's accompanying you, and some have roles in the intel-

ligence area and may have very important information, firsthand
information that they gathered as part of their official duties, that

they feel and know to be highly relevant to the inquiry we're doing.

They've identified themselves. They want to convey that informa-

tion, and they've been told by superiors not to do that. That they're
not to give us classified information.

I mean, my blood pressure goes to 5000 when that happens be-

cause precisely what we need to have is all the information, and
I would like an assurance fi'om you now, provided you have the au-

thority to give it, and if not, then I want you to go and get it fi*om

whoever you have to get it from, that present and former military
personnel and Defense Department personnel are fully free and au-
thorized to give us what information they have and not be in the
situation where they're having a gun put to their head by the De-
fense Department that says, no, you can't tell what you know.

Mr. Dorn. The Secretary and the Chairman say that people
should be free to talk about their experiences, but let me clarify it

further, addressing specifically that clause which says that this in-

formation is not classified.

The Chairman. See, I think all this information related to this

topic should now be declassified. I think everybody in the public do-

main ought to have a right to see it, including the medical re-

searchers and others. But very specifically, I don't want any of us

who have proper congressional roles to play here to be denied ac-
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cess tx) any of this information. That is absolutely unacceptable and
I want to get that cleared up today.
Mr. DORN, Let me clarify further.

The Chairman. Now, earlier, you made a statement or a state-
ment was made by one of the three of you that all of the chemical

agents and related equipment that was discovered was found
stored far from the Kuwait field of operations.
At An Nasiriyah, and we've got a map over here where bombings

occurred and many chemical weapons were found, that area is only
125 miles from the Kuwait/Saudi border and it's well within SCUD
missile range of most coalition deployments. Weren't U.S. forces lo-

cated around this area?
Dr. Prociv. Yes, they were.
I'll say frankly the word, far, got in the last draft of Dr. Dom's

testimony this morning. I thought we had that fixed to be stricken
from the draft testimony that he was given.

It is not correct to say that all munitions were found far from the

KTL, sir.

The Chairman. Well, that's an important clarification. So there
were instances then where some of these munitions were found
close to where we had troop deployments?

Dr. Prociv. That's correct.

The Chairman. This would be one. Can you cite others?
Dr. Prociv. Not off the top of my head. Just a second.
[Pause.]
I think the answer, sir, is that we attacked Talil but U.N. inspec-

tions show nothing in that after the War.
That's it.

The Chairman. But in terms of An Nasiriyah here, we did find
them there. Do I assume that we continued to use our forces to se-

cure that area as the War went along? We would not have just
been in that area and then left, would we?

Dr. Prociv. I don't know those details of how long we were in

that area. My understanding is that munitions were found not at
the site we bombed, but some 15 nautical miles away from where
we attacked.
The Chairman. How close would U.S. forces have been stationed

to that?
Dr. Prociv. I think they were across the river. Not stationed but

during the ground force phase of the campaign, that's as close as
we got.
The Chairman. The river would be how wide, roughly? What are

we talking about?
Dr. Prociv. It's a desert area so I expect it's not very wide there.

The Chairman. So it's a pretty narrow river?

Dr. Prociv. Right.
The Chairman. Our troops were right across this narrow river

from where we found these things. Is that right?
Dr. Prociv. They got that close but I don't know how long they

were there.

The Chairman. We've got a lot of questions here. We've covered
a lot of ground earlier with Senator Bennett, and I'm going to give
vou a number of questions for the record to ask you to respond to.
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and to respond to fiilly. I know you will. I know it'll be your inten-

tion to do that.

I don't want to call you back to pick up the loose ends. I will do
that if necessary, so I want to make sure that some staff aid

doesn't put a lot of doubletalk in the answers. I want good,
straight, pointed answers to the questions I'm going to give you for

the record. I would ask to have them answered that way.
I want to make another suggestion to you, because when we

started out on this way back when, it was to try to understand
what the control regimes were that we had within our own Govern-
ment that would have prevented Saddam Hussein from getting the

things that he needed to make biological weapons or the things he
needed to make chemical weapons.

It was really astonishing to find that our own Government had
licensed a shipment of those very things to Saddam Hussein and
many of them going directly to military units. There was no subter-

fuge, they were going to go right into his war production system.
Then, of course, when we decided the necessity of going to war with

Iraq, we had our own troops suddenly facing weapons that we had
helped develop by providing critical items to them.

You're nodding in the affirmative. I don't want to put words in

your mouth, but that's correct, is it not?
Mr. DORN. As my opening statement says, it appears that our ex-

port control regime was not effective.

The Chairman. Right. We helped him create these diabolical

weapons by supplying a lot of the critical things he needed for

them. We also knew that he had a history of using these weapons.
He used them on his own people. He used them on the Kurds years
earlier, gassed and killed a lot of people.
So when we went into the War, we must have anticipated a real

problem here. I mean we just didn't send these chemical alarms
out just to have something to do in all these MOPP 4 outfits. We
sent them out there because we anticipated that there was a real

threat, did we not?
Mr. DoRN. That is true, sir.

The Chairman. We understood that he had this capability and
that it posed a threat to our people and we took various steps. We
had the pretreatment pills, we had training, we had chemical mon-
itors out in the field, we had teams designed to do this. All of that

certainly creates a very strong supposition that we were worried
about what he might do. I don't think the Defense Department did
this for an exercise. There was a real worry that he might use
these chemical weapons or biological weapons, wasn't there?
Mr. DoRN. There was.
The Chairman. There was that worry. So these precautions were

taken.

Now, as it turns out, and this is where the firsthand statements
of veterans I think are so important because they're the ones that
were out there, we weren't, and they're the ones, in many cases,
who are sick.

When these alarms go off, I must say to you, it's incredible and
unbelievable and unsustainable and shouldn't, I don't think, be of-

fered to come here today, any of you and say, look we had all these
chemical alarms and they kept going off in various areas through
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the War zone, but they were all misfires. It was all accidental
alarms. It doesn't mean there were any chemicals in the area.
There are no chemical incidents, and so forth and so on.

Even as Senator Bennett pointed out, going back to some of our
firsthand accounts, that in many cases the gear was picked up
afterward and who knows what happened to it. We've had lots and
lots of other accounts on that.

These alarms went off for a reason, and I think it's clear, it's

clear in my mind they went off because the things they were de-

signed to detect came into that zone and set them off. I mean, they
didn't ^0 off ahead of time, they didn't go off afterward; they went
off during the time that things were going on in the War zone that

they were designed to detect.

I think it's very important that the Defense Department bring it-

self to face the reality that a lot of veterans were exposed to chemi-
cal agents during this war period. And whether they were fired in

an offensive capacity in some instances, or delivered that way, as
I also think they were, is really incidental here.
The question is, did people come into contact with these agents,

and in all likelihood some biological agents as well, and in some
mixture that we don't yet fully understand, is this the foundation
for the sickness that a lot of tnem have? I think the facts now are

essentially inescapable that that is a significant part of this prob-
lem.

If the Defense Department can't believe that or won't believe

that, or if there are institutional reasons, or numerous other rea-
sons that prevent that kind of acknowledgement, I think this prob-
lem's going to get a lot worse. In the end, the main losers are going
to be the veterans and their families.

The second loser is going to be the Defense Department because

you're going to end up with your reputation in ruins. I'm not exag-
gerating and so I don't want to be misunderstood when I say I'll

bring veterans in here and have them, one after the other, and
their family members, for days on end, I will do that if I have to,

because I want this problem paid attention to. They don't want to

come. I don't want to ask them, but we will ask them and they will

come. That's not the way to solve this problem, but if there is no
other way, then that's the way we will do it.

This is not a shot across the bow. This is about as direct as the
communications get between the Legislative Branch and the Exec-
utive Branch.

I will fight to get you what you need. You want money to treat
sick veterans and their families? I'll go to the floor. I'll get a coali-

tion of Republicans and Democrats. I think you saw that here

today. This is a bipartisan concern. If we need to change the laws,
we'll get the laws changed.
What we won't do is allow this thing to be swept under the rug

or covered up or fuzzed off in some way to say that it's not a big
deal or it's not very serious, or something else.

So to the extent that there's a willingness to acknowledge this

problem and deal with it directly and solve it, then you're going to

find you've got a lot of friends here that will help you get that done.

Every additional minute that there's foot dragging, or Catch-22
logic or fine-shaving of statements and so forth, for whatever the
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reasons, then you're going to have a war, and it won't be a war you
win in the end, and it's one you shouldn't wage.

I'd Hke to have an understanding here that we solve this prob-
lem. These veterans, I've talked to hundreds of them now directly.
These are not malingerers, these are not malcontents, these are not

people who are having fantasies. These are sick people who, in

every case, were well when they went to the War or they could not
have even gone to the War. In many cases, they are people who
were among the most fit. People that have gone through survival

school, paratroop training, run marathons, and various other

things. The fact that their health has been turned upside down is

a genuine national tragedy. We can't hold back anything that they
need to get to the bottom of this and fix their problems as best we
can. I do want you to talk to some of these spouses and children
because you're not going to appreciate this problem until you do.

When you talk to a veteran's wife whose hair is falling out and
whose reproductive cycle

has been knocked completely haywire who
was healthy before ner husband came back from the Gulf War,
you're going to understand this problem in a way you can't under-
stand it before that. You've got to put a real face, lots of real faces

on this thing to understand tne severity of it.

I think the Defense Secretary himself needs to do some of this,

to make it real and tangible in terms of the urgency of this prob-
lem.

I'm going to expect a good faith response from everybody here.

What we can't tolerate and what I won't tolerate is a situation

where anybody's intimidated, anybody's called up and it is sug-

gested to them that they give a programmed answer. Anybody told,

don't come forward, or in some oblique way is urged not to come
forward, I mean that's not tolerable.

I don't believe you would do that or countenance that and so I

would ask you, as an agent for this Committee on this issue, pursu-
ant to this discussion, to please go back to the hierarchy up and
down the line and make sure the message is delivered as clearly
as you are capable of doing it—and you are a very good commu-
nicator—that we've got to get to the bottom of this and we've got
to do it as fast as we possibly can. And whatever it takes to do it,

has to be done.
The old suppositions and the old ways of analyzing the problem

I think have to be put aside to see if there isn't some new way to

look at it.

Senator Bennett, whose father was a Senator before him, has a

long record of support of defense issues. I think he gave you some
very wise counsel and advice, and that is that this is a problem
that may have to be looked at. You're not going to find the answer
until you escape from a preconditioned way of looking at it, to look

at it in a new way and in a fresh way.
I'm going to expect that done and I'd like to end on that kind of

a note of constructive agreement that we will cooperate in achiev-

ing those goals. But I don't want there to be any illusion or mis-

understanding. We have to get to the bottom of this, and if I'm not
satisfied within a short period of time that we're really moving at

top speed, and that we're escaping from all of the kind of double-
talk that's been associated with many cases up until now, I'm going
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to start holding the hearings, and you know, I don't want to have
to do it that way.
Mr. DoRN. Mr. Chairman, I hear you clearly. I will try to re-

spond.
Thank you.
The Chairman. We're going to give you questions for the record

and we would appreciate, as I say, full responses to those and we'll
look forward to getting those back.
The Committee stands in recess until our next hearing, which

will start at 2:45 p.m.
[Whereupon, at 2:01 p.m., the Committee was recessed, to recon-

vene the same day, Wednesday, May 25, 1994, at 2:45 p.m., in the
same place.]
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Chairman. [2:57 p.m.] The Committee will come to order.

Let me welcome all those in attendance. We're starting a little

late because we ran so long this morning.
We're joined by Senator Kerry who has a very important interest

in this matter and who's been out into this area. Let me call on
Senator Kerry.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN F. KERRY
Senator Kerry. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. First of all,

I want to apologize to you. I had wanted to be here earlier, but un-

fortunately, the way the Senate works, as you well know, some-
times that's impossible. But I wanted to come here now to thank

you for your tremendous leadership on this. I have really been im-

pressed, as a veteran, particularly given my long involvement in

the effort to get an Agent Orange presumption and a bill through
here finally, I'm particularly sensitized to the stonewalling and re-

actions people will put in the path of those who put on the uniform.
I was quite surprised to find it, and I am personally extraor-

dinarily gratified and impressed by your pursuit of this. You've
been passionate on the floor, you've been dogged in the Committee
and in private, and a lot of veterans around the country I think are

deeply indebted to you for your concern that regrettably has not
been as forthcoming as it should have been given the lessons we've
learned from other entities that are responsible for behavior toward
those who put on the uniform in this country.
There always ought to be a presumption, I believe, and that's

something we argued about very hard on the Agent Orange issue,
a presumption in favor of the veteran.
You shouldn't have to beat down the doors to get people to level

with you and explain to you what may or may not be factual. You
have a done a brilliant job of forcing some information out on this

that lends a much clearer view about what the possibilities are and
what may or may not have happened. So I want to thank you.

I also want to thank those who have suffered because of this ex-

posure, whatever it may be, yet to be fully explained, but I really
want to thank them for their pursuit of this and for their willing-
ness to endure.

I always thought that after we won the Agent Orange victory, we
had learned a lesson and there would not have to be another gen-
eration coming along and enduring. So I'm here expressing per-
sonal anger and frustration with the fact that it's been a real tug
of war to get at this. I cannot underscore enough my own personal
admiration and respect for your efforts to try to get at it, and I

think a lot of veterans just feel gratified that this Committee is

doing it, and I support you in those efforts.

The Chairman. Thank you very much, Senator Kerry. Those
words mean something special to me, coming from you, given your
history years ago as a Vietnam War veteran and since that time.

I think we've made some important progress with this work, with

your help and the help of others, to get to the bottom of what has

happened here and why we have so many sick veterans and in-

creasingly so many sick veteran family members.
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Spouses whose reproductive cycle is not working properly or suf-

fering hair loss, a lot of the symptoms that the veterans themselves
are experiencing and now increasingly their children. This was an

unanticipated finding by us, as we got more deeply into this, but
the numbers are growing in this area, and we're now pursuing that

aspect of it.

But the question of exposure to chemical agents and to biological

agents in this war zone and the implications for veterans and also

a lot of active-duty personnel, there are a lot of active-duty person-
nel who are afraid now to come forward because there's a down-

sizing going on and they don't want to be invited to leave because

they've been identified as having a medical problem.

Many of the veterans who were already out of the service tell us
that if you don't get any real help out of the VA or in terms of a

disability rating, and you're too sick to work, you're absolutely un-

insurable, the insurance companies don't want to see you because

you need the help and you need the coverage.
So there's a diabolical end-game situation facing more and more

Desert Storm veterans. And when you think back to the parades,
the deserved parades at the time as the war was ending and people
were coming back, they don't mean much now if a veteran is sick

or his family members are sick, and they need a response, they
need a proper diagnosis, and they need proper care.

Even today with respect to the family members, we were able to

get from the Defense Department this very day, coincidentally, a
statement to all Gulf War veterans, signed by the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs and the Defense Secretary indicating that they are

now being urged to come forward, and they will be given help. That
is a constructive statement. Now we've got to see that statement

fully implemented, and there are questions as to how it affects Re-
servists and others.

I've also made the pledge today, just for your own information,
that if we don't get the response that is needed here, I'm quite pre-

pared to conduct hearings where we have veterans come in endless

numbers. I hate to go through the process of asking people to make
that effort, but if it's needed in order to really force this issue to

a proper conclusion, we'll do that, and we'll have hearings that go
on as long as they need to go on, until the powers that be under-
stand that this is not going to be an issue that's swept under the

rug. We're not going to have a 20-year hiatus as we had with Agent
Orange. We've had a lot of veterans from Desert Storm already die,

who went over in perfect health.

Senator Kerry. Well, it's very curious, I must say. I mentioned
a moment ago to the staff that I was in Kuwait about 2 days after

the liberation as part of the observer group from the Senate, and

apart from biological or chemical, I found that the acridity of the

air and the thickness of the air just from the oil fires. I remember

turning to one of the soldiers there in Kuwait and asking him
whether the air he was breathing bothered him, and how he felt

about being outdoors. In fact, several people there who were from
Reserve units out of Massachusetts mentioned to me that they
were very concerned about breathing the air.

I've got to tell you, for the 24 hours or whatever that I was there,
I found a significant impact and discomfort from the air I was
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breathing, not unlike Bangkok where you can go out and you can't

run. In 15 minutes, you feel your lungs searing.
I certainly felt the effect of those fires and wnthin miles around,

when it rained buildings were covered, cars were covered. I mean,
you had, as far away as in Rihad, you had buildings that turned
black by virtue of the rain. You had black rain. So that means you
have particles in the air, and if you have particles in the air, you
are clearly breathing those particles. I don't know what the air

quality was, I don't even know if we measured that air quality, but
I remember distinctly feeling it and having concern expressed to

me by people.
Now I'm told that that has not yet showed up or there isn't some

indication of that, but I would personally be surprised if, for those

who were there for some period of time, there isn't some kind of

impact or potential for it.

Anyway, I think you're doing very important work here. I apolo-

gize to those who wish more of us were here and able to stay, but
the Senate doesn't always allow that.

The Chairman. Thank you very much again, Senator Kerry.
Let me introduce our first witness this afternoon. Dr. Mitchell

Wallerstein, who is the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Counterpro-
liferation Policy, Department of Defense, and we're pleased to have

you.
You've come in the trail of an earlier discussion this morning, as

you know. Why don't you proceed and give us your statement at

this point, and then we'll go from there.

OPENING STATEMENT OF DR. MITCHELL WALLERSTEIN, DEP-
UTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR COUNTERPROLIFERATION
POLICY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, WASfflNGTON, DC
Dr. Wallerstein. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

My prepared remarks are really not so much a statement as a
comment that is supplementary to the testimony given this morn-

ing by Under Secretary Dorn. And so I simply wanted to say that
I'm pleased to be here this afternoon to answer any questions that

you might have regarding export controls and DoD's counterpro-
liferation policies, particularly in the areas of chemical and biologi-
cal weapons proliferation. We obviously wish to be fully cooperative
with your hearing, your investigation, and are prepared to do so.

As Under Secretary Dorn explained, the Department of Defense
was a major contributor, in 1990, to the development of the En-
hanced Proliferation Control Initiative, which expanded DoD's role

in the review of export requests, and which promoted greater inter-

agency cooperation through the establishment of interagency sub-

groups on export controls.

Let me underscore once again, however, the fact that DoD has
never been in the business of export control licensing, either for

dual-use items or for munitions.
We do, however, continue to be an active participant in the li-

cense review process, particularly and increasingly, in areas involv-

ing chemical and biological materials. These are coordinated multi-

laterally through the Australia group.
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We will continue to play a leading role in the U.S. Government's
efforts to counter the proliferation of chemical and biological weap-
ons, but we do not license. We are simply a reviewer of licenses.

As you know, in the period immediately prior to the conflict in

the Persian Gulf, DoD's role in the review of chemical and biologi-
cal related dual-use export licenses for non-communist countries,
such as Iraq, focused only on the assessment of risk of diversion
of these dual-use items to the Soviet Union or to other CoCom pro-
scribed destinations.

We had, at that time, no authority to review licenses destined for

Iraq, per se, in terms of their risk of proliferation. Additionally, of
the export licenses that we did review for Iraq, we are aware of
none that supported Iraq's chemical or biological weapons efforts.

Since the revelations of the Persian Gulf War, law and regula-
tions have been modified to permit us to be more aggressive with

regard to the review of dual-use export licenses to proliferant states

per se.

As you know, the Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative was
passed in November 1990, and, of course, Iraq today is subject to

a total embargo on such items. We weigh in heavily now with rec-

ommendations against approval of cases where the end user is

questionable, or where the items appear to have no legitimate de-
fense or peaceful purpose.
As you also know, Mr. Chairman, the Administration's bill for

the renewal of the Export Administration Act, which is now before

your Committee, would give us the latitude to further review a

large number of cases, and we could designate the categories that
we wish to review.

In addition to these initiatives, we have now in prospect the mul-
tilateral support of 157 states, which have signed the Chemical
Weapons Convention. When it is ratified, these states will under-
take not to acquire, retain, or transfer chemical weapons or their

precursors for the purposes prohibited under the CWC.
Finally, the President has directed that we pursue measures to

strengthen the 1975 Biological Weapons Convention in order to en-

hance transparency and to promote increased verifiability of the
use of these biological agents for peaceful and civilian activities.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my comment. I'd be very happy to

take your questions.
The Chairman. How long have you been in your present job?
Dr. Wallerstein. Since July 1993, sir.

The Chairman. What did you do before that?
Dr. Wallerstein. Before that, I was the Deputy Executive Offi-

cer of the National Academy of Sciences.

The Chairman. Did you have a position at any time in the De-
fense Department or anything related to it prior to that last assign-
ment?

Dr. Wallerstein. No, sir.

The Chairman. So you were not, in a sense, in the Government,
you were not in the loop when the request was made for these ex-

port licenses on, say, the biological items that were sent over to

Iraq?
Dr. Wallerstein. That's correct, sir.
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The Chairman. You've reviewed all that carefully, however, in
terms of what happened on somebody else's watch?

Dr. Wallerstein. I have, yes.
The Chairman. Now, and I want you to think very carefully

about this because I'm prepared to challenge your statement, and
that doesn't mean your statement might not be right, but did I un-
derstand you to say that none of the items that were shipped over
to Saddam Hussein ended up being used in his biological or chemi-
cal weapons capability, things that were licensed and shipped from
the United States?

Dr. Wallerstein. No, sir. What I said was that in none of the
cases that DoD reviewed are we aware that those items wound up
being used in chemical or biological weapons programs.
The Chairman. OK
Dr. Wallerstein. But again, let me repeat that we had only

very limited review authority, because it was only the retransfer
issue at that time. It was only the potential for retransfer of items
to the Soviet Union or to other communist countries at that time
were we authorized to review.
The Chairman. Then you would not have reviewed the requests

that were made directly by the Iraqis that came into the research
labs here for some of these very dangerous biological specimens
which we, in fact, shipped to them. You would not have reviewed
those?

Dr. Wallerstein. Only if the case was referred to us by the
Commerce Department and, again, they would not have been refer-

ring those cases unless they anticipated the possibility of
retransfer.

The Chairman. In other words, those would not have been with-
in the scope of your review?

Dr. Wallerstein. Not as a general practice, that's right.
The Chairman. OK, so you can't assert, one way or the other, as

to whether those items ended up in Saddam Hussein's war ma-
chine, the stuff that we know we sent him, not for transshipment
to somebody else, but the end shipment to him.

Dr. Wallerstein. That's correct.

The Chairman. OK. Because it's clear, when you go back and fol-

low the pattern of what was being done here, that when they were
requesting these biological specimens, they were being shipped over
to, in some cases, the front operations within the Iraqi government,
that were in fact part of their military apparatus. You are aware
of that?

Dr. Wallerstein. I have read information to that effect, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Did vou happen by chance to see the letter,
which had a little bit of*^a frantic tone to it, from Secretary Baker
in the Bush Administration, as the war was getting ready to start,
that we suddenly stopped the shipments to Iraq of these kinds of

items, things that could be either used in chemical weapons or bio-

logical weapons or nuclear weapons. Are you aware of that letter
that was sent around?

Dr. Wallerstein. No, sir, I am not.

The Chairman. We ought to give you a copy of it, because it was
a case of suddenly it dawned on people that we were going to have
a real problem facing off against weapons that we had inadvert-
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ently, one presumes, helped create. And that's part of our problem
here, but your testimony is that you only looked at the things that
were going to be transshipped to the so-called rogue regimes that
were on the bad guy list at the time. Is that right?

Dr. Wallerstein. To the countries that were proscribed by
CoCom, which were the Soviet Union, China, and the other com-
munist countries of the Warsaw Treaty Organization.

I might also mention, Mr. Chairman, that of course, these tech-

nologies are classically dual use in nature. They have both commer-
cial and military applications. And so, in the period prior to the
outbreak of the war, there was a legitimate comm.ercial trade
which may have contributed to the problem, but that is beyond the

purview of the Department of Defense.
The Chairman. Are you in a position to tell us whether Iraq's bi-

ological warfare program was offensive in nature?
Dr. Wallerstein. The indications certainly after the war were

that, from the evidence obtained, they were making strong efforts

to obtain an offensive capability. Whether they had actually
achieved that or not, I do not know, personally.
The Chairman. Were they capable of incorporating those items

into weapons systems?
Dr. Wallerstein. In my judgment, they would have been capa-

ble of doing that, yes, sir.

The Chairman. You know, after the war, after even the bombing
destroyed a lot of the weapons, we had taken into possession, very
large quantities of chemical weapons. You are aware of that?

Dr. Wallerstein. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And in a deliverable form, a variety of deliver-

able forms.

What initiatives has the United States undertaken now to ensure
an effective successor regime to CoCom?

Dr. Wallerstein. That process is now fairly well advanced, and
I am a major player in that process representing my Department.
We are, as you know, negotiating not just with the original 17
CoCom member states, but with a larger group that includes many
of the other advanced industrialized countries of Europe, such as

Switzerland, Sweden, and Austria.

Agreement has been reached in principle for a regime that will

have two pillars; a dual-use pillar similar to the old CoCom, as well

as an armaments pillar. We hope very much that the arms pillar
will focus particularly on these countries of greatest proliferation
concern.
The final details of the regime are still being negotiated, but it

is our expectation, and we have preliminary agreement among the

participating states, that the new regime will begin operation in

the latter part of this year, after October.
The Chairman. What kind of controls would you recommend that

we have in place to prevent chemical and biological, and for that

matter, nuclear materials getting to countries in situations such as
we've now seen where Iraq exploited our openness to their advan-

tage and then ultimately as a threat to us and to others? What
kind of controls do we need to have in this area to avoid having
another one of these situations arise?
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Dr. Wallerstein. Well, we do have in place the Enhanced Pro-

liferation Control Initiative, which provides us with a safety net.

Thus, in situations where an end user is considered to be question-

able, where a company knows or has reason to know that an end
user may not be intending to use the item in question for civilian

application, it should be applying for an export license and the

Government has the means to insist that they apply for such a

validated license.

In addition, as I said, the new Export Administration Act will

provide the necessary framework for the Department of Defense
and for other national security-related agencies to request to re-

view all broad categories of licenses related to chemical and biologi-
cal precursors and other related items.

On the multilateral front, we have the Australia g^oup operating

today. As I noted in my comment, we hope very much that perhaps
by early 1995, we will have a ratified Chemical Weapons Conven-

tion, which will then obligate the 157 signatory countries. This will

include most, but I should say not "all" of the countries of concern,
to a transparency regime where we and the multilateral authority,
more importantly, would have the ability to inspect and to ensure
that items were not being turned to military use.

I will add that the biological weapons problem is somewhat more
difficult. It is, as I'm sure you know, much easier to conceal and
it therefore presents us with a much greater challenge.

President Clinton, as part of his announcements last fall, has
called for enhanced transparency measures to be developed in the

Biological Weapons Convention. We are pursuing that and hope to

be working with the other countries that are signatories to the Bio-

lo^cal Weapons Convention to promote greater transparency there.

The Chairman. You know, as we started down the track of trying
to determine what was causing the sickness of the Gulf War veter-

ans and their family members, and taking the symptoms and try-

ing to overlay on the symptoms what kinds of exposures could have
caused those health effects and health symptoms, that by the proc-
ess of elimination, we worked our way back to biological exposures.

It was out of that that we continued to work back on an inves-

tigative trail to fmd that the United States had authorized, at the

highest levels of our Government, the shipment of these very kinds

of biological items to Saddam Hussein going into his war-making
machine. And so there's a very powerful case and logic and se-

quence of factual activity that would suggest that we had a big
hand, presumably unwittingly, in helping him develop his biologi-

cal warfare capability.
It's led me to believe that we ought to be very careful about who

we're shipping these biological items to, and the fact that they are

easier to conceal also should raise our alarm levels because I think

you've got more and more of these regimes that are willing to go
to any lengths in using these diabolical weapons even against their

own people, which Saddam Hussein has a history of doing.
It seems to me we ought to be trving to strengthen the Biological

Warfare Convention. I'm just wond.ering what you think we can do

in that area, given the fact that it's in a sense more difficult to do

the monitoring. How do we tighten this thing down so we don't end

up having another situation like this arise in the future?
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Dr. Wallerstein. I think that the key, Senator, Hes in trans-

parency. Where countries are not prepared to be fully transparent
in their dealings, which involves intrusive inspections.

I might note that that raises, in turn, the problem of proprietary

information, because we have to bear in mind that it's the same
technology that's used in pharmaceutical manufacturing, for exam-

ple. And so just as we would have to prevail upon our pharma-
ceutical companies to be open to this kind of inspection, so would
other countries. But it is only through intrusive inspection, and by
countries agreeing to be open, that we can have any kind of con-

fidence that these things are not being hidden.

I might also note, in response to your earlier comment, that the

Defense Technology Security Administration, which is a part of the

program elements that I am responsible for, has had an on-going

program to identify the linkages between the front companies and
the cutouts and the third party purchasers that are used, not just

by Iraq, but by other proliferant countries, and we are pursuing
this very aggressively. And, again, as we now assert the right to

review these cases, we will be looking very carefully for these kinds

of practices to prevent their recurrence in the future.

The Chairman. Let me ask you what role, if any, have you
played in the Department of Defense's investigation into the Iraqi

chemical and biological warfare programs and into the discovery of

or use of unconventional weapons during the Persian Gulf War?
Dr. Wallerstein. My office, which is newly reorganized as part

of the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, does play
a direct role in support of UNSCOM and the IAEA. Indeed, one of

my staff participated as the chief inspector on a recent mission to

Iraq, where he directed the emplacement of chemical air samplers
at strategic points around the country, to ensure that the Iraqi

chemical capability is not reconstructed.

We have also been active in other aspects of ensuring that the

thorough-going inspections that have been undertaken since the

end of the war are completed. That is, we've been marshalling the

capabilities of the laboratories and of other U.S. Government tech-

nical agencies to provide UNSCOM with the necessary technology
that it needs to monitor on a long-term basis. And the same appHes
to the IAEA in the nuclear area.

The Chairman. How much knowledge do you have, as you sit

here today, on the chemical and biological capability that Saddam
Hussein had crafted for himself prior to the war?

Dr. Wallerstein. Sir, I only know what I have read in the brief-

ing papers. As we discussed earlier, I was not part of the U.S. Gov-

ernment at that time.

The Chairman. You have access to any and all records of that

kind if you seek that access?

Dr. Wallerstein. I believe I do, ves, sir.

The Chairman. I think it would probably be a smart thing for

you to do. If you're going to figure out a way to make sure that we
don't have a problem like this in the future, it's very important to

do a careful reconstruction of what happened because I think the

evidence now is so powerful, from so many different directions.

I don't know if you were here earlier, but we heard some infor-

mation presented by the witnesses from the Defense Department,
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an estimate of some 14,000 sensors, chemical agent sensors put out
into the field, that might have been going off on the average 3

times a day, but they were all false alarms.
Dr. Wallerstein. Yes, sir. I unfortunately was not present this

morning for the testimony, but I have read that assertion.

I might just add that one of the other responsibilities of my office

is to work with the Services and with the acquisition part of the

Pentagon to develop new sensor capabilities. We are actively pursu-
ing as a top priority the procurement of new battlefield sensors in

both the biological and the chemical area. We very much hope that,
when and if we have to put soldiers in harm's way again, we will

have more accurate and more rapidly responsive capabilities.
The Chairman. Does that also include the development of new

chemical agent detection alarms?
Dr. Wallerstein. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Are we still using the ones that we used in the

Persian Gulf War? Are those still a standard issue item?
Dr. Wallerstein. There has been no new technology introduced

in that area to my knowledge, sir, at this point. But, there is sub-

stantial research going on.

The Chairman. You know, the amazing thing about that, I mean,
it's so incredible that it's unbelievable but if you put those two ar-

faments
together, it would be that the alarms that we had that

ept going off when they shouldn't have and therefore were not
useful to us, we're still using.

I mean, it just
Dr. Wallerstein. It takes time to come up with a better techno-

logical solution, but as I said, it is one of the top priorities that

have been identified. We've had a series of groups that have been

working under the Under Secretary for Acquisition. That was for-

merly Dr. Deutch. Dr. Deutch is still overseeing this process. He
is now the Deputy Secretary of Defense, and the chemical and bio-

logical sensor issue is one of the top priorities that have been iden-

tified for further work, and to field as rapidly as possible.
The Chairman. Do we have biological sensor capabilities that are

now able to be deployed and give us real-time readings on biologi-
cal exposures and biological weapons being used?

Dr. Wallerstein. No, sir. There is no fielded biological sensor.

The Chairman. How close are we to having something in that

area?
Dr. Wallerstein. I believe that we expect that we may have

something before the turn of the century. We would be able to have

something fielded by then, sir.

The Chairman. Does North Korea have a chemical weapons ca-

pability?
Dr. Wallerstein, I would defer that question if I may, please,

to my colleague from the Central Intelligence Agency, who will be

appearing as your next witness.
The Chairman. Do you know one way or the other?

Dr. Wallerstein. I have seen some information, but I'm not in

a position to reach a net judgment on that.

The Chairman. My understanding is that they apparently have

both, chemical and biological. It's a very important question, as vou

know, because things are tense there and you've just indicated that
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we do not have a biological weapon sensing capability that we can

deploy at the present time. And we're still using the chemical sen-

sors that the earlier witnesses told us don't work properly.
So it would seem to me that if you put all that together and if,

in fact, the North Koreans have that kind of a capability, somebody
would have to think an awfully long time before they order Amer-
ican troops into a combat situation where we can't be assured that

they're going to have adequate protection against those two kinds
of weapons systems. Isn't that right?

Dr. Wallersteen. I know that Greneral Luck, the Commander of

U.S. Forces Korea, has given substantial attention to this problem.
He has indicated that he is satisfied with the readiness of his

forces to anticipate any scenario that might involve the use of

weapons of mass destruction.

The Chairman. Well, I hope that's right.
When I went back, in an earlier staff review I asked the question

of how many of the senior military officers that were directing the

war were up in the area where the chemical alarms were going off.

I found that very few, if any, were. They were much further back,
and it didn't give me a very good feeling.
These folks think there are adequate protections, I kind of like

the picture of the Civil War generals that got on the horses and

got out in front, and I'd feel a little more comfortable and a little

more confident in the judgments if I saw some of the major signal
callers in the strategy right up in the front areas breathing the

same air, working with the same chemical detectors, relying on
their own advice in terms of putting their own health at risk. I

have a bit of bitter feeling about it because I've seen so many sick

veterans.
So I would hope that the people who have this level of confidence

would, you know, we'd see them right up there, right up in the

front when the going is unpleasant, and not back in some protected
base area working out of a bunker.

I think that's all I have for you right now. I appreciate your com-

ing. I'd urge you to stay with this. I think it's very important that

we catch up to what the events are that are actually taking place
in the world. I think we're behind in these areas.

Dr. Wallerstein. Thank you. Senator.

The Chairman. Thank you.
Dr. Gordon Oehler, we'd like to invite you to come forward. You

serve as the Director of the Nonproliferation Center at the Central

Intelligence Agency.
We're pleased to have you here. I'd like to have you give us your

statement at this time, and then we'll go to questions.

OPENING STATEMENT OF DR. GORDON C. OEHLER, DIREC-

TOR, NONPROLIFERATION CENTER, CENTRAL INTELLI-
GENCE AGENCY, WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. Oehler. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I'm pleased to appear before you this afternoon to address our

concerns about the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.

I'm specifically going to address Iraq's efforts to obtain critical tech-

nologies for its' weapons program in the years preceding the Per-
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sian Gulf War. Finally, HI close with some observations regarding
the Export Administration Act.

First let me tell you briefly what we knew about Iraq's weapons
of mass destruction programs prior to Desert Storm.

As we reported extensively, Iraq had aggressive CW and BW pro-

grams prior to Desert Storm. The Iraqis used nerve and blister

agents during the war with Iran, and as you will recall, they also

targeted their own Kurdish population witn chemical weapons.
In mid-1990, Iraq had one primary site for chemical weapons

production, Al Muthanna, located in Smarra, about 80 kilometers

northwest of Baghdad.
By early 1990, we calculated that the Al Muthanna facility was

capable of producing more than 2,000 tons annually of the blister

agent mustard and the nerve agent Sarin. Iraq also had begun to

build a complex of chemical production plants near Al Habbania,
as well as additional CW storage sites.

U.N. inspectors have found more than 46,000 filled munitions,

including 30 warheads for ballistic missiles, bombs filled with mus-
tard gas, and nerve gas containers. Additional munitions remain
buried today in bunkers attacked and damaged by coalition forces.

The U.N. cannot remove them safely. The inspections have also re-

vealed 5,000 tons of stockpiled chemical agents. The U.N. is only
now completing the task of dismantling this massive program.
With regard to biological weapons, we estimated, prior to the

start of the war, that Iraq had a stockpile of at least 1 metric ton

of biological warfare agents, including anthrax and botulinum
toxin.

Research reports released by the Iraqis to the first U.N. Biologi-

cal Weapons Inspection Team showed highly focused research at

Salman Pak on anthrax, botulinum toxin, and Clostridium

perfringens. U.N. inspectors believe that there was an advanced

military biological research program which concentrated on these

agents.
The Department of Defense reports that no chemical or biological

warfare munitions were found stored or used in the areas occupied

by coalition forces during Desert Storm. We do not have any intel-

ligence information that would lead us to conclude otherwise.

The Chairman. Now let me just stop you right there.

First of all, everything you've said so far has been very helpful
to us, and much of this is new information on the record in a de-

classified form for the first time, and I'm grateful for that. I think

it advances the level of knowledge, and in the end, it will help us

get to the bottom of some of the«e sickness problems with our vet-

erans.
In the paragraph you've just read, that no chemical or biological

warfare munitions were found stored or used in areas occupied by
coalition forces during Desert Storm. Now that's a very carefully

worded sentence. As I read that sentence and heard you speak that

sentence, that does not cover, as I read it and that's why I want
the clarification, a situation where chemical or biological agents

might have gotten loose in some way and gotten into these zones.

In other words, you're saying you found no evidence that they
were stored or used. Used to me conveys some effort to aim at our

people and trigger their use in some fashion, but that sentence, as
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it's written, would not, unless you specifically tell me otherwise, in-

dicate that there were no occasions on which either chemical

agents or biological agents, by one means or another, would have

gotten into areas occupied by coalition forces.

Dr. Oehler. What I'm saying very carefully here is that the De-

partment of Defense reports that no chemical or biological warfare
munitions were stored or used in areas occupied by coalition forces.

This is a Department of Defense statement, because they had peo-

ple on the ground and we didn't, for the most part.

The Chairman. Right.
Dr. Oehler. What I'm trying to say is that we do not have any

intelligence information that would lead us to conclude otherwise.

The Chairman. Yes. I understand the marriage of the two sen-

tences and that we're working off a predicate of a Defense Depart-
ment report. But I want to come back now to the chemical alarms

that kept going off in various areas of the war zone, where we have
all these firsthand accounts and we also have these descriptive ac-

counts of people who were there who described symptoms, physical

symptoms, blistering and other things that would correlate to an

exposure to a chemical agent, say, at the very time the alarm was

going off saying there was a chemical agent in the area.

The CIA is not saying here that there were not exposures of

American service personnel. You're not making a categorical state-

ment that there were not exposures of American service personnel
to either chemical agents or biological agents? I take it you have
no way of knowing on a firsthand fashion?

Dr. Oehler. That's correct. The intelligence information we have
does not suggest that they were exposed to chemical or biological

agents.
The Chairman. But didn't I just hear you say that, for the most

part, you didn't have your own people there?

Dr. Oehler. That's right.
The Chairman. So you're relying on the Defense Department?
Dr. Oehler. In terms of on-the-ground surveys.

We, of course, have intelligence sources that talked to people be-

fore and after the Gulf War about what they knew was happening,
and we're basing our intelligence judgment on that plus technical,

national technical means, et cetera.

The Chairman. Would the CIA have a theory on why these

chemical alarms kept going off?

Dr. Oehler. I'm certainly not an expert in these systems.
The Chairman. But don't you find it a little, I mean, we're all

logical people and if these attacks were coming and explosions were

taking place and the alarms were going off and people were told

to put on their gear and so forth, and yet, after the fact, we say,

well there were never any chemical agents in the area, how does

one mesh these two things?
I understand you're saying you're relying essentially on Defense

Department reports, but I'm looking for something different here.

I'm looking for a categorical denial that American forces were ex-

posed to chemical agents or biological agents. As nearly as I read

this, the CIA is not able to come in here and give that categorical
denial as you sit here at this moment. Now am I wrong in that?
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Dr. Oehler. What we're sajdng is that we have no evidence that

they were, and it cannot be any stronger than that.

The Chairman. Do you have a theory as to what was going on

then?
Dr. Oehler. I don't know if my theory counts much. As a sci-

entist, I know that trying to design sensors to detect specific chemi-

cals and not others is a rather difficult job and false alarms are a

way of business.
1 11 also note that the battlefield is a pretty messy place with in-

coming rockets, which when they impact have unexpended rocket

fuel that vaporizes, you have explosives that go off, vou have solid

fuel missiles going with pollutants in the air. There s an awful lot

of what would be hard-to-identify chemicals in the atmosphere at

any time.
The Chairman. So much of the Department of Defense reports

now rest on the fact that the chemical alarms that they put out

there that kept going off did not work right. Maybe they are right
that they did not work, and they bought a lot of equipment that

did not work right. But I do not find your answer satisfactory,

quite frankly, and let me just be blunt about it. If you have got
some information, classified or other, that will bear out what you
are saying, I would like to see it. I would like to see it all.

Dr. Oehler. I have no information to suggest, that leads us to

the conclusion that any BW or CW agents were used against coali-

tion forces.

The Chairman. Well, you see, again, that is a very—that is what
we call in the business the use of a very carefully structured

phrase. Let me give you an example. Suppose a bombing run hits

a munitions facility and blows up into the air some of these agents,
either gas agents or biological agents, and they are carried by the

windstream down over our troops, and they are impacted by it. Is

that a use?
Dr. Oehler. Let me address those two specifically.

The Chairman. First of all, I would like a yes or a no—in terms
of the way you are using the word "use." Is that a use or not a use?

Dr. Oehler. I would call that exposure, certainly.
The Chairman. But is that a use within the way you are using

it here?
Dr. Oehler. No, but I would not sit here and try to use some

legal definition to get around a problem like that. I do not have any
intelligence information to suggest that coalition forces were ex-

posed, whether it be by intentional use or by accidental discharge
to BW/CW agents.

Let me address these two separately, because I think this is sig-

nificant. The coalition forces did not nnd any CW agents stored in

the Kuwaiti theater of operations, with the exception of some the

U.N. found near An Nasiriyah.
The Chairman. Right. We talked about that earlier.

Dr. Oehler. And, if in fact a munition blows up a chemical war-

head storage site and chemical agents are released into the atmos-

phere, the modeling that has been done on this suggests that noth-

ing is going to go further than maybe 10 miles. So if your American

troops, if the coalition troops are much farther than that, they are

not going to be exposed to chemical warfare.
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Biological is a very different situation, because particularly if it

is dispersed at a high altitude the biological agents can go very
long distances. But there is no evidence that any of that was ever
released.

The CHAraMAN. Let me just read you one item here, because
there are obviously some strong differences of opinion on this.

U.S. military doctrine warns that, according to its calculations, the use of a nerve

agent against a target area of no more than a dozen hectares can, under certain

weather conditions, create a hazard zone downwind of up to 100 kilometers in

length. Within this downwind area, friendly military units would have to take pro-
tective measures.

That is from the United States Department of the Army Field

Manual, 100-5.
Dr. Oehler. Yes. The difference here is, I was speaking of a mu-

nitions storage facility on the ground, and what that refers to is a
chemical attack where the release is at an optimal height to burst.

The Chairman. We were asking about An Nasiriyah earlier

today and how close these were. The description we were finally

given was that it was the width of a narrow river. Does that ring
a bell with you?

Dr. Oehler. The distance between?
The Chairman. The distance between where our troops were and

where these items were stored was the distance of a narrow river.

Dr. Oehler. The troops came into the Tahji Airfield area, which

is, to my recollection, 10 to 15 kilometers from An Nasiriyah. The
storage site that was declared to the U.N., where the U.N. found
chemical weapons stored, is just slightly south of the 31st Parallel,
which is a little bit south of An Nasiriyah and a little bit north of

Tahji Airfield.

The Chairman. Well, you have just given us a different descrip-
tion than we got this morning, in terms of what the proximity was
here.

I guess then what you are saying here is—I want to understand
this right, because you know, the CIA has a little bit of a credibility

problem itself these days related to other matters. So I want to

make sure that I understand precisely what it is you are saying
and not saying.

According to Central Intelligence information, the detections

these chemical monitors that kept going off, were not going off for

reasons of the fact that they were detecting gas agents, chemical

agents, during the war. It was something else.

Dr. Oehler. I am not making any such statement. What I am
saying is

The Chairman. You are not saying that?

Dr. Oehler. No. What I am saying is-

The Chairman. So it could have been? It could have been?
Dr. Oehler. We were not on the ground. We are taking the De-

partment of Defense's word for that. We have no reason not to.

The Chairman. So we are back to the Department of Defense.
Dr. Oehler. On the operation of the ground sensors, absolutely.

The only thing I am competent to talk about
The Chairman. I think you have just given me my answer. You

are not in a position to give us an independent answer one way or

the other.
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Dr. Oehler. The only part I can give you an answer on is, what
is there in intelHgence information that might suggest an exposure
to these agents by coaHtion forces? I am telling you, in our intel-

ligence holdings, we do not see anything.
There is some evidence that some chemical weapons were moved

into the Kuwaiti theater of operations, but then withdrawn prior
to the beginning of the air attacks, with the exception of the ones

that were found still in An Nasiriyah.
The Chairman. They were moved in and taken out?

Dr. Oehler. That is what some intelligence suggests.
The Chairman. Just one instance? Several instances?

Dr. Oehler. No. There were a couple of instances in intelligence
that suggest that. We do not know moved where or what.
The Chairman. What would be the caliber of the intelligence

source that would give you that information?
Dr. Oehler. That was a generally reliable source.

The Chairman. More reliable than these sensors?

[Laughter.]
Dr. Oehler. But according to this fragmentary reporting, these

were withdrawn prior to the start of the air attack.

The Chairman. Let me ask you a little different question. In

terms of the qualitative ability of the CIA to do its own independ-
ent assessments, to really be cheek to jowl with this problem, on
a scale of 1 to 10 in terms of a CIA presence in the area to really
be able to monitor this and not have much of anything slip

through, if a 10 were the complete ability to have that kind of a

capability, and a 1 was the least that you could have, where would

you say the CIA's capability was across this war theater at that

time?
Dr. Oehler. We were not in a position on the ground, nor

tasked, to provide monitoring for BW/CW, because that was the re-

sponsibility of the Department of Defense. We had other things
that we were trying to do at the time.

The Chairman. So it would have been where, at the level of

maybe a 2?
Dr. Oehler. We were not there basically at all. That was not our

mission.
The Chairman. It was less than 2?
Dr. Oehler. That is right.
The Chairman. Maybe 1 or between and 1?

Dr. Oehler. Now, I do not want to imply that the intelligence

community does not have the capability to detect CW/BW agents.
The Chairman. But you were not tasked to do that in this situa-

tion?

Dr. Oehler. That is correct. That is correct.

The Chairman. But that is what is so important, and it has
taken us awhile to get to that, because in a sense you did not have

your own ability to do that, you are relying in a sense on the De-
fense Department who did have that task of doing it.

Also, you are saying that, by the absence of anv contradictory in-

formation to what they are saying, even though you had a very
minor way of doing your own independent measurement, you are

not in a position to, in effect, challenge their finding. That is what
I hear you saying.
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Dr. Oehler. That is right. We have a lot of intelligence on the

build-up of the chemical warfare capabilities, pipes, munitions, and
so forth.

The Chairman. I can see that. I am impressed by what you have
said up here in that area.

Dr. Oehler. I am not trying to say that there was no informa-
tion that the intelligence community was collecting at all. What I

am trying to say is, out of all this stuff that we have gotten, there

is not anything to suggest that coalition forces were exposed.
The Chairman. But, the big "but" that has to go with it was, the

CIA was not in there doing the monitoring job on the ground.
Dr. Oehler. Absolutely. That is correct.

The Chairman. If we were to try to measure that on a scale of

1 to 10, it was less than a 1. So, I mean, that is an honest answer.
Dr. Oehler. Yes. That is right.

The Chairman. But what it does is, it cuts the guts right out of

that paragraph that you just read.

Dr. Oehler. Oh, I think it is

The Chairman. Well, I know. It is a matter of opinion. You have
an opinion you are bringing. I am just telling you what my opinion
is after getting to that bottom line in laying that fact against that

paragraph.
Dr. Oehler. Fine.

The Chairman. Let us agree to disagree on that, and go on to

the next paragraph.
Dr. Oehler. OK
At the same time Iraq was developing CW and BW agents, it was

also developing the missile delivery capabilities. By the time of the

invasion of Kuwait, Saddam could field up to 450 SCUD type sur-

face-to-surface missiles. The Soviet-origin SCUD's originally had a

range of 300 kilometers, but Iraq reconfigured them into a series

of other missiles with ranges of up to 750 kilometers. Prior to the

war, Saddam claimed to have developed and tested a missile with

a range of 950 kilometers, which he called the Al-Abbas, but dis-

continued the system because of in-flight stability problems. With

regard to Iraq's nuclear program, the bombing of those Iraq nuclear

research reactors

The Chairman. May I stop you one more time because you are

going to go to another subject and it is almost better to take these

as we go.
Dr. Oehler. Sure. OK
The Chairman. If you take the fact that he was lengthening the

delivery capability of these SCUD's and had them apparently with

some accuracy up to a range of 750 kilometers, I do not know if

you have had a chance to review some of the first-person accounts

that we have had of people, veterans out there who feel that they
were in an area where a SCUD exploded where there were chemi-

cal agents, in their opinion, as part of that SCUD attack. I do not

know if you have had a chance to read those.

Dr. Oehler. I saw the press reports of that, sir.

The Chairman. All right. Jim, I am just wondering if you can tell

us where those locations were. Whether the SCUD's would have

come, could have come, and likely did come from a launching site
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that would have been vsdthin that distance of 950 kilometers. I as-

sume it would have.
Mr. TuiTE. My understanding is that there were SCUD sites up

in the area near the Euphrates north of Kuwait.
Dr. Oehler. There were SCUD sites all the way into Baghdad.
Mr. TuiTE. OK But there were southerly deployed
Dr. Oehler, Southern launches as well, and western.

Mr. TuiTE. —^And those with 750-kilometers range would have
reached well down into the Saudi peninsula, correct?

Dr. Oehler. That is right. They had to launch them from fairly

far south to reach down to coalition forces in Saudi Arabia. They
had to launch them from pretty far west to reach Tel Aviv.

Mr. TuiTE. To reach the border area where the disputed terri-

tories were, they could have actually been launched from quite a

bit north?
Dr. Oehler. From Baghdad.
Mr. TuiTE. Yes.
The Chairman. Now, Jim, let me just ask here, with respect to

the first-person accounts that we were discussing with Senator
Bennett earlier today, with the belief on the part of some of the

people in the area where the explosion happened, that a SCUD
came in with this kind of a warhead, do you recall from memory
where that location was where that SCUD attack occurred?

Mr. TuiTE. There were a number of SCUD attacks in the report.

But each and every attack, each and every event that is listed in

the report is within SCUD range.
The Chairman. It is within the 750 in terms of the extended

range.
Mr. TuiTE. Yes.
The Chairman. Would it be within the 300 range which was the

original range?
Dr. Oehler. No. No, it would not.

The Chairman. OK. So the extended range that he was working
on would have put him in a position, if somebody fired one of these,
to at least get it to that site?

Dr. Oehler. Yes.

The Chairman. All right. Why don't you go ahead then with the

next part here?
Dr. Oehler. OK
With regard to Iraq's nuclear program, the bombing of this Iraq

nuclear research reactor by the Israelis in 1981 drove Saddam to

extreme lengths to cover diversity, and disperse his nuclear activi-

ties. IAEA inspection of declared nuclear materials continued on a

regular basis, but the IAEA did not inspect any of the undeclared
facilities associated with a weapons program.
We reported extensively on the existence of the nuclear weapons

program, but post-war inspections added quite a number of details

to our knowledge on that program.
I would like to now g^ve you a sense of Iraq's procurement efforts

and patterns. The Iraqi program was developed gradually over the

course of the 1980's. By the time of the invasion it had become

deeply entrenched, flexible, and well orchestrated.

Project managers for the weapons of mass destruction programs
went directly to vended European suppliers for the majority of
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their needs. Throughout the 1980's, German companies headed the

list of preferred suppliers for machinery, technology, and chemical

precursors.
German construction companies usually won the contracts to

build the CW facilities in Iraq, and Iraqi procurement agents were

sophisticated in exploiting inconsistencies in local export laws by
targeting countries for substances and technologies that were not

locally controlled.

In the pre-war years, the dual-use nature of many of these facili-

ties made it easier for Iraq to claim that the chemical precursors,
for example, were intended for agricultural industries. European
firms, arguing that the facilities in Iraq were for production of pes-

ticides, built a Sumara chemical plant, including six separate
chemical weapons manufacturing lines between 1983 and 1986.

European middlemen brokered
The Chairman. Now, may I ask just a question here?
Dr. Oehler. Sure.

The Chairman. This is all extraordinarily important and valu-

able information. Am I to understand that the CIA would have had
the knowledge of this going on contemporaneous when it was actu-

ally happening? In other words, this was not learned later, and this

is not a retrospective construction? We were tracking this, or we
had knowledge of this, and knowledge of this would have been at

the other high levels of Government at the time it was occurring?
Dr. Oehler. That is right. What I am running through here is

what we knew at the time, and what we had reported to our cus-

tomers at the time. We had been quite aware of Iraq's chemical

weapons development program from its very early inception.
The Chairman. I take it the CIA must have had a concern about

it to have kind of zeroed in on it to that degree?
Dr. Oehler. Very much so. And that was reported to our cus-

tomers, and our customers attempted to take actions.

The Chairman. It would have been reported also to the Presi-

dent, to the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of State, I assume,
as a matter of course?

Dr. Oehler. Yes, sir. Those are our customers, sir.

The Chairman. All right.
Dr. Oehler. Continuing on that: European middlemen brokered

chemical precursor deals for Iraq under the pretext that the mate-
rials were intended for pesticide plants. A Dutch firm purchased
supplies from major chemical firms around the world, supplying
the Chemical Importation and Distribution State Enterprise in

Baghdad in the 1970's, and in the 1980's supplying the Iraqi State

Establishment for Pesticide Production, both cover names for the

CW program.
The middlemen supplied dual-use chemical precursors including

monochlorobenzine, ethyl alcohol, and thiodiclocol. When the Iraqis

requested phosphorous oxychloride, a nerve agent precursor
banned for export under Dutch law without explicit permission, the

supplier balked, and drew this request to the attention of Dutch
authorities. Subsequent Dutch investigations found that two other

Dutch firms were involved in brokering purchases of chemical pre-
cursors.
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Iraq exploited businessmen and consortia willing to violate the

export laws of their own countries. As has been indicated in the

press and television reports, the Consen Group, a consortium of

European missile designers, engineers, and businessmen, estab-
lished a network of front companies to cover its role as project di-

rector of an Argentine, Egyptian, Iraqi sponsored Condor II ballis-

tic missile program.
Iraqi procurement officers, knowing full well the licensing

thresholds, requested items that fell just under the denial thresh-

olds, but nevertheless would suffice. Prior to Desert Storm, U.S.

regulations on the export of these technologies were drafted to

meet U.S. technical specifications and standards. Technologies of a
lower standard worked just as well, and permitted Iraq to obtain
the goods and technology consistent with Commerce Department
regulations.
The Chairman. Let me just stop you again. This is again very

valuable, and I appreciate your presenting it for us so we can have
it on the record. Before we get too far past it, you made a reference
to phosphorous oxychloride. What agent is this a precursor for?

Dr. Oehler. Sarin [GF].
The Chairman. Also, well I have interrupted you here. This

backs up even further, but when you acknowledged that Saddam
Hussein had SCUD chemical warheads, where did he get those?

Dr. Oehler. They made them themselves.
The Chairman. They made their own.
Dr. Oehler. They had quite a missile refurbishment extension

plant where they took the SCUD's and added in extra lengths and
the fuel tanks, changed the warheads, and had a capability to

make their own warheads.
The Chairman. Were the Russians helping them with this?

Dr. Oehler. No. There is no evidence of any Russian involve-

ment at all in this.

The Chairman. You see, part of the picture that emerges here—
this is really an extraordinary story that you are sharing with us,

because, according to your testimony, the CIA was tracking this in

real time as it was happening, and had a great concern about it,

and had figured out that this robust program on chemical weapons
and these other areas was going forward.

Yet, as we get down further in time, we are going to find out

that, as Saddam Hussein needed other items to go into his war ma-
chine, that he actually came and got some from us, particularly in

the biological warfare area, that required licensing.
So you wonder how anybody in the licensing regime who was

reading the CIA reports at the time and who could see this buildup
of this kind of weapons potential, you would think that people
would have been very, very reluctant to approve anything that
could go into a weapons production system of this kind. You would
think that this would have had everybody on full alert to be ex-

tremely careful about what is or is not licensed for shipment into

this kind of a regime. Is not that the logic of learning this?

Dr. Oehler. Well, what I would like to point out in the next sec-

tion of this is that there really was not much involvement of U.S.

firms, as we have seen. If I could go through that a little bit, and
then we can stop and talk about the whole thing.
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The Chairman. Right, right, right.
Dr. Oehler. Continuing on: Regarding the involvement of United

States firms, we were watching Iraq's programs very carefully, and
it was clear that the major players assisting Saddam were not
American firms. They were principally Europeans. We saw little in-

volvement of U.S. firms in Saddam's weapons of mass destruction

program.
In discussing this issue, we should remember that by law the

CIA as a foreign intelligence agency, does not focus on U.S. per-

sons, to include U.S. companies. By this definition, companies
founded by foreign nationals and incorporated in the United States

are treated as U.S. companies.
This is not to say that we did not occasionally come across infor-

mation on a U.S. person that was collected incidentally to our for-

eign intelligence target overseas; we did. But when we did, and
when there was a possibility of a violation of U.S. law, we were ob-

ligated to turn our information over to the Justice Department.
The Chairman. Now, does that mean then, going back to the

prior paragraph, that there would have been companies founded by
foreign nationals incorporated in the U.S. supplying some of these

materials, but they would be outside the scope of what you could

properly zero in on?
Dr. Oehler. We are not permitted by law to target the domestic

activities of those companies or individuals in those companies.
The Chairman. Right. So if you stumbled upon it some other

way, that did not mean you were not entitled to know that fact,

but you could not as a matter of investigative focus go after these

foreign firms incorporated in the United States to really find out

the degree to which they might be doing business with Saddam
Hussein?

Dr. Oehler. That is right to the extent that we cannot engage
in law enforcement or target their activities in the United States.

The Chairman. Do we have any reason to believe or know that

there were such firms founded by foreign nationals incorporated in

the United States that, in fact, did ship items like this to Saddam
Hussein?

Dr. Oehler. As I say here, we did provide what we call alert

memos to Commerce, Justice, Treasury, and the FBI on a number
of possible questionable instances. It is not up to us to make the

legal judgment, but to point out that there is information that they
need to look at.

The Chairman. I see.

Dr. Oehler. These memos resulted whenever this incidentally
collected information indicated that U.S. firms had been targeted

by foreign governments of concern, or were involved in possible vio-

lations of U.S. law.

Between 1984 and 1990, CIA's Office of Scientific and Weapons
Research provided 5 memos covering Iraqis' dealings with United
States firms on purchases, discussions, or visits that appear to be

related to weapons of mass destruction programs.
The Chairman. Are those classified documents?
Dr. Oehler. Yes, they are.

Can we go on to export controls?

The Chairman. Yes, please.
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Dr. Oehler. Continuing: Turning to export controls, the intel-

ligence community was asked by the Department of Commerce dur-

ing the 1980's to review export license applications primarily when
the licenses had significance to intelligence collection equities.
Here the concern was not so much Iraq, but whether there was

a possibility the equipment would be diverted to the Soviet Union
or other communist countries, as you heard from Dr. Wallerstein
a little earlier.

Prior to 1991, there were four instances in which the Department
of Commerce sought information on Iraqi export license applica-

tions, all dated in 1986. These applications involved computer tech-

nologies and image processors.
For some of these, we reported no derogatory information on the

end user. In one case, we referred the Department of Commerce to

a classified intelligence report.
After evidence mounted in the mid-1980's about the use of chemi-

cal warfare in the Iran-Iraq war, the United States began to put
into effect unilateral controls on exports of chemical precursors to

Iraq and other countries suspected of having chemical warfare pro-

grams.
The United States and several other industrialized nations joined

what is called the Australia Group to establish more uniform li-

censing controls for the export of several chemical weapons precur-
sors. Since then, more nations have been brought into the Aus-
tralia Group, and recently controls have been added for chemical

equipment, certain pathogens, and biological equipment.
The Chairman. Let me again just stop you here because you are

about to go to the next paragraph. You go "since the war," and you
go on with some observations there.

My sense for it at this point is that the CIA had a pretty good
fix on the biological, chemical, and nuclear weapons capability of

Saddam Hussein. You were tracking it. You were watching these
international firms. You had seen Saddam Hussein in a sense go
underground with some of his activities after the Israelis came over
and bombed some of his facilities in the early 1980's. And you were

paying serious attention to it. You obviously saw it as a real prob-
lem, and you were on top of it.

Would it be fair for me to say that, before the outbreak of the

war, the CIA was convinced, and had well-documented the fact,

that Saddam Hussein had an advanced and dangerous chemical

warfare, biological warfare capability underway?
Dr. Oehler. Yes, sir. I do not think anyone will doubt that.

The Chairman. I think the record is clear on that. I think it is

to the credit of the CIA that it saw that and knew that and was
reporting that in real time.

It is my understand—and you may or may not know the answer
to this, but if you do, I would like you to give it—that the Defense

Intelligence Agency did not have either that assessment or the
same assessment in terms of the capabilities of the Iraqis in that
area?

Dr. Oehler. No. The Defense Intelligence Agency was part of the

intelligence community. I, at the time of the beginning of the Gulf

War, was the National Intelligence Officer for Science, Technology,
and Proliferation. So my job there was to pull together common
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community positions on these matters. The Defense Intelligence

Agency did not have any alternative views on this. Their estimate
was that these programs were dangerous as well.

The Chairman. So from your knowledge, you are saying the DIA
also felt this was a real threat. Was their level of knowledge up to

yours, the CIA's?
Dr. Oehler. Yes, sir. We do not hold any information from each

other.

The Chairman. Now, in terms of war planning, if somebody is

anticipating going in and shutting down Iraq, moving them out of

Kuwait after they had moved into Kuwait, and then backing them
up and shutting down most of their military capability in Iraq,
would the Defense planning of that come off this combined assess-

ment, your assessment, the CIA's, and the DIA's assessment?
Where would the Defense planners go to get the picture of what

the troops might face to the extent we had to go in and liberate

first Kuwait and then go into Iraq, in the way of biological and
chemical weapons risk?

Dr. Oehler. Of course, the planning is done by the Military Op-
erations Forces. What information do

they
have? They have all of

this information. Now, whether they are ooligated to weigh the De-
fense Intelligence Agency's estimates over someone else's, I do not

know. You will have to ask them. But I did not see any significance
difference it would have made, any kind of a difference in the cam-

paign.
The Chairman. So I guess you are saying to us then that the De-

fense planners that would have had to put together a war strategy
had quite complete knowledge as to the biological and chemical

weapons capability that he had been working on over a period of

time and refining?
Dr. Oehler. I do not think any Defense planner or any policy-

maker will say they have complete enough knowledge.
The Chairman. I understand.
Dr. Oehler. There are certainly pieces of our knowledge that

were missing. What was clear was the existence of the program
and the extent.

The Chairman. Let me ask you this. Did the CIA for its part
know ahead of the war that there were going to be the volume of

these particular kinds of weapons systems tnat were found after

the war that you cite in the early part of your testimony?
Was there a CIA estimate that would have said that, "Our expec-

tation is that there would be at least 40,000 field munitions, in-

cluding 30 warheads for ballistic missiles, bombs?" How discreet

would your assessment of his capability have been before the war?
Is there that kind of a document?

Dr. Oehler. Our assessments were based primarily on the pro-
duction capability, and on how much—as I mentioned, they could

be producing 2,000 tons a year. And then, what would you do with
that? We did not have it broken down by so many artillery shells

and so forth.

The Chairman. Do you know if anybody would have had a mock-

up, if you will, of this kind of a deliverable weapons system capabil-

ity that was found after the war, before the war?
Dr. Oehler. A mockup?
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The Chairman. In other words, some very smart person Hke

yourself had been tracking this for a decade and looking at all the
stuff that they were buying from the European suppliers, and with
aerial photographs, surveillance, and onsite sources or whatever
else we had, would have said, "They have been cranking out this

kind of a warhead now over a period of time, and we think they
do 3 a week, or 3 a month, and we now think they have in their

stockpile the following."
So when a Defense planner turns to you and says, "Wait a

minute. We are going to send all these troops in here. What are
we likely to face in terms of their stockpile of chemical weapons
and biological weapons?" How refined would the internal estimate
have been based on all this other work, that would have said, 'This
is what we think he has. got."

Dr. Oehler, It was pretty good in terms of the capability. The
reason was we watched Iraq use CW in its war with Iran. In the

latter part of that war, in the Majnoon Islands at the very end of

the campaign, they used a tremendous amount of agent. We could

track that and we could see then how they could use that against
coalition forces if they chose to do so.

The Chairman. Did they use biological weapons?
Dr. Oehler. No, they did not. Let me put my same caveat on

here. We have no evidence that they did. We have a lot of evidence
on what they used, and we did not see any use of BW.
The Chairman. Is there any information to indicate that Iraq

was coordinating research on genetically altered microorganisms?
There is a concern because of the U.S. export of E-coli and other

genetic materials.
Dr. Oehler. We have not seen that as part of their BW research

program. At least if they looked at it, it did not get very far along
to our knowledge. They did those three agents that we talked

about, and most of the production was—all the production we know
of was in botulinum toxin and anthrax, which is bad enough, by
the way.
The Chairman. No, I understand.
We are trying to push this envelope out as far as we can in terms

of what was going on here, recognizing that our own Government
is compartmentalized. You know a certain amount and you go up
to a certain point. Then somebody else, in a sense, has a respon-
sibility that bridges on from that point and goes on into another
direction. For example, the CIA did not design the chemical sensors
that did not work. Hopefully, the CIA, if it was designing a chemi-
cal sensor, would have designed one that, when it went off it was
not a false alarm, but it was a real alarm.

Dr. Oehler. I would just mention that we in the intelligence

community have needs for CW and BW sensors as well, and have
been a bit frustrated by our—I will include ourselves here—inabil-

ity to develop the technology rapidly enough to satisfy our needs.
That is the same as the Department of Defense has.

The Chairman. I think generally offensive weapons capability
can move faster than defensive weapons capability, and especially
if you have somebody that is diabolically minded enough, like Sad-
dam Hussein, and who is organizing this very well-developed weap-
ons development system.
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You have described here already, in what you have said, a very
sophisticated operation, where they knew what they were doing.
They were working through these European suppHers. They were
staying under the thresholds. They were figuring out how to put
together what they wanted. They certainly were field-testing the

weapons. They field-tested them on the Kurds, and apparently on
some Iranians as well. They were lengthening their missile range.
This is a very sophisticated operation in this area. They had gone

underground to do a certain amount of it through these front oper-
ations because they had gotten punished by the Israelis.

So if you again just apply the logic, you would imagine that any
operation as sophisticated as this, doing this many things, probably
mixing chemical and biological cocktails as well—this is my own
theory—was probably out on the forefront of what they could de-

velop with respect to their offensive capability.
I mean, I cannot imagine somebody this creative suddenly loses

the creative spark when it comes to figuring out, how do we get
more bang for the buck? Or how do we find a more powerful weap-
on, or a less expensive weapon, or one that is easier to deliver, or

one that we can somehow disseminate in a way that maybe they
will not even find out?

Dr. Oehler. No. These are centrally-directed programs with the

highest authority behind them.
The Chairman. But they seem to be very cleverly designed as

well. I am not saying that they are as sophisticated as we might
be, but I am struck by the sophistication of the system.

Dr. Oehler. They learned this over a period of years in the

1980's, but they became masters at the procurement networks. Of
course, there are companies that try to help them with that, too,
because the profits were pretty large.
The Chairman. Well, you know I really get a bad case of heart-

burn when I find out that these export licenses, not long before we
actually find ourselves in a war with these people, were being ap-

proved by our own Commerce Department.
We had a situation—I do not know if you are aware of this or

not—but we had a hearing in the late fall of 1992. We were at that
time looking at the shipment of devices that were incorporated into

Iraq's nuclear weapons capability. We found that some licenses had
been granted by our own Commerce Department to ship certain

dual-use items over there. In fact, some of them had been shipped
directly to Iraqi military installations, which should have been a

warning sign that they were not designed for peaceful use by some-

body who is a professor in agriculture over in a university some-
where.
When that document, because it is a written document, was

sought by the Congress—the Senate, and the House—that particu-
lar document was altered. The exact text of the words on the docu-

ment, which indicated that it was to be shipped to an Iraqi military
unit, those words were deleted, and something else was put in its

place to create a false picture. That document was sent up to the

Congress as a deliberately misleading document.
Now, the person who was in charge of that area in the Commerce

Department—this was late in 1992, there was a Presidential race
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going on, so that heightened the sensitivity of all of this—was con-

veniently out of the
country.We tried to get hold of tnis person to bring them in as a witness

to explain how this document had gotten altered to give a false ap-

pearance and impression. We could never get this person because
the person was outside the country and hiding out somewhere. So
the election came and went, and the Bush people departed town,
so we never did talk to that particular witness.

I only cite that because we have had experiences, direct experi-

ences, where official Government records were doctored and given
to us to mislead us on shipments that were going into the center
structure of Saddam Hussein's military operation.

I am not talking about distant history. I am talking about some-

thing that happened directly within the scope of what we are here

talking about.
This was a pretty sophisticated operation. It seems to me that,

if the CIA knew as much as it did, and everybody else did, it is

hard for me to understand why we were aiding and abetting this

guy and authorizing these shipments. Doesn't that seem a little

strange?
Dr. Oehler. Well, the only thing I can say is that, since the Gulf

War there have been a lot of enhancements in the licensing process
and in the export controls. I think everyone realizes the signifi-
cance of the problem.
The Chairman. Why don't you go ahead? We are getting down

near the end of your statement. Why don't I let you finish it?

Dr. Oehler. All right. As I was saying: Since the Gulf War, U.S.

export controls on CW/BW have been considerably strengthened.
Enforcement mechanisms involving several Federal agencies have
been put into place. The scope of the regulations have been broad-
ened considerably.

In 1991, export controls were tightened to require validated li-

censes for all dual-use equipment being exported to end users of

proliferation concern. Intelligence information is often the basis for

this determination. This catch-all provision has served as a model
for other countries interested in joining the U.S. Government's non-

proliferation efforts.

The intelligence community has an expanded role in this

strength and export control regime. We work with the Department
of State-led interagency forums to control sensitive technologies
and equipment.
Our analysis of international trade mechanisms used to transfer

technologies from suppliers to consumers is provided to the U.S.

policy, enforcement, and intelligence communities.
The Department of Commerce now brings the intelligence com-

munity into a large percentage of its license reviews.

Let me say a brief word about the control of missile and nuclear

technologies. The Missile Technology Control Regime, the MTCR,
went into effect in April 1987, with the participation of the United

States, United Kingdom, Canada, Italy, France, Japan, and West
Germany, all the leading suppliers of missile-related technologies.

Initially the MTCR controlled ballistic missiles and their compo-
nents that are capable of delivering a 500-kilogram warhead to a

range of 300 or more kilometers. In recent years, the scope of the
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MTCR has been expanded to include any unmanned system, with

any range or payload, if it is beUeved to be intended for use with

weapons of mass destruction.

As you know, the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, most often

known by its initials, the NPT, provides the global framework to

control the spread of nuclear weapons. Nations that have joined the
NPT pledge not to transfer, seek access to, or assist the spread of

nuclear weapons. The transfer of nuclear materials is covered by
safeguards enforced by the International Atomic Energy Agency.
Over the years, members of the NPT have developed lists of re-

stricted items and technologies.
The United States adheres to these controls, and has introduced

its own restrictions on the spread of fissile materials necessary for

nuclear weapons: plutonium and enriched uranium.
The final issue I would like to address is the legislation affecting

the export controls and other nonproliferation measures, specifi-

cally the provisions the intelligence community needs in such legis-
lation.

The first thing I would say, Mr. Chairman, is that the bill you
introduced at the request of the Administration incorporates provi-
sions which address the intelligence community's concerns in the

area of chemical, biological, and missile nonproliferation measures.
We worked closely with the other agencies that developed this bill,

and have endorsed the final result.

Accordingly, I would strongly urge that these provisions be re-

tained in the final bill passed by the Senate. To aid the Commit-
tee's deliberations, I would like to outline the community's equities
in this area.

In disseminating our intelligence, one of our primary responsibil-
ities and duties is to protect the sources of the intelligence, wheth-
er human or technical, and the methods by which it was collected.

Sources and methods are most at risk when intelligence informa-
tion is directly or indirectly made public. The compromise of

sources and methods inevitably results in a diminished capacity to

collect intelligence for the future.
The most dramatic consequences of a compromise of intelligence

information is the threat of the life of an asset, but there are other

significant consequences. For example, if we have intelligence indi-

cating that a particular overseas company is actually, say a Libyan
front company, we can often watch that company to learn more
about Libya's programs and its acquisition network.
The U.S. Government action that pubHcly identifies the company

will often result in the company shutting down and reopening else-

where under a different name. Identifying this new company can
be difficult. But meanwhile, we have lost a window into the broad-

er proliferation activity.
This is not to say that intelligence should never form the basis

for overt U.S. Grovernment action. To the contrary, it quite often

does, and I feel strongly that providing this actionable intelligence
is of the highest priority for the intelligence community.
What is needed, however, is the flexibility to take the action that

will best achieve our nonproliferation objectives, which in some
cases may mean holding off on overt U.S. Government actions to

protect the nonproliferation sources and methods.
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The first goal is to ensure the sanctions, regimes established to

punish proliferators, permit the President sufficient discretion in

the imposition of sanctions to protect intelligence sources and
methods. The second goal is to ensure that the Executive Branch
not be statutorily limited or required to publish lists of end users
to whom exports of technologies and commodities are controlled.

The third goal is to ensure that the Grovernment maintains export
control sufficient to ensure that exports of critical technologies are

compatible with U.S. interests.

The Administration's proposals achieve the first goal by explicitly

permitting the President to delay the imposition of sanctions where
it is necessary to protect intelligence sources and methods. Let me
emphasize that the intelligence community views this as an excep-
tional remedy that would have limited but critical application, and
is necessary for further nonproliferation goals in the long run.
The second goal is met by not requiring the intelligence commu-

nity to create lists or databases of end users to which exports of

goods or technologies are controlled, but still ensuring that intel-

ligence is appropriately made available to other agencies for the

purpose of analyzing export license applications.

Finally, the Administration's bill would not relax or eliminate
controls on key technologies, particularly encryption devices, which
could be damaging to U.S. intelligence interests.

This is the basic outline of the issues we face. I would offer my
center, the Nonproliferation Center, any assistance to you if they
are helpful in your deliberations on these important issues.

Thank you.
The Chairman. Thank you very much.
I want to say, as we have gone back and forth here, I trust it

has been constructive. I have meant for it to be, and I appreciate
the professionalism and the work.

I want to say to you and through you to the CIA that I appre-
ciate the detail in this testimony today. You have declassified a lot

of information today at our request, and made it a matter of public
record. It is very helpful to us to do that, in terms of both recon-

structing what happened and laying the right predicate for getting
the Export Control Act reauthorization through here.
Your recommendation on this one item that you mentioned at the

end was not lost on me in terms of what we may be able to do be-

tween now and the time we act on it in the Senate as a whole.
We have just, as you know, reported that bill out of the Commit-

tee by unanimous vote of 19 to 0. We have achieved a good strong
bipartisan consensus, a regime that we think deals with some of
these problems. So I appreciate the fact that you have validated
these concerns and given us very important historical reconstruc-
tion here today that is useful.

I will say at the same time that I think that there is this prob-
lem of where is the health difficulty coming from and how do we
track it to its source so we have got a better way of knowing how
to treat the veterans and try to heal them and protect their fami-
lies—that I still see in the various Executive Branch participants,
a problem where information leaves off at 1 point, and then it picks
up at the next point. Things do not ever quite fully tie together.
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I do not just put that on you when I say that. I am just saying
I see that problem. It is not the first time I have seen it. I have
seen it other times in my 28 years here on other problems and I

am seeing it again here on this problem.
I would give you this message to take back if you would. That

we have got to do some more work to find out why these veterans
are sick. If we had half of the top tier of the CIA professionals sick

today themselves from the same problem, we would have a much
more ambitious effort underway to get to the answer, just as we
would if we had the high command of the military sick today from
these problems. It is just the nature of what gets the priority and
what does not.

We have got to find out what happened here. We have got to find

out because we have got a lot of sick veterans, many of whom are

getting sicker, and their family members are getting sick in in-

creasing numbers. We were not prepared for that finding. That

finding presented itself to us as we were tracking back through this

problem.
I have talked to enough wives of returning male Gulf War veter-

ans, who are now quite sick, that I am deeply concerned about
what is going on here. Something happened out there, or some
combination of things happened. The degree to which it comes out
of this military or biological weapons capability, hopefully time will

give us all those answers if we are aggressive about pursuing it.

What is beyond dispute is the fact that we have got a lot of sick

people who put on the uniform of this country, and on the basis of

our best intelligence assessments and the belief that somebody in

the command position was making wise decisions with their safety
and well-being in mind, that they could go into a battle situation

with the confidence that they were not going to be subjected to

something that we did not anticipate, were not protecting them
adequately against, or were not prepared to get to the bottom of

if they came back with a health problem.
Many of them are deeply discouraged right now, because they

really feel like the Government has walked away from them, and
despite all the talk, which is cheap and by itself does not mean
anything, that not enough has been done to really ratchet their

problems up on the priority scale and get at them.
I agree with them. I think they are exactly right. I think it is

shameful, the fact that we are in that situation. There is no excuse
for it. I think every operational officer in the area of the Govern-
ment that relates to these things, from the Director of the CIA to

the Secretary of Defense, to the head of the DIA, to the President

himself, to the head of the Veterans' Administration have an ur-

gent task here to marshal the resources, marshal the knowledge,
the professional focused effort, and figure out what happened here,
and to try to get as much medical help to these veterans and their

families as we can do, and not hold anything back.

And by the same token, learn from that before we suddenly find

we have got a situation where the same thing happens again in

some other theater of war. We have a terrible problem in this coun-

try—and I have seen it before—where, once somebody leaves active

military service and becomes a veteran, they are in a different im-

portance status as it relates to the Defense Department.
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The Defense Department is looking ahead to the next war. The
Veterans' Affairs Department is looking back at the veterans of the

past wars, in effect. There is this dividing line.

Some of that may be necessary, but I think in this situation, the

precautions taken were not adequate. I think there were some seri-

ous strategic errors made in putting people in harm's way. I think

people are having a very hard time now who may have been part
of that decision structure, facing it, acknowledging it, and dealing
with it.

The body of information that we have, the number of veterans
who keep coming forward, many still on active duty, manv holding
officer rank, who give us more and more information, tell me that

we have got a problem here that the rest of the Government at the

top is still reluctant, or unable, to fully see and deal with. That has

got to change.
You have helped us today with respect to the report that you

have given us from the CIA. We will give you some questions for

the record and we will look forward to having you respond to those

fully.
Thank you.
Dr. Oehler. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. The Committee stands in recess.

[Whereupon, at 4:32 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]

[Prepared statements, response to written questions, and addi-

tional material supplied for the record follow:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR ALFONSE M. D'AMATO

Mr. Chairman, let me begin today by expressing my gratitude and appreciation
for your commitment to addressing the serious issue before us—that of whether ex-

posure to chemical and biological agents during the Gulf War with Iraq are causes
of what has come to be known as the Gulf War Syndrome.
Saddam Hussein has once again been talking about Kuwait "as the 19th province

of Iraq." Thus, this hearing and our inquiries are not limited to just a historical
focus and it is not limited to only the ailments of veterans of the Gulf War and their
families. Pursuing necessary questions and getting good answers may prove vital to

the safety and success of future U.S. military operations.
Today, thousands of Gulf War veterans across this country are experiencing ill-

nesses that began after they returned from the Gulf War. Alarmingly, there appears
to be growing evidence that the illness is spreading to the spouses and chiloren of
the affected veterans.

I believe, as you do, that it is the responsibility of all Government agencies, insti-

tutions, and the U.S. Congress to follow every available lead which might assist

medical researchers in finding the answers to the causes of illnesses faced by our
veterans.
Mr. Chairman, I know that you have been tireless in your efforts to get the De-

partment of Defense and other Federal Government agencies to be forthcoming on
this issue. Most, if not all, of the responses have been inadequate and sometimes
even contradictory.

It is my understanding that the Department of Defense contends that it has no
evidence that U.S. forces were exposed to chemical and

biological agents while serv-

ing in the Persian Gulf. But, according to the Pentagon's official report to Congress
on the Conduct of the Persian Gulf War, written in 1992: "By the time of the inva-
sion of Kuwait, Iraq had developed biological weapons. Its advanced and aggressive
biological warfare program was the most advanced in the Arab world. Large scale

production of these agents began in 1989 in four facilities near Baghdad. Delivery
means for biological agents ranged from simple aerial bombs and artillery rockets
to surface to surface missiles."

With this report in hand, an acknowledgement that Saddam Hussein had the
means to use such weapons, it is inconceivable that the Defense Department has
no other information on the actual use or impact of such weapons on our veterans.
Such information could prove vital to assisting medical research efforts necessary
to define and treat Gulf War illnesses. The work of the Chairman alone on this

issue, as indicated in the report released today, shows a growing link between the

symptoms of the syndrome and the exposure of Gulf War veterans to chemical and
biological warfare agents, pre-treatment drugs and other hazardous materials and
substances.

It is outrageous and unjustifiable that this Nation's own Defense Department not

cooperate.
I believe it is their duty and responsibility to provide information that

could help treat the illnesses being sufTered by the very individuals who served their

country bravely. These individuals survived the horrors of the battlefield only to re-

turn home and face the horrors of war on another front.

There is a critical need for immediate advanced medical research. A thorou^ and
systematic review of all information and data from all sources, including our own
Defense Department, could be critical to identifying the causes and treating the ill-

nesses. I hope that the representatives of the Department here today are going to

provide us with worthy information and not just more stonewalling.
Mr. Chairman, thank you again for your complete commitment to this critical

issue. I join you in continuing the fight against what is probably considered the sec-

ond war by many of our veterans.
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Opening remarks:

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for calling this important hearin
to investigate further the causes of the Persian Gulf War

Syndrome from which so many U.S. veterans and their families are

currently suffering. We owe it to our veterans to do everything
we can to determine the causes of the Gulf War Syndrome, to

develop and research cures for those veterans now affected, and
to do whatever we can to prepare and protect our service

personnel from illnesses associated with this syndrome in any
future conflicts.

Thousands of American servicemen and women are reportedly
suffering from symptoms and undiagnosable disorders consistent
with exposure to biological or chemical toxins. Allied bombings
of Iraqi nuclear, chemical, and biological facilities were

reported to trigger daily chemical "false alarms" on the front
lines. Reports were made by U.S. service personnel of direct

biological or chemical weapons attack on the 17th and 20th of

January, 1991 and that as many as five gas attack alerts in one

day were issued. Iraq not only had a vast biological weapons
capability, including artillery shells loaded with mustard gas,
rockets loaded with nerve agent, nerve agent aerial bombs, and
SCUD warheads loaded with Sarin, but Iraqi official radio
addresses on the 17th and 20th of January, 1991, indicated that

Iraqi forces had and would use all means at their disposal to

fight the U.S. and that they would soon unleash a secret weapon
that would release "an unusual force." Lastly, the report of a

Czech chemical decontamination unit detected the chemical nerve

agent Sarin in the air during the opening days of the war and
some of its members are believed to be suffering illnesses
similar to those of our veterans.

Collectively, these facts make it, at least, possible that
Gulf War Veterans were e.xposed to chemical and/or biological
toxins. I, therefore, fully support Public Law 103-210 which

provides additional authority for the Secretary of Veterans
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Affairs to provide priority health care to veterans of the
Persian Gulf War who may have been exposed to toxic substances "or

environmental hazards during the Gulf War. However, in light of
the above evidence, it is apparent that we must investigate fully
whether or not biological or chemical weapons were used on our
troops.

In the staff report to this committee on September 9, 1993
on the Gulf War Syndrome, it is stated that only the use of
highly sophisticated, computer-enhanced electroencephalograms
(EEGs) would be able to detect neurological disorders resulting
from direct chemical or biological warfare, or chronic exposure
to low levels of hazardous nerve agents. I believe it is

imperative that we make such technology available to those
veterans suffering from the Gulf War Syndrome to determine
without a doubt whether biological and chemical toxins played a
role in the health conditions of our veterans.

The top priority of this committee, I believe, must be to
ensure that the veterans who, have been affected are treated, not
just adequately or minimally, but to the highest extent possible,
and to support research for cures of the Gulf War Syndrome.

I do, however, have several other concerns that I feel must
be addressed. First of all, I find it very disturbing that the
Department of Defense has not been as forthcoming en this issue
as I feel they must. It has been almost two and a half years
since the Gulf War, and the Department of Defense has still not
made it a priority to get to the bottom of the causes of the Gulf
War Syndrome. While the Gulf War Syndrome may not be the result
of chemical or biological warfare, the odds of this syndrome
affecting future units in combat is grave enough to warrant full
and speedy investigation.

Second, by not investigating the effects that possible
biological attacks have had on our troops, the security of U.S.
forces against such future attacks would be compromised. Data
suggests that the M8A1 chemical agent detection alarm deployed
during the war might not have been sensitive enough to detect
consistent low levels of chemical agents. It would appear that a
reevaluation of our defenses against biological and chemical
warfare would be in order, especially as relations with North
Korea continue to sour.

Lastly, I am concerned about the adverse side effects that
veterans have suffered from the administration of nerve agent
pre-treatment drugs and inoculations distributed to our armed
forces. Patricia Axelrod, a research specialist whose study of
the drug pyridostigmine, which our troops were ordered to take
prior to the commencement of the ground war, stated that the drug
was "unproven." I think more research on the side effects of
this drug and the advisability of administering it to our troops
in the future is warranted.

I thank the Chairman for this opportunity to address my
concerns and look forward to reviewing the testimony of
witnesses.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CAROL MOSELEY-BRAUN

I ampleased to submit this testimony for the record regarding those who have
been afTiicted with the Persian Gulf War Syndrome. While stories of mysterious ail-

ments connected to service in the Persian Gulf have been around for the last several

years it is only recently that the symptoms plaguing some of our Gulf War veterans
and their families have been taken seriously.
Those who were forced to fight another battle with their health upon their return

from the Gulf have been vindicated by an NIH technical panel held in April, that

validated the service related claims of many of the victims. The panel found that
the Desert Storm environment—biological, chemical, physical, and psychological—
produced a range of illnesses for Desert Storm vets.

Today I met with a twenty-four year old Illinois constituent who came to my office

with his stoiy. I would like to share it with you, because it is representative of the

experience of many of our Gulf veterans. My constituent, Tim Striley, left the Per-
sian Gulf even before the war began due to unexplained symptoms including a rash,

nausea, and fevers. Upon his return he completed his service commitment and

began a private sector job. As his symptoms continued and worsened he received

care from his local VA hospital. As is the custom of the VA, his bills were forwarded
to his private insurer for payment. With no diagnosis, no treatments, and no cure,
his medical bills soared and he missed time from work. He lost his job and was told

by his insurer that they did not insure Gulf War vets.

To add to Tim's problems, not only is he the victim of this amorphous syndrome,
but as we are hearing more often, his wife and young daughter appear to also be
affected.

His illness has advanced to the point that he is now disabled and unable to work.

Though he continues to receive care through the VA, he has been unable to access

Social Security Disability
Income because there is no diagnosis for his illness. His

wife's employment provides the sole income for the family.

My understanding is that the story of Tim's family is far from uncommon. It is

very clear that we must do more to aid those who fought in the Gulf War and are

experiencing severe health problems because of it.

I support the NIH's recommendations to study the issue further, conduct a survey
of Gulf War veterans, and to create a uniform protocol for evaluating Gulf War vet-

erans in different treatment settings. In the meantime, however, we must assure
that veterans suffering from Gulf related illnesses receive proper treatment and
care not only for themselves but for their families.

It is important that we move forward to determine a cause for this illness because
it is real and very much a public health problem. We are now hearing about mys-
terious bacterias and high incidence of cancer among Gulf War vets in their

twenties.

These claims and other claims that families of vets are also somehow experiencing
related health problems must be thoroughly examined as expeditiously as possible.
We must ensure that these families receive adequate care and we must ensure that

we take additional measures to protect the public health.

I plan to contact the Secretary of Health and Human Services to determine if

there is a role for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention regarding inves-

tigation of the syndrome or measures to protect the public health. I also plan to

work with Senator Riegle to continue to bring attention to the plight of our vets who
served their country heroically in the Gulf.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR BEN NIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your work and your persistence in trying to answer

questions about the Persian Gulf Syndrome.
Like most people, I don't have the answers about why so many veterans of the

Gulf War face chronic and often disabling illnesses, many of them from my home
State of Colorado.

My office has helped many Persian Gulf War veterans, but I want to tell you
about one young man whose family lives close to my ranch in Colorado. I remember
him as a strapping young high school student. He also served honorably in the Gulf
War.

Since returning from the Gulf, he has lost 40 pounds, he has trouble remembering
things, and he has to fight bouts of dizziness and depression. The situation got so

bad that he couldn't even make line-up. Yet the doctors at his base couldn't find

anything wrong with him. He needed medical treatment, but they told him that his
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problem was mental, and refused to treat him. When will the United States Grovern-
ment believe them? At the funeral?

Only after I called the commander of Ft. Carson Armv Base was he admitted to

Walter Reed Army Medical Center for treatment. It shouldn't take a phone call from
a Senator to help a veteran in need.

Currently, the Federal Ckjvemment is engaged in at least 20 Persian Gulf related
studies. They are investigating every possible cause or causes: multiple chemical ex-

posures, leishmaniasis, oil well fires, microwave exposures, chemical and biological

agents, vaccines and medications, and depleted uranium.
Last month the National Institutes oi Health (NEH), along with the DoD, VA,

HHS, and EPA, held the "NLH Technology Assessment Workshop on the Persian
Gulf Experience and Health." After 2 days of presentations, the NIH adopted a writ-
ten report which determined, among other things, that:

• There is "no single disease or syndrome apparent, but rather multiple illnesses

with overlapping symptoms and causes."
• A "collaborative Government sponsored program has not been established" to

evaluate undiagnosed illnesses.

Of course, we don't need to wait for studies to know that these veterans are sick.

The question shouldn't be: "Are these veterans sick?" It should be: "How can we
take care of these veterans ouickly and equitably?"

Last year Congress passed authority for the VA to provide health care for all Per-
sian Gulf veterans on a priority basis. I thought this would mean veterans would
be taken care of, but today we find out that care is meted out stingily, with sus-

picion and reservation.
Without question, eligibility for benefits, access to health care and compensation

have to be provided sooner, with less red tape. I will be working with Veterans' Af-
fairs Committee Chairmen Rockefeller and Montgomery to provide a presumption
of service-connection for sick Persian Gulf War veterans.

I hope that after these hearings, nobody argues with the need to carefully control

potentially dangerous exports. Frankly, I m a little tired of hearing U.S. companies
complain about export controls in the name of profits, and then not wanting to take

responsibility for the uses of these products.
This weekend, 50-75,000 veterans will visit the Wall—I would like to tell them

that we are doing something, and that the U.S. is not dragging its feet.

As a Member of both this Committee and the Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee,
I look forward to working with you and Chairman Rockefeller on these issues.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HONORABLE EDWIN DORN
Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness

U.S. Department of Defensk

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am pleased to provide informa-
tion to support the Committee's review of how materials contributing to Iraq's chem-
ical and biological warfare program were exported to Iraq from the United States.
These are significant issues as you consider measures to strengthen the Export Ad-
ministration Act.

Secretary Perry has asked me to be the focal point within DoD for issues related
to service in the Persian Gulf during Operation Desert Shield and Desert Storm.
I am here today in that capacity.

Senator, I know that you and your colleagues are very concerned about Persian
Gulf veterans who have developed health problems. So are we in the Department
of Defense. In recent weeks we nave testified before the Armed Services Committees
and the Veterans' Affairs Committees in both Houses, and I will be pleased to share
with you the same information we have shared with them. Indeed, before we move
on to discuss matters related to the Export Administration Act, I would like to offer
a few points about our efforts on behalf of Persian Gulf veterans.
We take the position that the veterans who say they are sick should receive the

best care we can provide. Three years ago, we trusted these men and women to

make life-and-death decisions in the heat of battle. Today, we should believe them
if they're sick. We are committed to treating the symptoms, to fashioning appro-
priate compensation for those who are disabled, and to identifying the causes of
their illnesses. An interagency coordinating board ensures that the Defense Depart-
ment's treatment and research programs complement related efforts by the Depart-
ment of Veterans' Affairs and the Department of Health and Human Services. I

should note here that Congress aided our ability to respond by authorizing VA to
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provide priority care to Persian Gulf veterans for conditions that might possibly be
related to their Gulf service.

We are especially concerned about those Desert Shield/Desert Storm veterans

who, since the war, have developed symptoms whose causes we cannot identify.
These veterans represent a small proportion of the nearly 700,000 U.S.

military per-
sonnel who served in the Persian Gulf region during the conflict, and indeed ttiey

represent a small proportion of those who have been treated for illnesses or injuries
suiTered during the war. DoD and VA doctors have treated thousands of Persian
Gulf veterans for readily identifiable illnesses and injuries; but we know of about

2,000 people for whom a clear diagnosis continues to elude physicians.
We are working very hard on this. There are lots of theories about causes. We

have heard from people who are convinced that we will find the answer if we focus

solely on parasitic diseases, or Kuwaiti oil fire smoke, or industrial pollutants, or
the effects of inoculations, or stress, or multiple chemical sensitivity. We are trying
to maintain a program that explores all the possibilities. In the course of our work,
some possibilities nave begun to appear less plausible than others.

One theory involves Iraq's chemical and biological warfare capability. That theory
provides a connection between the health problems of Gulf War veterans and the
Senate Banking Committee's review of the Export Administration Act.

At the time of its invasion of Kuwait in August of 1990, Iraq clearly represented
a case in which past efforts to prevent the proliferation of weapons of mass destruc-
tion had not been effective. Many American policymakers and military commanders
were greatly concerned, going into the war, that Iraq would use chemical and/or bio-

logical weapons. We knew they had used chemical weapons in the past and we had
evidence that they had acquired a biological warfare capability as well.

Our concerns led us to take measures to protect our personnel against such weap-
ons, through immunizations, special training, equipment, and detection. The tension

surrounding the possible use of chemical or oiological weapons was evident to every
American who watched on television as journalists scrambled to put on protective
masks in response to the SCUD-attack warning sirens in downtown Riyadh and
other areas. There were many alarms, witnessed by U.S. and other coalition mili-

tary personnel and by the civilian populations of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Israel.

Following the war, we confirmed through the inspections conducted by the United
Nations Special Commission that Iraa did have significant stocks of chemical agents
and the weapons systems to deliver tnem, as well as equipment and materials suit-

ed for chemical agent production. All of these chemical agents and related equip-
ment were found stored at locations a great distance from the Kuwait Theater of

Operations. These materials have been undergoing destruction at a centralized loca-

tion in Iraq under the supervision of the United Nations Special Commission since
late 1992. U.S. military personnel have been present, on site in Iraq, and involved
in each of the teams overseeing these destruction operations.
We have concluded that Iraq did not use chemical or biological weapons during

the war. This conclusion is based on analysis of large amounts of detailed data gath-
ered in the theater and reviewed after the war. First, throughout the operation,
there was only one instance of a soldier who was treated for chemical bums that
were initially attributed to mustard agent; but subsequent tests on the soldier and
his clothing did not

definitively support the initial finding. We know of no other re-

ports of any U.S. military, coalition
military,

or civilians in the region having symp-
toms caused by exposure to chemical or oiological warfare agents. The effects of
chemical and biological weapons are acute and readily identifiable, and our person-
nel had been trained to look for the symptoms.
Second, our detectors were strategically located, and although many detectors

alarmed, there were no confirmed detections of any chemical or biological agents at

any time during the entire conflict. Third, no chemical or biological weapons were
found in the Kuwait Theater of Operations—those portions of Southern Iraq and
Kuwait that constituted the battlefield—among the tons of live and spent munitions
recovered following the war. The international community agrees witn these conclu-
sions.

This is a complicated and contentious issue, however. To ensure that we have not
overlooked or misinterpreted important information, we have asked an independent
panel of experts, chaired by Nobel Laureate Joshua Lederberg, to review all the
available evidence. We expect to receive the panel's report in June. We also remain

eager to hear from Gulf War veterans who feel that they can shed light on the
sources of the undiagnosed illnesses.

I understand the fear and the frustration many Persian Gulf veterans are experi-
encing: They are sick and their doctors can't offer definitive answers. To them, let

me say: This Administration is committed to treating you fairly. You stood up for

the Nation; the Nation will now stand up for you.
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Now, let me turn to the Defense Department's role in the export licensing process.
First, it should be noted that DoD is not a licensing agency. That responsibihty falls

on the Department of Commerce for dual-use items. Trie Department of Defense re-

views and provides recommendations on export license
applications when they are

referred to Defense or to interagency groups in which Defense participates. Records
on the ultimate disposition of dual-use, biological, chemical, nuclear, or missile tech-

nology-related licenses reside in the Commerce Department.
DoD is a member of the interagency Subgroup on Nuclear Export Controls which

was in operation throughout the 1980's. This group reviews export requests for nu-
clear-related dual-use technology. In the missile area, Defense played a significant
role in the establishment of the Missile Technology Control Regime in 1987, and
subsequently helped set up an interagency license review group in 1990. In the
chemical and biological area. Defense also plays an important role, as part of an

interagency team, in reviewing export license requests for items controlled by the
Australia Group.
The Department has taken and will continue to take its responsibility here very

seriously. For example, DoD made an important contribution in halting export of
the Argentine Condor Program that was aiding Iraq's Weapons of Mass IJestruction

Program and we spearheaded the effort to prevent Iraq from acquiring a more capa-
ble missile than the SCUD. Defense also played a leading role in developing the
President's Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative and most recently the com-

prehensive DoD Counterpro liferation initiative. The Department of Defense contin-
ues to consider proliferation as a significant military threat.

The growing ability to produce and use chemical weapons is a great concern to

DoD. We fully support any measures that will prevent or control this proliferation,
which include strengthening the Export Administration Act. It is important to re-

member that all exports made to Iraq in the 1980's were completely consistent with
the laws in effect at the time, and Iraq was not considered a hostile country. De-
fense's role in reviewing exports was greatly expanded in 1991—and would be fur-

ther expanded through measures you are considering in this Conmiittee.
I would now like to introduce the other members of the panel. Dr. Theodore Prociv

is the Deputy Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Chemical and Biological
Matters. In that role, he oversees the Department's Chemical and Biological Defense

Program; the Army program to destroy the U.S. stockpile of chemical weapons; and
the implementation of bilateral and multilateral chemical weapons treaties, includ-

ing the Chemical Weapons Convention which is being considered currently by the
Senate for ratification. Additionally, his office has assisted the Defense Science
Board Task Force examining the issue of Gulf War health, and has assisted my staff

with technical support in the area of chemical and biological warfare defense. Dr.
John T. Kriese is the Chief of the Office for Ground Forces at the Defense Intel-

ligence Agency. He is responsible for the production of intelligence on foreign ground
forces and associated weapons systems worldwide; and all aspects of foreign nuclear
and chemical programs. Dr. Prociv and Dr. Kriese are with me here this morning.
Dr. Mitchell Wallerstein, who will

testify
this afternoon, is an expert m

Counterproliferation and Export Control for the Under Secretary of Defense for Pol-

icy in International Security Policy. He is the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Counterproliferation Policy.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my opening statement. Before we turn to questions,

I ask the Committee's indulgence while Dr. Prociv and Dr. Kriese describe their
areas of expertise.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. GORDON C. OEHLER
Director, Nonproliferation Center, Central Intelligence Agency

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I am pleased to appear before you this

afternoon to address your concerns about the proliferation of weapons of mass de-
struction. I am specifically going to address three aspects of Iraq's efforts to obtain
critical technologies for its weapons programs in the years preceding the Persian
Gulf War.
• First, I wOl present a brief overview of the Intelligence Community's assessments

of Iraqi chemical and biological warfare (that is CW and BW) capabilities prior
to Desert Storm and subsequent discoveries based on post-war inspections. 1 will

also touch lightly on our assessments of Iraq's missile and nuclear weapons pro-

grams.
• Second, my remarks will detail the means by which Iraq sought to procure items

for its weapons of mass destruction programs.

86-558 0-95-4
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• Third, I will address the role that U.S.
intelligence agencies played in support of

efforts to restrict transfers to Iraq that would have been of use in its CW and BW
programs.

Finally, I will close with some observations regarding the Export Administration
Act. I will be as candid as possible in this of)en testimony. I'm sure you understand
that further details could be addressed in closed session.

First, what did we know about Iraq's weapons of mass destruction programs. As
we reported extensively, Iraq had aggressive CW and BW programs prior to Desert
Storm, as well as programs for ballistic missile delivery systems. The Iraqis used
nerve and blister agents during the war with Iran and, in 1988, increased their

usage of nerve agent dramatically during their final offensive campaign. As you wiU
recall, they also targeted their own Kurdish population with chemical weapons.

In mid-1990, Iraq's primary site for the production of chemical weapons was the
Al Muthanna State Establishment located in Samarra, about 80 km northwest of

Baghdad. In addition to that complex, the Iraqis had begun to build a complex of

precursor production plants near Al Habbaniygih, as well as additional chemical
weapon storage sites. By early 1990, we calculated that the Al Muthanna facility
was capable oT producing more than 2,000 tons annually of blister agents and nerve
agents.
Although the Iraais claimed after the war that their chemical weapons production

was inept and poorly organized, U.N. inspections showed otherwise. Iraq originally
declared only about 10,000 CW munitions and less than 1,000 tons of chemical
agents. U.N. inspectors have found and destroyed more than 46,000 filled munitions
including 30 warheads for ballistic missiles, bombs filled with mustard gas, and
nerve gas containers. Additional munitions remain buried in bunkers attacked and
damaged by coalition forces—the U.N. cannot remove them safely. The inspections
have also revealed 5,000 tons of stockpiled chemical agents. The U.N. is only now
completing the task of dismantling this massive program.
With regard to biological weapons, we estimated, prior to the start of the war,

that Iraq had a stockpile of at least one metric ton of biological warfare agents, in-

cluding anthrax and botulinum toxin. We reported that Salman Pak was the pri-
mary biological weapons facility. U.N. inspectors did not find any evidence of large-
scale production or weaponization during post-war inspections, suggesting that the
materials and equipment were removed and hidden prior to inspections. Research
reports released by the Iraqis to the first U.N. biological weapons inspection team
showed highly focused research at Salman Pak on anthrax, Botulinum toxin, and
Clostridium perfringens. The Iraais insisted, however, that their program did not

proceed beyond basic research. U.N. inspectors believed that, contrary to Iraqi
claims, there was an advanced miUtary oiological research program which con-
centrated on these agents.
The Department of Defense reports that no chemical or biological warfare muni-

tions were found stored—or used—in areas occupied by Coalition forces during
Desert Storm. We do not have any intelligence information that would lead us to
conclude otherwise.
At the same time it was developing CW and BW agents, Iraq was also developing

missile delivery capabilities. By the time of the invasion of Kuwait, Saddam could
field up to 450 Scua-tvpe surface-to-surface missiles. These Soviet-origin Scuds origi-
nally nad a range of 300 kilometers, but Iraq reconfigured them into a series of
other missiles with ranges up to 750 kilometers. Prior to the war, Saddam claimed
to have

developed
and tested a missile with a range of 950 kilometers—which he

called the Al-Aobas—but discontinued the system because of in-flight stability prob-
lems.
With regard to Iraq's nuclear program, the bombing of the Osirak nuclear re-

search reactor by the Israelis in 1981 drove Saddam to extreme lengths to cover,

diversify, and disperse his nuclear activities. IAEA inspections of declared nuclear
materials continued on a regular bsisis, but the IAEA did not inspect any of the
undeclared facilities associated with the weapons program. We reported extensively
on the existence of the nuclear weapons program. Post-war inspections added a
number of details.

I would like to give you a sense of Iraq's procurement efforts and patterns. The
Iraai program was developed gradually over the course of the 1980's. By the time
of the invasion of Kuwait, it had become deeply entrenched, flexible, and well-or-
chestrated. Project managers for the weapons of mass destruction programs went
directly to vetted European suppliers for the majority of their needs. Throughout the
1980's, German companies headed the list of preferred suppliers for machinery,
technology, and chemical precursors. German construction companies usually won
the contracts to build the CW facilities in Iraq. And Iraqi procurement agents were
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sophisticated in exploiting inconsistencies in local export control laws by targeting
countries for substances and technologies that were not locally controlled.

In the pre-war years, the dual-use nature of many of these facilities made it easi-

er for Iraq to claim that chemical precursors, for example, were intended for agricul-
tural industries. European firms, arguing that the facilities in Iraq were for the pro-
duction of insecticides, built the Samarra chemical plant, including six separate
chemical weapons manufacturing lines, between 1983-86.

European middlemen broke red chemical precursor deals for Iraq under the pre-
text that the materials were intended for pesticide plants. A Dutch firm purchased
supplies from major chemical firms around the world, supplying the Chemical Im-

portation and Distribution State Enterprise in Baghdad in the late 1970's, and in
the 1980's supplying the Iraqi State Establishment for Pesticide Production—cover
names for the CW program. The middleman supplied dual-use chemical precursors
including monochlorobenzene, ethyl alcohol, and thiodiglycol. When the Iraqis re-

quested phosphorus oxychloride—a nerve agent precursor banned for export under
Dutch law without explicit permission—the supplier balked and drew this request
to the attention of Dutch authorities. Subsequent Dutch investigations found that
two other Dutch firms were involved in brokering purchases of chemical precursors.

Iraq exploited businessmen and consortia willing to violate the export laws of
their own countries. As has been indicated in press and television reports. The
Consen Group—a consortium of European missile engineers and businessmen estab-
lished a network of front companies to cover its role as project director of an Argen-
tine-Egyptian-Iraqi sponsored Condor II ballistic missile program.

Iraqi procurement officers, knowing full well the licensing thresholds, requested
items that fell just under the denial thresholds—but nonetheless would suffice.

Prior to Desert Storm, U.S. regulations on the export of these technologies were
drafted to meet U.S. technical specifications and standards. Technologies of a lower
standard worked just as well, and permitted Iraq to obtain the goods and technology
consistent with Commerce Department regulations.

Let me turn to the question of the involvement of U.S. firms in Iraq's proliferation

programs. We were watching these programs very careftilly, and it was clear that
the major players assisting Saddam's effort were not American firms—they were

principally European. We saw little involvement of U.S. firms in Iraq's weapons of
mass destruction programs.

In discussing this issue, we should remember that, by law, the CIA, as a foreign
intelligence agency, does not focus on U.S. persons, to include U.S. companies. By
this definition, companies founded by foreign nationals and incorporated in the U.S.
are treated as U.S. companies.
This is not to say that we did not occasionally come across information on a U.S.

person that was collected incidentally to our foreign intelligence target overseas—
we did. But, when we did, and when there was a possibility of a violation of U.S.

law, we were obligated to turn our information over to the Justice Department.
We provided what we called "alert memos" to the Departments of Commerce, Jus-

tice, Treasury, and to the FBI. These memos resulted whenever this incidentally-
collected information indicated that U.S. firms had been targeted by foreign govern-
ments of concern, or were involved in possible violations of U.S. law. Between 1984
and 1990, CIA's Office of Scientific and Weapons Research provided five memos cov-

ering Iraqi dealings with U.S. firms on purchases, discussions, or visits that ap-
peared to be related to weapons of mass destruction programs.
Turning now to export controls, the Intelligence Conmiunity was asked by the De-

partment of Commerce during the 1980's to review export license applications pri-

marily when the licenses had significance to Intelligence Collection equities. And
here the concern was not so much Iraq, but whether there was a possibility the

equipment would be diverted to the Soviet Union or other Communist countries.

Prior to 1991, there were four instances in which the Department of Commerce
sought information on Iraqi export license applications

—all dated in 1986. These ap-
plications involved computer technologies and image processors. For some of these,
we reported no derogatory information on the end user. In one case, we referred
Commerce to a classified intelligence report.

After evidence mounted in the mid-1980's about the use of chemical warfare in

the Iran-Iraq war, the United States began to put into effect unilateral controls on
exports of chemical precursors to Iraq and other countries suspected of having
chemical warfare programs. The U.S. and several other industrialized nations joined
what is called the Australia Group to establish more uniform licensing controls for

the export of several chemical weapons precursors. Since then, more nations have
been brought into the Australia Group, and recently, controls have been added for

chemical equipment, certain pathogens, and biological equipment.
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Since the Gulf War, U.S. export controls on CW/BW have been considerably
strengthened. Enforcement mechanisms involving several Federal agencies have
been put into place. The scope of the regulations has also been broadened consider-

ably. In 1991, export controls were tightened to require validated licenses for all

dual-use equipment being exported to end users of proliferation concern. Intelligence
information is often the basis for this determination. This catch-all provision has
served as a model for other countries interested in joining the U.S. Government's

non-proliferation efforts.

The Intelligence Community has an expanded role in this strengthened export
control regime. We work with Department of State-led interagency forums to control

sensitive technologies and equipment. Our analysis of international trade mecha-
nisms used to transfer technolo^es from suppliers to consumers is provided to the
U.S. policy, enforcement, and intelligence communities. And the Department of
Commerce now brings the Intelligence Community into a large percentage of its li-

cense reviews.
Let me say a brief word about the control of missile and nuclear technologies. The

Missile Technology Control Regime (the MTCR) went into effect in April 1987, with
the participation of the U.S., the UK, Canada, Italy, France, Japan, and West Ger-

many, the leading suppliers of, missile-related technologies. Initially, the MTCR
controlled ballistic missiles and their components that are capable of delivering a

500-kilogram warhead to a range of 300 or more kilometers. In recent years, the

scope of the MTCR has been expanded to include any unmanned system, with any
range or payload, if it is believed to be intended for use with weapons of mass de-

struction.

As you know, the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty—most often known by its ini-

tials—NPT—provides the global framework to control the spread of nuclear weap-
ons. Nations that have joined the NPT pledge not to transfer, seek access to, or as-

sist the spread of nuclear weapons. The transfer of nuclear materials is covered by
safeguar(fe enforced by the International Atomic Energy Agency. Over the years,
mernbers of the NPT have developed lists of restricted items ana technologies. The
U.S. adheres to all these controls and has introduced its own restrictions on the

spread of the fissile materials necessary for weapons production—plutonium and
uranium.
The final issue I would like to address is legislation affecting export controls and

other nonproliferation measures, specifically the provisions the Intelligence Commu-
nity needs in such legislation.
The first thing I would say, Mr. Chairman, is that the bill vou introduced at the

request of the Administration incorporates provisions which address the Intelligence
Community's concerns in the area of chemical, biological, and missile nonprohfera-
tion measures. We woriced closely with the other agencies that developed this bill,

and have endorsed the final result. Accordingly, I would strongly urge that these

provisions be retained in the final bill passed by the Senate.
To aid the Committee's deliberations, I would like to outline the Community's eq-

uities in this area. In disseminating our intelligence, one of our primary responsibil-
ities and duties is to

protect
the sources of the intelligence, whether human or tech-

nical, and the methods by which it was collected. Sources and methods are most at

risk when Intelligence information is, directly or indirectly, made public. The com-

promise of sources and methods inevitably results in a diminished capacity to collect

intelligence in the future.

The most dramatic consequence of a compromise of intelligence information is the
threat of the life of an asset. But there are other significant consequences. For ex-

ample, if we have intelligence indicating a particular overseas company is actually
a Libyan front company, we can often watch that company to learn more about

Libya s program and its acquisition network. U.S. Government action that publicly
identifies the company will often result in the company shutting down and reopen-
ing elsewhere under a different name. Identifying this new company can be very dif-

ficult, and meanwhile we have lost our window mto the broader proliferation activ-

ity. This is not to say intelligence should never form the basis for overt U.S. Govern-
ment action. On the contrary, it qruite often does and I feel strongly that providing
"actionable intelligence" is of the highest priority. What is needed, however, is the

flexibility to take the action that will best achieve our nonproliferation objectives
—

which in some cases may mean holding off on overt U.S. Government actions to pro-
tect nonproliferation sources and methods.
The first is to ensure that sanctions regimes established to punish proliferators

permit the President sufiicient discretion in the imposition of sanctions to protect

intelligence sources and methods. The second goal is to ensure that the Executive
Branch not be statutorily required to publish lists of all end-users to whom exports
of technologies or commodities are controlled. The third goal is to ensure that the
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Government maintains export controls sufficient to ensure that exports of critical

technologies are compatible with U.S. interests.

The Administration proposals
achieve the first goal by explicitly permitting the

President to delay the imposition of sanctions where it is necessary to protect intel-

ligence sources and methods. Let me emphasize that the Intelligence Community
views this as an exceptional remedy that would have limited but critical application
and is necessary to further non proliferation goals in the long term. The second goal
is met by not requiring the Intelligence Community to create lists or databases of

end-users to which exports of goods or technologies are controlled, but still ensuring
that intelligence is appropriately made available to other agencies for purposes oi

analyzing export license applications. Finally, the Administration's bill would not

relax or eliminate controls on key technologies, particularly encryption devices,
which could be damaging to U.S. interests.

This is the basic outline of the issues we face. I would offer any Nonproliferation
Center assistance or resources which you or your staff would find helpful as you pro-
ceed in your deliberations on these important issues.
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

I S MAY 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR PERSIAN GULFWAR VETERANS

SUBJECT: Persian Gulf War Health Issues

As you may know, there have been reports that some Persian Gulf War veterans are

experiencing health problems that may be related to their service in the Gulf. We want to assure

each of you that your health and well-being are top priorities for the Department of Defense.

There are many hazards of war, ranging from intense combat to environmental exposures.

Anyone who has health problems resulting from those hazards is entitled to health care. If you
are experiencing problems, please come in for a medical evaluation. Active duty personnel and

their eligible family members should report to any military hospital and ask to be included in the

Depanment's Persian Gulf War Veterans Health Surveillance System. You will receive a full

medical evaluation and any medical care that you need. Reserve personnel may contact either a

military hospital or their nearest Veterans Affairs Medical Center and ask to be included in the

DoD Surveillance System or the VA's Persian Gulf War Health Registry. You will receive a full

medical examination. Depending on the results of the evaluation and eligibility status, reserve

personnel will receive tnedicai care either from military facilities or from VA facilities.

There have been reports in the press of the possibility that some of you were exposed to

chemical or biological weapons agents. There is no information, classified or unclassified, that

indicates that chemical or biological weapons were used in the Persian Gulf There have also

been reports that some veterans believe there are restrictions on what they can say about potential

exposures. Please be assured that you should not feel constrained in any way from discussing

these issues.

We are indebted to each one of you for your service to your country during the Persian

Gulf War and throughout your military careers. We also want to be sure that you receive any
medical care you need.

Thaitk you for your service.

y John M. Shalikashvili ^^ WiUia^. Pen? /V
A Chairman Secretary of Defense^'

V |>f the Joint Chiefs of Staff
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THC SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON'. THC DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

1 5 NAY 1934

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS

SUBJECT: Persian GulfWar Health Issues

Chainnan Shalikashvili and I want to ensure that sick Persian Gulf veterans receive the

best care available. The attached memorandum provides essential reassurances about thaL

The memorandum makes the following points: veterans who believe they have health

problems resulting from service in the Gulf should come forward for examination and treatment;

our forces were not aitacked by chemical or biological weapons: and. military personnel are not

barred, by any classification restrictions, from discussing issues related to their health.

Please ensure that this memorandum is distributed through all the channels necessary

to reach the men and women who served in Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm.

Edwin Dora. Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness, is coordinating the

Depanment's efforts to deal with the health effects of Persian Gulf service.

Attachment:

As stated

^JU^C^- ^^
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in«TED STATES CENTRAL COMMAND
7J 13 SOUTH BOUNDARY BOULEVARD

MACDILL AIR FORCE BASE. FLORIDA 33621-3101

13 NOV '1394

CCJl

Subject: Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request 94-41

Mr. James Tulte
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs
Washington, DC 20510-6075

Dear Mr. Tuite:

This is in reply to a FOIA request from Senator Riegle dated
16 Meurch 1994 and received within the US Central Command 5

October 1994, as a referral from the Defense Intelligence Agency
(DIA) . The DIA searched and forwarded nine docximents responsive
to your request for our review amd release determination.

These documents were reviewed and determined to be properly
classified and should not be reclassified at this time. They
will be returned to the Secretary of the Senate, Office of
Secxirity, U.S. Capitol S-407, Washington, DC to Mr. Michael
OiSilvestro's attention.

If you have additional questions regarding your request,
Major Blaisdell or Senior Master Sergeant Skinner are the
command's FOIA Officers and stand ready to assist you. You may
reach them at (813) 828-6679/6685. When calling, please refer to
FOIA number 94-41.

Sincerely,

irt J. Itarti'nelli
lonel, United States Air Force
rector of Manpower, Personnel
and Administration

Enclosures
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE H^^
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON

\, irAT
WASHINGTON. DC. 20301-4000 O* ' ' ''

PCmONMCL AMO
MOOINCSS

r- :. 2 1994

Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.

Chainnan

Conunictee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs

United States Senate

Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chaiiman:

Thank you for your letter of July 29, requesting information to questions from the May
25 Hearing on U.S. Dual Use Exports to Iraq and their Impaa on the Health of Gulf War
Veterans. An interim response was sent on August 31. The unclassified responses are enclosed.

They also are being provided to Ms. Kelly Cordes as requested. The classified responses have

been forwarded under separate correspondence in accordance with the appropriate security

procedures.

I want to thank you for your concern and interest. Please be assured tiiat we are deeply

committed to the health and well being of our current and former Service members and it remains

a top priority within the Department.

Sincerely,

Enclosure:

As stated

cc:

Honorable Alfonse D'Amato

Ranking Republican

Ms. Kelly Cordes

Chief Clerk

W
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3.4

Department of Veterans' Affairs
Gulf War Syndrome Registry

BREAKDOWN BY STATE OF RESIDENCE OF THE 12,774
VETERANS WHO HAVE TAKEN THE GULF WAR REGISTRY
EXAM THROUGH MARCH 1994.

State of Residence Frequency Percent of Total

Alabama 979 7.7

Arizona 258 2.0

Arkansas 253
California 439
Colorado 161 1,3

Connecticut 37 0.3

Delaware 88 0.7

District of Columbia 62 0.5

Florida 612 4.8

Georgia 923 7.2

Hawaii 35 0.3

Idaho 26 0.2

Illinois 317 2.5

Indiana 356 2.8

Iowa 196 1.5

Kansas 152 1.2

Kentucky 352 2.8

Louisiana 184 1.4

Maine 146 1.1

Maryland 145 1.1

Massachusetts 149 1.2

Michigan 277 2.2

Minnesota 205 1.6

Mississippi 233 1.8

Missouri 319 2.5

Montana 76 0.6

Nebraska 140 1.1

Nevada 27 0.2

New Hampshire 162 1.3
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State of Residence Frequency Percent of Total

New Jersey 119 0.9
New Mexico 150 1.2
New York 509 4*0
North Carolina 827 6.5
North Dakota 82 0.6

Ohio 269 2.1

Oklahoma 191 1.5

Oregon 185 1.4

Pennsylvania 589 4.G

Puerto Rico 48 0.4

Rhode Island 34 oT
South Carolina 238 1.9

South Dakota 61 0.5

Tennessee 410 3.2

Texas 630 4.9

Utah 10 OT
Vermont 85 0.7

Virginia 248 1.9

Washington 66 0.5

West Virginia 69 0.5

Wisconsin 630 4.9

Wyoming 13 0.1
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY
HONORABLE DONALD W. RIEGLE, Jr^ CHAIRMAN

COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBAN AFFAIRS

VS. DUAL USE EXPORTS TO IRAQ AND THEIR IMPACT
ON THE HEALTH OF GULF WAR VETERANS

MAY 25, 1994

QUESTIONS FOR HONORABLE EDWIN DORN,
UNDERSECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR

PERSONNEL AND READINESS
[Senator Riegle letter of July 29, 1994]

Questions from Chairman Riegle

0.1. Was the Department of Etefense intelligence apparatus aware of the items exported

to Iraq by the United States which were converted to use in the Iraqi chemical, biological.

and nuclear programs prior to the Pereian GulfWar? Provide specific details.

A.l. During the earlier years associated with Iraq's build-up of its scientific, industrial

and military capabilities, Iraq was neither a proscribed nation to be denied military

critical technology, nor an enemy. The U.S. intelligence community is forbidden from

monitoring the activities of U.S. citizens and U.S. companies. Consequently, very little

was known by the Intelligence Community about U.S. exports of technology with

military potential, particularly to a non-proscribed non-enemy nation, unless it was

informed of such exports by the Department of Commerce. During 1980-1994, the

Department of Commerce requested that DoD review only 16 dual-use export cases. Of

these, only two were forwarded to the DIA for technical review. They involved

computers and signal processing equipment. DIA recommended denial in both cases.

DIA was aware of the illegal export of thiodiglycol to Iraq by the Baltimore company
Alcolac. DIA assisted customs and the FBI in their investigation and successful

prosecution of that company.

0.2. Were Iraqi chemical and biological facilities among the priority targets hit bv

Coalition bombers during the first davs of the air war?

A.2. Yes. Some Iraqi chemical and biological (CB) facilities were priority targets and

were among the first attacked on and around the first days of the air war. However, not

every CB target was attacked during the first days. CB targets were themselves

prioritized, generally by the intelligence community, then more specifically by the
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CENTCOM operators and were attacked accordingly. Generally speaking, CB Urgels

were attacked at the very beginning of the air war and throughout the air campaign.

O.3. Were U.S. national laboratories contacted prior to the war and requested to assess

the danper from the fallout of bombing Iraqi chemical, biological, and nuclear facilities?

What was their advice?

A.3. Yes. The Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) was tasked to assess the danger of fallout

from bombed Iraqi facilities. An example of the analysis conducted by the DNA to

assess the effects of bombing Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC) facilities is at

Attachment A. DNA developed the Army's Automated NBC Information System

(ANBACIS n) to analyze the impact of NBC contamination on military operations.

Downwind hazard modeling of the southem-most storage facilities showed that chemical

contamination would not occur beyond 11.1 kilometers downwind from the target The

closest U.S. or coalition forces to the Ash Shuyabah chemical storage area, the southern-

most storage facility, was 150 kilometers. It is for this reason that reports of detections

associated with downwind drift from bombed chemical facilities are discounted.

The ability to quickly communicate with DNA analysts was available to

commanders in the Gulf theater. Twenty-one sets of ANBACIS II equipment, which

provided direct conimunications between the units and DNA stateside, were distributed in

theater. Over 600 plots were run by DNA at the request of deployed units conducting

vulnerability analysis. A complete description of the ANBACIS system and how it

functioned during the war is at Attachment A.

O.4. Did the automatic chemical agent detection alarms begin to sound more often with

the initiation of the Coalition bombings? If so. whv?

A.4 . Yes, because more alarms (M8A1 and M43A1) were placed into operation after the

bombing started to prepare for any Iraqi retaliation. The M8A1 alarm is activated during

normal preventive maintenance checks and services (see Attachment B). The M43A1

(the detector component of the M8A1 system) will alarm when exposed to heavy

concentrations of rocket propellant smoke, screening smoke, signaling smoke, when

engine exhaust is present or when a nuclear explosion occurs. Additionally, the alarm

will sound in response to a heavy concentration of tobacco smoke, burning rubber,

insecticides, low battery indicator, or strong percussion such as proximity to heavy

vehicles or incoming artillery. There were approximately 13,200 M8A1 deteaors in

theater.
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0.5. Was the M8A1 automatic chemical agent detection alarm deployed during the

Persian Gulf War suFricientIv sensitive to detect chronic harmful exposure levels of

chemical nerve agents?

A. 5. Yes, for levels known to be hannful. The M8A1 G and VX agent sensitivity of 0.1-

0.2 mg-min/m3 is more than adequate to warn ground troops against known effects of

chemical warfare nerve agents. The only known effect of nerve agents at this level of

concentration is pinpointed pupils.

0.6. Was the M256 or M256A 1 chemical agent kit sufficiently sensitive to detect

harmful exposure levels of chemical blister agents that could pose a chronic exposure
hazard to U.S. troops?

A.6. The M256A1 sensitivity to blister agents is as follows, and is more than adequate
to warn ground troops against blister agent vapors: H - 2mg-min/m3; L -

9mg-min/nn3;
and CX - 3mg-min/m3. Normally, the first indication of exposure to blister agent vapors
is eye injury, which occurs at concentrations of 100-200 Ct(mg-min/m3). Incapacitating

blisters occur at 2,000 Ct(mg-min/m3), death through respiratory inhalation at 1,500

Ct(mg-min/m3).

O.7. Were positive readings ever obtained with the M256 or M256A1 test kits? Include

in your answer positive results obtained even though another tests may have been

conducted with negative results? How long does it take to conduct an M256A1 kit

reading?

A.7. The records reviewed to date have not revealed any positive readings. M256A1

response time for G.V.H.L.CX, and CK is 15 minutes and 25 minutes for AC.

G -
non-persistent nerve agent

V -
persistent nerve agent

H - mustard or blister agent

L - lewisite or blister agent

CX -
choking agent

CK - blood agent

AC - blood agent

O.8. Does the M 17 gas mask provide sufficient protection against chronic exposures to

chemical nerve agents? If so. why is it not recommended for use in chronic exposures in

U.S. Army material safety data sheets?

A.8. Yes. Material safety data sheets provide infonnation on safe storage, handling, and

disposal of all types of chemical and hazardous materials throughout the civilian,

military, and industrial communities. The particular material safety data sheets (;ontained

in the Senate Banking Committee Report of May 25, 1994, for example, refer to
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protective measures required by personnel working in production, depot storage, and

transportation of chemical material. The possible exposure to very high concentrations of

chemicals and hazardous materials in these circumstances requires levels of protection

that far exceed tactical military requirements. Soldiers require protection from fiefd

concentrations of chemical agents and therefore, soldier protective equipment must be

more rugged, have greater wear time, require less logistic support, and be light weight

equipment available for non-tactical applications. For example, the soldier's field mask

must allow for weapons sighting, be worn in extreme hot and extreme cold, and be strong

enough to survive infantry operations.

O.9. Did the U.S. have field automatic biological detection monitors deployed durine the

Persian Gulf War? What type? Are they currently deployed with U.S. field units?

A.9. Automatic biological detection nronitors did not exist during the Gulf War. All

biological detectors were manually operated. Biological agent detection units are

deployed based upon theater requirements. If a biological detection requirement is

identified in the force structure, a chemical corps units will be deployed for that purpose.

See response to Question #14 for additional information.

O.IO. Are all biological agents lethal? Isn't it true that one biological warfare strategy is

to debilitate vour adversary's capabilities and another is to overload his medical facilities?

A.IO. No. Not all biological warfare agents arc lethal; some are only lethal if untreated,

while others are almost always lethal, even with medical treatment. Incapacitating BW
agents could be used to debilitate an adversary's capabilities and to overload his medical

facilities. Bacillus anthracis, botulinum toxin, francisella, tularensis, and yersinia pestis

are examples of lethal agents; VEE virus, Q fever, and staph enterotoxin B are examples

of incapacitating agents. The BW strategy statentent is true for chemical, biological,

nuclear, unconventional and conventional warfare strategy.

0. 1 1 . Are the presence of sick or dead animals and birds one of the indicators U.S.

forees are trained to look for as a warning of biological warfare agent use?

All. Yes. The BW usage indicators are:

o Occurrence of acutely ill military and civilian patients

o Illness reflects an unusual or impossible agent for the geographical

area

o Unusual distribution of disease

o Unexplained number of dead aninuils

o Direct evidence •
discovery of munitions with BW agents.
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Q.12. Might widespread flu-like symptoms also be an indicator of biological warfare

use?

A. 12. Possibly. Some infectious agents known to be potential biological warfare agents

can have flu-like symptoms as part of an early infection. Examples would be Q-fever,

anthrax, tularemia, and plague. Ru-like symptoms including fever, sore throat, cough,
loss of appetite, and muscle and joint aches are very non-specific and are generally the

first signs of any infectious disease, many of which are not known to be biological

warfare threats.

0.13. Were there outbreaks of antibiotic resistant strains of E. Coli and Shigella among
U.S. forces during Operations Desert Shield or Desert Storm? How were the bacteria

identified? Given the nature of the U.S. exports to the Iraq Atomic Energy Commission-

were full DNA polymerase chain reaction studies conducted on these bacteria to

determine if they were genetically modified?

^13. Approximately 40-60% of enterotoxigenic E. Coli and 20-80% of Shigella spp.

isolated from cases of acute diarrhea among Desert Shield troops were resistant to

standard antibiotics used to treat diarrhea (trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, tetracycline,

and ampicillin). Resistance was determined using standard laboratory methods. It was

also found that no single strain of bacterial eoteropathogen was Che cause of antibiotic

resistant diarrhea. Enteric bacterial pathogens resistance to commonly used antibiotics

were expected at the beginning of Operation Desert Shield because resistant organisms
are now found throughout the worid. particuiariy in developing and tropical countries.

Antibiotic resistant enteric disease pathogens can be obtained easily in nearly all

tropical/developing countries by using simple, standard laboratory techniques; genetic

modification is not necessary. Full DNA PCR analysis was not performed because there

was nothing unusual or unexpected about the resistant, bacterial, enteropathogens
identified in the Gulf.

0.i4. What procedures did the U.S. follow to determine whether U.S. forces were

exposed to biological agents? What was tested for? What were the results of those tests?

A.M. Several years before the Gulf War, U.S. Aitay scientists a.id engineers crafted a

contingency plan to address the threat of biological agents. A monoclonal antibody

technology detector test was developed. When intelligence sources assessed Iraq as

having a potential anthrax and botulinum toxin oRensive capability, ten thousand anthrax

and ten thousand botulinum toxin test kits were distributed throughout the Desert Storm

theater of action. No biological warfare agents were identified during Operation Desert

Shield/Storm.
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Fifteen teams from the 9th Chemical Company were deployed by the U.S. Army
to collect and analyze samples using the XM-2, a high volume air sampler, which

operates by collecting aerosolized material into a liquid solution. That solution can be

analyzed to determine the presence of biological warfare materials.

The Naval Medical Research and Development Command deployed the Navy
Forward Laboratory (NFL) to perform the biological warfare (BW) analysis mission.

Other NFL missions during Operation Desert Shield/Storm were:

o Laboratory diagnosis of clinical cases of infectious diseases

o Threat assessment of infectious diseases of military importance

o Detection capabUity for potential BW agents

Public health assistance to the local population and to the Coalition Forces.

The NFL consisted of four microbiologists, two infectious disease specialists, and

two advanced lab technologists. The laboratory had the capability to test for the

following agents: salmonella, shigella, vibrio cholera, V. parhemonlyticus, escherichia

coli, salmonella typi, s. partyphi, yersinia enterocolitica, Cryptosporidium, rotavirus,

legionella pneumophila, yersina pestis, francisilla tularensis, neiserra meningitidis, N.

gonorrhoeae, straphylococcus, streptococcus, hepatitis A,B, hantaan viriis, chlamydia,
intestinal ova and parasites, malaria parasites, sandfly fever (Naples and Sicilian), West
Nile fever. Rift Valley Fever, Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic fever, sindbis, dengue, Q
fever, murine typhus, Mediterranean spotted fever, mycoplasma pneumoniae, adenovirus,

parainfluenza virus 1,2,3, influenza vims A&B, respiratory syncitial virus, steptococcus

pyogenes, neisseria meningitidis, and streptococcus pneumoniae.

The NFL could perform specific BW agent identification by performing bacterial

culture and antibiotic sensitivities, indirect fluorescent antibody assay, antigen capture

ELISA, IgM and IgG capture ELISA, and polymerase chain reaction assay. The labs

conducted analysis of dead animals, verified air samples collected by the biological

sampling teams, tested water and soil for agents and toxins, and analyzed the rapid field

assays.

In addition, U.S. Army specialists provided BW consultation and hands-on

assistance to allies in the British, Canadian, and French armies. Great Britain and

Canada developed and deployed reconnaissance vehicles, each of which included an air

sampler, a particle sizer and various antibody-based tests (immunoassays). The French

also deployed antibody-based tests for BW agents with assistance from U.S. Array

specialists from Fort Detrick and Edgewood Arsenal.

0.15. Were any biological agents or materials capable of being used to cause disease or

other illnesses di.scovered by the U.S. or any other Coalition forces in Iraq. Kuwait, or

Saudi Arabia? What were tho;;e materials?
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A. 15. No such materials were found by U.S. or Coalition forces.

0.16. Were any Iraqi vaccines discovered or did interviews of enemy prisoners of war.

or others, reveal what biological warfare-related materials the Iraqis had defended

against?

A.16. No.

Q17. Did Iraq have a biological warfare program that appeared to be offensive in nature?

A17. Yes. The classified package provides additional information and is being addressed

by separate correspondence.

0.18. In the spring of 1993. the United Nations Special Commission on Iraq sent a

biological warfare inspection team to Iraq under the leadership of U.S. Armv Colonel

David Franz (USAMRIID). One of the sites visited was a facility of the Iraqi Atomic

Energy Commission which also does biological research. Was Colonel Franz briefed on

the nature of the materials shipped bv the United States to Iraq prior to the war to alert

him that genetic research may have been being conducted.

A.I8 . Prior to his leading the UNSCOM BW inspection team in March 1993, COL
Franz was briefed on the major microbial strains which the Iraqis had obtained from the

ATCC before the war. Observation and questions regarding genetic research are part of

the biological inspection modus operandi, with or without a prebrief on the subject. Mr.

Jim Tuite showed COL Franz a list in the spring of 1994 that included genetic constructs

and vectors. During COL Franz's visits to Tuwaitha in March 1993 and M-.y/June 1994,

he found no evidence of prohibited research, genetic or classical, ongoing, planned or

having been conducted at Tuwaitha.
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Q.19. Were chemical munitions or binary precvirsor materials capable of being
used in chemical warfare discovered in any area of Iraq. Kuwait, or Saudi
Arabia before, during, or after the war by U.S. forces. U.S. civilian personnel,
or other coalition participants?

A. 19. Classified response received from the Department ofDefense [deleted].

Response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs files.

Q.20. What evidence, if any, is there concerning the forward deployment of

chemical and biological warfare agents or weapons prior to or during the

Persian Gulf conflict? What evedence. if any, is there of Iraqi attempts to

avoid destruction of chemical or biological warfare agents or weapons by
coalition bombings? For example, transshipment activity just prior to the

initiation of the air war from chemical production facilities such as Samarra.
Al Muthanna. Habbanivah. or others?

A.20. Classified response received from the Department of Defense [deleted].

Response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban

Affairs files.
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0.21 . What evidence, if any, exists of Iraqi chemical and biological warfare defensive

measures during or prior to the Persian Gulf War?

A.21. Iraq claims it did not have a dedicated BW defensive progrant Iraq distributed

drugs for the treatment of nerve and mustard exposure to at least some of its Republican
Guard Divisions. There was an effort to outfit their troops with chemical protective gear;
this usually consisted of a gas mask, gloves, boots, simple poncho, and individual

chemical agent antidote kits. Additionally, decontamination stations were established

throughout Iraq.

Q.22. What evidence, if any, exists of Iraqi command instructions to use

chemical weapons prior to or during the war?

A.22. Classified response received from the Department of Defense [deleted].

Response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban

Affairs files.

Q.23. Were any Iraqi chemical units in Iraq or Kuwait located or reported on
by U.S. or coalition sources during Operation Desert Shield or Desert Storm?
Explain?

A.23. Classified response received from the Department of Defense [deleted],

response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban

Affairs files.
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0.24. In the Department of Defense's final report to Congress on the Conduct of the

Persian Gulf War, it was reported that 88 Scud launches were detected. Saddam Hussein

has claimed to have launched at least 93 Scuds. Can vou explain the discrepancy? Were
any Scud missiles launched bv Iraq against Turkey or any other location other than Israel

or Saudi Arabia? Were U.S. forces and dependent personnel in Turkey ever ordered into

MOPP gear?

A.24. The Department records indicate a total of 88 SCUD launches against Israeli and

Saudi Arabian targets only. Iraq only launched SCUD missiles against Israel and Saudi

Arabia. We cannot explain the discrepancy between Saddam's claim to have launched at

least 93 SCUDs. All units, which were in a SCUD missile threat area, responded with

chemical defense standard operating procedures. Commanders at the lowest level of

command determined the appropriate level of chemical defense for their units. No

specific records were maintained at the unit level to indicate the use ofMOPP gear. The

Department is not aware of any personnel in Turkey being ordered into MOPP gear.

0.25. What targets were Spirit 1. Spirit 2. and Spirit 3 fU.S. Air Force AC-1 30 Spectre

gunships) directed against on January 31. 1991? Were any of the targets of their mission

- in which one of these aircraft was shot down in the battle for Khafji
-

suspected of

being chemical, biological, or nuclear weapons? What were the results of those

missions?

A.25. Spirits 01. 02, and 03 (three AC-130H aircraft) were launched sequentially to

provide close air support to U.S. ground forces engaged in and around the town of Khafji.

Spirits 01 and 02 attacked the following targets: a tnick park, a border post, a radio

station and antenna, and a radar site with associated Armored Personnel Carriers (APCs)
and personnel. Spirit 03 attacked similar targets; however, the specific targets cannot be

determined because the aircraft was shot down during the mission. Spirit 03 was

attacking a free rocket over ground (FROG) missile site just before it was shot down.

None of the targets were NBC. The results of the attacks indicate minimal damage
inflicted on the truck park, border post, and radio station. Three APCs were destroyed

around and near the radar site.
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Q.26. Did Iraq conduct test firings of Scuds or other short or medium range
ballistic missiles during Operation Desert Shield? What was the assessed

purpose for these tests since Iraq already had extensive knowledge of the

capabilities of Scud missiles?

A.26. Classified response received from the Department of Defense [deleted].

Response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban

Affairs files.

Q.27. Did Iraq have the capability to deliver biological weapons via ground-
based aerosol generators, aircraft, helicopters, or FAW missiles? Do they have

any other means of delivering biological weapons?

A.27. Classified response received from the Department of Defense [deleted].

Response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban

Affairs files.

Q.28. What was the Defense Intelligence Agency evaluation of Iraq's chemical

and biological weapons programs and delivery means prior to. during, and
after the Persian Gulf War? What delivery means were within range of

coalition forces at the beginning of the air war and by the end of the ground
war?

A.28. Classified response received from the Department of Defense [deleted].

Response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban

Affairs files.

0.28. Did any Iraqi aircraft, helicopter, or FAW ground-to-ground missile ever penetrate

Saudi airspace or areas over U.S. naval forces in the Persian Gulf? Include in vour

answer any areas where chemical and biological materials could have been distributed to

contaminate U.S. forces even if not directly over Saudi Arabia.

A.28. The Iraqi Scud attacks on Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Israel were highly publicized.

The Iraqi offensive air capability was destroyed the first day of the ground war. There

was no release of chemical or biological materials.
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Q.30. Describe the evolution of Iraq's battlefield employment of chemical

weapons during the Iran-Iraq war, did Iraq's ability to use these weapons
improve over the course of the war?

A.30. Classified response received from the Department of Defense [deleted].

Response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban

Affairs files.

Q.31. What chemical and biological agents were assessed to be in the Iraqi

operational inventories and test inventories prior to the Persian Gulf War?

A.31. Classified response received from the Department of Defense [deleted].

Response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban

Affairs files.

0.:^2. Were I IS. or NATO chemical protective overganrv-niLs or masks vulnerable to

specific tvix^s of chemical or biological agents in the Iraqi inventory?

A. 32. There were no equipment vulnerabilities specific to the Iraqi chennical agent

inventory. No biological warfare agents were identified during Operation Desert

Shield/Storm.

O. 33. Was IIS, and NATO detection equipment capable of detecting Iraqi biological

agenLs? Explain.

A.33. Yes, although U.S. Forces did not deploy any NATO biological detection

equipment to Southwest Asia . See Response to Question #14 for information on U.S.

equipment

0.34. What evidence exists, if anv. to indicate that Iraq deployed chemical mines in tlK

Kuwaiti theater of operations?

A.34. There is no evidence that Iraq deployed chemical mines in the KTO. In fact, over

350.000 Iraqi mines have been found and removed from Kuwait, none of which were

chemical mines.
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Q.35. Did Iraq deploy any chemical units or establish any chemical
decontamination sites in the Kuwaiti or Iraqi theater of operations - or in the

disputed territories?

A.35. Classified response received from the Department of Defense [deleted].

Response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Affairs

files.

Q.36. Which country provided the chemical Scud warheads to Iraq that were
later located by the UN inspections? If by another country, how many of these

warheads were initially provided? Did Iraq also manufacture its own?

A.36. Classified response received from the Department of Defense [deleted].

Response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Affairs

files.

Q.37. Was the former Soviet Union ever suspected of providing chemical or

biological warfare training to Iraqi officers either in Iraq, the Soviet Union, or

any other country? Explain.

A.37. Classified response received from the Department of Defense [deleted].

Response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Affairs

files].

Q.38. Is the Department of Defense aware of any Soviet assistance to the

Iraqis in setting up any chemical training center or production facility in Iraq?

Explain.

A.38. Classified response received from the Department of Defense [deleted].

Response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Affairs

files.

0.39. Did the United States ever provide chemical or biological warfare training to Iraqi

officers either in Iraq, the United States, or any other country. Explain.

A.39. At one tinie the United States and Iraq had friendly relationships, to include

niiUtary exchange programs. Iraqi officers attended the U.S Army Chemical School until

the 1978-1979 timeframe.
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O .40, Is (h^re ^V classified or uncla-ssified information that would indicate anv
g;^PQ$Mres (0 or detections of chemical or biological aoentj;?

AJQ. Other than the Czech detections in January of 1991 , which have been discussed at

length during testimony and other questions for the record, there is no information,
classified or unclassified, which would indicate any exposures to or valid confirmed
detections of chemical or biological agents. There were many, probably thousands, of
false chemical alarms experienced by the Coalition; however, no alarm ever was verified

using follow-up confirmation procedures. This includes the French reports, the FOX
vehicle moving into Kuwait, and the bunker incident after Uie war.

As with the alleged CW detections, there are some unsubstantiated reports that

allege exposure to BW agents. However, despite concerted efforts, Coalition assets were

not able to confirm any of these reports.
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0.41. Is there any classified or unclassified information that would indicate the

discovery of any chemical, biological, radiological or nuclear warfare related materials by

U.S. or Coalition forces before, during, or after the Persian Gulf War?

A.41. There is no information, classified or unclassified, that would indicate the

discovery of any chemical, biological, radiological or nuclear warfare related materials by

the IIS or Coalition forces before, during or after the Persian Gulf War. After the war,

Iraq declared and turned over nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) related material to

the UN inspection teams. None of the material which Iraq turned over to the UN teams

originated within the KTO. The Departnient is not aware of any information derived

from the UN inspections that supports any allegation that Iraqi NBC programs are

responsible for the Gulf War Syndrome, either directly or indirectly. See classified

package for additional information.

0.42. In February 1994. the Defense Science Advisory Board contacted the Banking

Comnfuttee and asked for a list of witnesses to what may have been direct Iraqi attacks. A

representative list of at least one person from each event noted was sent to the

Department of Defense. It has been reported back to mv office bv a number of those

interviewed bv the DoD that rather than ask substantive questions about the events and to

locate other witnesses, high-ranking military officers called these individuals to inform

them that thev were mistaken and to tell them that Iraq had did not have the ability to

initiate these types of attacks -- which, of course, is false.

Under whose personal direction are these officers operating
-- and if operating

without direction, what corrective or disciplinary steps will DoD take to ensure that in the

future. Department representatives ask for information, rather than try to convince these

veterans that they didn't see what they reported?

A.42 . In suppc rt of the Defense Science Board on Gulf War Health Effects charter, the

Department interviewed several Persian Gulf veterans, including witnesses who related

their Persian Gulf experiences to the staff members for the Committee on Banking,

Housing, and Urban Affairs. The majority of the individuals, who were interviewed,

expressed their appreciation that the DoD was taking an interest in them and answering

their questions concerning Operation Desert Storm chemical and biological issues. No

disciplinary action is planned.
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0.43. What is the role of your office in the investigation into the exposure of U.S. forces

to chemical and/or biological materials during Operation Desert Shield and Desert

Storm?

A. 43 . The Office of the Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs), OASD(HA) is

responsible for all Persian Gulf health-related issues. The Office of the Assistant to the

Secretary of Defense (Atomic Energy), OASTD(AE), provided administrative support

and researched material for the Defense Science Board Task on Gulf War Health Effects.

OATSD(AE) has also reviewed records, collected information and interviewed personnel

with knowledge of chemicalA>iological operations related to the Gulf War and provided

information to a variety of individuals and agencies. OATSD(AE) is assisting

OASD(HA) in implementing a Desert Storm records research and declassification effort.

0.44. What role, if any did the Defense Nuclear Agency plav in the destruction of

hazardous materials during or after the Persian Gulf War?

A.44. DNA did not have a role in the destruction of hazardous materials during or after

the Persian Gulf War. DNA persotuiel did participate in identification of stocks and their

location, and identification of nuclear production facilities.

Follow Up (0.45). Did anv personnel from the Defense Nuclear Agencv or working
under the direction of the Defense Nuclear Agency or any other Department of Defense

element participate in the destruction of chemical, biological or nuclear materials before.

during, or after the war. If so. what materials were destroved?

A.45 . No DNA personnel or anyone working under the direction of DNA participated in

the destruction of chemical, biological or nuclear nmterials before, d'jring or after the

war.

In June 1991, a Destruction Advisory Panel was established to assist and advise

the United Nations Special Conrunission (UNSCOM) on the safe destruction of Iraq's

chemical weapons. The multi-national Chemical Destruction Group, which supports

UNSCOM missions, oversees the chemical warfare munitions destruction in Iraq.

Members of the U.S. Army Chemical Material Destruction Agency and the U.S. Army
Technical Escort Unit have provided support to UNSCOM in this munitions destruction.
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0.46. What is the role of the Defense Iniellipence Agency in the investigation into the

exposure of U.S. forces to chemical, biological or radiological materials during Operation
Desert Shield and Desert Storm?

A.46. DIA's role, as always, has been to provide intelligence to the Department of

Defense. DIA has been deeply involved with the investigation into alleged exposure of

U.S. forces to chemical, biological or radiological materials during Operation Desert

Shield and Desert Storm since the investigation began in early summer 1993. DIA has

reviewed every aspect of its assessment of Iraqi chemical, biological and nuclear

weapons programs, the possibility of their use against Coalition troops, and the

possibiUty of accidental release from bombed Iraqi targets. DIA has spearheaded the

investigation into the alleged Czech detections, making the assessment that the Czech
detections were likely valid but that they are unable to confirm the detections. DIA
traveled to Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Israel. Czech Republic, France and England to further

investigate the issue. Through the Defense Attache system, DIA requested information

and assessments regarding the issue from other Coalition members and allies. To date, all

of DIAs efforts and contacts point to the unanimous conclusion that Coalition troops
were not exposed to chemical or biological agents, either accidently (as a result of

downwind exposure from bombed Iraqi facilities) or purposely (from direct Iraqi use).

Q.47. Is it true that North Korea is reported to possess both chemical and
biological weapons capabihtv?

A.47. Classified response received from the Department of Defense [deleted].

Response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Affairs

files.

Follovy Up (Q.48.): There has been much discussion of the possibility that the

crisis over the North Korean nuclear weapons program could develop into a

major war involving a Desert Storm-sized force on the Korean Peninsula. If

such a conflict were to occur, are you concerned that the North Koreans might
use chemical and biological weapons agadnst U.S. forces?

A.48. Classified response received from the Department ofDefense [deleted].

Response archived in U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Affairs

files.
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Questions from Senator D'Amato

Follow Up (0.49'i. What steps are you taking to ensure that the medical capabilities of

U.S. forces are improved so that they could deal with mass casualty events involving

chemical and biological weapons? Since the Korean crisis could come to a head in the

very near future, measures that will take more than a year to be effective will be too late

to do any good.

A.49. The Department is aggressively pursuing full FDA approval and licensure of all

drugs and vaccines used as prophylaxsis or treatment against chemical/biological warfare

agents wherever possible. The Department is assuring that training in the prevention and

treatment of chenucal/bioiogical warfare casualties is a priority and will be a pan of the

Department's Medical Readiness Strategic Plan.

O.50. Hvpotheticallv. assume that the thesis of the report that is being issued today is

correct, that U.S. forces in Southwest Asia during Desert Storm were exposed to a

mixture of chemical and biological warfare agents. Isn't it strongly in the Department's

interest to understand the nature and effects of such exposure, in orde^ to protect U.S.

forces better in the future? Why has the Department seemed so resistant to a full,

comprehensive review of this issue?

A.50. Under the auspices of the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition

and Technology, a Defense Science Board Task Force on Persian Gulf War Health

Effects conducted a comprehensive review of the use of chemical and biological weapons
in the Gulf War. Their report was published June 1994 and concluded, "The Task Force

found no evidence that either chemical or biological warfare was deployed at any level

against us, or that there were any exposures of US service members to chemical or

biological warfare agents in Kuwait or Saudi Arabia. We are aware of one soldier who
was blistered, plausibly from mustard gas, after entering a bunker in Iraq during the post-

war period."

The suggestion that US forces were exposed to a mixtarc of chemical and

biological warfare agents is, indeed, a hypothetical thesis. The illnesses suffered by some

of our veterans at this time are not hypothetical, the illnesses are real. Time, resources,

and effort should be expended towards identifying the causative factors of our veterans'

illnesses. Scientific evidence, operational analysis and common sense have eliminated

chemical and biological warfare agents as a causative factor of the illnesses. U.S. forces

can best be protected in the future by identifying the causes of the Gulf War veterans'

illnesses and identifying methods to neutralize and/or eliminate these causative factors.
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0.5 1 . There are extensive published reports that Saddam Hussein has not abandoned his

ambitions to conquer Kuwait and make it the "19th Province of Iraq". Indeed, he appears

to be able to maintain his military power and his political base in Iraq, and appears to be

working hard to undermine both the sanctions regime against him and the United Nations

inspection regime. This leads me to conclude that we may again face Iraq on the

battlefield. Do vou agree that Iraq remains a threat to Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, among
others in the Middle East?

A.Sl. Yes, the Department agrees that Iraq remains a threat to Kuwait and Saudi Arabia,

among others in the Middle East. Iraq is still reeling from its thrashing at the hands of the

Coalition, as well as UN inspections and sanctions. However, Iraq remains a viable

regional force which no Persian Gulf ally could defeat, much less defend against, without

US assistance.

Follow Up (0.52). If Iraq remains a threat, and there is a possibility that our defense

arrangements with our Desert Storm allies may again become the basis for direct U.S.

involvement in armed conflict with Iraq, doesn't it make very good sense to press ahead

with all possible speed to unravel and understand the causes and treatments of Persian

Gulf Syndrome? Do you agree that this is not merely an illness affecting veterans of the

past wars, but a threat to U.S. forces who may be engaged in a future war against the

same enemy in much the same place.

A. 52. We agree that we must proceed with our efforts to uiu-avel and understand the

causes and treatments of these illnesses.

053. Can vou assure this Committee that all drugs and vaccines used on U.S. troops

deployed to Southwest Asia had successfully completed the full FDA review and

approval process?

A.53. Two drugs. Pyridostigmine and Butulinum toxoid, were used under an

Investigational New Drug (IND) authorization from the FDA. With the exception of

Pyridostigmine and Botulinum toxoid, any drug or vaccine administered to U.S.

personnel would have been fully approved and licensed by the FDA, and listed within

DOD medical formularies.

Follow Up (O 54). Please list all drugs and vaccines used on U.S. troops and their FDA
approval dates. If a drug or Vaccine did not receive FDA approval, please list its status in

the approval process when it was administered to U.S. troops. And, its status today.
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A. 54. With the exception of Pyridostigmine and Botulinum toxoid, any drug or vaccine

administered to U.S personnel would have been fully approved and licensed by the FDA,

and listed within DOD medical formularies. Pyridostigmine is a drug approved by the

FDA since 1955 for use in the treatment of myasthenia gravis (MG), a neuromuscular

disease. Botulinum toxoid has been in use more than 20 years, and has been sponsored

by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for important public health

situations. During the Gulf War both drugs were considered "investigational" in

accordance with FDA regulations and used only after careful review by the FDA under

the auspices of a treatment protocol against biological and chemical warfare agents. The

Department is pursuing action to have both drugs licensed and approved by the FDA for

their intended military purpose. Attachment C is a list of all FDA approved drugs that

were available for use in the "Medical Customer Shopping Guide for Saudi Arabia" and

also those drugs which were taken to the field by medical units as noted in the "Defense

Medical Standardization Board".

0.55. Did the development process for the medical procedures involving these drugs and

vaccines fullv take into account possible synergistic reactions with other chemical and

biological warfare agents?

A. 55. No, not fully. The synergistic interaction of multiple drugs, vaccines, chemicals,

thermal stressors and other environmental exposures with chemical and biological

warfare agents is not a well defined area of medical knowledge. As a result of the Gulf

War experience, the Department recognizes the need to increase its understanding of the

physiologic effects of preventive measures within the context of co-existing exposures to

environmental hazards and chemical and biological threats.

Follow Up fO.56). What level of risk did you determine was acceptable in administering

the drugs and vaccines?

A. 56. Both Pyridostigmine and Botulinum toxoid have been used for many years by the

medical profession without any evidence of adverse long term health effects. DoD and

FDA shared the opinion that the risks from potential exposure to Iraqi biological or

chemical warfare agents and the lack of any alternative therapy was significantly greater

than any risks associated with the administration of these drugs to protect U.S. forces.
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An Icproved CSiaaiol and Biological
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Oefonse Noclaar Agmacj
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ABSISACT

It is ctaential that coabat commandari have elaar, tiaely, and
definitive information and advice on the potential effects of cheaical and
biological (CB) wespona for decisions affecting troop safety and operational
Bobility. However, current prediction aethods generate broad outlines of
total expected areas of pocenti&l hazards. Even where autoaatcd and enhanced,
because of necessary allowances for statistical variability of weather, these
aethods show hazard areas encoop&ssing even larger portions of terrain without
any better appreciation for the significance of the true hazard. Capitalizing
on expertise in nuclear effects modeling, the Defense Huclear Agency in
January 1991 rapidly conducted wor)c to provide an isproved CS downwind hazard
prediction systea for Operation Desert Stora.

The project was undertaken in direct response to concerns over the CB
warfare threat in the Persian Gulf conflict. The Brsttm, called ANBACIS XI
for beneficial association with the Aroy's Automated Nuclear, Biological And
Cheaical Information Systea, provides for greater definition of potential
hazard areas by drawing aap overlay contours of different dosage intensity
according to specific, detailed weapons Intelligvnc* inforaation. AHBAdS ZI .

paclcages detailed weapons effects models together vitb real-tiae veather input
and digital raster aaps; all within a user fri«ndly< iataractive graphical
interface. The result is dramatic visualization capability coupled with
substantial coaputer power, nie benefit to the eoobat rrwiiander Is a aore
discrete prediction of the probable aztant of aarloui coQtaalaatloa froa cloud
travel, greatly enhancing the understanding of < apart on alasloa . ..

accooplishaent . (See Output Coaparlson, Figure 1).

The concept for the A.SEACIS ZI aystea was developed and coordinated in --

Noveaber and Oeceaber, 1990. Kork effectively started th« first of January,
1991-and was co&pleted within 45 days. Xbe systaa becaae fully-oparatlonai on
30 January and served the United States Central Coaaind iCBXTCCM) throuohout-
Desert Store. As finally configured, strike and azarciae raptt^ froa field
conainds were telephoned into t.^e Defense !luclaar Agency's Operations Canter.
There, systea operators used t.^e interactive AHBAdS II systaa to access a— -

pre-coaputed database of over 11,OCO contour "footprints" for various weapons,
agents, and weather conditions. The aystea and Its operators were challenged
by over 600 test exercise ard strike aeasage requests called into the
Continental United States (COKUS) operations canter froa O.S. forces elaacnta
within the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations. Xasponses %ferc provided within 10
Binutes by facsimile transaission over secure telephone lines . The replies,
in the fors cf asp contour overlays of different cheaical and biological
dosage li=:t5 rC sicr.if ;c:.r.Ci, illowed for Ecenaris ar.elysis arji better advice
to cszr^r.zezz- .

UtBfiCZS II shows great crosise as a sodular iaproveaent to autoaated NBC
warning and reporting sysceos. Additionally, the graphical interface proves
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that coaaon handling and display of various affects basa modals ia poaalbla,
not only in warfare but alao in evaporation aodels for accidents and apilla.
Kapid development and iaprovement in weather and terrain accoaaodation are
also posaible, to include three dimensional resolution. The software ia
readily adaptable to coaaon user type equipaent and saall, notebook-size
coaaercial personal computer platforms. In synergy with detection capability,
ANBACIS II la • significant advance la contasination avoidance capability,
thereby proaotlng success on the contaalnated battlefield.

1. ZmiOOOCTZOR

1.1 Purpoae

The Automated Nuclear, Biological and CSieaical ZnforBation Syatea XZ (ANBACIS
II) was developed to provide a «ore realistic, real-tine chemical and

biological (CB) downwind hazard prediction capability for Onlted States and
coalition forces to aval\:ate potential hazards to forces and availability of
terrain for maneuver. The effort focused on improving the existing Alliad
Technical Publication No. 45 (ATP-45) system which provides a very large,
safe-sided hazard area estimate containing more than 99% of cheaical and/or
biological agents. The final user products are prediction contour plots that
are of tactical significance. (See Output Comparison, figure 1)

1.2 Current Service Capabilities

Throughout the services, there Is United capability for CB hazard prediction.
The doctrinal standard. Vol II, ATF-45, allows for changing wind directions,
but this only eakes a larger, mora conservative fan. It also is not an
automated process. Tlie Air force continues to rely on existing aanual aethod
of ATP-45.

The Any ANBACIS I systea autoaates AT7-45 od DOS personal cooputers.
It provides significantly faster computations, but still gives a large fan and
has Halted biological capability. The Cbeaical Kesearch, Oevelopaant and
Bigineering Center (CROZC) developed the basic defensive resear^ iieapons
aodels (called NUSSE-4 and FARACOKFT) which have been incorporated into
ANBACIS II.

The U.S. Marines acquired a handheld ZZNBC lystea recently developed by
the Onlted Kingdoa. It also automates ATT-45 and is ruggedized and iwrtsble
but provides less capability than ANBACIS I. It has no biological hazard
prediction capability.

Tfae-OrST-Navy developed .VLSTRACK for chealcal hazard.prediction. Zt has_
a siailar capability as the basic wespons aodels Incorporated into -ANBACIS. II
but is able to use varying winds. It was not fully developed sor evaluated
before Desert Storm. The Naval Surface Narfare Center (NSWC) developed a
biological "Plume" model which provides more intuitive, realistic looking- -

plota using varying weather conditions. Pluae is now incorporated into
ANBACIS II.

2. BACKQIOUNZ)

2.1 Concept Initiation

During the buildup of Operation Desert Shield, there was great concern over
the CE warfare threat in the Persian Gulf. In Novecber 1990, the Director of
DNA, Ha^or General Gerald C. Watson, viewed a computer visualization
demonstration of a three dimensional transport and diffusion model
incorporating local wind and terrain data. Prom this, he conceived the idea
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of Including such a oodel in the Any ANBACIS program which was already
deployed to Aray cooimands in Saudi Axabia. Ha than foraed a teas of chemical
experts to review and survey existing models that could be used to develop an
improved CB hazard prediction visualization product for COrzcoH comaanders.

2.2 Model Evaluation

At the time, there were no operational models svallable which incorporated
both weather and terrain data. Several research and developoent models were
reviewed for feasibility and operational tisa. The team evaluated a model by
the U.S. Army Atmospheric Sciences Laboratories (ASL) which incorporated
weather and terrain Inputs but was not sufficiently developed for iBaedlste

y operational use. The United States Army Huclear and CSieaical Agency (USANCA)-
v^ funded Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) model - HOTMAC/RAPTAO - was also
/reviewed but it was not able to handle bursting munition data. Therefore, the• , team initially settled on using NUSSE-4/PARACOKPT for chaalcsl prediction and
• GAPCAP/VAMTZCAF for biological. Tbese models, developed by CRDEC for single

and multiple munitions scenarios respectively, contain essential munitions
data but only basic single vector winds for weather input.

2.3 Justification for ONA Lead

DNA's past work on nuclear, dust and smoke transport modeling provided the
necessary technical and eieperience base to develop and integrate such an
ambitious project. DNA also supported the Army's development of the ANBACIS I

program which automated the safe-sided prediction of ATP-45. Beeatise of its
mission, DNA also had a core of chemical officers already assigned who became
the nucleus of the modeling and validation.

2.4 Coordination

Coordination in initiating the project and to kacp it on track was
constant and very thorough. Technical experts from within OKK initially
visited the U.S. Army Chemical School, Ft MeClellan. AL and ASL «t Mhlt* Sands .

Missile Range, MM. As the initial concept came to life, scvaral dlaeusclons
pertaining to modeling, and its various factors, war* dlBCUSSod with ASL, LAML
and CIU>EC. The operational concept was coordinated with Offices of the
Secretory of Defense (OSD), Joint Staff, Department of the Arav Deputy Chief
of Staff for Operations (DCSOPS), the Defense and Central Zateillgenoe
Agencies, CROEC, the U.S. Arsy Chemical School, and CBtTOON.

2.5 Schedule

From the onset and throughout the active project, a schedule was developed and
continually modified according tc the circumstances. As_work_transpired£the
actual acconplishments were:

~
";

—
Zta Git*

Initiated Project 1 November 1990

Concept Briefings November 1990 - January 1991

Support Contract Awarded 24 December 1990

Concept Message (J-3 CZNTCOM) 28 '*«~->^'- 1990

System runctional 11 January 1991

Install EcJipaent in Theater 22 - 30 January 1991

System Operational 30 Jantiary 1991
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24 Hour Operations Stopped 4 March 1991

Operations Terminated '1 March 1991

3. ACnORS PRKEDIHC COWFLICT (Desert Shield)

3.1 Project Teas

AS the v«rious input Bodels were being gathered and asslinilated, Applied

computing SyBtemsT Inc. was contracted to Integrate the models into an

operational system and provide for an enhanced visual output. Selected

oereonnel from Other government and contractor organirations (Air force

SvstMrcommand, LANl; CRDEC, SAIC, MITRZ, JAYCOR) were also brought in to

firther develop, evaluate, and operate the worJcing models. A representative
from Air Force Global Heather Center (ATCWC) also joined the project and

assisted in establishing on-line *#eather support and an operational weather

analysis cell. He Installed the Automated Weather Network (AWN) in the DMA

Operations Center which provided the hotirly surface weather observations used

tocontinually update weather forecasts for the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations.
The ATCWC also provided three military weather forecasters which gave a round-

the-clock weather analysis capability.

v^3.2 Model Selection

«ie CRDTC-developed mJSSE-4 and PARACOMPT models were selected for chemical

predictions and the CAPCAP and VAMTICAP models were initially used for

biological predictions. A limitation of these models was that they only
accepted single vector winds in their calculations. This was not considered a

serious deficiency for the chemical predictions since the significant level of

contamination from haxardous clouds usually lasted only 1 to 3 hours and
traveled only a relatively few tens of kilometers downwind. The larg* numbers

of fielded chemical detectors able to alarm on actual contamination offset
micro-climate capabilities. Biological agents, however, could drift downwind

e to 12 hours and possibly extend several hundred kilometers irtiile still

ytemaining virulent, for this reason, the NSKC biological Plume aodel, which
\/ accounted for varying meteorological conditions (wind speed, direction, and

stability category) and varying biological decay rates (in the night/day
transition), was finally selected to be the primary biological prediction
model.

The NUSSE-4 and Plume models were written in a combination of fORTRAR
and C programming language, for \ise-ln-a-Unlx operating environmestj These
models did not have user friendly input interfaces nor operating routines.- --

Consequently, operstors made numerous errors and spent much time entering data
and calculating responses to messsge reports because lengthy path and file
names were required. To correct this, ACS developed a user friendly,, menu. _ ;

driven interface so anyone with minimal training co\ild perform special
chemical or biological calculations. This interface proved invaluable and

allowed for continued use of these models by non-modeling or computer experts.

3.3 Operation and Methodology

The Sun SPARC 2 workstation was the primary operational platform used to do
the hazar:! predictions. As fast as this computer is, it still often took 15-

20 minutes to perform some calculations and was not sufficient to meet the

operational turn around time goal of 10 minutes (from receipt of a strike

report from the field to faxing back a contour prediction plot). This
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prompted • deciclon to crcat* a database of pre-computad chealcal footprints
based on sucpectad Iraqi sunitions and agents and various preselected
oeteoroiogical conditions. The ANBACIS II systeo has the capability to
interact directly with supporting technical Bodels for special computations,
or to access a precoaputed chemical database in normal use. (See the System
Design, Figure 2) To help create the database rapidly, modelers and operators
ran the various prediction probleos reaotely on the DNA Cray computer located
at LANL. In the end, nore than 11,000 pre-cooputed footprints were
established for the database.' At one tine, four Cray computers were linked

together to perform spray tystea calculations qxilckly. While the Crays were

neccMary, the reason was solely to accospllsb a large volume of calculations
in a short tlae. Kith a lass atrcMful schedule, lesser platfoma can

adequately perfora all neccssarr calculations. On the workstations,
biological footprints reoaln processed on subordinate windows using
interactive screens which drive the aodel and allow input of forecast and

changes in weather data. The Pluae andel within AMBACIS II runs quickly (only
about 5 more ainutes for a IS ainute turn arotmd time). Biological requests
can be updated with weather changes until actual weather reports signify s

cofflpleted pattern. (See Exaeples of Znput Screen and Overlay Output, Figure
3)

3.4 Product for the Field

The team also decided that rather than deploy computer equipment to CENTCOM
for a centralized in-theater hazard prediction focal point, it would be less
burdensome and more efficient to have all the calculations and analyses
performed in the United States. To get the necessary information back and
forth quickly (strike reports from CZHTCOM units and haxard prediction plots
returned to CENTCOM) , the Director, DNA offered to provide and install
classified facsimile machines and STU-ZZZ secure telephones. Zn all, 21 sets
of equipment were deployed according to a CQRCOM distribution plan. There
were several factors Influencing the numbers of systems - overall cost and
ayailabillty as well as the number of reasonable comasnd nodes requiring
assistance, yet able to collate and manage the NBC Naming and Reporting
System (MBCHRS).

4. ACTIONS DORZNG COHFLICT (Oasert Stoim: Air t Ground Campaign)

4.1 Deployment and System Operation

Shortly after the air war of Desert Storm began, DNA sent four officers to
Saudi Arabia with secure facsimile machines and STU-IZI telephones. The
equipment was Installed at IS locations as directed by CENTCOM. By 30
January, all the equipment was in place, many pre-cooputed footprints were
already developed, and the operating craws Jiera trained.. The DNA_^eratlona^_
Center became fully operational en a 24 hour basis. Three shifts, each with
an operations call (military personnel from within ONA), a modeling cell, and
a weather cell conducted round-the-clock operations.

The modeling cell consisted of computer snd chemical experts from LUil,
SAIC, MITRZ, and JATCOR. This cell, via a hl^ispeed computer network link to
the 0NA Cray computer at LANL, created the footprint database and ran special
calculations as requested by CZNTCOM units. The Central Intelligence Agency
(CZA) also used the ANBACIS ZI products for their own aitalysis. Once
completed, all footprints a..d other calculation results were stored on a local
computer at ONA. This information was then available for all operators to use
as an immediate response to a chemical or biological strike or test exercise
report.

The weather cell consisted of trained military weather analysts and
forecasters from the V.S. Air rorce Air Heather Service. Normally, one non-
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coaaissioned officer was assigned to a particular shift. He was responsible
for validating the significant weather entries on the NBC-2 reports or
predicting weather forecasts for special exercise aissions.

4.2 Scheme of Operations

The general scheme of operations was:

1) Units would telephone in NBC-2 reports to the Operations Center. The
NBC-2 report would be completed lAW standard doctrine; each report would
have a unique strike serial nuober and the local weather data.
2) Concurrent with a weather check, one of the coaputer operators would
input the KBC-2 report data into the Sun workstation and call up the
correct pre-computed footprint. He would than scale It to the user
re<7uested map scale and print it.

3) The printed hazard prediction, containing remarks blocks with the
original NBC-2 report and essential text data supporting the contour
plots, was reviewed for accuracy by the Qieaical and Shift Offlcer-in-
Chargc.
4) Once approved, the Coaaunications Officer dispatched the prediction
plot to the originating unit via secure facsiaile.

All of this was accomplished within 10 minutes. To allow for receipt of

multiple strike reports from different units at the saae time, six coaputer
operators were always available to conduct slaultaneous , aulti-tasking
calculatioiis froa any of the six networked workstatioiis if necessary.

4.3 System Usage

(then Desert Stora first began, a series of bunker problems were calculated to
estimate the effects of coalition bombing of suspected CB production and
storage facilities in Iraq. Heapoiis storage quantities were based on
estimates provided by personnel froa the United States Army Armament Munitions
and Chemical Coaaand (AMCCOM) . The resultant downwind hazard prediction plots
were provided to Joint and Service staffs and to the National Military Cotmiisnd
Center (NMCC) to assist in overall battle damage assessment. Special
calculations were conducted at the request of several agencies. These
included assessing potential hazards resulting froa intercepts of Scud
missiles and the extent of effects of possible chemical or biological attacks
on population centers.

An important part of the ANBACZS ZI system was the integration of
Defense Happing Agency (DMA) ARC Digitized Raster Graphics (ADRG) maps on
compact disc rcad-only-meaory (CD-ROM) optical disks. DMA provided CD-ROM
maps in scales -of 1:250,000, -1:900,X>O0_U1,000,Ji0Q^aad_Lr2, 000, 000 for each -

area of interest in a most timely manner. Since CD-ROM maps were not
available in 1:50,000 scale, DMA provided paper aaps for those areas
surrounding the major CZNTCOM air bases of interests. These were then
digitally scanned at DNA, logically linked together and added to the map
database on the systea server. All hazard prediction plots could then be
printed (in black and white or in color) with a aap background if requested.
Usually, the map background was not provided because of the additional time in
printing the coaplete aap and plot, and in transmitting that detail of
information over a 2400 bits per second, analog voice circuit with the
facsimile. Hap backgrounds were routinely provided in CONUS when the plots
were to be presented during coanand and staff briefings. Overlay plots were
routinely sent for CT2TTC0K for posting on operations maps.

4.4 Coordination and Briefings

Continuous coordination was made with the Aray Cheaical School, CRDZC, Surgeon
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C«n«ral'a Office <for a9ent toxicolo^ical data), and nuaeroua Intalllgence
aganciaa to refine the weapons and cheaical/bioloqical agant databaaa to
ensure that the footprints produced would be according to the bast. Boat .

accurate data available. At one point, whan new and additional weapons and
fuzing information was received, an entirely new footprint database was
generated and each entry was Individually validated.

Throughout the operation, nuaeroua briefings and deaonstntioas were
given to high level officials to acquaint thea with this new, significant
contrltetion to the war effort and need for continued work.

NMle there were no actual chemical or biological atrikes during the
war, contlnxious exercise strikes were generated to ensure that CZNTCOK units
and DNA operations personnel reaained proficient. Za all, aore than €00 plots
were calculated and dispatched to units in Saudi Arabia. Tbe Axsy Oivisioo
and Corps NBC staffs requested nuaerous. specific plots so they could perfora
vulnerability analysis to visually show coaaanders the results of potential
eneay CB attacks. These plots were used in daily briefings as Coaaanders
planned their defensive and offensive operations. A tabular B\iBaar7 is
Included in figure 4.

5. ACTIONS ATTBl CUNFLZCT

Since the cessation of conflict, the aajority of the effort has centered
on cleaning up the software code, writing the docuaentatlon, and developing a

transition plan to ensure that this landaark contribution is properly carried
forth for continued developacnt by the Services.

Several briefings and deaonstrations have also been conducted to create
a greater understanding and awareness of the enhincerf aad iaproved hazard
prediction capabilities that are possible aow. As a rasult of deaonstratlog
the systea at the various coofereaces, there has been a graat deaaad for a DOS
version of a database of pre-coaputed footprints. Ttiis cspability has been
developed using a notebook size PC. An effort is oademay to deaoostrate a
full systea capability on either a coaaon user er other cooBMrcial platforu.
ANBACZS ZI fulfilled an iaaediate requireaeat for «a iaproved pradictioa
capability, better training tools, iaproved advice to cnmaenders aad systea
adaptability to saaller coaputers. figure 5 details future systea
enhaaceaents and goals.

6. Z,ESSOeiS LEAMtZS

Iaproved prediction capabilities are available now with existing
technology; aore is needed to aake the systea faster, aore accurate, aad aore
tuer frieaodly. . . -__ _^_ __. ^

As aodels are enhanced to allow for changing aeteorologieal conditions,
tiaely and accurate weather iaforaatioo becoaai critical. Autoaatlc infusion
of weather data, such as froa the Arsy's lategrated Meteorological Systea
(IKETS), is needed to drive the aodels. Coabiaatioos of weather sensors and
reporting stations proliferated throughout the area of operation, or by
satellite with lookdown capability for aicro-aeteorologieal eooditioos, will
provide real-tlae data feed for systems such as AMBAdS ZZ.

Sufficient intelligence data aust be aade aore available. A coaaon ,

standardized dztabase of threat weapons, agents, fill weights and other weapon
paraaeters, as well as weather paraaetric data, is required to establish
footprints fcr various recional threat sceneries.

Connercial coomunications systems proved adequate and practical for this
particular situation for training and wargaaing. Large scale use of CB would
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hava ov«rlo«d*d th« ability to report or raapond isaadiataly. Tbmf la an

uryent nocd either to conatruct data diatributlon ayatasa that apan both
atratagxc and tactical cosaunicatlona natworka and ia capabla of tranaaittlng
larga aaounta of data (Iffiagec, filea or pac^ta), or to downaisa and
dlatributa a diract ANBACIS II ayatea capability within unlta.

Thar* haa baan no centralized DoD level focua on aodel developsent or
NBC battlefield autoaation techniquea. Each aarvice haa aatabllahed their own
separate sethoda of perforaing hazard calculationa and tranaalttln? NBC
reporta. In a Joint Taak rorce Operation, auch aa Operation Dcaart Stors and
aa will alwaya be in future confllcta, all ahould be operating froa a

standardized aystes. A OoO level agency shoxild be dealgnated to enaure a
standardized capability Is established.

7. BXCOHKSOiATIOHS

The ANBACIS II effort proved the utility of a coaaon, user friendly Interface
for aany purposes. Developaant ahould continue with syataa tranaition aa a

joint Service project. Specifically, davelopoent should;

1. provide for a DOO level focus for NBC battlefield autooiation.

2. aatablish a DoO standardized NBC hazard prediction sodal interface

incorporating autoaated real-tiae weather and digital terrain data on cosunon

user equipaent.

3. add a nuclear fallout and saoke assessaent aystaa and
accident/incidcnt/environaantal aodules to sake iaprovcd downwind hazard
prediction aystaoa for all nuclear, biological, cfaaaieal, and othar hasaxdoua
ateriala aituations. ^ /i>r/4*<./;?ipi>.i>

4. incorporate ANBACIS ZI into the D.S. ANBACZS and NATO ATP-45 as an
iaprovaacnt to the current NBC-3 report.

5. downsize and proliferate ANBACZS ZI softwar* to operate on cooBon
user platforma.

6. aasign developaent and operations centers to build and use general
and theater specific databaaea of footprints.

7. create unclaaaified databaaea for use in classrooa training and
field exerciae- situations.

e. aaintain a network for exchange of data and to conduct regular teat
•JMreises. aaong all elaaenta. - . . . _ __;

- -
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ARMYTM3-6665-312-12&P
AIR FORCE TO 11H2-1 7-1 |

Table 2-1. Preventive Maintenance Checks and Services

B - Before Operation - During Operation

Item

No.

Interval

8 Hem to be Inspected/Procedure

Equipment is Not

Ready/Available H:

M43A1 DETECTOR

Operational Check.

NOTE

jif
alarm sounds when battery is

J

/ connected, allow the alarm to sound I

I at least five times. Then press BAT- I

I

TERY TEST AND RESET PRESS I

I button. The above procedure may /

I
have to be repeated several

times^ J

Press and hold BAHERY TEST AND RESET

PRESS button (23). Read detector

meter (24). Detector meter should read in black

band. Release BAHERY TEST AND RESET

PRESS button.

Detector meter does not

read in black band.

Chann«? 9.19
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Table 2-1. Preventive Maintenance Checks and Services

B • Before Operation 0- During Operation

nam
No.

Interval

B Item to be Inspected/Procedure

Equipment is Not

Ready/Available it:

I M43A1 DETECTOR

Operational Check.

Press and release BAHERY TEST AND

E:SET

PRESS button (23). Within 2 .~1

inutes alarm should sound. —1

NOTE

1? alarm does not sound within 7

2 minutes repeat test once more /

with a new test paddle. Discard
j

old. test paddle. i

Detector does not/

alarm within two /

minutes. I

2-25
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AIR FORCE TO tlH2-1M |

f
MO^QggaATING PROCEDURES. I

bt^ Fixed Emplacen^nt.

(1) M43A1 Deteclof and BA3517/U Batlery .

NOTE

Notify personnel within audible range that an alann may sound. If alarm sounds when power is

connected, allow the alarm to sound at least five times. Then press BATTERY TEST AND RESET PRESS
bunon. The above procedure may have to be repeated several times.

(d) Connect bat'.ery cable (5) into 24 VOC INPUT on detector.

(e) Press BAHERY TEST & RESET PRESS button (6). Detector meter (7) indicates batlery
voltage and should be in black band (8). Release.

(f) Observe meter (!) until needle returns to green band (9).

NOTE

If detector has not bc«n in tat lor a long time, it may take 15 minutes lor meter
to reach green band.

Your equipment is now operating.

Change2 2-71
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Section IV. OPERATION UNDER UNUSUAL CONDITIONS

2-13 OPERATION UNDER UNUSUAL OR SEVERE CONDITIONS.

This section tells you how to use the detector under unusual or severe operating conditions. Unusual

operating conditions are:

a. Operational Alert.

b. Air temperature below 20''F (-7'C).

c. Blowing dust or sand.

d. Rain, sleet, or snow.

e. Fording.

f. Emergency operation with broken controls or indicators.

; 2-14 OPERATIONAL ALERf~

NOTE

The M43A1 Detector will sound the alarm when heavy concentrations of rocket

propeilant smoke, screening smoke, signaling smoke, or engine exhaust ire

present or when a nuclear explosion occurs.

a. When the alarm system signals that chemical agents are present, perform steps (b) through (k)

below.

b. Immediately take the protective measures described In FM 3-100.

c. Give local alert according to local Standard Operating Procedures (SOP).

2-109
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I M o-oooa-d «• i£«r

•16 OPERATION IN BLOWING SANDl/f-16 OPERATION

lfWM43Alilsttactor is to Im us sand or dust the air filter must be replaced at mori

frequent intervals than normal. Refer to table 2-2.

Table 2-2. Air HIter Replacement Interval

Sand or Dust

Concentration
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MEDICAL CUSTOMER SHOPPING GUIDE (ALL SUPPLY CLASSES) AND THEATER
ARMY MEDICAL MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (TAMMIS) INSTRUCTIONS

FOR SAUDI ARABIA

1. In order to ensure more responsive medical supply
support for units participating in Desert Shield, the Army
Surgeon General's Office and the U.S. Army Medical Materiel
Agency (USAMMA) have developed a Customer Shopping Guide
for medical supplies. The shopping guide informs customers
where current stocks are located and the levels of

stockage. With this data, customers will be able to
determine where they can obtain supplies in the time frames
they need the supplies.

2. The TAMMIS Customer Guide (TAB A).

a. This document is a guide to customers to understand
TAMMIS and products that TAMMIS provides to customers.

b. The TAMMIS Customer Reorder List (Page A-3 of the
Customer Guide) is the key document for customers to

manually communicate their recjuest to the U.S. Army Medical
Materiel Center Saudi Arabia (USAMMCSA) or to their
supporting Medical Supply, Optical and Maintenance Unit
(MEDSOM). For items on the reorder list, the customer only
needs to write in the quantity needed for an item. The
USAMMCSA currently has four Customer Reorder Lists
available that can be used by any customer.

(1) Army sick call list
(2) Army trauma treatment list
(3) All stocked drugs (6505)
(4) All stocked bandages and surgical supplies

(6510-6515)

These lists are available in either stock number or
nomenclature sequence.

c. Customers can receive a tailored Customer Reorder
List for items they use.

d. Customers will automatically have items added to
their reorder list each month as they order items that were
not on their original list.

3. For your convenience the Customer Shopping Guide-Saudi
Arabia Is published in two sequences:

a. Nomenclature/alphabetical (TAB B) .

b. National Stock number (TAB C) .
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4. How to read the Customer Shopping Guide:

a. If an item has a quantity in the USAMMCSA column,
it is stocked at the USAMMCSA and the delivery time should

be seven days or less.

b. If an item has a quantity in the U.S. Army Medical

Materiel Center, Europe (USAMMCE) column, it is available
in Europe and will have a routine delivery time of 14 to 24

days. All items stocked at USAMMCE are medical items

frequently used by medical activities In Europe.

c. All items with a quantity in the Defense Personnel

Support Center/USAMKA column will have a routine delivery
time of between 21 and 32 days for normal requests.

Colonel, MS
Commanding

3 Ends
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U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs

Staff Report on U.S. Chemical and Biological Warfare-Related Dual-Use

Exports to Iraq and Their Possible impact on the Health Consequences of the

Persian Gulf War

INTRODUCTION

In October 1992, the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs,

which has Senate oversight responsibility for the Export Administration Act

(EAA), held an inquiry into the U.S. export policy to Iraq prior to the Persian

Gulf War During that hearing it was learned that U.N inspectors identified

many U.S.- manufactured items exported pursuant to licenses issued by the U.S.

Department of Commerce that were used to further Iraq's chemical and nuclear

weapons development and missile delivery system development programs.

On June 30, 1993, several veterans testified at a hearing of the Senate

Committee on Armed Services. There, they related details of unexplained

events that took place during the Persian Gulf War which they believed to be

chemical Varfare agent attacks. After these unexplained events, many of the

veterans present reported symptoms consistent with exposure to a mixed agent

attack. Then, on July 29, 1993, the Czech Minister of Defense announced that a

Czechoslovak chemical decontamination unit had detected the chemical warfare

agent Sarin in areas of northern Saudi Arabia during the early phases of the

Gulf War They had attributed the detections to fallout from coalition bombing
of Iraqi chemical warfare agent production facilities.

In August 1993, Senate Banking Committee Chairman Donald W Riegle

Jr. began to research the possibility that there may be a connection between the

Iraqi chemical, biological, and radiological warfare research and development

programs and a mysterious illness which was then being reported by thousands

of returning Gulf War veterans. In September 1993, Senator Riegle released a

staff report on this issue and introduced an amendment to the Fiscal Year 1994

National Defense Authorization Act that provided preliminary funding for

research of the illnesses and investigation of reported exposures.

When this first staff report was released by Senator Riegle, the estimates

of the number of veterans suffering from these unexplained illnesses varied from
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hundreds, according to the Department of Defense, to thousands, according to

the Department of Veterans Affairs. It is now believed that tens of thousands of

U.S. Gulf War veterans are suffering from a myriad of symptoms collectively

labelled either Gulf War Syndrome, Persian Gulf Syndrome, or Desert War

Syndrome. Hundreds and possibly thousands of servicemen and women still on

active duty are reluctant to come forward for fear of losing their jobs and

medical care These Gulf War veterans are reporting muscle and joint pain,

memory loss, intestinal and heart problems, fatigue, nasal congestion, urinar>'

urgency, diarrhea, twitching, rashes, sores, and a number of other symptoms.

They began experiencing these multiple symptoms during and after -

often many montlis after -- their tour of duty in tlie Gulf A number of the

veterans who initially exhibited these symptoms have died since returning from

the Gulf Perhaps most disturbingly, members of veteran's families are now

suffering these symptoms to a debilitating degree. The scope and urgency of

this crisis demands an appropriate response.

This investigation into Gulf War Syndrome, which was initiated by the

Banking Committee under the direction of Chairman Riegle, has uncovered a

large body of evidence linking the symptoms of the syndrome to the exposure of

Gulf War participants to chemical and biological warfare agents, chemical and

biological warfare pre-treatment drugs, and other hazardous materials and

substances. Since the release of the first staff report on September 9, 1993, this

inquiry has continued. Thousands of government officials, scientists, and

veterans have been interviewed or consulted, and additional evidence has been

compiled. This report will detail the findings of tJiis ongoing investigation.

Since the Banking Committee began its inquiry, tlie position of the

Department of Defense regarding the possible causes of Gulf War Syndrome has

altered only when challenged with evidence that is difficult to dispute. Yet,

despite the vast resources of the Department of Defense, several independent
and congressional inquiries with limited resources continue to uncover additional

evidence of hazardous exposures and suspicious events.

The Department of Defense, when first approached regarding this issue by
Committee staff, contended that there was no evidence that U.S. forces were

exposed to chemical warfare agents. However, during a telephone interview on

September 7, 1993 with Walter Reed Army Medical Center commander Major
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General Ronald Blanck, Committee staff was informed that the issue of

chemical and biological warfare agent exposure had not been explored because

it was the position of "military intelligence" that such exposures never occurred.

Then, during a November 10, 1993 press briefing at the Pentagon, the

Department of Defense acknowledged that the Czech government did detect

chemical agents in the Southwest Asia theater of operations. After analyzing

the results of the Czech report, the Department of Defense concluded that the

detections were unrelated to the "mysterious health problems that have

victimized some of our veterans." According to former Secretary of Defense

Les Aspin, in some cases the wind was wrong and the distances too great to

suggest a link. For instance, Seabees serving to the south and east of the

detection site have complained of persistent health problems; but according to

the Pentagon, the wind was blowing in the other direction at the time of the

detections and the concentrations were too low to do harm over that kind of a

distance.

The fact is, no one has ever suggested that there was a link between the

Czech detections and what occurred during the early morning hours of January

19, 1991 near the Port of Jubayl. (These two events will be described in detail

in Chapter 2.) Former Defense Secretary Aspin said at the briefing that this

incident could not have been fi-om the Coalition bombings of the Iraqi chemical

weapons facilities because the winds were blowing to the northwest. Yet

according to available Soviet documents, the dispersal of chemical agents and

other hazardous substances is controlled by other factors in addition to surface

wind direction and velocity, such as topography, temperature, precipitation,

vertical temperature gradient, and atmospheric humidit>'. These factors all

contribute to the size and type of dispersal that will be observed
'

Unclassified

visual and thermal satellite imagery confirms that the fallout fi-om the bombings
of Iraqi targets during the air and ground war moved to the southeast, with the

weather patterns and upper atmospheric wind currents, towards Coalition force

positions. (See Chapter 3.)

United States, Department of the Army, Field Manual 100-5, Operations (Washmgton,
DC U.S Army, August 1982), 7- 13,Joachim Krause and Charles K Mallory, Chemical

Weapons in Soviet Military Doctnne Military and Historical Experience. 1915-1991 .

(Boulder, Co : Westview Press, 1992), 142-143
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According to a knowledgeable source who has requested confidentiality,

the Czechs believed that the detections were caused by the weather inversion

which occurred that day (January 19, 1991) as the weather fi"ont moved

southward. The Czechoslovak chemical detection unit reported this information

to U.S. command officials immediately, but the responding units were unable to

confirm their findings when they arrived, according to the Pentagon.

Nonetheless, at the November 10, 1993 briefing, the Department of Defense

admitted that the Czech detections were believed to be valid. The Department

of Defense failed to disclose that the Czechoslovak chemical detection team also

detected yperite (HD) that morning. The presence of both of these agents in

such close proximity could only reasonably be the result of one of two

possibilities: (1) direct Iraqi mixed agent attack, or (2) fallout fi-om the Coalition

bombings of Iraqi weapons facilities and storage bunkers.

Defense Department officials, having had possession of the Czech report

for over a month, were at a loss to explain the chemical mustard agent detected

by the Czechoslovak chemical detection team in the Saudi desert near King
Khalid Military City on January 24, 1991. This despite the fact that both the

Czechs and French claim that this detection was reported to U.S. command

authonties dunng the Persian Gulf War.
^

Additionally, during the Gulf War,

the Czechs claimed that they detected chemical nerve agent after a Scud missile

attack . These statements, heretofore only reported in the press, have been

confirmed by a member of the U.S. 1st Cavalry Division and by an entire

platoon of a U.S. Army chemical detection unit who trained with the

Czechoslovak chemical detection unit near King Khalid Military City. These

reports have not been addressed publicly by the Department of Defense and will

be addressed in this report in Chapter 3.

The contents of this report supports the conclusion that U.S. forces were

exposed to some level of chemical and possibly biological warfare agents during

their service in the Gulf War. Any review conducted by the Pentagon must

extend far beyond the information being reported by the Czech Ministry of

Defense. The Czech information, while important, represents just a small

^
Congressional Record. 103d Congress, Second Session,

Vol. 140, No 30, "Senator Shelby's Conclusions on the Persian Gulf Syndrome (March 17,

1994), S3098-S3106,
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fraction of the evidence currently available, only some of which will be detailed

in this report.

It is now the position of the Department of Defense that it has no other

evidence that U.S. forces were exposed to chemical agents. Yet this report

contains descriptions and direct eyewitness accounts that provide evidence which

suggests that gas was detected, along with many other events which may have

been actual attacks on U.S. forces.

This report supports the conclusion that U.S. forces were exposed to

chemical agents. The assertion that the levels of nerve agent detected by the

Czechs and others were not harmful is flawed. In subsequent requirements for

chemical detection equipment, the Department of the Army acknowledges that

the principal chemical agent detection alarm deployed during the war, the M8A1
was not sufficiently sensitive to detect sustained low levels of chemical agent

and to monitor personnel for contamination.^ Further, U.S. Anny Material

Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) indicate that chronic exposures to levels of over

.0001 mg/ni3 for Sarin (GB) is hazanlous and requires the use of protective

equipment (See appendix A.) The minimum level of chemical agent required to

activate the automatic chemical agent detection alaim M8A1, commonly in use

during the war, exceeds this threshold by a factor of 1,000.'* (See appendix A.)

^DAAA15-90-R-0020, Appendix 2, "Revised Joint Service Operational Requirement

(JSOR) for an Advanced Chemical Agent Detector/Alarm (ACADA), 85.

'According to the manufacturer of the M8A1 Automatic Chemical Detection Alarm

"the G-Agent sensitivity requirement is that the alarm must sound within 2 minutes when

exposed to 1 milligram per cubic meter (mg/m3)." The M8A1 alarm does not detect

chemical blister agents

This information was confirmed by the U.S. Army Chemical and Biological Defense

Command, Edgewood, Area, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21010. According to the

U.S. Army the sensitivity capacity for the M43A1 detector unit (detection component of the

M8A1 alarm) is; GA, GB, GD - 0.1 - 0.2 mg/m3
VX - 0.4 mg/m3

The required response time for these levels is 10 minutes, however actual performance
is a response time of approximately 2 minutes to detect at these levels The capability and

specifications of this unit are not classified.
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As the chemical agent alarms began to sound during the "air war," French,

Czech, and many U.S. commanders confirmed that they were sounding from the

fallout from the bombings. Over time, even at these levels, after repeatedly

being told that there was no danger, many U.S. forces failed to take

precautionary measures. Others report that the alarms were sounding so

frequently that they were turned off. M8A1 alarms do not detect blister agents.

The findings of this report prepared at the request of Chairman Riegle

detail many other events reported by U.S. servicemen and women that in some

cases confirm the detection of chemical agents by U.S. forces. In other cases

these reports indicate the need for fiirther detailed investigation. But still the

question remains: Is exposure to these and other chemical agents the cause of

Gulf War Syndrome? We have received hundreds of reports that many of these

symptoms are being experienced by family members. Numerous developments

have taken place over the last several months which suggest that, while

chemical agents and other environmental hazards may have contributed to the

Gulf War illnesses, bacteriological, fungal, and possibly other biological

ilbesses may be the fundamental cause. This position is supported by the

following:

First, Dr. Edward S. Hyman, a New Orieans bacteriologist, has treated a

small mmiber of the sick veterans and several of their wives for bacteriological

infections, and has developed a protocol of treatment that has resulted in

symptom abatement in many of his patients.

Second, during the November 10, 1993 unclassified briefing for Members

of the U.S. Senate, in response to direct questioning, then Undersecretary of

Defense John Deutch said that the Department of Defense was withholding

classified information on the exposure of U.S. forces to biological materials. In

a Department of Defense-sponsored conference on counter-proliferation, held at

Los Alamos National Laboratory on 6-7 May, 1994, Dr. Deutch admitted that

biological agent detection is a priority development area for the Department of

Defense, since there currently is no biological agent detection system fielded

with any U.S. forces anywhere in the world.
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Third, the Department of Defense has named Dr. Joshua Lederberg to

head its research team into the causes of Gulf War illnesses. Dr. Lederberg,

among his other credits, is a Nobel Laureate and an expert in the fields of

bactenoiogy, genetics, and biological warfare defenses.

Fourth, in detailed informational interviews conducted of 400 Gulf War

veterans, it has been learned that over 3/4 of their spouses complain that they

have begun to suffer from many of the same debilitating symptoms. (See

Chapter 4.)

This report, like the one which preceded it, will discuss the relationship

between the high rate of Gulf War illnesses among Group I individuals (those

possibly exposed to a direct mixed agent event), and the lower rates among
those in Group 11 (individuals exposed to the indirect fallout from coalition

bombings of Iraqi chemical, biological, and nuclear targets) and Group 111

(individuals who suffered severe adverse reactions to the nerve agent pre-

treatment pills). Despite the varying rates of illness between the groups,

however, the symptoms are similar. While other possible causes of the Gulf

War Syndrome such as petrochemical poisoning, depleted uranium exposure,

and regionally prevalent diseases, have been discussed elsewhere and must be

pursued, there is a great deal of compelling evidence which indicates that aU of

these possibilities must now be seriously considered. We believe, however, that

no other explanations prove as compelling as the ones which will be presented

in this report.

This report includes a great number of first-hand accounts and other

documentary evidence in addition to the anecdotal information that appeared in

the print and electronic media during the Gulf War. It establishes convincingly

that the Department of Defense assertions are inaccurate. We believe there is

reliable evidence that US forces were exposed to chemical and possibly

biological agents. But regardless of whether U.S. forces were exposed or not,

the entire official body of information, including all classified or heretofore

unpublished information, available research data sets, case histories, and

diagnostic breakdown information must be made available to independent

civilian medical researchers in order to further the research into the causes of

and treatments for these illnesses. Absent a release of information by the
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Department of Defense of the science which forms the bases for their theories,

the Department of Defense position must be viewed bv quaUfied scientists as

anecdotal and unsubstantiated.

Given that there is also a growing body of evidence indicating that

spouses and children of Gulf War veterans are vulnerable to similar illnesses,

the Department of Defense must now share all of its information with civilian,

non-governmental researchers. These family members are civilians who may be

at risk. This illness was first reported over three years ago.

On February 9, 1994, Chairman Rjegle sent a letter to Secretary of

Defense William Peny asking that he release all U.S. military personnel from

any oath of secrecy they may have taken regarding classified information

specifically pertaining to chemical or biological warfare agent exposure in the

Persian Gulf theater This request was based on a recormnendation of the

National Academy of Sciences, National Institute of Medicine in their 1993

publication Veterans at Risk: The Health Effects of Mustard Gas and Lewisite.
'

On May 4, 1994, the Secretaries of Defense, Health and Human Services, and

Veterans Affairs responded to the Chairman's letter stating that there was no

classified information on chemical or biological detections or exposures. This

directly contradicts the statement of Deputy Secretary Deutch in his November

10, 1993 imclassified briefing to Members and staff.

Why isn't the Department of Defense aggressively pursuing the answers to

the questions surrounding of the events which may have caused illnesses being
suffered by many Gulf War veterans? One possible explanation lies in a 1982

article.' Then Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman John Tower wrote,

"Chemical training in the United States armed forces is, at best, perfunctory. It

is rarely conducted in a simulated contaminated environment and stocks of

individual protective equipment are too limited, and therefore too valuable, to

risk them in the numbers necessary to allow troops to operate in them for

realistic training. As a result, most U.S. personnel are relegated to a minimal

and highly artificial exposure to the problems and hardships entailed in

^Constance M. Pechura and David P. Rail, eds., Veterans at Risk: The Health Effects

of Mustard Gas and Lewisite. (Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1993), 8

^Senator John G. Tower, "The Politics of Chemical Deterrence," The Washington

Quarterly . Vol. 5, No. 2, (Spring 1982).

8
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performing their respective combat missions should they have to 'button up'."

As nimierous U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) reports have noted, the

U.S. was not much better prepared prior to the Gulf War than it was when

Senator Tower wrote his article.^

According to Senator Tower, "Our greatest casualties will not be caused

by direct exposure to chemical agents, but by the physical and mental disruption

their use will cause our tactical planning and deployment. Certainly, physical

on-the-ground contamination and casualties will exist, but their most decisive

effect will be their mental intimidation and our unwillingness to operate in the

chemical environment. This lack of confidence in our ability to operate in such

conditions could be rapidly exploited by Soviet units having no such qualms."
This lack of confidence could also have been exploited by the Soviet-trained

'For further information see the following General Accounting Office (GAO) reports:

Chemical Warfare: Soldiers Inadequately Equipped and Trained to Conduct Chemical

Operations. GAO/NSIAD-91-197 (Washington, DC: Government Pnnting Office, May 1991).

Operation Desert Storm: POD Met Need for Chemical Suits and Masks, but Longer Term
Action Needed. GAO/NSIAD-92-116 (Washington, DC : Government Printing Office, April

7, 1992)

Operation Desert Storm: Army Not Adequately Prepared to Deal with Depleted Uranium

Contamination. GAO/NSIAD-93-90 (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, January

29, 1993)

Operation Desert Storm: Problems with Air Force Medical Readiness. GAO/NSIAD-94-58,
(Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, December 30, 1993).

Operation Desert Storm: Army Medical Supply Issues . GAO/NSIAD-93-206,

(Washington.D.C: Government Pnnting Office, August 11, 1993).

Operation Desert Storm: Improvements Required in the Navy's Wartime Medical Care

Program. GAO/NSIAD-93-189 (Washington, DC: Government PnnUng Office, July 28,

1993).

Operation Desert Storm: Full Army Medical Capability not Achieved. GAO/NSIAD-92-175

(Washington, DC: Government Pnnting Office, August 18, 1992,GAO/NSIAD-92-8

(Washington, DC: Government Pnnting Office, February 5, 1992
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Iraqi forces, who have an extensive history in the use of chemical and biological

warfare.

If the Department of Defense intended to conceal these exposures during
the Gulf War to avoid the physical and mental disruption their use would have

had on our tactical planning and deployment, their actions would have been

understandable. Hoping to avoid responsibility for the casualties of this conflict,

however, is quite another matter. Our afflicted veterans are sick and suffering,

and some have died. Others are now destitute, having spent tens of thousands

of dollars, depleting their life savings, in an unsuccessful search for an

explanation for their ailments. Our enemies surely know the extent of our

vulnerabilities. They would not hesitate to exploit them, nor would they hesitate

to reveal them to others. The veterans of the Gulf War have asked us for

nothing more than the assistance they have earned. Our refusal to come to their

immediate assistance can only lead others to question the integrity of the nation

they serve.

The following is a summary of the findings and recommendations of this

report:

FINDINGS:

1. Iraq had a highly-developed chemical warfare program with:

* numerous large production facilities;

*
binary (precursor cherrrical/solvent) capabilities;

*
stockpiled agents and weapons;

*
multifrie and varied delivery systems; and,

* a docirmented history of chemical warfare agent irse.

2. Iraq had an ofTensive biological weapons program with:

*
multiple research/production facilities;

* evidence of weaponization experimentation; and,
* a history of reported but imconfirmed use.

10
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The United States provided the Government of Iraq with "dual use"

licensed materials which assisted in the development of Iraqi

chemical, biological, and missile-system programs, including:^
• chemical warfare agent precuisors;
• chemical warfare agent production facility plans and technical

drawings (provided as pesticide production facility plans);
• chemical waiiiead filling equipment;
•

biological warfare related materials;
• missile fabrication equipment; and,
•

missile-system guidance equipment

The United States military plaiued for the use of chemical and

biological weapons by Iraq by:
•

discussing the chemical/biological tfaneat in pre-war threat

assessments;
•

designating chemical/biological production facilities priority

bombing targets;
•

assigning a very high priority to SCUD missile units; and,
•

conferring with the U.S. national laboratories about the hazards

associated with the bombings of the chemical, biological, nuclear

weapons facilities.

The United States military made preparations for the expected use of

chemical/biological weapons by Iraq, including:
•

acquiring German-made FOX NBC detection surveillance vehicles

shortly before the war;
•

deploying as part of standard operating procedure, automatic

chemical agent alarms, chemical agent detection equipment,
chemical decontamination equipment, and chemical agent protection

suits, gloves, boots, and masks;
•

administering anthrax vaccines, an experimental botulinum toxin

vaccine, and pyridostigmine bromide as a nerve agent prctreatment

pill; and.

^See "United States Export Policy Toward Iraq Prior to Iraq's Invasion of Kuwait,"

Senate Report 102-996, Senate Committee on Banlcmg Housmg and Urban Affairs, 102d

Congress, Second Session (October 27, 1992)

11
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•
preparing and using peisonnel medical questionnaires asking
soldieis departing the ttieater about tfieir healtti and whether or not

they believed they were exposed to chemical or germ warfare.

U.S. General Accounting Office reports issued after the war noted

deficiencies in U.S. militaiy medical preparations for

chemical/biological warfare, including potential shortages of vaccines,

NBC equipment, and NBC capability.

6. United States and Coalition Forces did detect chemical warfare agents
in conjunction with definable events, including:
•

multiple chemical alarms sounding repeatedly with the onset of

the air war, and directiy attributed by multiple official and

unofficial sources to the fallout fn>m the bombings of Iraqi

chemical facilities;

•
multiple chemical agent alarm soundings and chemical detections

after both missile attacks or otherwise UDex{)lained explosions;
• Czechoslovak, French, and British unit detections and reporting of

chemical/biological agents in the air, in puddles on the ground, after

SCUD attacks, and from artilleiy or chemical mine exfriosions;
• U.S. units detected and/or reported chemical agents in the air, as a

result of SCUD missile attacks, after artillery or mine explosions,

and from Iraqi munitions bunkeis;
•

multiple eyewitness reporting and coiroboration of a number of

direct attacks as well as ongoing alaims due to fallout from the

Coalition bombings; and,
• news reports during the war confiiming that U.S. units made

detections of chemical agents which they believed were the result of

Coalition bombings.

7. U.S. and Coalition Forces were exposed to fallout from Coalition

bombings of Iraqi chemical, tNological, and nuclear facilities, as

evidenced by:
•

pre-war concerns requiring consultations with the U.S. national

laboratories regaiding the fallout expected from the bombings;
•

post-war assessments of the degree of damage to these facilities and

the quantities of agents which survived the Coalition attacks;

12
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• official weather documents showing a continual movement from

Iraq of weather patterns down across Coalition troop emplacements

throughout the air and ground wais;
• chemical alarms that began sounding neariy contemporaneous with

the initiation of the air war, and actual chemical detections

confirming the reasons for the alarm soundings; and,
• then Secretaiy of Defense Asian's December 1993 comments that

the U.S. needed to develop bombs that could taiget chemical and

biological warfare facilities without releasing laige amounts of

agent into the aic

Wartime and post-war discoveries support the conclusion that Iraq

had chemical and possibly biological weapons deployed with front line

units and was prepared to use them, as evidenced b>':

UNSCOM findings of large and well-financed chemical and

biological warfare programs, including large stocks of missiles,

artillery, aerial bombs, rockets, and mines;

U.S. military unit reports of finding chemical munitions in the

forward area, including artillery, mines, and bulk agents;

captured Iraqi documents purportedly containing orders to use

chemical weapons (documents currendy being independendy

verified);

reported British intercepts of Iraqi conmiunications giving orders to

use chemical weapons at the onset of the ground war; and,

UNSCOM reports of the discovery and subsequent destruction

of 28 Scuds with chemical agent warheads — obtained from the

Soviet UnioiL

Use of biological weapons during the war can only be inferred at this

time because:
• no biological agent detectors are available for or fielded with

any U.S. or Coalition forces;
• no samples are known to have been collected in situ or from

sick military personnel or animals for testing for the presence of

biological agents; and,
• current test results from sick veterans and contaminated

equipment are not yet publicly available.

13
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10. The symptomology of the Gulf War veterans is consistent with

exposure to a chemical/biological exposure explanation, illustrated by:
• large body of common symptoms; and,
• distribution of illness that appear related to source of exposures,

whether by proximity to an explosion, fallout, reaction to pills,

contact with EPWs, contact with contaminated vehicles and

equipment, or prolonged exposure to sick veterans.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. All classified information regarding events before, during, and after

the war relating to:

• the nature of Iraqi chemical and biological warfare development

programs,
• the deployment of these materials, the location of Iraqi

chemical/biological forces, equipment and weapons;
• the intentional use of, inadvertent dispersal of, and destruction

of Iraqi chemical and biological warfare agents; and,
• the detection or confirmation of chemical or biological agents

should be immediately reviewed for declassification and released

by the Department of Defense.

2. The massive amounts of testing data already collected by the

Department of Defense and the Department of Veterans Affairs

relating to the complaints of Persian Gulf War veterans should be

made available to medical researchers and physicians treating these

veterans and their family members.

3. A thorough and detailed epidemiological study involving all Gulf War
veterans should be conducted by the Department of Defense to

determine the origins and causes of the illnesses and the reported
transmission of the symptoms to family members.

4. Independent testing of samples is needed from:
• ground sites in Iraq and Kuwait;
• sick veterans and affected family members; and,
• contaminated equipment

14
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5. A post-conflict assessment of die impact of administration of

choiinesterase inhibitors in a nerve agent pre-treatment program
should be conducted. Particular attention should be focused on the

potential synergistic or even potentiation effects administration of

these drugs might produce when combined with other hazardous

exposures.

6. Presumption of service-connection for the purposes of medical

treatment and determining disability, compensation and vocational

rehabilitation eligibility (until a diagnostic protocol can be

established).

7. The Department of Veterans Affairs claims and appeals process must

be streamlined.

8. Government financed health care (when no other medical insurance is

available) for spouses and children determined to have contracted a

service-connected illness from a Gulf War veteran.

9. Development of appropriate diagnostic and treatment protocols both

on the battlefield and in identifying post-conflict casualties.

10. Greater efforts to develop NBC detectors, vaccines, personnel

protective equipment, and decontamination equipment

15
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Chapter 1. Iraqi Chemical and Biological Warfare Capability

Over the last ten years, Iraq, a signatory to both the Geneva Protocols of

1925 (prohibiting the use of poisoned gas) and the Biological Warfare

Convention of 1972 (banning biological weapons), has expended an enormous

amount of research and energy in developing these and other prohibited

weapons.

Iraq was believed to have been manufacturing mustard gas at a production

facility in Samarra since the early 1980s. It also began an extensive program to

produce nerve agent precursor chemicals, taking advantage of its own natural

resources. Phosphate mmes/industries are at Akashat, Al Qaim, and Rutbah.'

The Iraqi Al Fallujah gas warfare complex was believed to be capable of

producing up to 1,000 tons per month of Sarin, as well as the nerve agent VX.^

In addition, with the assistance of foreign firms, Iraq developed the capability to

experiment with hydrogen cyanide, cyanogen chloride, and lewisite.^ By the

start of the Gulf War, Iraqi forces had developed chemical delivery capabilities

'Task Force on Terrorism and Unconventional Warfare, "Chemical Weapons In The Third

World," 2, "Iraq's Expanding Chemical Arsenal," House Republican Research Committee,

U.S House of Representatives (May 29, 1990), 9-10, Anthony H. Cordesman, After the

Storm: The Changing Military Balance in the Middle East (Boulder and San Francisco:

Westview Press, 1993), 497-498.

^Anthony H Cordesman, After the Storm: The Changing Military Balance in the Middle

East (Boulder and San Francisco: Westview Press, 1993), 498, 546. According to Cordesman,

some of these reports may be exaggerated. "There is no question that Falluja had large scale

facilities, but some of these facilities seem to produce nothing but the precursor chemicals for

sarin, like phosphorous oxychlonde and phosphorous trichloride Falluja had been

concentrating on the production of precursors." For additional views, see Task Force on

Terronsm and Unconventional Warfare, "Chemical Weapons In The Third World," 2; "Iraq's

Expanding Chemical Arsenal," House Republican Research Committee, US House of

Representatives (May 29, 1990), 8.

'Peter Dunn, "The Chemical War: Journey to Iran," NBC Defense and Technology

International, pp. 28-37; W.Seth Carus, The Genie Unleashed: Iraq's Chemical and Biological

Weapons Production. (Washington: Washington Institute Policy Papers, No 14) 22-23,

Foreign Report (March 31, 1988), 12; Jane's Defence Weekly (January 9, 1998), 3; Jane's

Defence Weekly (February 27, 1988), 336; Anthony H Cordesman, After the Storm: The

Changing Military Balance in the Middle East (Boulder and San Francisco: Westview Press,

1993) 498, 546.
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for rifle grenades, 81mm mortars. 152mm, 130mm, and 122mm artillery rounds;

bombs; 90mm air-to-ground rockets; 216 kilogram FROG and 555 kilogram
SCUD warheads; and possibly land mines and cruise missiles'*

On July 30, 1991, Ambassador Rolf Ekeus, director of the United Nations

Special Commission on Iraq (UNSCOM), charged with overseeing the

elimination of Iraq's chemical and nuclear arsenals, told the Security Council
that U.N. inspectors had found chemical warheads armed with nerve gas. Mr.
Ekeus claimed that some warheads found were already fitted onto the SCUD
missiles.^

Iraq's chemical warfare capability was known to the U.S. government
before the war A month before the war began, then Central Intelligence

Agency (CIA) Director William Webster estimated that Iraq possessed 1,000
tons of poisonous chemical agents, much of it capable of being loaded into two

types of missiles: the FROG (Free Rocket Over Ground) and the SCUD B (SS-
1 ).* Jane's Strategic Weapons Systems lists warhead capabilities for the FROG-
7 as high explosive (HE), chemical, or nuclear, and for the Iraqi versions of the

SCUD as probably HE or chemical.^

'Michael Eisenstadt, The Sword of the Arabs: Iraq's Strategic Weapons (Washington:

Washington Institute Policy Papers, No. 21, September 1990), 7, Seth Carus, "Chemical

Weapons in the Middle East," Policy Focus. No. 9. Washington Institute for Near East Policy
(December 1988), 4; "Iraq's Scare Tactic," Newsweek (August 2, 1982);"In Mideast, Warfare
of a New Nature: Chemical Arms, Ballistic Missiles Mark New Nature of Mideast Warfare,"
Washington Post (Apnl 5, 1988), Al; Dick Palowski, Changes in Threat Air Combat Doctrine
and Force Structure. 24th Edition (Fort Worth: General Dynamics DWIC-91, February 1992),
11-325, 11-334, Jane's Soviet Intelligence Review (June 1989), 256; Foreign Report (March 31,

1988), 1, New York Times (November 12, 1991; as cited in Anthony H. Cordesman, After

the Storm: The Changing Military Balance in the Middle East (Boulder and San Francisco:

Westview Press, 1993), 499. 547;

*
Frank J Pnal, "UN Team Finds Chemical Arms Four Times Greater Than Iraq

Claims," New York Times (July 31, 1991). Al.

*Duncan Lennox. Janes: Strategic Weapons Systems (Surrey, U.K.: Janes Information

Group, 1990); George Lardner, Jr., "No Iraq Move Seen Until Attack Near: CIA Expects
Saddam to Extend Cnsis," Washington Post (December 15, 1990), Al.

'Ibid.
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Status of Iraqi Readiness to Use Chemical Weapons Against Coalition Forces

In March 1991, Molly Moore reported from Jubayl, Saudi Arabia that

Marine Commanders found no indications of chemical weapons stockpiles on

the battlefields of Kuwait. According to a Washington Post report that day,

(March 7, 1991), U.S. intelligence analysts claimed that these weapons "never

got distributed down to the battlefield" from storage sites north of the Euphrates
River.

* A U.S. military intelligence source stated in March 1991 that "it was a

matter of not deploying chemical weapons, rather than not having them, ... my
guess ... is they never managed to get it down to division level."'

Regarding the presence of chemical weapons and Iraqi readiness to use

them against Coalition forces. Committee staff has received the following

information:

Dale Glover, of the 1165th Military Police Company, was with the 7th

Corps, approximately 75 miles inside Iraq, when they came upon a destroyed

artillery site. They entered a bunker that was half uncovered by the bombing.
Inside there was a very sfrong ammonia smell. They discovered leaking

chemical munitions inserts packed inside aluminum casings. A test confirmed a

blister agent. They went back to their unit and reported what they had found.

Mr. Glover recalled that "they didn't get back to us for 2-3 hours, then told us it

was a false positive, nothing to be concerned about." However, he said, within

hours they were ordered to move from the location where they were camped,
about three miles from the bunker. Mr. Glover recalled that they had been at

that position only a couple of weeks and had not expected to move that soon.

When questioned if the site they discovered was south of the Euphrates, he

confirmed that it was.'"

'Rick Atkinson, "No Chemical Arms Found on Battlefield: U.S. Says Iraqi Logistics

Failed," Washington Post (March 7, 1991), Al.

'"No Iraqi Chemical Munitions Have Turned Up So Far." United Press International

(March 2, 1991), BC Cycle.

'"Staff Interviews.
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Another source who identified himself to the Committee but wishes to

remain anonymous has informed Committee staff that he also was with the 7th

Corps in southern Iraq. Somewhere between As Salman and Bashra (in a

position south of the Euphrates River), his unit came upon bunkers containing
crates of substances that "made you choke, made you want to throw up, burned

your eyes. It smelled like ammonia, only a lot stronger." He could not

approach the crates without experiencing immediate breathing problems. He
said these crates were leaking."

Chris Alan Komkven was a Staff Sergeant with the 340th Combat
Support Company during the Persian Gulf War. He reported to Committee staff

that a U.S. military doctor at the 312th Evacuation Hospital told him that

doctors at the hospital had been speaking with Iraqi officers. According to these

doctors, the Iraqi ofBcers said that they had chemical weapons at the fi-ont, and
had authorization to use them, but that the winds in their area were blowing the

wrong way.'^

Several press sources carried reports of encounters with chemical mines

by the 2nd Marine Division during the initial mine field breaching operation
early on February 24, 1991. According to the Chicago Tribune, which
interviewed officers and enlisted Marines involved in the operation, a FOX
vehicle confirmed positive readings for a nerve agent and for a mustard gas. A
second detecting device gave the same positive reading. General Keys, the 2nd
Division commander, and Colonel Livingston, commander of the 6th Marine
Regiment, told reporters they beheved it was possible that a chemical mine was
blown up or hit.'^ General Schwarzkopf told reporters he considered the reports

"bogus.""

"Staff Interviews.

'^Staff interview.

"Colin Nickerson, "War Diaiy: From Chaos and Fear, A Victoiy," The Boston Globe.

(March 3. 1991), I.

'^The Associated Press. (Febniaiy 24. 1991), Sunday, BC cycle; David Evans. William
Neikirk. David Eisner. Linnet Myers, "U.S. Tanks vs. Desert Sand First Priority: Breach Iraqi
Minefields," Chicago Tribune (December 15. 1991). A3.
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British trcx)ps also discovered Iraqi chemical mines on the Gulf battlefield,

according to Gannett News Service. A British official (not ftirther identified)

said that the incident was reported to Prime Minister John Major's war cabinet;

no details were given.
'^

Press reports indicate Iraqi readiness to use these weapons against

Coalition forces. The British Sunday Times reported on January 27, 1991, that

American intelligence detected greatly increased activity at Iraq's main chemical

plant at Samarra in the last week of December, and the Bntish Mmistry of

Defence said that the Allies believe that Iraq "may have as many as 100,000

artillery shells filled with chemicals and several tons [of bulk agent] stored near

the fi"ont line." According to the Times report, a Bntish Ministry of Defence

official said: "The plant was at peak activity and the chemicals were distributed

to the troops in Kuwait and elsewhere in theatre." The Times reported that an

unnamed Pentagon source said that Hussein had given fi-ont-line commanders

permission to use these weapons at their discretion, and that "it was no longer a

question of if, but when."'*

Iraqi soldiers captured by the British units also informed the allies that

before the war started, Iraq distributed substantial supplies of chemical weapons

along the fi-ont lines to be held for the ground war.'^ According to Newsweek,
U.S. intelligence sources had reported that Saddam Hussein had ordered his

commanders to fire chemical weapons as soon as the allies launched a ground
offensive.

'* A British signals officer was reported to have said that "we were

tuned into the Iraqi command radio net. We heard them give the release

''USA TODAY. (March 1, 1991), 3A; "War Log," Gannett Company, Inc., International

Edition (March 1, 1991), A3

"James Adams and Andrew Alderson. Strategic View from the Saddam Bunker. The

Times Newspapers, Ltd
, (February 2, 1991); "British Paper Says Saddam Hussein Approved

the Use of Chemical Weapons," Reuters. (February 2, 1991), AM Cycle .

"Jesse Birabaum, "The Pnsoners," Time Magazine. (March 4, 1991).

"Tom Masiand and Douglas Walker, "Are We Ready for Chemical War." Newsweek .

(March 4, 1991).
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order to their front-line troops to use chemical weapons against Rhino Force if it

crossed the border.""

Destruction of Iraq's Chemicals and Chemical Weapons by the United Nations

In April 1993, weapons inspectors from the United Nations charged with

locating all of Iraq's nuclear, chemical and biological weapons by U.N.

Resolution 687, confirmed that in Muthanna, 65 miles northwest of Baghdad,

Iraq manufactured a form of mustard gas as well as Sarin and Tabun, both nerve

agents. This vast desert complex was the nucleus of Iraq's chemical weapons
program. During the allied bombing in the earlv davs of the Gulf War.

Muthanna was a priority target. It was repeatedly attacked and production sites

were destroyed. As United Nations inspectors attempted to destroy Iraq's

chemical weapons arsenal, they discovered bombs, missiles, and chemical

weapons of mass destruction spread out across this immense complex. Of
particular concern were the chemical warheads of Al-Hussein modified SCUD
missiles, each filled with five gallons of Sarin. Twenty-eight of these warheads
have been drained and desfroyed by the U.N. inspectors. These weapons were
not destroyed during the bombings at Muthanna because they had been removed
to other locations before the Gulf War started. Their relocation and transfer

back to Muthaima was described by U.N. inspectors as a painstaking process.^

According to Brigadier General Walter Busbee, U.S. Army Chemical and

Materiel Destruction Agency, Aberdeen Proving Grounds, these warheads were

exported to Iraq from the former Soviet Union.
^'

"
John FuUerton, "Britian's Phantom Army Helped Defeat Iraq, Reuters. (March 2,

1991).

^° "New Method Found to Destroy Iraqi Poison Gas Shells," Xinhua News Service. Item

No. 0320210. Cairo, Egypt (March 20, 1993); Brent Sadler, "U.N. and Iraqi Teams Work to

Destroy Chemical Weapons," Cable News Network Transcript #133-5 (October 8, 1992)

Note: A Scud warhead should be able to hold much more than 5 gallons of agent. Additional

information is being sought regarding the configuration of these warheads.

^•B.Gen Walter Busbee, in oral remarks at The Chemical Weapons Convention
Seminar Senes, hosted by The Henry L Stimson Center (May 12, 1994)
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Chemical warfare agents which either survived the allied bombing or were

inventoried and returned to the Muthanna facility for destruction include:
^^

13,000 155-mm artillery shells loaded with mustard gas;

6,200 rockets loaded with nerve agent;

800 nerve agent aerial bombs;
28 SCUD warheads loaded with Sarin;

75 tons of the nerve agent Sarin;

60-70 tons of the nerve agent Tabun; and,

250 tons of mustard gas and stocks of thiodiglycol, a preciffsor chemical

for mustard gas.

U.N inspectors have concluded that the Muthanna plant was capable of

producing two tons of Sarin and five tons of mustard gas daily. The plant was
also capable of manufacturing VX, a nerve gas and one of the most toxic

chemicals ever produced."

In addition to Muthanna, chemical agents were destroyed at two airbases:

one located 40 miles west of Baghdad and the other located near An Nassiriyah,

where a number of 122mm rockets loaded with Sarin (GB) were blown in place.

According to UNSCOM sources, many of these weapons were hastily deployed

prior to the air war and later returned for destruction. The U.N. has destroyed
hundreds of tons of bulk chemical agents and tens of thousands of chemical

munitions. In addition, hundreds of thousands of liters of key chemical

precursors which have been identified and destroyed include: 14,600 liters of

DF; 121,000 liters of D4 and 153,983 liters of thiodiglycol. According to

UNSCOM, the Iraqis were capable of employing both binary and mixed agent

weapons. Binary weapons identified used DF. When combined with

appropriate chemicals, GB and GF are produced.
^''

^ "New Method Found to Destroy Iraqi Poison Gas Shells," Xinhua News Agency

(March 20, 1993); "United Nations Destroying Iraqi Nerve Gas Stockpiles," Associated Press

(September 24, 1992); Judith Perera, "Iraq: Chemical Weapons Program Disabled, Say U.N

Inspectors," Inter Press Service (September 29, 1992).

"Victoria Graham, "Chemical Weapons Destruction Team Resumes Work," Associated

Press (January 23, 1993) AM Cycle.

^"Staff interview, February 22, 1994
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UNSCOM also discovered, at various locations, evidence of research into

certain biological agents, including botulinus toxin, anthrax, an organism
responsible for gas gangrene (Clostridium perfiringens) and others as identified

below. The evidence discovered by the group suggested that this was primarily
an offensive biological warfare program.^

On February 13, 1994, a clandestine radio service in Iraq, the Voice of
the Iraqi People, reported that Saddam Hussein's government was still

attempting to hide chemical and biological weapons fi-om international

inspectors by repeatedly relocating them. Citing unidentified individuals, the

radio reported that the banned weapons were being hidden in the oil pipelines
that have been "out of operation because of the international embargo."^

II 26

Chemical Warfare Doctrine and the Use of Combined Agent Warfare

There is substantial evidence to suggest that in the use of chemical

weapons, as in other military areas, the Iraqi military adhered, at least in part, to

Soviet military doctrme. Soviet mihtaiy doctrine suggested that chemical
warfare should be conducted with mixed agents.^'' Mixed agents, often referred

to as "cocktails," are intended to enhance the capabihties of nerve agents and
defeat the precautions taken by the enemy.^ Use of mixed agents could account
for the wide variety of symptoms displayed by the Gulf War veterans. Mixed
agents can be made by combining a variety of biotoxins, nerve agents, vesicants,

"Bill Gertz, "Biological Arms Elude Inspectors," WashingtonTimes (April 21, 1992), Al;
Staff interviews, UNSCOM.

'-JPRS-TAC-94-003 CMarch 7, 1994), Citing the (Clandestine) Voice of the Iraqi

People in Arabic, 1400 GMT, 13 Feb 94

"
Interview with Dr Sanford LefFingwell, Center for Disease Control on September 3,

1993 Dr LefFingwell advised that Soviet Chemical Warfare Doctnne recommends the use of
mixed agents in chemical warfare attacks (using several canisters of agents), Anthony H.

Cordesman, After the Storm: The Changing Military Balance in the Middle East (Boulder and
San Francisco Westview Press, 1993), 499. 547, Jane's Defence Weekly (January 9, 1988),
Jane's Defense Weekly (January 28, 1989), Task Force on Terronsm and Unconventional
Warfare, "Chemical Weapons In The Third World," 2; "Iraq's Expanding Chemical Arsenal,"
House Republican Research Committee, U.S. House of Representatives (May 29, 1990),10.

^Ibid.
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blister agents and some biological agents - such as bacteria and fungi, and

others described briefly below.

According to some sources, Iraq used mixed agent weapons combining

cyanogen, mustard gas, and tabun against the Kurds. Saddam Hussein stated on

April 2, 1990, that Iraq had "double combined chemical" weapons since the last

year of the Iran-Iraq War^ It was also believed that in 1984 Iraq may have

used mixed agent weapons with biological tricothecenes and mycotoxins against

Majnoon Island during the Iran-Iraq War.^°

The utility of chemical weapons and the possibility of exposing one's own

troops to indirect chemical weapons effects is an issue which has been seriously

debated by both U.S. and Soviet military planners. Soviet doctrine questions the

utility of initiating chemical warfare, since chemical weapons produce secondary

effects that could obstruct troop advances. U.S. military doctrine warns that,

according to its calculations, the use of a nerve agent against a target area of no

more than a dozen hectares (a hectare is about 2.47 acres) can, under certain

weather conditions, create a hazard zone downwind of up to 100 kilometers in

length. Within this downwind area, friendly military units would have to take

protective measures .^'

According to the ofBcial military announcements made in the last half of

January 1991 and based on the quantity of chemical agents observed by UN
inspectors after the war, the scope of coalition bombing against these facilities

involved hundreds - if not thousands ~ of tons of bulk chemical nerve agents,

mustard gas, as well as tens of thousands of pieces of chemical munitions. This

-Ibid.

'°H. Kadivar and S C. Adams, "Treatment of Chemical and Biological Warfare Injuries;

Insights Derived From the 1984 Attack on Majnoon Island," Military Medicine. (Apnl 1991),

171-7.

^^ United States, Department of the Army, Field Manual 100-5, Operations

(Washington, D.C.: U.S Army, August 1982), 7-13;Joachim Krause and Charles K. Mallory,

Chemical Weapons in Soviet Military Doctrine: Military and Histoncal Expenence. 1915-

1991. (Boulder, Co : Westview Press, 1992), 142-143.
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quantity of chemical warfare agents vastly exceeds the amounts that might be

expected to be deployed by a military force in a single chemical attack.

The dispersal of the chemical agents and other hazardous substances is

controlled by factors such as topography, wind velocity, direction, temperature,

precipitation, vertical temperature gradient and atmospheric humidity. These

factors all contribute to the size and type of dispersal pattern which will be

observed." In addition, as confirmed by unclassified U.S. satellite imagery,
debris fi"om the Coalition bombings were upwardly dispersed, rather than

downwardly dispersed as would occur in offensive use. causing chemical agents
to be carried by upper atmospheric currents and distributed as "traces" of

chemical fallout over "down weather" positions. Czech and French officials

confirmed the detections of these chemicals during the war. (See Chapter 3.)

In considering the consequences of the placement of troops in areas

downwind (where non-lethal exposure to chemical warfare agents might be

expected), it must be remembered that chemical nerve agents, such as Sann and

Soman and odier agents, have cumulative effects - often explained as slow rates

of detoxification."

Chemical Nerve Agents

Nerve agents kill by disrupting the metabolic processes, causing a buildup
of a chemical messenger (acetylcholine) by inhibiting the production of

acetylcholine-esterase, a key regulator of neurotransmission. Lethal exposure to

chemical nerve agents is generally charactenzed by drooling, sweatmg.

"Ibid.

"
Joachim Krause and Charles K Mallory, ChemicaJ Weapons in Soviet Military

Doctrine: Military and Historical Experience. 1915-1991. (Boulder, Co Westview Press,

1992), 208-9, V V Miasnikov, Defense Against Weapons of Mass-Destruction: A Guide

(Moscow: Voyenizdat, 1984), 78, James Compton, Military Chemical and Biological Agents:

Chemical and Toxicoiogical Properties (Caldwell, N.J : The Telford Press, September 1987),

146, 153
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cramping, vomiting, confusion, irregular heart beat, convulsions, loss of

consciousness and coma.^^

According to a material safety data sheet (MSDS) for Soman (GD), and

VX prepared by the U.S. Army Chemical Research, Development and

Engineering Center, Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Maryland, "the inhibition of

cholinesterase enzymes throughout the body by nerve agents is more or less

irreversible so that their effects are prolonged. Until the tissue cholinesterase

enzymes are restored to normal activity, probably by very slow regeneration

over a period of weeks or 2 to 3 months if damage is severe, there is a period

of increased susceptibility to the effects of another exposure to any nerve agent

During this period the effects of repeated exposures are cumulative; after a

single exposure, daily exposure to concentrations of nerve agent insufficient to

produce symptoms may result in the onset of symptoms after several days.

Continued daily exposure may be followed by increasingly severe effects. After

symptoms subside, increased susceptibility persists for one to several days. The

degree of exposure required to produce recurrence of symptoms, and the

severity of these symptoms depend on duration of exposure and time required to

produce recurrence of symptoms, and the severity of these symptoms depend on

the duration of exposure and the time intervals between exposures. Increased

susceptibility is not specific to the particular nerve agent initially absorbed.
"

(See appendix A for MSDS on Soman, Sarin, Tabun, and VX.).

Some of the symptoms commonly associated with acute exposure to

chemical nerve agents include myosis, frontal headaches, eye pain on focusing,

slight dimness of vision, occasional nausea and vomiting, runny nose, tightness

in chest, sometimes with prolonged wheezing, expiration suggestive of broncho-

constriction or increased secretion and coughing. Following systemic

absorption, these symptoms are identified as typical: tightness in chest,

wheezing, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, abdominal cramps, epigastric and

substernal tightness, heartburn, diarrhea, involuntary defecation, increased

sweating, increased salivation, increased tearing, slight bradycardia, myosis,

blurring vision, urinary urgency and frequency, fatigue, mild weakness,
muscular twitching, cramps, generalized weakness, including muscles of

respiration, with dyspnea and cyanosis, pallor and occasional elevation of blood

'^William Booth, "Gas Masks, Antidote Cause Three Deaths and Illness in Israel,"

Washington Post (January 19, 1991) A20
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pressure; giddiness, tension, anxiety, jitteriness, restlessness, emotional lability,

excessive dreaming, insomnia, nightmares, headaches, tremors, withdrawal and

depression; bursts of slow waves of elevated voltage in EEG (especially on over

ventilation), drowsiness, difficulty concentrating, slowness on recall, confusion,

slurred speech, ataxia, coma (with absence of reflexes), Cheyne-Stokes

respirations, convulsions, depression of the respiratory and circulatory centers,

with dyspnea, cyanosis and fall in blood pressure.^*

The majority of automatic chemical agent detection alarms (M8A1)
deployed during the war were not sufficiently sensitive for detecting sustained

low levels of chemical agent and monitonng personnel for contamination/*

U.S. Army Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) indicate that chronic exposure
to levels of over .0001 mg/m3 for Sarin (GB) is hazardous and required the use

of protective equipment. (See appendix A). The minimum level of chemical

agent required to activate the automatic chemical agent detection alarm M8A1,
commonly in use during the war, exceeds this threshold by a factor of 1,000.

"

As the chemical agent alarms began to sound during the "air war," French,

Czech, and many US commanders confirmed that they were sounding from the

fallout from the bombings. Over time, even at these levels, after repeatedly

^-MatenaJ Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for Soman (GD), Sarin (GB) and VX, prepared

by the US Army Chemical Research, Development and Engineenng Center, Aberdeen

Provmg Grounds, Mar>'land (See appendix A).

^"DAAAI5-90-R-0020. Appendix 2, "Revised Joint Service Operational Requirement

(JSOR) for an Advanced Chemical Agent Detector/Alarm (ACADA), 85

According to the manufacturer of the M8A1 Automatic Chemical Detection Alarm

"the G-Agent sensitivity requirement is that the alarm must sound within 2 minutes when

exposed to 0.1 milligram per cubic meter (mg/m3)
"

The MSA I alarm does not detect

chemical blister agents

This information was confirmed by the U.S. Army Chemical and Biological Defense

Command, Edgewood, Area, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21010. According to the

US Army the sensitivity capacity for the M43A1 detector unit (detection component of the

M8A1 alarm) is GA, GB. GD - I
- 0.2 mg/m3

VX - 0.4 mg/m3

The required response time for these levels is 10 minutes, however actual performance
is a response time of approximately 2 minutes to detect at these levels. The capability and

specifications of this unit are not classified.
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being told that there was no danger, U.S. forces failed to take precautionary
measures. Others report that the alarms were sounding so frequently that they
were turned off.

This increased susceptibility associated with prolonged exposures to non-

lethal dosages of nerve gases, suggests that the synergistic effects of the fallout

from the bombings of the chemical warfare agent facilities and the

administration of the cholinesterase inhibitmg drug, pyridostigmine bromide,
should be further researched as factors contributing to the symptoms being
described by the Gulf War veterans.

The following is a listing of a number of agents which the Iraqi

government could have combined or which could have been combined in the

atmosphere as a result of Coalition bombings:

Sarin (GB) - A colorless and practically odorless liquid. Sarin dissolves

well in water and organic solvents. The basic military use of Sarin is as a gas
and a persistent aerosol. A highly toxic agent with a clearly defined myopic
effect, symptoms of intoxication appear quickly without any period of latent

effect. Sann has cumulative effects -- that is. a slow rate of detoxification

independent of its method of entry into the body. According to Joachim Krause
and Charles K. Mallory in Chemical Weapons in Soviet Military Doctrine:

Military and Historical Experience, 1915-1991 , the progressive signs of initial

Sarin intoxication include myosis (contraction of the pupil), photophobia,

difficulty breathing and chest pain.^"

Soman (GD)- A neuro-paralytic toxic agent. Soman is a transparent,

colorless, involatile liquid smelling of camphor. Soluble in water to a limited

degree, Soman is absorbed into porous and painted surfaces. Soman is similar

Joachim Krause and Charles K MaJlory, Chemical Weapons in Soviet Mihtarv

Doctnne Military and Historical Experience. 1915-1991. (Boulder, Co : Westview Press,

1992), 208), James A F Compton, Military Chemical and Biological Agents: Chemical and

Toxicological Properties (Caldwell, NJ The Telford Press, September 1987), Matenal Safety
Data Sheet (MSDS) for Soman (GD), Sann (GB) and VX, prepared by the US Army
Chemical Research, Development and Engineenng Center, Aberdeen Proving Grounds,

Maryland (See appendix A)
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to Sarin in its injurious effects, but more toxic. When it acts on the skin in

either droplet or vapor form, it causes a general poisoning of the organism/'^

Tabun (GA) - A neuro-paralytic toxic agent. Tabun is a transparent,

colorless liquid. The mdustnal product is a brown liquid with a weak sweetish

smell; in small concentrations, it smells of fruit, but in large concentrations, it

smells of fish. Tabun dissolves poorly in water but well in organic solvents; it is

easily absorbed mto rubber products and painted surfaces. Injury occurs upon
skin contact with Tabun vapor and droplets. The symptoms of injury appear
almost immediately. Marked myosis occurs.'^

VX - This colorless, odorless, liquid has a low volatility and is poorly
soluble in water, but dissolves well in organic solvents. The danger of

pulmonary VX intoxication is determined by meteorological conditions and the

delivery method used. VX is thought to be very effective against respiratory

organs when m the form of a thinly dispersed aerosol. The symptoms of VX
intoxication are analogous to those of other nerve agents, but their development
is markedly slower. As with other nerve agents. VX has a cumulative effect.

"'

Vesicants and Blood Agents

Lewisite - A vesicant toxic agent, industrial lewisite is a dark-brown

liquid with a strong smell. Lewisite is a contact poison with practically no

period of latent effect. Lewisite vapors cause imtation to the eyes and upper

respiratory tract."" According to the Center for Disease Control, lewisite would
cause stinging and burning Its smell, generally characterized as the strong
smell of geraniums, could be confiised with the smell of ammonia (the reaction

"
Joachim Krause and Charles K Mallory, Chemical Weapons in Soviet Military

Doctrine Military and Historical Experience. 1915-1991. (Boulder, Co : Westview Press,

1992), 209.

*^bid, 209.

"'Ibid, 210.

"=
Ibid, 205
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to which is regulated by pain fibers rather than smell)."' Iraqi stores of lewisite

were not located after the war according to the Department of Defense.

Cyanogen Chloride - The French first suggested the use of cyanogen

chlonde as a toxic agent. U.S. analysts have reported that it is capable of

penetrating gas mask filters. Partially soluble in water, it dissolves well in

organic solvents. It is absorbed easily into porous materials; its military state is

a gas. Cyanogen chloride is a quick acting toxic agent. Upon contact with the

eyes or respiratory organs, it injures immediately. Lethal exposures result in loss

of consciousness, convulsions and paralysis.'"

Hydrogen Cyanide - A colorless liquid smelling of bitter almonds,

hydrogen cyanide is a very strong, quick-acting poison. Hydrogen cyanide

affects unprotected humans through the respiratory organs and during the

ingestion of contaminated food and water. It inhibits the en2ymes which

regulate the intra-cell oxidant-restorative process. As a result, the cells of the

nervous system, especially those affecting breathing
- are injured, which in turn

leads to quick death. An important feature of hydrogen cyanide is the absence o

a period of latent effect. The military state of hydrogen cyanide is a gas. The

toxic and physiologic properties of hydrogen cyanide permit it to be used

effectively in munitions ~ predominantly in rocket-launched artillery. Death

occurs after intoxication due to paralysis of the heart. Non-lethal doses do not

cause intoxication."^

^^Interview with Dr. Sanford Leffingwell, Center for Disease Control on September 3,

1993

"Joachim Krause and Charles K Mallory, Chemical Weapons m Soviet Military

Doctrine Military and Histoncal Experience. 1915-1991 . (Boulder, Co : Westview Press,

1992), 202, V V. Miasnikov, Defense Against Weapons of Mass-Destruction: A Guide

(Moscow: Voyenizdat, 1984, 82-83)

^^Joachim Krause and Charles K. Mallory, Chemical Weapons in Soviet Military

Doctnne: Military and Historical Experience. 1915-1991. (Boulder, Co : Westview Press,

1992), 205, V V Miasnikov, Defense Against Weapons of Mass-Destruction: A Guide

(Moscow: Voyenizdat, 1984, 82, Vladimir K Pikalov, "Toxic Agents," The Soviet Military

EncNciopedia. Volume 6 (Moscow: Voyenizdat, 1978).
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Blister Agents

According to the matenal safetv data sheet (MSDS) for sulfur mustard gas

(HD) prepared by the U.S. Army Chemical Research. Development and

Engineering Center, Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Maryland, "chronic exposure to

HD can cause skin sensitization, chronic lung impairment, cough, shortness of

breath, chest pain, and cancer of the mouth, throat, respiratory tract, skm. and

leukemia It may also cause birth defects. (See appendix A for the MSDS
sheets on sulfur mustard agents HD and T.) The U.S. Army Chemical and

Biological Defense Command lists the current detector sensitivity threshold for

the M256A1 kits, a commonly used piece of chemical agent detection

equipment in the Gulf War, as 2 mg/m3
**"

According to the Material Data

Safety Sheets for sulfur mustard, total weight average exposures of greater than

.003mg/m3 over an 8-hr period requires the use of protective equipment. (See

appendix A.) Therefore, the detection kit would not detect the agent until the

amount of agent present exceeded the safety threshold by a factor of over 660.

The M8A1 automatic alarms do not detect blister agent.

Mustard Gas - This is a colorless, oily liquid which dissolves poorly in

water, but relatively well in organic solvents, petroleum, lubncant products, and

other toxic agents The injurious effect of mustard gas is associated with its

ability to inhibit many enzyme systems of the body This, in turn, prevents the

intra-cell exchange of chemicals and leads to necrosis of the tissue. Death is

associated mainly with necrosis of the tissue of the central nervous svstem.

Mustard gas has a penod of latent effect (the first signs of injury appear after 2-

12 hours), but does not act cumulatively. It does not have anv known antidotes.

In military use it can come in gas, aerosol, and droplet form It therefore acts

through inhalation, cutaneously, perorally and directly through the blood stream.

'This information was provided by the US Army Chemical and Biological Defense

Command, Edgewood, Area, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21010 According to the

L' S Army the sensitivity capacity for the M256A1 detector kit is;

Mustard 2 mg/m3
VX 0020 mg/m3

G-Agents 005 mg/m3

The required response time for these levels is 15 minutes The capability and

specifications of this unit are not classified
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The toxic and physico-chemical properties of mustard gas allow it to be used in

all t>'pes of munitions.
"

Related Chemical Agent Information

Committee staff has learned that Iraq may have acquired any one of a

number of the Soviet binary novachok ("newcomer") series of chemical warfare

agent compounds or mformation relevant to the development of those

compounds. This series of chemical warfare agents reportedly contains both

lethal and debilitating agents. According to a confidential Committee source, if

the Iraqis had obtained samples of these compounds they could be easily

analyzed and produced with readily available matenals. Several of these

compounds are descnbed as agents that even in microdoses can have long

lasting effects. These agents are described as inducing myosis, vomiting,

memory loss, involuntary motions and internal organ dysfiinction. Many of

these matenals are also described as having mutagenic effects. These materials

are, according to the source, stored in the lipids (body fats) and have no known
antidotes. In addition, according to the Committee source, the Soviets were

believed to have conducted research in a number of dioxin-based chemical

warfare agents, and on at least one agent that could be used to contaminate

dnnking water supplies. Committee staff is conducting further inquiries to

determine if Iraq may have had access to any of these compounds.''*

Biotoxins

Biotoxins are natural poisons, chiefly of cellular structure. A distinction

is made between exotoxins which are given off by an organism while it is alive,

and endotoxins which are given off after a cell's death. The exotoxins cause the

injurious effects of biological weapons, but endotoxins guarantee the effects of

chemical weapons and do not cause the widespread disease outbreaks associated

"Vladimir K Pikalov, "Toxic Agents," The Soviet Military Encyclopedia. Volume 6

(Moscow; Voyenizdat, 1978); Joachim Krause and Charles K Mallory, Chemical Weapons in

Soviet Military Doctrine: Military and Histoncal Experience. 1915-1991. (Boulder, Co :

Westview Press, 1992), 206-7.

*
'Staff Interviews, April 19. 1994.
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with biological warfare. Some examples of biotoxins include botulinus toxin

and staphylococcic enterotoxin.''*

Biological Warfare Capability

According to the U.N., the Iraqi biological warfare program was initiated

in mid- 1986 at Salman Pak. UNSCOM inspectors discovered evidence of

research mto certain biological agents includmg botulinus toxin and anthrax ~ as

well as organisms responsible for gas gangrene, tetanus and brucellosis,

components of a biological weapons program which was not defensive in nature.

In four years of work pnor to the war, only 10 papers were published These

research programs focused on Iraqi efforts to isolate the most pathogenic spores.

They also did research on the aerosolization and on the environmental

survivability of some of these biological materials according to the United

Nations.
^"^

While the Department of Defense maintains that the Iraqi militaiy did not

weaponize its biological warfare program, UNSCOM is less certain, reporting
that their degree of confidence that weaponlzation did not occur is low. In fact,

readily available high performance agricultural aerosol generators could easily

be converted to both decontaminate areas in which chemicals are used and to

aerosolize biological and chemical warfare agents.

Other ways in which biological materials could have been weaponized
include the use of Iraqi 250 and 5001b bombs, aerial rockets, unmanned aerial

vehicles, FAW ground-to-ground missiles, helicopters and Iraqi aircraft. The
Committee has received several reports of Iraqi helicopters penetrating Saudi

airspace dunng the war by flying at low levels through the wadis and of Iraqi

aircraft penetrating the area over the northern Persian Gulf

^'Joachim Krause and Charles K Mallory, Chemical Weapons in Soviet Military

Doctnne Military and Histoncal Experience. 1915-1991. (Boulder, Co.: Westview Press,

1992), 162, 209

-"Staff interyiew, February 22, 1994.
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According to UNSCOM, indications that suggested that the program was

offensive in nature include:

• No declared links between the BW defense program and medical

corps research.

• No links between aerosolization research and research on

defensive filters.

The United Nations said that the first Biological Inspection was initiated

on August 8, 1991 at Salman Pak. The inspection was delayed because of the

need to extensivel>' immunize the members of the inspection team. The Salman

Pak facility' was razed one week prior to the arrival of the inspection team.^'

The United States is aware of the Iraqi potential for using biological

weapons. The employment of biological agents in a "cocktail" mix with

chemical warfare agents is consistent with Soviet military doctrine. It is clear

that biological weapons are much more difficuh than chemical weapons to

detect and defend against. Some of the symptoms experienced by veterans

suffering fi^om Persian Gulf Syndrome are consistent with biological warfare

agent use. Verification will require sophisticated medical diagnosis, which to

date has not been publicly undertaken.

The question of whether U.S. forces were attacked with a biological agent
is problematic. According to Chemical/Biological Program: A Department of

Defense Perspective. "It has been recognized that our biological defense

program was inadequate. Credible analysis indicated that optimal employment
of biological agents could result in a significantly large hazard area." It further

cites a memo fi-om the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the SECDEF
(Secretary of Defense) noting: "inadequate ability to counter BW (biological

warfare) attack/BW defense is a priority requirement."" The inadequacy of the

^'Ibid.

"Bill Richardson, John Carrico, Col. Frank J. Cox, LTC Jeffery Thomas, and Richard

Sanders, Chemical/Biological Program: A Department of Defense Perspective. Office of the

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Atomic Energy, presented as a paper to the Nuclear,

Biological, and Chemical Symposium of the American Defense Preparedness Association,

Camp Lejeune, North Carolina (May 12-14, 1993), 10.
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current biological defense and detection program was also supported by Deputy

Secretary of Defense John Deutch in an unclassified May 6, 1994 address

delivered at a Department of Defense-sponsored counterproliferation conference

at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. According to Deputy Secretary Deutch,

the United States has "no biological detection capability deployed with any

forces, anywhere."

Novel BW agents created by altering DNA plasmids and vectors are

specifically intended to avoid detection. As noted below, several shipments of

biological materials that might have been used to carry out such a program were

licensed for export fi"om the United States to the Iraq Atomic Energy
Commission. In such a program, common intestinal flora such as e. coli could

be altered to produce viral, bactenal, or other toxins and would be difficult to

treat. If Iraq was successfiil in developing such agents, diagnosis will continue

to elude physicians testing for traditional illnesses. Novel BW agents would

certainly elude biological detection devices. There is evidence, based on the

nature of the materials imported, that this type of research was being conducted..

Since the Iraqi government managed to dismantle much of its biological warfare

program prior to the UNSCOM inspections, we can only speculate on how
advanced this program might have been."

It has been suggested that if these problems the veterans are experiencing
are Gulf War-related, then we should be seeing even more serious problems

among the Iraqis. Since begiiming this investigation we have learned that many
Iraqi enemy prisoners of war (EPW) suffered skin rashes, sores, nausea,

vomiting, coughing and other medical problems while they were being detained

in Saudi Arabia. Many members of units who had close contact with these

individuals are now reporting to the Committee symptoms consistent with those

being suffered by other Gulf War veterans. In addition, Iraq has claimed a

dramatic rise in reported cases of communicable diseases since the end of the

Gulf War including typhoid, brucellosis, hepatitis and cholera.
^^

--Staff Interview, UNSCOM, February 22, 1994.

^'"Iraq Launches Drive to Combat Increasing Communicable Diseases," Xinhua News
Agency (June 8, 1993), Item No; 0608002, "Iraq Faces Health Cnsis," The Guardian

(September 13, 1993), 7.
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Further, reports of Gulf War illnesses being reported are no longer limited

to military veterans of the Gulf War. Others reporting manifestation of these

symptoms include:

- Department of Defense civilians who served in the Persian Gulf War.

- Department of Defense civilians working at the Anniston (AL) Army
Depot and the Sharpsite (CA) Army Depot decontaminating equipment which

was returned from the Persian Gulf

-
Spouses, particularly the spouses of male veterans, are reporting the

following symptoms: chronic or recurring vaginal yeast infections, menstrual

irregularities (excessive bleeding and severe cramping), rashes, fatigue, joint and

muscle pain, and memory loss.

- Children bom to veterans prior to the Gulf War. In many cases both

male and female children bom prior to the war have experienced symptoms
similar to those of the veterans and their spouses.

- Children bom following the Gulf War. Some reports have been

published which suggest a high rate of miscarriages in the families of Gulf War

veterans. Further, several reports have surfaced which suggest that there has

been a high rate of physical abnormalities in children bora to Gulf War veterans

since the war

U.S. Exports of Biological Materials to Iraq

The Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs has

oversight responsibility for the Export Administration Act. Pursuant to the Act,

Committee staff contacted the U.S. Department of Commerce and requested

information on the export of biological materials during the years prior to the

Gulf War. After receiving this information, we contacted a principal supplier of

these materials to determine what, if any, materials were exported to Iraq which

might have contributed to an offensive or defensive biological warfare program.

Records available from the supplier for the period from 1985 until the present

show that during this time, pathogenic (meaning "disease producing"), toxigenic

(meaning "poisonous"), and other biological research materials were exported to

Iraq pursuant to application and licensing by the U.S. Department of

Commerce. Records prior to 1985 were not available, according to the supplier
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These exported biological materials were not attenuated or weakened and were

capable of reproduction. According to the Department of Defense's own Report

to Congress on the Conduct of the Persian Gulf War , released in April 1992:

"By the time of the invasion of Kuwait, Iraq had developed biological weapons.
It's advanced and aggressive biological warfare program was the most advanced

in the Arab world... The program probably began late in the 1970's and

concentrated on the development of two agents, botulinum toxin and anthrax

bacteria.. Large scale production of these agents began in 1989 at four

facilities near Baghdad. Delivery means for biological agents ranged from

simple aerial bombs and artillery rockets to surface-to-surface missiles."
"

Included in the approved sales are the following biological materials

(which have been considered by various nations for use in war), with their

associated disease symptoms:^'

Bacillus Antiiracis: anthrax is a disease-producing bacteria identified by the

Department of Defense in The Conduct of the Persian Gulf War: Final Report

to Congress , as being a major component in the Iraqi biological warfare

program.

Anthrax is an often-fatal infectious disease due to ingestion of spores. It

begins abruptly with high fever, difficulty in breathing, and chest pain. The

disease eventually results in septicemia (blood poisoning), and the mortality is

high. Once septicemia is advanced, antibiotic therapy may prove useless,

probably because the exotoxins remain, despite the death of the bacteria.

Qostridium Botulinum: a bacterial source of botulinum toxin, which causes

vomitmg, constipation, thirst, general weakness, headache, fever, dizziness,

double vision, dilation of the pupils and paralysis of the muscles involving

swallowing. It is often fatal.

-^Department of Defense. Conduct of the Persian Gulf War: Final Report to Congress

(April 1992)

^'Terr>- J. Gander, ed
, Jane's NBC Protection Equipment 1991-92. (Surrey, U.K.:

Jane's Information Group, 1992), 3-12: Dorland's Pocket Medical Dictionary . 24th Edition

(Philadelphia W B Saunders Co , 1989), James A F Compton, Military Chemical and

Biological Agents Chemical and Toxicological Properties (Caldwell, NJ The Telford Press,

September 1987).
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Histoplasma Capsulatum: causes a disease superficially resembling

tuberculosis that may cause pneumonia, enlargement of the liver and spleen,

anemia, an mfluenza-like illness and an acute inflammatory skin disease marked

by tender red nodules, usually on the shins. Reactivated infection usually

involves the lungs, the brain, spinal membranes, heart, pentoneum, and the

adrenals.

Brucella Melitensis: a bacteria which can cause chronic fatigue, loss of

appetite, profuse sweating when at rest, pain in jomts and muscles, insomnia,

nausea, and damage to major organs.

Clostridium Perfringens: a highly toxic bacteria which causes gas gangrene.

The bacteria produce toxins that move along muscle bundles in the body killing

cells and producing necrotic tissue that is then favorable for fiirther growth of

the bacteria itself Eventually, these toxins and bacteria enter the bloodstream

and cause a systemic illness.

In addition, several shipments of Escherichia Coli (E.CoIi) and genetic

materials, as well as human and bacterial DNA, were shipped directly to the

Iraq Atomic Energy Commission.

The following is a detailed hsting of biological materials, provided by the

American Type Culture Collection, which were exported to agencies of the

government of Iraq pursuant to the issuance of an export licensed by the U.S.

Commerce Department:"

Date : February 8, 1985

Sent to : Iraq Atomic Energy Agency
Materials Shipped;

Ustilago nuda (Jensen) Rostrup

'American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, Maryland (January 21, 1994).
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February 22, 1985

Ministry of Higher Education

Date

Sent to

Matenals Shipped

Histoplasma capsulatum var. farciminosum (ATCC 32136)

Oass in pathogen

July 11, 1985

Middle and Near East Regional A

Date

Sent to

Matenals Shipped

Histoplasma capsulatiun var. farciminosum (ATCC 32136)

Class 111 pathogen

May 2, 1986

Ministry of Higher Education

1. Bacillus Anthracis Cohn (ATCC 10)

Batch * 08-20-82 (2 each)

Class 111 pathogen.

2. Bacillus Subtilis (Ehrenberg) Cohn (ATCC 82)

Batch # 06-20-84 (2 each)

3. Clostridium botulinum Type A (ATCC 3502)

Batch? 07-07-81 (3 each)

Class ni Pathogen

4. Clostndium perfringens (Weillon and Zuber) Hauduroy, et

al (ATCC 3624) Batch# 10-85SV (2 each)

5. Bacillus subtilis (ATCC 6051)

Batch# 12-06-84 (2 each)
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6. Francisella tularensis var. tularensis Olsufiev (ATCC
6223)Batch# 05-14-79 (2 each)

Avinilent, suitable for preparations of diagnostic

antigens.

7. Clostridium tetani (ATCC 9441)
Batch# 03-84 (3 each)

Highly toxigenic.

8. Clostridium botulinum Type E (ATCC 9564)
Batch# 03-02-79 (2 each)

Oass HI pathogen

9. Clostridium tetani (ATCC 10779)
Batch# 04-24-84S (3 each)

10. Clostridium perfiingens (ATCC 12916)
Batch# 08-14-80 (2 each)

Agglutinating type 2.

11. Clostridium perfiingens (ATCC 13124)
Batch# 07-84SV (3 each)

Type A, alpha-toxigenic, produces lecithinase C.J. Appl.

12. Bacillus Anthracis (ATCC 14185)
Batch# 01-14-80 (3 each)

G.G. Wright (Fort Detnck) V770-NP1-R. Bovine anthrax,

Qass QI pathogen

13. Bacillus Anthracis (ATCC 14578)
Batch# 01-06-78 (2 each)

Qass m pathogen.

14. Bacillus megaterium (ATCC 14581)
Batch# 04-18-85 (2 each)

15. Bacillus megaterium (ATCC 14945)
Batch# 06-21-81 (2 each)
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16. Clostridium botulinum Type E (ATCC 17855)

Batch# 06-21-71

Class in patbogen.

17. Bacillus megaterium (ATCC 19213)

Batch# 3-84 (2 each)

18. Clostridium botulinum Type A (ATCC 19397)

Batchff 08-18-81 (2 each)

Oass in pathogen

19. Brucella abortus Biotype 3 (ATCC 23450)

Batch? 08-02-84 (3 each)

Class ni pathogen

20. Brucella abortus Biotype 9 (ATCC 23455)

Batchff 02-05-68 (3 each)

Class m pathogen

21. Brucella melitensis Biotype 1 (ATCC 23456)

Batch* 03-08-78 (2 each)

Class m pathogen

22. Brucella melitensis Biotype 3 (ATCC 23458)

Batch« 01-29-68 (2 each)

Class m pathogen

23. Clostridium botulinum Type A (ATCC 25763)

Batch? 8-83 (2 each)

Class in pathogen

24. Clostridium botulinum Type F (ATCC 35415)

Batch# 02-02-84 (2 each)

Qass m pathogen
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Date : August 31, 1987

Sent to : State Company for Drug Industries

Materials Shipped:

1 . Saccharoniyces cerevesiae (ATCC 260 1 )

Batch# 08-28-08 (1 each)

2. Salmonella choleraesuis subsp. choleraesuis Serotype typhi

(ATCC 6539) Batch# 06-86S (1 each)

3. Bacillus subtillus (ATCC 6633)
Batch# 10-85 (2 each)

4. Klebsiella pneumoniae subsp. pneumoniae (ATCC 10031)
Batch# 08-13-80 (1 each)

5. Escherichia coli (ATCC 10536)
Batch# 04-09-80 (1 each)

6. Bacillus cereus (11778)
Batch# 05-85SV (2 each)

7. Staphylococcus epidermidis (ATCC 12228)

Batch# ll-86s(l each)

8. Bacillus pumilus (ATCC 14884)
Batch# 09-08-80 (2each)

Date : July 11, 1988

Sent to : Iraq Atomic Energy Commission
Materials Shipped:

1 . Escherichia coli (ATCC 1 1 303)

Batch# 04-87S

Phage host
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Cauliflower Mosaic Caulimovirus (ATCC45031)
Batch# 06-14-85

Plant virus

Plasmid in Agrobacterium Tumefaciens (ATCC37349)

(Ti plasmid for co-cultivation with plant integration vectors in E.

Coli) Batch# 05-28-85

Apnl 26, 1988

Iraq Atomic Energy Commission

Materials Shipped

1.

Date

Sent to

Hulambda4x-8, clone: human hypoxanthine

phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) Chromosome(s) X q26.1 (ATCC
57236) Phage vector; Suggested host: E.coli

Hulambdal4-8, clone: human hypoxanthine

phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) Chromosome(s): X q26.1

(ATCC 57240) Phage vector; Suggested host: E.coli

Hulambdal5, clone: human hypoxanthine

phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) Chromosome(s) X q26.1

(ATCC 57242) Phage vector; Suggested host: E.coli

August 31, 1987

Iraq Atomic Energy Commission

Matenals Shipped

1. Escherichia coli (ATCC 23846)
Batch# 07-29-83 (1 each)

2. Escherichia coli (ATCC 33694)
Batch# 05-87 (1 each)
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Date : September 29, 1988

Sent to : Ministry of Trade

Materials Shipped:

1. Bacillus anthracis (ATCC 240)
Batch#05- 14-63 (3 each)

Class QI pathogen

2. Bacillus anthracis (ATCC 938)

Batch#1963 (3 each)

Class IQ pathogen

3. Clostridium perfringens (ATCC 3629)

Batch# 10-23-85 (3 each)

4. Clostridium perfringens (ATCC 8009)
Batch#03-30-84 (3 each)

5. Bacillus anthracis (ATCC 8705)

Batch# 06-27-62 (3 each)

Class in pathogen

6. Brucella abortus (ATCC 9014)
Batch# 05-11-66 (3 each)

Class ni pathogen

7. Clostridium perfringens (ATCC 10388)

Batch# 06-01-73 (3 each)

8. Bacillus anthracis (ATCC 11966)

Batch# 05-05-70 (3 each)

Oass m pathogen

9. Clostridium botulinum Type A
Batch# 07-86 (3 each)

Class in pathogen
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10. Bacillus cereus (ATCC 33018)

Batch# 04-83 (3 each)

1 1 . Bacillus ceres (ATCC 33019)

Batch# 03-88 (3 each)

Date : January 31, 1989

Sent to : Iraq Atomic Energy Commission

Materials Shipped:

1. PHPT31, clone: human hypoxanthine

phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) Chromosome(s) X q26.1

(ATCC 57057)

2. plambdaSOO, clone: human hypoxanthine

phosphoribosyltransferase pseudogene (HPRT)

Chromosome(s): 5 pl4-pl3 (ATCC 57212)

Date

Sent to

January 17, 1989

Iraq Atomic Energy Commission

Materials Shipped:

1. Hulambda4x-8, clone: human hypoxanthine

phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) Chromosome(s) X q26.1

(ATCC 57237) Phage vector; Suggested host: E.coli

2. Hulambdal4, clone: human hypoxanthine

phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) Chromosome(s): X q26.1

(ATCC 57240) Cloned from human lymphoblast

Phage vector; Suggested host: E.coli

3. HulambdalS, clone: human hypoxanthine

phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) Chromosome(s) X q26.1

(ATCC 57241) Phage vector; Suggested host: E.coli

Additionally, the Centers for Disease Control has compiled a listing of

biological materials shipped to Iraq prior to the Gulf War. The listing covers the

period from October 1, 1984 (when the CDC began keeping records) through
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October 13, 1993. The following materials with biological warfare significance

were shipped to Iraq during this period:^*

Date : November 28, 1989

Sent to : Universit)' of Basrah, College of Science, Department of Biology
Materials Shipped:

1. Enterococcus faecalis

2. Enterococcus faecium

3. Enterococcus avium

4. Enterococcus raffinosus

5. Enterococcus gallinarium

6. Enterococcus durans

7. Enterococcus hirae

8. Streptococcus bovis

(etiologic)

Date : April 21, 1986

Sent to : Ofificers City Al-Muthanna, Quartret 710, Street 13, Close 69

House 28/1, Baghdad, Iraq

Materials Shipped:

1. 1 vial botulinum toxoid

(non-infectious)

^^Memorandum from Director of the Centers for Disease Control to Chairman Riegle.
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Date : March 10, 1986

Sent to : Officers City Al-Muthanna, Quartret 710, Street 13, Close 69

House 28/1. Baghdad, Iraq

N4aterials Shipped:

1 . 1 vial botulinum toxoid #A2

(non-infectious)

Date ; June 25, 1985

Sent to : University of Baghdad, College of Medicine , Department of

Microbiology

Matenals Shipped:

1 . 3 yeast cultures

(etiologic)

Candida sp.

Date

Sent to

May 21, 1985

Basrah, Iraq

Materials Shipped

1. Lyophilized arbovirus seed

(etiologic)

Date

Sent to

West Nile Fever Virus

April 26, 1985

Minister of Health, Ministry of Health, Baghdad, Iraq

Materials Shipped

1. 8 vials antigen and antisera

(r. rickettsii and r. typhi)

to diagnose rickettsial

infections (non-infectious)
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UNSCOM Biological Warfare Inspections

UNSCOM inspections uncovered evidence that the govemment of Iraq

was conducting research on pathogen enhancement on the following biological

warfare-related materials:'^

bacillus anthracis

Clostridium botulinum

Clostridium perfringens

brucella abortis

brucella melentensis

francisella tularensis

Clostridium tetani

In addition, the UNSCOM inspections revealed that biological warfare-

related stimulant research was being conducted on the following materials:

• bacillus subtillus

• bacillus ceres

• bacillus megatillus

UNSCOM reported to Committee staff that a biological warfare inspection

(BW3) was conducted at the Iraq Atomic Energy Commission in 1993. This

suggests that the Iraqi govemment may have been experimenting with the

materials cited above (E.Coli and rDNA) in an effort to create genetically

altered microorganisms (novel biological warfare agents).

Biological Warfare Defense

The following section, describing the types, dissemination, and defensive

measures against biological agents, is quoted verbatim from a United States

Marine Corps Institute document. Nuclear and Chemical Operations . MCI
77 1 IB, used in the Command and Staff College's nonresident program. It is

clear from this document that the Department of Defense recognizes both the

threat and U.S. vulnerability to biological weapons. This document also outlines

-*Staff interview, UNSCOM, February 22, 1994.
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the Department's understanding of what actions should be taken in the event that

a biological weapon has been or is suspected to have been employed.

"Biological agents camot be detected by the human senses. A person

could become a casualty before he is aware he has been exposed to a biological

agent. A n aerosol or mist of biological agent is borne in the air These agents

can silently and effectively attack man. animals, plants, and in some cases,

materiel. Agents can be tailoredfor a specific type of target.^

Methods of tisirtg aitipersonnel agents undoubtedly vary so that no

uniform pattern of employment or operation is evident. It is likely that agents

will be used in combinations so that the disease symptoms will confuse

diagnosis and interfere with proper treatment. It is also probable that biological

agents would be used in heavy concentrations to insure a high percentage of

infection in the target area The use of such concentrations could result in the

breakdown of individual immunity because the large number of micro-organisms

entering the body could overwhelm the natural body defenses.

Types of Biological Agents

Different antipersonnel agents require varying periods of time before they

take effect, and the periods of time for which they will incapacitate a person

also vary. Most of the diseases having antipersonnel employment potential are

found among a group of diseases that are naturally transmitted between animals

and man. Mankind is highly vulnerable to them since he has little contact with

animals in today's urban society. The micro-organisms ofpossible use in

warfare are found in four naturally occurring groups
- the fungi, bacteria

rickettsiae, and viruses.
^^

***
Nuclear and Chemical Operations. MCI 771 IB, Marine Corps Institute, Command and

Staff College's nonresident program (Manne Barracks, Washmgton, DC, 1983),

p. 8, section 1501.

*'lbid.

"
Ibid. p. 9, section 1 502.
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a. Fungi . Fungi occur in many forms and are found almost everywhere.

They range in size from a single cell, such as yeast, to multicellularforms, such

as mushrooms and puffballs. Their greatest employment potential is against

plants, although some forms cause disease m man. A fungus causes the disease

coccidioidomycosis in man. Other common infections caused by Fungi include

ringworm and "athletes foot.
" "

b. Bacteria. Bacteria comprise a large and varied group of organisms.

They occur in varying shapes, such as rods, spheres, and spirals, but they are all

one-celled plants. Some bacteria can assume a resistant structure called a spore,
which enables them to resist adverse environmental conditions. Others may-

produce poisonous substances called toxins. Examples of human disease

caused by bacteria are anthrax, brucellosis, tularemia, staphylococcus, and

Streptococcus.

c. Rickettsiae . Rickettsiae organisms have the physical appearance of
bacteria and the growth characteristics of viruses. Members of this group must
have living tissue for grow th and reproduction, whereas most fungi and bacteria

can be grown on artificial material. A nother characteristic of rickettsiae is that

most diseases caused by this group are transmitted by the bite of an insect, such

as the mosquito, mite, or tick. Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever, O fever, and

typhus are diseases of mankind caused by rickettsiae.''^

d. Virus . The smallest living things known to mankind are viruses.

Viruses are so small than an electron microscope is required to see them.

Viruses cannot be grown in the absence of living tissue. Diseases which are

caused by viruses cannot normally be treated with antibiotics. Viruses cause

yellow fever, rabies, and poliomyelitis.'^

"Ibid, p 9, section 1502a.

"Ibid, p. 9, Section 1502b.

"
Ibid, p 9, Section 1 502c.

"Ibid, p 9, Section 1502d.
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Dissemination of Biological Agents

a. A ervsol . Biological agents may be disseminated on, or over, the target

by many means, such as aircraft, missiles, and explosive munitions. These

devices produce a biological aerosol, and, f antipersonnel biological agents are

ever used, they will probably be disseminated in the form of biological mists or

aerosols. This method of dissemination would be extremely effective because

the micro-organisms would be drawn into the lungs as a person breathes, and

there they would be rapidly absorbed into the blood stream. The hours from
dusk until dawn appear to be the best time for dissemination of biological

agents. The weather conditions are most favorable for tfiese agents at night,

since sunlight will destroy many of them. Infield trials, using harmless

biological aerosols, area coverages of thousands of square miles have been

accomplished. The aerosol particles were carried for long distances by air

currents
^^

(emphasis added)

b. Livins Hosts. Personnel may be infected by disease carrying vectors,

such as insects, rats, or other animals. Mosquitos may spread malaria yellow

fever, or encephalitis: rats spread plague (any mammal may carry rabies).

Militarily, specific vectors may be selected, infected as required, and then

released in the target area to seek out their human victims and pass on the

disease. Since infection is transmitted through a bite m the skin, protective

masks offer no protection. A vectorbome agent may remain in the target area

for as long as there are live hosts: thus, a major disadvantage results. The

vectorbome agent can become a permanent hazard in the area as the host infects

others of his species.^'

c. Food and Water Contamination. Biological agents could also be

delivered to target personnel by placing the agent m food and water supplies

(sabotage). This type of attack would probably be directed against small targets,

such as industrial complexes, headquarters, or specific individuals. The methods

of delivering the attack are many and varied.
*'

"Ibid, p 9. Section 1503a.

"Ibid, p 9, Section 1503b

''Ibid, p 9. Section 1503c.
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Defensive Measures

The United States carries out research aimed at improved means of
detection of biological agents and treatment and immunization of personnel.
Both of these are essential to biological defense.^''

a Before an A ttack: The inability of the individual to detect a biological

attack is perhaps the greatest problem. Contributing factors are the delay

experienced before the onset of symptoms and the time required to identify

specific agents. Without an adequate means of detection, complete defensive
measures may not be taken since an attack must first be detected before you can

defend against it. Diseases caused by biological agents do not appear until a

few days to weeks after contact with the agent. Personnel are protected against

biological agents in aerosol form by the protective mask. Ordinary clothing

protects the skin from contamination by biological agents. Other means of

protection include immunizations; quarantining contaminated areas; cleanliness

of the body, clothing, and living quarters; stringent rodent and pest control;

proper care of cuts and wounds; and education of troops to eat and drink only

from approved sources.^^

b. A fter an A ttack: After a biological agent attack has occurred, it will

be necessary to identify the agent used in the attack so that proper medical

treatment may be given to exposed personnel To perform this identification, it

is necessary to collect samples or objects from the contaminated area and send

them to a laboratory or suitable facility for processing. Samples may by taken

from the air, from contanunated surfaces, orfrom contaminated water After the

sample is taken, laboratory time will be required to identify the suspected

biological agent The length of time for identification is being significantly

shortened through the use of new medical and laboratory techniques. Proper

defensive actions taken during a biological attack depend upon the rapid

detection of the attack. Biological defense is continuous. You must always be

preparedfor the employment of these weapons.^^ (emphasis added)

'Ibid, p. 10, Section 1504.

"Ibid, p 10, Section 1504a

"Ibid, p 10, Section 1504b.
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Iraq's Experience in Ihe Use of Chemical Warfare Agents

The fears and the precautions taken prior to the Gulf War were not tlie

product of excessive hysteria. Five United Nations reports have confirmed the

use of chemical warfare agents in the Iran-Iraq War." Use of chemical weapons

against both the Kurds and Shiite Moslems within Iraq is well documented.

Press reports also document Iraqi readiness to use these weapons against

Coalition forces during the Persian Gulf War.

In April 1993, two U.S.-based human rights organizations confirmed that

they had found residues of chemical weapons used by the Iraqi government of

Saddam Hussein against a Kurdish village in northern Iraq in 1988. These

groups. Physicians for Human Rights and Human Rights Watch, said they had

used advanced analytical techniques to discover the presence of mustard gas and

the nerve gas Sann. Those chemical weapons reportedly were dropped by

aircraft on August 25, 1988 and killed four people in the Kurdish village of

Biijinni.'" Testimony fi-om survivors of the Biijinni bombing, who said victims

of the raids died writhing and coughing blood, led to accusations that Iraq had

gassed its own citizens as part of a campaign against rebellious Kurds that killed

tens of thousands." This was the first time that scientists had been able to

prove the use of chemical weapons, and especially a nerve gas, through

the analysis of enviroimiental residue acquired years after such an attack

occurred.'*

Soil samples were gathered fi-om the 1988 bombing sites and then

delivered to a British laboratory. Chemists at Porton Down found traces of

mustard gas and Sarin. Dr. Graham Pearson, director of the British Chemical

and Biological Defence Establishment, verified these results and confirmed the

"Steven R Bowman, Congressional Research Service Issue Brief: Chemical Weapons
Proliferation: Issues for Congress. 1B90084 (Washmgton, DC: Congressional Research

Service, Foreign Affairs and Defense Division. Updated August 17, 1993) 2.

"
"Washington Dateline: Group Offers Evidence Iraq Used Poison Gas Against Own

People," Associated Press (April 29, 1993), PM Cycle; Deborah Zabarenko, "Scientists: Lab

Shows Iraq Used Poison Gas on Kurds," Reuters (April 29. 1993). EC Cycle.

"
Ibid.

'°
Ibid.
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samples were taken from bomb craters near the northern Iraqi village of Biijinni

in June 1992. The byproducts of the breakdown of these poisons are so specific

that they provide a "unique fingerprint" in chemical analysis that points directly

to a poison gas attack."

An earlier attack had been reported on March 17, 1988 on the village of

Halabja. Amnesty International reported that chemical weapons were used in an

attack by Iraq, in which "some 5,000 Kurds were killed within an hour."'*

A U.N. team sent to investigate the attack found evidence of chemical weapons,

although they did not rule on who carried out the attack on the town, which had

been occupied by Iran since mid-March.
'^

On September 26, 1993, Shiite rebels living in the southern Iraqi

marshlands reported an early morning shelling attack by Iraqi forces. The

eyewitnesses, who spoke with a New York Times reporter, mentioned that the

shells landed with a thud "and not the usual explosion" sending up white

clouds. The artillery attack was followed by a ground assault by Iraqi troops

who were equipped with gas masks.
*°

A Shiite rebel claimed that upon entering one of the Iraqi armored

personnel carriers they found battle orders calling for a chemical attack. Rebel

leaders provided a copy of the captured orders. Written in Arabic on the

twenty-sixth of September, the orders, numbered 1-15, instructed the Iraqi

soldiers to use chemical weapons to "retake the village" and that "each soldier

must be instructed on how to respond during the chemical attack."*'

""Bntish Lab Shows Iraq Used Poison Gas on Kurds," Associated Press. Press Newsfile

(April 29, 1993).

"
Patricia Dibsie, "Kurds Demonstrate in Memory of 5,000 Killed by Iraqi Weapons,"

San Diego Union Tnbune. (March 18, 1994).

""Iraq Says it Has Launched a New Offensive Against Iran," Reuters. (May 28, 1988),

P M Cycle

Chris Hedges, "In a Remote Southern Marsh, Iraq is Strangling the Shiites," New York

Times (November 16, 1993), A 1

*'lb.d.
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After the attack, some villagers returned for their belongings, but there

was nothing left. They discovered that trees and plants had withered and

yellowed. Furthermore, "the cats, the dogs, the birds and even the water snakes

had died. But for some reason the victims had been removed by the troops.

We saw no bodies."*^

In November 1993, a nine-member U.N. inspection team arrived to take

samples from the area of the alleged chemical attack. The results of the

inspection were inconclusive.

It is also suspected that Iraq may have used biological agents

(mycotoxins) during the 1984 attack on Majnoon Island, during the Iran-Iraq

War, and in 1988 against the Kurds (cholera and typhus). However, no medical

verification of Iraqi use of biological warfare agents yet exists."

The above docimiented instances of chemical weapons use (and suspected

use) against Iranians, Kurds, and Shiites undermine Department of Defense

assertions that Iraq may not have used these weapons against Coalition forces

because they "feared contamination of their own men."*' Marine Brigadier

General Richard Neil said that prisoner debriefings of Persian Gulf War EPWs
had "yielded the impression that the Iraqis were not comfortable operating in a

chemical environment,...and... Iraqi soldiers had poor chemical protection

equipment of their own."
*^

Lt. General Thomas Kelly stated in a press briefing

that "the Iraqi Army was very uncomfortable, we are finding out from the

POWs, about the use of chemical weapons because they are not familiar with

«^rb.d.

Thomas Hargrove, "Doctors Say Gulf War Vets Gasses: Biological Weapons Believed

Responsible for Mysterious Ailments of Returned US Troops," San Francisco Examiner

(November 17, 1993), A7;H. Kadivar and S.C. Adams, "Treatment of Chemical and

Biological Warfare Injuries; Insights Derived From the 1984 Attack on Majnoon Island,"

Military Medicme. (Apnl 1991). I7I-7. A. Heyndnckx, "Chemical Warfare Injuries," The
Lancet. Vol. 337 (February 16. 1991)..

"Tony Walker, "The Gulf Ceasefire; Formal Ceasefire Talks to Begin Soon ~ Victors

Will Meet Vanquished Amid Claims of Truce Violations, Financial Times. (March 2, 1991)

'"Ann Deuroy and Gtiy Gugliotta, "Bush to Move Fast on Mideast Peace, Ceasefire Talks

Delayed by Technical Details'." Washington Post. (March 2, 1991), Al.
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it."
*^

However, as the preceding paragraphs make clear, the Iraqi

Army had operational experience with the use of these weapons, unHke their

American counterparts.

"
Federal News Service. Department of Defense Regular Briefing (March 4, 1991).
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Gulf War Syndrome: The Case for CHEMiCAiyBiOLOGiCAL Agent
Exposure

As the preceding sections of this report make clear, the Government of

Iraq possessed a large and sophisticated chemical and biological weapons

production complex. Iraq's army, organized and equipped along Soviet lines,

also appeared to employ Soviet chemical warfare doctrine, which advocated the

use of mixed agent warfare. Iraq used these weapons against its own people in

the 1980's, and possibly again in 1993. It should not be surprising that Baghdad

would also use every weapon in its arsenal against the much more serious threat

to its own survival posed by the massed Coalition forces. Additionally, the

release of chemical and biological agents as a result of Coalition bombing
should have been expected by the Allied forces, based upon their own doctrine

regarding the dispersal of chemical agents.

Several theories have been put forward to explain the cause(s) of Gulf

War Syndrome. Most of them lack credibility because they do not explain

transmission of similar symptoms across a broad and dissimilar population

whose only commonality was the service of a family member in the Persian

Gulf theater of operations or contact with materiel returned from that venue.

Meanwhile, the passage of over three years since the appearance of the first

symptoms, and the inability of the Departments of Defense and Veterans Affairs

to find a cause, suggests that the illnesses may be caused by something that

these institutions have not examined. Further, the absence of credible and

verifiable published scientific research on the syndrome by these agencies,

providing specifics of the types of laboratory research that have been conducted,

case histories, and methodologies used, leaves each interested scientist in the

dark as to what diagnostic processes have been attempted and which have failed.

There is a growing body of evidence, outlined in detail below, which

supports the claims of Gulf War veterans that exposure to chemical and/or

biological warfare agents may be the cause of the complex of illnesses they

currentiy suffer. There appear to be four primary sources of exposure:

1) as a result of direct attack, via missile, rocket, artillery, or aircraft munitions;

2) as a result of intermittent low-level exposure to fallout from Coalition

bombing of Iraqi chemical and biological warfare plants and munitions bunkers;

3) as a result of administration of a nerve agent pre-treatment drug that acts in a

manner similar to actual nerve agent; and, 4) as a result of continuing contact
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with the Iraqi enemy prisoners of war (EPWs). In addition, there appear to be

two secondary sources of exposure; 1) exposure to occupational/environmental
hazards in Southwest Asia and to contaminated materiel returned from the

theater of operations, and 2) transmission among family members. Exposure to

endemic diseases and illnesses and diseases must also be thoroughly researched.

Himdreds of Gulf War veterans have been interviewed by the Committee

staff. The events cited below are included because the veterans reporting them

could remember approximately when they occurred, or because there were

multiple independent confirming sources. A map showing the location of these

events appears at the end of this section.

Chapter 2. Group I Exposures: Reported Direct Exposure Events

A number of direct exposure events are described below as reported by
members of the U.S. Armed Forces who served in the Gulf War. Not every

detail can be verified by multiple sources to date, but additional data from

unofficial and imrelated sources continue to bolster initial accoimts of events

best explained as missile and rocket attacks or aerial explosions. Units located

in areas where these events occurred are reporting high rates of illnesses. The

areas in which these events occurred were key logistic and staging areas, as well

as those areas which were breached diuing the liberation of Kuwait. Many
veterans of these units have reported seeing large numbers of dead or dying
animals in the area after the attacks; one veteran noted that "all the insects were

dead too."

Department of Defense conclusions that no chemical or biological attacks

occurred seem to be based on the assumption that there was no significant

evidence of immediate chemical and biological casualties. However, since one

of the primary goals of a biological attack is to debilitate your adversary's

forces, while retaining a high degree of deniability, and since many of those

interviewed describe both immediate physical reactions and long-term

debilitating effects, the issue of what these individuals may have been exposed
to becomes highly critical.
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Event 1:

Januai> 17, 1991, eariy moniing hoim
Cement City

Mr. Willie Hicks, then with the 644th Ordinance Company, was serving

as the non-commissioned officer in charge of arms and ammunitions shipments.

Staff Sergeant Hicks has testified before the Senate Committee on Armed
Services' Subcommittee for Force Structure and Personnel that, at about 2:30a.m.

on January 17, 1991, he heard a loud explosion, which was followed by a

sounding of alarms. As Hicks was running to the bunker, his face began to

bum. One member of the unit "just dropped." About ten minutes later,

according to Hicks, the unit's first sergeant came by and told members of the

unit to go to the highest level of alert. The unit remamed at that level for 24

hours.

Two or three days later. Hicks began feeling ill and noticed blood in his

urine. Several other members of the unit began experiencing "problems" with

their rectums. Hicks testified that when members of the unit began to question

what had happened, they were ordered by their commanding officer not to

discuss it. Of the unit's 110 soldiers, 85 now suffer fi"om medical problems, and

one, Staff Sergeant Bayle, who Hicks described as having been in good physical

shape, has inexplicably died. Hicks described another member of the unit. Staff

Sergeant Heal, as being seriously incapacitated.

Hicks, a former teacher and Vietnam veteran, carries a notebook with him

everywhere. He claims to have a severe problem with memory loss. He quit his

job because he kept passmg out and getting lost on the way to work. Other

symptoms being suffered by Mr. Hicks include headaches, blood in his urine,

insomnia, joint and muscle pain, deteriorating vision, loss of mobility in his left

arm, night sweats, and diarrhea (sometimes bloody). His illness has been

classified by the Veterans Administration as post traumatic stress disorder.
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Event 2:

January 19, 1991, eariy morning hours.

Camp 13, 6-7 miles west of Port of Jubayl, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

(Although some individuals reported this event as taking place on Januatv' 20,

documentary evidence indicates that it took place on the 19th.)

^Vitness 01: Petty Officer Sterling Symms, then assigned to the Naval Reserve

Construction Battalion 24, in an area south of the Kuwaiti border, testified

before the Senate Armed Services Committee that between 2:00a.m. and

3:00a.m. on January 20, 1991, there was a "real bad explosion" overhead. The

alarms went off and everybody started running towards their bunkers. Petty

Officer Symms said there was a sharp odor of ammonia in the air. His eyes

burned and his skin stung His unit donned full chemical gear for nearly two

hours until the "all clear" was given.'

Later, according to Symms, members of the unit were advised that what

they heard was a sonic boom. Petty Officer Symms said that he did not believe

that it was a sonic boom because there was also a "fireball" associated with the

explosion. Members of the unit were ordered not to discuss the incident. Petty

Officer Symms says he has since experienced fatigue, sore joints, running nose,

a chronic severe rash, and open sores which have been diagnosed as an "itching

problem." He has also been treated for streptococcus infections. In his

testimony, Symms stated that 4 or 5 other members of his unit and two of their

wives have been treated for similar infections.^

Witness 02: Mike Moore, assigned to the same unit as Symms, also reported

that on January 20, 1991, at about 3a.m., he was awakened by a double

explosion. As the sound of the explosion faded the alarms went off. The unit

intercom aimounced "Go to MOPP level 4." Everyone in the tent put on their

gas gear and went to the bunker. They stayed at MOPP level 4 until about

7a.m.. Later that day or the next, everyone's chemical suits and masks were

collected and replaced. According to Mr. Moore, he was told the explosion was

Testimony before the Senate Committee on Armed Services, Subcommittee on Force

Structure and Personnel (June 30, 1993)

^Ibid.
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a sonic boom, to quit worrying about it, and to get back to work. Mr. Moore

said that he later heard that what he heard was an incoming SCUD, but he also

heard rumors that a Iraqi MIG was shot down in the area that night.

Mr. Moore said that he did not feel a spray or smell ammonia. He had no

stinging or numb lips. Since returning home from the Gulf, he has suffered a

severe thyroid problem, a heart attack, memory loss, tired and aching joints,

rashes on his feet, nervousness, and muscle cramps, although he reported no

bleeding. According to Mr. Moore, he has had about ten blood tests and two

sets of x-rays performed at the Tuskeegee, Alabama, Veterans Affairs Medical

Center. In past calls to the Tuskeegee, Alabama, VAMC, however, he had been

told that there is no information in his record.

In February 1992, Mr. Moore's daughter began developing a thyroid

problem and has been suffering from nervousness, headaches, and fatigue.

Over the last year, his wife has begun to develop these symptoms as well.

There is no history of thyroid problems in family.

Witness 03: Mr. William Larry Kay was an electrician assigned to Naval

Mobile Construction Battalion 24. He was also assigned to Camp 13. On

January 20, 1991, Mr. Kay heard two "booms", shaking the whole building.

Sirens began going off. The camp intercom aimounced "confirmed mustard gas
-

- go to MOPP level 4." Mr. Kay was at the Recreation Center when the blasts

occurred. He had fallen asleep. He went outside and put his gas mask on. It

immediately filled with fiimes. He recalls that it smelled like ammonia. Mr.

Kay has been a member of a Hazmat (Hazardous Materials) team of the fire

department in Columbus, Georgia; he said the strong smell of ammonia is

unusual in an open area. There was an ammonia plant nearby, but he had never

smelled such a strong odor of ammonia in the area. He reported to his

assigned bunker. Each member of the unit had a duty during these attacks ~

Mr. Kay was assigned to a decontamination team. There were other people

assigned to test for chemical contamination. A radio call came in for these

people to check for gas. Then, almost immediately, the intercom announced "all

clear."

Mr. Kay said that after the incident, in response to questions from the unit

as to what had occurred, the unit Commanding Officer said "Have you ever

heard of a sonic boom?" When members of the unit continued to question the
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unit commanders about what had occurred, they were ordered not to discuss the

incident.

Witness 04: Mr. Terry Avery of Salem, Alabama worked on utilities for Naval

Mobile Construction Battalion 24, and was also assigned to Camp 13. During
the night of January 20, 1991, Mr. Avery said that he heard a double explosion.

The alert siren went off. He put on his gas mask and went to the bunker. While

in the bunker, his unit received the command to go to MOPP level 4 over the

camp loudspeaker. He put on his chemical suit. Mr. Avery said he was almost

completely dressed when they announced "all clear." He left the bunker and

returned to his tent.

Mr. Avery was later told by his Master Chief that the noise he heard was

just a sonic boom. A veteran of Vietnam who had heard sonic booms before,

Mr. Avery felt that it was not a sonic boom, but he never got a good answer

about the explosion. He reported that the rumor going around the camp was

that an enemy plane had been shot down over the desert.

Late in the summer of 1991, Mr. Avery began feeling tired and having
headaches. He saw a private doctor, who said he was probably working too

hard in the sun. He says he does not think he is as ill as the rest of the men in

his unit (NMCB24). He feels that he has leveled out, but he still has good days
and bad days. He currently suffers from fatigue, headaches, weight gain,

itching, muscle and joint pains, and memory loss (inability to concentrate).

His wife is also ill. Mr. Avery feels that she is more ill than he is. She

has an enlarged spleen, an enlarged liver and abnormal liver fimctions, joint

pains, night sweats, fatigue, stomach problems, itching, and rashes, but has not

complained of memory loss. Two of his children are also complaining of

headaches, joint pain, and abdominal pains. His 13-year-old daughter was

diagnosed as having mononucleosis. She also has sinus infections, and throat

pains from the sinus drainage. His 11 -year-old son has had rashes, headaches,

joint pain, itching, sinus and throat infections, and fevers.

Witness 05: The following are excerpts from one of two letters written by a

U.S. serviceman present at Camp 13 during the Januaiy 19, 1991 incident. This

individual has been interviewed by U.S. Senate professional staff . These
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original letters confimi the actual events of that morning. This individual has

requested confidentiality. The original letters have been retained as evidence.

"8:00 pm
19 Jan 91

Dear Mom,

I just talked to you on the phone. I really didn't want to call you and tell

you about the SCUD missile/gas attack so you wouldn't worry, but 1 really

needed to hear a familiar voice. .I'm trying like hell to keep my mind off the

fact that It's night time again, and we could get hit again.

Mom, I can deal with getting shot at, because I can fight back and even if

I got hit, 1 can be put back together, a missile, on the other hand, doesn't work
like that, but I can even accept that. But gas scares the hell out of me. I know
how to put on the protective suits and gear, but it's the thought. Once the

missile hit (without warning!) we were so busy getting dressed in our chemical

suits we never had time for it to sink in and be scared. I was proud of all of us

because no one fi-oze up - we all responded like we'd been trained to, but after

we got suited up, we had to sit there and force ourselves to breath slow and try

and cool down - the suits are very hot. It's hard to slow your breathing when

your heart's beating a million times a minute... [a] fire team [went] out

and... patrolled the camp and checked all of the towers. The rest of the camp
were in their bunkers except security and the chemical detection teams. 1 know

they detected a cloud of dusty mustard gas because 1 was there with them, but

today everyone denies it. I was there when they radioed the other camps north

of us and warned them of the cloud... I talked to the look-outs that saw the air

burst and cloud and had to stay with them for a few minutes to try and calm
them down even though 1 was just as scared (probably more!). Jubail is South

East of us, and that's where the Scud hit that was confirmed, but the air burst

my guys saw was only 200+ yards west of us. I don't know what that was, but

that's where most of the gas came from 1 think. But the wind was almost

blowing due North. I probably won't sleep much tonight, but at least I'll be able

to respond faster..."

In the interview with Senate staff, the individual said that during patrols
around Camp 13 in the days just after the mcident he wrote about, he observed
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many animals that were either sick or dead. He also confirmed that after the

attack, their chemical protective gear was replaced.

Witness 06: Mr. Mike Tidd was assigned to perform security duties with Naval

Mobile Construction Battalion 24. He currently suffers from jomt aches and

pains, sinus infections, diarrhea, urinary urgency and frequency, rashes, small

mosquito bite-like sores, heartburn, dizziness, occasional low temperatures,

occasional night sweats, and chronic fatigue. Mr.Tidd kept a log while in Saudi

Arabia.

According to his log, on January 19, a little past 0330hrs, Mr. Tidd was

sitting on Tower 6 when all of a sudden, there was a double boom off to the

northwest of the camp, accompanied by a bright flash of light. Within minutes,

the general quarters alarm sounded. Mr. Tidd's unit first donned their gas masks

and ponchos, and then, minutes later, the call came to go to MOPP level 4. At

about 0600hrs, the "all clear" was sounded.

While Mr. Tidd heard the bang and saw the flash, which he described as

being fairly close, he does not recall seeing a cloud. He said that he did not

experience any symptoms, but attributes that to having been in a covered guard

tower about 20 feet off the ground with a 3' visibility area.

Event 3:

Januaiy 19, 1991, eariy moniing hoim (possibly Januaiy 20).

King Abdul Aziz Naval Air Station (NMCB24-Air Det), 3 miles south of Port

of ^bayl, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Witness 01: Mr. Larry Perry, of North Carolina, was a naval construction

worker stationed near the port city of Al-Jubayl, at King Abdul Aziz Naval Air

Station. He says the explosion on Januaiy 20, 1991 sent his entire unit running

for the bomb shelter. When they emerged in their gas masks, they were

enveloped by a mist.

Witness 02: Mr. Fred Willoughby of Columbus, Georgia was with Naval

Mobile Construction Battalion 24 - Air Det. He currently suffers from

headaches, diarrhea, aching joints, blood shot eyes, bloat, intestinal problems.
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and chronic fatigue. He has had a polyp removed from his colon, and suffered

from rectal bleedmg in 1992.

Mr. Willoughby has reported that on January 20, 1991, at about 3-4a.m.,

he was "hanging out" outside his tent when he heard a long, loud explosion.

Shortly thereafter, a siren sounded and he went inside the tent to get his gas

mask. By the time he came out, people were yelling 'MOPP 4, MOPP 4, not a

drill'. Immediately, his mouth, lips, and face became numb all over, a sensation

he likened to novocaine at the dentist's office. He was in the bunker for about

an hour or an hour and a half When he came out of the bunker, he and the

others in the unit were told by the officers and chiefs that what they had heard

was just a sonic boom. The next day, the imit was told not to talk about it. But

the unit's MOPP gear was collected and replaced the next morning. Mr.

Willoughby also heard that an enemy aircraft was shot down in the Gulf, not far

from the base.

His wife has begun exhibiting similar symptoms, including fatigue,

diarrhea, and aching joints.

Witness 03: Roy Morrow of Phenix City, Alabama was a builder with

NMCB24 and was assigned to the Air Detachment at King Abdul Aziz Stadium.

On January 20, 1991, he heard two explosions between 3:00-3;30a.m.. He was
awakened and went to the bunker. The unit went to MOPP level 2 for 25-30

minutes. The "all clear" was then given. When he exited the bunker, Mr.

Morrow noticed the Marines running and screaming "MOPP level 4." The siren

sounded again. He began to feel a burning sensation on his arms, legs, the back

of his neck, and on his ears and face. His lips felt numb. His unit went to ftill

MOPP level 4. Right before he went to the bunker the second time, Mr.

Morrow saw a flash at the commercial port of Al-Jubayl. He had a radio in the

bunker, and heard a call for the decontamination teams to respond.

BU2 Edwards was the head of the decontamination team in Mr.

Morrow's unit. According to Mr. Morrow, BU2 Edwards said the next day that

mustard gas and lewisite had been detected. When they began to discuss it,

according to Mr. Morrow, the unit was told that the two explosions were a sonic

boom, and they were ordered not to talk about it any more. The next day, all of

their chemical gear was collected and replaced with new equipment.
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The numbness experienced by Mr. Morrow remained for at least a week.

Within two to three days after the incident, imit members began to suffer from

rashes, diarrhea, and fatigue. The aching joints began a couple of weeks later

Mr Morrow's symptoms have been getting progressively worse until the present

time. He cuirently suffers from swollen lymph nodes, fatigue, diarrhea, night

sweats, low grade temperature, weight loss, aching joints, muscle cramps, rashes

(transient) blisters, welts (2-3 times a month), permanent hand rash, and short-

term memory loss.

Witness 04: Mr. Harold Jerome Edwards, the chemical NCO in charge of the

Nuclear/Biological/Chemical team for the Naval Mobile Construction Battalion

24 Air Detachment at the King Abdul Aziz Naval Air Station was interviewed

by U.S. Senate staff on January 13, 1994. During that interview Mr. Edwards

said that he conducted three M-256 tests for chemical agents on the evening of

this event. According to Edwards, two of the three tests he conducted were

positive for chemical blister agent. He said that the negative test was conducted

in an area in between a number of rows of tents. He also said that he reported

this information to his unit commander. In addition, Mr. Edwards said that a

member of the unit, Tom Muse, blistered in the area under his watch during this

event. The "all clear" was given from a higher command. Mr. Edwards was

called out to serve on a chemical decontamination team that day. He said that

the Mark 12 decontamination unit assigned to the team was inoperative and that

he was assigned to take out a 500 gallon water truck and stand by to

decontaminate incoming personnel. According to Mr. Edwards, no one was

decontaminated by his team. He said that this was the only time he was called

out on this type of mission throughout the entire war.

Other Information Regaiding the Detection of Chemical Agents at Jubayl.

Ken Allison, then a Lance Corporal with the 174th Marine Wing Support

Squadron, Group 37, was deUvering supplies to Jubayl Airfield. During an

interview with Senate staff, he reported that sometime during his deployment

there, possibly in January 1991, he saw a sign posted on a guard shack at the

airfield's southern gate. The sign warned: that the area had tested positive for

chemicals; make sure your MOPP gear was ready; and that when the alarms go
off it is for real. Although he did not recall the exact wording on the sign, he

remembered the content clearly.
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In addition, a number of British military' personnel suffering from Gulf

War S>Tidrome who were stationed near the Port of Jubayl have come forward

and have described similar events.

Event 4:

Late Febnian 1991

"Lx)g Base Chailie", 7 miles from the Iraqi bonder near Rafha

Wtness 01: Ms. Valerie Sweatman from Columbia, South Carolina, was

serving as a telecommimications specialist with the U.S. Army, assigned to the

2nd MASH Hospital. Ms. Sweatman recalls that pnor to moving to "Log Base

Orange" in Iraq during the ground war, her unit packed up their equipment at

"Log Base Charlie." "Log Base Charlie" was located about 7 miles from the

Iraqi border, near Rafha. One night in late Febmarv' 1991, she was awakened

by a sergeant and was told there was a chemical alert and to go to MOPP level

4. She put on her MOPP suit and mask and began going outside while she was

still puttmg on her gloves. Her unit stayed at MOPP level 4 for 1-2 hours. That

night, she heard that at least one soldier had come into the hospital showing

symptoms of nerve agent exposure. She was told that there was a SCUD alert

that night. She did not, however, hear any explosion. The morning after this

incident, Ms. Sweatman's hands were itching from the wnsts on down. She had

developed little blisters which went away about a week later She was treated

with omtments and benadryl for a "skin condition."

Ms. Sweatman had heard the chemical alarms go off on other occasions

prior to the incident reported above. She was the night telecoimnunications

NCO for her unit, and heard alarms sounding during the first nights of the air

war, when her unit was assigned to King Khalid Military City (KKMC). On
one occasion during this period, she heard a blast and felt a mist in the same

area. After this incident she experienced nausea, diarrhea, and bloody stools.

Her unit began taking the nerve agent pre-treatment pills (NAPP) after these

earlier alarms. Although the alarms sounded, the NBC NCO claimed that they

were soundmg because the alarm equipment had bad batteries and not because

of chemicals.

Ms. Sweatman currently suffers from headaches, exhaustion, fatigue,

memory loss, nausea, muscle and joint pains, rectal and vaginal bleeding, and
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rashes. She has been diagnosed as having arthritis, headaches, and post

traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

Event 5:

Eariy Febniaiy 1991

In the Desert Between Hafir Al Batin and King Khalid Militaiy City, Northern

Saudi Arabia

Witness 01: Ms. Michelle Hanlon of Killeen, Texas was assigned to the 1st

Cavalry Division as a communications specialist. On February 14, 1991, during

lunch, she heard an explosion overhead. She thought at the time that it was a

Scud being intercepted by a Patriot missile and thought nothing more of it.

On another occasion, when her unit was assigned to a field base near

Hafir Al Batin, she recalled that one night, the night air breeze made her eyes

begin to water. She immediately put on her gas mask and thought nothing more

of the incident. She also reported that on a number of days, she could actually

smell sulfiu- from the Coalition bombings of Iraqi chemical plants during the air

war.

She is currentiy suffering from intestinal problems, hemorrhoids,

occasional fatigue, a rash on her finger (like littie water blisters under the skin),

cervical infections which coincide with intestinal problems, and some memory
loss. She feels that she is becoming progressively more ill. Her rash has been

diagnosed as eczema and has been treated with antibiotics. She is 23 years old.

Her child, now 16 months old, has been getting fevers, yeast infections, rectal

and penile discolorations.

Witness 02: Mr. Richard Voss was with the 207th Military Intelligence Brigade

assigned to the 1st Infantry Division. Mr. Voss recalled witoessing what

appeared to be a missile attack while stuck in slow-moving traffic heading west

toward Hafir Al Batin on Tapline Road in early February 1991. Mr. Voss

reports that sometime between noon and 4:00 p.m., he watched the missile,

coming in from the north-northeast, impact to the east of Hafir Al Batin, about

one mile away from his vehicle. He saw a large daric brown cloud rise up.

Within two or three minutes, MPs came by giving the gas alert signal. He
recalled that the wind was blowing from the north or northeast at the time of the
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incident. He continued to drive in traffic in MOPP gear for about

1-1/2 - 2 hours past Hafir Al Batin toward an assembly area. He got the "all

clear" when he got near Log Base Echo.

Currently, Mr. Voss suffers from headaches, occasional fatigue, joint and

muscle pain, memory loss/inability to concentrate, urinary urgency, dizziness,

photosensitivity, shortness of breath, rashes, recurring walking pneumonia, chest

pains, numbness, and severe joint pains in both wrists and hands. His wife

suffers from recurring yeast infections, menstrual irregularities, rashes, fatigue,

muscle pain, and severe joint pain in her wrists.

Witness 03: Ms. Patricia Williams of Nolanville, Texas was assigned to the 1st

Calvary Division, near Hafir Al Batin, as a civilian mechanic. One late

afternoon in mid-February, she recalled an explosion somewhere in the desert.

She described it as a very powerful explosion that she both heard and felt. To
her knowledge, no chemical alarms had been set up. Coincidentally, her unit

was told that they were going to have a chemical practice; they were told to put
on their chemical gear. They were kept at MOPP level 4 for about twenty

minutes, but told that this was just a practice. They were also told that the

sound they had just heard was a sonic boom. Five civilians were so fiightened

that they departed that night. She reports that of the forty people originally in

her unit, only half are left. She said the rest were so scared that they went

home. Ms. Williams said that she did not get sick in the Persian Gulf until this

incident. After this incident, she experienced headaches, diarrhea, and

photosensitivity.

Ms. Williams currently suffers from headaches, fatigue, joint and muscle

pain, memory loss, lumps on her arms and neck, night sweats, insomnia, urinary

urgency, diarrhea, photosensitivity, gastrointestinal problems, deteriorating

vision, shortness of breath, coughing, thyroid problems, abnormal hair loss,

swollen lymph nodes, sinusitis, and chest pains. She is forty-four years old.

Witness 04; A confidential source told Senate staff that, on February 14, he

was in traffic between KKMC and Hafir Al Batin, near KKMC. Although he

did not see or hear this event himself. Military Police with whom he spoke
while in traffic told him that a Scud had been shot down near Hafir Al Batin.

He was told that it was nothing to worry about. No one around him went to

MOPP.
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Event 6:

Febnian 22, 1991, late afternoon oreaiiy evening.

Near King Khalid Militai> City (KKMC), Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Witness 01: Charlene Harmon Davis was a medical secretary with the 34th

Aeromedical Patient Staging Station at KKMC. She reported that, on

February 22, she was getting ready for work (her shift began at 7:00 p.m.) when
three of what she believed to be Scud missiles were intercepted over KKMC by
Patnot missiles. Ms. Davis recalls that the chemical alarms went off. After

these explosions, her face, eyes, and throat began to bum, her nose began to

run, and she began to feel nauseous. There was a fiumy taste in her mouth.

These immediate symptoms lasted for about twenty minutes, but she has gotten

progressively more ill since that incident. When she sought medical attention

after this event, the doctor told her that she might have had a contaminated gas

mask, that the mask might have been contaminated by a previous user Ms.

Davis, however, said that she knew she was the first user of the mask because

she broke the seal on it.

Ms. Davis currently suffers fi^om migraine headaches, patellar syndrome,
seborrheic dermatitis, hip pain, hair loss, insomnia, nightsweats, nightmares,

numbness in toes, fatigue, joint and muscle pain, gastrointestinal problems, and

dizziness. She also suffers recurring rashes which she says began after the first

explosion, believed to be a Scud missile attack, occurred near her location a few

days after the beginning of the air war. Ms. Davis reports that these rashes

continue to be a problem to this day. She has advised Senate staff that she is

extremely concerned about her health as well as her prognosis. She is twenty-

eight years old.

Witness 02: David Pena was a mechanic with the 63 Army Reserve Command
(ARCOM), attached to the 3rd Armor Division. He was stationed at Camp
Texas, near KKMC. He reports that on approximately February 22, 1991, he

was leaving a meeting at about 5:30 p.m. when he heard an explosion, and saw

a cloud. His imit went to MOP? level 4 for 1.5 - 2 hours. Mr. Pena recalls that

he became nauseous and had blurry vision. He felt very tired for the rest of the

night. He recalled that several others in his unit also became nauseous and

three or four others also became very tired. Two weeks later, at his
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redeployment examination in Kuwait, he was told that he had developed

hypertension.

Mr. Pena currently suffers from rashes over 80% of his body, respiratory

problems, severe headaches, hypertension, vision problems, memory loss, muscle

and joint pain, diarrhea, hair loss, insomnia, and chronic fatigue. He has been

diagnosed with nerve damage to the back of the head, blurred vision, lung

disease, and skin problems.

Event 7:

Approximately January- 20, 1991, eariy morning (pre-dawn houre).

Vicinit> of King Fahd Intemational Aiiport

Mr. Rocky Gallegos was a Lance Corporal with Bravo Battery, 2nd Light

Anti-Aircraft Missile Battalion. He observed what he believed to be a Scud

missile shot out of the sky almost directly overhead by a Patriot missile while

on the midnight-5:00 a.m. guard duty shift on approximately January 20. He

reported that the explosion "blossomed like a flower." According to Mr.

Gallegos, it exploded again when it hit the ground. Mr. Gallegos said that after

the explosion he experienced a "very strong raunchy taste, like very bitter burnt

toast" in his mouth. He also began experiencing headaches, nausea, diarrhea,

and sensitivity to bright lights almost immediately after the attack. He did not

hear the chemical alarms go off immediately. Approximately 10 minutes later,

however, the alert alarms sounded and they were ordered to put on their masks.

Mr. Gallegos remained at his post until approximately 4:00 a.m., when he

along with a lieutenant, a staff sergeant, and three other enlisted personnel, went

on a patrol to investigate the incident. They drove in the general direction of

the explosion, but were not able to find evidence of impact.

Mr. Gallegos remained outside until daylight, when he noticed that his

hands were tingling and looked as though they were sunburned. During the

events of the early morning, his hands had been the only exposed area; his face

was covered by a hood, scarf, and glasses, but he removed his gloves to smoke

a cigarette.
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Later that morning, about a half hour after they returned from the patrol,

Mr. Gallegos was assigned to drive the NBC NCO to check all of the chemical

detection units. At the fourth or fifth unit, the NBC NCO came back with

something written on a piece of paper. He shoved the piece of paper in his

pocket and told Mr. Gallegos: "get me back to camp -- Now!" Mr. Gallegos

described him as "very excited about something," but when questioned, the NBC
NCO told Mr. Gallegos that it was none of his business.

Two days later, they again went out to patrol the area where the explosion

occurred. According to Mr. Gallegos, they saw at least half a dozen dead sheep

and a couple of camels that appeared to be very sick.

Unit officials would not tell Mr. Gallegos what had happened. He said

that they told him that if it was of concern to him they would tell him.

According to Mr. Gallegos, the wind was blowing from the northeast

(soutiiwesterly wind) at the time of the explosions.

Mr. Gallegos continued to suffer headaches, nausea, diarrhea, and

photosensitivity during his tour of duty in the Saudi Arabia. He became more

seriously ill about two weeks before leaving Saudi Arabia. He also suffers from

sinus infections (bleeding), narcolepsy, blackouts, dizziness, rashes, hair loss,

joint pain in his knees, elbows, and hands, dental problems, muscle pains and

spasms, fatigue, night sweats, insomnia, nightmares, and blurred vision. Since

his return from the Persian Gulf, his wife Laurie has had bladder surgery, mitral

valve prolapse, disrupted menstruation, headaches, yeast infections, and a

swollen thyroid. Her physician recently refiised to continue treating her,

according to Mr. Gallegos, telling her that she was so sick that he did not

believe he could help her.

Event 8:

Eariy in the "Air War" -Approximately Januaiy 20, 1991

Dhahran, IGngdom of Saudi Arabia

Witness 01 : Ms. Patrecia Browning of New London, North Carolina, then a

Staff Sergeant assigned to the 227th Transportation Company, was at Khobar

Towers in Dhahran when a Patriot missile intercepted what she believed to be a

Scud missile directly overhead. Her unit went to MOPP level 4 for 3-1/2 - 4
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hours. Ms. Browning said that her eyes began to bum, and she smelled a strong
odor that reminded her of ammonia. Shortly afterwards she broke out in a rash

and began experiencing headaches, nausea, vomiting, and sensitivity to bright

lights.

Ms. Browning also reports that she received the anthrax vaccine and the

pyridostigmine bromide anti-nerve agent pretreatment pills. She reported that

when the latter caused her to have episodes of bloody vomiting, she was told to

cut the pills in half The vomiting did not stop, however, until she stopped

taking the pill.

Ms. Browning, who is thirty-seven years old, currently suffers from

memory loss, severe recumng headaches, fatigue, joint and muscle pain,

recurring rashes, night sweats, sleepiness, diarrhea, gastrointestinal problems,

dizziness, blurry vision and photosensitivity, coughing and shortness of breath,

two duodenal ulcers, chest pains, heart arrhythmia, and erratic blood pressure.

She said that many of these symptoms originated while she was still in Saudi

Arabia.

Witness 02: Mr. Randall Vallee, a Sergeant with the 1113th Transportation

Company, was at the "Expo," just north of Dhahran on January 20. He said that

he remembers this incident well because it was the first time he came under
attack. He heard two or three explosions and felt the concussion. He was
outside at the time, with approximately fifteen others, getting ready to move to

Tent City. It was nighttime, although he did not remember the exact time.

They ran for cover in school buses parked nearby, but then officers began
yelling at everyone to get back into the Expo center and go to MOPP level 4

immediately. While running back to the building, he recalled that the air raid

sirens were not going off, but there were other alarms going off in the distance.

He stated that he "did not think the alarms he heard were chemical alarms

because he had been told that the chemical alarms didn't work; that they were

just set up because it was standard operating procedure to have them." The air

raid sirens went off after he got into the building. Once in the building, he put
his chemical gear on and sat down. He recalled becoming nauseous, weak,

dizzy, sweating profiisely, his head throbbing, and becoming very, very thirsty,

as though he were dehydrated. He stated that his vision became blurry, but at

the time he thought it was either because of his mask or his sweating. The

blurry vision didn't last long; the headache and nausea lasted about twenty
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minutes, and he continued to feel weak and dizzy for about forty-five minutes.

When he went outside, after the all clear was given, he immediately noticed a

"very suffocating smell, as though there wasn't enough air to breath," "kind of

like ammonia, but very strong." He recalled others commenting on the smell,

which dissipated soon.

Afterwards, he took the nerve agent pre-treatment pill and boarded his bus

for Tent City. Mr. Vallee recalled several attacks and the smell of ammonia

several times while at Tent City. He said that the missiles were shot out of the

sky so close to them that the Augments would land between the tents. Although
his unit's chemical suits were used fi'equently, they were never replaced. He
noticed as the days progressed that his chest "started getting tight," and he was

getting "flu symptoms." The nausea, fatigue headaches and respiratory problems

continued off and on. Finally he became "so dizzy that he couldn't walk." He
was diagnosed with an ear infection, and sent home on January 28.

Mr. Vallee currently suffers very severe recurring headaches, fatigue,

respiratory problems, joint pain, memory loss, recurring rashes, depression and

irritability, night sweats, insomnia, blood in his urine, constipation, nausea,

dizziness, shortness of breath and coughing, thyroid problems, flu symptoms,
sinus problems and sensitivity to smells. He always feels cold, and takes

medication for pain. His wife suffers from fatigue, yeast infections and

menstrual irregularities. Mr. Vallee is twenty-seven years old, his wife is

twenty-six.

Event 9:

During ground wai; Task Force Ripper

In September 1993, a copy of an excerpt from "NBC Survivability from a

User's Perspective," by Brigadier General Carlton W. Fulford, Jr., USMC,
Director, Training and Education Division, Marine Corps Combat Development

Command, Quantico, Virginia was received by the Committee. It states: "The

most significant piece of detection equipment was the FOX NBC reconnaissance

system. It demonstrated great detection and analysis capability and quickly

moved. Its only disadvantage is that it looks like the Warsaw Pact BTR-60. To

protect it from fiiendly fire, multiple U.S. markings were placed on the vehicle.

The FOX was used primarily in mine field breaching operations. After the mine
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field was cleared, the FOX was sent through as the lead vehicle. Within

minutes, the FOX could confirm or deny the presence of chemical contamination

in the area. If a CAM alarm sounded while a unit was moving, the FOX was

sent to that location to confirm or deny the CAM'S reading. False CAM alarms

were attributed to the massive numbers of burning oil wells. In the three-day

offensive operation in Kuwait, the CAM alarm sounded four times. In three

cases, the FOX confirmed a false alarm. In the fourth case, the FOX indicated a

lewisite agent. In the opinion of the chemical experts, according to General

Fulford, the lewisite reading was attributed to the burning oil wells.
"
(emphasis

added)

Based on this report, research was done on the method with which the

FOX vehicle detects chemicals. It uses some of the same techniques that field

alarms might employ to detect chemical agents. In addition, however, it takes

multiple air and ground samples and analyzes them using mass spectrometry.

Witness 01: On November 12, 1993, a Committee staff member interviewed

CW03 Joseph Cottrel, the chemical detection supervisor assigned to this vehicle

- a U.S. Marine Corps NBC warrant officer. During the interview, Mr. Cottrel

said that he detected chemical agents on three occasions during the Gulf War.

According to a memorandum written by Mr. Cottrel, "The first detection

occurred near N. 28 degrees, 32 minutes latitude, and E. 47 degrees, 52 minutes

longitude. The FOX vehicle detected blister agents at levels below

IMMEDIATE threat to personnel (levels below ICt50). It was determined at the

time that the rapid movement through the breach sites would not pose a threat to

continued combat operations or require decontamination. Exposure time for

individuals was not tracked or limited."

"The next detection happened the evening of the first day of the ground

attack." (Note: Since the groimd war began at night, this would have been the

second evening of the ground war.) "As Task Force Ripper held positions

around the Ahmed Al Jaber Airbase (N. 28 degrees, 56 minutes latitude, and E.

47 degrees, 50 minutes longitude), the FOX vehicle detected Lewisite blister

vapors. This report was produced by the vehicle operator and given to myself
I reported the findings to division headquarters and requested directions in

regards to the chemical agent printout. I was told to forward the tape up the

chain of command which I did. A report came back that the FOX had alerted

on the oil smoke. That was checked against the FOX. The computer had
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separated the petroleum compoundfrom the chemical agent The computer tape

has been lost."

The only other detection CW03 Cottrel was aware of occurred around a

bunker complex in the vicinity of N. 29 degrees, 14 minutes latitude, and E. 47

degrees, 54 minutes longitude. The FOX crew was directed to check the area

for chemical mimitions. A report that some chemical vapors were foimd was

reported. Shortly thereafter. Task Force Ripper was ordered back to the division

support area and further detection operations were not carried out by the Task

Force Ripper NBC unit.

Witness 02: According to Sergeant Robert A. Maison, Task Force Ripper
detected chemical agents on the second night of the ground war. Sergeant

Maison reported that as a nuclear, biological, and chemical recon team member,
"our team observed an artillery attack to our northwest, at a distance of

approximately four kilometers. About five to six minutes later an alarm was

sounded by our detection equipment (a mass spectrometer) which is used

specifically for that purpose. Taking into accoimt the wind speeds that we were

encountering (approximately 40 to 50 knots steady) the reading was not

expected to last for a long duration, as it did not (approx. three minutes). The

specific agent detected was lewisite in a concentration considered to produce

casualties but not death."

"A second [detection] occurred while performing an area recon of an

orchard. The second agent type was benzyl-bromide. No liquid contamination

was located but the vapor concentration was of casualty strength and

documented by the specific ion concentration and identity being printed out by
molecular weight on the spectrum analysis printout."

Witness 03: A source who requested confidentiality reported to Senate staff

that, on the second night of the ground war, mustard gas was detected by three

FOX vehicles at Ahmed Al Jaber Airfield.

He stated that, about 4:30 or 5:00 p.m., "gas, gas, gas" came in over the

radio. His unit went to MOPP level 4 for two hours before they were given the

"all clear." About a half hour later, they were told that three FOX vehicles had

detected mustard agent. After that, he recalled, they were in and out of MOPP
gear all night.
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Event 10:

Riyadh, date unknown.

Mr. Michael Kingsbury was a driver/mechanic with the 601st

Transportation Company during the Gulf War. He was interviewed by

Committee staff for this report. Mr. Kingsbury was in Riyadh for six hours rest

and relaxation when the first Scud missile attack took place. Although he does

not remember the date of the attack, he was certain that it was the first Scud

attack on Riyadh. Mr. Kingsbury reported that three Scuds came in, the alarms

went off, and they went to MOPP level 4. He immediately began to experience

nausea and a sore throat. His nose began to run and his eyes burned a little.

He reported seeing a rainbow in the sky after the attack.

The symptoms that began with the attack never went away. In addition,

he began to suffer skin irritation after the attack. He began having stomach

problems when he returned fi-om the Gulf and currently suffers fi"om memory

loss, rashes, aching joints, headaches, rectal bleeding, nausea, sensitivity to light,

abnormal hair loss, high fevers, clammy skin, lumps, bloody oral/nasal mucous,

night sweats, sore muscles, and fatigue.

Event 11:

Januaiy 18, 1991, around midnight (poss. veiy eariy on Januai>' 19)

Log Base Alpha

Mr. William Brady was the Battalion Logistics NCO with the 217th

Maintenance Battalion. Around midnight on January 18, or possibly very early

on the 19th, Mr. Brady was awakened by what he believed to be a Scud

intercepted by a Patriot directly over his unit's position. He said there was a

deafening sound, a flash of light, and everything shook. Chemical alarms were

going off everywhere, and there was sheer panic. He remembered the chemical

litmus paper turning red, and a positive reading fi'om an M-256 kit. Mr. Brady

said that his nose began to run, and he smelled and tasted sulftu". He began

coughing up blood a couple of days after the attack, and continued to do so "the

whole time we were there after the attack." They remained at MOPP level 4 for

five or six hours. They radioed the 16th Support Group, but did not get a

response for a couple of hours. Eventually they were told to come to Group
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Headquarters (Hq.) for a message that Hq. didn't want to radio over. The

message said that what they heard was a sonic boom, and instructed them to

perform another test. The second test, performed several hours after the initial

test , was negative. Members of the unit were told that the M9 paper had turned

red as a result of exposure to diesel ftunes. The message also gave the "all

clear" for people to come out of MOPP level 4, but, Mr. Brady recalled,

everyone was afraid to unmask.

After they got out of MOPP level 4, Mr Brady went with Lt. Bryant to

deliver gas masks and nerve agent pre-treatment pills to the 344th Maintenance

Company. When they amved back at their unit, everyone was dressed in their

full chemical suits at MOPP level 4. They were told that while they were out

riding around (without a radio), there had been another attack.

Beginning on January 22, Mr. Brady began gettmg too sick to work. He
had been taking the nerve agent pre-treatment pills since about January 17, and

had been getting severe headaches from them. Approximately three days after

the attack, his eyes began to bum, he developed a high fever, and "taking a

breath of air made his limgs feel like they were burning up." He also had

diarrhea, sores, nausea, and a runny nose. On January 24, he went to the 13th

Evacuation Hospital, which had no beds available for him. He described the

hospital as completely filled with people that seemed to have the same illness

that he had. His January 26 diary entry said: "I'd rather die than feel like this."

Mr. Brady stated during the interview that he "is convinced that there was

a chemical attack." He reported that "everyone started getting pneumonia- or

flu-like symptoms after the attack,". ..that the nerve agent pre-treatment pills

"were useless,"...and that he is convinced that the PB tabs gave people

headaches, but that they also "got hit with a nerve agent."

Mr. Brady currently suffers from severe recurring headaches, chronic

fatigue, joint and muscle pain, rashes, depression, night sweats, insomnia,

urinary urgency, diarrhea, gastrointestinal problems, lightheadedness,

photosensitivity, shortness of breath, coughing, abnormal hair loss, sensitivity in

his teeth, burning and itching everywhere, arthritis, worsening leg cramps, "flu

symptoms all of the time," a tingling in his arms, and a "bulging disc" in his

neck. He had a heart attack in May 1993. His wife is suffering from fatigue,

yeast infections, a rash, sinus headaches, aching in her right arm and a loss of
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feeling in her thumb, and two ruptured discs in her neck. Mr. Brady is forty-

seven years old, his wife is thirty-seven years old.

Event 12:

Januaiy 1991 (4-5 Days into the AirWai)
Near Ras Al Khafji

Mr. Norman Camp is a Staff Sergeant with the U.S. Marine Corps. He

told Senate staff during an interview that he was near Ras Al Khafji several

days into the air war when the chemical alarms went off, not only at their

position, but also at their Division Supply Area, which was about 20 miles to

their east. They went on 100% alert, but word was passed down from division

not to go to MOPP. Sergeant Camp recalled that his whole platoon began

falling ill the following night. He got headaches, nausea, and diarrhea for a day.

Most others were sick for about a day and a half

Sergeant Camp currently suffers from headaches, joint pain in knees and

elbows, memory loss, night sweats, occasional insomnia, urinary urgency,

dizziness, photosensitivity, shortness of breath, coughing, and heart problems.

His wife suffers from fatigue, yeast infections, menstrual irregularities, joint

and muscle pain, and chest pain. Sergeant Camp is thirty-six years old, his wife

is thirty-two years old.

Event 13:

January 19 or 20, 1991, 3JO a.nL

3-4 Kilometeis West of Log Base Echo

Mr. Dale Glover was a Staff Sergeant with the 1165th Military Police

Company. He recalled being awakened at 3:30 a.m.. The Battalion NBC NCO
was announcing that they were under chemical attack. An M-256 kit registered

a positive reading for a chemical agent. They went to MOPP level 4 for four

hours. Afterward, all of them had runny noses.

When asked if people were made sick from the attack, Mr. Glover

responded that most people were already sick from the pyridostigmide bromide

pills. He said that they had been taking them for two or three days before the
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attack and that "a lot of people got sick and three or four had to be medevaced

out."

Mr. Glover currently suffers from headaches, fatigue, joint and muscle

pain, an inability to concentrate, recurring rashes, irritability, night sweats,

insomnia, diarrhea, gastrointestinal problems, dizziness, blackouts, excessive

photosensitivity, sore gums, swollen lymph nodes, and a spot on his brain. His

wife is suffering from fatigue, menstrual irregularities, yeast infections, joint

pain, some memory loss, and hair loss. Mr. Glover is thirty years old, his wife

is 28 years old.

Event 14:

Februaiy 25, 1991

In Iraq, near the Kuwait Bonier

Mr. John Jacob, a mechanic with the 1st Infantry Division, was on a road

march with Task Force 216. He was sitting in the driver's seat in his humvee
when he detected what he believed to be gas. He recalled "getting a whiff of a

sweet, almond-like taste and smell, accompanied by a sudden burning in his

throat and lungs, watering eyes, blurry vision and photosensitivity, nausea,

dizzmess and diarrhea. He donned his mask and gloves, and sounded an alarm.

He recalled that whatever it was seemed to come through the driver's side

window, as though something was caught in the wind and just drifted into his

face. Although no one else seemed to be affected - Mr. Jacob said the others

looked at him as though he were crazy
- his symptoms never went away.

Afterward, he began to get headaches as well. His coordination was "messed

up" for a couple of days after this incident. Mr. Jacob said that he later heard

that a couple of people in his convoy detected something, but does not have any
additional information. He says his M9 paper did not register anything.

Mr. Jacob says that he has been sick ever since that incident, and in

addition to those symptoms already described, currently suffers from fatigue,

joint and muscle pain, memory loss, recurring rashes, lumps at joint areas, night

sweats, depression and irritability, insomnia, urinary urgency, gastrointestinal

problems, shortness of breath, coughing, abnormal hair loss, dental problems,
swollen lymph nodes, and a foot fiingus that will not go away. Mr. Jacob is

thirty-one years old.
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How these events occurred is a matter for legitimate debate. But given

the absence of a credible explanation -- one which explains what occurred

during these events, methodical and detailed testing and analysis of the causes

of the symptoms these individuals are experiencing and how these symptoms are

transmitted must be undertaken. This is not only a matter of providing medical

care to veterans and their families, but also a matter of national security. Many
of the servicemen and women interviewed believe the foregoing events occurred

as a result of Scud or FROG missile attacks. Since the first staff report was

issued last September, however, it has been learned that there are other methods

by which Iraqi chemical and biological materials might have been dispersed.

A number of troops who were assigned to perimeter security posts have

described to Committee staff individuals, who appeared to be Bedouins, who
would leave canisters of what they believed to be chemicals outside penmeter
fences and would then speed off in their four wheel drive vehicles. In these

cases unit NBC NCOs would be assigned to check the canisters. Others talk

about indigenous peoples leaving dead animals laying on airstrips used by U.S.

personnel or about their tossing dead animals over perimeter walls in protest of

the U.S. presence in Saudi Arabia. Still others have told of snipers and other

Iraqi special operations missions that occurred as far south as Dhahran during

the war

Reports by Coalition Forces of Iraqi Chemical Mines Located During Breaching

Operations

The following accounts provide additional evidence of exposure to

chemical warfare agents.

Event 15:

Febniaiy 24, 1991

The first encounter with chemical mines came at 6:31 a.m. on February

24, 1991, during the initial mine field breaching operation by the 2nd Marine

Division. According to the Chicago Tribune, which interviewed officers and

enlisted marines involved in the operation, a FOX vehicle confirmed positive

readings for a nerve agent and for mustard gas. A second detecting device gave
the same positive reading. General Keys, the 2nd Division commander, and
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Col. Livingston, commander of the 6th Marine Regiment, told reporters that

they believe it is possible that a chemical mine was blown up or hit.

On April 20, 1994, Committee staff received the Battle Assessment

Documentation of the 6th Marine Regiment, Operation Desert Storm.
^

According to that report:

24 Feb 1991 G Day

0630 B Co., 1/6 [Regiment] blows line charge across first

mine field m Lane Red 1. C Co., 1/6 engages possible BMPs
with M60A1 main tank gun. Target missed due to poor

visibility.

0631 B Co., 1/6 reports possible nerve agent in first minefield in

Lane Red 1.

0635 B Co., 1/6 is at MOPP level 4. Fox vehicle confirms positive

sarin nerve agent and lewisite mustard gas, vie Lane Red 1 .

0650 1/6 reports possible nerve agent/mustard agent between

obstacle belts.

0730 Rgmt S-2 reports to the 2nd Marine Division that Lane Red 1

is considered contaminated for the first 300m only.

1210 Rgmt S-2 reports TACC reported large number of dead sheep

near King Khalid, possible anthrax. MAG- 13 reports enemy
forces moving rapidly south along highway fi"ora Kuwait

City. Unknown number of tanks.

^
Battle Assessment Documentation of the 6th Marine Regiment, Operation Desert Storm
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26 Feb 1991 G+2

1537 3/23rd under NBC attack, in MOPP 4; remainder 8th Mar in

MOPP 2.

1640 B Co., 1/6 clears Army stores camp, finds large number of

weapons and ammo, to include 155 arty shells painted

completely yellow. Fox vehicle reports negative findmgs.

During the war. General Schwarzkopf told reporters he considered the

reports of chemical agent detection on 24 February 1991 "bogus.
"^

Event 16:

During the Ground War

British troops discovered Iraqi chemical mines on the gulf battlefield,

accordmg to Gannett News Service. An official said that the incident was

reported to Prime Minister John Major's war cabinet; no details were given.
^

Other Combat-Related Reports

Event 17:

Januaiy 21, 1991

Taif, Saudi Arabia

Sergeant Thomas House served with the 2953rd Combat Logistics Support

Squadron (CLSS), attached to the 48th Tactical Fighter Wing in Taif Sergeant

House's duties included the decontamination of U.S. Air Force F-llls that

returned fi-om bombing raids against Iraqi chemical and biological warfare

facilities. According to the unit's records, the unit aircraft bombed 32 chemical

targets, 113 bunkers, 11 Scud missile sites, and 4 mine entrances.

*John Harwood and David Dahl, "Allies Overrun Iraqis; Capture Thousands," Times

Publishing Company, St Petersburg Times . (February 25, 1991), lA.

^"British Report Fmding Iraqi Chemical Mines," Reuters (February 28. 1991), BC Cycle.
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Sergeant House and several others in his unit assigned to perform

decontamination duties had worn only MOPP suits and had used water to

decontaminate the aircraft. Sergeant House, whose primary duties are as an

aircraft mechanic, later learned that chemical decontamination solutions were

supposed to be used and that special suits were supposed to be worn.

On the evening of January 21, 1991, after decontaminating several aircraft

that had returned fi'om a bombing raid. Sergeant House's face began to bum and

swell. He also noted a pungent odor. The following day. Sergeant House went

to a U.S. Air Force medical facility. His U.S. Air Force medical records

confirm this report. Shortly after the incident he began to expenence

headaches, coughing, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea.

Sergeant House is currently suffering from recurring headaches, fatigue,

joint and muscle pain, memory loss, recurring rashes, lumps under the skin,

depression, irritability, night sweats, insomnia, urinary urgency, diarrhea,

gastrointestinal problems, dizziness, blurry vision, photosensitivity, shortness of

breath, coughing, bleeding gums, swollen lymph nodes, seizures, shaking,

vomiting, fevers, chest pains, sinus infections and sinus growths. He is 32 years

old. His wife currently suffers from nearly all of the same symptoms.

Seven other members of this unit have reported to Committee staff that

they experienced similar exposures. They also currently suffer from similar

symptoms.

Conclusions

Iraq intended to use weapons of mass destruction against coalition

forces and had the means to deliver these weapons.

Events did not occur until the air war began.

There are multiple witnesses to what appear to be best exf^ained as

chemical or mixed agent attacks. Symptoms appeared

simultaneously with alarms going off, Patriots intercepting Scuds,

alert alarms going off, etc.
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Smells, tastes, burning, stinging, numbness are ail consistent with

chemical or mixed agent attacks.

Removal and replacement of MOPP gear is consistent with SOP for

contaminated equipment

Sonic booms are not explosions associated with fireballs and it is

unlikely that a commander would onder troops not to discuss sonic

booms.

Rates of illnesses are reportedly high in these units.

Servicemen and women have not received credible explanations of

the events from commanding officeis.

The Department of Defense has consistendy denied that there is

evidence to exposure to chemical and biological warfare agents by

U.S. forces, altering its position on specific aspects of this issue

only when challenged with evidence that is difHcult to dispute.

The fact that the '!sonic boom" explanation was utilized in units

suboidinate to different services to describe suspicious events and

was followed by oitleis not to discuss the event, suggests that this

explanation originated at least at the theater level. Visual

observ ations reported by field forces suggest this exfrfanation was

unrelated to die actual nature of these events.
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Map: Approximate locations of Dinect Exposure Events

O^U I 'f
-if'f^
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Chapter 3. Reports of Exposure of Coalition Forces Resulting from the Fallout

of the Bombings of Iraqi Chemical, Biological, and Nuclear Facilities (Group II)

There were serious concerns expressed prior to the Persian Gulf War
about the fallout that would be caused by the bombing of Iraqi chemical,

biological, and nuclear weapons production facilities, storage depots, and

bunkers. Certainly these bombings were a necessary part of the conflict, but the

consequences as well as the necessity must be acknowledged.

U.S. military doctrine warns that, according to its calculations, the use of

a nerve agent against a target area of no more than a dozen hectares (a hectare

is about 2.47 acres) can, under certain weather conditions, create a hazard zone

downwind of up to 100 kilometers in length. Within this downwind area,

friendly military units would have to take protective measures.' The amount of

agent and materials targeted during the Coalition bombings in Iraq exceeded the

amounts cited in the example above certainly by multiples and possibly by
orders of magnitude.

The dispersal of the chemical agents and other hazardous substances is

controlled by factors such as topography, wind velocity, direction, temperature,

precipitation, vertical temperature gradient and atmospheric humidity. These

factors will all contribute to the size and type of dispersal pattern which will be

observed.^ Unclassified U.S. satellite imagery confirms that debris from the

Coalition bombings was upwardly dispersed, rather than downwardly dispersed
as would occur in offensive use, causing chemical agents to be carried by upper

atmospheric currents and distributing "trace amounts" of chemical fallout over

"down weather" positions. Material distributed from the destruction of the

ammunition bunkers and storage depots also travelled upward and outward as

confirmed m videotaped records of the destruction of these bunkers obtained by

United States, Department of the Army, Field Manual 100-5, Operations (Washington,
DC: US Army, August 1982), 7-13,Joachim Krause and Charles K Mallory, Chemical

Weapons in Soviet Military Doctrine Military and Historical Experience. 1915-1991.

(Boulder, Co : Westview Press, 1992), 142-143.

-Ibid.
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Committee staff. These concerns relating to the fallout from the destruction of

these materials were expressed by several credible sources as noted below:

1. As a result of these concerns prior to the war, several of the U.S. national

laboratories were consulted and/or prepared reports for the U.S. Army, the

U.S. Air Force, and the Department of Energy, advising of the hazards

which were associated with bombing these facilities.^

2. Prior to the war, Soviet chemical weapons expert I. Yevstafyev publicly

advocated withholding information from the Coalition forces on chemical

weapons and military facilities supplied by Moscow to Iraq, on the

grounds of national security. "Strikes on chemical and biological weapons
facilities on Iraq's territory could rebound on us and cause damage to the

population of our country."
"

3. On February 4, 1991, media sources reported that General Raymond
Germanos, a spokesperson for the French Ministry of Defense,

confirmed that chemical fallout - "probably neurotoxins" - had been

detected in small quantities, "a little bit everywhere," from allied air

attacks of Iraqi chemical weapons facilities and the depots that stored

them.^

4. In late July, 1993, the Czech Minister of Defense confirmed that a

Czechoslovak Federative Republic military chemical decontamination

unit assigned to an area near the Saudi-Iraqi border had detected the

chemical nerve agent Sarin in the air during the early stages of the Gulf

War. In this unit, 18 of 169 individuals are believed to be suffering from

Interviews with representatives of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore,

California, Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico, and Los Alamos

National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico.

Stephen Handelman, "Kremlin Growing Frustrated with Outsider," Toronto Star

(February 10, 1991), H4.

"Chemical Fallout Detected in Iraq," Xinhua General Overseas News Service (February

4, 1991).
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Gulf War illnesses.* While the report goes to some length to reftite any

allegations of the detection being the resuh of a direct chemical attack, it

does defend the ability of the Czech chemical detection equipment to

irrefutably confirm traces of chemical warfare agents. Further, the U.S.

government, in the November 10, 1993, briefing only referenced the

detection of the nerve agent Sarin (GB) by the Czech forces on January

19, 1991. The Czech document, however, states that both Sarin and

Yperite (HD) were detected that day. The fact that multiple agents were

detected in measurable airborne concentrations suggests that the agents

may have emanated fi-om fallout fi-om Coalition bombings of Iraqi

chemical weapons plants or storage bunkers, or fi-om a direct mixed agent

attack.

The Czechoslovak Chemical Defense Unit in the Peisian Gulf and (he Results of

the Investigatioiis of the Militaiy Use of Poisonous Gases.

This section contains the main body of the translated Czech government

report, prepared by the Czech Ministry of Defense in response to requests fi"om

Members of the Congress of the United States. Following this translation of the

report are related accounts fi-om independent sources.

The unit of 169 Czechoslovak military specialists was dispatched into the

Gulf on the basis of an agreement between the governments of the Czech and

Slovak Federative Republic (CSFR) and the government of the Kingdom of
Saudi A rabia (KSA) regarding their activities and the conditions of their stay in

Saudi Arabia This Agreement was signed in Prague on November 19, 1990

cmd amended m Riyadh on November 22, 1990. The Federal Assembly of the

CFSR ratified this Agreement. Resolution 97 was modified by an amendment

by the Federal Assembly, authorizing the government of the CFSR to accept a

provision of the agreement to permit the crossing of the international borders

between the Kingdom of Saudi A rabia and Kuwait. The Government gave its

approval through Resolution 71, dated January 31, 1991.

T)ave Parks, "Czechs: Nerve Gas Detected During Gulf War," The Times Picayune (July

30, 1993), A6, Stanislav Mundil, Czech News Agency and Mlada Fronta Dnes (July 29,

1993).
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By executive order of the Commander of the Northern Region of the

Ministry of Defense of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the unit was assigned on

the 22nd of December, in accordance with Article IV of the Agreement, to the

miUtary configuration of that region. As of January 1, 1991, the two chemical

defense platoons were assigned to the 4th and 20th Brigades of the A rmy of the

Kingdom of Saudi A rabia The remainder of the unit was assigned to the base

camp and to the headquarters.

Dislocation and strategic command of the unit was completely within the

power of the A rmy of Saudi A rabia Colonel Jan Valo, commander of the unit,

provided specific assignment orders. His duty was to assure that m the course

offulfilling their duties, no Czechoslovak /ovi- or basic standard of international

law was violated.

Beginning on January 27, 1991, the two chemical defense platoons were

assigned to the Kingdom of Saudi A rabia brigades, crossing the border into

Kuwait. They participated actively m assuring the anti-chemical defenses of the

allied units during their execution of the operational plan. On February 5, 1991,

the unit was supplemented, bringing its total numbers to 198 people.

The Czechoslovak anti-chemical defense unit primarily performed the

following tasks:

J. Anti-chemical defense of the headquarters of the northern region

troops located in the area of King Khalid Military' City;

2. A nti-chemical defense of the 4th and 20th Brigades of the

Kingdom of Saudi A rabia;

3. In the case of chemical attack of personnel, provide on their behalf

facilities for chemical treatment and decontamination.

A part of the anti-chemical defense provisions was continuous chemical

intelligence and surveillance, with the objective to identify the use of poisonous

substances, provide datafor alerting forces, and assist commanders in their

decision-making.
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During the period after the commencement of the war on Janaury 17,

1991, borderline concentrations of poisonous substances were identified in the

air by our chemical surveillance. In the Commander's Report, covering the anti-

chemical defense battalions' activities during the periodfrom January 1, 1991

until February 28. 1991, it specifically stated.

"
During this period borderline life-threatening concentrations of the

chemical agents yperite fHDJ and sarin fGB] were identified several times in

both areas of the brigades and m King Khalid Military City (i.e., in the military

encampment where the unit was stationed) probably the result of the Allies' air

attacks on the storage facilities of chemical ammunition in the territory of Iraq."

This information had been published at the time in the Czechoslovak media.
"

This aforementionedfact was confirmed by members of the battalion,

chemical defense specialists who evaluated and ordered measures for personal

protection, (see Attachments - pages from the book of the Operations Unit of

the General Command of the Czechoslovak A rmy in Prague, record #56), and

all means of anti-chemical defenses were employed. After about two hours the

alert was called off when repeated confirmation tests provided negative results.

The concentrations found, "0.002 grams ofyperite per cubic meter and

0.003 mg per liter of an unspecified poisonous substance,
"

[later identified by

DoD as SannJ are at the border of the maximum permitted threshold

concentration effecting human organisms. These, however, were only one-time

positive results from chemical surveillance which were not confirmed by anyone

from the other participating countries. This was supported by the report on

January 31, 1991:

"Since January 19th, the Czechoslovak unit has not found any other

chemical substances."

The Czechoslovak anti-chemical defense unit had at its disposal all

modem chemical surveillance and control technology. These are able to identify

borderline levels (levels that do not affect the functions of human organisms) of

suspected toxic substances and they can differentiate the nerve agents, such as

sarin, from "V" agents.
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The assertion that the chemicals were of very low concentrations that do

not even cause temporary or minute changes in human organisms can be

supported by the following facts:

1. The results of the aforementioned surveillance;

2. No signs of exposure to toxic materials were traced to personnel
on site (toxic nerve agents, like sarin, cause instant reactions; for

example: myosis. In the case ofypente, the first clinical signs of

poisoning usually appear within 4 to 6 hours after exposure);

3. None of the personnel present had any later effects (related to

exposure).

All of the chemical specialists were professional soldiers (there were 56 of
them assigned over the length of the conflict). They are all graduates of

military colleges and middle schools with a chemical defense megor, and

according to the curriculum, worked with highly toxic substances both in the

laboratories and in field training. The training of anti-chemical specialists with

selected types of poisonous materials had been conducted practically since the

beginning of the anti-chemical defense program in 1956 until February 1990,

when such training was halted because of complaints of destruction of the

environment from environmental protection movements and the mayors of
communities.

The anti-chemical defense specialists who had undergone this training are

professionals, and they are able to identify the presence of toxic materials in the

terrain, on military equipment, and in the air within the sensitivity ranges of the

instruments used. Therefore, there is a high probability that the identified

presence of poisonous materials is an objective analysis. At the same time,

concentrations that are used at chemical field exercises and in laboratories are

several times higher than the concentrations that were measured in the Persian

Gulf

It has been proven that military use of chemical weapons by Iraq did not

occur and any such fact would have already have been subjected to extensive

investigation by agencies of world pecKe organizations. One can consider that

the data measured could have had origins from industrial facilities or even
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storage facilities of chemical ammunition that were hit by allied bombardment.
This is supported by a report of the unit's commander, by my statements, and by
other direct participants. A II members of the unit were equipped with the most
modem means of protection against toxic substances. They were fully

comparable with the current world standard. Any kind of exposure by these

types of toxic substances would manifest itself immediately or in a very short

time, and nothing of this kind has been reported. Latent damage, if it can even
be considered in this group, would surely have been uncovered during exit

examinations.

On the basis of the abovementionedfacts, one can conclude that the

event cannot in any way be connected with the use of chemical weapons or their

use in battlefield activities, and harm to the Czechoslovak anti-chemical defense
unit due to the military use of toxic substances could not have occurred.

These conclusions also are supported by health care specialists. Neither at

the time of identification of the toxic substances, nor later, was any member of
the unit put under medical care as a result of exposure at this event. All

members of the unit were subjected to a complex examination in military

hospitals cfter their return from the Persian Gulf — primarily in the Central

Military Hospital in Prague. Even there, no serious changes caused by

demanding climatic conditions or by exposure to toxic substances were

identified.

h4any veterans of the Persian Gulf conflict later participated in, and still

participate in, activities of the unit in the Czech Republic A rmy in Yugoslavia
Even at the time of their departure, no one mentioned any problems.

Despite this, as of 31 August 1993, military doctors had examined 18

Persian Gulf veterans who suffered certain health problems, and three of them
remain under a doctor's supervision. So far. in their cases, nothing has been

identified beyond 'routine' problems related to similar long-term stays abroad.

Other Related Information:

On October 8 1993, U.S. Senate staff interviewed Joseph Boccardi, who
initially came forward with information about the detection of chemical agents

by the Czechoslovak chemical detection unit prior to the release of the Czech
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report quoted above. According to this witness, a former member of the

U.S. Army assigned to the 1st Cavalry Division as an MlAl tank crewmember

(driver/loader/giinner), he was injured when he fell off of a tank during his

service in the Gulf War. He was sent to a medical holding area in northern

Saudi Arabia. While there, he was befriended by a lieutenant assigned to the

holding unit (Lt. Babika). The lieutenant came to him one day and told him to

come along with him.

According to Mr. Boccardi, he and the lieutenant drove about 15-20

minutes to a facility' that he was told had been used as a Saudi basic training

camp. Mr. Boccardi described the facility as beautiful and palace-like (near

King Khalid Military City). Once inside, the lieutenant began speaking a

foreign language which Mr. Boccardi believed to be Russian to two soldiers

armed with AK-47s standing at the top of a staircase. The soldiers answered.

The lieutenant explained that he was speaking Czech and that these soldiers

were also Czech.

Mr. Boccardi said that he and lieutenant went into a room where there

were about nine soldiers, smoking, drinking vodka, and playing cards. He
learned that they were a NBC (nuclear, biological, chemical) team. He asked

someone there "if we were kicking their butts so bad, why didn't they hit us

with chemicals?" At that, everyone in the room got quiet and the Czech colonel

spoke in "broken English" for the first time. He said, according to Mr.

Boccardi, "they did hit us with chemicals." According to the Czech colonel, a

SCUD hit where they were staying. As soon as they learned that the Patriot had

missed the SCUD, they put on their chemical gear and went out onto a balcony
near the railing. The Czech colonel said they detected fraces of Sarin and

another gas which Mr. Boccardi believed began with the letter T.

According to Mr. Boccardi, the Czech colonel said that he called U.S.

command officials about the result of their tests. He, the Czech colonel, said

that he was told not to say anything about it. The colonel also said that he later

heard that a number of the soldiers in the area developed skin rashes shortly

after this incident.

After this part of the conversation, the individuals discussed in general

terms why they were not supposed to discuss the incident. This Czech colonel

was identified as the commanding officer of this unit.
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On December 5, 1993, according to published press reports, Jean Paul

Ferrand, a logistics officer with the French contingent, told Senator Richard

Shelby that nerve agents and mustard agents were detected on January 24 or 25,

1991, in an area south of King Khalid Military City. According to an Agency
France Press report on that date, Ferrand said that two chemical weapons alarms

went off when a storm blew wind from Iraq. Ferrand was also attributed as

having said that special badges worn on the troops protective suits also

registered the presence of chemical weapons.^

On Monday, March 28, 1994, Committee staff were contacted by a

member of the 371st Chemical Company, located in Greenwood, South

Carohna. This individual said that during the Gulf War, he served with the 1st

platoon of this unit in the vicinity of King Khalid Military City (KKMC).

According to this individual and several other members of his platoon

interviewed by Committee staff, two days after an Iraqi Scud missile warhead

had exploded in the desert, his platoon was sent to a site in the desert a few

miles south of KKMC to train with the Czech chemical detection team that had

conducted initial tests. They also were trained on the Czech equipment.

According to two additional members of the platoon who trained with the Czech

team, and were interviewed by Committee staff on April 4, 1994 in the Army
Reserve Center in Greenwood, South Carolina, the Czech colonel who
commanded the unit had told them that his unit had detected measurable

quantities of chemical nerve agent immediately after the Scud attack Unit

members were not able to determine the exact date of the incident, but believe it

was sometime in mid to late-January 1991.

The members of the unit described the facility where the Czechoslovak

team lived as the "glass palace." They believed that it had previously been used

as a Saudi military engineering training facility. The members of the U.S. unit

who trained with the Czechs, all NBC specialists, said that the Czech equipment

appeared to be more reliable than their own.

The unit Executive officer and first sergeant, while not present during the

training mission, confirmed that they too were aware of the training, the missile

"Senator Says France Detected Chemical Agents in Gulf War; Report," Dateline;

Birmingham, Agency France Presse (December 5, 1993), "France Says Gulf Troops Detected

Chemicals," The Washington Post, from the Associated Press (December 5, 1993), A24
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attack, and the reported detection of the chemicals. The unit first sergeant said

that this information had been recorded in the units logs, but that he received a

message to send the logs to Washington, D.C. for historical purposes shortly

after they returned from the Persian Gulf

When asked if their unit did biological agent testing after incoming
missiles had detonated, members of the unit said that they had no biological

agent testing capability. While there were several other NBC units in the area,

they were unaware of any unit that was conducting biological agent tests.

Finally, the unit said that they had been deployed on several occasions to

decontaminate the buses and other vehicles that were used to transport Iraqi

enemy prisoners of war to detention facilities.

One member of the unit estimated that as many as 85% of the members
of this unit are currently suffering from many of the symptoms associated with

Gulf War Syndrome.

U.S. Unofficial Reports of Downwind Exposure Due to Coalition Bombings of

Iraqi Chemical and Biological Facilities.

1. During the early phases of the air war, there was extensive media

coverage of the coalition bombing of Iraqi chemical, biological, and

nuclear facilities. ABC News reported that on January 27, 1991, near the

Saudi-Kuwaiti border, elements of the 82nd Airborne Division went

through a chemical alert drill that was more than an exercise. According
to ABC News coverage, their sensors actually registered traces of

chemicals in the air, the result, it appeared, of allied bombing of chemical

plants in Iraq. A U.S. medical corpsman told reporters, "When the Air

Force bombers hit all the gas places there in Iraq, there's a lot of

contamination in the air. Some may have filtered down and set these

things off They're very, very sensitive."*

2. Brian Martin, of Niles, Michigan, a Gulf War veteran of the 37th

Airborne Combat Engineer Battalion, 20th Airborne Brigade, 18th

Airborne Corps, arrived in Saudi Arabia on October 8, 1990. According to

*Sam Donaldson, "This Week With David Brinkley," ABC News (January 27,1991)
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Martin, in late January 1991, while assigned to an area between Rafha and

Naryian about six miles south of the Iraqi border, he recorded in his

journal and on videotape that chemical "false alarms" were going off

almost every day. At first, according to Martin, the alarms were

explained as being caused by vapors coming off the sand. Later, since the

alarms kept going off and the troops no longer believed that they were

being caused by the vapors, Martin said he was informed by both his

battalion commander and the battalion NBC NCO that the alarms were

sounding because of "minute" quantities of nerve agent in the air, released

by the coalition bombing of Iraqi chemical weapons facilities. The troops

were assured that there was no danger.

Mr. Martin believes that he witnessed a Patriot intercept of an

incoming SCUD missile between Khafji and Wadi Al Batin during the air

war period. He was also given the anti-chemical warfare medication

pyridostigmine bromide, and suffered some adverse side effects. He says

the drug made him jittery and made his vision "jiggle." Since returning

from the Saudi Arabia, Mr. Martin has experienced memory loss, swollen

and burning feet, joint disorders, muscle weakness, heart palpitations,

shortness of breath, rashes, fatigue, headaches, insomnia, bleeding from

the rectum, chronic coughing, running nose, burning eyes, and

uncontrollable shaking on his right-side extremities.'

3. Mr. Troy Albuck, former anti-tank platoon leader with the 82nd

Airborne Division, reported to Committee staff that his unit was told that

the chemical alarms were going off because of what was drifting down

from the Coalition bombings. He explained that his understanding of the

situation was that "it was a lot like the effect of gasoline fumes," in that

non-lethal exposure was not harmftil and would be counteracted by fresh

air.'"

4. Another source who requested confidentiality reported that he was located

approximately 40 miles due east of King Khalid Military City (KKMC),
when at one position, every M-8 alarm went off - over 30 at once. The

9.

Telephone interview of Brian Martin by Committee staff on August 31, 1993.

'"staff Interviews.
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date was between January 20th and February 1, 1991. The NBC NCO
radioed in that a nerve agent plant had been bombed about 1 50 miles

away. The source recalled that they were told to take no action and they
did not."

Weather Repotis, Climatic Infonnation, and Imageiy Smoke Plume Data

Operation Desert Storm

Weather reports during this period were censored by the U.S. and Saudi

governments. Bui envirorunental groups monitoring an oil spill in the Persian

Gulf confirm that the winds were at times blowing from the northwest to tlie

southeast. The chemical and biological warfare agent production plants heavily
bombed by the coalition forces during this period are located in Iraq to the north

and northwest of coalition troop deployments along the Saudi-Iraqi and Saudi-

Kuwaiti border.'''

As cited above, the dispersal of chemical agents and other hazardous

substances is controlled by other factors in addition to wind direction and

velocity, such as topography, temperature, precipitation, vertical temperature

gradient, and atmospheric humidity. These factors all contribute to the size and

type of dispersal that will be observed.

In March 1992, the U.S. Air Force Environmental Technical Application
Center published a compendium of the weather during Operation Desert Shield

and Operation Desert Storm. The following is a summary of relevant data for

January 17, 1991 through March 2, 1991, excerpted from Gulf War Weather .

The report documents the changing weather conditions, detailing the wind and

rain patterns that could easily have delivered chemical and biological agents to

Coalition troop emplacements. On many dates, this report notes the smoke and

dust from the bombings and from the burning oil wells. The notation of visible

smoke plumes is not intended to depict the actual fallout from the bombed

Staff Interviews.

'^Ronald A. Taylor, "Air Masses Battle Over Desert Also," Washington Times (January

24, 1991); "Skies Could Clear in Gulf by Sunday," Reuters (January 25. 1991).
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chemical, biological, and nuclear facilities, but rather to generally reflect the

direction of movement of debris from the bombings.

Gulf War Weather
17 .^uaiy 1991

There were extensive early morning clouds over the entire area. These clouds

gradually moved southward during the day as their bases raised to 8,000 feet. Broken

to overcast high clouds from the approaching frontal system began to move in after

1200Z. quickly spreading over the entire area with ceilings from 20.000 to 25,000 feet.

The high cloud base thickened and lowered to 10,000 to 15,000 feet by the end of the

day.

Winds were from the south or southwest at 6-20 knots, becoming southeasterly

after 1200Z and 3-12 knots after sunset.

Early morning visibilities were as low as 3,200 meters with patchy groundfog
in west central Iraq. Blowing sand and suspended dust reduced visibility to 3,200

meters during the afternoon on the Saudi A rabia -
Iraq border

High temperatures were 13-22 degrees Celsius; lows 6-10 degrees celsius.

18 Januaiy 1991

The entire area was covered by clouds with bases at 10,000-15,000 feet. These

quickly lowered to 3,000 feet and, in some places, to as low as 1,500 feet. The

western part of the area began clearing in the afternoon, but 200 foot ceilings formed

throughout the area by the end of the day. Clouds were layered to 30,000 feet from
central Iraq to southeastern Kuwait.

Light rain fell throughout the area beginning as early as 0500Z and lasting past

1800Z in eastern Iraq.

Winds were east to southeasterly at 5-15 knots.

Visibilities were 5 km in morning groundfog and 3,200 meters in rain. After
the rain passed, visibilities were as low as 4,800 meters in haze and fog, falling to

1,600 meters by the end of the day.

High temperatures were 16-22 degrees C; lows, 8-13 degrees C.
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19 Januaiy 1991

High pressure was centered in central Iraq and central Saudi A rabia. The

stationary frontal system over the area became active when an upper-air disturbance

crossed it. A low pressure cell developed and moved the front southward.

The entire area was covered with low clouds with bases at 100-200 feet. By
J200Z the northern part, including Baghdad had cleared. Ceilings in the southern

section rose briefly at midday to 1,000-1.500 feet ,
then returned to 500-1,000 feel for

the rest of the day. After sunset the clouds spread northward into the Baghdad area,

were ceilings were 1,500 feet. Middle and high clouds, layered to 25.000 feet with

bases at 10.000 feet, were also present over the southern area throughout the day.

Winds were east to southeasterly at 5-15 knots, becoming north to northeasterly

at 10-20 knots in the afternoon and diminishing to 3-10 knots after sunset."

Morning visibilities were near zero in dense fog throughout the area The

northern section cleared by 1200Z. Visibilities in the south rose to 3,200 meters at

midday, then returned to as low as 800 meters for the rest of the day. Visibilities in

the northern section were as lew as 1,600 meters after sunset.

Temperatures fell in response to northerly winds. Highs were 10-18 degrees C;

lows, 0-10 degrees C.

The Czechoslovak chemical detection team detected the nerve agent Sarin (GB)
in two separate location during the morning houre. In addition, Yperite (HD) was also

detected. As noted above, the frontal patterns during this period moved to the south-

southeast

20 January- 1991

A weakening low-pressure area moved southeastward down the Persian Gulf to

the Strait of Hormuz. Cool moist low-level air moved southwest and west over the

northeastern half of Saudi Arabia and extreme southwestern Iraq. Mid-level

disturbances across the subtropicaljet stream resulted in extensive middle and high
cloudiness over northern Saudi A rabia and southern Iraq. By day's end another low

had crossed Syria toward western Iraq.

At OOOOZ broken low clouds at 1,500-4,000 feet covered Baghdad and the

Tigris-Euphrates river valley. These clouds slowly clearedfrom the northwest; by
2100Z. only broken middle and high clouds from 10.000 to 30.000 feet covered the
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southern half of the Valley. The northern half, including Baghdad, saw only thin high
clouds. Broken clouds were layeredfrom 1,500 through 25.000 feet over the western

slopes of the Zagros mountains. Over the southern Zagros, tops reached 30.000 feel.

Isolated afternoon and evening thunderstorms reached 35.000 feet in the extreme

southeast near the Zagros mountains. After 2100Z. patchy broken low clouds formed
again over the northern part of the Tigris Valley and the immediate Baghdad area;

bases were 1.000 to 1,5000 feet: tops, 3,000 feet.

Light rain or showers fell over the southern half of the Tigris-Euphrates river

valley and southwestern Iraq. There were isolated afternoon and evening
thundershow ers over the extreme southeast. Intermittent dnzzle fell in the cool air

moving west cm-ay from the northern Persian Gulf.

Winds were northwesterly to northerly over the Baghdad area, becoming
northeasterly over the southern Tigris-Euphrates river valley. Over Kuwait and
extreme southern Iraq, winds were northeasterly to easterly. Speeds diminished from
10-15 knots in the morning to 5-10 knots by mid-evening.

Visibilities in southern and southwestern Iraq and in extreme northeastern Saudi

Arabia were near zero in fog during the night, but as high as 2.000 meters in southern

Iraq and Kuwait during mid-aftemoon. After dark, they dropped rapidly to less than

500 meters. Visibilities m the Tigns-Euphrates river valley, northwest of the low

clouds, improved to 10 km by late morning. Patchy dense riverfogformed after

2I00Z. dropping visibilities to less than 500 meters.

High temperatures were 7-10 degrees Centigrade in the north and 18 degrees

Centigrade in the south. There were freezing temperatures in Iraq and northern Saudi

Arabia, and subfreezing temperatures above 6,000 feel in the mountains of
southeastern Turkey and northeastern Iraq. Central Saudi Arabian lows were 5-12

degrees C.

21 Januao 1991

Mid-level disturbances continued to move east-northeastward along the

subtropical jet stream, crossing northern Saudi A rabia end Kuwait into Iran.

Patchy dense fog and low clouds again plagued southwestern Iraq and extreme

northeastern Saudi A rabia until they dissipated in late morning. Cloud bases were

from zero to 1.000 feet; visibilities, from near zero to 500 meters. Layered middle and

high clouds persistedfrom 10.000 to 32.000 feet over most of northern and central

Saudi A rabia and the central Red Sea
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Extensive fog and low clouds also prevailed in this area. Cloud bases were

from near zero to 500 meters, and tops reached 2,000 feet. The clouds andfog slowly

dissipated by late morning over southwestern Iraq and northeastern Saudi Arabia as far
east as Raflia and King Khalid Military City. Over northeastern Saudi A rabia, the low

clouds andfog became broken with bases near 3,000 feet and tops at 6,000 feet by

early afternoon. On the Saudi Arabian and Persian Gulf coast, early morning ceilings
were also near zero, but by late morning, most clouds had become scattered. Patchy

fog and low clouds reformed throughout all of northeastern Saudi Arabia and extreme

southwestern Iraq shortly after dark. Ceilings dropped to 200-500 feet by 2100Z.

Layered middle and high clouds from 10,000-32.000 feet moved slowly southeastward

over southern Iraq, northwestern Saudi Arabia, and Ktr^'cdt; by 2I00Z, they were over

central and northeastern Saudi A rabia just southeast of Kuwait. Infrared satellite

imagery taken just before sunrise in Kuwait shows these layered decks.

Precipitation, outside of thunderstorms and showers, was limited to light drizzle

in areas of dense fog and low clouds.

Winds were northwesterly at 5-10 knots in southeastern Iraq and northeastern

Saudi Arabia; they slowly became southeasterly at 5-10 knots in southwestern Iraq

and in north-central and northwestern Saudi A rabia

Early morning visibilities in the fog and low cloud area rangedfrom zero to

500 meters, improving to 1.000-3,000 meters by late morning and to 5-5 km by late

afternoon. Visibilities were as low as 100 meters in denserfog patches. Patchy dense

fog again formed after dark. The thickset fog was found along the Persian Gulf
coastline and in shallow depressions inland where sand was still moist or where

showers had occurred earlier in the day. On the Persian Gulf coast, visibilities

improvedfrom near zero at da^-n to 1.000-2,000 meters by 0900Z, but dropped below

500 meters in fog by 1900Z. Patchy dense fog over and near the Tigris and Euphrates
Rivers northwest of Basrah dissipated by 0600Z. but reformed after 1900Z.

11 Januaiy 1991

Easterly to east-northeasterly low -level winds continued to bring moisture to

west-central and northwest Saudi Arabia The subtropical jet stream slowly weakened,

but it continued to bring middle and high clouds northeastward across the A rabian

peninsula into Kuwait and southwestern Irun.
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Mullilayered broken middle and high clouds persisted over southwestern Iraq,

the southern Persian Gulf, and central Saudi A rabiafrom 10.000 to 28.000 feet.

Visibilities remained good except where mountains were obscured by cloud.

Fog and low clouds again persisted all night over northeastern Saudi A rabia, the

northern Saudi Arabian Persian Gulf coast, and extreme southwestern Iraq. Ceilings
were again from near zero to 500 feet. Low clouds slowly lifted and dissipated,

moving to a small area southwest of Kuwait by late morning. Bases were now 3,000

feet, with tops to 7.000 feet. Isolated thunderstorms, with bases as low as 2.000 feet,

formed in late morning and early afternoon in extreme northeastern Saudi Arabia,

Kuwait, the northern Persian Gulf, and southwestern Iraq. Tops reached 40,000 feet.

Layered broken middle and high clouds persistedfrom 10,000 to 27,000 feet
throughout the day over central and northeastern Saudi A rabia Kuwait, and extreme
southwestern Iraq. Iraq northwest of Basrah was clear. A visual DMSP satellite

image taken shortly after sunnse in Kuwait, shows layered clouds with embedded
thunderstorms over northern Saudi A rabia. the Persian Gulf, and southwestern Inm.

By sunset, low clouds andfog began to reform along the Iraq-Saudi Arabia
border northwest as far as Rafha By late evening, the fog had lifted into broken low
clouds with bases from 1,000 to 2.000 feet and tops to 5.000 feet. These clouds had

spread north and northeast as far as the central Tigrts-Euphrates nver valley by 2I00Z.

Showers and thunderstorms fell over northeastern Saudi A rabia Kuwait, the

northern Persian Gulf and southwestern Inm. Patchy nighttime drizzle fell in area of
dense fog and low clouds.

Winds were northeasterly at 5 knots, becoming southeasterly at 5-10 knots after
0900Z.

Visibilities dropped to less than 100 meters in fog before dawn.

23 Januaf> 1991

By mid-aftemoon. the frontal system had moved south of Baghdad. A weak
high pressure center formed over Kuwait early in the day and moved slowly southeast
in the northern Persian Gulf The weak stationary frontal system in central Saudi
Arabia weakened further The southwest to northeast subtropical jet stream over
central Saudi A rabia moved southeastward to Qatar by 2100Z.

Isolated blowing dust reduced visibilities to as low as 3,200 meters in western

Iraq.
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Extensive broken to overcast low clouds, with bases of 500-1.000 feet and tops

to 1,500-2.000 feet, covered northeastern and central Saudi Arabia By early

afternoon, skies were scattered to broken and bases had lifted to 3.000 feet. This layer

dissipated shortly before sunset over northeastern Saudi A rabia but reformed by

2000Z. In early evening, broken low clouds from 3,000 to 5,000 feet moved north

and northeastward over Kuwait and the southern Tigns-Euphrates nver valley in

advance of the southward-moving cold front. By 1200Z. the leading edge of broken to

overcast frontaJ cloud layers had moved south of Baghdad, with bases from 3,000 to

4,000 feet: tops were 12.000-15,000 feet with broken high clouds above. Isolated

minshowers along and just ahead of the front reached 20,000 feet. By 20002, the

leading edge of the frontal clouds had moved to near An Najaf in the Tigris-Euphrates

river valley—the trailing edge was 60 miles north of Baghdad. Figure 3-8, a visual

satellite image taken at 1037Z, shows these layered clouds well.

Isolated moderate to heavy rain showers fell in central Iraq along and within

100 miles either side of the southeastward-moving cold front. Patchy light dnzzle fell

in northeastern Saudi A rabia before 0500Z.

Winds were easterly at 5-7 knots before dawn, becoming southeasterly at 5-10

knots by late morning in extreme southern Iraq and northeastern Saudi Arabia By
1700Z, winds had veered to southerly at 10-15 knots. In central Iraq, winds were light

and variable until I200Z, becoming southerly at 10-20 knots cfter I500Z.

24 Januaiy 1991

A t I200Z, heavy rain fell in extreme northern Saudi A rabia near the western

Iraq border Fogformed during the night and through the morning in north-central

Saudi A rabia along the western Saudi A rabia-Iraq border, in northern Jordan, and in

southern Syria.

Winds were westerly to northwesterly at 10 knots during the first 12 hours,

becoming northerly to northeasterly at 10 knots later in the day.

Visibilities in fog were as low as 5 km from 0000 to lOOOZ in Saudi Arabia

25 January 1991

A low moved east-northeast across Syria and Iraq, producing light snoM> and

rain showers, blowing dust, and extensive cloudiness. Conditions improved toward the

end of the day as the system moved into Iran. By the end of the day, another low had

developed along the eastern Mediterranean coast, increasing cloudiness in western Iraq.
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The low produced light snow over western Iraq, northeastern Jordan, and Syria;

light rainshowers fell in northwestern Saudi A rabia and Iraq. Winds to 20 knots in

northern Saudi A rabia produced duststorms from 0900 to 1500Z as far south as 28

degrees north.

Cloud cover was extensive until evening, by which time the system had moved

into Iran. Broken to overcast low and middle clouds, along with some high clouds,

preceded the low and its cold front. Scattered to broken low clouds followed the

front; ceilings were 2,000-3.000 feet, but as low as 500 feet in rainshowers.

Precipitation consisted of light rainshowers that developed with the frontal

system. At Z, Baghdad skies were overcast with rainshowers.

From 0400 to llOOZ in Saudi Arabia, fog reduced visibility to as low as 3,600

meters. Fog redeveloped in the evening. Some dust may have been advected into the

area from storms farther west.

26 January 1991

By 1800Z, a weak secondary low hadformed along the front in Saudi Arabia

near 27 degrees North, 44 degrees East, and drifted slowly east.

The low-pressure system produced light snow over southern Syria and light

rainshowers in northern Saudi Arabia and western Iraq. Blowing dust south of the rain

m Saudi A rabia reduced visibilities to 5 km. Winds were 20 knots around the low,

but reached 30 knots with nan in northwestern Saudi Arabia

The low moving across southern Iraq produced extensive cloudiness, as well as

thunderstorms with bases at 2,000 feet and tops to 35.000 feet. Ceilings were as low

as 800 feet in rainshowers.

Precipitation fell as light rain and rainshowers in Saudi A rabia around the low.

Rainshowers also fell in Iraq.

Winds were northwesterly at 5-15 knots most of the day, becoming

northeasterly as the storm system approached and northwesterly again as it passed.

Peak speeds were 23 knots, probably higher in Iraq.

Visibilities in eastern Iraq were 6 km in haze early in the day through 0600Z.

Later in the day, visibilities on the south sides of showers and duststorms were

reduced to 8 km.
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27 Januaiy 1991

A low moving eastwardfrom northeastern Saudi A rabia to the Persian Gulf
coast produced extensive cloudiness over most of southeastern Iraq. The low

gradually weakened throughout the day, leaving only some low clouds in the vicinity

of the Gulf by late evening. A cold front extended west-southwest from the low

across Saudi A rabia A strong high moved into northwestern Saudi A rabia, driving the

cold front into southern Saudi Arabia; strong winds behind the front produced
duststorms.

The storm system produced significant weather over large pans of Saudi A rabia

Light rain and rainshowers moving east with the low persisted at some Gulf coastal

stations until 1900Z. The low produced multilayered clouds the first half of the day,

but only low cloud the second half. A low overcast with fog developed behind the

front in northwestern Saudi Arabia; fog dropped visibilities to as low as 200 meters.

Skies improved by mid-moming and cleared by ctftemoon. Strong winds behind the

front produced duststorms. Visibilities in northwestern Saudi A rabia was near zero in

early evening because of blowing dust in 35 knot winds.

Skies were initially overcast in the southeastern two-thirds of the area but

Baghdad and vicinity was clear. Middle and high clouds were only present the first

half of the day; they dissipated and moved off to the east by 1200Z. The low clouds

moved southeast during the day and were out of Iraq by 1500Z. After 1500Z, the low

cloud remaining over Saudi A rabia and Kuwait was broken to overcast.

Precipitation fellfrom 0000 to 0600Z as light drizzle, rain, and rainshowers.

Winds were initially southeasterly at 10-15 knots ahead of the low, by northerly
to northwesterly across Iraq behind the front. Winds shifted across the area by 1200Z;

northerly to northwesterly winds were 10-20 knots with peak gusts to 30 knots.

Speeds dropped to less than 10 knots during the evening.

Visibilities dropped to 9 km under the cloud cover in rain, fog, and haze.

28 Januaiy 1991

High pressure began to dominate the weather over Iraq and northern

Saudi Arabia, but parts of Saudi Arabia were still affected by weather left in the wake

of the low-pressure system that prevailed on the 27th.
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Morningfog and low clouds north of Riyadh lowered ceilings and visibility to

2.000 feel and 8 km. There were some scattered to broken low clouds in the western

Persian Gulf and at coastal stations. There was broken fog and stratus, with blowing

dust, in southern Saudi A rabia

Skies were generally clear except for thin scattered high cloud at 22.000-28.000

feet over northern Iraq and heavy black smoke over southern Iraq—see Figure 3-14.

Winds were northwesterly at 3-10 knots, becoming more northerly toward the end of

the day. Visibilities were as low as 1.500 meters over southern Iraq in the heavy

smoke.

Visible Smoke Plumes

NOAA visual imagery in Gulf War Weather shows smoke plumes visible originatmg

in an area just south of the two large lakes west of Baghdad and extending to the

southeast Available NOAA thermal imagery details smoke plumes in eastern Iraq

moving to the southeast.

29 Januaiy 1991

A high-pressure area over Saudi A rabia weakened as it moved southeast toward

Qatar. A mid- to upper-level disturbance moved across the northern part of the region,

resulting in extensive cloudiness over northern Iraq and Turkey.

The disturbance produced light rain and snow in Syrta and snow in 'Turkey.

There was extensive black smoke along the Persian Gulf coast. Suspended dust still

reduced visibility in southern Saudi A rabia

Isolated evening thunderstorms from 3,000 to 35,000 feet developed over

southeastern Iraq. Some formed souths' est of Baghdad at 1800Z.

Winds were near calm dunng the night, becoming east-southeasterly at 5-10

knots in the morning and increasing 10-20 knots dunng the afternoon. On the Persian

Gulf coast, however winds were northwesterly at 5-10 knots for the first half of the

day before switching to east-southeast.

Visibilities were 8 km in blowing dust in the afternoon as the winds picked up.

Black smoke reduced visibilities along the Persian Gulf coast—one station reported 9

km.
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30 Januaiy 1991

A low pressure system developed in the eastern Mediterranean and moved
eastward across Syria, reaching western Iraq by the end of the day.

Low clouds moved into western Iraq during the day with ceilings

around 3,000 feet. The subtropical jet stream produced high clouds across central

Saudi A rabia

Cloud coverfrom the previous day's disturbance remained over eastern Iraq and

Kuwait: broken low clouds at 3.000-6,000 feet in the north around Baghdad dissipated

by IIOOZ. Over KuM'ait, broken middle clouds from 8,000 to 14.000 feet moved off
to the east by 0600Z. Broken to overcast low clouds with 3,000-foot ceilings and

6,000-foot tops entered the western part of the area in the evening.

With the storm system approaching, winds were southerly to southeasterly at 5-

10 knots.

Visibilities were restricted, primarily by haze and smoke from burning oil.

Morning fog reduced visibility to 5 km in some spots; most haze restrictions were

reported at 8 km. Some dust was raised during the day with increasing winds from
the approaching system.

Visible Smoke Plumes

DMSP visual imagery in Gulf War Weather shows smoke plumes originating in an

area west of the two large lakes west of Baghdad and extending to the southeast. The

plume splits into two plumes, one extending to the east and the other to the SSE just

south of the southernmost lake.

31 January 1991

A slow-moving low in the eastern Mediterranean Sea spread stormy weather

throughout the Middle East as an associated frontal system passed through Iraq. A t

0600Z, a secondary low-pressure cell was centered southwest of Baghdad. It rapidly
moved northeast while the coldfront moved south and weakened. In north-central

Saudi A rabia, the strong subtropicaljet stream spread extensive high clouds.

Broken to overcast low clouds extended over the area until about I600Z. with

ceilings over Iraq as low as 3,000 feet and tops to 6,000 feet. Baghdad was affected
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bet»'een 0200 and 0900Z. Skies became clear in central Iraq and Kuwait after 1600Z

as the front moved southward.

Isolated thunderstorms with tops to 35.000 feet passed northeast of Baghdad
near IIOOZ. Rain fell in western Iraq when the low-pressure cell moved through.

Winds were southwesterly at 5-10 knots before the front and westerly to

northerly at 15-20 knots immediately behind it.

Visibilities were reduced to 4,000 meters by duststorms in Kuwait and southern

Iraq as the front passed. Groundfog lowered visibilities to about 6 km in northeastern

Saudi A rabia, Kifwait, and southern Iraq.

1 February 1991

High pressure was centered over northwestern Saudi A rabia, keeping central

Iraq cloud-free. A weak coldfront extended from a low centered in north-central

Iran. The front spread middle clouds from Qatar southwestward across Saudi A rabia

A slow-moving low-pressure system centered on the Turkey-Syria bonier caused

rainshowers in western Iraq. Syria, and Jordan. By 1800Z. middle clouds from this

low reached Baghdad. A weak low developed on the central Red Sea coast in

response to an upper-air disturbance.

Middle clouds covered the mountains to Iraq's west and north. Light rain fell in

Syria and northern Iraq between 1800 and 2I00Z. Extensive areas of mountain-wave

turbulence developed in the west between 0300Z and 1500Z and reached as far east as

43 degrees east. Early-morning groundfogformed in low -lying areas over most of the

eastern Arabian Peninsula Lowest visibilities were 2,000-4.000 meters.

Skies were clear to scattered before about 0900Z. except in the extreme

northeast. Broken low clouds from the low in Turkey spread southward; by I600Z.

they had reached Baghdad, with 3,000 foot ceilings. Thin broken or scattered cirrus

spread northeastwardfrom the northern Red Sea. covenng the area south of 31 degrees
North by IIOOZ.

Winds were northeasterly at 5-10 knots in the south, westerly to the north.

Afternoon winds were light and variable over central Iraq. Visibilities were generally

good, but morning groundfog reduced them to about 6 km in northeast Saudi Arabia.

Kuwait, and southern Iraq.
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2 Febniaiy 1991

A trough of low pressure formed to the east of a high-pressure cell centered

over eastern Saudi A rabia, causing low clouds in southern Iraq. A frontal system with

low centers in the southern Caspian Sea and in east-central Syria extended along the

northern Iraq border The strong subtropical jet stream spread high and middle clouds

over central Saudi A rabia

Low and middle clouds prevailed over northern and western Iraq. Early

morning groundfogformed in low-lying areas over most of the eastern A rabian

Peninsula Extensive areas of mountain-wave turbulence developed near the Syria-Iraq

border between 0300 and I500Z and reached to 43 degrees East.

The subtropicaljet stream caused layered middle and high clouds over the area

south of 32 degrees North throughout the day. Ceilings were between 15.000 and

25,000 feet, with the lowest along the northern Persian Gulf. Frontal low clouds

stretched along the Syria-Iraq border The broken low clouds southwest of Baghdad
included 4,000 foot ceilings and 6,000 foot tops. These clouds gradually moved east;

by 2000Z, they were on the Kirwait coast. Another layer of low clouds with ceilings

of about 3,000 feet formed over the Tigris-Euphrates river valley north of 31 degrees

North during the night.

Winds were easterly at 10-15 knots south of 30 degrees North, southerly in the

central area, and westerly north of 33 degrees North. They were gusty in the southern

areas.

Duststorms reduced visibilities in the northern Nqfud Desert eastward to

southern Kuwait between 1200 and 2000Z. Minimum visibility was about 2.400

meters. Dense smoke Mas reported in northwestern KuM-ait before 0800Z—visibiliies

were probably below 2.000 meters.

High temperatures were 13-16 degrees Celsius; lows, 2-1 1 degrees Celsius.

3 Febniaiy 1991

The frontal system in eastern Syria began to move slowly eastward and break

up, resulting in lowered ceilings and gusty winds. The nearly dry front passed

Baghdad at 2000Z. A weak front extendedfrom central Iraq to near Riyadh,

spreading low clouds to Iraq's eastern section. The subtropical jet stream became more

westerly than northwesterly, leaving the northern Persian Gulf cloud-free but spreading
scattered to broken middle and high clouds across Saudi Arabia
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Sustained winds to 25 knots were reported in extreme northwestern Saudi

Arabia as the front passed. Extensive duststorms reduced visibilities to 1,000 meters

near the front in the Syrian and Nqfud Deserts. Duststorms were also reported at

J500Z between Riyadh and Kuwait.

Middle and high clouds from the subtropical Jet stream had moved out of the

area by lOOOZ. In the morning, scattered to broken low clouds covered Iraq east of 43

degrees East and all of Kuwait, some locations reported 3,000 foot ceilings. By
I200Z, the clouds had moved eastward to the Iraq-Turkey bonier A small area of
low clouds with 3.000 foot ceilings formed about 100 miles west of Baghdad at

16001.

Winds were westerly at 10-25 knots west of 45 degrees East, but southeasterly

at 10-15 knots to the east. There were gusts to 35 knots near the front.

Duststorms reduced visibilities to as low as 500 meters at about 1500Z in

southern Kuwait and northeastern Saudi Arabia Elsewhere, visibilities were above 6

km. High temperatures were 8-20 degrees Celsius; lows, 3-16 degrees Celsius.

4 February 1991

High pressure centered in southeastern Egypt strengthened and built into

northwestern Saudi A rabia The low-pressure system that had been affecting northern

Iraq continued to move eastward. By 0900Z, the trough had moved southeastward to

the south of Qatar The subtropical jet stream continued to spread high and middle

clouds over the central A mbian Peninsula

In the early morning, middle clouds produced 10,000 foot ceilings in a

tnangular area between 30 degrees North and a southwest-northeast line running from
60 miles south of Baghdad, then eastward to the Iraq border These clouds rapidly

moved southeastM'ord. By 0600Z, they affected only the coast of Kuwait. The area

was almost cloud-free by lOOOZ.

Winds were northeasterly at 10-15 knots inland, but northerly at 15-20 knots on

the KuMait coast. Inland, winds became northerly at 5-10 knots after 1800Z.

Visibilities were generally above 10 km, but scattered fires and smoke plumes
reduced visibility in Kuwait to below 4 km. One smoke plume, originating in

southern KuM'ait, measured 35 miles long and 10-15 miles wide.

High temperatures were 3-13 degrees Celsius; lows, 2-8 degrees Celsius.
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5 Febniaiy 1991

High pressure centered in central Iraq kept skies clear or scattered most of the

day, but clouds associated with the subtropical jest stream still spread high and middle
clouds over the central A rabian Peninsula These clouds were scattered in the

morning, but denser clouds moved in from Egypt by JOOOZ.

Morning haze reduced visibilities in central Saudi A rabia; Riyadh reported
4.800 meters at 0500Z. improving to 8 km by 0800Z. Duststorms after 2000Z were

the result of 20 knot winds over the Syrian and Nqfud Desert: they lowered visibility

to 5 km.

Clouds were limited to scattered cirrus until about llOOZ, but the subtropicaljet
stream moved scattered to broken middle and high clouds into southwestern Iraq later

in the day. These clouds had moved over Kuwait by I600Z, producing 10,000 foot

ceilings during the night.

Winds were northeasterly at 10-15 knots along the coast, but light and variable

in Iraq. As the front shiftedfarther north after 0900Z, winds in the south became

stronger and more easterly. Visibilities were above 10 km except in Ktrwait, where
scattered fires and smoke plumes reduced visibility to below 4 km. High
temperatures were 9-17 degrees Celsius; lows, 0-6 degrees Celsius.

Visible Smoke Plumes

DMSP visual imagery in Gulf War Weather shows small visible smoke plumes over

Kuwait extendmg to the south and southeast.

6 Febniaiy 1991

High pressure was centered in northwestern Iraq, with a weak low pressure

trough to the southeast between central Saudi A rabia- near Riyadh—and Israel. The

subtropical jet stream remained over the norther A rabian Peninsula; associated high
clouds became increasingly scattered after 0600Z.

At OOOOZ, there were only scattered low, middle, and high clouds throughout
the area. By 0300Z, the middle cloud deck had thickened; ceilings as low as 12.000

feet, with tops at about 18,000 feet, hadformed over the southwestern half of Iraq.

These clouds drifted eastward, and by 1900Z they were east of Baghdad and Kuwait.

Middle and high clouds from the subtropical jet stream effected Kuwait and southern
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Iraq bemeen 0400 and llOOZ; bases were at or above J 0,000 feel, with lops to 32.000

feet.

Winds were light and variable in Iraq, but easterly at 5-10 knots in Kuwait.

Morning fog. smoke, and dust reduced visibilities in Kuwait and southern Iraq to as

low as 3.200 meters in spots. Afternoon visibilities in areas not affected by smoke
were above 6 km.

Afternoon high temperatures were between 5 and 13 degrees Celsius. High

pressure and almost clear skies drove morning low temperatures down to -2 degrees
Celsius in the north and 7 degrees Celsius in the south.

7 Fcbruarj' 1991

A low-pressure system over northeastern Saudi Arabia resulted in afternoon and

evening rainshowers and thunderstorms over Saudi Arabia and the Persian Gulf. The

subtropical jet stream brought middle and upper cloudiness to central Saudi A rabia

Weak high pressure was centered over Iraq.

Scattered low clouds, with some middle and high clouds that were occasionally

broken, extended across central Saudi A rabia and the Persian Gulf. Ceilings varied

from 10,000 to 25.000 feet. Broken low clouds with bases at 2.000 feet were evident

early in the morning over western Iraq. Light afternoon rainshowers fell over east-

central Saudi A rabia Isolated late evening thunderstorms were reported over the west-

central pan of the Persian Gulf. Tops were about 30.000-35.000 feet. Visibilities in

northwestern Saudi A rabia were 7-9 km in haze and suspended dust. Suspended dust

also reduced early morning visibilities in east-central Saudi A rabia to 4.800 meters.

Early morning skies were generally clear, but scattered middle clouds from the

west moved into central Iraq and Kuwait by mid-moming. The middle clouds over

central Iraq went scattered to broken at 10.000 feet by late morning. Skies became
scattered by early afternoon. By early evening, cloud cover over Kuwait and southeast

Iraq became scattered, variable to broken, at 10.000-18,000 feet. Isolated evening
thunderstorms developed over extreme northern Kuwait; tops reached 30,000 feet.

Early morning winds were light and variable, becoming northwesterly to

northerly at 10-15 knots by late morning. Haze and suspended dust reduced

visibilities over central Iraq to 7-9 km. Smoke, haze, and suspended dust reduced

visibilities in northern Kuwait to 5-7 km and to 1,600 meters in southern Kuwait.

High temperatures were 7-15 degrees Celsius: los. 0-6 degrees Celsius.
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Visible Smoke Plumes

NOAA visual imagery in Gulf War Weather shows visible smoke plumes extending m
varying directions from to the northeast to the south Imagery captioned: "Smoke
from Kuwait is being blown southwjird into northeast Saudi Arabia.'"

8 February 1991

The low pressure system was now located over southeastern Saudi Arabia The

subtropical jet stream brought middle and high clouds across eastern Saudi Arabia

Weak high pressure m'os centered over Iraq.

Although skies were generally clear, broken middle clouds at 10,000 to 12,000

feet were observed over east-southeastern Saudi A rabia during early morning. Skies

were broken to overcast at 4,000-5,000 feet between 0500 and 1300Z over

northwestern and north-central Saudi A rabia Scattered middle clouds were observed

over western Iraq in the morning and afternoon, becoming broken at 10,000-12,000

feet during the evening. Blowing sand and dust lowered visibilities to 5-7 km in east-

central Saudi A rabia

Skies were generally clear, but scattered middle clouds were observed over

southeastern Iraq during early morning. By mid-afternoon, there were scattered middle

clouds over central Iraq. By late night, these became scattered to broken at 10,000-

12.000 feet.

Winds were light and variable in the morning, becoming northwesterly to

northerly at 10-15 knots. Visibilities in smoke over southern Kuwait and southeast

Iraq was less than 1,600 meters . High temperatures were 7-15 degrees Celsius; lows,

0-6 degrees Celsius.

Visible Smoke Plumes

NOAA visual imagery in Gulf War Weather shows visible smoke plumes over

southeast Iraq and southern Kuwait, extending to the south and southeast.

"us. Air Force. ETAC, Gulf War Weather (March 1992), 3-53.
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9 February 1991

High pressure dominated the region— skies were generally clear.

Skies were clear except for scattered low clouds over northwestern Saudi A rabia

and western Iraq. Winds increased to 15 knots with gusts of 25 knots across northern

Saudi Arabia, where afternoon visibilities decreased to 4,800 meters in blowing sand

and dust.

Early morning skies over central Iraq were broken at 10.000-12,000 feel. The

clouds slowly moved into southeastern Iraq and dissipated during the day.

Winds were westerly to northwesterly at 10-20 knots. Smoke and haze lowered

visibilities in Kuwait to 5-7 km. High temperatures were 12-20 degrees Celsius; lows.

2-8 degrees Celsius.

10 February 1991

High pressure continued to dominate. Skies over Saudi A rabia and Iraq were

clear during the day. but scattered to broken mid-level clouds with bases at 10,000-

12,000 feet moved into western Iraq by late evening.

Skies were clear during the day. but by late evening, scattered to broken mid-

level clouds with bases at 10.000-12.000 feet moved into central Iraq.

Winds were northwesterly at 5-10 knots. Thick smoke over east and southeast

Iraq began to show in satellite photos by 0600Z and lasted until early evening. Smoke

from southern Kuwait was also still visible; visibilities in the smoke were 800-1,600
meters. High temperatures were 10-15 degrees Celsius; lows, 0-5 degrees Celsius.

Visible Smoke Plumes

Imagery in Gulf War Weather shows smoke plumes visible over western, eastern, and

southeastern Iraq Direction SSE, Smoke plumes are dso visible over southern

Kuwait Direction: South

11 February 1991

High pressure was centered over southeastern Saudi A rabia, but low pressure

formed over western Saudi A rabia The subtropical jet stream brought increased

moisture in the mid- and upper-levels to Iraq and northern Saudi A rabia A mid-level
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disturbance moving over Iraq and northern Saudi A rabta caused isolated thunderstorms

and rainshowers.

Scattered high clouds over western Iraq became broken with bases at 20.000

feet from mid-moming through afternoon. There were scattered low clouds over

northwestern and east-central Saudi Arabia during the day.

Scattered to broken upper clouds with bases at 22,000 - 25,000 feet were

present during the morning and mid-qftemoon over central Iraq. Morning skies were

clear over Kuwait and southeastern Iraq, but smoke plumes were visible. Cloudiness

decreased in central Iraq during the day. but increased in southeastern Iraq and

Kuwait. Skies became scattered to broken, occasionally overcast, at 4.000 - 6.000 feet.

By late afternoon, thunderstorms (tops 35,000 feet) and rainshowers hadformed over

Kuwait; they moved off to the east and dissipated by late evening.

Winds accompanying the thunderstorms in Kuwait reached 25-35 knots, but

over the rest of the area, they were northwesterly at 10-15 knots.

Smoke and haze lowered morning visibilities to 4,800 meters in Kuwait and

southeastern Iraq. Rain and rainshowers reduced evening visibilities to 1,600 - 3,200

meters. High temperatures were 10-15 degrees Celsius; lows were 0-5 degrees

Celsius.

Visible Smoke Plumes

Imagery in Gulf War Weather shows smoke plumes clearly visible over Kuwait.

Direction: South, Smoke plumes are also visible over southeastern Iraq. Direction:

SSE.

12 Februai> 1991

High pressure dominated, but a low-pressure system moved into the eastern

Mediterranean by the end of the day, increasing cloudiness over western Iraq.

Broken middle clouds at 8,000-10,000 feet were present over northeast, east and

central Saudi A rabia and the Persian Gulf during the morning. By late evening, there

were scattered to broken high clouds at 20,000-25,000 feet over western Iraq.

Broken middle clouds at 8,000-10,000 feet remained over Kuwait until mid-

moming. Scattered upper clouds moved into central Iraq by late evening.
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(Vinds were northwesteriy to northeHy at 10-15 knots. High temperatures were

10-15 degrees Celsius: lows. 0-5 degrees Celsius. V'tstbilities in Kuwait were 5-7 km
due to smoke and haze

Visible Smoke Plumes

Imagery in Gulf War Weather shows smoke plumes clearly visible over eastern Iraq

and Kuwait Direction; S-SSE.

13 Februao 1991

High pressure dominated the Saudi A rabian peninsula, but low pressure centered

over the eastern Mediterranean sent moisture into Iraq and northern Saudi A rabia. The

low moved to the northeast as high pressure intensified behind it.

Scattered skies became broken to overcast over western and northern Iraq. The

25,000 fool ceilings prevailing in the morning became 8.000-10,000 feet during the

day. By the end of the day, skies were scattered agcan. Over northern Saudi Arabia,

skies were scattered, but occasionally broken, at 20,000-25,000 feet.

Scattered skies became gradually broken over central, east-central, and southeast

Iraq and Kuwait. Smoke plumes were visible over southern Kuwait and the northern

Saudi A rabian Gulf Coast, (see below)

Winds were northwesterly at 10-15 knots. Visibilities in southeastern Iraq and

Kuwait were 5-7 kilometers in smoke and haze. High temperatures were 13-16

degrees Celsius; lows, 1-4 degrees Celsius.

Visible Smoke Plumes

Imagery in Gulf War Weather shows smoke plumes clearly visible over southern

Kuwait. Plume directions appear to be to the S-SSE.

14 Februaiy 1991

High pressure over Iran and Syria resulted in fair weather across most of the

region.

Morning skies over northern Iraq were overcast with middle and high clouds:

ceilings were as low as 10.000 feet. The clouds moved eastward and were over Iran

by 1200Z. Broken low and middle clouds over central and southern Saudi A rabia
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produced 5,000 foot ceilings with scattered light rainshowers end 9-km visibilities.

The clouds moved southeastward and became scattered after J200Z. Visibilities in

western and southern iraq were as low as 6 km where 20-knot winds resulted in

localized suspended and blowing dust.

Cloud cover consisted only of thin scattered high clouds over eastern Iraq and

Kuwait: bases were 20,000 feet; tops 25,000 feet. The high clouds moved east into

Iran by 1200Z. Winds were light and variable in the early morning, becoming

northerly to easterly at 5-15 knots during the day.

Morning visibilities along the Persian Gulf coast near Kuwait were 8 km in fog.

Widespread haze over northern Saudi A rabia produced visibilities of 8 km. High

temperatures were 16-18 degrees Celsius; lows were 2-5 degrees Celsius.

Visible Smoke Plumes

Imagery in Gulf War Weather shows smoke plumes clearly visible over southern Iraq.

Plume directions appear to be to the SE

15 Febraaiy 1991

High pressure over Iran and Turkey extended southward across most of the

region. Broken high clouds passed through western Iraq to the east during the

oflemoon, followed in the evening by a large shield of high cloud entering from the

west. Scattered to broken high clouds over parts of central and southern Saudi A rabia-

-with bases between 9,000 and 12,000 feet—dissipated partially during the day.

Blowing dust in northern and western Saudi Arabia reduced visibilities to as low as

5 km.

Broken high clouds passed through the area between 1300Z and 2100Z with

bases at 24,000 feet and tops to 32,000 feet There were followed by scattered high

clouds that moved into central Iraq from the west by the end of the day. Scattered

bases were at 24.000 feet with tops to 32,000 feet.

Winds were northerly at 5-10 knots through the morning, gradually shifting to

easterly at 5-15 knots in the afternoon and evening. Smoke that is clearly visible

restricted visibility up to 14,000 feet. Evening ground fog developed along the Kuwait

coast, dropping visibility to 8 km. High temperatures were near 20 degrees Celsius;

lows variedfrom 2 degrees Celsius in the north to 8 degrees Celsius in the southeast.
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Visible Smoke Plumes

DMSP visual imagery in Gulf War Weather shows smoke plumes visible over Kuwait

extendmg to the south over Saudi Arabia.

16 Febniary 1991

High pressure over Iran weakened as a strong frontal system approached from
the west. The polarjet stream dipped southward into the eastern Mediterranean as the

subtropical jet stream crossed Egypt and brought in upper-level moisture. A new low-

pressure centerformed on the front over Syria by I500Z and moved southeast. The

low and Its accompanying cold front reached western Iraq by I800Z.

Multiple cloud layers covered the region southward to 25 degrees North with

scattered to broken low clouds and broken to overcast middle and high clouds. Light
rain and ratnshowers lowered ceilings to 1. 000 feet and visibilities to 1.100 meters.

The blowing dust already present in northwestern Saudi A rabia at OOOOZ spread to

include much of northern Saudi Arabia, especially south of the rain. Winds up to 30

knots produced duststorms with visibilities as low as 200 meters in northern Saudi

A rabia, Syria, and western Iraq.

Cloud cover increased and ceilings lowered during the day. Skies were initially

scattered with high clouds from 27,000 to 30,000 feet, but became broken to overcast

by morning, with multiple layers between 25,000 and 35,000 feet. Bases lowered to

20,000 feet by 0700Z. Broken middle clouds reached central Iraq at about llOOZ with

12,000 fool bases and 18,000 foot tops. Scattered low clouds moved in by early

evening with 2,000 foot bases and 6.000 foot tops: middle-cloud ceilings were down to

8.000 feet by then. Low clouds increased in the evening. Light rain and rainshowers

lowered ceilings to 1.000 feet.

Winds variedfrom easterly to southerly with the approaching frontal system.
Initial 5- to 10-knot speeds increased during the day. The highest reported sustained

speed was 30 knots.

Visibilities worsened throughout the day. Dense black smoke over the southern

half of Kuwait reduced visibilities to 6 km— some pilots reported certain areas as

"unworkable.
"

Duststorms developed as wind speeds reached 20 knots around 0900Z:

speeds to 30 knots dropped visibilities to as low as 200 meters later in the day. Local

evening visibilities were cb low as 1. 100 meters. High temperatures increased to 20-

25 degrees Celsius as the front brought warm air into the region; lows were 6-8

degrees Celsius.
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17 Febniaiy 1991

A low-pressure area moved northeast from central Iraq across Iran as its cold

front moved through most of Iraq. A weak secondary: low formed along the front in

south-central Iraq near the Saudi A rabian border The cold front continued southward

into central Saudi A rabia and weakened. High pressure intensified behind the front.

Rain fell along the front in northern Saudi Arabia early in the day, hut moved
into central Saudi A rabia by evening. Visibilities were 8 km. but dropped to 4. 700

meters in a 1500Z thunderstorm in west-central Saudi Arabia. Blowing dust ahead of
the front reduced visibilities to as low as 1.700 meters. Duststorms behind the front

dropped visibility as low as 900 meters in western Iraq Skies over central Saudi

Arabia were scattered as 4.000 feet, and broken to overcast at 10,000 feet.

Cloud coverfrom OOOOZ to llOOZ was broken to overcast with layered low and

middle clouds: ceilings were 3.000 feet, tops to 15.000 feet. Skies over southern Iraq

and Kuwait were overcast at between 20.000 and 35.000 feet. Skies in Iraq began to

clear by llOOZ. leaving scattered low clouds from 3.000 to 6.000 feet that continued

moving east and south; all of Iraq, except for its extreme northern border, was clear

after 1600Z.

Rain and rainshowers fell over northeastern Saudi A rabia. southeastern Iraq, and

Kuwait. The bases of late-moming thunderstorms near the Saudi A rabia border were

3,000 feet, with lops to 35,000 feet. The rain moved eastward by evening.

Winds were southerly to southeasterly at 5-15 knots ahead of the low and cold

front, and northerly to northwesterly at 5-20 knots behind it. Speeds diminished to 5-

10 knots in the evening.

Visibility in rain was 4.700 meters. Blowing dust in some areas of
northeastern Saudi A rabia that had remained dry lowered visibilities to 6 km. Evening

fog formed locally where rain had fallen, lowering visibilities to 6 km.

Daytime temperatures were highest (20 degrees Celsius) in the west where skies

cleared first, but highs in the east were as low as 14 degrees Celsius. Daily lows were

in the evening cifter the cold front had passed. Lows rangedfrom 6 degrees Celsius in

the north to 12 degrees Celsius in the south.
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18 February 1991

A high-pressure cell moved over Iraq catd dominated much of the region's

weather Morning fog developed over north-central and northwestern Saudi A rabia but

dissipated by early afternoon. Clouds associated with yesterday's cold front were over

central Saudi A rabia and the Persian Gulf where they produced scattered light rain

through the morning until moving into the A nabian Sea in the afternoon. Skies were

scattered from 3,000 to 6.000 feel, broken from 10.000 to 18.000 feet, and broken

from 28.000 to 33.000 feet.

Thick morning groundfog lifted to form 1.000 foot ceilings that dissipated by

about lOOOZ Broken middle clouds over southern Kuwait and northeastern Saudi

Arabia moved off to the southeast during the first 6 hours of the day: ceilings were

7.000 feet with tops to 12.000 feet. Middle and high clouds moved into the region

from the northwest during the second half of the day; scattered to broken middle

clouds were from 8.000 to 18.000 feet, and thin broken high clouds were from 29.000

to 35.000 feet.

Winds were generally light and variable in the north, but northerly to

northeasterly at 5-10 knots in the south. Visibilities ranged from near zero to 2,000

meters in thick and extensive morning fog across portions of Iraq and Saudi A rabia.

The fog. which was concentrated over (and to the west of) the Tigns-Euphrates river

valley in Iraq, didn't hum off until about lOOOZ. Fogformed again in the evening

over northern Saudi A rabia and Kuwait, dropping visibilities to 4.800 meters. High

temperatures were 17-20 degrees Celsius, lows rangedfrom 5 degrees Celsius in clear

areas to 11 degrees Celsius under the fog.

19 February 1991

A low-pressure area developed over Syria and moved easfM'ard into

northwestern Iraq. A secondary low developed in northwestern Saudi A rabia and

moved easfM'ard into northern Saudi A rabia. Two lines of strong thunderstorms—one

over northern Saudi A rabia, one over Iraq—developed between 1500 and 1800Z and

continued well into the next day.

Scattered low clouds over western Iraq and northern Saudi A rabia early in the

day were from 3,000 to 5,000 feet. Thin high clouds moved in that afternoon.

Thunderstorm bases were at 3.000 feet, tops to 35.000 feet. Rain and ratnshowers

began after 1500Z. In central Saudi Arabia, scattered to broken low and middle

clouds, with bases at 4,000 and 10,000 feet, produced scattered evening rainshowers.
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Cloud cover in the first 6 hours was limited to southeastern Iraq and Kuwait,

where skies were scattered at 3.000 and 5,000 feet and thin broken from 20,000 to

25.000 feet. After these had cleared out in the afternoon, a new high thin broken layer

at 22,000 to 25.000 feet moved in. Convective activity from the west entered the area

at about I800Z, producing bases that were generally 3,000 feet, but as low as J, 000

feet in thunderstorms; tops were to 35,000 feet. Convective cells consolidated to

form a nearly solid, north-south line in central Iraq as another, similar line formed in

northern Saudi Arabia Middle-cloud ceilings outside showers were at 10.000 feet.

Thunderstorms produced localized moderate to heavy rain after I800Z. Light

rain and rainshowers fell outside the areas of strong convection.

Winds were east-southeasterly at 5-10 knots during the first half of the day,

increasing to 15-20 knots by afternoon. Isolated gusts to 30 knots occurred with

thunderstorms. Visibilities were less than 1,000 meters in rain associated with

thunderstorms, but 7 and 9 km elsewhere in rainshowers. black smoke from Kuwait,

fog, and/or blowing dust. High temperatures were 19-21 degrees Celsius; lows, 7-11

degrees Celsius.

Visible Smoke Plumes

DMSP visual imagery in Gulf War Weather shows smoke plumes visible over Kuwait

and extreme northeastern Saudi Arabia

20 Februaiy 1991

The low over Iraq moved eastward into Iran as the secondary low over northern

Saudi Arabia moved southeast along the Persian Gulf coast. Thunderstorm activity

that started the day before continued across eastern Iraq. Kuwait, and northeastern

Saudi A rabia Lines of thunderstorms moved gradually eastward as new cells

developed on their southwestern ends.

A cold front moved southeast across central and eastern Saudi A rabia,

producing scattered rain showers and visibilities as low as 800 meters in blowing dust.

Skies were scatteredfrom 4.000 to 6.000 feet and broken from 10,000 to 15,000 feet.

Thunderstorms that had been in northern Iraq earlier in the day moved into Iran,

followed by broken to overcast low and middle clouds with ceilings at 3,500 feet.

Western Iraq remained generally clear.

Thunderstorms moved across the area from west to east. Bases were at 1,000

feet and tops reached 40.000 feet. Cloud cover outside thunderstorms was broken to
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overcast, and multilayered from 3,000 lo 35.000 feel. Surface moisture helped

produce low broken clouds west of the front in central Iraq: ceilings were 3,500 feet,

with tops to 6,000 feet. There were also broken middle clouds from J 0.000 to 15.000

feet. Parts of south-central Iraq and north-central Scatdi A rabia cleared as

thunderstorms moved east.

Precipitation was moderate to hecny in thunderstorms, but light awo) from the

strong cells.

Winds were east-southeasterly at 10-20 knots, becoming west-northwesterly at

10-25 knots as the storm moved through. Isolated thunderstorms were above 30 knots.

Visibilities were 9 km outside thunderstorms, but less than 1,000 meters in

hecny thundershowers. Blowing dust in areas along the front that had not received

much rain lowered visibilities to 7 km. Evening fog formed along the Persian Gulf
coast, lowering visibilities to 1,500 meters by 2300Z.

High temperatures rangedfrom 2-4 degrees Celsius in the southeast ahead of the

cold front to as low as 15 degrees Celsius in the northwest behind it. Lows were 9

degrees Celsius in the north and 14 degrees Celsius in the southeast.

21 Februao' 1991

A low-pressure system moving south along the Persian Gulf neared Dhaliran by
0300Z; by 1500Z, it was on the United Arab Emirates coast near 53 degrees East. Its

cloudless cold front extended southwest across the A rabian Peninsula By 0900Z. an

area of high pressure hadformed in northwestern Saudi A rabia near the Iraqi border

The low-pressure system spread a wide area of clouds, rain, and isolated

thunderstorms over the Persian Gulf and along the coast as it passed. Ceilings were

generally 10,000 feet in rainshowers, but ceilings in thunderstorms were reported at

3,000 feet. Inland, the front caused dusistorms as it passed, reducing visibilities in

some places to 800 meters. Fog blanketed northern Saudi A rabia in the wake of the

low-pressure system, but dissipated by 0800Z at most locations: visibilities were as

low as 2,800 meters along the coast, but much lower in protected wadis. Along the

eastern Saudi Arabian coast, visibilities were 4,800 meters in dense haze. Between
0500 and 1300Z, sporadic dusistorms reduced visibilities to 6 km in the Synan Desert.

A n overcast layer of low clouds resulted in 500-foot ceilings over Kuwait and

Iraq south of Baghdad. Cloud tops were about 1,200 feet. The clouds lifted to 1,000-

3,000 feet by 0500Z and dissipated by 0700Z. South of 29 degrees North, broken
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middle clouds with 10,000 foot bases persisted until about 0700Z. Skies were clear

after 0900Z.

Winds were northeasterly or northerly at 10 knots in the south, easterly at 10-15

knots in the north. Central Iraq's winds were light and variable. Highest speeds —20
knots along the northeastern Saudi A rabian border-- were reported at 1500Z.

Fog and visibilities of 500 meters were common. The fog dissipated in the

northwest first, but lingered until 0800Z in Kuwait and Iraq south of 32 degrees North.

Dense smoke reduced visibilities in southern Kuwait and northern Saudi A rabia The

afternoon high temperature was 15 degrees Celsius. Morning lows were 6-11 degrees
Celsius, but by evening, temperatures in the north had fallen to about 3 degrees
Celsius.

Visible Smoke Plumes

DMSP visual imagery in Gulf War Weather shows smoke plumes in southern Kuwait

extending southward into Saudi Arabia.

22 Febniaiy 1991

High pressure was centered over east-central Saudi A rabia A cold front

extending from a low in the eastern Mediterranean spread scattered to broken high
clouds across Syria and northwestern Iraq. The system had moved into eastern Syria

by 1600Z. A low-pressure system near the Strait of Hormuz brought low cloudiness

and rain to the southeastern A rabian Peninsula

A dense band of smoke aloft extendedfrom the northern Persian Gulf along the

Saudi Arabian coast into the Rub al Khali. Bases were about 10,000 feet, tops to

18.000 feet. Skies were clear to scattered, but scattered to broken middle and high
clouds moved over the extreme northeast by 1800Z. Ceilings, where present, were

10.000 feet with tops to 15.000 feet. The middle and high clouds were neanng
Baghdad by 2300Z.

Visibilities were unrestricted except for areas affected by smoke, where they

were generally about 6 km. Pilots reported smoke tops to about 15,000 feet and

inflight visibilities as low as 1,000 feet. Dense smoke over and south of Kuwait.

Winds were light and variable before 1500Z, becoming southeasterly to easterly

al 5-10 knots to the east of the front after 1500Z. Elsewhere, winds remained light.
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After sunset, winds were nearly calm. High temperatures were 13-18 degrees Celsius:

lows, 1-8 degrees Celsius. The lowest temperatures were in the eastern Nafud Desert.

Visible Smoke Plumes

NOAA visual imagery in Gulf War Weather shows smoke plumes visible over Kuwait

moving southward over coastal Saudi Arabia.

23 February 1991

High pressure centered over the eastern A rabian Peninsula moved southeastward

into the Rub al Khali by 2000Z. Even though the frontal system dissipated as it

moved across northwest Saudi Arabia it still caused isolated light showers and
duststorms. The subtropical jet stream brought middle and high clouds eastward over
the area after 0900Z. Low pressure formed over the Red Sea

Fog reduced visibilities along the central Persian Gulf to about 1.000 meters

between 0100 and 0400Z and reformed ccfter 2000Z. Scattered to broken low and
middle clouds with light isolated rainshowers reduced visibilities to 10 km along the

weak low-pressure system in the west. Duststorms caused 4.000 meter visibilities in

the Syrian and Nafud Deserts between 0900 and 1 700Z. Middle and high clouds

produced 10.000 foot ceilings over northwestern Saudi A rabia after 0900Z. Smoke
from the Kuwaiti oilfields had reached Qatar; although concentrated at 10,000-12.000

feet, the smoke mixed with haze at lower levels to produce 6-km visibilities.

In the west, the low-pressure system caused scattered to broken clouds at 10.000

feet until about 0600Z. when they became scattered. By 1200Z. middle and high
clouds began to move into the area south of 31 degrees North, causing broken to

overcast ceilings at 10,000 to 12,000 feet. These clouds were east of 45 degrees East

by 1900Z. Between 0400 and 1600Z. another band of middle and high clouds formed
along the Iran-Iraq border north of 32 degrees North. Ceilings were about 8.000 feel,
with tops to 32.000 feet. Isolated thunderstorms formed over Kuwait by 2000Z, with

2.500 foot bases and tops to 35,000 feet.

Winds were northerly to northwesterly at 10-15 knots east of 45 degrees East.

Elsewhere, winds were easterly at 5-10 knots. Duststorms reduced visibilities to 8 km
along the Iraq-Saudi A rabia border between 0800 and 1500Z. Dense smoke covered
eastern Kuwait and reduced visibilities generally to less than 8 km. with isolated cases
as low as 1.000 meters. High temperatures were 13-16 degrees Celsius; lows, 7-13

degrees Celsius.
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24 Februaiy 1991

A loM' -pressure system moved slowly eastward along the Iraq-Saudi A rabia

border. High pressure was still centered over the southeastern A rabian Peninsula. The

subtropical Jet stream's middle and high clouds moved eastward over the Persian Gulf.

They were out of the area by about 1900Z, but another upper-level disturbance

brought more high and middle clouds eastward. At 1500Z, these clouds were in north-

central Saudi A rabia

Morning fog again blanketed the central Persian Gulf coast between Dhahran
and the Strait of Hormuz. Visibility was poorest (2,000 meters) south of Qatar Gust

winds and blowing dust accompanied the low near the northern Saudi A rabian border

where 15- to 20-knot winds raised dust that reduced visibilities to 6 km. Broken to

overcast middle clouds produced 8,000 foot ceilings over the northern Persian Gulf,

but embedded low clouds resulted in isolated ceilings at 3,000 feet. Isolated

rainshowers fell near the low, reducing visibilities to 8 km. Isolated thunderstorms,

with bases at 2.500 feet and tops to 30,000 feet, developed southwest of Riyadh
between 1500 and 2200Z. Smoke reduced visibilities and obscured skies along the

Persian Gulf as far south as 23 degrees North.

In Kuwait and southern Iraq, skies were broken to overcast with 8.000 foot

ceilings until about 0500Z. Tops of these multilayered clouds reached 35,000 feet.

There were isolated 2,500-foot ceilings. By 0500Z, the higher clouds had moved east,

leaving scattered to broken low clouds over Kuwait. In the evening, more middle and

high clouds began to move into the southern halffrom the west. They reached

western Kuwait by 2000Z, bringing 9,000-foot ceilings and tops to 30,000 feet.

Isolated rainshowers and thunderstorms affected Kuwait end southeastern Iraq
until 0600Z. Rain, heavy at times, reduced visibility to 5 km. Winds in Saudi A rabia

and western Iraq were southwesterly to westerly at 10-15 knots, increasing to 15-25

knots by 0900Z south of 32 degrees North, with gusts to 30 knots. By 2100Z, speeds
had diminished to 10-15 knots. Winds in the Tigris-Euphrates river valley were

southeasteriy at 10-20 knots, but dropped to 3-5 knots after sunset.

Duststorms reduced visibilities to as low as 1,000 meters in Kuwait and
southern Iraq between 0900 and 2I00Z. Dense smoke from the Kuwaiti oil fires

moved northwestward. Visibilities just south of Baghdad were less than 3,000 meters.

Fogformed after 2100Z in Kwwcat and southern Iraq, reducing visibilities to less than

4,000 meters. Afternoon high temperatures were 10-21 degrees Celsius: morning lows

rangedfrom 1 degree Celsius in the northeast to 15 degrees Celsius in the southeast.
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Visible Smoke Plumes

DMSP visual imagery in Gulf War Weather shows smoke plumes from Kuwait

moving westward mto Iraq.

(As the ground war began, Iraqi forces set fire to Kuwaiti oil wells, resulting in

extremely heavy smoke concentrations over the entire region.)

25 Febniai> 1991

An upper-air disturbance moving northeastward spread stormy weather over the

northern Arabian Peninsula: by 0900Z, most of the region was covered with clouds. A

low-pressure system lingered over northwestern Saudi A rabia as the high-pressure cell

in the southeast moved eastward. Low pressure moving east from the northeastern

Mediterranean spread clouds southeastward over northern Iraq.

Fog reduced visibilities to as low as 1,500 meters from northeastern Saudi

A rabia to the United A rab Emirates coast (and to as low as 500 meters in the Tigris-

Euphraies nver valley) before 0400Z and again cifter 2000Z. Broken m iddle and high

multilayered clouds with tops to 30,000 feet spread 9,000-foot ceilings from the

northern Red Sea to the northern Persian Gulf and along the Iran-Iraq border Isolated

thunderstorms and ndnshowers formed over northwestern Saudi Arabia throughout the

day. They were most intense and widespread at about I600Z northwest of Riyadh,

along the southern Iraq-Iran border, and in extreme western Iraq near the Jordan

border Some of these storms were dry. creating intense, localized duststorms that

reduced visibilities to well below 1,000 meters. Widespread duststorms were reported
in the northern A rabian Peninsula and the Syrtan Desert between 0900 and 2000Z with

visibilities as low as 4,000 meters. Prevailing winds were as high as 30 knots in

northeastern Saiidi A rabia

At 0300Z, broken high clouds with 24,000-foot ceilings prevailed over Iraq and

Kuwait: but as denser clouds continued to move in, a solid overcast from 7,000 to

33,000 feet formed throughout southern Iraq and Kuwait. After 1300Z, isolated

thunderstorms with tops to 35,000 feet developed in the area's southern half; skies in

the heaviest storms were obscured. Conditions over southern Iraq and Kuwait

improved after 1800Z. In southwestern Iraq between the Tigris River and the Iranian

border, skies were scattered with isolated low clouds from 2.000 to 20,000 feet South

of 30 degrees North, skies were broken to overcast with 20,000-foot ceilings; there

were also isolated low clouds from 10,000 to 35,000 feet Elsewhere, skies remained

overcast between 8.000 and 35,000 feet.
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At 0500Z, a line of rainshow ers spreadfrom west-central Saudi Arabia

northeastward to the Saudi A rabia-lraq border and eastM-ard into southern Kuwait. The

line expanded and intensified to cover most of KuM'ait, southern Iraq, and north-central

Saudi Arabia by J600Z. Intermittent precipitation fell the rest of the day.

Winds were southeasterly at 5-10 knots until 0900Z. Afternoon winds were

stronger at 15-20 knots, with gusts to 40. Fog and smoke reduced visibilities to below

2,000 meters in southern Iraq and Kuwait. Visibilities improved to 8 km by 0600Z,

but sporadic duststorms in the afternoon reduced them to 4,000 meters. High

temperatures were 14-21 degrees Celsius; lows, 3-16 degrees Celsius.

26 February 1991

As the upper-air disturbance moved northeast, it continued to produce heavy
rainshowers and duststorms over the area A surface trough formed between the low-

pressure area in central Saudi A rabia and another moving through southern Turkey.

By 2100Z, the trough stretched through Iraq along 43 degrees East. An area of high

pressure was located in central Iran and the extreme southeastern Arcd>ian Peninsula.

Several lines of rainshowers and thunderstorms moved through the northern

Arabian Peninsula throughout the day. Between 0000 and 0300Z, an area of
thunderstorms spreadfrom the Red Sea near 25 degrees North to the Iraq-Saudi A rabia

border near 45 degrees East. Anotherformed in northeastern Iraq near the Iranian

border By 0900Z, a third area hadformed over northeastern Saudi A rabia at 28

degrees North, 47 degrees East. Bases were at 2,500 feel and tops reached 35,000

feet. Thunderstorms were embedded in scattered to broken middle clouds west of 45

degrees East. Multilayered clouds were broken to overcast from 8,000 to 33,000 feet

north of 25 degrees North. By llOOZ, the northern area had spread southwestward

and the southern areas had moved southeastward. Storm intensity and coverage

increased throughout the day until 1600Z, when a line of isolated thunderstorms

extended from the northern Persian Gulf to southwest of Riyadh. Areas west of 43

degrees East had cleared. Clouds, rainshowers, and thunderstorms spread
southeastward again in the evening, reaching as far southwest as 20 degrees North, 44

degrees East, by 1900Z.

Broken to overcast clouds between 8,000 and 20,000 feet covered the entire

area before 0300Z. The lower cloud deck gradually dissipated in the northwest,

leaving scattered skies over most of Iraq, and high clouds with tops to 32.000 feet
over southern Iraq and Kuwait. Scattered to broken clouds between 4,000 and 6,000

feet formed over central Iraq between 0500 and 1600Z. At llOOZ. there were isolated

thunderstorms or rainshowers embedded in these clouds in a line from 35 degrees
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North. 45 minutes East, to 31 degrees North. 41 minutes East. Thunderstonns also

formed over eastern Kuwait and extreme southwestern Iraq after 1500Z. Cloud bases

were 3.000 feet and tops reach 35.000 feet.

Intermittent ndnshowers and thunderstorms fell southeast of a line extending

from 34 degrees North. 46 minutes East, to 31 degrees North, 42 minutes East,

throughout the day.

Winds were southeasterly at 10-15 knots, but by 1200Z. speeds in the east

reached 20-30 knots. Winds in the west shifted to northwesterly at 10-15 knots as the

trough moved eastward. Fog and smoke reduced visibilities to below 2.000 meters

from the central Tigris-Euphrates rtver valley to Kuwait. Visibilities improved to 8
km by 0600Z, but sporadic duststorms in the afternoon reduced visibilities to 4,000

meters. Visibilities in heavy ndnshowers may have dropped to as low as 1.000 meters.

High temperatures were 17-21 degrees Celsius; lows, 7-16 degrees Celsius.

11 Febniaiy 1991

A low-pressure cell that had been centered in southeastern Iraq at lOOOZ
slid southeastward into the Persian Gvlf throughout the day. A weak frontal system in

the eastern Mediterranean Sea moved onshore and was in central Iraq by the end of
the day.

In western Iraq and northwestern Saudi Arabia, skies were scattered with bases

at 10,000 feet throughout the morning. Clouds from the front approaching from the

Mediterranean began moving in by llOOZ, forming ceilings rcpidly. Rain began

lowertng visibilities to 5 km by 1300Z. Thunderstorms developed in the afternoon as

the clouds moved eastward. By the end of the day, clouds and rain were confined to

the western Saudi A rabia-Iraq border In north-central and northeastern Saudi A rabia,

broken clouds, multilayeredfrom 3,000 to 25,000 feet with ndnshowers and

thunderstorms, prevailed. Visibilities were 4,800 meters in groundfog, ndn and haze,

but near zero in blowing dust from thunderstorms. Clouds moved slowly southeast to

east-central Saudi A rabia by day 's end.

Broken multilayered clouds from 3,000 to 25,000 feet covered the southern half

of the area, but clearedfrom the northwest by noon, leaving scattered clouds at 3,000

feet and broken clouds at 6,000-8,000 feet over southeast Iraq and Kuwait. These also

cleared by 1900Z. A smoke layer at 2.500 feet covered most of central and southern

Kuwait throughout the day. A line of broken 4.000-foot clouds associated with the

from the Mediterranean invaded the western part of the area by noon. The line was

past Baghdad and into north-central Saudi A rabia by the end of the day. Rainshowers
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and ihunderstorms were widespread in the southern half of the area through the

morning. Light rain fell in the western half as the front passed.

Winds were northwesterly to northeasterly at 5-15 knots (but up to 25 knots in

thunderstorms) in the southern half of the area. Winds became southwesterly at 5-15

knots as the front approached, and northwesterly at 8-20 knots behind it. Visibilities

were near zero in dense fog along the Tigris-Euphrates river basin. There were also

near zero in the southern half of the area, where thunderstorms produced blowing dust.

Elsewhere, morning visibilities were 5 km in ground fog, rain, and haze. Ram
lowered visibilities to 4,800 meters in the western half of the area as the front passed.

Smoke limited visibility aloft to 1,600 meters over Kuwait. High temperatures were

13-20 degrees Celsius: lows. 7-16 degrees Celsius.

28 February 1991

Low pressure was centered over the southeastern pan of the Saudi A rabian

peninsula while high pressure intensified in the rest of the region. Remnants of a

weak frontal system remained in northern Saudi Arabia and southern Iraq.

Skies were broken to overcast over north-central, northeastern, east, and east-

central Saudi Arabia Ceiling heights were 3,000-4,000 feet. By evening, skies were

mostly clear to scattered. Light rain and drizzle fell over north-central and eastern

Saudi Arabia Thunderstorms with tops to 35,000 feet were observed over east-central

Saudi A rabia and the northern part of the Persian Gulf during early morning. Winds

were northwesterly at 10-20 knots with gusts to 25 knots. Fog lowered morning
visibilities to 4,800 meters in east-central Saudi A rabia Fog reduced early afternoon
visibilities to 3,200 meters in northeastern Saudi Arabia, which improved to 6-8 km in

smoke and haze by late afternoon. A sandstorm in east-central Saudi Arabia, with

wind speeds of 30-40 knots, reduced late afternoon and early evening visibilities to

1,600-4,000 meters, with isolated reports of 100 meters.

Skies were broken to overcast over southern and southeastern Iraq and Kuwait—

ceilings were 3.000 to 4,000 feet, but 800 feet in showers. By early evening, skies

were clear to scattered. Isolated afternoon thunderstorms (tops to 35.000 feet) and

rainshowers were present over southeastern Iraq and Kuwait.

Winds were northwesterly to northerly at 10-20 knots, with gusts to 35 knots

near thunderstorms. In Kuwait, visibilities were less than 3.200 meters in smoke and

2.000 meters in thunderstorms. High temperatures were 13-18 degrees Celsius: lows.

5-10 degrees Celsius.
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1 March 1991

High pressure dominated, but a low-pressure system developed over the eastern

Mediterranean by the end of the day, sending moisture into western areas. Skies were

clear to scattered over most of the area, but scattered to broken at 1.000-2,000 feet

over northeast and eastern Saudi Arabia due to smoke. Scattered to broken low clouds

at 3,000 feet, with occasionally broken middle and high ceilings, moved into western

Iraq and northwestern Saudi Arabia by mid-qftemoon. Winds were northwesterly to

northerly at 10-15 knots. Visibilities in northeastern Saudi Arabia were 6-8 km in

smoke and haze. Blowing sand and dust reduced early morning visibilities to 3,200

meters in east-central and eastern Saudi Arabia Scattered, occasionally broken,

middle clouds at 8.000-10.000 feet moved into central Iraq by mid-qftemoon.

Winds were northwesterly at 10-15 knots. Smoke and haze reduced visibilities

in Kuwait to 5-7 km. occasionally to 3,200 meters. High temperatures were 15-20

degrees Celsius: lows, 5-10 degrees Celsius.

2 March 1991

High pressure dominated as a low-pressure system moved northeast and brought
moisture across Iraq and northern Saudi Arabia. Skies were broken to overcast at

8,000-10.000 feet, but early morning ceilings were 3.000-5,000 feet in showers over

western and northern Iraq. Smoke formed a broken layer ai 2,000-3.000 feet over

northeast and east-central Saudi A rabia during the morning. Skies over the rest of the

area were clear to scattered. Isolated rainshowers and thunderstorms with tops to

35,000 feet developed during early morning in northern Iraq. Visibilities were 6-8 km
in precipitation. Haze reduced morning visibilities to 4.800 meters in east-central

Saudi A rabia Smoke reduced morning visibilities in eastern Saudi A rabia to 4,800

meters; in the afternoon and evening, to 4.000 meters.

Over central Iraq, skies were broken with middle clouds at 8,000-10.000 feet in

the early morning, becoming scattered in early afternoon. Winds were northwesterly at

10-15 knots. Smoke reduced visibilities in Kuwait to 5-7 km. with isolated areas of
less than 1.600 meters. High temperatures were 15-20 degrees Celsius; lows, 5-10

degrees Celsius.
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Conclusions .

The following facts provide significant evidence that coalition forces were

exposed to mixed chemical ^ents as a result of coalition bombings of Iraqi

nuclear, chemical, and biological facilities and that the fallout from these

bombings may be contributing to the health problems currently being suffered

by Gulf War veterans.

•
Iraqi nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons plants and storage

sites were priority taigets for U.S. and Coalition forces and were

repeatedly bombed.

• Chemical alanns began sounding and the servicemen were put on

chemical alert simultaneous with the beginning of the air wac

The nature of diesel, oil, etc, did not alter during the air war,

suddenly causing the alanns to sound. These substances were

present before the initiation of the air war, and did not set off

the chemical alanns. (The automatic alanns have no sensitivity

control.)

These chemical alanns are battlefield instnunents. Battlefields

are full of fumes, propeUants, explosives, and so forth. It is

difficult to believe tbat they would have been procured if they

were ineffective in this environment

• U.S. militaiy personnel, and the Czech and French govenmients
have confinned that the chemical alanns were sounding as the result

of nerve agent detection.

• The combination of prevailing wind directions, the open tenain, the

lack of stnictural impediments, and other factois listed above,

indicate that chemical and possibly nuclear and biological agents

from allied bomlxngs became airtmnie and were being blown and

canied across coalition forces emplacements along the Saudi-Iraqi

and Saudi-Kuwaiti bonlec
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Chemical nerve agents, such as Sarin and otfaeis, aie known to have
a cumulative effect, i.e., they have a slow rate of detoxification.

Utde is known about the long-term effects of continuous low levels

of exposure. Many of the veterans claiming to be suffering from
Gulf War Syndrome are exhibiting symptoms of neurophysical
disoideis.
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Chapter 4. Other Identifiable Exposures

Those exposures covered in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 have received much

greater attention in this report than those which are identified in Chapter 4.

Since the actual exposures to the materials identified below have been confirmed
or are unciudlenged, the development of evidence to confirm the exposures is

not required

Chemical/Biological Warfare Pre-Treatment Drug Reaction'

Another area in which further research appears to be warranted is the

relationship between some Gulf War Syndrome cases and the administration of

the nerve agent pretreatment drug given to US troops to protect them against

Iraqi gas attacks. It appears possible that the use of this nerve agent pre-

treatment drug may have permanently damaged some veterans' health. In

addition to research on the effects of the drug itself, the possibility that these

drugs might have a synergistic effect either with other drugs, or with chemical

agents or other, environmental exposure, should also be thoroughly researched.

Maj. Gen. Ronald Blanck, commander of the Walter Reed Anny Medical

Center, has said that, "Military intelligence reports indicated there was a real

possibility that Iraqi forces would employ biological and chemical weapons; in

response to that threat, anthrax vaccine and botulinum vaccine were

administered." The Army also gave soldiers a course of pyridostigmine bromide

pills, normally used for neuro-muscular disorders. A public interest group, the

Public Citizen, had filed a suit to stop experimental drugs being used on soldiers

without their consent, but in the patriotic fervor immediately before the war, the

suit was dismissed.^

For a detailed discussion of the investigation into the adverse effects of these drugs see

Preliminarv Staff Findings: Is Military Research Hazardous to Veterans' Health? Lessons

from the Persian Gulf U.S Senate Committee on Veterans' Affairs staff report to Chairman

Jay Rockefeller (May 6, 1994).

Patrick Cockbum, "Gulf War Guinea Pigs Tell Senate of Mystery Hlness; Experts Point

to Experimental Drugs Given to Troops in Case of Gas Attack," The Independent (July 2,

1993), 13; Brian Christie, "Viewers Question Experts About Vets with Gulf War Illness,"

Cable News Network Transcnpt #267-2 (June 10. 1993).
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Anthrax and Botulinum Toxoid Vaccines

Maj. General Blanck has advised Committee staff that the anthrax vaccine

was administered to 150,000 soldiers and the botulinum vaccine to 8,000

soldiers.^ Both the anthrax vaccine and the botulinum toxoid vaccine were

manufactured by the Michigan Department of Public Health. All of the anthrax

vaccine is believed to be the same type of vaccine that has been administered to

veterinarians and agricultural workers in the United States since the late 1950s

and approved by the Food and Drug Administration in 1971. The botulinimi

toxoid, manufactured using techniques similar to those employed in the

production of the tetanus toxoid, has been administered to medical and

laboratory workers since the early 1970s. It is still listed as investigational drug

(IND). These vaccines are designed to raise the body's level of antibodies

should the individual come into contact with the bacteria or toxin."

While immediate local and some systemic reactions are reportedly

experienced with the administration of these drugs, no information was

developed by Committee staff that suggests that these vaccinations have

widespread long term risks. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of these drugs, their

possible long term effects, and the efficacy of manner in which they were

administered does merit further study. No other biological warfare defense

program immunizations, other than those commonly administered to travellers,

have been identified by Committee staff.

Committee staff has received reports of recurring rumors that experimental

recombinant DNA (rDNA) biological defense vaccines were used by the military

during the Persian Gulf War. No evidence of any rDNA vaccine immunization

program has been uncovered thus far. In addition, there has been some concern

raised about the fact that soldiers were told that the immunizations they received

were "secret." The issue of the secrecy of the vaccines is one that relates to the

Staff interview with General Blanck

Committee staff mterviews with the Michigan Department of Public Health
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need to deny the enemy knowledge of those materials against which your forces

have been protected, rather than to the vaccines themselves.^

Pyridostigmiiie Bromide (Group DI)

During House of Representative hearings in 1993, Carol Picou, assigned
to a combat support hospital during the Gulf War, recalled that when the ground
war began, "we were ordered to take the drug pyridostigmine to protect us

against chemical attack. Within one hour of taking the drug, I began to

experience serious side-effects, such as imcontrollable twitching eyes, runny
nose, excessive frothing from the mouth, neck and shoulder pain."* Dr. Sidney

Wolfe, director of the Public Citizen's health research group, who filed a suit

against use of the drug, said it was administered so sloppily that nobody knew
who took it. Maj. Gen. Blanck said that there was a risk of minor side effects,

but that these were worthwhile to be "prepared for exposure to deadly biological

and chemical warfare agents."'

As reported above under Group II disorders, Brian Martin also claimed to

have had side effects from the drug pyridostigmine. According to Martin, the

drug made him jittery and made his vision "jiggle."

Steve Hudspeth, assigned to the 1454th Transportation Company, also

reported getting very sick from the nerve agent pre-treatment pills. He reported
severe nausea and diarrhea that did not abate until he stopped taking the pills

after two days. He recalled thinking that "if I'm going to feel like this I might
as well be dead." Mr. Hudspeth currently suffers from memory loss, fatigue,

sore muscles and joints, insomnia, cough, some night sweats, diverticulitis.

T)r. Edward Martin, Principal Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs (Acting),

"Military Use of Investigational Medical Products," Statement before the Senate Committee of

Veterans' Affairs (May 06, 1994).

^Patrick Cockbum, "Gulf War Guinea Pigs Tell Senate of Mystery Illness; Experts Point

to Experimental Drugs Given to Troops in Case of Gas Attack," The Independent (July 2,

1993), 13

'ibid.
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diarrhea, kidney stones, bloody stools, urinary urgency, growth on his eye,

rashes, tingling and itching sensations, and depression and irritability.*

Chemically related to pesticides, nerve agents such as Sarin, Soman,

Tabun, and VX kill by interfering with the metabolic processes, and cause a

buildup of a chemical messenger in the human metabolic process called

acetylcholine, which operates in the gap between the nerve and the muscle cells.

A buildup of acetylcholine may cause drooling, excessive sweating, cramping,

vomiting, confusion, irregular heart beat, convulsions, loss of consciousness and

coma.' Little, however, is known about the consequences of non-lethal exposure

to these toxins.

Nerve gas pre-treatment drugs such as pyridostigmine bromide,

paradoxically, also meddle with these metabolic processes by creating

carbamate-inhibited acetylcholinesterase, which interferes with the actions of

nerve gas ~ theoretically permitting the process to be partially reversed.'"

An article concerning a retrospective study conducted by the military on

the effects of administration of pyridostigmine bromide appeared in the August
1991 Journal of the American Medical Association. According to the article

30mg of oral pyridostigmine bromide was administered to 4 1 ,650 members of

the XVIII Airborne Corps, every eight hours for 1 - 7 days while under threat of

nerve agent attack during Operation Desert Storm. The study observed that

"about half of the population that received the drug noted physiologic changes

that were not incapacitating, such as increased flatus, abdominal cramps, soft

stools, and urinary urgency." "Approximately 1% of the soldiers believed they

had effects that warranted medical attention, but fewer than 0.1% had effects

sufficient to discontinue the drug. Non-incapacitating symptoms often occurred;

however, the military mission was not impaired." Other symptoms noted in the

Staff Interviews.

'William Booth, "Gas Masks, Antidote Cause Three Deaths and Illness in Israel,"

Washington Post (January 19. 1991) A20

'°Col. Michael A Dunn, MC, USA, and Frederick R. Sidell, "Progress in Medical

Defense Against Nerve Agents," Journal of the American Medical Association (August 4,

1989), 649-652
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article are headaches, riiinonhea (running nose), diaphoresis (perspiration),^

nausea, and tingling of the extremities.

The results of this study and the coincidence of symptoms with many of

those now being experienced by die veterans of the Gulf War suggests that the

raw data and case histories which formed the basis for this study should be

made available to researchers. This data can provide valuable information to

conduct a second study of possible the possible long term effects of the

administration of this drug on otherwise healthy individuals. Further, another

independent study of the additive, synergistic, or even possible potentiating

effects of pyridostigmine bromide combined with organophosphate pesticides,

insect repellents such as DEET, and/or trace amounts of nerve agents on key
neurotransmission regtilators and secondaiy regulators must be considered."

Other Identifiable Exposures

Reported Contact with Iraqi Enemy Prisoneis of War

On April 4, 1994, several members of die 371st Chemical Company,

Army Reserve Center, Greenwood, South Carolina, reported to Committee staff

that elements of the unit were deployed on several occasions to decontaminate

buses used to transport Iraqi enemy prisoners of war (EPWs) to detention camps
inside Saudi Arabia. They were never advised of the reason these

decontamination missions were necessary.'^

A number of military police and other units who guarded the EPWs had

close and continuing contact with them. Many individuals in these units are

now reporting very high rates of illnesses in their units to Committee staff The

symptoms these Gulf War veterans describe are consistent with those commonly
associated with Gulf War Syndrome. Committee staff has also been informed

that the 300th Medical Brigade was responsible for the EPW health care during

Banking Committee staff interview widi Dr. James Moss, U.S. Department of

Agriculture, March 1994. See also Preliminary StafY Fmdings: Is Military Research

Hazardous to Veterans' Health? Lessons from the Persian Gulf U.S. Senate Committee on

Veterans' Affairs staff report to Chairman Jay Rockefeller (May 6, 1994).

'^tafFimterviews.
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and after the war. While the Committee has received anecdotal information

regarding the health status of the Iraqis and their symptoms, certainly medical

records were established and retained regarding their care while in Coalition

custody.

Given the reported high rate of illnesses among these military police units,

and the possible relationship between the illnesses being suffered by these

veterans and those which were reported by the EPWs, the raw data from the

medical units which treated the EPWs should be immediately released to aid

independent research into the causes of these illnesses.

Chemical Agent Resistant Coating (CARC)

CARC coatings need to be resistant to chemicals that are required to

decontaminate military equipment that has been exposed to chemical and/or

biological warfare agents. After cleaning with these decontamination chemicals,

vehicles treated with CARC can be placed back into service immediately,

without stripping and repainting. There have been several generations of CARC
coatings. According to published sources, the military specifications for these

coatings vary with the type of equipment to be used.
'^

The first generation of CARC contained lead and hexavalent chrome.

Later these items were removed and the CARC was made VOC (volatile organic

compound compliant). Pnor to the Gulf War, the CARC specification was for a

"high solids coating without exempt solvent."'"

Committee staff has received calls from members of several National

Guard and Army Reserve Units in Florida and Michigan who were detailed to

apply these coatings to U.S. military vehicles during their service in the Gulf

War According to these veterans, many members of the units are suffering

from the symptoms similar to those of other affected veterans. There have also

been a number of anecdotal reports received by the Committee suggesting that

Joe Schrartz, "Excitement Stirs in Aerospace/Military Coatings," Industrial Finishings.

Vol. 65, No. 9 (September 1989), 18.

'*Ib.d
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unprotected exposures to CARC can have neurotoxological effects similar to

exposures to other neurotoxins.

According to a pubhshed report in 1993, Dr. William Johnson, formerly
of the Eisenhower Army Medical Center at Fort Gordon, Georgia, noted in a

report prepared for Congress, that many of these soldiers worked 1 2 hour days
in poorly ventilated enclosures -

initially with no respirators. This report is

consistent with information received by Committee staff.

While these duties were certainly necessary to perform, the failure to

provide appropriate safety equipment to these individuals should be investigated

further, not only for its impact on the health of the individuals but also for its

impact on the ultimate readiness of these units to perform their mission. The
chemical nature and the hazards associated with exposure to the various CARCs
should be easily identified. Further, a study into the rates and types of illnesses

being experienced by these units could be easily undertaken since the units

would be readily identifiable.

Committee staff has developed no information to date that suggests these

coatings represent a hazard once they are applied and cured.

Depleted Unanium Ammunition

Several different armor-penetrating munitions used during Operation
Desert Storm were tipped with depleted uranium (DU) and encased in

alimiinum. The Persian Gulf War marked the first time such shells were used in

combat. The penetrators are made of uranium rods fi^om nuclear power plants

and according to James Mathews, in an article that appeared in the Journal of

the National Cancer Institute in July 1993, the uranium is depleted of the more
volatile material, including the potent isotopes U-235 and U-238.'^

According to Mathews, "When depleted-uranium penetrators strike their

target, the aluminum covering is torn away and a large portion of the kinetic

James Mathews, "Radioactive Bullets Raise Cancer Fears, Journal of the National

Cancer Institute. Vol. 85 (July 7, 1993), 1029-1030
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energy is dissipated as heat. The heat of the impact causes the depleted

uranium to oxidize or burn momentarily."'*

When uranium particles enter the body, they become lodged in bones or

major organs, affecting the bone marrow and producing DNA damage. In

previous congressional testimony, Mathews reports, Maj. Gen. Ronald R.

Blanck, commander of Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, D.C.,

stated that "careful analysis of [servicemen exposed to] depleted uranium

suggests there will be no significant increase in risk to health, either in the short

or long-term." Medical evaluations have been conducted by the Boston VA
Medical Center on a number of soldiers identified as having the greatest

potential for inhaling or ingesting depleted uranium dusts, mainly soldiers that

prepared damaged battlefield vehicles for shipment back to the United States.

"The results of those examinations have shown no effects of uranium

toxicity, and no uranium residues or byproducts were detected," said Blanck.
"

The U.S. Armed Forces Radiological Research Institute is conducting a

five year study into the hazards associated with U.S. military equipment and

munitions that use depleted uranium. The preliminary results of that research

should be made available to researchers and physicians to provide a basis for

determining if exposure to unexpended or expended depleted uranium munitions

is a serious health hazard.

Finally, individual dosimeters were reportedly issued to many of the

soldiers who fought in the Persian Gulf War to measure radiological hazards. It

has been reported to Committee staff that at least some of these dosimeters were

collected from the soldiers who participated in the conflict prior to their leaving

the Gulf* In order to facilitate the research currently underway, and to provide
information to researchers as to the level of exposure by location, the

Department of Defense should release information regarding the readings from

these dosimeters. If this information is not readily available, the National

'^Ib.d.

Staff interviews.
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Institute of Standards and Technology could easily assess the level of emission

related to these materials, if necessary, to provide information to both scientific

and medical researchers attempting to find a cause for the illnesses being

experienced to those individuals who may have been exposed to these materials.

This information is also vital to ensure that if a danger exists, appropriate

safeguards will be taken, whenever possible, in future conflicts.

Environmental Exposures

With the initiation of the "ground war" on February 24, 1991, Iraqi forces

set fire to over 600 oil wells located inside Kuwait. The contamination from

tliese fires had a dramatic impact on the enviroimient and the smoke was so

thick that often there was darkness. In the areas where the fires were burning,

Coalition soldiers were covered with and inhaled oil and soot. Even when they

were able to shower, often they had no clean uniforms to replace the oil soaked

ones. Other environmental hazards that have been previously considered include

heater fiiel fiimes, pesticides, insect repellent, petrochemicals, and

electromagnetic radiation from radars and communications equipment. While

many researchers have discounted these exposures as causing Gulf War

Syndrome since these exposures are not unique to the Gulf War environment,

nevertheless, the results of the research that has been conducted in these areas

by the Department of Defense and the Department of Veterans Affairs, including

available data sets, case histories and diagnostic breakdown information, must be

made available to assist medical researchers in fiirthering their research, and

physicians in treating their patients.

Decontamination of Equipment Returned from the Peisian Gulf Theater of

Operations

Begiiming in November 1993, Committee staff began receiving reports

that a nimiber of Department of Defense civilian personnel at the Aimiston,

Alabama and Sharpsite, California Army Depots were beginning to experience

symptoms consistent with those of the Gulf War veterans. These individuals

were assigned to clean, repair, and upgrade military vehicles and other

equipment returning from the Southwest Asia theater of operations.
'^

Staff interviews.
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No fimher information has been developed regarding these reports.

Further investigation, however, appears warranted into what, if any, hazardous

substances may have been transported on equipment that would cause these

symptoms. This type of information may assist in narrowing the scope of the

research in determining the causes of Gulf War Syndrome.

Transmission

Over the past seven months, Committee staff has interviewed in varying
detail over 1 ,000 Gulf War veterans who claim to be suffering from many of the

symptoms commonly associated with Gulf War Syndrome. As a result of these

interviews, it has been learned that most of the spouses and many of the

children of Gulf War veterans are suffering from many of the same symptoms.
Several published reports have recendy appeared that suggest that Gulf War
Syndrome may be transmittable, that it may be causing miscarriages, and that it

may be causing birth deficiencies and some birth defects in newborns.^"

During a February 21, 1994 Gulf War veterans round table meeting held

in Lansmg, Michigan, Chairman Donald W. Riegle, Jr. met with 9 Gulf War
veterans and their wives to discuss their health problems. Of the 9 Gulf War
veterans present, 20 additional individuals in their immediate families who were
also suffering from many of the same symptoms were also identified.

In an effort to determine the scope and nature of symptom transmission, a

survey of those individuals who have contacted the Committee is currently

underway. The purpose of the survey is to determine the symptoms currently

being suffered by the Gulf War veterans, those being transmitted to family

members, and the number and rate of birth deficiencies being experienced
withm this population. The final results of this survey will not be available

until later this year.

^on Martz, "Mississippi Vets Blame Gulf War for Sick Kids," The Atlanta Journal and
Constitution (January 22, 1994), A5; Simon Tisdale, "Gulf Babies Maimed at Birth," The
Guardian (December 23. 1993), 1, Ed Timms and Steve McGonigie, "Gulf Unit Cites Babies'

Illnesses at Meeting," The Dallas Morning News (November 23, 1993), 4A; Ed Timms,
"Some Active Duty Troops are Suffenng in Silence,," The Dallas Morning News (November
14. 1993). 15A, Richard Serrano. "Pentagon Feels Heat Over Gulf War Disease," Chicago
Sun Times (November 7. 1993). 28.
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The issue of the possible transmission of Gulf War Syndrome is one that
recrafts the issue of national security. Surely there are some aspects of the

Department of Defense's chemical and biological warfare defense programs that
merit secrecy. However, when the secrecy of those programs interfere with the
safety of the citizenry, then one must understand that the notion of national

security rests primarily in the security of the people and not in the secrecy of
vuhierability.
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Conclusions

Cbemical /Biological Warfare Agent Exposure: Why WasnH Eveiyone
Affected?

The ability of someone to resist an illness, disease, or the adverse effects

of a medication varies with each individual. Not everyone who received nerve

agent pre-treatment drugs exhibited adverse effects. According to the Centers for

Disease Control not everyone who is exposed to nerve gas will cross a toxic

threshold at the same time. Certainly, there is a threshold beyond which such

exposure will surely be lethal. This is what has come to be accepted as the

effect of nerve gas exposure.

The results of this investigation suggest that there is, in fact, a relationship

between dosage and harmful effects. A number of units who believe they
suffered a direct chemical weapons attack report illness rates over 50%. The
Czech chemical decontamination unit, which suffered only indirect exposure and

might be expected to be well prepared against chemical exposure, reports an

illness rate of 10%. The extent of exposure in the larger population in the Gulf

at the time, and the rate of illnesses, is unknown. The number of Gulf War
veterans who have signed up for the Persian Gulf Registry examination is now
over 17,000.

Nerve agents like Sarin kill by disrupting the metabolic processes, causing
a buildup of a chemical messenger (acetylcholine) by inhibiting the production
of acetylcholinesterase, a key regulator of neurotransmission. Nerve agent pre-

treatment drugs (NAPP) administered to U.S. servicemen and women, such as

pyridostigmine bromide, also disrupt these metabolic processes by creating a

carbamate-inhibited acetylcholinesterase, which preempts the action of the nerve

agent. Several veterans suffering from Gulf War illnesses have testified before

House and Senate Veterans Affairs Committee and believe that these illness are

related to the permanent adverse side effects from this drug. Further, the

efficacy of the biological warfare defense inoculations merits further research.
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Chemical /Biological Warfare Agent Exposure: Did the Militaiy Know or

Suspect that Individuals Were Exposed to these Hazardous Substances?

The evidence cited above and the statements of the witnesses will have to

be evaluated on their own merits in this regard. During the course of this

investigation, a medical questionnaire was received from one of the veterans

currently suffering from Gulf War illnesses. This questionnaire like, the other

evidence and statements must be weighed on its own merits. The following
information is solicited on this document, an overpnnt to SF600:

1 . What diseases of injuries did you have in the Southwest Asia region?

2. Are you receiving any medicine, or other treatment, at the present time?

3. Do you have fever, fatigue, weight loss, or yellow jaundice?

4. Do you have any swelling of lymph nodes, stomach, or other body parts?

5. Do you have any rash, skin infection, or sores?

6. Do you have a cough or sinus infection?

7. Do you have stomach or belly pain, nausea, diarrhea, or bloody bowel

movements?

8. Do you have urinary problems such as blood or stones in urine or pain and

burning with urination?

9. Have you had nightmares or trouble sleeping?

10. Have you had recurring thoughts about your experiences during Desert

Shield/Desert Storm?

11 . Do you have any reason to believe that you, or any members of your unit,

were exposed to chemical warfare or germ warfare?

Forms such as this suggest that the military expected, for whatever reason,

to see symptomologies such as those that are currently being experienced. This
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information, as well as the information maintained in the medical records of

U.S. Forces and the Iraqi EPWs may provide information that will assist

medical researchers in determining causal links. This issue should be further

investigated.

The Need for Immediate Primaiy Scientific Research and

Advanced Medical Research

Thousands of veterans of the Gulf War are reporting symptoms of

memory loss, muscle and joint pain, intestinal and heart problems, fatigue,

rashes, sores, and nmning noses. A number of veterans who have exhibited

these symptoms since returning from the Gulf War have subsequently died.

Physicians have been unable to diagnose the cause of the disorders.

The following symptoms have been identified as those most commonly

reported by veterans:

•
recurring severe headaches

•
fatigue

•
joint and muscle pain (particularly in knees, ankles, shoulders, and

back)
• memory loss (often described as an inability to concentrate)

•
recurring rashes (sometimes severe and often causing skin

discoloration or described as mosquito bite-like or small with

watery pustules)

lumps at joint areas

lumps under skin

depression, irritability

night sweats

insomnia

urinary urgency and frequency

diarrhea (sometimes bloody) or constipation

gastrointestinal problems (nausea, swollen stomach, gas)

dizziness or blackouts

blurry vision

photosensitivity (excessive sensitivity to bright lights)

shortness of breath

coughing
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Symptoms most commonly reported by veterans (cont.):

abnormal hair loss

bleeding gums (or other serious dental problems)
swollen lymph nodes

sinus infections

chest pains

female veterans only:

• chronic or recurring vaginal yeast infections

• menstrual irregularities
• excessive bleeding and severe cramping

Little is known about the long-term consequences of exposure to low

levels of nerve gas, and even less about complications which might arise from

using combined agent weapons. Further, litde is known about other difficulties

associated with interfering with the neurotransmission process. Non-lethal

exposure to pesticides, however, has manifested itself in memory loss. Nearly

every bodily process requires a properly functioning nervous system to operate.

The following is a summary, not offered as diagnostic evidence,

suggesting how some of the symptoms noted could be rooted in

neurotransmission-related disorders:

Memory-loss: Although neuroscience is a long way from explaining the

memory functions of the human brain, considerable strides have been made
towards imderstanding how neurons are modified by experience and how those

modifications are maintained for extended periods of time. The ability to

remember is regulated, however, by neural processing.^' On August 25, 1993,

Dr. Howard Hu, a researcher with Physicians for Human Rights who

participated in the investigation of the use of nerve gas by the Iraqi government

against the Kurds, suggested that the effects of non-lethal exposures to nerve

agents could be similar to those involving non-lethal exposures to pesticides.

Lloyd D. Partridge and L Donald Partridge, The Nervous System: Its Function and

Interaction with the World (Cambridge, Massachusetts MIT Press, 1993).
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Dr. Hu said these disorders are generally neuropsychological and include

memory loss.^

Muscle Pains: Myasthenia Gravis is a disease causing progressive muscle

weakness. It has been shown that the disease is an autoimmune reaction to the

acetylcholine-gated chaimels in the neuromuscular junction. According to Lloyd
D. Partridge and L. Donald Partridge, many drugs and toxins, including

pesticides and nerve gas, are known to exhibit their effects through specific

actions at the neuromuscular junctions, blocking the action of

acetylcholinesterase.^

Joint Pains: When the force generated by a muscle acts on a load, there

is a requisite exchange of energy between the muscle and the load. A failure of

the nervous system to send impulses to effector muscles can result in the failure

of effector muscles to provide the resistance necessary to protect joints fi^om

excessive torque. This failure, and the resultant joint pain, is consistent with the

action of any agent or medication which functions by disrupting the

conmiunication process operating in flie gap between the nerve and the muscle

cells.'*

Gastrointestinal Disorders: As a combined neural operation, the neural

signals that control digestive fimctions, such as in the complex nervous system
of the gut, are largely, but not entirely, independent of the central nervous

system (CNS). Many of the control functions are conducted by local nerve

networks and the endocrine systems. These digestive functions, however, depend
on the ability of the CNS and local nerve networks to function properly."

Heart problems, ruiming noses and virtually every other problem lumped
under the heading of Gulf War Illnesses can be explained by neurophysical and

neuropsychiatric disorders. Some of the non-chemical warfare related diseases

Interview with Dr. Howard Hu, Physicians for Human Rights on August 25, 1993.

^loyd D. Partridge and L. Donald Partridge, The Nervous System: Its Function and

Interaction with the World (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1993)

'*Ibid.

^bid.
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involving a disruption in the acetylcholine-gated channels in the neuromuscular

messenger junctions, such as myasthenia gravis, while treatable, are irreversible.

Neurotransmission disorders resulting from disrupted physiological processes,

such as those regulating acetylcholines (including toxin acetylcholine and

acetylcholinesterase) may be the contributing to the symptomologies observed.

Detection of these types of disorders may only be possible using highly

sophisticated, computer-read electroencephalograms (EEG). Further, given the

possibility that some of these individuals were exposed to biotoxins and other

biological agents, scientists and physicians will need to use sophisticated

procedures including DNA plasmid screening, bacteriological screening,

mycological screening, viral screening, and toxicological screening.

Conclusions

Thousands of American servicemen and women are reportedly suffering

from memory loss, muscle and joint pain, intestinal and heart problems, fatigue,

rashes, sores, and running noses as a result of their service in the Gulf War. A
number of veterans who have exhibited these symptoms since returning from the

Gulf War reportedly have died. Members of their immediate families are now

beginning to contract some of the illnesses. Physicians have been unable to

diagnose or treat the cause of the disorders.

Despite the Department of Defense's position that no evidence exists for

exposure to chemical warfare agents during the Gulf War, this investigation is

establishing that there is substantial evidence supporting claims that U.S.

servicemen and women were exposed to low level chemical warfare agents and

possibly biological agents and toxins from a variety of sources. This exposure

may account for many of the Gulf War Illness symptoms. Little is known about

the long-term consequences of exposure to low levels of nerve gas, although

most are known to have cumulative toxic effects.

Even less is known about complications which might arise from exposure
to combined agents and combined agent weapons. The combined agent sfrategy

is intended to frustrate efforts at diagnosing these illnesses. Non-lethal exposure
to pesticides can result in memory loss, and nerve agents are chemically related

to pesticides. Many of the veterans complaining of Gulf War Syndrome
illnesses suffer from, among other disorders, memory loss. Many of the

identified chemical and biological agents interfere with the body's
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neurotransmission processes, affecting the regulation of acetylcholine, neurotoxin

acetylcholine, and other necessary enzymes required by nearly every bodily

process. In order to detect irregularities such as those which might be caused

by exposure to nerve gas, computer-read electroencephalograms are needed; a

physician probably would not be able to recognize the abnormalities in during a

visual EEG interpretation.

If biotoxins or biological agents were used or released in the Gulf War,
detection requires that physicians and scientists have some idea of what they are

looking for. Further, if mycotoxins or viruses were used or released, they would
be difficult to detect without the aid of advanced laboratory screening methods.

Non-lethal exposure to chemical warfare agents, some biological agents,

mixed chemical'biotoxin agents and/or the administration of nerve agent pre-

treatment drugs could explain many of the symptoms of the Gulf War illness, as

well as the inability to diagnose the disorders. Other possible causes for Gulf

War syndrome have been suggested, such as exposure to pesticides,

petrochemicals, burning landfills and oil wells, depleted uranium from anti-tank

munitions, or exposure to other environmental hazards. Many of these

possibilities already have been investigated and discounted. Additionally, these

types of exposures are not specific to the Middle East or to the Gulf War and

the evidence for these hazards causing the large number of unexplained illnesses

is less than compelling. Each of these possible causes of unexplained illnesses,

however, should be systematically researched.
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Appendix A - Material Safety Data Sheets

Chemical Nerve Agents

Tabim (GA)
Sarin (GB)
Soman (GD)

VX

Blister Agents

Sulfur Mustaid (HD), (HDT)
Sulfur Mustaid (HT)
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/\
/ \

/ \
/ \

/ POISON \
\ CAS /

\ /

\ /
\ /

A/ - /

UTHAL MERVE AGENT (Ca) f

U.S. ARMY CHEMICAL
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT
AND ENGINEERING CENTER

KATERI.\L SAFETY DATA SHEET

Date: 3 Dee 1990

Eaergency Telephone t"$:

CRDEC Safety Oftiee
301-671-4A11 0700-1700
EST Alter normal duty
hours: 301-278-5201
Ask for CRDEC Staff
Duty Officer

SECTION I
- GENERAL INFORMATION

MAjnJFACTORER
•

S N.^ME: Department of the Army

MANUFACTURER'S ADDRESS: U.S. ARMY ARMAMENT. MUNITIONS AND CHEMICAL C0M.>IaND

CHEMICAL RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING
CENTER
ATTN: SMCCR-C?1S-E
ABERDEEN PROVING OlOUND.-MD 21010-5A23

CaS registry NUMBER: None

CHEMICAL NAME: Ethyl N.N-diBethylpbospboraaidecyaaidate

TKADE NAME AND SYNONYMS: Ethyl diBctbylplospheraaidocyanidatc
Dime thylaainoethoxy—eyanopbosphine oxide
Dime thy 1 ami dec thoxyphospboryl cyanide
Ethyl dim*thylaainocyanopbosphoaate
Ethyl ester of dimethylphospfaoroamidocyanidi c acid

Ethyl phosphorodime thylamidocyani date
GA
EA1205
Tabun

CHEMICAL FAMILY: Organophosphorus compound

FORMULA/CHEMICAL STRUCTURE: C5 HI] N2 02 P

CH3

NFPA 704 SIGNAL:

(C2)(H5)0 -
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SECTION n: - PHYSICAL DATA

BOILING POINT DSG F (DEC C) : 2A7.5 DEC C

VAPOR PRESSURE (am Kj) : 0.07 ? 24 DEC C

VAPOR DENSITY (aIR-1) : 5.6

SOLUBILITY IN WATER (g/lOO 4): 9.8 g 25 DEC C
7.2 Q 20 DEC C

SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H20-I) : Not available

FREEZING (MELTING) POINT: -50 DEG C

AUTOIGNITION ^TEMPERATURE DEG F (DEG C) : Not available

VISCOSITY (CENTI STOKES) : 2.18 9 25 DEG C

PERCENTAGE VOLATILE BY VOLUME: 610 g/»3 9 25 DEG C

EVAPORATION RATE: Not available

APPEARANCE b ODOR: Colorless to brown liquid. Faintly fruity; none when
pure.

SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA

FLASHPOINT: 78 DEG C

FLAMMABILITY LIMITS (Z by vol use) : Not available

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Water, fog, foaa, C02 - Avoid using extinguishing
oeChods that will cause splashing or spreading of the Ca.

UNUSUAL FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: Fires involving this chemical may result
in Che formation of hydrogen cyanide.

SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCZDURES: All persons not engaged in extinguishing
the fire should be immediately evacuated from the area. Fires involving GA
should be contained to prevent contamination to uncontrolled areas. When

responding to a fire alarm in buildings or areas containing agents, fire-

fighting personnel should wear full firefighter protective clothing (without
TAP clothing) during chemical agent firefighting and fire rescue operations.
Respiratory protection is required. Positive pressure, full facepiece,
NIOSH-approved self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBa) will be worn where
there is danger of oxygen deficiency and when directed by the fire chief or

chemical accident/incident (CAI) operations officer. The M9 or M17 series
mask may be worn in lieu of SCBA when there is no danger of oxygen
deficiency. In cases where firefighters are responding to a chemical acci-
dent/incident for rescue/reconnaissance purposes vice firefighting, they
will wear appropriate levels ot protective clothing (see Section 8).

SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA

AIRBORNE EXPOSURE LIMIT (aEL) : The suggested permissible airborne expo-
sure concentration for G.-. for an 8-hour workday or a <)0 hour work week is an
8-hour time weight average (TUa) of 0.0001 Bg/m3 (2 X 10-5 ppm) . This value
is based on the TWa of Ca as proposed in the USAEHA Technical Guide 169,

"Occupational Health Guidelines for the Evaluation and Control of Occupa-
tional Exposure to Nerve Agents GA, G3, CD, and VX". To date, however, the

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has not promulgated a

permissible exposure concentration for CA.

EFFECTS OF OVE.'.EXPOSURE: G.^ is an anticholinesterase agent similar in

action to Co. Although only about half as toxic as Co by inhalation. GA in
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low concenCrat jons is oore irritating to Che eyes than Go.

The number and severity of symptoos which aopear are dependent on the
quantity and rate of entry of the nerve agent which ii introduces: into the

body. (Very small skin dosages sometimes cause local sweating and tremors
with few other effects.)

Individuals poisoned by GA display approximately the same sequence of
symptoms regardless of the route by which the poison enters the body (wheth-
er by inhalation, absorption, or ingestion). These symptoms, in normal
order of appearance. ar»- runny nose; tightness of chest; dimness of vision
and pin pointing of the eye pupils; difficulty in breathing; drooling and
excessive sweating; nausea; vomiting, cramps, and involuntary defecation and
urination; twitching, jerking, and staggering; and headache, confusion,
drowsiness, coma, and convulsion. These symptoms are followed by cessation
of breathing and death.

Onset .^Time of Symptoms: Symptoms appear much more slowly from skin .dosage
Chan from respiratory dosage. Although skin absorption great enough to
cause death may occur in 1 to 2 minutes, death may be delayed for 1 Co 2
hours. Respiratory lethal dosages kill in 1 Co 10 minuCes, and liquid in
Che eye kills almost as rapidly.

Median Lethal Dosage, Animals:

LDSO (monkey, percutaneous) " 9.3 mg/kg (shaved skin)
LCC50 (monkey, iahalaCion) - 187 mg-min/m3 (C - 10)

Median LeChal Dosage, Man:

LCt50 (man. inhalation) - 135 mg-«in/m3 (t - 0.5-2 min) aC RMV* of 15 1/min;
200 mg-min/m3 at RMV* of 10 1/min

*RespiraCory Minute Volume

GA is not listed by the InCemaCional Agency for Research on Cancer (lARC) ,

American Conference of Governmental Industrial HygienisCs (aCCZH) . Occupa-
ti.onal SafeCy and HealCb AdminisCraCion (OSHa) , or NaCional Toxicology Pro-
gram (NTP) as a carcinogen.

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES:

INHALATION: Hold breaCh until respiratory protective mask is donned.
If severe signs of agent exposure appear (chest tightens, pupil constriction,
incoordination. etc.), immediately administer, in rapid succession, all
three Nerve Agent Antidote Kit(s), Mark I injectors (or atropine if directed
by Che local physician). Injections using the Mark I kit injectors say be
repeated at 5 to 20 minute intervals it signs and symptoiu are progressing
until three series of injections have been administered. No more injections
will be given unless directed by medical personnel. In addition, a record
will be maintained of all injections given. If breathing has stopped, give
artificial respiration. Mouth-to—mouth resuscitation should be used when
approved' mask-bag or oxygen delivery systems are not available. Do not use
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation when facial contamination exists. If brea-
thing is difficult, administer oxygen. Seek medical attention UCIEBIATELY.

EYE CONTACT: IMMEDIATELY fl«ish eyes with water for 10 -15 minutes then
don respiratory protective mask. Although miosis (pinpointing of the pu-
pils) may be an early sign of agent exposure, an injection will not be ad-
ministered when miosis is the only sign present. Instead, the individual
will be taken IMMEDIATEI-Y to Che medical treatment facility for observation.

SKIN CONTACT: Don respiratory protection mask and remove contaminated
clothing. Immediately wash contaminated skin with copious amounts of soap
and water. 101 sodium carbonate solution, or 5Z liquid household - bleach.
Rinse well with water to reioove decontaminate. Administer an intramuscular
injection uich Che MARK I kit injectors only if local sweating and muscular
twitching symptoms are observed. Seek medical attention IMMEDIATELY.

INGESTION: Do not induce vomiting. First symptoms are likely to be
gastrointestinal. IMIEDlATELY administer 2 mg intramuscular injection of
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the .VJ>.K I kit auto-injeetors. Seek aedical attentior. IMMEDIATELY,

"- See AddenduB 5 for further First Aid Procedures *'-

SECTION VI - REaCTIVITT DATA

STABILITY: Stable

INCOMPATIBILITY: Not available

HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION: Decomposes within 6 months at 60 DEC C. Complete
decomposition in 3-1/& hours at 150 DEC C. May produce HCN. Oxides of ni-
trogen, oxides of phosphorus, carbon monoxide, and hydrogen cyanide.

HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: Not available

SECTION VII - SPILL. LEAK. AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES

STEPS TO BE TAJCEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED: If leaks or

spills occur, only personnel in full protective clothing (see section 8)
uill remain in area. In case of personnel contamination see section V

"Emergency and First Aid Instructions."

RECOMMENDED PIELD PROCEDURES:
Spills must be contained by covering with vermiculite. diatomaceous earth,
clay, fine sand. sponges, and paper or cloth towels. This containment is
followed by treatment with copious amounts of aqueous Sodium Hydroxide solu-
tion (a minimum 10 wt percent). Scoop up all material and place- in a

fully removable head drum with a high density polyethylene liner. The
decontamination solution must be treated with excess bleach to destroy the
CN formed during hydrolysis. Cover the contents with additional bleach be-
fore affixing the drum head. After sealing the head, Che exterior of the
drum shall be decontaminated and then labeled lAW E?.^ and DOT regulations.
All leaking containers shall be overpacked with versiculite placed between
the interior and exterior containers. Decontaminate and label lAW EPA and
DOT regulations. Dispose of the material LAW waste disposal methods pro-
vided below. Conduct general area monitoring with an approved monitor (see
Section 8) to confirm that the atmospheric concentrations do not exceed the
airborne exposure limit (sec Sections 2 and 8).

If 10 wt percent Sodium Hydroxide is not available then the following decon-
taminants may be used instead and are listed in order of preference: Decon-
tamination Solution No. 2 (DS2) . Sodium Carbonate and Supertrooical' Bleach
Slurry (STB).

RECOMMENDED LABORATORY PROCEDURES:
A minimum of 56 grams of decen solution is required for each gram of GA. The
decontamination solution is agitated while GA is added and the agitation
is maintained for at least one hour. The resulting solution is allowed to
react for 2A hours. At the end of 24 hours, the solution must be titrated
to a pH between 10 and 12. After completion of the 24 hour period, the
decontamination solution must be treated with excess bleach (2.5 mole OCl-
/mole Ga) to destroy the CN formed during hydrolysis. Scoop up all material
and place in a fully removable head drum with a high density polyethylene
liner. Cover the contents with additional bleach before affixing the drum
head. All contaminated clothing will be placed in a fully removable head
drum with a high density polyethylene liner. Cover the contents of Che
drum with decontaminating solution as above before affixing the drtjm head.
After sealing the head, the exterior of the drum shall be decontaminated
and Chen labeled lAW state. EPA and DOT regulations. .^11 leaking containers
shall be overpacked with vermiculite placed between the interior and exterior
containers. Decontaminate anc label I.AW State, EPA and DOT regulations.
Conduct general area monitoring with an approved oonitor (see Section 8)
to confira that the atmospheric concentrations do not exceed the airborne
exposure limit (see Sections 2 and 8).

UiC-r OISPCSaL ?^ETHOD: Open z:l burning or burying of GA or items contain-
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ing or contaainaCed wich GA in any quantity Is srohibitec. The detox-
ified Ga (using procedures above) can be therisally destroyed ay incineration
in an £?A approved incinerator in accordance with appropriate provisions of

rcdersl. State and/or local RCKA regulations.

NOTI: Soae states define decontaainated surety aaterial as a KCKA Hazardous
Uaste.

SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INrORMATION

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION:

Exposure Potential
Bg/a3 (8-hour TWA)

Respiratory Protection/Enseable Required

less than O.OOOI

0.0001 to 0.2

Greater Chan 0.2
or unknown

M9, 1117, or MAO series aask shall be avail-
able for escape as necessary.

M9, or MAO series aask with Level A or Level
E protective enseable (see aMCa 383-131 for
detervination of appropriate level).

Deaili tarization Protective Enseable (DPE) ,

or Toxicological Agent Protective Enseable
Self-ConCained (TAPES), used with prior
approval froa AMC Field Safety Activity.

Deaili tarization Protective Enseable (DPE),
or Toxicological Agent Protective Enseable
Self-CoaLained (TAPES), used with prior
approval froa AMC Field Safety Activity.

Note: When OPE or T.^ES is not available
the M9 or MAO sTits aask with Level A
protective enseable can be used. However,
use tiac shall be restricted to the extent
operationally feasible, and aay not exceed
one hour .

As an additional precaution, the cuffs of
the sleeves and the legs of the H3 suit
shall be taped to the gloves and boots to
reduce aspiration.

VENTILATION: Local Exhaust: Mandatory aust be filtered or scrubbed.

Special: Qicaical
inward face velocity of 100 linear
velocity at any point not deviat
Chan 20-. Laboratory hoods shall
exceed 201 of Che inward face velo
saoke producing devices shall
closure's ability to contain agent
Hoods should be tested seai-annual
oDerations. Operations should be

laboratory hoods shall have an average
feet per ainute or - 101 with Che

ing froa Che average face velociCy by aore
be located such that cross drafts do not

city. A visual performance test utilizing
be pcrforaed in the assessaent of Che in-
GA. Eacrgeney backup power necessary.
ly or after aodification or aaintenance
perforaed 20 ca inside hood face.

Other: Recirculation of exhaust air froa agent areas is

prohibited. No connection between agent areas and other areas through
ventilation systea.

PROTECTIVE GLOVES: Butyl Glove «3 and MA
Norton, Cheaical Protective Glove Set

ETI PROTECTION: Cheaical goggles. When Chere is potential for severe ex-

posure (e.g. saaplin; pressurized systeas. loading & unloaoing operations)
cheoical goggles and face shield are recoaaended.

OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: Full protective clothing wii: consist of the
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"3 BuCyl rubber suit w; Ch hood, M2a1 boots, M3 gloves, coveralls. fs-

tigues, or simiisr (ui :h drawers and undershirt) and socxs. M9 mask or the
Oeai 1 1 tarizat ior. Protective Ensemble (D?E) . For general lab work, gloves
and lab coat shall be worn with f.9 or M17 mask readily available.

MONITORING: Available aonitoring equipment for agent Ca is the Automatic
Chemical Agent Detector Alarm (aCADa) . bubblers (GC method). Miniature Chem-
ical Agent Monitor (MINIO-l) and Chemical Agent Monitor (CAM).

SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORING: In handling, the buddy
system will be incorporated. No smoking, eating and drinking in areas
containing agent is permitted. Containers should be periodically inspected
for leaks (either visually or by a detector kit). Stringent control over
all personnel practices must be exercised. Decontamination equip shall be

conveniently located. Exits must be designed to permit rapid evacuation.
Chemical showers, eye-wash stations, and personal cleanliness facilities be

provided. Wash bands before meals and each worker will shower thoroughly
with special attention given to hair, face, neck, and hands, using plenty of

soap before leaving at Che end of the workday.

OTHER PRECAUTIONS: Agents must be double contained in liquid and vapor
tight containers when in storage or when outside of ventilation hood.

For additional information see "DSAEHA Technical Guide No. 169, Occupational
Health Guidelines for the Evaluation and Control of Occupational Exposure to
Nerve Agents Ga. GB, GD, and VX".

SECTION X - TRANSPORTATION DATA

PROPER SHIPPING. NAME: Poisonous liquid, n.o.s.

DOT HA2.«LilD CLASSIFICATION: Poison A

DOT LASEL: Poison gas

DOT MARKING: Poisonous liauid. n.o.s. (Ethyl dimeChylpbosphoramidocyani-
date) NAi953

DOT PLACARD: POISON GAS

PRECAUTIONS TO 3E TAKEN IN TRANSPORTATION: Motor vehicles will Be

placarded regardless of quantity. Driver shall be given full and complete
information regarding shipment aad conditions in case of emergency. AR 50-6
deals specifically with Che shipment of chemical agents. ShiomcaCs of agent
will be escorted LAW aR 7A0-32.

E.HERGENCY ACCIDENT PRECAUTIONS AND PROCEDURES: See sections IV, VII, and
VIII.

While the Chemical Research Development and Engineering Center,
Department of the Army believes Chat Che data contained herein are
factual and the opinions expressed are Chose of qualified experts
regarding the results of the tests conducted, Che daCa are not Co be taken
as a warranty or representation for which the Department of the Army or
Chemical Research Development and Engineering Center assumes legal
responsibility. They are offered solely for your consideration,
investigation, and verification. Any use of these data and information must
be determined by the user to be in accordance with applicable
Federal. State, and local laws and regulations.
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'

ADDtNDUH B

First aid procedures.

a. Exposed personnel will be removed immediately Co an unconCaminated

atmosphere. Personnel handling casualty cases will jive consideration to

their own safety and will take precautions and employ the prerequisite
protective equipment to avoid becoming exposed themselves.

CAUTION: Due to the rapid effects of nerve agents, it is extremely impor-
tant that decontamination of personnel not be delayed by attempting to blot

off excessive agent prior to decontamination with sodium hypochlorite.

b. The casualty will then be decontaminated by washing the con-

taminated areas with 10 I sodium carbonate solution or 51 household bleach
and then flushing well with water to remove excess bleach followed by

copious soap and water wash. Mask will be left on the victim until con-
tamination has been completed unless it has been determined that >''f^f

°^

the face were contaminated and Che mask must be removed to facilitate
decontamination. After decontamination, the contaminated clothing will be

removed and skin contamination washed away. If possible, decontamination
will be completed before the casualty is taken to Che aid station or medical

facility.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when deconCaainting facial areas to avoid

getting Che hypochlorite into the eye or mouth. Only clean water shall be

used when flushing the eyes or mouth. Skin surfaces decontaminated with
bleach should to be thoroughly flushed with water to prevent skin irritation
from the bleach.

c. If there is no apparenC breathing. arCifical resuseiCat ion will be

started i^ediately (mouth-to-mouCh, or with mechanical resusciCator) . The

situation will dictate method of choice, e.g.. contaminated face. Do not

use aouth-to-mouCh resuscitation when facial contamination exists. When

appropriate and when trained personnel are available. cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (C?R) may be necessary.

d. An individual who has received a known agent exposure or who
exhibits definite signs or symptoms of agent exposure shall be given an .

intramusclar injection immediately with KARK I kit auto-injectors.

(1) Some of the early symptoms of a vapor exposure may be rbinorrhea

(runny nose) and/or tightness in the chest with shortness of breath (bron-
chial constriction).

(2) Some of the early symptoms of percutaneous exposure may be local

muscular twitching or sweating at the area of exposure followed by nausea or

vomiting.

(3) Although myosis (pin-peinCing of the pupils) may be an early
sign of agent exposure, an injection shall not be administered when myosis
is the only sign present. Instead, the individual shall be taken i^ediate-
ly to the medical facility for observation.

(A) Injections using the MARK I kit injectors (or atropine only if

directed by Che local physician) may be repeated at 3 to 20 minute intervals
if signs and symptoms arc progressing until three scries of injections have
been administered. No more injections will be given unless directed by med-
ical personnel. In addition. a record will maintained of all injections
given.

(5) Administer, in rapid succession, all three HARK I kit injectors
(or atropine if directed by the local physician) in the case of SEVERE signs
of agent exposure.

CAUTION: Atropine coes not act as a prophylactic and shall not be adminis-
tered until an agen: exposure has been ascertained.

e. If indicatec. C.'R should be started immediately. Mouth-to-nouth re-
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fuse: CaL ion should be used when approved masK-sag or oxygen delivery tytC*as
are noc available. Do noC use DouCh-Co-aouLh resusci CaCion when facial con-
CaainaCion exLttt.
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DATEt 14 Saptenber 1988
Laat Dpdata: 14 Feb 94

/ \ D.S. ARMY SDGSWOOD Botergency Telephone #a:
/ \ RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT KRDKC. Safety Office

/ \ AND ENGINKKSrwa c:KNTaK 410-67X-4411 0700-1700
/ POISON \ EST After normal duty
\ / hours: 410-278-5201
\ / Aak for BROEC Staff
\ / Duty Officer
\ / MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

LETHAL MERVE AGENT (GB)

SECTION I - GENERAL IMFOSMATIOH

MANUFACTURER'S NAME: Department of the Army

MANUFACTURER'S ADDRESS: U.S. ARMY CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL DEFENSE AGENCY
gPGKWOOD RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AMU ENGINEERING

<.'MWTKK
ATTN: SCBRD-ODR-S
ABERDEEN PROVING GROOUD, MD 21010-5423

CAS REGISTRY NDMBER: 107-44-8 or 50642-33-4

CHEMICAL NAME AND SYNONYMS:

Phosphonofluoridic acid, methyl-, laopropyl eater
Phoaphonof luorldlc acid, mechyl-, 1-methylechyl eacer

ALTERNATE CHEMICAL NAMES:

laopropyl metfaylphoaphonofluorldate
Isopropryl eacer of metbylphosphonofluoridic acid
Merhyll8opropax£luorophotfph±na oxide
iBopropyl Metbylfluorbphosphonate
0-lBopropyl Methyl isopropoxfluorophoephine oxide
O-IaoDropyl Menhylphosphonofluoridate
Mechylfluorophosphonlc acid, Isopropyl eater
laopropoxymethylphoaphonyl fluoride

TRADE NAME AND SYNONYMS:

GB Sarin
Zariu

OIEMICAL FAMILY: Fluorinated organophoaphoroua compound

FORMULA/CHEMICAL STRUCTURE:

C4 aiO F02 P CH3 O

CH-O-P—F
/ \

CH3 au

NFPA 704 SIGNAL: Health - 4 A
Fiammatoility - 1 /l \
Reactivity - l /\ f\

I 4\/l \
\ /\ /

\/ \/
\ /
\/

*10 671 2377 05-13-?* 09:34AM ?001 SI
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SEC7I0H XZ - COMPOSmCS

iBtaiEDizirrs roiwuiA vauczsraaz airaorne
KAHB BY WBISBT BZPOSURE LIMIT (AEL)

Ca C4 HIO P02 P too 0.0001 ng/m3

SECnOH III - PHSfSICXL DATA

BOXZ.ZSQ poiirr oss r (des c: : sic (is«)

V3VP0R PRBSSnRS (on H9) : 2.9 • » DFS C

•VJ^POR DENSITY (AIR-1) : 4.86

SOLUBZLITT IS VtAXER: Cea^leca

S7ECIFIC GRAVITY (H20-1 ) i 1 .0«a7 • 25 OEO C

ntEBZISC/KELTIMa POIBT! -56 DBR C

LZQXTIO DENSITY (a/ce) 1 1.0007 • 25 OSO C
1.102 • 20 DEG C

PERCZMTAGE VOLATILE BY VOLDMR: 2S,000 m/tii3 • 25 DSG C
16,090 m/tU • 20 DEC C

APPEARAMCS AND ODOR: CoLorlesa liquid
Odorleaa is pore form

SBCTZON ZV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA

PLASH POINT (METHOD OSEO) : Old net flaah Co 280 DEO P

FLAMKABLB LIMIT: Moc «ppllcabl«

LOHER. EMFLC5rV£ LIMIT: Nec availabla

UPPER EXPLOSIVE LIMIT: Not available

EZTIHBUlSHdQ MEDIA: Mater mist, to^, £o«ffl, C02 • Avoid ualii? excingulahis9
aec&ods that wxll eauaa aplaahing or spreading of tbe
CB.

SPECIAL FIRE FICHTINC PROCEDCSES : SB vill react with acaam or vater to

produce toxic k corroalva vapora. All peraooa aoL engagad In exc:j>yn ahi ng
the fire ahould ba avacuated. Piraa imrolving SB ahould be eo&cainad to

frevent
contamination to uncontrolled areoa. Hhen reapond l ng to a fire a-

arn in buildinga or oreaa containing agents, firefigbting paraonnel
clotiiing (vnchout TAP clotblng) during cbemicai agent lire£igbci:ig and £ire
raacua oparaclona. Reapiracory protection la required. Positive preaaure.
Cull tacepiece, MICSH- approved aalt-contouiad breatAing apparatus (SCBA)
will be vom wbare tbara ia danger of oxvgan deficiency and whan directed by
the fire chief or chemical accident /incident (CAIl operations otticer.
In cases where firefighters are responding to a chemical accident/incident
for rescua/reconnalBsance purposes vice fireCightmg, thay will wear
appropriate levels of protective clothing (see Section 8) .

TJNOSUAL FIRE AND SXFLOSIOH HAZARDS: Hydrogen nay be present.

*"*'* 410 ST. :3T7 0?-;S-9« a9:0«AM HOI 112
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SECTION V • HEALTH HAZAXS EAIA

AIRBORNE ZXSOSU^Z LIMIT (ABL) : The pemiaalhln airborne exposure
concencracion £or OB for an a-hour worlcday or a 40 hour work weaJc 1« an 8-
bour Clffle weighc average (THA) of O.OOOl mg/m3. This Taiue la baaed on eha
THA oC SB wblcn can be found in 'AR 40-3, 'Occupationa] Htialch Ouidelinea
{or cha Evaluacion and Control of Occupacional acpoaur* Co Horva Ag'asta GA,
CB, GD, and VX* . To daLe, however, cha Occupacional Safecy and Health Admin-
Iscracion (OSHA) haa not promulgated a penussible exposure eoneentratioa for
GB.

STFECTTS OF OVSRZX?OSURE :

It is a lethal anticholinergic agent. Doses which are potentially life-
threatenisg may be only slightly larger than those producing minimal effects.

GB

Route Form Bffect Type Dosage

ocular
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don r«>pir«tory procee:iv« maalc. Although mioala (pinpelntlnq o£ Ch« pu-
pil*) nay ba aa early algn of agent axpeaura, an la^cccioo vlll not b« ad-
minlacaziad whan mloaia la tha only alga preaenc. Inaeakd, tha Individual
will ba takes inMEOZATSI.Y to tha madlcal creacmanc facility for obaarvacion.

SKIN CONTACT : Don reaplratozy protective naak and remove contaminated
clothing. Inntediately waah contamlnaced a)cin with cepioua amounts of aoap
and wacar, 10* aodiua carbonace aoluclon, or S% liquid bouaehold blaach.
Kioaa wall wich water to remova deconcaninanc . Admiaiacer an intranuaeular
injection wich tha marx I kit injectors only it local aweating and muacular
twitchisg synpconia are observed. SEEK MEDICAL ATTEHTIOII IMMEOZATZLY.

ZUGBSTIOSI: Do noc induce vuniking. First aympcoma are likely to be
gastroninteatinal. Imnadiacely adniniacar an incramuacular injection o£ the
MARX I kit auto-injeccors. SESX MEDICAI. ATTENTZOa IMMEDIATELY.

SSCTION VI - RZACnVITY DATA

STABILITY: Stable when pure.

1NCUMPATISILIT7 : Attacks tin, niBgneslum, cadmium plated ateel, aone alumi-
Buns. Slight accack on copper, brass, lead, praccically no attack on 1030
sceel, Incoaal h K-taonel.

Hydrolyzas to form HF under acid conditions and iaopropyl alcohol k polymers
under basic conditions.

SECTION VZI - SPILL, LSAX ASD DISPOSAL PROCZBTJXSS

STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL' IS RSLSASEO OS. SPILLED: If leak or
spills occur, only personnel la Cull protective clothi;ig (see aeccion S )

will remain in area. In case of personnel concanuiacion see seccion V
Smargeney and Firsc Aid Inatrueeiona* .

KECOMMENDEE FIELD PROCEDURES: Spills must be contained by covering with
Termlculite, dlatomaceous earrh clay, fine aand, spongaa, and paper or cloth
towels. Decontaminate with copious amounts of' aqueous Soaiun Hydroxide
solution (a minimum 10 wt percent) . Scoop up all aacerial and place in a

fxilly removable head drum with a high density polyethylene liner. Cover
tha concenca of the drum with decontaninacing solution as above becore
affixing the drum bead. A£rer sealing tha head, tne excerior of the drum
shall ba daconcamiAated and then labeled lAM EPA and DOT regulaciona. All
leaking containers shall be overpacked wich verraieulite placed becweea the
interior and excerior concainers. Decontaminate and label lAW 3PA and DOT
reoulatlons. Dispose of the material lAK waste disposal machoda provided
below. Dispose of material uaed to decontaminate excerior of drum ZAH
Federal, state and local regulaciona. Conduct gtMiernl area monitoring with
an aoproved monitor (see Section 8) co confirm thac the acmoapheric eoncen-
tratlona do noc exceed the airborne exposure limit (see Sections 2 and 8) .

ZC 10 wc percent aqueous Sodiun Hydroxide aolution la not available then Che
following decontam inants may ba used instead and are liaLed in che order of
prsCarence: Deconcamlnacion Solueion No. 3 (DS2) , Sodium Carbonaca, and Su-
parcropieal Bleach Slurry (STB) .

XECOraiENOCD LABORATORY PROCSOTntES : A minimum of 36 grams of decoa solueion
is required Cor each grzun of OB. Deconcami nant/agenc loluc^an is allowed
to agitate for a niniraum of one hour. Agicaclon Is noc necassary folluwlng
the first hour. At the end of che one hour, tha resulting golucion should
be adjusced co a pH greacar chan U.S. If the pH la below 11.5, KaOH
should be added iintil a pH above 11. S can be maintained for SO ninuLes.

'"'S* 410 5*: ;j-- 3i-l3-«« 39;34AH POO* S12
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An altamaca aolueien for tha dacont awi nation o£ 08 ta 10 we paxeanc Bodluw
Carfaonaca In plaea of tha 10 parcanc Sodium Bydrexida aelucien abev*. Cen-
CiBua vltb 96 gzana a£ dacon Co 1 graa of agenc. Agitaea for on* hour buc
allow etiree (3) houra for the reaccion. Tho final pu should ba adiuacad to
above 10. It ia alae pemittsd to outaacit-uta S.asV Sodium Bypeohlorlta or
3S wc percent Monoethylamina (HEX) for tha 10% Sodium Hydroxide aoluticn
above MEA auat be conpletely dissolved in water prior to addition of the
a^ent . Continue with S% graovs o£ dacon £or eacA gran of oa and provide
agitation for one hour. Continue with sane ratios and time stipulations.

Scoop up all material and place ia a fully renovabla head drum with a high
density polyethylene liner. Cover tha contents of the drum with decontamI>
nating solution as above before affixing the drum head. After sealing
the head, the axtarior of the drum shall be decontaminaced and then Isibelea
lAW EPA and DOT regulations. All leaking concainera shall be over-
pacKed with vermiculite placed between the interior and exterior con-
tainers. Decontaminate and label ZAH EPA and DOT regulations. Diaoose of
the material ZAJr waste disposal methods provided below. Dispose of
mater:.al used to decontaminate exterior of drum lAK Federal, stats and lo-
cal regulations. .'Conduct general area monitoring with an approved monitor
(see Section 0). to confirm that the atoospberic coneencmtions do not
exceed the airborne axpoaura limit (see Sections 2 and 8) .

WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: Open pit burning or burying of OS or items con-
taining or contaminated with SB in any quantity is prohibited. The detox-
ified Ca UBiag procaduras abova) can ba thermally destroyed by incineration
in an SPA approved incinerator in accordance with appropriate provisions
of federal, scata and local acRA regulation:!.

MOTE: Some stataa dafira decontaminated surety natexial as a RCXA Hazardous
wapta.

SECnOM V3JI - SPBCIAI. PROTECTIOH aJTORMATION

RESPIRATORY PROTECTXnNi

ConceoLration Respiratory Protective Equipment

< O.uoni mg/m3 A full facepiece, chemical canister, air-
purifying protective mask will be onhand for
escape. (The M9-, N17-, or M40-seriea reasks
are acceptable for this purpose)

O.OCOl to 0.2 iEg/m3 A NIOSH/MSHA approved pressure demand full faca«
piece SCBA or supplied air respirator with
escape air cylinder nay ba used.

Alternatively, a full facepiece. chemical
canister air-puxifylng protective mask ia
acceptable for this purpose (for example, M5-,
N17-, or H40- series nask or other :aasx cartified
as equivalent) is acceptable. (See OA PAM
385-61 for determination of appropriaLe level}

> 0.3 mg/m3 mOSS/MSRA approved pressure dcnand full faca-
er unJcnown piece SCHA oultabla for use in high agent con-

centrations with orotectiva enaemola iSoa DA
PAM 385-61 for examples).

VOrrilATION: Local Exhaust: Mandatory musL be filtered or scr-ubbed to limit
exit concentration to < 0.0001 mg/mj averaged over 8 hr/Oay Indefinitely.
Air einlssions shall meet local, state and federal regulations.

410 STl IMI 05-l?-S4 09:34AM POC! a:2
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SPBCIAI>: Chamlcal laboratory hoo^ ataall have an average ijivard face
velocity o£ 100 linear feec per minute (Ifpm) pluo or minua 10% with the
velocity at any point not d«viating from tha average face velocicy by aiora
than 20%. Bxiating laboratory hooda shall have as inward face Telocity of
190 Ifpai plua or minus 20 percent. Laboratory hooda shall be located auch
that croaa drafts do not eTceed 7.0 pnrc.nnr. of the inward face velocity. A
Timal perfomonce teat utilizing araoJce producing devicea ahal] ba
parlorraed in the aaaesament of the hood's ability to contain agant SB,
gaergeacy bacicup power nacoaaary. Hooda should be teaced aenu.- annually or
after modification or maincesanca operations. Operations abould be
perfomed 30 cm inaide hoed faca.

Other: Recirculation of axhauat air fron agent areas is prohibited. Mo
connection ia allo«i«d between agent areas and othar areas throuyh ventila-
tion ryatam.

PROTSCTIVS GLOVES I Butyl Olove YO and M4
Horvun, Qiecaical Protective Olove Sec

XYB PKOTSCTZCIft Chemical goggles. For splash hazards use goggles tmd
facesfaield.

OTHER PROTSCrrvE BQUIPMSirr: For general lab work, gloves and lab coat
•hall be worn with M», Mi7 or M40 nask readil/ available.

MQHITOXIirai Available nonitoring equipcnent Cor agent GB Is the H8/M9 Detec-
tor paper, detector ticket, blue band tuba, M25S/M256A1 kits, btibbler, Depot
Area Air rtonitorlng System (UAAMS) , Automatic Continuous Air nonitoring
Syatam (ACAHS) , real time nonitoring (RIM) , Defflilitarizatioa Chemical Agent
Concentrator (OCACl , MS/'M4J, MBAi/N«3A2. Hydrogen Flame Photometric Bmission
Detector (HYTES) , cam-mi. Miniature Cheaical Agent Monitsr (MIHICAM) and the
Keal Tiae Analytical Platform (rtaP) .

Real-time, low- level monitors (with alarm) are required for OB operations.
In their absence, an IDIiH atmosphere must ba prasumed. Labaraeery opera-
tions conducrad in appropriately maintained and alarmed engineering controls
require only periodic low-level nonitoring.

SEC7I0M IX - SPECTAI. PRECAUTIOMS

PRSCAimOKS TO BE TAXSf QT BAUDLIMQ ASS STOXZ^IC:
In handling, the buddy system will be incorporated. Ho snokicg, eating and
drinxang in areas containing agent is permitted. Containera should ba
periodically inspected for leaks (eltnar visually or by a detector kit) .

Stringent control over all personnel practices must be exercised. Deccntan-
ination equip shall be conveniently located. Exits must ba designed to
permit rapid evacuation. Chemical ahowars, eye-wash stations, and personal
clcanlineaa facilities must be provldad. Hash hands Isetore meals and each
worker will abawer thoroughly with special attention given to hair, faca,
neck, and hands, iiB^-ig plenty of soap before leaving at the end of the work
day.

OTHER PRECAOTtOHS : Agents oust be double contained in liquid and vapor tight
containers when in storage or when outside of ventilation hood.

For additional Information aee "AS 385-fii, The Arsiy Toxic Chemical Agent
Safety fmvjx am*, 'CA PAM 3aS-Ql, Toxic Chemical Agent SufsLy Standards',
and 'ML 40-a, Occupational Kealth auidelines for the Evaluation and Control
of Occupational Exposure to Karve Agenta <3A, OB, 33, and vx* .

SECTION X - TRANSPORTATION 3ATA

13 Sfi li"! 05-:3-j4 3«:04<jc root s::
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PXOPEX SHIPPINO mom: PelaoBoua liquids, n.o.0.

DOT HAZARD CXASSTFTCATIONt 6.1 Paclclng Qroup I Hazard Kona A

DOT LABEL: Poison

DOT MARKIKS: Poiaonoua liquid, n.o.a. (laopropyl aathylphoaphoBofluoridACe)
cnnsio

DOT PIACASO: POISON

PRBCAtmONS TO BB TAXBf IK TTUNSPORTXTIOir: Nocor vahiclea will torn plac-
axded regardlaaa of quancicy. Drlwr ahall b« givaa tall and eonplata
iaiorroaCioD ragazdlng ahipsi«nt and eondiclona in eaar o£ aacrgenev.

AR SO-fi daala speci2ically with the ahipment of chanlcal agenta. Shipt)ent.6
of agent will be escorted in accordance with AS 740-32.

EMERGSRCY ACCIDOTT PRECAOTIONS ANU l>HOaiOUR£S> See rectlona TV, VIX. and
VIII.

While the Edgewood Research, DevalopaenL and Fnj1 n»ering Cancer, bapt . d£
the Army balievea that the data eencaxned herein are factual and the opinion
expreaaed are tnoae oi qualified experts regarding the reauica of the taeta
cshducted, the data axe not to be taicen as a warranty or representation for
which the Oepartaent ot the Amy or udgewood RsoearcA, Oevelopment and
engineering Center aasumea legal responsibility. They are offered solely
for your consideration, inveacigatxon, and verification. Any use of these
data and infoxrnation nust be determined by the user to be in accoruance with
applicable Federal, Stats, and local lawn and regulati,ons .

•"•'* 410 8-1 JJTT 08-13-94 ;»:04AM f007 SIS
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/\ O.-.TZ: 3 Occ 1990
/ \

/ \ U.S. AjlMY CHEMICAL iacrgcncy Tcleohone £•» :

/POISON\ RtSZ^RCr. . DEVELOPMENT C.^D£C Safety Office
\ CaS / AND ENGINEE-IINC CtNTE.'. 301-671-fcAl 1 0700-1700
\ / EST AfCer noroal duty
\ / HATERIAL S.AFETY DATA SHEET hours: 301-278-3201
\/ .i.«k for CRDEC Staff

UTHAt WEXVE. ACEUTS- ,
CD AND TUICKENEO GD (Sea Addendua C)/

Duty Officer

SECTION I
- GENERAL INFORMATION

MANUFaGTURER
•

S ADDRESS: U.S. AR.ir ARAWIENT. MUNITIONS AND CHEMICAL COMn.^N'D

CHEMICAL RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING
CENTER
ATTN: S.MCCR-CMS-E
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD 21010-5AZ3

CAS REGISTRY NUMBER: 96-6A-0 or 506A2-2A-5

CHEMICAL NA.HE: Photphenof luoridic acid, acCbyl-, 1 , 2,2-tria«tbylpropyl ester

Alternate chcaical naaas: Piaacelyl aeChylphosphocef luoridate
I ,2,2-Triacti)ylpropyi acthyipbosphonof luoridate
Hettayipinacolyloxyf I'uorophofphine oxide

Pinacolyloxyacthylphospbonyl fluoride
Pinacolyl aetbaneiluerophespbonate
Metbylf luoropiaacolylpbosphonate
Fluoroaetbylpinacoiyloxypbospbinc oxide

Hetbylpinacolyloxyphosphonyl fluoride
Pioacolyl aetbylf luoropbosphonate
l,2.2~TriaethylpropexyClueroaeChylphospbine
oxide

TRADE NAME AND SYNONTMS: CD. EA 1210, Soaan. Zosan, PFMP

CHEMICAL FAMILY: Flueriaated organopbosphorus cospound

FORMUUv/CKEMICaL STRUCTURE; Eapirisal:

CH3 C7.-:i6F02P
! //

CH3)3-C-CHO-?-F
t

CH3

NFPA 704 SIGNAL: Health - 4
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BOILING POINT D£C F (D£C C) : (198 DtC C) 338 D£C r

VAPOR PRESSURE: 0.40 na Hg ? 25 DEC C
""

V.\POR DENSITY (aI?.-1): 6.3

SOLUBILITY IN WATER: Moderate

SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H20-1): 1.022 ? 25 DEC C

VOLATILITY: 3900 i/m3 § 25 DEG C

MELTING POINT: -<.2 DEC C

APPEARANCE AND ODOR: When pure, colorless liquid with fruity odor. With

iapurities, amber or dark brown, with oil of caaphor odor

SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA

FLASHPOINT: 121 DEG C (Open" cup)

FLAMnABILITT LIMITS: UiUujowb

LOWER EXPLOSIVE LIHIT: Not applicable

UPPER EXPLOSIVE LIMIT: Not applicable

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Water, foj. foaa, C02. Avoid usin« extinguishing
oethods that will cause splashing or spreading ot the CD.

SPECIAL FIRE riGETINC PROCEDURES: Fires involving OT should be contained lo

prevent contamination of uncontrolled area.s. All persons not engaged in ex-

tinguishing Che fire should be evacuated ioBediaCcly. Contact with GD or

its vapors can be fatal. When responding to a fire alarm in buildings or

areas containing agents, firefighting personnel should wear full firefighter
protective clothing (without TAP clotbins) during chemical agent fire-

fighting and fire rescue operations. Respiratory protection is reouirec.
Positive pressure. full facepiece. NIOSH-approved self-contained breathing
apparatus (SCBa) will be worn where there is danger or oxygen deficiency and

when directed by the fire chief or chesical accident/incident (CaI) opera-
tions officer. The M9 or M17 series cask may be worn inlieu of SCS.-. when
there is no danger of oxygen deficiency. In cases were firefighter are re-

sponding to a cheaical accident/incident for rescue/reconnaissance purposes
vice firefighting, they will wear appropriate levels of protective clothing
(see Section 8) .

UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS: Hydrogen produced by the corrosive

vapors reacting with aetals. concrete, etc., may be present.

SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA

AIRBORNE EXPOSURE LIMIT C^EL) : The suu«stec permissible airborne

exposure concentration of CD for an 8-hour workday or a M) hour work week
is an 8-hour time weighted average (TWa) of 0.00003 mg/m3 (2 x 10-5 ?po) .

This value is based on the TVIA of GB as proposed in the OSAEHA Technical
Guide No. 169. "Occupational Health Guidelines for the Evaluation and Con-
trol of Occupational Exposure to Nerve Agents Ga, GBi GD, and VX". To date,
however, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHa) has not

promulgated peraissible exposure concentration for GD.

EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: CD is a lethal anticholinesterase agent with the

median lethal dose in man being: LCtSO (inhalation) - 70 ag min/'=3 (t -

10 min): LD50 (PC, bare sk;n) 0.35 g/man (70 kj) .

1. One to several minutes after overexposure to airborne GD. the
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i. LOCAL £"riCTS (iastmg ";

- 15 cays, incrciie -im case):

(1) On eyes: Miosis (cons t r t cC i on ot 3up:is); redness, pressure
sensation on eye« .

(2) By inhalaCion: Rhinorrhea (runny nose), nasal congestion,
tightness in chest, wheerinj. salivation, nausea, vociting.

b. SYSTEMIC E.TECTS (increases uith dose): When mhaleo. CD will

cause excessive secretion causing coughing/breathing difficulty; saiivation
and sweating; voaiting, diarrhea; stoaach craaps ; involuntary
urination/defecation; generalized aiuscle twitching/muscle cramps; CNS

depression including anxiety, restlessness, giddiness, insomnia, excessive

dreaming and nightmares. With more severe exposure, also headache. tremor.

drowsiness, concentration difficulty, memory impairment . conius ion,

unsteadiness on standing or walking, and progressing to death.

2. After exposure to liquid GO, the following acute symptoms appear:

a. LOCAL EFFECTS:

(1) On eyes: Miosis (constriction of pupils); redness, pressure
sensation on eyes.

(2) By ingestion: Salivation, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, abdominal

cramps, diarrhea, involuntary defecation, heartburn.

(3) On skin: Sweating, muscle twitching.

b. Chronic exposure to CD causes forgetfulness , thinking difficulty,
vision disturbances, muscular aches/pains. Although certain organophosphate
pesticides have been shown to be teratogenic in animals, these effects have

not been documented ia carefully controlled toxicological evaluations for CD.

CD presently is not listed by the International Agency for Research on Can-
cer (lARC) , National Toxicology Program (.NT?), Occupational Safety and

Health Administration (OSHa) , or American Conference of Governmental Indus-
trial Hygienists (aCGIK) as a carcinogen.

** See addendum .^ for detailed information. *"

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES:

INHALATION: Hold breach until respiratory protective mask is donned. If

severe signs of agen: exposure appear (chest tightens, pupil constriction,
incoordination. etc.). immediate'ly administer. in rapid succession, s.1 1

three Nerve Agent Antidote Kit(s), Mark I injectors (or atropine if directed

by the local physician). Injections using the Hark I kit injectors may be

repeated at 5 to 20 minute intervals if signs and symptoms are progressing
until three series of injections have been administered. No more injections
will be given unless directed by medical personnel. In addition, a record
will be maintained of all injections given. If breathing has stopped, give
artificial respiration. Mouti>~to~mouth resuscitation should be used when

approved mask-bag or oxygen delivery systems are not available. Do not use
mouth- to~mouth resuscitation when facial contamination exists. If breathing
is difficult, administer oxygen. Seek medical attention IMMEDIATELY.

EYE CONTACT: IM-MEDIATILY flush eyes with water for 10-15 minutes, then don'

respiratory protective mask. Although miosis (pinpointing of the pupils)
may be an early sign of agent exposure, an injection will not be adminis-
tered when miosis is the only sign present. Instead, the individual will be

taken IMMEDIATELY to the medical treatment facility for observation.

SKIN CONTACT: Don respiratory protective mask and remove contaminated
clothing. Immediately wash contaminated skin with copious amounts of soap
and water, lOiC sodiuc carbonate solution, or 5Z liquid household bleach.
Rinse well wit.n water :s remove decontaminant . Adsinister nerve agent anti-
rin't vlt nark I. on!v :: local sweating and muscular f-itch-.ng symptoms are
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INCSSTIOiN: Do not induce voaiting. First svTipCons are likely to be

gas t ronint es t ina! . inrtEDlATELY acninister Nerve Agent AntidoCe Kit, tinRK I.

Seek medical attention tfflaediately.

-- See Addenoum 5 for detailed instructions. --

SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA

STABILITY: Stable after storage in sCeel for 3 monChs at 63 Oeg C. CD
corrodes steel at the rate of 1 z 10-S inch/oonCh.

H
I I

CD will hvdrolyze to for« HF and (CH3) 3-C-C-O-P-OH
I I

I I

H CHS

HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: Will not occur.

SECTION VII - SPIU...LEAK AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES

STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED (» SPILLED: If leak or

spills occur, only personnel in full protective clothing (see Section
8 ) will remain in area. In ease of personnel contasination, see Section
V "Eaergency and First Aid Procedures".

RECOMMENDED FIELD PROCEDURES: Spills must be contained by covering with
vemiculite, diatomaceous earth, clay, fine sand, sponges, and paper
or cloth towels. This containment is followed by treatment with copious
amounts of aqueous Sodium Hydroxide solution (a minimum of 10 percent) .

Scoop up all material and place in a fully removable bead drum with a high
density polyethylene liner. Cover the contents of the drum with decontami-
nating solution as above before aciizing the drum head. After scaling the
head, the exterior of the drum shall be decontaminated and then labeled LAW
EPA and DOT regulations. All leaking containers shall be overpacked with
veroiculite placed between the interior and exterior containers.
Decontaminate and label IaW E?A and DOT regulations. Dispose of the
aaterial lAW waste disposal methods provided below. Dispose of material
used tc aecontaminate exterior of drum lAW Federal, state and local reguiz~
tions. Contaminated clothing will be placed in a fully removable head druo
with a high density polyethylene liner and the contents shall be covered
with decontaminating solution as above before affixing the drum head. Con-
duct general ares monitoring te confirm that the atmospheric concentrations
do not exceed the exposure lioits (see Section 8).

If 10 wt-- percent aqueous Sodium Hydroxide solution is not available then the
following decontaminants oy be used instead and are listed in the order of

preference: Oecontaminatins Solution No. 2 IDS2) , Sodium Carbonate,
and Supertropical Tropical oleach Slurry (STB).

RECOMMENDED LABORATORY PROCEDURES: A minimum of 55 grams of decon solution
is required per gram of CD. Oecontaminant/agent solution is allowed to

agitate for a minimum of one hour. Agitation is not necessary following
the first hour provided a single phase is obtained. At the end of the first
hour the pH should be chec)(ed and adjusted up to 11.5 with additional NaON
as required.

An alternate solution for the decontamination of CD is 10 percent Sodium
Carbonate in place of the 10 percent Soaius Hydroxide solution above. Con-
tinue with 55 grams of decon per gram of GO. Agitate for one hour and allow
*o react for 3 hours. At the end of the third hour adjust the pH to above
10. It is also permitted :o substitute S . 25 Z Sodium Hypochlorite for the
lOX Sodium Hydroxide solution above. Continue with 55 grams of decon per
grao of CD. Agitate for one hour and allou to react for 3 hours then adjust
the pH to above 10.

..... U 1 . »-'^ = Siffh den-
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WASTE disposal METHOD: Open pit burning or burying of CD or items contain-
ing or • contaminated with CD in any quantity is prohibited. The detoxi-
fied CD (using procedures above) can be thermally destroyed by incineration
in an EPA approved incinerator in accordance with appropriate provisions of

Federal, state and local RGlA regulations.

NOTE: Some states define decontaminated surety material as a ROlA Hazardous
Waste.

SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFOiUlATION

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION:

CO Concentration Respiratory Protective Equipnent

Lesi Chan
0.00003 mg/s3

0.00003 mg/m3
to 0.06 mg/m3

Greater than
0.06 ag/m3 or
unknown

H9, M17, or M40 series
escape as necessary.

ask shall be available for

M9 , or H60 series mask with Level A or Level 5
ensemble (sec AHCR 383-131 for determination of

appropriate level).

Demilitarization Protective Ensemble (DPE) , or

Toxicological Agent Protective Ensemble Self-Con-
tained (TAPES), used with prior approval fron .-_MC

field Safety Activity.

DPE or Tapes used with prior approval from ArtC

Field Safety Activity.

NOTE: When DPE or TAPES is not available the M9
or H40 series mask with Level A protective ensemble
can be used. However, use time shall be restricted
to the extent operationally feasible, and may not
exceed one hour.

A.S an additional precaution, the cuffs of the
sleeves and the legs of the iH suit shall be taped
Co the gloves and boots respectively
to reduce aspiration.

Local Exhaust: Mandatory. Must be filtered or scrubbed to limit exit cone,
to < .00001 mg/m3 (averaged over 8 hr/day, indefinitely).

Special: Chemical laboratory hoods shall have an average inward face
velocity of 100 linear feet per minute (Ifpm) ' 10 percent with the velocity
at any point not deviating from the average face velocity by more than 20
percent. Laooratory hoods shall be located sucn that cross-drafts do not
exceed 20 percent of the inward face velocity. A visual performance test
utilizing smoke-producing devices shall be performed in assessing the
ability of the hood to contain agent CD.

iaergency back-up power necessary. Hoods should be tested semi-annually or
.. r,.,, -,-,„„, <;hould be oer-
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:oraec 20 ca ;nsioc hood face.

Other: Reci rculaC ion of cxhausC air froa agenC_areas is srohibited. No

connecCion between agent areas and other areas chrough ventilation systco is

peroi t ted.

PROTECTIVE CLOVES: Butyl Glove M3 and M4
Norton, Cheaical Protective Clove Set

EYE PROTECTION: Cheaical Cobles. For splash hazards, use goggles and face-
shield. '

OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPHENT: Full protective clothing will consist of «9
aask '"and hood, butyl rubber suit (K3) , HlAl butyl boots, H3 or KA
loves, uniapregnated underwear, or deoilitar ization protective ensemble
DPE) . For laboratory operations, wear lab coats and have a projective sask
readily availsble.
I

MONITORING: Available aonitoring equipment for agent CO is Che Automatic
Cheaical Agent Detector Alarm (aCaDa) , bubblers (GC aeChod), and Chemical
Agent Monitor (CAM).

SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAtJTIONS

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IK HANDLING AND STORING: In handling GO, the buddy
system will be incorporated. No smoking, eating or drinking is preaitCed in
areas containing agent CD. Containers should be periodically inspected
for leaks (either visually or by a detector kit) and prior to transfer
ring the containers from storage to work areas. Stringent control
over all personnel practices must be exercised. Decontamination
equipaenC shall be conveniently located. Exits must be designed to

permit rapid evacuation. Cheaical showers, eyewash stations, and

personal cleanliness facilities shall be provided. Uash hands before
Deals and each worker will shower thoroughly with special attention given to

hair, face, neck, and hancs, using plenty of soap before leaving at the end
of the workday.

OTHE?. PRECAUTIONS: Agent must be double-contained ir. liquid and vapor-tight
containers when in storage or when outside of the ventilation hood.

For additional information, see AHC-R 385-131. "Safety Regulations for Cheic-
ical Agents H. HD. HT, G3. and VX" and USaEHA Technical Guide .No. 169, "Oc-

cupational Health Guidelines for the Evaluation and Control o: Occupational
Exposure to Nerve Agents CA, Co. GO, and VX".

SECTION X - TRANSPORTATION DATA

PROPER SHIPPING NAHE: Poisonous liquid, n.o.s.

DOT HaZaHO CL.A^SIFIC\TIOX: Poison A

DOT LABEL: Poison gas

DOT HAXJvING: Poisonous liouid. n.o.s. (Pinacolyl metfaylphosphonof luoridate)
NA 1955

DOT PLACARD: POISON CA

ME.'IGENCY ACCIDENT PRECAUTIONS AND PROCEDURES: See Section IV. VII and
VIII.

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN TRANSPORTATION: Motor vehicles will be plac-
arded regardless of quantity. Driver shall be given full and complete
inforeation regarding shipaerit and conditions in case of emergency.

AR 50-6 deals soecifically -ith the shipment of cheaical agents. Shioaents
. . . i— , .,.-1, jo 7i,n-T7.
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Wnile Cnc Lnenical Research Devclopncnt and Engineering CcnCer.
DcoarCocnt of Che Army believes that the daCa conCa:nco herein are
factual ana the opinions expressed are those of qualiiieo experts
regarding the results of the tests conducted, the data are not to be taken
as a warranty or representation for which the Department of the Army or
Chemical Research Oevelopoent and Engineering Center assumes legal
responsibility.. They are offered solely for your consideration,
investigation, and verification. Any use of these data ana information must
be determined by the user to be in accordance "ith applicable
Federal. State, and local laws and regulations.

ADDENDUM A

1. Acute Physiological Effects:

Site of Action Signs and Sycpotoas

Following Local Exposure

rtuscar ine-1 ike-

Pup i Is

Ciliary body

Conjunctivae

Nasal mucous oeobranes

Bronchial tree

Bronchia! tree

Gastrointestinal

Sweat glands

Salivary glands

Lacrimal glands

Heart

Puoils

Miosis, marked, usually maximal
(pinpoint), soBcCimes unequal.

Frontal headache, eye pain on

focusing, slight dicness of vision.
occasional nausea and vomiting.

Hyperemia.

Rhinorrhea, hyperemia.

Tightness in chest, sometimes with .

prolonged wheezing expiration sugges-
tive of bronchc-cons tr ict ion or
increased secretion, cough.

Following Systemic Absorption

Tightness in chest, with prolonged
wheezing, expiration suggestive of
broncho-constriction or increased
secretion, dyspnea, slight pain in

chest, increased bronchial secretion,
cough, pulconary edema, cyanosis.

Anorexia, nausea, vomiting, abdominal
craaps, epigastric and substernal
tightness (cardiospasm) with "heart~
burn" and eructation, diarrhea,
tenesmus, involuntary defecation.

Increased .sweating.

Increased salivation.

Increased lacrimation.

Slight bradycardia.

Slight miosis, occasionally unequal,
later maxical oiosis (oinDoint).
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Ci i lary body

Bladder

Nicot ine-l ikc-

SCriaCed ouscle

SynpaChetic ganglia

Central nervous sysC«

slurring ot vision.

rrequent, involuntary micturition

^sy fatigue, mild weakness, muscular
twitching, Casciculations . cramps,
generalized weakness, including
muscles of respiration, with dyspnea
and cyanosis.

Pallor, occasional elevation of blood
pressure.

Giddiness, tension, anxiety, jitter-
iness, restlessness, emotional
lability, excessive dreaming,
insomnia, nightmares, headaches,
tremor, withdrawal and depression,
bursts of slew waves of elevated
voltage in EEC, especially on over-
ventilatiea, drowsiness, difficult
concentration, slowness on recall,
confusion, slurred speech, ataxia,
generalized weakness, coma, with
absence of reflexes, Cheyne-Stokes
respirations, ceavulsions, depres-
sion of respiratory and circulatory
centers, with dyspnea, cyanosis, and
fall in blood pressure.

2. Chronic Physiological Effects:

a.. Acute Exposure.

If recovery from nerve agent poisoning occurs, it will be complete
unless anoxia or convulsions have gone unchecked so long that irreversible
central nervous system changes due to anoxemia have occurred.

b. Chronic Exposure.

The inhibition of cholinesterase enzymes throughout Che body by nerve
agents is more or less irreversible so that their effects are prolonged.
Until the tissue cholinesterase enzymes are restored to norsal activity,
probably by very slow regeneration over a period of weeks or 2 to 3 months if

damage is severe there is s period of increased susceptibility to Che eicecCs
of anoCher exposure to any nerve agenC. During Chis period Che effects of

repeated exposures are cumulative; after a single exposure, daily exposure to
concenCraCions of a nerve agent insufficient to product symptoms- may result in
the onset of symptoms after several days. Continued daily exposure may be
followed by increasingly severe effects. After symptoms subside, increased
susceptibility persists for one to serveral days. The degree of exposure
required to produce recurrence of symptoms, and the severity of these
symptoms, depend on duration of exposure and time intervals between exposures.
Increased susceptibility is not limited to the particular nerve agent
initially absorbed.

Estimates have been made for the times as which 501 of exposed subjects would
be affected (ECSO's) at oediar. incapacitating doses. These are presented
below.

£t30 Degree of
Effectiveness ICC50 exposure iime

mg ein/ei
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:.5 Moderate 27 '.5
2.0 Incao. 27 2.0
6.0 '•0 iC.O

1.0 Severe 37 0.5
3.8 Incao. 37 2.0
7.8 56 :0.0

2.0 Very t7 0.5
4.5 Severe 47 2.0
9.5 Incap. 72 iO.O

6.5 OcaCh 70 0.5
9.0 70 2.0
13.5 103 10.0

Exposure Co high concentrations of nerve agent say bring on incoordination,
cntal confusion and collapse so rapidly that the casualty cannot perforo
s«lf~aid. If this happens, the man nearest to hia will give first aid.

Onset Tiae of Syaptons.

Types of Route of Description Appear After
Effects Absorption of Effects Exposure

Vapor Lungs Rhinorrhea, nasai hypereoia One to several
Local tightness in chest, w.neezi.-^g ainutes

Vapor Eyes Miosis. Conjectival hypereaia One to several
Local eye pain, frontal headac.nc. ainutes

Vapor Lungs or Muscarine-like. nico: inc-1 iXe Less than 1 am..
Systeaic eyes and central nervous system to a £eu ain

effects. (Sec 2« above) after aoderate
or aarKed expos'
oure: about 30
ain after ailc
exposure.

Saae as vapor effects. Instantly

Gastrointestinal. (See About 30 ain.
2a above). after ingestion.

Local sweating and auscuiar 3 am to 2 hours
twitching.

See 2a above. Several ainutes

Saae as for vapor Several ainutes

Generalized sweating. 15 ainutes to 2

hours

Ingestion Gastrointestinal (See 2a 15 minutes to

above) . 2 hours

Duration or c::ects A::er

Liouid
Local
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fypcs o: Route of Mild Severe
::fe::s AbsorpCion Exposure Exposure

Vaoor Lungs A few hours 1 Co 2 days
Local

Vapor Eyes tliocis - 3 to 1^ days
Local 2<> hours 2 to 5 days

Vapor . Lungs or eyes Several hours 8 days
Systemic

Liquid Eyes Similar to
Local effects of vapor

Liquid
'

Ingestion 3 days 5 days
Local

Liquid Skin 3 days i days
Local

Liquid Lungs 1 to 5 days
Systemic

Liquid Eyes 2 to 4 days
Systemic

Liquid Skin 2 to i days
Sys Cemic

Liquid Ingestion 3 to S cays
Systemic

ADOEKDUn B
"^ ~~~~ "

First aid procedures.

a. Exposed personnel will be removed iaaediateiy to an uneonts=inated
atmosphere. Personnel handling casualty cases will give consideration Cc
their own safety and will take precautions and employ the prerequisite
protective equipment to avoid occomiag exposed themselves.

CAUTION: Due to the rapid effects of nerve agents, it is extremely isport-
ant that decontamination of personnel not be delayed by attempting to o^ot
off excessive agent prior to decontamination wicb sodium hypochlorite.

b. The casualty will chen be decontaminated by washing the con-
taminated areas wicb commercial liquid household bleach (nominal S: solution
hyprchlorite or 10 percent sodium carbonate solution) and flushing wich clean
water, nask will be left on the victim until decontamination has been com-
pleted unless it has been determined Chat areas of the face were contamina-
ted and the mask must be removed to facilitate decontamination. After de-
contamination, the contaminated clothing will be removed and skin
contamination washed away. I: possible. decontamination will be coapleted
before the casualty is taken Co the aid station or medical facility.

CAUTION: Care must be taken when decontaminating facial sreas to avoid
getting the hypochlorite into the eye or mouth. Only clean water shall be
used when flushing the eyes or mouth. Skin surfaces decontaminated wich
bleach should be thoroughly flushed with water to prevent skin irritation
from the bleach.

c. If there is no appsrenc breathing, artifical resuscitation will be
started immediately (aouth-:o-aouth. or with mechanical resusi: tator) . The
-.-.,.. — ._..! ^.(.r-ace meChcc o: choice, e.g.. contaeinatec :ace. Do not
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use ciouCn- t o-noulh rcsus c : t i : . or -.-.sn :ic;jl cor. tsmi r.s C i on exists. Wncn
aDoropriaCe and ;rs;nec pcrso.-.r.cl a.-e ;v:.;s3ic. cardi opuiaonary rcsusciCs-
Cion (CPR) may be necessary.

d. An indivicual who nas .-eccivsc a knovTi agent exposure or who
exhibits definite signs or syspto~s of agent exposure shall be given an
^nCraausciar injection ioaediately with the ^L<LRK I k'.Z auCo~inj ec tors .

(1) Soae of the early symptoos of a vapor exposure may be rhinor~
rhea (runny nose) and/or tigntness in the chest with shortness of breath
(bronchial consCr icr ion) .

(2) Soae of Che early symptoas of a percutaneous exposure oay be
local auscular twitching or sweating at the area of exposure followed by
nausea or voaiting.

(3) Although ayosis (pin-pointing ox the pupils) aay be an early
sign of. agent exposure, an injection shall not be aesinistered when ayosis
is the only sign present. Instead, the individual shall be taken iooediate-
ly to the acdical facility for observation.

(4) lajections using the MAitK I kit injectors (or atropine only if

directed by Che local physician) aay be repeated at 5 to 20 ainutc intervals
if signs and syaptoas are progressing until three series of injections have
been adainisCercd. Ke aore injections will be given unless directed by aec~
ical personnel. In addition, a record win aainCained of all injections
given.

(5) Adainister, in rapid succession, all three HARK I Kit injectors
(or atropine if directed by the local physician) in Che case of SEVEKE signs
of agent exposure.

e. If indicated, CPR should be started iaacdiately. HouCh-to-aouth
resusci tacien should be used when approved aask-bag or oxygen delivery sys-
teas are not available. Do not use aouth-to-aouCh resuscitation when facial
contaaination exists.

CAUTION: Atropine does not act as a prophylactic and shall not be adainis-
tered until an agent exposure has been ascertained.

.-ADDENDUM C
ADDITlONAi. INFORn.iTIOK FOR TKICCENED CD

TilADE NAME AND SYNONY.-.S : Thickened GD. TGD.

HAZARDOUS INCREOIEKTS:
K125 (acryloid copolyaer, 5t) is used to thicken Che GD. R12i is not known
to be a hazardous caterial except in a finely—divided, powder rora.

PHYSICAL D.i^TA:

Essential Che saae as GD except for viscosity. The viscosity o£ TGD is

approxiaately 1180 centistokes.

rIRE AND EXPLOSION D.A.TA: Saae as CD.

HEALTH HAZARD DATA:
Saae as CD except for skin contact. For skin contact, don respiratory
protective mask and reaove contaainated clothng. Icaediately scrape the TGD
froa the skin surface, then wash the contaainated surface with acetone.
.Adainister Nerve Agent Antidote Kit, HARK I. only if local sweating and
auscular twitchi.-ig syaoCoas are observed. Seek aedical attention
IMnEDlATELY.

SPILL, LZaS AND DrS.'CS.il PROCEDURES:
If spills or leaks of "CD occur, follow the saae procedure as those for CD,
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bu: aoc the --ollowng stes: Since TCD is not water soluble. a:ssolvc Che
.CD m acetone prior Co introouc.ng any decon tin. na t . ng soiuiton.Containment o: TCD is generally not necessary. Spilled TCD can be carefullyscraped or. Che contaminated surface and placed in a drum with a fully
d™?f«'n"r*^ "r

' '*''
f'"*'^^- polyethylene lining. The TCD can Chen bedecontaminated arter it has been dissolved in acetone. using the saae

llltlt'^ rn^' ^ '"r
^-

5°"'^*»^n»ted surfaces should be Createo ui :hacetone, then decontaainated using the same procedures as for CO.

SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORnATION: Saae as CD.

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS:
Same as CD with the following addition: Handling the TCD requires careful

wh^n'^thr^arLr^ "stringers'- (elastic. thr.ad-fike arTac^ents "or^ei
hr!k.« ? VI- " transferred or dispensed. These stringers must be

tl r^ri!^ 1' r"" """"« '*" contaminating device or disoenfing device

result
lo"t»on, or unwanted conta.ination of a working surface will

TRANSPORTATION DaTa: Saae as CD.
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DAT£; 3 Dae 1990

U.S. .iJlMY CKE.IIC.^L
RZSZAKCr.. OtViLOPMENT
.AND ENGINEERING CENTE?.

Emergency Teicpnonc /"s :

CRDEC Safety Office
301-671-i.iil 0700-1700

•. EST After nornil duty
ftATERlAL SAFETY DATA SHEET hours: 301-278-5201

Ask for CRDEC Staff
Jiiity Officer

LETHAL MEK\'E aCENT (VX) /

SECTION I
- GENERAL INFORnATION

.nANUFACTUHE?.
•

S ADDF.ESS: U.S. AR.MY AR.'L'lMENT. MUNITIONS A^•D CHE.niC'VL COMMAND
CHEMICAL RESEAJICH DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING
CENTER
.ATTN: S.MCCR-CMS-E
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD 21010-5423

CaS RECISTHY NUMBER: 50782-69-9. 51848-A7-6, 53800-40-1. 70938-8^-0

CHEMICAL NAME:
PhosphonoChioic acid, nethyl-, S- (2-bis (l-»ethyleChylaaino) ethyl) 0-eChyI

e$f«r
0-eChyl S- (2-diisopropylaBinoeChyl) meChylphosphonoChioaCe
S-2-OiisopropylaainocChyl 0-eChyl asChylphosphonoChioate
S-2(2-Di isoprepylaaino) ethyl) 0-ethyl ae'thylphosphonoChiolate
0-ethyl S-(2-di isoproplyaoinoethy) aeChylphosphonothioaCe
0-eChyl S-(2-diisoproplyaBinoeChy) methylChiolphosphonoate

TRADE NAME AND SYNONYMS:

VX
EA 1701
TX60

CHEMIOU. FAMILY: sulfinatee organophosphorus compound

FORMULA/CHEMICAL STRUCTuSE:

Cll H26 N 02 r /CKJ

NFPA 70* SIGNAL: Health -

Flaasability - 1

Reactivity- 1

CK3-? -S-CK2-CH2N

0-C2H5

/

:CH

\CH3

/\
/ \

Al /\
/ \/ \
\A /\1 /

\/ \/
\ /

V

SECTION II - COMPOSITION

INGREDIENTS
NAME

VX

PERCENTAGE
BY WEIGHT

AIRBORNE EXPOSTOE
LIMIT

rOSr.ULA

Cli:-:26N02PS 1001 .00001 mg/c3

SECTION III - PHYSICAL DATA

30ILI.VG ?Oir.'T DEC - (DEC C) : 568 (298)
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•.'A?OR ??.£SSUa£ (ca Hg) : 0.0007 i? 25 Oe- C

VA?OK DENSITY (AlR-l): 9.2

SOLUBILITY IN WATER: Boderate

aP?EaR.A>ICE AMD ODOR: Colorless Co sCraw colored liquid L odorless, siaila:
in appearance Co aoCor oil.

SECTION IV - FIRE .CfD EXPLOSION DATA

FLASHPOINT: 159 Deg C (McCuCchan -
Young)

rLArtrt-OILITY LIMITS (Z by voiuae) : Not Available

LOWER EXPLOSIVE LIMIT: Not Applicable

UPPER EXPLOSIVE LIMIT: Not Applicable

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Uater aisC, fog. foaa, C02. Avoid using extinguishing
methods that will cause splashing or spreading of Che VX.

SPECIAL .-IRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: All persons not engaged In extinguishing
the fire should be imaediately evacuated froa Che area. Fires involving VX
should be contained to prevent eontaaination to uncontrolled areas. When
responding to a fire alarm in buildings or areas containing agents, fire-
fighting personnel should wear full firefighter protective clothing (without
TAP clothing) during chemical agent firefighCiag and fire rescue operations.
Respiratory protection is required. Positive pressure, full facepiece,
NIOSH-approved self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBa) will be worn where
there is danger of oxygen deficiency and when directed by Che fire chief of
chemical accidenC/incidenC (CaI) operations officer. The M9 or M17 series
mask say be worn in lieu of SCBA when there is no danger of oxygen
deficiency. In cases where firefighCers are responding Co a cheaical acci-
denC/incidenC for rescue/reconnaissance purposes vice f iref ighting, they
will wear appropriate levels of protective clothing (sec Section 8).

Do no: breathe fumes. Skin contact with V—agents must b« avoided at all
times. Although the fire aay destroy aost of the agent, care ausC sCill be
caxen Co assure Che agent or conCaainated liquids do not further
conCaBinaCed other areas or sewers. Contact with VX or VX vaoors can be
fatal.

UNUSUAL FIRE AifU EXPLOSION HAZARDS: None known.

SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA -

RECOMMENDED EXPOSURE LIMIT (RED :

The suggesCed permissible airborne exposure concentration for VX for an
8-hour workday of a 40-hour work week is an 8—hour time weighted average
(TWA) of O.OOOOl mg/a3 (9X10-7 ppm) . This value is based on the TWA of VX
as proposed in the USAEHA Technical Guide 169, "Occupational Health Guide-
lines for Che Evaluation and Control of Occupational Exposure to Nerve
Agents Ga, C3, GD, and VX". To date, however, the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) has not promulgated permissible exposure
concentration for VX.

VX is not listed by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (lARC) ,

Aaerican Conference of Covemaental Industrial Hygienists (.-.CCIH) . Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Adainis traCion (OSHA), or National Toxicology Pro-
gram (N'T?) as a carcinogen.

E."FECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: vx is a lethal anticholinergic agent wich median
dose in man being: LD50 (Skin) 0.135 mg/kg; ID30 (Skin) - 0.07 - 0.71
ag/kg: LCtSO (inhalaCion) • 30 og Bin/e3; LCt50 (inhalacion) - 2A ag ain/mS.

e. One Co several ainuCes afCer overexposure Co airborne VX, Che
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fcllo"i~£ acuiC svT::?io=s appear:

(1) Local effects (las::ng i-15 days, increases wiih aose) :

(a) On Eyes: Miosis (cor.s C r i ct i on of pupil:); rccness. prcss-jrc
sensaCion on eyes.

(b) By Inhalation: Rhinorrhea (runny nose). nasal congesCion.
tightness in chest, wheezing, salivation, nausea, voniting.

(2) Systemic Effects (increases with dose): 5y inhalation -

excessive secretion causing coughing/breathing difficulty; salivation and

sweating; vomiting, diarrhea; stomach cramps; involuntary
urination/defecation; generalized muscle twitching/muscle cramps; CNS

depression including anxiety, restlessness, giddiness, insomnia, excessive

dreaming and nightmares. With more severe exposure, also headache, tremor,

drowsines.s, concentration difficulty. memory iapaiment, confusion,
unsteadiness on standing or walking.

b. After overexposure to liquid VX, the following acute symptons
appear:

(1) Local Effects

(a) On Eye:s: Miosis, redness, pressure sensation on eyes.

(b) By Ingestion: Salivation, anorexia, nausea, vomiting,
abdominal craaps. diarrhea, involuntary defecation, heartburn.

(c) On Skia: sweating, muscle twitching.

(2) Systemic Effects: similar to generalized effects froc exposure
to airborne VX.

c. Chronic overexposure to VX causes f orgetfulness , thinking
difficulty, vision disturbances, muscular aches/pains. Although cer-

organophosphate pesticides have been shown to be teratogenic in animals,
these effects have not been documented in carefully controlled toxicological
evaluations for VX.

-- See Addenaum A for detailed inf creation. ^-

ErtZRGENCY AND ."IRST AID PROCEDURES:

INHALATION: Hold breath until respiratory protective oask is donnec. If

severe signs of agent exposure appear (chest tightens, pupil constriction,
incoordination, etc.). isaediateiy administer. in rapid succession, all
three Nerve Agent Antidote Kit(s). Mark I injectors (or atropine if directed
by the local physician). Injections using the Hark I kit injectors may be

repeated at 5 to 20 minute intervals if signs and symptoms are progressing
until three series of injections have been adainistered. No more injections
will be given unless directed by medical personnel. In addition, a record
will be maintained of all injections given. If breathing has stopped, give
artificial respiration. Mouth- to—mouth resuscitation should be used wnen

approved mask-bag or oxygen delivery systems are not available. Do not use
mouth- to~mouth resuscitation when facial contaaination exists. If brea-

thing is difficult, adoinister oxygen. Seek medical attention IHMEOIATELY.

EYE CONTACT: IMMEDI.«iTtLY flush eyes with water for 10-15 minutes, then don

respiratory protective sask. Although miosis (pinpointing of the pupils)
may be an early sign of agent exposure, an injection will not be adminis-
tered when miosis is the only sigr. present. Instead, the individual will be
taken IMMEDIATELY to the medical treatment facility for observation.

SKIN CONTACT: Don respiratory protective mask ano remove contaminatec
clothing. loDiediately -ash contaminated skin with a solution of 51 house-
hould bleach, rinse well with water to remove excess bleach followed by co-

pious soap ana water -as.i. Administer nerve agent antidote kit. Mark 1,

only if local sweaCin^ and auscular twitching symotoms are observed. Seek
aedical attention I.-J^.E^I.-.TELY .
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INCiST'ON: Do hot induce vooiiir.j. rirst sj'optoos are likely to be

^as C.'oinCes t inal . Inn£01AT£LT aaainiSkCr Nerve AgenC AxiCidoCe Ki C, nark I.

icer. accical aCtention IrtrtEDlATELY.

"'' See Addenduo S for detailed instructions. ^^

SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA

STABILITY: Relatively stable at room teapcrature. Unstabilized VX o£ 95Z

purity decomposed at a rate of 51 a aonth at 71 Oej C.

HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITIOK PRODUCTS: During basic hydrolysis of 7X up to about
lOt of the agent is converted to Ea2192 (diisopropylaaineethyl aeChylpbos-
phonothioic acid). ftased on the coaccaCration of EA2192 expected to be
corned during hydrolysis and its toxicity (1.^ s/'^g deraal in rabbit at 2<>

hours in a lQ/90 wtZ eCbanel/waCcr solutioa), a Class B poison would result.

The large scale decon procedure, which uses both ETH and NaCHI, destroys VX

by oxidation and hydrolysis. Typically Che large scale product contains
0.2 - 0.^ WtZ EA2192 at 2<i hours. AC pfl 12, Che EA2192 ia Che large scale
product has a half~li£e of about l<i days. Thus the 90 day holding period at

pH 12 results in about a 6A-fold redueCioa of EA2192 (six half-lives). This
holding period has beea shown to be sufficient to reduce Che toxicity of the
product below that of a Class B poison.

Other less toxic products are eChyl aeChylpfaosphoaic acid, aeChylphosphinic
acid, di isopropylaainoethyl mercaptan, diethyl aeChylphosphonaCe, and
ethanoi .

The ssall scale decontamination procedure uses sufficient BTTB Co oxidize all
VX thus no Ea2192 is formed.

HaZaKDOUS POLYMERIZATION: Will not occur.

SECTION VII - SPILL, IZJJi, AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES

STEPS TO BE TAKEN IK CASE JIATEXIaL IS RELEASED Ok SPILLED:
If leas.s or soills occur, only personnel in full protective clothing (See
Section 8

.
) will remain in area. In case of personnel contamination see

Section V "Emergency and First Aid Instructions". Spills must be contained
by covering with vermiculite. diatoaaceous earCh. clay or fine sand. This
eonCainacnt is followed by the following trcaCmcat:

RECOMMENDED LABORATORY PROCEDURES (For Quantities less Chaa 50 grams):
If Che active chlorine of Che Calcium Hypochlorite (HTH) is aC least 55 per-
cent, then 80 grams of a 10 percent slurry is required for each gram of VX.

Proportionally more HTB is required if Che chlorine acCiviCy of Che HTK is
lower than 53 percent. The nixture is agitated as the VX is added and the
agitation is maintained for a minimum of one hour. If phasing of the VX/de~
con solution continues after 3 minutes, an amount of denatured ethanoi equal
to a 10 wt percent of the total agent/decon shall be added to assist misci~
bility. NOTE: ETHANOL SHOULD BE HINiniZED TO PREVEJTT THE FORMATION OF A
Hazardous waste, upon completion of the one hour agiCaCion Che decon mix-
ture shall be adjusted to i or. between 10 and 11. Conduct general area mon-
itoring to confirm that the atmospheric concentrations do not exceed the
airborne exposure limit (see Sections 2 and 8).

RECOMMENDED FIELD PROCEDURE; (ror Quantities greater than 50 grams)
(NOTE: The

Safety Offi
(NOTE: These proceoures ca.-. only be used with Che approval of Che CRDEC
- -

---ice.)

An alcoholic HTH mixture is prepared by adding 100 milliliters of denatured
ethanoi to a 900 milliliter slurry of 10 percent HTH in water. This mixture
should be sake just prior :o use since the HTH can react with the ethanoi.
"ourreer grams ot alcoholic r.7r. solution ii used for each gram of VX. Agi-
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:iie trie orcontaeina: :on mixture a l^e vx is added. Continue Zne sgiZa'isr.
for s lamimus of one nour. This reaction is reasonable cxotheraic and evol-
ves suDstantial off gassing. The evolved reaction gases snould oe routed
Inrougn a decontaoinate filled scrubber prior to release through filtration
systems. After coapletion of the one hour oiniaua agitation, 10 percent So-
diun Hydroxioc is added in a quantity equal to that necessary to assure that
a pH of 12.5 IS caintained for a period not less than 2A hours. Hold the
aaterial at a pH between 10 and 12 for a period not less than 90 days to
ensure that a hazardous intenaediate aaterial is not formed.

After sealing the head, the exterior of the drua shall be decontaminated and
then labeled I.AW E?A and DOT regulations. All leaking containers shall be

overpacked with vermiculite placed between the interior and exterior con-
tainers. Decontaminate and label lAW EPa and DOT regulations. Dispose of
the material lAW waste disposal methods provided below. Conduct general
area monitoring Co confirm that the atmospheric concentrations do not exceed
the airborne exposure limit (see Sections 2 and 8).

If the alcoholic Calcium Hypochlorite (HTH) mixture is not available then
the following decontacinants may be used instead and are listed in the order
of preference: Decontamination solution No. 2 (DS2} , Supcrtropical Bleach
Slarry (STB) , and Sodium Hypochlorite.

WASTE DISPOSAL KETHOD: Open pit burning or burying of VX or items
containing or contaminated with VX in any quantity is prohibited. The de-
toxified VX (using procedures above) can be thermally destroyed by inciner-
ation in an EP.*. approved incinerator in accordance with appropriate provi-
sions of Federal. State and/or local XCKA regulations.

NOTE: Some states define decontaminated surety material as a RCRA Ha.zaraous
Waste.

SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTIOK IHFOWIATION

.^£SPIRATORy ."ROTECTIO.N:

VX CONCEKTRATIOX

less than 0.00001 ng/u

0.00001 mg/sj to 0.02 3g/m3

Greater Chan 0.02 ng/tS or
unknown

RESPIRATORT PROTECTIVE EOUIP.^IEXT

K9. «17, or MmO series cask shall be
available for escape as necessary.

K9 or MAO series mask wich Level A or
Level B protective ensemble (see fJ\C?.

383-131 for deterainatior. of appropriate
level) .

Demilitari-zaCion ProCecCiN>e Ensemble (D?E)
or Toxicological Agent Protective Ensemble
Self~ConCained (TAPES), used with prior
approval from AMC Field Safety .Activity.

OPE or TAPES used with prior approval
from AMC Field Safety Activity.

NOTE: When DPE or TAPES is not available
Che N9 or H<tO series mask with Level A

protective ensemble can be used. However,
use time shall be restricted to Che
extenC operaCionally feasible, and say not
exceed one hour.

As an additional precaution, the cuffs o:
tne sleeves ana the legs of Che H3 suit shal!
oe taped to the gloves and boots to reduce
asoiration.

Local exhaus : :

=6/n3.
hus: St filtered or scrubbed Co 1 iai C exit con: to .00001
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Specie: : Cncaical laboratory hooct shall have an average inwarc face

vc-cc;::.- of 100 linear feet per oinuCc Cicpo) 10 percent with the velocity
iZ any point not deviating froa the average face velocity by norc than 20

percent. Laboratory hoods shall be located such th«C crocs-drafts do

not exceed 20 percent of the inward face velocity. A visual pcrforeance
test utiliring smoke-producing devices shall b« performed in assessing the

ability of the hood to contain agent VX.

Eoiergency backup power necessary. Hoods should be tested s««i-annually or

after aodification or aaintenance operations. Operations should be per-
formed 20 cm LntLd* hood face.

Other: Recirculation or exhaust air from agent areas it prohibited. No
connection between agent areas and ether areas through ventilation system is

permi t ted.

PROTECTIVE CLOVES: Butyl glov. H3 and M4

; Norton. Chemical Protective Glove Set

EYE PROTECTION: Chemical goggles. For splash hazards use goggles and face-
shield.

OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPWEKT: Full protective clothing will consist of M9
mask and hood, N3 butyl rubber suit, K2aI butyl boots, K3 or HA gloves,
unimpregnatcd underwear; or demilitarization protective ensemble (DPET. For

laboratory operations, wear lab coats, gloves and mask readily available.

In addition, daily clean smock, feet covers, and h«ad covers will be

required when hajidling coatamiaated lab animals.

HONITORINC: Available monitoring eouipmcat for a(«nt HD is the K8/M9 detec-
tor paper, detector ticket, K2i6/K2i6Al kits, bubbler. Depot Area Air Moni-

toring System (DA/inS) . Automated Continuous Air Hoaitoring System (ACA.1S) ,

Real-Time Monitor (RTH) , Demilitarization Chemical Agent Coaceatrator (OCaC) ,

.MS/n43, n8Al/M<i3Al. Cam-mi. Hydrogen Flame Photometric Emission Detector
(HYFED) . and the Miniature Chemical A^ent Monitor (KIN ICAM} .

SECTIOK 17. - SPECIAI. PRECAPTIOKS

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEK IK KAJiDLIXG AND STORING:
In handling, Che buddy system will be incorporated. No reokiag, eating, and

drinkin; in areas coatainin{ agent is permitted. Containers should be

periodically inspected for leaks (either visually or by a detector kit).

Stringent control over all personnel practices must be exercised.
DeconCaainatien eouipmenC shall be conveniently located. Exits must be

designee to permit rapid evacuation. Chemical showers, cye-vash stations
and personal cleanliness facilities must be provided. Wash haads before
meals and each worker will shower thoroughly with special aCteaCioa given to

hair, face, neck, aad haads, usin^ plenty of soap before leaviag at the end
of Che workday.

OTHER PRECAimONS: Agent eust be double contained in liquid aad vapor tight
container when in storage or when outside of ventilation hood.

For additional information see AMC-R 385-131, "Safety Regulations cor
Chemical Agents H, HO. HT, GE and VX" aad "QSaEHA Technical Guide No. 169.

Occupational Health Guidelines for the Evaluation aad Control of Occupation-
al Exposure Co Nerve Agents Ga, CB , CD, and VX".

SECTION r.
- TRANSPORTATION DATA

PROPER SHIPPING NAME: Poisonous liquid, n.o.s.

DOT K.«lIaR0 CLASS: Poison A

DOT L.-.BEL: Poison gas
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MT ,1.\RK:nC:

DOT PLaC.^.D:

Poisonous liouio. r. . c . s . (C-iCsy! 3- (2-c : : s oprc:
oclhyl phospnor>o:hio«L*) N'A ;?55

POISON CAS

EMESGENCr ACCIDENT PRECAUTIONS .=u\'D PROCEDURES:
VIII.

See Sections IV, VII

PRECAUTIONS JO BE TAKEN IN TRANSPORTATION: ttoCor vehicles will be

placarded, regardless of quantity. Driver shall be given full and conpleCe
information regarding shipaent and conditions in case of eoergency. Ail50~6
deals specifically with the shipment of chemical agents. Shipments of agent
shall be escorted lAU AJ1740-32.

Whi le
\

the Cheaxcal Research Devclopaent and Engineering Center,
Department of the Aray believes that the data contained herein are
factual* and the opinions expressed are those of Qualified experts
regarding the results of the tests conducted, the data are not to be taken
as a warranty or representation for which the Department of the Army or
Chemical Research Devclopaent and Engineering Center assuaes legal
responsibility. They are offered solely for your consideration,
investigation, and verification. Any use of these data and information must
be determined by the user to be in accordance with applicable
Federal, State, and local laws and regulations.

ADDE.VDUM

1. Acute Physiological Effects:

Site of Action Signs and Syapotom:

.'ollowinc Local Exposure

.•iuscarine-1 ike-

Pup i is

Ciliary body

Conjunctivae

Nasal mucous membranes

Bronchial tree

Bronchial tree

Miosis, aarkec. usually saxisal
(pinpoint), soaetiocs uneoual.

Frontal headache, eye pain en

focusing, slight dimness of vision,
occasional nausea and voaiting.

Hyperecia.

Rhinorrhea, hyperecia.

Tightness in chest, soaetiaes with
prolonged wheezing expiration sugges-
tive of broncho-constriction or
increased secretion, cough.

Following Systemic Absorption

Tightness in chest, with prolonged
wheezing, expiration suggestive of
broncho-constriction or increased
secretion, dyspnea, slight pain in

chest, increased bronchial secretion.
cougn. pulmonary eceaa, cyanosis.
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Cas t romt es t ma I

SueaC glands

Salivary glands

Lacrimal glands

HearC

Pupils

Ciliary body

Bladder

Micot ine-1 ike-

SCriaCed muscle

Sympathetic ganglia

General nervous system

Anorexia, nausea, vosiCmg. 23cos:~;
cramps, epigastric and substernal
tightness (cardi ospaso) with "heart-
burn" and eructation, diarrhea,
tenesmus, involuntary defecation.

Increased sweating.

Increased salivation.

Increased lacrimaCion.

Slight bradycardia.

Slight miosis, occasionally uneouai.
later aajcimal miosis (pinpoint).

Blurring of vision.

Frequent, involuntary micturition

Easy fatigue, mild weakness, muscular
twitching, fasciculations, cramps,
generalized weakness, including
muscles of respiration, with dyspnea
and cyanosis.

-Pallor, occasional elevation of blood
pressure.

Ciddiness. tension, anxiety, jitter-
iness, restlessness, emotional
lability, excessive dreaming,
insomnia, nightmares, headaches,
tremor, withdrawal and depression,
bursts of slow waves of elevated
voltage in EEC, especially on over~
ventilation, drowsiness, difficult
concentration, slowness on recall.
confusion, slurred speech, ataxia,
generalized weakness, coma, with ,

absence of reflexes. Qieyne-Stokes
respirations, convulsions, depre-
ssion of respiratory and circulatory
centers, with dyspnea, cyanosis, and
fall in blood pressure.

2. Chronic Physiological Effects:

a. Acute Exposure.

If recovery from nerve agent poisoning occurs, it will be complete
unless anoxia or convulsions have gone unchecked so long that irreversible
central nervous system changes due to anoxemia have occurred.

b. Chronic Exoosure.

Th
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syasCoas. ocpend on duraCio.-. o: e:«?osurc ar.c Cime inlcrvaii bc:-ecr: er.assL^ris .

Increased suscept > si 1 t Cy -.s no: i: = ilcd Co :.ie particular nervt agcr.;

iniC;ally absorbed.

EsCimaCes hav« been aaae for Che Cimes as whi=h 50t: o: exposed subjects would
be affected (E:30's) at median incapacitating doses. These are presentee
bei ow.

Et/in Degree of
Effectiveness ICt50 :.xposure : me

1.5
3.0
6.0

Moderate
Incap.

mg min/s3

27
27
40

in

0.5
2.0
10.0

1.0
3.8
7.8

Severe
Incap.

37
37
36

0.5
2.0
10.0

6.5
9.0
13.5

Very
Severe
Incap.

Death

47
47
72

70
70
103

0.5
2.0
10.0

0.5
2.0
10.0

Exposure to high concentrations of nerve agent aay bring on incoordinat ior
oental confusion and collapse so rapidly that Che casualty cannot perfors
self-aid. If this happens, Che man nearest to hia will rive first aid.

Onset Tioe of Syaptens .

Types of
Effects

Route of
Absorstion

Description
of Effects

Appear Alter
Exoosure

Vapor
Local

Vapor
Local

Vapor
Systemic

Lun£i

eyes

Lungs or

eyes

Rhinorrhea, nasal hyperemia
tightness in :hest, wheezing

One to several
ainutes

Miosis, ConjecCival hyperemia One Co several

eye pain, frontal headache. oinuCes

Muscarine-like. nicotine-like Less than 1 ein
and central nervous system to a few min
effects. (See 2a above) after moderate

or marked expos-
oure: about 30
ain after mi Ic

exposure.

Liouid
Local

Lyes Same as vaoor effects. Instantly

Liouid
Local

Inges: Gastrointestinal. (See
2a above) .

About 30 cin.
after ingestion.
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a. ~nc casualty "il! tnen be dcconCam naC cd Dv :ir.acc: s i e 1 y rcaovmg any
conCasima: cd clothing anc uashing the conta=inateo areas -iCh copious
aaounts of soap and uaCer. 51 sod:um hypochlorite solutior.. or liquid
household bleach (noninal 51 solution sodiuo hypochlorite) and flushing uitn
clean water. f.ask will be left on the victie until decon tami.-.t : on has been

cocipleteo unless it has been determined that areas of the ^ace were

contaminated and the mask must be removed to facilitate decontamination.
After decontamination, the contaminated clothing will be removed and skin

contamination washed away. If possible, decontamination will be completeo
before the casualty is taken to the aid station or medical facility.

CAbTION: Care must be taken when decontaminating facial areas to avoid

getting the hypochlorite into the eyes or mouth. Only clean water shall be

used when flushing the eyes or mouth. Skin surfaces decontaminated with
bleach should be thoroughly flushed with water to prevent skin irritation
from the bleach.

c. If there is no apparent breathing, artifical resuscitation will be

started immediately (mouth- to~mouth, or with mechanical resusci tator) . The

situation will dictate method of choice, e.g., contaminated face. Do not

use mouth-to~mouCh resuscitation when facial contamination exists. When

appropriate, and when trained personnel are available, cardio—pulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) may be necessary.

d. An individual who has received a known agent exposure or who exhibits
definite signs or symptomis of agent exposure shall be injected immediately
with the Nerve Agent Antidote Kit, HARK I.

(1) Some of Che early symptoms of a vapor exposure may be rhinorrhea

(runny nose) and/or tightness in Che chest with shortness of breath (bron-
chial constriction) .

(2) Some of Che early syinptoBsi of percutaneous exposure may be local

muscular twitching or sweating at the area of exposure followed by nausea or

vomiting.

(3) .\1 though myosis (pin-pointing of Che pupils) may be an early sign of

agent exposure, a IL^RK I KiC shall not be administered when oyosis is the

only sign present. Instead, Che individual shall be taken isaediately to

Che medical faciliCy for observation.

it) Injections using Che HAJU; I kit injectors (or atropine only if di-
rected by the local physician) may be repeatec at 5 tc 20 oir.ute interval j

if signs ano symptoms are progressing until three series of injections have
been aaainis tered. No more injections will be given unless directed by med-
ical personnel. In addition, a record will maintaineo of all injection:
given.

(5) Administer, in rapid succession, all three HAXK I kit injectors (o

atropine if directed by Che local physician) in Che case of S^^ulE signs o

agent exposure.

CAUTION: The Nerve Agent Antidote Kit, MARK I does not act as

prophylactic and shall not be administered until an agent exposure has be
ascertained.

e. If indicated, CPR should be starCed immediately. HouCh-to-mouCh resi

citation should be used when approved mask-bag or oxygen delivery sysC<
are not available. Oo not use mouth-Co-mouth resuscitation when facial C

t ami nation exists.
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U.S. AA.-.Y CHEMICAL
RESE.\RCH. DEVELOPMENT
.MiT> ENGINEERING CENTER

HO. AND THD (S««' Addendua a) /

DATE: 3 Dee !°90
KCSDS NO: 2005SA

Eaergency Telephone ifs:

CRDEC Safety Office
301-671-4411 0700-1700
EST After normal duty
hours: 301-278-5201
Aik for CRDEC Staff
Duty Officer

HATER IAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

SECTION I
- GENERAL INFORfUTION

MANUFACTURER'S NAME: Departnent o

MANUFACTURER'S ADDRESS

the Army

U.S. ARMT ARMAMENT, MUNITIONS AND CHEMICAL COMMAND
CHEMICAL RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING
CENTER
ATTN: SMCCR-CMS-E
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND. MD 21010-5423

CAS REGISTRY NUMBER: 505-60-2. 39472-40-7, 68157-62-0

CHEMICAL NAME AND SYNONYMS:

Sulfide, bis (2-chloroetbyl)
Bis (bcta-chloroeChyl) sulfide
Bis (2-clilore*thyl)sulf ide
l-chloro-2 (beta-ehloroethylthio) ethane
beta, beta'-dichlorodiethyl sulfide
2,2'dichlorodiethyl sulfide
Oi-2-ehloroettayl sulfide
beta, beta'-dichloroetbyl sulfide
2.2'-diciiloroeChyl sulfide

TRADE NAME AND SYNONYMS:

HD
Sulfur mtutard
Ipri t

Kamostocf "Lost'
Los':
Mustard Gas

Senf gas
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SulEur Muscard C<.(H8)C12 (S) ;00 0.003 xj/c3 (8 .-jr-TWA;

SECTION III - PHYSICAL DATA

BOILING POINT DEC F (DEC C) : 422 DEC F (217 DEC C)

VAPOR PRESSURE (ma Hr) : 0.072 nm Hg 9 20 DEC C (O.U ma Hg C- 15 DEC C)

VAPOR DENSITY (aIR-1): 5.5

SOLUBILITY IN WATER: Negligible. Soluble in acetone. CH3(C1).
CeCraehlorocChane. ethylbenzoate, and eCher.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H20-1) : 1.27 9 20 DEC C

VOLATILITY: 610 mg/m3 9 20 DEC C
920 mg/a3 « 25 DEC C

APPEARANCE AND ODOR: WaCer clear if pure. Normally pale yellow to black..

Slight garlic type odor. The odor threshold for HD
is 0.0006 ag/B3

SECTION IV -. FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA

FLASHPOINT (METHOD USED) : 105 DEC C (ignited by large explosive charges)

FLWOtABILITY LIMITS (X by volume) : Unknown

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Water. fog. foam, C02. Avoid use of extinguishing
methods that will selash or spread mustard.
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: All persons not engaged in extinguishing
the fire should be iamediately evacuated from the area. Fires involving HD
should be contained to prevent contamination to uncontrolled areas. When

responding to a fire alarm in buildings or areas containing agents, fire-

fightine personnel should wear full firefighter protective clothing (without
TA? clotning) during chemical agent firefighting and fire rescue operations.
Respiratory protection is required. Positive pressure, cull facepiece.
NIOSH-approved self-contained breathine apparatus (SCS.\) will be worn where
there is danger of oxygen deficiency and when directed by the fire chief or

chemical accident/incident (C^I) operations officer. The M9 or M17 series
mask may be worn in lieu of SCBA when there is no danger of oxygen
deficiency. In cases where firefighters are responding to a chemical acci-
dent/incident for rescue/reconnaissance purposes vice firefighting, they
will wear appropriate levels of protective clothing (see Section 8).

SECTION V - HiALTH HAZARD UAlA

AIRBORNE EXPOSURE LIMIT (aEL) : The AEL for HD is 0.003 mg/m3 as proposed
in the USAEHA Technical Guide No. 173,

"
Occupational Health Guidelines for

the Evaluation and Control of Occupational Exposure to Mustard .Agents H. HD,
and HT". No individual should be intentionally exposed Co any direct skin
or eye contact.

EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: HD is a vesicant (causing blisters) and aUylaCing
agent producing cytotoxic action on the hematopoietic (blood'f ormingj
tissues which are especially sensitive. The rate of detoxification of HD in

the body is very slow and repeated exposures produce a cumulative effect.
HD has been found to be a human carcinogen by the International Agency for
Research on Cancer (lARC) .

Median doses of HD in man are:

LD50 (skin) - LOO ag/kg
--..-- , • .- , nnoo .-/-•? =r 70 - 80 DEC « (humid environment)
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- 1000 c:5--.in/a3 s: 90 DEC
"

(dry environnenC)
:Cc50 (eyes)

- 200 rag-=in/n:3
!C:50 (inhalation) 1500 og-iain/in3 (Ct unchanged with tine)

LD50 (oral) -0.7 ng/lig

.".axiaum safe CC tor skin and eyes are 5 and 2 mg-oin/mB, respectively.

ACUTE PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION OF HD IS CLASSIFIED AS LOCAL AND STSTE.1IC.

LOCaLLT. HD affects both the eyes and the skin. SKIN daeage occurs after

percutaneous resorption. Being lipid soluble, HD can be resorbed into all

organs. Skin penetration is rapid uithout skin irritation. Swelling
(blisters) and reddening (erythema) of the skin occurs after a latency
period of ^-2^ hours following the exposure, depending on degree of exposure
and individual sensitivity. The skin healing process is very s.low. Tender
skin. aucous aeabrane and perspiration covered skin are aore sensitive to

the effects of HD. HD's effect on the skin, however, is less than on the

eyes. -Local action on the eyes produces severe necrotic daaage and loss of

eyesight. Exposure o: eyes to HD vapor or aerosol produces lacriaation.

photophobia, and inflaaaation of the conjunctiva and cornea.

SYSTEMIC ACTIONS occur priaarily through inhalation and ingestion. The HD

vapor or aerosol is less toxic to the skin or eyes than the liquid foria.

When inhaled, the upper respiratory tract (nose. throat, trachea) is

inflamed after a few hours latency period, - accompanied by sneezing,
coughing, and bronchitis, loss of appetite, diarrhea, fever, and apathy.
Exposure to nearly lethal dose of HD can produce injur;' to bone marrow,

lyaph nodes, and spleen as indicated by a drop in WBC count and, therefore,
results in increased susceptibility to local and systeaic infections.

Ingestion of HD will produce severe stomach pains, vomiting, and bloody
stools after a 15-20 ainutc latency period.

CHKONIC EXPOSURE to HD can cause sensitization, chronic lung impairment,
(cough, shortness of breath, chest pain), and cancer of the mouth, throat,

respiratory tract, skin. and leukemia. It may also cause birth defects.

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES:

INTiAlATION. Remove from the source IMttSDlATELT. If breathing has stopped.

give artificial respiration. If breathing is difficult, administer oxygen.
Seen medical attentioc IMMEDIATELY.

EYE CONTACT. Speed i= decontaminating the eyes 'is aosolutely essential.
Remove person from the liquid source, flush the eyes immediately with water

by tilting the head tc the side, pulling the eyelids apart with the fingers
and pouring water slowly into the eyes. Do not cover eyes with bandages
out, if necessary, protect eyes by means of dark or opaque goggles. Trans-
fer the patient to a aedical facility IMMEDIATELY.

SKIN CONTACT. Don respiratory protective mask and s^o^**! remove victio
from agent source i^cdiately. Flush skin and clothes with 5 percent solu-
tion of sodium hypochlorite or liquid household bleach within one minute.

Cut and remove contaminated clothing, flush contaminated' skin ^'O again
witn 5 percent sodium hypochlorite solution, then wash contaminated - skin

area with soap and water. If shower facilities are available, wash

thoroughly and transfer to medical facility. If the skin becomes contam-
inated with a thickened agent, blot/wipe the material off immediately
with an absorbent pad/paper towel prior to using decontaminating solution.

INGESTION. Do not induce vomiting. Give victim milk to drink. Seek
Bccical attention IMMEDIATELY.

SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA

ST.«lSILITY: Stable at ambient temperatures. Decomposition temperature is

1<«9 DEC C to 177 DEC C. Mustard is a persistent agent depending on pH and

moisture, and has beer, known to remain active for up to three years in soil.

•vrn««>i.TT3TLITY: Concitions to avoid. Rapidly corrosive to brass ? 65 DEC
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C. Will corrode steel £C a raCe of .0001 in. of steei per nonCh Q 65 DEC C.

.K.iX\ADOUS DECOMPOSITION: Mustard will hydroiyze to forn HCl ar.c

Chiodiglycol .

•ii^ZARDOUS POLYMER IHTION: Will not occur.

SECTION vri - SPILL. LEAK, AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES

STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED: Only personnel
in full protective cloChing (sec Section 8) will be allowed in an area where
mustard is spilled.

RECOMMENDED FIZLD PROCEDURES:
The Bustard should be contained using vermiculite, diatomaceous earth,
clay or fine sand and neutralized as soon as possible using copious amounts
of 5.22 percent Sodiua Hypochlorite solution.

Scoop up all material and place in an approved OCT container. Cover the
contents of the drum with decontaminating solution as above. The exterior
of the drum shall be decontaminated and Chen labeled lAW EPA and DOT
regulations. All leaking containers shall be overpacked with vermiculite
placed between Che interior and exterior containers. DeconCaminaCe and
label Law EPA and DOT regulaCions. Dispose of Che material lAW wastfe /dis-
posal methods provided below. Dispose of Che maCerial used to decontaminate
exterior of drum lAW Federal, state and local regulations. Conduct general
area monitoring with an approved monitor (see SecCion 8} Co confirm Chat Che

atmospheric concenCraCions do noC exceed Che airborne exposure limit (see
Sections 2 and 8) .

If S.2S percent Sodium Hypochlorite solution is not available Chen Che fol-

lowing decontaminants may be used instead and are listed in the order of

preference: Calcium Hypochlorite, Deeon C amination Solution No. 2 (DS2) ,

and Super Tropical Bleach Slurry (STB). WARNING: Pure, undiluted Calcium
Hypochlorite (HTH) will bum on contact with liquid blisCer agent.

RECOMMENDED LABORATORY PROCEDORES:
A miniffluQ of 65 grams of decon soluCion per gram of HD is allowed to agiCsCe
for a minimum of one hour. AgiCaCion is not necessary following the first
hour if a single phase is obtained, .^t the end of 26 hours, the resulting
solution shall be adjusted Co a pU between 10 and 11. Test for presence of

active chlorine by use of acidic potassium iodide soluCion to give free
iodine color. Place 3 ml of Che deconCaminaCe in a CesC Cube. Add several
crysCals of PoCassium Iodine and swirl Co dissolve. Add 3 ol of 30 wt

percent Sulfuric Acid:waCer and swirl. D01EDLATE Iodine color indicaCes
Che presence of active chlorine. If negative, add additional S.25 percent
Sodium Hypochlorite solution Co Che deconCamination solution, wait two
hours, then test again for active chlorine. ConCinue procedure unCil posi-
Cive chlorine is given by soluCion.

.K 10 wt percent Calcium hypochlorite (HTH) mixture may be substituted for
Sodium Hypochlorite. Use 65 graas of decon per gram of HD and continue the
test as described for Sodium Hypochlorite.

Scoop up all material and place in approved DOT conCainers. Cover Che con-
Cents of Che drum with decontaminating solution as above. The exterior of
Che drum shall be decontaminated and then labeled lAW EPA and DOT regula-
tions. All leaking conCainers shall be overpacked wich vermiculiCe placed
between the interior and exterior conCainers. Decontaminate and label lAW
E?.^ and DOT regulations. Dispose of Che material LAW waste disposal methods
provided below. Dispose of the material used to aecontaminate exterior of
druo lAW Federal, state and local regulations. Conauct general area monitor-
ing with an approved monitor (see Section 8) to confirm that Che atmospheric
concentrations do not exceed the airborne exposure limits (see Section 8).

NOTE: Surfaces contaminated with HD and Chen rinse-deconCaminated say
evolve sufficient mustard vapor to produce a physiological response.

^ :_..,^ -isr.-.'al should be collected, •
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contained anc checically decon:aci na C eti or rheraally decomposed :• an E?A

asproved incineraCor. which wiil filler or scrub Coxic sy-prooucLs croa

effluerC air before discharge to the atDospncre. .-Jiy conCaninated
orotective clothing should be oecontaninat ec using HTH or bleach a.nc

analyzed to assure it is free of detectable contaoination (3X) level. The

clothing should then be sealed in plastic bags inside properly labeled drues

and held for shipoent back to the DA issue point. Oecontaainat ion of waste
or excess material shall be accoaplished in accordance with the procedures
outlined above with the following exception:

HD on laboratory glassware say be oxidized by its vigorous
reaction with concentrated nitric acid.

Open pit burning or burying of MD or items containing or contaminated with
HO in any quantity is prohibited.

NOTE: .Some states define decontaminated surety material as a ROlA hazardous
waste .;

SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTIOK IMFOWIATION

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION:

Concentration
mj/m3

Respiratory' Protection/Ensemble Required

Less than or equal
to 0.003 as an
8-hr TWA

Protective mask not r*qui
(a) Continuous rcal-Ci

alarm capability) x

work area at Che
detection.

(b) MS, K17 or M&O mask
donned if ceiling c

0.003 mg/m3.
(c) Exposure has be«n 1

practicable by eag
(remote eocratioas,
orocess isolation)

red provided that:
« monitoring (with
s conducted in the
003 mg/B3 level of

is available and
encentrations exceed

imited to the extent
inecring controls
ventilation, and

or work oractices.

If these conditions are not met then the

following applies:

Full lacepiece. chemical canister, air-

purifying respiratiors. (Tne M9, rtl7. or
nUO series or other certified equivalent
masks are acceptable for this purpose in con-

junction with the to toxicological agent
protective (TAP) suit for dermal protection.)

Greater than
0.003 as an
8-hr TWA

The Demilitarization Protective Ensemble
(OPE), 30 mil, may be used with prior
approval from the AJlC Field Safety Activity
Use time for the 30 mil VPt must be restricted
to two hours or less.

NOTE: When 30 mil DPE is not available the
M9 or M40 series mask with Level A protective
ensemble including impregnated innerwear
can be used. However, use time shall be
restricted to the extent operationally
feasible, and may not exceed one hour.

As an additional precaution, the cuffs of

the sleeves and the legs of the M3 suit shall
be taped to the gloves and boots respectively
Co reduce aspiration.
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VErrriLATION:

.Local Exhaust. Mandatory. Must be filtered or scrubbed.

Special. Chemical laboratory hoocs shall have an average inward face

velocity of 100 linear feet per minute (Ifpm) plus or minus lOZ with the

velocity at any point not deviating from the average face velocity by more
that 20t. Laboratory hoods shall be. located such that cross drafts do not
exceed 20Z of the inward face velocity. A. visual performance test utilizing
saoke producing devices shall be performed in assessing the ability of the
hood to contain agent HD.

Other. Recirculation of exhaust air from agent areas is prohibited. No
connection between agent area and other areas through the ventilation system
is permitted. Eoergency backup power is necessary. Hoods should be tested

semi-annually or after modification or maintenance operations. Operations
should be per^oraed 20 ca inside hoods.

PROTECTIVE GLOVES: MA>fDAT0RY. Butyl toxicological agent protective gloves
(rt3, M4, gloveiet).

EYE PROTECTION: As a ainiaua, chemical goggles will be worn. For splash
hazard use goggles and face-shield.

OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: Full protective clothing will consist of the
n3 butyl luibber suit with hood, K2a1 boots, M3 gloves, impregnated
underwear, M9 series aask and coveralls (if desired), or the
Demilitarization Protective Ensemble (DPE) . For general lab work, gloves
and lab coat shall be worn with M9 or M17 mask readily available.

In addition, when handling contaminated lab animals, a daily clean smock,
foot covers, and bead covers are required.

MONITORING: Available monitoring equipment for agent HD is the M8/n9 detec-
tor paper, blue band tube, n256/M2i6Al kits, bubbler. Depot Area Air Moni-

toring System (DAMHS) , Automated Continuous Air Monitoring System (ACA.1S) ,

CA/I-HI, Hydrogen Flaae Photometric Emission Detector (HYFED) , and the Minia-
ture Chemical Agent Monitor (KINICAH) .

SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECALiTIONS

PRECAUTIONS TO. BE TAKEN
'

IN H.\NDLING AND STORING:

During handling. the "buddy" (two~man) system will be used. Containers
should be periodically inspected cor leaks, either visually or using a

detector kit, and prior to transrering the containers from storage to work
areas. Stringent control over all personnel handling HD must be exercised.
Chemical showers, eyewash stations, and personal cleanli-ness facilities must
be provided. Each worker will wash their hands before meals and shower
thoroughly with special attention given to hair, face, neck, and hands using
plenty of soap before leaving at the end of the work day. No smoking,
eating, or drinking is permitted at the work site. Occontaainating equip-
ment shall be conveniently located. Exits must be designed to perait rapid
evacuation. HO should be stored in containers made of glass for Research.
Development, Test and Evaluation (RDTE) quantities or one-ton steel con-
tainers cor large quantities. Agent shall be double-contained in liquid-
tight containers when in storage.

OTHER PRECAUTIONS: For additional information see A«C-R 385-131. "Safety
Regulations for Chemical Agents H, HD, HT, GB and VX" and USaEHa Technical
Guide No. 173, "Occupational Health Guidelines for the Evaluation and Control
of Occupational Exposure to Mustard Agents H, HO, and HT" .

SECTION X - TRANSPORTATION DATA

PROPER SHIPPING NArtE: Poisonous liquid, n.o.s.

' e r%f» 1
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DOT LAoZL: ?3ison Cas

DOT MARKING: Poisonous liquic, n.o.s. (Sulfide, bis 2-chloroethyl) ) NA 1955

DOT PLACARD: POISOK CaS

EniRGZNCY ACCIDENT PRECAUTIONS AND PROCEDURES: S«e Sections IV and VIII.

PRECAUTION'S TO BE TAJCEK IN TRANSPORTATION: Motor vehicles will be

placarded regardless of quantity. Driver shall oe given full and complete
information regarding shipment and conditions in case of emergency. AK 50-6
deals specifically with the shipment of ebemical agents. Shipment of agenCs
will be escorted in accordance with aR 7<i0-32.

Whi le the Chemical Research Development and Engineering Center.

Department of the Army believes that the data contained herein are
factual and the opinions expressed arc those of qualified experts
regarding the results of the tests conducted, the data arc not to be taken
as a warranty or representation for which the Department of the Amy or
Chemical Research Development and Engineering Center assumes legal
responsibility. They are offered solely for your consideration,
investigation, and verification. Any use of these data and information mus :

be determined by the user to be in accordance with applicable
Federal, State, and local laws and regulations.

ADDENDUM A
ADDITIONAI. INFORnATION- FOR T7JICKZKED HD

TRADE NAME AND SYNONYMS: Thickened HD, THD

HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS: K123 (acryloid copolymer, 5Z) is used Co Chicken
HD. RIZS is noC known to be hazardous except in a finely-divided, powder
form.

PHYSICAL Data: Essentially the same as HD exceot for viscosity. The

viscosity of HV is between 1000 anc 1200 centistokes # 2i DEC C.

FIRE AND EXPLOSION DaTa: Same as HD.

HEALTH Hazard data: Same as HD except for skin contact. For skin contact.
don respiratory protective mask and remove contaminated clothing
IMME3)Lately . IMKEDIATZLT scrape the HV form Che skin surface. Chen wash Che
contaminated surface wich acetone. Seek medical attention IMMEDIATELY.

SPILL. LEAK. AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES: If spills or leaks of HV occur,
follow Che same procedures as those for HD, but dissolve the THD in acetone
prior to introducing any decontaminating solution. Containment of THD is

generally not necessary. Spilled TED can be carefully scraped off the
contaminated surface and placed in a fully removable bead drum with a high
density, polyethylene lining. The THD caa Chen be deconCaminaCed. afCer iC

has been dissolved in acetone, using the same procedures used for HD.
Contaminated surfaces should be Created with aceCone, Chen decontaminated
using the same procedures as Chose used for HD.

NOTE: Surfaces contaminated with THD or HD and then rinse-decontaminated may
evolve sufficient mustard vapor to produce a physiological response.

SPECIAL PROTECTION IN"0.in.\TION: Same as HD.

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS: Same as HD with the following addition. Handling the
THD requires careful observation of the "stringers" (elastic, thread-like
attachments) formed v.^en the agents arc transferred or dispensed. These
stringers must be broken cleanly before moving Che conCaminaCing device or
C'.soensint device Co another location, or unwanted contamination of a
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wortmg surface -ill result.

TRAMSP0RTA7I0N OaTA; Sane as HD.
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U.S. .^Jt.MY CHE-IICaL
RES£.^CH. DEVELOPMENT
AND ENGINEERING CENTER

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

a-.T= 3 De: 1990

Eaergency Telephone ~s:
CRDEC Safety Office
301-671-4A11 0700-1700
EST After normal duty
hours: 301-278-5201
Ask for CRDEC Staff

'

Duty Officer

SECTION I
- GENER.U. INFORMATION

MANUFACniREJl S NAME: D«partment of the Army

MANUFACTURER'S ADDRESS

CAS REGISTRY NUMBER:

CHEMICAL NAME:

U.S. ARMY ARMAMENT, MUNITIONS AND CHEMICAL COMM.^'D
CHEMICAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING

CENTER
ATTN: SMCCR-CMS-E
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD 2101D-5423

Not Available

HD : Bij- (2-chloroethyl) sulfide
T : Bis- t2-(2-chloro«thylthio)-ethyl] ether

Alternate chemical naaes:

See coaponents (HD, T)

TRADE NAME AND STNONY.»{S:

HT
Sulfur - Mustard (Vesicant)

CHE.MICAL FAMILY: Chlorinated sulfur coopound

FORMULA/CHEMICAL STRUCrjRE: Mixture of 601 Sulfur Mustard (HD) anc ^tO*-

Sulfur Mustard (T.' by uei^ht
HD: C<. H8 C12 S

T: C8 H16 C12 S2

NF?A 704 SIGNAL: Health - A

Flasaability
-

1

Reactivity -
1

A
n \
A /\
M VI \
\ A /
V \/
\ /

V

SECTION II - COMPOSITION

INGREDIENTS
NAME

HT

FORMULA PERCENTAGE
BY WEIGHT

100

AIRBORNE
EXPOSURE LIMIT (a£L)

0.003 as/a3

See Section I

SECTION III - PHYSICAL DATA
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aOILINC POINT: No cons:anC boiling point. Above 228 DEC C

VAPOR PRiSSUKt Corr): 0.104 € 23 DEC C
"

VAPOR DENSITY (aIR-1) : 6.92

SOLUBILITY IN WATER: Practically insoluble.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY (K20-1) : 1.263 at 20 DEC C

FREEZINC (MELTING) POIiVT: 0.0 to 1.3 DEC C

AUTOICNITION TEMPERATURE DEC F (DEC C) : Data not available

VISCOSITY (CiNTISTOKES) : 6.03 € 20 DEC C
r

VOLATILITY (mg'/m3) : 831 ? 25 DEC C

EVAPORATION RATE: Data not available

APPEARANCE & ODOR: Odor: Garlic-like
Appearance: Hi^ly viscous clear to pale yellow liquid

SECTIOK IV - FIRE AMD EXPLOSION DATA

FLASHPOINT: (METHOD USED): approxiaately 100 DEC C (aethod unJuiown)

FLAMMABILITY LIMITS (Z by vol use) : Data not available

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Water, fog, foas, C02. Avoid use of exCinsuishing
oethoes that will splash or spread mustard.

UNUSUAL FIRE & EXPLOSION H.^ZARDS: Hay produce hydrogen chloride and sulfur
oxides in a fire. Unbumed agent vapors aay be present and can cause toxic
and vesicant effects.

SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEIXJR£S: All persons no: engaged in extinguishing
the fire should be imoediately evacuated iroa the area. Fires involving HT
should be contained to prevent coataaication to uncontrolled areas. When
responding to a fire alara in buildings or areas containing agents, fire-
fightinc personnel should wear full firefighter protective clothing (without
TAP clothing) during cheaical agent firefighting and fire rescue operations.
Respiratory protection is required. Positive pressure, full facepiece,
NIOSH~approved self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBa) will be worn where
there is danger of oxygen deficiency and when directed by the fire chief or
cheaical accident/incident (CAI) operations officer. The M9 or M17 series
mask aay be worn in lieu of SCBA when there is no danger on oxygen
deficiency. In cases where firefighters are responding to a cheaical acci-
dent/incident for rescue/reconnaissance pruposes vice firefighting, they
will wear appropriate levels of protective clothing (see Section 8).

SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA

AIRBORNE EXPOSURE LIMIT (a£L) : The A£L for HT is 0.003 g/a3 as proposed
in the USaEHA Technical Guide No. 173, "Occupational Health Guidelines for
the Evaluation and Control of Occupational Exposure to Mustard Agents H, HD.
and HT". No individual should be intentionally exposed to any direct skin
or eye contact.

HD. a component of HT. is recognized as a huaan carcinogen by the Interna-
tional Agency for Research on Cancer (lARC) .

EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: HT is a vesicant (causing blisters). Since HT
contains HD, HT is an alkylating agent producing cytotoxic action on the
hecaCoooiet i c (blood-foming) tissues which are especially sensitive. The

•- -w. w.^.. : , ,,«..,, .low and reoeated exposure
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crocuce a cuaulativc ecfecl. Hecian lethal and incapac: Cs: ir.g coses of HT -.-

=an have not been estaolishec. However, the inhalation LC:50$ m cer:«;r.

aniaal species have been established as follows:

Dog: 100 - 200 Bg-oin/nS
Guinea Pig: 3000 - 6000 Bg-™in/m3
Rabbit: 3000 - 600O ag-ain/aS
Mouse: 820 ag—Bin/B3

Haxiaua safe Ct for HO for skin and eyes are S and 2 ag-ain/s3, respectively.

ACUTZ physiological action of HT IS CLASSIFIED AS LOCAL AKD SYSTEKIC.

LOCALLY, HT affects both the eyes and the skin. SKIN daaage occurs after

percuCaneous resorption. Being lipid soluble. HT can be rcsorbed into all

organs.. Skin penetration is rapid without skin irritation. Swelling
(blisters) and reddening (erytheaa) of the skin occurs after a latency period
of 4-26 hours following the exposure, depending on the degree of exposure and
individual sensitivity. The skin healing process is vci^ slow. Tender skin,
BUCOU5 aembranes , and perspiration covered skin arc aere sensitive to the
effects of HT. HT's effect on the skin, however, is less than on the eyes.
Local action on Che eyes produces stvtrt necrotic damage and loss of

eyesight. Exposure of eyes to HT vapor or aereso-l produces lacrisation.
photophobia, and inflaaaaCion of the conjunctiva and cornea.

SYSTEMIC ACTIONS occur priaarily through inhalation and ingestion. The KT

vapor or aerosol is less toxic to the skin or eyes' than the liquid fora.
When inhaled, the upper respiratory tract (nose, throat, trachea) is inflaaec
after a few hours latency period, accoapaaied by sneezing, coughing anc
bronchitis, loss of appetite, diarrhea, fever, and apathy. Exposure to

nearly lethal doses of HT can produce injury to bene aarrow, lysph nodes, anc

spleen as indicated by a drop in WBC coimt and. therefore, results in an
increased susceptabili ty to local and systeaic infections. Ingestion of HT
will produce severe stoaach pain^. veaiting, and bloody stools after a 15-20
ainuCe latency period.

CHRONIC EXPOSTIRE to RT can cause sensitization, chronic lung iapairaent.
(cough, shortness of breath, chest pain) and cancer of the aouCh, throat.

respiratory tract, and skin, and leukeaia. It aay also cause birth defects.

EHERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDUP.ES:

INHALATION: Reaove froa the source IMMEDIATELY. If breathing has

stopped. give artifical respiration. If breathing is difficult, aaainister
oxygen. Seek aedical attention IMMEDIATELY.

ETE CONTACT: Speed in decontaainating the eyes is absolutely essential.
Reaove person froa tisc liquid source, flush the ryes iaacdiately with water

by tilting Che head to the side, pulling Che eyelids apart with Che fingers
and pouring water slowly inCo Che eyes. Do noC cover eyes wich bandages but,
if necessary, protect eyes by aeans of dark or opaque goggles. Transfer the
victia Co the aedical facility IMMEDlATELT.

SKIN CONTACT: Don respiratory protection aask and gloves; reaove victia
froa agent source iBBcdiately. Flush skin and clothes with 5 percent sodiua

hypochlorite solution or liquid household bleach, then wash contaminated skin
area with soap and water. If shower facilities are available. wash
thoroughly and transfer to aedical facility THMFT)LATELY.

INGESTION: Do not induce voaiting. Give victia ailk to drink. Seek
oedical attention IM.'lEDI.'i.TELY.

SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA

STABILITY: Stable at aabient teaperatures. Decoaposition teaperature is 165
D£C C to 185 DEC C. HT is a persistent agent depending on pH and aoisture,
and has been known to remain active for up to three years in soil.

»-»~;rtiv for-o<ive to brass ? 65 DEC
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fluent air before discharge to C'ne aCaospherc. Any con:asi:r.ated srote;

clothing snould be decontaainatec usir:g HTK or bleach anc analyzec to as

it IS free of detectable contaeinat ion (3X) level. The clothing should
be sealed in plastic bags inside properly labeled drums and held for s:

sent back to the DiA issue point. Oecontaaination of waste or excess oate

shall be accomplished in accordance with the following procedure outlined
bove with the following exception:

HT on laboratory glassware oiay be oxidized by its vigorous reac

with concentrated nitric acid.

Open pit burning or burying of HT or iteas containing or contaainated wit

in any quantity is prohibited.

Note: Soae states consider certain dccontaainated surety agents as RCjCa

ardous waste. Local regulations tsust be considered before disposal actio
taken. •

SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORnATION

RESPIRATORY PROTECTIOR:

Concentration (g/m3) Respiratory Protcction/Enscabie Required

Less than or equal Protective sAsk not required provided that:
to 0.003 as an (a) Continuous real-tiae aonitoring (with
8-hr TWa alara capability) is conducted in the

work area at the 0.003 ag/a3 level of
detection.

(b) H9. H17 or H40 aask is available and
donnod if cencantrations exceed
0.003 ag/a3.

(c) Exposure has boen liaitcd to the extent

practicable by engineering controls
(rcaoCe operations, ventilation, and

process isolation) or work practices.

If these conditions are not aet then the

following applies:

Full zacepiece, chcaical canister, air-
purifying respirators. (The .19, M17, or
M40 series or other certiciec equivalent
aasks acceptable for this purpose in con-

junction with the H3 toxicological agent
protective (TAP) suit for deraal protection.

Greater than The Dcsilitariratioa Protective Enseable
0.003 as an (OPE), 30 ail, aay be used with prior
8-hr TWA approval froa the AMC Field Safety Activity

Ose tiae for the 30 ail DPE oust restricted
to two hours or less.

NOTE: When 30 ail DPE is not available the
H9 or n40 series aask with Level A protective
enseable including impregnated innerwear can
be used. However, use tiae shall be restrict'
to the extent operationally feasible, and may
not exceed one hour.

As an additional precaution, the cuffs of the
sleeves and the legs of the M3 suit shall be

taped to the gloves and boots to reduce

aspiration.

VE.VTILATION:
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C: Will corrode steel a: a rate of .OOOi ir.. of itee; per ror.::-. 1 65 DEC C.

H.'LZAJlDOt'S DECOMPOSITION: HT will hydrolyze to fora HCl . thiociglycol . and

bis- (2-(2-hydroxyethyUhio) ethyl ether.

HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: Will not occur.

SECTION VII - SPILL. LEAK. AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES

STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED: Only personnel
in full protective clothing will be allowed in an area where HT is spilled
(See section 8). In case of personnel contanination see section V "Eaergency
and First Aid Instructions."

RECOMMENDED FIELD PROCEDURES: Spills of HT oust be contained by using
veraiculite, diatomaceou3 earth, clay or fine sand and neutralized as pos-
sible using copious aaounts of 5.25 percent Sodiua Hypochlorite solution.

Scoop up all material and place in approved DOT containers. Cover the con-

tents of the drua with dcconCaainaCing solution as above. The exterior of

the drua shall be dccontaainated and then labeled LAW EPA and DOT regulations.
All leaking containers shall be overpacked with veraiculite placed between
the interior and exterior containers. Dccontaainate and label LAW EPA and
DOT regulations. Dispose of the material used to decontaainate exterior of

drua IaW Federal. state and local regulations. Conduct general area

aonitoring with an approved aoaitor (see Section 8) to confira that the at-

Bospheric concentrations do not exceed the airborne exposure liait (see Sec-
tions 2 and 8) .

If S.25 percent Sodiua Hypochlorite solution is not available than the fol-

lowing decontaainants may be used instead and are listed in the order of

preference: Calciua Hypochlorite, Decontaaioation Solution No. 2 (DS2)

and Super Tropical Bleach Slurry (STB). UARNINC: Pure, undiluted Calciua

Hypochlorite (HTH) will bum on contact with liquid blister agent.

RECOMMENDED LABORATORT PROCEDORES: A aiaiaua of 65 grass of deeon solution is

allowed to agitate for a ainiaua of one hour. Agitation is not necessary
following the first hour if a single phase is obtained. At the end of 24

hours. the resulting solution shall be adjusted to a pH between 10 and 11.

Test for presence of active chlorine by use of acidic potassiua iodide
solution to give free iodine color. Place 3 ai of the decontaainate in a

test tube. Add several crystals of Potassiua Iodine and swirl to dissolve.
Add 3 al of 50 wi percent Sulfuric Acid:water and swirl. IMMEDIATE
Iodine color indicates the presence of active chlorine. If negative, add

additional 5.25 percent Sodius Hypochlorite solution to the decontaaination
solution, wait two hours, then test again for active chlorine. Continue

procedure until positive chlorine is given by solution.

A 10 wt percent HTH (calciua hypochlorite) aixture aay be substituted for So-
diua Hypochlorite. Use 65 graas of decoa per graa of HT and continue the
test as described for Sodiua Hypochlorite.

Scoop up all material and place in approved DOT containers. Cover the con-
tents of the drua with dceontaainating solution as above. The exterior of

the drua shall be decontaainated and then labeled LAW EPA and DOT regula-
tions. All leaking containers shall be overpacked with veraiculite placed
between the interior and exterior containers. Decontaainate and label lAW
EPA and DOT regulations. Dispose of the aaterial LAW waste disposal aethods
provided below. Dispose of the aaterial used to decontaainate exterior of

drua LAW Federal, state and local regulations. Conduct general area aonitor-

ing with an approved monitor to confira that the ataospheric concentrations
do not exceed the airborne exposure liaits (see Section 8).

NOTE: Surfaces contaainated with HT and then rinse-decontaainated aay evolve
sufficient HT vapor to produce a physiological response.

WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: All neutralized aaterial should be collected, con-

tained and therraally decoeposed in an EPA peraitted incinerator for decontaa-
--.r^A vT (^fc noCel . whirh will filter or scrub toxic by-products froa ef-
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Special. ChemiCal laborsCory hoods shall hsve sn average inwsrc fa:e

velocity of 100 linear teec per omuCe (Ifpn) sius or omus 10;! -•::h The

velocity at any point not deviating froB the average face velocity by nore
Chan 20Z. Laboratory hoods shall be located such that cross drafts do not
exceed 20Z of inuard face velocity. .<> visual performance test utilizing
smoke producing devices shall be performed in assessing the ability of Che
hood Co conCain agent HT.

Other. Recirculation of exhausC air from agent areas ii prohibited. No

connection between agent area and oCher areas through the ventilation system
is permitCed. Emergency backup power is necessary. Hoods should be Cested
semi-annually or after modification or oainCenance operaCions. Operations
should be performed 20 cm inside hoods.

PROTECTIVE CLOVES: MANDATORY. Butyl Toxicological Agent Protective gloves
(K3, M4, gloveset).

EYE PROTECTION": As a miniauc. chemical goggles will be worn. For splash
hazard use goggles and face~shield.

OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: Full protective clothing will consist of the
M3 butyl rubber suit with hood, M2a1 boots, H3 gloves, impregnated underwear,
M9 series mask and coveralls (if desired), or the Demilitarization Protective
Ensemble (DPE.) . For general lab work, gloves and lab coat shall be worn with
M9 or M17 mask readily available.

In addition, when- handling contaminated lab animals, a daily clean smock,
foot covers, and head covers are required.

MONITORING: Available monitoring equipment for agent HT is Che M8/M9 deCec-
Cor paper, blue band Cube, H256/K256A1 kiCs, bubbler, DcpoC .Area Air Moni-
toring System (OAMMS) . Automated Continuous Air Monitoring System (aCAMS) .

Cam-mi, Hydrogen Flame Photometric Esission Detector (HYrED) , and the Minia-
ture Chemical Agent Monitor (MINICaM) .

SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IK HANDLING AND STORING:
During handling, the "buddy" (two—san) system will be used. Containers
should be periodically inspected for leaks, either visually or using a

detector kit, and prior to transferring the containers from storage to work
areas. Stringent control over all personnel handling HT must' be exercised.
Chemical showers, eyewash stations, and personal cleanliness faciliCies must
be provided. Hash hands before meals and each worker will shower
thoroughly with special attention given to hair. face. neck, and hands, using
plenty of soap before leaving at the end of the workday. No smoking, eating,
or drinking is permitted at the-work site. Decontamination equipment shall
be conveniently located. Exits must be designed to permit rapid evacuation.
HT should be stored in containers made of glass for Research Development
Test and Evaluation (ROTE) quanCiCies or one-Con sCeel containers for large
quantities. Agent shall be double-contained in liquid-tight containers when
in storage.

OTHER PRECAUTIONS: See A.MC-R 385-131. "Safety Regulations for Chemical
Agents H, HD, and HT, GE and VX." 9 Oct 1987 and USaEHA Technical Guide
No. 173, "Occupational Health Guidelines for the Evaluation and Control of

Occupational Exposure Co Mustard Agents H, HD, and HT," for additional infor-
mation.

SECTION X - TRANSPORTATION DATA

PROPER SHIPPING NAME: Poisonous liquid, n.o.s.

DOT HAZAJID CLASSIFICATION: Poison A

DOT LABEL: Poison Gas
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DOT .IAKKINC: Poisonous liquid. r..o.s. (= i s- (2-chl 3ro«:hy! ) sulfide, and 5is-
[2-(2-c.'»ioroeChyUn:s) -eC.nyl] ecner' .Na' 1955

DOT PLACARD: POISON CaS

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IK TKAWSPORTaTION: Motor vehicles will be

placarded regardless of quantity. Driver shall be given full and complete
information regarding shipaent and conditions in case of eaergency. Af 50-6
deals specifically with. Che shipaent of cheaical agents. Shipaent of agents
will be escorted in accordance with AK 740-32.

ErtERCENCY ACCIDENT PRECAUTIONS AND PROCEDURES: See sections IV, VII, and
VIII,

Whi le the Cheaical Research Developaent and Engineering Center,
Department of Che Aray believes that the data contained herein are
factual and Che opinions expressed are Chose of qualified experts
regarding Che resulCs of Che CesCs conducCed, Che data are neC Co be taken
as a warranty or representation for which Che DeparCaent of Che Amy or
Cheaical Research Developaent and Engineering Center assuaes legal
responsibiliCy. They are offered solely for your consideration.
invesCigaCion, and verification. Any use of Cbese daCa and inforaaCion must
be deCerained by Cbe user Co be in accordance wich applicable
Federal, SCate, and local laws and regulations.
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U^. Chemical and Biological Exports to Iraq and Their Possible

Impact on the Health Consequences of the Persian Gulf War

Committee Staff Report No. 3: Chemical Warfare Agent Identification,
Chemical Iiguries, and Other Findings.

A. BACKGROUND

Tbe Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs is

responsible for U.S. government legislation and oversight as it effects "dual

use" exports ~ those materials and technologies that can be converted to

military uses.

During the Cold War, United States export pwlicy focused primarily on

restricting the export of sensitive "dual use" materials and technologies to the

Soviet Union and its albes. This myopic approach to the non-proliferation of

these materials ultimately resulted in the acquisition of imconventional

weapons and missile-system technologies by several "pariah nations" with

aggressive military agendas. For the United States, the reabty of the dangers
associated with these t)rpes of policies were realized during the Persian Gulf
War. Recognizing the shortcomings of existing policies, and with the

dissolution of the Soviet empire, an inquiry was initiated by the Conmuttee
into the contributions that exports from the United States played in the

weapons of mass destruction programs that have flourished under the

direction of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein.

On October 27, 1992, the Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban
Affairs held hearings that revealed that the United States had exported
chemical, biological, nuclear, and missile-system equipment to Iraq that was
converted to military use in Iraq's chemical, biological, and nuclear weap)ons

program. Many of these weapons ~ weapons that tbe U.S. and other coimtries

provided critical materials for - were used against us during the war.

On June 30, 1993, several veterans testified at a hearing of tbe Senate
Committee on Armed Services. There, they related details of unexplained
events that took place during the Persian Gulf War which they believed to be

chemical warfare agent attacks. After these unexplained events, many of the

veterans present reported symptoms consistent with exposure to a mixed

agent attack. Then, on July 29, 1993, the Czech Minister of Defense

announced that a Czechoslovak chemical decontamination unit had detected

the chemical warfare agent Sarin in areas of northern Saudi Arabia during the
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early phases of the Gulf War. They had attributed the detections to fallout
firom coalition bombing of Iraqi chemical warfare agent production facilities.

In August 1993, Senate Banking Committee Chairman Donald W. Riegle
Jr. began to research the possibility that there may be a connection between
the Iraqi chemical, biological, and radiological warfare research and
development programs and a mysterious illness which was then being reported
by thousands of returning Gulf War veterans. In September 1993, Senator

Riegle releEised a staff report on this issue and introduced an amendment to

the Fiscal Year 1994 National Defense Authorization Act that provided
preliminary funding for research of the illnesses and investigation of reported
exp>osures.

When this first staff report was released by Senator Riegle, the
estimates of the number of veterans suffering from these unexplained illnesses

varied from himdreds, according to the Department of Defense, to thousands,

according to the Department of Veterans Affairs. It is now beUeved that tens
of thousands of U.S. Gulf War veterans are suffering from a myriad of

s)Tnptoms collectively labelled either Gulf War Syndrome, Persian Gulf

Syndrome, or Desert War Syndrome. Hundreds and possibly thousands of

servicemen and women still on active duty are reluctant to come forward for

fear of losing their jobs and medical care. These Gulf War veterans are

reporting muscle and joint pain, memory loss, intestinal and heart problems,
fatigue, nasal congestion, urinary urgency, diarrhea, twitching, rashes, sores,
and a number of other sjTnptoms.

They began experiencing these multiple symptoms during and after —
often many months after ~ their tour of duty in the Gulf A number of the
veterans who initially exhibited these symptoms have died since returning
from the Gulf Perhaps most disturbingly, members of veteran's families are

now suffering these sjTnptoms to a debilitating degree. The scope and

urgency of this crisis demands an appropriate response.

This investigation into Gulf War Syndrome, which was initiated by the

Banking Committee under the direction of Chairman Riegle, has uncovered a

large body of evidence linking the symptoms of the syndrome to the exposure
of Gulf War participants to chemical and biological warfare agents, chemical
and biological warfare pre-treatment drugs, and other hazardous materials

and substances. Since the release of the first staff report on September 9,

1993, this inquiry has continued. Thousands of government officials,

scientists, and veterans have been interviewed or consulted, and additional
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evidence has been compiled. This report will deUiil the findings of this

ongoing investigation.

On February 9, 1994, Chairman Donald W. Riegle, Jr. disclosed on the

U.S. Senate floor that the U.S. government actually licensed the export of

deadly microorganisms to Iraq. It was later learned that these

microorganisms exported by the United States were identical to those the

United Nations inspectors found and recovered from the Iraqi biological
warfare program.

Throughout this investigation, the Department of Defense has assured
the Conmiittee that our troops were never exposed to chemical or biological

agents during the Persian Gulf War. They have repeatedly testified in

hearings and have made public statements that, at no time, were chemical
and biological agents ever found in the Kuwaiti theater of op>erations.

In February of this year, the Chairman wrote a letter asking them to

declassify all information on the exposure of U.S. forces to chemical and

biological agents.

Then on May 4, 1994, the Chairman received assurances in a joint letter

from Secretary Perry, Secretary Brown, and Secretary Shalala, that

"there is no classified information that would indicate any
exposures to or detections of chemical or biological weapons
agents."'

Also in May, Undersecretary of Defense Edwin Dom in sworn testimony
in a hearing before the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs,

claimed that all chemical agents were discovered

"a great distance from the Kuwait theater of operations
H2

^Letter to Chairman Donald W. Riegle Jr., Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban

Affairs from Secretary of Defense William J. Perry, Secretary of Veterans Affairs Jesse Brown, and

Secretary of Health and Human Services Donna Shalala, dated May 4, 1994. (Appendix A-1)

testimony of Eh-. Edwin Dom, Undersecretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness before

the U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs during a hearing convened on

US Export Polines to Iraq and Their Possible Impact on the Health Consequences of the Persian

Gulf War, on May 25, 1994 (Appendix A-2)
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During the same hearing, another senior Defense Department official

was forced to recant part of the statement when confronted with the higlily

pubbcized discovery of chemical agents by U.N. inspectors near An Nassiriyah,
which was very close to areas in which U.S. forces were deployed.^

In fact, we have received reports from Persian Gulf War veterans that

U.S. forces actually secured this chemical weapons storage area.

Also during the hearing, a joint memorandum for Persian Gulf War
veterans from Secretary of Defense Perry and the Chairman of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff was presented. The memorandum stated, in part

"there is no information, classified or unclassified^ that indicated
that chemical or biological weapons were used in the Gulf."*

Then, the Department of Defense announced on June 23, 1994, that the

Defense Science Board found that

"there is no evidence that either chemical or biological warfare
was deployed at any level, or that there was any exposxire of U.S.

service members to chemical or biological warfare agents."^

This ref)ort raises serious questions about the integrity of the

Department of Defense position. It describes events for which the Department
of Defense explanations are inconsistent with the facts as related by the

soldiers who were present, and with official government documents prepared

by those who were present and with experts who have examined the facts.

department of Defense testimony before the U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing,
and Urban Affairs dunng a hearing convened on U.S. Export Pohcies to Iraq and Their Possible

Impaa on the Health Consequences of the Persian Gulf War, on May 25, 1994. (Appendix A-3)

Memorandum for Persian Gulf War Veterans, Persian Gulf War Health Issues, firom John M.

Shalikashvib, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and WilUam J. Perry, Secretary of Defense,

dated 25 May 1994 (Appendix A-4)

Report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on Persian Gulf War Health Effects, Office of

the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology, (Washington, DC: Department of

Defense, June 1994); and Department of Defense Press Release, June 23, 1994.
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B. RECOVERY OF CHFMTrAT. AGENTS IN KUWAIT
August 1991 - Sabahiyah High School for Girls

The Committee staff has obtained British and U.S. Army reports which
document in detail the discovery of more than 250 gallons of dangerous
chemical agents. According to the units that were present, mustard gas and
another blister agent were found in a storage tank in southeastern Kuwait.

These chemical agents were recovered in Kuwait, well inside the

Kuwaiti theater of operations, well inside areas occupied by U.S. and British

forces. According to the reports, they had been placed there by Iraqi forces

during the occupation of Kuwait. The Uquid was tested and over 20 times the

presence of chemical agents was confirmed.

The C )mmittee staff has obtained a copy of a recommendation for an

Army Commendation Medal that was presented to Sergeant Jeunes Warren
Tucker for among other things "participating in the mission that located stores

of chemical agents" while deployed in Southwest Asia.^

Committee staff has also identified the commander of that unit. Captain
Michael F. Johnson, currently with the U.S. Army at The Infantry School at

Fort Benning, Greorgia
~ who was awarded a Meritorious Service Medal for his

actions.^

These two soldiers and as many as six others from the 54th Chemical

Troop of the United States Army's 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment were given

Army medals for "the positive identification of suspected chemical agent,"

according to the citation presented to Captain Johnson. ^

^Recommendation for Award of Army Commendation Medal, Sergeant James Warren Tucker,

Decontamination Platoon Squad Leader, 54th Chemical Troop, 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment,
dated July 1993. (Appendix B-1)

^Recommendation for and Award of Meritorious Service Medal, Captain Michael F. Johnson,

Troop Commander, 54th Chemical Troop, Uth Armored Cavalry Regiment, dated January 1993.

(Appendix B-2)

*lbid.
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We have obtained the actual reports from two NATO countries who were
Coalition members during the Persian Gulf War.^

This is a step-by-step analysis of the event as recorded in documents
and the testimony of Nuclear Biological and Chemical, or NBC, officers who
were there.

A container suspected of containing chemical agents was located in

southeastern Kuwait in an area about 50 kilometers north of Saudi Arabia
and 4 kilometers west of the Persian Gulf The precise coordinates are
TN18832039 (Magellan)'° Maps showing the precise location in which this

container was foimd is attached."

According to the British report, on August 5, 1991, several months after

the end of the Persian Gulf War, Major J.P Watkinson of the British Army
received orders to investigate a container that was believed to be leaking
mustard gas.^^

According to the official report prepared by Major Watkinson
on 7 August 1991, the request to investigate the leaking container was made
by Lt. Colonel Saleh Al Ostath of the Kuwaiti Army and agreed to by Mr.
Lucas of the Royal Ordinance Corps."

9Memorandum for Director. CATD, Iraqi Chemical Agents-Information Paper: To Present
First Hand Knowledge of Iraqi Chemical Agents Identified in Kuwait, prepared by Michael F.

Johnson, CapUin. CM NBC Branch. January 4, 1994 - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY - (Appendix B-

3). Initial Report: Suspected Chemical Container, prepared by Major J.P. Watkinson, Officer

Commanding, 21st EOD Squadron Group, Royal Ordinance (United Kingdom), dated 7 August
1991 - RESTRICTED: MANAGEMENT IN CONFIDENCE - (Appendix B-4).

'°Ibid.

From Initial Report: Suspected Chemical Container, prepared by Major J.P. Watkinson,
Officer Conmanding, 21st EOD Squadron Group, Royal Ordinance (United Kingdom), dated 7

August 1991 - RESTRICTED: MANAGEMENT IN CONHDENCE - (Appendix B-5. B-6).

12
Initial Report: Suspected Chemical Container, prepared by Major J.P. Watkinson, Officer

Commanding, 21st EOD Squadron Group, Royal Ordinance (United Kingdom), dated 7 August
1991 - RESTRICTED: MANAGEMENT IN CONHDENCE - (Appendix B-4).

"Ibid.
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Major Watkinson and his unit, the 21st Explosive Ordinance Disposal

Squadron, were taken to the site of the Sabahiyah High School for Girls and
directed to a metal storage tank with a capacity of approximately 2,000 bters.

According to the report, there appeared to be entry and exit bullet holes of

approximately 7.62 caliber in the container."

A photograph of the schoolyard with some of the chemical specialists

approaching the tank that contained the chemical agents is attached.'^

According to Major Watkinson's report, the container was leaking a

brown vapor from both holes. The school was not in use and there were U.S.

civilian contractors cleEiring explosives and rubbish from the area.^^

The school security guard told the British that the tank was not there

before the war. He first noticed the tank when he returned to the school after

the war on March 20, 1991 - four and a half month prior to these tests. The
British report notes that the school was used as an Iraqi defensive position

during the war."

Major Watkinson ordered all personnel to move up wind, and after

putting on his chemical protective clothing, approached the container and

tested the brown colored vapor with a Chemical Agent Monitor (CAM).^*

The Chemical Agent Monitor gave a reading of eight (8) bars on H, for

mustard agent - a maximum reading indicating a highly concentrated agent -

and no bars on G, indicating no nerve agent present.''

This was the first posicive test for chemical mustard agent at this

location.

Appendix B-7.

'^Initial Report Suspected Chemical Container, prepared by Major J.P. Watkinson, Officer

Commanding. 21st EOD Squadron Group, Royal Ordinance (United Kingdom), dated 7 August
1991 - RESTRICTED MANAGEMENT IN CONFIDENCE - (Appendix B-4).

''Ibid

'*Ib.d

'^bid
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Distilled mustard is described in the Merck Index, a handbook for

chemists, as an oily substance . It is also described as~being amber brown in

color ~ remember Watkinson's report describes it as a brown substance.^

A photo and diagram of a Chemical Agent Monitor or CAM in use

showing the tjrpes of displays that a chemical detection speciaUst would
observe is attached.^'

An Z '^^. .'lading indicates a highly concentrated agent. These monitors
are still in use by both U.S. and British forces.

Watkinson then tested the vapor with one color detector paper and

nothing happened. He used three color detector paper and it turned pink
indicating the presence of mustard agent.^ This was the second positive test

for mustard agent.

On a second visit to the container, according to the report, he inserted a
wire into one of the bullet holes, and according to his report,

"wiped the oily substance on both types of detector paper."^

Again the oily nature of the substance indicates a property that is consistent

with the properties of mustard agent.

The one color paper turned brown and the three colored paper turned

pink, the latter again indicating the presence of mustard agent. This was the

20
Susan Budavah, ed., The Merck Index: An Encyclopedia of Chemicals. Drugs, and

Biologicals. Eleventh Edition (Rahway, N J.: Merck and Co., Inc., 1989), pp. 995-996 (Appendix B-

8) James A.F. Comptom, Military Chemical and Biological Agents: Chemical and Toncological

Properties (Caldwell, N J.: The Telford Press. (September 1987), 9-17. (Appendix B-9)

''
jane's hfBC Protection Equipment. 1990-91. (London, U.K.: Jane's Information Group, 1991).

Appendix B-10.

Initial Report: Suspected Chemical Container, prepared by Major J.P. Watkinson, Officer

Commanding, 21st EOD Squadron Group, Royal Ordinance (United Kingdom), dated 7 August
1991 - RESTRICTED: MANAGEMENT IN CONHDENCE - (Appendix B-4).

"ibid.
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third positive test for mustard agent. Major Watkinson then sealed both
holes in the container with masking tape."

On yet a third visit to the container, the holes were uncovered and the

vapor was tested using an M18A2 chemical detector kit. This test was
repeated six times. On four of the tests the color indicator immediately turned
blue indicating mustard (or "H") agent.^

For the remaining zwo tests, the color indicator went yellow but later
turned blue.^ These were the fourth through the ninth positive tests for

mustard agent.

Another wire dip test was conducted using the three color detector paper
from the M18A2 kit and the paper turned pinkish/orange indicating mustard
agent for the tenth time. The bullet holes were resealed using industrial

silicone filler and plaster of pans bandages. The container was checked with
the Chemical Agent Monitor for leaks and the area was secured.^'

On August 7, 1991, the Commander of the 11th Armored Cavalry
Regiment was asked to send two FOX chemical reconnaissance vehicles, in

support of the Kuwaiti Ministry of Defense and the Royal Ordinance Corps, to

assist Major Watkinson in confirming the presence of a chemical agent.^®

Since this was a joint and combined live agent chemical detection

mission, involving both U.S. and British forces, detailed rehearsals occurred to

ensure that no mistakes were made. The unit then travelled to the Sabahiyah
High School for Girls in southeastern Kuwait."

"ibid

''Ibid.

2g
Memorandum for the Commander, 11th ACR, Tasking Number 91-047, dated 7 August 1991

from Joseph W. Miller, Lieutenant Colonel, OS, ACofs, G-3. (Appendix B-11)

29Memorandum for Director, CATD, Iraqi Chemical Agents-Information Paper: To Present

First Hand Knowledge of Iraqi Chemical Agents Identified in Kuwait, prepared by Michael F.

Johnson, Captain, CM NBC Branch. January 4, 1994 - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY -

(Appendix B-3).

9
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On August 8, 1991, one FOX team moved to the area near the container
and began to conduct point surveys inserting the detection probe of the FOX
vehicle into the groimd to a depth of about four centimeters. The mass
spectrometer showed microdoses of chemical mustard agent in the ground.*"
This was the eleventh confirmation.

At the same time another collection team in fiill chemical protective
clothing walked to the container, estimated to contain between 800-1000 Uters,
or about 250 gallons of Uquid, with Chemical Agent Monitors and other
assorted chemical detection equipment. This team removed the storage
container's seals and there was a discharge of pressurized vapor into the
air.*'

Captain Johnson's report confirms that he saw a light copper to amber
colored vapor exit from the hole.^ Again, mustard agent is described as an
amber brown liquid.^

Tests were conducted with both the Chemical Agent Monitor and
chemical detection paper. The detection paper confirmed the presence of
chemical mustard agent: the twelfth confirmation . The Chemical Agent
Monitor registered eight bars, again confirming highly concentrated mustard
agent. This was the thirteenth confirmation of mustard agent by the

specialists present."

Captain Johnson's unit then inserted a medical syringe with a catheter
tube into the container to extract liquid agent for detection paper, Chemical
Agent Monitor, and FOX testing.^^

3°Ib.d

^'ib.d

^^Ibid

33
James A F Comptom, Military Chemical and Biological Agents: Chemical and Toxicological

Properties (Caldwell. N.J.: The Telford Press, (September 1987), 9-17. (Appendix B-9)

Memorandum for Director, CATD, Iraqi Chemical Agents-Information Paper: To Present
First Hand Knowledge of Iraqi Chemical Agents Identified n Kuwcut, prepared by Michael F.

Johnson, Captain. CM ^fBC Branch, January 4, 1994 - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY - (Appendix B-
31

^^Ibid

10
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The sample was placed into a metal dish. By the time a ground team
member moved to the rear of the FOX to the probe, there was not enough
Uquid available to get a reliable reading.^

Another attempt was made and the ground team extracted a larger

sample of liquid and placed it into the metal dish. The dish was moved to the
FOX probe and the liquid was drawn for analysis - not random vapors - not
oil fiimes ~ but the actual Uquid chemical agent. Within six seconds, the mass
spectrometer detected and identified the liquid as highly concentrated mustard

agent.^^ Both four point and full spectrum readings were obtained, according
to Captain Johnson, in each of the mass spectrometer analyses.^ This
therefore was the fourteenth (4 point) and fifteenth (full spectrum)
confirmation of mustard agent.

Further analysis by the system also indicated the presence of traces

phosgene, a non-persistent choking agent, and phosgene oxime, a blister agent.
Another test was conducted to validate the findings. Again the FOX vehicle

confirmed the presence of mustard agent for the sixteenth and seventeenth
time, and again phosgene, and phosgene oxime were confirmed.^

^

Captain Johnson ordered yet another mass spectrometer test, utihzing
the second FOX vehicle. The team in the second vehicle was not informed of

the findings of the first vehicle, to rule out any possibihty of biased readings
from the team in the second vehicle. The team in the second FOX vehicle

repeated the test and reported the same findings except that this time the

reported levels of phosgene oxime were much higher. They also performed a
second test to confirm their results. Again both 4-point and full spectrum
analysis was conducted during each of these tests.*" These were the

eighteenth through twenty-first confirmations .

^bid.

"lb.d.

3fi
Staff u terviews with Captain Johnson and Sergeant Tucker.

39Memorandum for Director, CATD, Iraqi Chemical Agents-Information Paper: To Present

First Hand Knowledge of Iraqi Chemical Agents Identified in Kuwait, prepared by Michael F.

Johnson, Captain. CM trBC Branch, January 4. 1994 - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY - (Appendix B-

3).

*°Ib.d.
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While the Chemical Agent Monitor and many other chemical detection

kits available to mihtaiy forces only detect H, or mustard agents, and G and V
nerve agents, the FOX chemical reconnaissance vehicle accurately detects 60
known chemical agents using a computerized mobile mass spectrometer/^

It is capable of identifying the individual component chemical elements,
such as sulfur, hydrogen, chlorine, and so forth; their molecular composition;
and their molecular weight. This provides a scientific means to precisely

identify substances.

In response to a request by the Conunittee for an explanation from the

Department of Defense, Dr. Theodore Prodv, Deputy Assistant for Chemical
and Biological Matters (Atomic Energy), repUed on July 26 that the

Department of Defense analysis of the FOX tapes revealed that the ions

matched in three of four categories for a mustard agent, but matched nitric

add in all four categories.^

Committee staff soUcited an opinion from the National Institute of

Standards and Technology regarding the accuracy of this explanation.^

On September 6, in response to several specific questions. Dr. Stephen
Stein, of the Institute, replied that "HD [mustard] has no major peaks in

common with those expected to arise directly &t)m fuming nitric acid," and
that it is "highly unlikely that a properly functioning mass spectrometer would

produce any of the major peaks of nitric acid or nitrogen oxides frova HD."

Furthermore, "if fuming red nitric acid did not decompose prior to detection

(ionization) there would be no possibiUty of mistaking it for HD."^

^'Memorandum for Director, CATD, Iraqi Chemical Agents-Information Paper; To Present

First Hand Knowledge of Iraqi Chemical Agents Identified in Kuwait, prepared by Michael F.

Johnson, CapUin. CM NBC Branch, January 4, 1994 - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY - (^pendix B-

3).

*^Letter to Chairman Donald W Riegle. Jr., Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban

Affairs, from Dr Theodore M Proav, Deputy for Chemical and Biological Matters, Office of the

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Atomic Energy, dated July 26, 1994. (Appendix B-12)

^Committee inquiry to the National Institute of Standards and Technology,

dated August 1, 1994 (Appendix B-13)

**Letter to (Committee Staff from Dr. Stephen E. Stein. Ph.D., Director, National Institute for

Standards and Technology, Director, Mass Spectrometry Data Center, Chemical Science and

Technology Laboratory, dated September 6. 1994. (Appendix B-14)

12
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The commander of the unit said that the tests were run using both the
four principle mass peaks and full spectrum analysis on the substance in

question. The tests were nm twice each by two FOX vehicles. The mass

spectrometers were checked for calibration before and after each test, with no

problems noted.

Each of the four tests identified identical substances-namely; mustard

£igent and phosgene oxime. When asked specifically, "how likely is it that

under these circumstances that the computer algorithm identified nitric acid

as these substances," Dr. Stein responded that "if fuming red nitric acid did

not react prior to detection, there is no likelihood that either the four peak
analysis or the full spectrum analysis would lead to false identification of

mustard."**

And, "if nitric acid did react, the reaction products might generate a

large number of peaks. Some of these might fortuitously be those

characteristic of HD or other chemical agents and therefore might produce a

false positive 4-peak identification of HD. A robust full spectrum matching
algorithm, however, would not be expected to falsely identify mustard."*®

The ground collection team then extracted a larger sample fi:x)m the

container and prepared it for transport from the area for further testing and
evaluation.*'

According to Captain Johnson's report and other eyewitness testimony, a

member of the British team was injured while collecting a sample of the

chemical agent. Some of the liquid agent made contact with the soldiers left

wrist. The soldier immediately reacted to the Uquid and was in severe pain
and was believed to be going into shock.*®

The injured soldier was quickly taken to a decontamination site and
covered with decontamination powder and cut out of his chemical protective

**lbid

*^bid

*' Memorandum for Director, CATD, Iraqi Chemical Agents-Information Paper: To Present

First Hand Knowledge of Iraqi Chemical Agents Identified in Kuwait, prepared by Michael F.

Johnson, Captain, CM NBC Branch, January 4, 1994 - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY - (Appendix B-

3).

**Ib.d.
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clothing.*' A photograph of the British soldier on the FOX vehicle and his

clothing laying in a pile beside the vehicle is attached;*^

Dr. Prociv in his July 26, 1994 letter to the Committee reported that the

injured soldiers clothing had been found by the British government to have
been burned by fuming nitric acid in tests conducted at Porton Down.**

Previously, in response to direct questioning by Committee staff, Captain
Johnson stated that the contaminated suit was burned, that is, incinerated, at

the site."

The decontamination team then doused the soldier with a
decontamination solution. Within one minute, a small blister was observed

forming on his left wrist the size of a pinhead. About five minutes later, the
bUster had already reached the size of a U.S. fifty cent piece coin. Medics on
the scene screened the victim for residual hquid contamination and sent him
to the hospital for further treatment. After the casualty was evacuated, the

rest of the unit and equipment was decontaminated."

According to Military Chemical and Biological Agents: Chemical and
Toxicological Properties, mustard agents acting alone may take hours to form

blisters, but phosgene oxime acts within 30 seconds leaving a blanched area

and immediately forms a red rash-like ring. With phosgene oxime, instant

death from systemic shock or trauma is possible from exposure."

*'lbid.

Appendix B-15

Letter to Chairman Donald W. Riegle, Jr., Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban

Affairs, from Dr Theodore M. Prociv, Deputy for Chemical and Biological Matters, Office of the

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Atomic Energy, dated July 26, 1994. (Appendix B-10).

Committee staff interviews with Captain Michael F Johnson.

^Memorandum for Director. CATD. Iraqi Chemical Agents-Information Paper: To Present

First Hand Knowledge of Iraqi Chemical Agents Identified in Kuwait, prepared by Michael F.

Johnson, Captain, CM NBC Branch, January 4, 1994 - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY - (Appendix B-

3).

**James A.F Comptom, Mihtarv- Chemical and Biological Agents: Chemical and Toxicological

Properties (Caldwell, N J.: The Telford Press, (September 1987), 9-17 (Appendix B-7), 64-69.

(Appendix B-16)
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The reported reaction of the British casualty was as might have been

predicted when expmsed to the identified agents. The 'fate of this injured
British soldier is unknown.

After completing their testing, the U.S. FOX team leaders were ordered

to remove the tapes from the mass spectrometer of the FOX vehicles by
Lieutenant Colonel Killgore, the chemical officer for Task Force Victory.**

These tapes are the paper records of the chemical breakdown of the liquid or

vapors and are produced by the mobile meiss spectrometer in the FOX vehicle.

The tapes and the collected samples were reportedly turned over to

personnel wearing desert camouflage uniforms with no rank or distinguishing

patches.*^ Captain Johnson does not know what happened to the tapes or

samples as he was ordered frora the scene after his unit's mission was

completed.*'

Dr. Prociv in his written response to the Committee stated that these

were U.N. personnel. According to Lt. Colonel Killgore, while they were
United Nations personnel, they were assigned to the U.N. team from the

British Chemical and Biological Defence Establishment at Porton Down -

British Ministry of Defence employees.
*^

In a subsequent inquiry, the U.N.

could produce no written records of the findings of the U.N. team at the site.

'^Memorandum for Director, CATD, Iraqi Chemical Agents-Information Paper: To Present

First Hand Knowledge of Iraqi Chemical Agents Identified in Kuwait, prepared by Michael F.

Johnson, Captam, CM NBC Branch, January 4, 1994. - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY - (Appendix B-

3).

*^bid.

*'Staff interviews

'^Memorandum for the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Chemical Biological

Matters (OASIXCBM)), Suspect Chemical Container Found in Kuwait City, Kuwait, in August

1991, Don W. Killgore, Lieutenant Colonel, Technical Inspections Branch, Office of the Inspector

General, Department of the Army, July 29, 1994 - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY - (Appendix B-17)
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Conclusions

Chemical mustard agent was detected by:

• chemical specialists from the British Army using a Chemical
Agent Monitor, M18A2 chemical agent detector, and detector

paper; and,

• chemical specialists firom the United States Army using a
Chemical Agent Monitor, detector paper, and two mass
spectrometers.

Phosgene oxime was detected by:

• two sophisticated FOX vehicles' mass spectrometers.

These were direct samples ~ not random vapors collected by the vehicle
- as in previously reported cases.

As cited above, mass spectrometry is capable of identifying the
individual chemical elements, such as sulfur, hydrogen, chlorine, and so forth;
their molecular composition; and, their molecular weight. This provides a
means to precisely identify substances. This was not an intake of random
fumes by a moving vehicle in heavy smoke, it was a direct analysis of liquid

agent drawn from the container.

This was not the only confirmation of the identity of the chemical agents
present -- the results were confirmed by nearly every detector deployed with
U.S. and British forces -- in a controlled setting.

A British soldier who came into contact with the liquid blistered

immediately and appeared to be going into shock ~ as might be predicted from
the nature of the agents present.

The tapes were ordered removed from the vehicle and forward with a

sample of the chemical agents. The soldiers were ordered to give the

materials to individuals in unmarked uniforms and Captain Johnson, who
earlier this year, after hearing that the Department of Defense was denying
the presence of chemical agents in Kuwait, forwarded the report on this

incident through his chain of command, and had the report returned to him.

It was not forwarded to the Department of Defense.

16
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The Kuwaiti, U.S., and British governments all received reports on this

recovery of bulk chemical agents.

While these reports are not classified, the Department of Defense has

consistently maintained that no chemical agents were located in areas

occupied by U.S. forces - including in testimony before committees of both the
House of Representatives and the Senate.

The Department of the Army originally told Committee staff that prior
to releasing Captain Johnson's report they must obtain cleeirance from the

Department of Defense, and that an intelligence review must be conducted.^'

That would seem to contradict the claim that there is no classified information
on this subject. They claimed that prior to releasing the British repwrt, they
must get the permission of the British.*** However, when British report was
received, it was dated July 14, 1994, indicating that it had been prepared in

response to the Committee request, in coordination with the Department of

Defense.*^

The Committee was not provided with an official British report dating
from the time of the incident by the Department of Defense as requested. A
copy of that report was obtained by the Committee outside of Department of

Defense channels. This official report, dated August 7, 1991, confirms that

mustard agent was detected, and that the substance was oily, like mustard

agent.®^ Nitric acid is not oily.

The U.S. report, prepared by Captain Johnson, confirms that not only
was mustard agent detected in the container using a mass spectrometer, but

Staff interviews with Office of Legislative Affairs, U.S. Department of the Army.

~Ib.d.

Memorandum to Lieutenant Colonel Vicki Merriman, Office of the Deputy Assistant to the

Secretary of Defense for Chemical and Biological Matters from Dr. Graham S. Pearson, Director

General, Chemical and Biological Defence Establishment, Ministry of Defence, Porton Down,

SaUsbury, Wilts, U.K, Suspect Chemical Container: Kuwait City: August 1991. (Appendix B-18)

Initial Report: Suspected Chemical Container, prepared by Major J.P. Watkinson, Officer

Commanding, 21st EOD Squadron Group, Royal Ordinance (United Kingdom), dated 7 August
1991 - RESTRICTED: MANAGEMENT IN CONHDENCE - (Appendix B-4)
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alsn in micTodoses on the ground." This would eUminate the explanation
that the container held fuming nitric add -- rocket fuel oxidizer - so

concentrated that it reacted with materials in the mass spectrometer causing
false readings when the material was examined. The mass spectrometers in

both FOX vehicles were also successfully caUbrated before and after this

detection event.

There is also the issue of how the Department of Defense has handled
this and other investigations into reported chemical agent detection events.

Committee staff continues to receive reports from individuals, many of whom
are no longer in the mihtary - civihans who have been contacted by high
ranking miUtary officers assigned to work with the Defense Science Board
Task Force investigating this issue. We have received complaints from
veterans that rather than trying to seek other witnesses or corroborate their

reports, these officers have called to convince them that they were mistaken.
That their findings were not credible -- that their statements made to

Congress would be refuted." Most recently, an individual associated with
this detection of chemical agents was contacted by one of these officers. This

officer specifically told the individual that these findings would be refuted by
the Department of Defense - even before the Department received the report
from the British that was eventually forwarded to the Committee.

In this case there were 21 field tests conducted on this substance which
were positive for mustard agent; both U.S. and British Chemical Agent
Monitor readings confirmed 8 bars for mustard gas, a maximum reading

indicating the presence of highly concentrated igent; 8 of 8 mobile mass

spectrometer tests, using two separate FOX vehicles and liquid agent in a

controlled setting identified identical substances -- mustard agent, and

phosgene oxime; it was the same color as mustard agent; it was oily like

mustard agent; a mobile mass spectrometer reading indicated that microdoses

of mustard agent were present in the soil; a British soldier suffered a chemical

injury consistent with what would be expected when exposed to these agents,

particularly to phosgene oxime; and the Department of Defense explanation

"Memorandum for Director, CATD, Iraqi Chemical Agents-Information Paper: To Present

First Hand Knowledge of Iraqi Chemical Agents Identified in Kuwait, prepared by Michael F.

Johnson, Captain, CM NBC Branch. January 4, 1994. - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY - (Appendix B-

3).

^Letter of complaint from Mr. Randall Vallee, September 23, 1994 (Appendix B-19) and staff

interviews.
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was described by the National Institute for Standards and Technology
variously as "highly unlikely," "no likelihood," and "not possible."

r. riTFMTCAL INJURY AND CHF.MTr.AT. STORAGE BUNKER
Iraqi Bunker Complex - Southeastern Iraq (between Kuwaiti border and
Basra) March 1, 1991

This case involves the experiences of former Sergeant David Allen

Fisher, who also discovered what appears to have been a cache of chemical

weapons where the Department of I>efense says none were deployed.

While searching an Iraqi ammunition bunker in Iraq in an area south of

Basra, Mr. Fisher brushed up against some wooden crated marked with skulls

and crossbones. Within 8 hours his arm had reddened and began to sting.
Several hours later, he noticed painful bhsters on his upper arm.^

In his report of the incident, in a Question and Answer Brief prepared
for the U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM) Public Aifairs Office, and in a

subsequent journal article, Colonel Michael Dimn, who would later become the

commander of the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute for Chemical Defense
confirmed that Fisher's injuries were the result of exposure to chemical

agents."

In this case, as in the other cases like it, it seems impossible to obtain

an explanation fi-om the Department of Defense that is consistent with the

events as reported by the soldiers present. In August, a pentagon
spokesperson stated that whatever chemicals were encountered in the bunker
must have been left over from earlier fighting between Iraq and Iran.*'

Information Paper: Chemical Agent Exposure - Operation Desert Storm, prepared and

authenticated by Colonel Michael A. Dunn, March 5, 1991. (Appendix C-1)

Information Paper: Chemical Agent Exposure - Operation Desert Storm, prepared and

authenticated by Colonel Michael A Dunn, March 5, 1991. (Appendix Ol), Question and Answer
Brief prepared for the U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM) Public Affairs Office, March 1991

(Appendix C-2), Lieutenant Colonel John V Wade, Major Robert M. Gum, and Colonel Michael A.

Dunn, "Medical Chemical Defense in Operation Desert Shield and Desert Storm," Journal of the

US Army Medical Department. (January-February 1992), pp 34-36. (Appendix C-3)

*'Thomas D Williams, "Veteran's Story Counters Official One on Gas War," The Hartford

Courant (September 21, 1994) A2. (Appendix C-4)
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However, in September 1994, that same spokesperson said that he was
not aware that any chemical weapons crates were discovered by Mr. Fislier,

despite Colonel Dunn's report and despite the fact that Mr. Fisher received a

Purple Heart for his injuries.** Others who were present that date including
the FOX vehicle operators, one of whom received a bronze star, and Colonel
Dimn corroborate these events. Further, according to Mr. Fisher, this was an
active bunker complex with artillery pieces present and their mission there
was to go from bunker to bunker searching for Iraqi soldiers.*® Old chemical

weapons, left over from u previous war, would be stored in a separate storage
facility; if they were present at an active artillery position, they were deployed
with the intention of using them.

D. CHEMICAL DETECTION AND CHEMICAL INJURIES
Breaching Operations - Second Marine Division - Southwestern Kuwait

February 24, 1991

The following is an excerpt taken directly from "U.S. Marines in the

Persian Gulf, 1990-1991: With the 2D Marine Division in Desert Shield and
Desert Storm," an official report published in 1993 by the History and
Museums Division, Headquarters, United States Marine Corps, Washington,
DC.

"The use of chemical munitions by the Iraqis had been expected,
but happily had not yet occurred. At approximately 0656, the "Fox"

chemical reconnaissance vehicle at Red 1 detected a "trace" of mustard

gas, originally thought to be from a chemical mine. The alarm was

quickly spread throughout the division. Since everyone had been to don
his protective outer garments and boots the previous evening, it was

only necessar\- to hurriedly pull on a gas-mask and protective gloves to

attain MOP? level 4. A second "Fox" vehicle was sent to the area, and
confirmed the presence of an agent that had probably been there a long
time. Unknown in its origin, it was still sufficiently strong to cause

blistering on the exposed arms of two AAV crewmen. Work continued

**Ib.d

69
Staff interviews.
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on the clearance of the lanes, and MOPP level was reduced to 2 after

about a half-hour."™

Several issues are raised by this report. First, chemical mustard agent
was detected by the FOX vehicles with the unit. Second, two marines were
reportedly injured as a result of exposure to these agents. Third, it is highly
unlikely that the chemical agents could have been there "a long time." Iliese

detections were made in southwestern Kuwait, an area not occupied by Iraq
until after the invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990. Investigation by the
Committee into this incident continues.

E. CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF EQUIPMENT

The Committee has submitted samples for analysis to several renowned
laboratories, including the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's Forensic

Science Center.^'

In biological analyses, based on preliminary testing using advemced
DNA analyses and screening techniques, unique DNA sequences were
detected. Q-fever and Brucella were indicated on the inside of a gas mask
carrying case, the top of a gas mask filter, and under the rubber seal of a

mask submitted to the Committee for analysis by U.S. Persian Gulf War
veterans who brought them back fi"om the Middle East.^^

Lieutenant Dennis P. Mroczkowski, U.S. Marines in the Persian Gulf. 1991: With the 2d

Marine Division in Desert Shield and Desert Storm. (Washington, D.C.; History and Museums
Division, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps , 1993), p. 41 (Appendix D-1), p. 45 (Appendix D-2).

71
Laboratory analysis request from Chairman Donald W. Riegle, Jr., Committee on Banking,

Housing, and Urban Affairs to the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Forensic Science

Center, dated April 15, 1994. (Appendix E-1)

'^Bnan Andresen, Ph.D.. Jackie Stilwell. M.S., Patrick Grant, Ph.D., Jeff Haas, M.S.. Richard

Whipple, B.A., and Armando Arcaraz, M.S., "Preliminary Results of Gas Masks and Ezposure-

Monitonng Equipment Associated with Desert Storm: Chemical and Biological Analyses of First

Samples Sent," Forensic Science Center. J Divjsion/NAI Directorate, Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory, June 1994 (Appendix E-2). Staff interviews with laboratory personnel.
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When additional primer pairs were compared, the findings were

negative. These tests were repeated with identical findings ~ that is, the

same identical unique DNA primer pairs were indicated.
^^

While false positive DNA testing can occur with only a single primer

pair analysis, these results can also be indicative of the presence of only a

single strand ~ perhaps due to the presence of another genetically-altered

biological warfare-related microorganism.'*

We do know that the U.S. licensed the export of genetic materials

capable of being used to create these types of genetically-altered biological

warfare agents to the Iraqi Atomic Energy Conmiission - an Iraqi

governmental agency that conducted biological warfare-related research —

prior to the war.'* One method of creating these genetically altered micro-

organisms is by exposing them to radiation. The U.S. also hcensed the export
of several species of brucella to Iraqi governmental agencies.'® Both Q-fever

and Brucellosis are also endemic to the region.''

This study is far from conclusive but points to the need for further

research in this area. According to the Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory, biological studies need further attention. Cultures need to be

investigated more closely. Experiments to ampliiy the whole genome and to

allow for the manipulation of increased concentrations of DNA by advanced

testing would likely be more precise in identifying threat orgsmisms -

organisms that may be causing Gulf War Syndrome.

In addition many chemical compounds were present in the samples.

The scientists at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Forensic Science

Center believe that additional analysis of more samples may isolate and

identify unusual hazardous chemical compounds, chemicals that in

combination may be hazardous, chemical warfare agent compounds, or

'^Ibid

'*Ib.d

'^American Type Culture Collection, Rockville. Maryland (January 21, 1994).

"American Type Culture Collection, Rockville. Maryland (January 21, 1994).

"Robert Berkovk, M.D., Editor-in-Chief, The Merck Manual of Diagnosis and Therapy,

Sixteenth Edition (Rahway, N.J. Merck and Co., Inc., 1992). Q-fever (Appendix E-3) and

Brucellosis (Appendix E-4) summaries attached.
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biological pathogens on the surface of collected items - and that much more

study is warranted.'*

While these results are preliminary they are also very important. They
show that we have the tools to get to the bottom of this problem if we simply
choose to use them.

F. COMMITTEE STAFF RFMARKS

What seems to be emerging is a troubUng pattern of events involving
individuals who have received medals -- Bronze Stars, Meritorious Service

Medals, Army Comjnendation Medals, and Purple Hearts - in the course of

coming into contact with unconventional weapons that the Department of

Defense continues to insist were not even present in theater. Chemical and
biological weapons were either present, or they were not present. If weapons
such as these were present, they were deployed doctrinally, as a matter of

Iraqi Army practice, not in isolated inst£inces. These events raise serious

concerns about the veracity of the Department of Defense's claims as well as

their motives. These reports call into question each and every Department of

Defense refutation of previously reported detections and each and every

triggered chemical agent detection alarm.

We know that there were chemicals found near An Nasiriyah, in an area

that was secured by elements of the 18th Airborne Corps. The U.N. confirms

that they were there, and a Defense Department official testifying before the

Senate Banking Committee confirmed that troops were close to this facility
-

contradicting previous testimony in the same hearing by another senior

Defense Department official.

Careful scrutiny leads us to conclude that they were found in a

container in southeastern Kuwait in an area tested by Kuwaiti, British, and

American soldiers fi-om the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment.

'^Brian Andresen. Ph.D.. Jackie StilweU, M.S., Patrick Grant. Ph.D.. Jeff Haas, M.S.. Richard

Whipple. BA , and Armando Arcaraz. MS, "Preliminary Results of Gas Masks and Exposure-

Monitoring Equipment Associated with Desert Storm: Chemical and Biological Analyses of First

Samples Sent," Forensic Science Center, J Division/NAI Directorate. Lawrence Lavermore National

Laboratory. June 1994 (Appendix E-2); Staff interviews with laboratory personnel.
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We know from the reports on Sergeant Fisher that they were found in

an Iraqi bunker complex south of Basra in an area that was seciired by
elements of the 3rd Armored Division.

Two U.S. Marines were injured by chemical agents in breaching

operations during the "ground war."

We now know that many of the soldiers that were present during each

of these e.^^^- a:9 ill -- others were given medals for their actions. Many of

the veterans of the Gulf War and their families are now suffering permanently

debilitating illnesses ~ some have died. Currently it is estimated that there

are 29,000 servicemen and women on the Department of Veterans Affairs

Persian Gulf Registry and 7,000 on the Department of Defense Registry. The

Department of Defense Registry is growing at a rate of about 500 individuals

per week.

Just over one year ago, on September 9, 1993, when the first staff report

was prepared for the Chairman, we were forced to estimate the numbers of

sick veterans. Since that time we have learned that 5,400 Persian Gulf War
veterans had registered with the Department of Veterans Affairs up to that

point. The Department of Defense Registry numbered only a few hundred.

In just over a years time the number of veterans who have registered in these

registries has grown by nearly 700% We have also learned that many of the

signs and symptoms of illnesses initially experienced by the veterans of the

Persian Gulf War are now being experienced by their spouses and families.

This data confirms that these illnesses are becoming a major threat to the

health and well-being of a significant and rapidly growing number of

individuals and warrants a serious and immediate effort by the government to

determine the precise causes of the illnesses.
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APPENDIX A-1 SEHA: OR RIFGLE

««-"^
^.. HAT -6 All 5: 2^

Honorable Donald W. Riegle, Jr.

Chainnan

Committee on Banking. Housing,

and Urban Affoirs

United States Senate

Washington, DC 205 10

Dear Mr. Chainnan:

Thank you for your letters of February 9, regarding health concerns of our Persian Gulf

veterans and their families. We are jointly responding in our capacities as co-chairs of the

Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board. We share your interest and concern for the men and

women who served in the Persian Gulf. We want to emphasize that we are investigating ail

possible cause<s) of the unexplained illnesses that veterans are experiencing. We are not

excluding any possibilities from our research efforts. Our research efforts focus on parasitic

infections, the effects of drags or inoculations, oil fur snx>ke. industrial pollutants and

chemicals, chemical or biological agents, some combination of these, or something as ye* not

identified.

We understand your concern regarding exports made in prior years. As you know, all

exports to Iraq were compliant with regulations in effect at the time. These regulations were

revised and strengthened in February, 1989. We would like to specifically address the

suggestions in your letters that pertain to the activities of our Departments.

You asked that we inunediately establish disability rating systems for stricken Persian

Gulf veterans that are dependent on the degree of individual disability rather than using some

arbitrary point system. The Department of Defense (DoD) and the Department of Veterans

Affairs (VA) work closely on disability and compensation issues, and DoD uses the guidelines

established by the VA. When a veteran receives a service-connected evaluation, it is based upon
the individual disability demonstrated by the veteran and the average impainnent in earning

capacity resulting from the disability.

You also recommended that we not delay establishing this disability rating because of an

inability to arrive at a specific diagnosis. Many Persian Gulf veterans have been granted service

connection status for disabilities shown to be related to their military service. Other veterans

have complained of non-specific symptoms, but medical evaluations have found no

abnormalities. At this time. VA has seen only a few instances in which final action has been

delayed because of an inability to arrive at a medical diagnosis. Please be assured that we will

continue to work diligently with the scientific and medical communities to resolve unanswered

medical questions, and once consensus has been reached, we will act without hesitation. We are

also taking steps to contact and identify individuals affected and ensure that they rocrive medical

evaluations and care in military or VA facilities, as appropnate
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Yoj suggested that we expand our research to include the possibihty that the unexplained
illnesses are being transmitted to spouses and children of veterans and to assess what, if any,

public health hazard may exist. Although we believe the possibility is small that we are dealing
with, an infectious communicable disease, we have not excluded such diseases fix>m our research

efforts. We are also working closely with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
on various research efforts. For instance, the Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Jackson,

Mississippi, in conjunction with CDC, the Mississippi State Department of Health, and the

University of Mississippi Medical Center Pediatrics Department, is examining the medical

records of children bom to Persian Gulf veterans for evidence of possible health effects related to

their parent's service in the Gulf. Expansion of our research efforts to include possible

examination of Persian Gulf veterans' children is currently under consideration.

We fiilly agree that we must ensure that all who served in the Petsian Gulf, on active

duty, in the reserves, and those who have left the military, receive proper medical attention and

are awarded appropriate compensation for their service connected disabilities.

You reconrmiend that the Secretaries of Defense and Veterans Affairs publicly announce

that personnel who believe they were exposed to chemical or biological warfare agents during
the Persian Gulf War or who detected the presence of any chemical or biological warfare agents

during the Gulf War are released from any oath of secrecy relative to these exposures or

detections. There is no classified information that would indicate any exposures to or detections

of chemical or biological weapons agents. We will ensure that all of those who served

understand that we do not wish for them to hold back any information on exposures or detections

of chemical or biological agents during the War.

We are conunitted to a full and accurate resolution of the issues surrounding the health

problems experienced by the men and women who served in the Persian Gulf War.

Wc appreciate your interest and concern with this matter.

Sincereiy,

William Perry
^

Jesse Brown Donna Shalala

Secretary of Defense Secretary of Veterans Affairs Secretary of Health

and Human Services

cc:

Honorable Alfonse D'Amato

Ranking Republican
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Mr. Chainnan and Members of the Committee,

I am pleased to provide information to support the Committee's review of bow

mateiiab contributing to Iraq's chemical and biological warfare program were expoited to

Iraq from the United States. These are significant issues as you consider measures to

strengthen the Export Administration Act.

Secretary Perry has asked me to be the focal point within DoD for issues related

to service in the Persian Gulf during Operation Desert Shield and Desert Storm. I am

here today in that capacity.

Senator, I know that you and your colleagues are very concerned about Persian

Gulf Veterans who have developed health problems. So are we in the Department of

Defense. In recent weeks we have testified before the Armed Services committees and

the Veterans Affairs comminees in both Houses, and I will be pleased to share with you

the same information we have shared with them. Indeed, before we move on to discuss

matters related to the Export Aiiministration Act, I would like to off^er a few points about

our efforts on behalf of Persian Gulf veterans.

Wc take the position that the veterans who say they are sick should receive the

best care we can provide. Three years ago, we trusted these men and women to make

life-and-death decisions in the heat of battle. Today, we should believe them if they're

sick. We are committed to treating the symptoms, to fashioning appropriate

compensation for those who are disabled, and to identifying the causes of their illnesses.

An interagency coordinating board ensures that the Defense Department's treatment and

research programs complement related efforts by the DeputmeUi of Veterans Affairs and
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the Dqurtroeat of Hultfa and Human Services. I should note here that Coogress aided

our ability to respoed by authorizing VA to provide priority care to Persian Gulf veterans

for coDditioos that •night possibly be related to their Gulf service.

We are especially coooemed about those Desert Shield/Desert Storm veterans

who, since the war. have developed sjrmptoms whose causes we cannot identify. These

veterans represent i small proportioa of the nearly 700,000 US. military personnel who

lerred in the Persia Gulf regioa during the conflict, aitd indeed they represent a small

proportion of those who have been treated for iUnssses or injuries suffered during the

war. DoD and VA doctors have treated thousands of Persian Gulf veterans for readily

idfntifiii)le illnrsvs and injuries: but we know of about 2,000 people for whom a clear

diagnosis continues to elude physicians.

We are working very hard on this. There are lots of theories about causes. We

have heard from people who are convinced that we will fmd the answer ifwe focus solely

oo parasitic diseases, or Kuwaiti oil fire snK^, or industrial poUutants, or the effects of

inoculations, or stress, or multiple chemical sensitivity. We are trying to ntaintain a

program that explores all the possibilities. In the course of our work, some possibilities

have begun to appear less plausible than others.

One theory involves Iraq's chemical and biological warfare capabihty. That

theory provides a connection between the health problems of Gulf War veterans and the

Senate Banking Committee's review of the Export Administration Act.

At the time of its invasion of Kuwait in August of 1990, Iraq clearly represented a

case in which past efforts to prevent the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction had

out been effective. Many American policy makers and military commanders were greatly

concerned, going into the war. that Iraq would use chemical and/or biological weapons.

We knew they had osed chemical weapons in the past aitd we had evidence that they had

acquired a biologica! warfare capability as well.
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Our concerns led us to take measures to protect our personnel against such

weapons, through immunizations, special training, equipment, and detection. The tension

surrounding the possible use of chemical or biological weapons was evident to every

American who watched on television as journalists scrambled to put on protective maskf

in lesponse to the SCUD-attack warning sirens in downtown Riyadh and other areas.

There were many alarms, witnessed by U.S. and other coalition military personnel and by

the civilian populations of Saudi Arabia. Kuwait, and Israel.

Following the war. we confinned through the inspections conducted by the United

Nations Special Commission that Iraq did have significant stocks of chemical agents and

the weapons systems to deliver them, as well as equipment and materials suited for

chemical agent prtxluction. All of these chemical agents and related equipment were

found stored at locations a great distance from the Kuwait Theater of Operations. These

materials have been undergoing destruction at a centralized location in Iraq under the

supervision of the United Nations Special Commission since late 1992. U.S. military

personnel have been present, on site in Iraq, and involved in each of the teams overseeing

these destruction operations.

We have concluded that Iraq did not use chemical or biological weapons during

the war. This conclusion is based on analysis of large amounts of detailed data gathered

in the theater and reviewed after the war. First, throughout the operation, there was only

one instance of a soldier who was treated for chemical bums that were initially attributed

to mustard agent; but subsequent tests on the soldier and his clothing did not defmitively

support the initial finding. We know of no other reports of any U.S. military, coalition

military or civilians in the region having symptoms caused by exposure to chemical or

biological warfare agents. The effects of chemical and biological weapons are acute and

readily identifiable, and our personnel had been trained to look for the symptoms.
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Second, our detectors were strategicaUy located, and although many detectors

alarmed, there were no conrirmed detections of any chemical or biological agents at any

time during the entire conflict Third, no chemical or biological weapons were found in

the Kuwait Theater of Operations
- those portions of Southern Iraq and Kuwait that

constituted the battlefield - among the tons of live and spent munitions recovered

following the war. The international community agrees with these conclusions.

This is a complicated and contentious issue, however. To ensure that we have not

overlooked or misinteq^eted important information, we have asked an independent panel

of experts, chaired by Nobel Laureate Joshua Lederberg. to review all the available

evidence. We expect to receive the panel's report in June. We also remain eager to bear

from Gulf war veterans who feel that they can slied light on the sources of the

undiagnosed illnesses.

I understand the fear and the frustration many Persian Gulf veterans are

experiencing: they are sick, and their doctors can't offer defmitive answers. To them, let

me say: this Administration is committed to treating you fairly. You stood up for the

nation; the nation will now stand up for you.

Now, let me turn to 'Ax. Defense £>epanroent's role in the export licensing process.

First, it should be noted Lhat DcD is not a licensing agency. That responsibility falls on

the Department of Commerce for dual-use items. The Department of Defense reviews

and provides recommendations on expon license applications when they are referred to

Defense or to interagency groups in which Defense participates. Records on the ulboute

disposition of dual-use, biological, chemical, nuclear, or missile technology-related

licenses reside in the Commerce Department.

DoD is a member of the interagency Subgroup on Nuclear Export Controls which

was in operation throughout the 1980$. This group reviews export requests for nuclear-

related dual-use technology. In the missile area. Defense played a significant role in the
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establishment of the Missile Technology Control Regime in 1987, and subsequently

helped set up an inteiageacy license review group in 1990. In the chemical and

biological area. Defense also plays an important role, as part of an interagency team, in

reviewing export license requests for items controlled by the Australia Group.

"^r Department has taken and wiU contiooe to take its responsibility here very

seriously. For example, DoD made an important contribution in halting export of the

Argentine Condor Program that was aiding Iraq's Weapons of Mass Destruction program

and we spearheaded the effort to prevent Iraq firom acquiring a more capable missile than

the SCUD. Defense also played a leading rote in developing the President's Fnhanord

Proliferation Control Inidadve and roost recently the comprehensive DoD

Counterproliferation Initiative. The Department of Defense continues to consider

proliferation as a significant military threat

The growing ability to produce and use chemical weapons is a great oonoera to

DoD. We fully support any measures that will prevent or control this proliferation, which

include strengthening the Export Administration Act. It is important to remember that all

exports made to Iraq in the 1980s were compleiely consistent with the laws in effea at

the time, and Iraq was not considered a hostile country. Defense's role in reviewing

expofU was greatly expanded in 1991 •- and would be further expanded through

measures you are considering in this committee

1 would now like to introduce the other members of the panel. Dr. Theodore

Prociv is the Deputy Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Chemical and Biological

Matters. Id that role, he oversees the Depanment's Chenucal and Biological Defense

Program; the Army program to destroy the U.S. stockpile of chemical weapons; and the

implementation of bilateral and multilateral chemical weapons treaties, including the

Chemical Weapons Convention which is being considered currently by the Senate for

ratification. Additionally, his office has assisted the Defense Science Board Task Force
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examining the issue of Gulf War health, and has assisted my staff with technical suppoit

is the area of chemical and biological warfare defease. Dr. John T. Kriese is the Chief of

the OfHce for Ground Forces ai the Defense Intelligence Agency. He is responsible for

the production of intelligence on foreign ground forces and associated weapons systems

worldwide; and all aspects of foreign nuclear and chemical programs. Dr. Prociv and Dr.

Kiiese are with me here this morning. Dr. Mitchel Wallerstein. who will testify this

aftenioon, is an expert in Counterproliferation and Export Control for the Under

Secretary of Defense for Policy in International Security Policy. Ke is the Deputy

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Counterproliferation Policy.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my opening statement. Before we turn to questions.

1 ask the Commiaee's indulgence while Dr. Prociv and Dr. Kriese describe their areas of

expertise.
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head by the Defense Department that says, no, you can't tell

what you know.

Mr'. Dom. The Secretary, the Chairman says that people

should be free to talk about their experiences but let me

clarify it further addressing specifically that clause which

says that this information is not classified, okay?

The Chairman. See, I think all this information-related

to this topic should now be declassified. I think everybody

in the public domain ought to have a right to see it,

including the medical researchers and others. But very

specifically, I don't want any of us who have proper

Congressional roles to play here to be denied access to any

of this information.

And that is absolutely unacceptable and I want to get

that cleared up today.

Mr. Dom. Let me clarify further.

The Chairman. Now, earlier, you made a statement or a

statement was made by one of the three of you that all of

the chemical agents and related equipment that was

discovered was found stored far from the Kuwait field of

operations .

At An Nasiriyah, and we've got a map over here where

bombings occurred and many cheirJ.cal weapons were found, that

area is only 125 miles from the Kuwait/Saudi border and it's

well within scud missile range of most coalition
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deployments.

Weren't U.S. forces located around this area?

Dr. Prociv. Yes, they were.

I'll say framJdy the word, far, got in the last draft of

Dr. Dom's testimony this morning. I thought we had that

fixed to be stricken from the draft testimony that he was

given.

It is not correct to say that all munitions were found

far from the KTL, sir.

The Chairman. Well, that's an important clarification.

So there were instances then where some of these munitions

were found close to where we had troop deployments?

Dr. Prociv. That's correct.

The Chairman. This would be one.

Can you cite others?

Dr. Prociv. Not off the top of my head.

Just a second.

(Pause. )

Dr. Prociv. I think the answer, sir, is that we

attacked Talile but U.N. inspections show nothing in that

after the War.

That's it.

The Chairman. But in terms of An Nasiriyadi here, we did

find them there.

Do I assume that we continued to use our forces to
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secure chat area as the War went along?

We would not have just been in that area and then left,

would we?

Dr. Prociv. I don't taiow those details of how long we

were in that area.

My understanding is that munitions were found not at the

site we bombed, but some 15 nautical miles away from where

we attacked.

The Chairman. How close would U.S. forces have been

stationed to that?

Dr. Prociv. I think they were across the river. Not

stationed but during the ground force phase of the can^aign,

that's as close as we got.

The Chairman. And the river would be how wide, roughly?

I mean, you know, what are we talking aibout?

Dr. Prociv. It's a desert area so I expect it's not

very wide there.

The Chairman. So it's a pretty narrow river?

Dr. Prociv. Right.

The Chairman. So our troops were right across this

narrow river from where we found these things. Is that

right?

Dr. Prociv. They got that close but I don't know how

long they were there.

The Chairman. We've got a lot of questions here. We've
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APPENDIX A-4 1 5 NAY 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR PERSIAN GULFWAR VETERANS

SUBJECT: Persian GulfWar Health Issues

As you may know, there have been repoits that some Persian GulfWar veterans are

experiencing health problems thai may be related to their service in the Gulf. We want to assure

each of you that your health and weU-being are top priorities for the Department of Defense.

There are many hazards of war, ranging from intense combat to environmental exposures.

Anyone who has health problems resulting from those hazards is entided to health care. If you
are experiencing problems, please come in for a rtinriical evaluation. Active doty petsomel and

their eligible family members should report to any military hospital and ask to be included in the

Department's Persian Gulf War Veterans Health Surveillance System. You will receive a full

tn^icl evaluation and any medical care that you need. Reserve persotmel may nwitarT either a

military hospital or their nearest V«eram A^n Medical Center and ask to be included in the

DoD SurveiUance System or the VA's Persian GulfWar Health Registry. You will receive a full

mf^ira] examination. Depending on the results of the evaluation and eligibility status, reserve

peisoimel will receive medical care either fttnn military facilities or from VA facilities.

There have been reports in the press of the possibility that some of you were exposed to

chemical or biological weapons agents. There is no information, classified or unclassified, that

indicates that chemical or biological weapons were used in the Persian Gulf. There have also

been reports that some veterans believe there are restrictions on what they can say about potentia

exposures. Please be assured that you should not feel constrained in any way from discussing

these issues.

We are indebted to each one of you for your service to your country during the Persian

Gulf War and throughout your military careers. We also want to be sure that you receive any

medical care you iwed.

Thank you for your service

John M. Shalikashvili

Chairman

f the Joint Chiefs of Staff

Secretary of Defense^
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APPENDIX B-3

4 Jinuary 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, CATD

SUBJECT: IRAQI CHEMICAL ACffiNTS-INFORMATION PAPER

1 . Purpose. To present first hand knowledge of Inqi chemical agents identified in Kuwait.

2. Discussion.

a. Nearly three years have passed since Operation Desert Shield/Storm. Recent

h^iHiinx have aroused considerable interest in the possible exposure of coalition forces to Iraqi

chemical agents. Much of this interest is the resuh ofheahh problems by GulfWar Veterans that

indicated exposure to chemical agents Although no government officials have confirmed use,

there is a high likelihood that some coalition forces experienced exposure to chemical agents.

b On 7 August 1991, the 54th Chemical Troop of the 1 1th ACR received the tasking

(TAB A) to support the 21st EOD Squadron, British Royal Engineers The mission was to

confirui the presence of a suspect liquid chemical agent. The Royal Engineers anticipated that the

agent was an H-agent (Mustard-a highly volatile blister agent) discovered on S August 1991 while

clearing unexploded ordnance at the Sabahiyah High School for Girls (Grid TNI 8832039). TAB
B is a detailed report by the 21st EOD Squadron. I was the Commander of the S4th Chemical

Troop and would lead the mission

c To accomplish the tasking, the S4th Chemical Troop employed two FOX NBC
Reconnaissance Vehicles The FOX accurately detects 60 known chemical agents simultaneously

using a highly sophisticated, laboratory quality mass spectrometer Through the use of a

collective protection system, the FOX also provides a high degree ofcrew protection in a field

environment The mission required two FOX vehicles to validate results

d 54th Chemical Troop Leadership went to the US Embassy in Kuwait to receive a

complete mission brief by the Military Attache The Troop Leadership gave a back brief to the

Military Attache on the capabilities of the FOX and how the Troop would condua the mission

e Since this was the first joint and combined live chemical detection mission

involving US and British forces, it was essential that the operation be carefiilly planned to iiuure

any difFc-ences in doarine, TTPs, or other possible concerns were resolved A leader's

reconnaissance and detailed rehearsals occurred to ensure everyone knew their assigned duties

and responsibilities

f At TAB C are photographs of the site during the 8 August 1991 mission One

FOX team moved to the suspected contaminauon area and began to condua point surveys using

the detection probe to a depth of approximately four centimeters The mass spectrometer results

FOR OFHCIAL USE ONLY
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showed the presence of micro levcJs ofH-Agent in the soil Simultaneously, a dismounted

colleaion team, in full chemical over gannents, moved to the container (estimated to be 800-1000

liter capacity) with Chemical agent Monitors(CAM) and other assorted chenucal detection

equipment The collection team took off the storage contjuner's seals and there was an emission

of a vapor into the air under pressure that sounded similar to the opening of a soda container We
saw a light copper to amber color vapor exiting from the seal hole The dismounted collection

team enq)loyed chemical detection paper and the CAM; The detection paper changed color to

reflect the color ofH-Agem detection, the CAM registered eight bars, conSrming H-Agent

g We inserted a medical syringe with catheter tube into the container to extract the

liquid for detection paper, CAM, and FOX testing. We placed the sample into a Kidney shaped,
metal medical dish Immediately, the liquid began to evaporate into the atmosphere. By the time

the ground team member moved to the rear ofthe FOX probe, there was not enough liquid

available to get a credible reading The first test was unsuccessful because of the volatility ofthe

liquid We performed a second test with success. The ground detection team extraaed a larger

sample of the liquid and placed it imo the metal dish. They moved to the FOX probe and the

system drew in the liquid for analysis Within six (6) seconds, the mass spectrometer detected and

identifiea the liquid as highly concentrated (6 4 bars) H-Agent Further analysis indicated some
traces ofPhosgene (CG), a non-persistent choldng agent and Phosgene Oxime (CX), a non-

persistent blister agent The FOX team took another sample test to validate previous

identification The test results confirmed the presence ofH-Agem and traces of Phosgene (CG)
and Phosgene Oxime (CX) We initiated a third test utilizing the second FOX team to rule out

any possibility of false readings from the first FOX The second FOX began its test executing the

same procedures as the first FOX The second FOX team reported the same findings with the

exception of identifying much higher levels ofCX in the liquid The grouixi collection team

extracted more liquid and prepared it for transport out ofthe area for further testing and

evaluation

h A British team member, while withdrawing the liquid from the container, had

some of the Uquid drops make contact with his left wrist The soldier had an immediate reaction

to the bquid contaa The soldier was in extreme pain and was going imo shock. Immediately he

went to the decontamination site The decontamination team covered the soldier with Fillers of

Earth (decontamination powder) and cut him out of his individual proteaive equipment The

decontamination team doused him with a mixture of Fillers Of Earth and Industrial Bleach

Within one rmnute, we observed that the soldier had a small blister forming on his lef^ wrist the

size of a suck-pin head Five minutes later, the blister reached the size of a (US) half-dollar coin

The medics screened the casualty for residual bquid contamination and sent the casualty to the

hospiul for further treatment Further decontamination of personnel and equipment continued

until all were free of contamination

I In a controlled area, the FOX team leaders removed the tapes from the mass

specuometer by order of LTC Kiigorc, Task Force Virtory Chemical Officer The tapes are the

paper records of the exact chemical breakdown of the liquid by the Mass Spectrometer. The

tapes listed the percentage of the Mustard and Phosgene agent concentrations and any other

chemical compounds present in the liquid These tapes would eventually go with the colleaed
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samples as supporting documentation to assist in further testing of the liquid The tapes and

samples were turned over to personnel wearing desert camouflage uniforms with no ranic or

distinguishing patches. It is unknown what happened to the tapes and samples. Although the

Troop had an on order mission to assist in the removal of the container, the disposition of the

container is unknown as the troop was never direaed to execute that mission.

3. Conclusion.

a. Iraqi Blister and Phosgene agents where present in Kuwait It is, however, confusing

why the Iraqi Army would leave such a large container sitting in the open and exposed next to a

school. It is possible that the fleeing Iraqi Army left it there and never had the time to retrieve it

or forgot it because ofthe rapid advancement of Coalition ground forces' into Kuwait.

b. Coalition soldiers did experience exposure to Iraqi chemical agents. I can confirm that

at least one Coalition soldier (British) did experience exposure to a iiqxiid chemical agem.

c. I am concerned that the information regarding the history of this action has not been

documented

CPT, CM
NBC Branch
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21:1542/20 BFPO 635

Mentor Ext 0004

See Distribution O? Aug 91

INITIAL REPORT
SUSPECTED CHEMICAL CONTAINER

BACKGROUND

1. Whilst attending the International EOD meeting at Kuwait HOD on
5 Aug 91 I was tasked to investigate a container which was thought
to be leaking Mustard Gas. The task was detailed by Lt Col Saleh Al
Ostath (Kuwait Amy) and agreed by Mr Lucas of Royal Ordnance.

INITIAL FINDINGS

2. After soae confusion In locating the suspect container I was
shown to a metal storage tank with a capacity of approximately 2000
litres, which had been penetrated by a bullet of approximately 7.62
calibre creating an entry hole and exit bole. A brown gas/vapour
was emerging from both holes. The storage tank was outside the
perimeter walls of the Sabahiyah High School for Girls, at Grid TN
18832039 (Magellan). The school was not in use but an American
civilian contractor was in the process of clearing Explosive
Ordnance (EO) and rubbish.

ACTIONS TAKEN

3. All personnel were moved up wind to a distance of 100 metres.
Further evacuation was not considered necessary as the school was
situated in an open area and the vapour leakage was small.

4. Wearing full Individual Protection Equipment (IPE) I approached
the container and tested the brown coloured vapour emerging from the
bullet holes with Chemical Agent Monitor (CAM). It gave a reading
of 8 Bars on H and no bars on G. I then tested the vapour with one
colour detector i>aper which showed no effect. I then tested the

vapour with 3 colour detector paper which showed a pink colour,

indicating an H agent.

5. On a necond visit to the container 1 fed a piece of DIO wire

through the bullet hole and on extracting the wire wiped an oily
substance on both types of detector paper (both of which may have
exceeded there shelf life). The one colour detector paper turned
bro%ni and the 3 colour detector j>aper turned pink, the latter again
a positive indication of an H agent. .1 effected a temporary seal of
both holes with black masking tape.

MANAGEMENT IN CONFIDENCE
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6. On a third visit the holes were uncovered and the vapour was
tested using the M18A2 chemical detector kit. The test was repeated
6 times. On four of the tests the colour Indication turned blue
Indicating H agent. For the remaining 2 tests the colour Indicator
went yellow but some hours later turned blue. On a subsequent
control test in an uncontaminated environment 3 phials showed no
colour change. A further wire dip test was. conducted using the
three colour detector paper from the M18A2 kit. The paper turned
pink/orange again indicating and H agent. Some of the chemicals
within the M18A2 showed signs of being beyond their shelf life. The
bullet holes were resealed with black masking tape.

7. On the fourth and final visit the black masking tape was removed
and the holes were both sealed using an industrial silicone filler
and plaster of paris bandages. The container was checked with CAM
for leaks and none were found.

8. The container was guarded overnight by the civil police and a
school security officer. The following morning (6 Aug 91) orange
poles and white marker tape were positioned at 50 metres radius
outside the school wall around the container. The container was
rechecked for leaks with CAM, none were found. The school security
officer was told that nobody should go near the container but
otherwise clearance activity in the school could continue.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

9. The school security officer was employed at the school prior to
the conflict and was certain that the container was not there prior
to the invasion. He first noticed the container on 20 Mar 91 when
he had returned to the school . He thought that the container was
leaking on that date. It is understood that samples of the vapour
were taken for laboratory analysis by the Kuwait Oil Company (KOC).

10. The positioning of the container suggested that it had been
placed in a hasty manner using some heavy lifting equipment.

11. There were Iraqi defensive positions in the surrounding area
but no obvious indications as to why such a container should be
located where it was. The area was also contaminated with Items of
EC.

12. The only markings on the container were the arable nual>ers '< V
(translated 27) marked with green paint on one end.

13. The vapour leak from the container dispersed from visual
recognition over a distance of 20 - 25 cm. It equated to a heavily
smoking cigar.

14. It is estimated that the container is approximately 30% - 50%
full of liquid suspected to be H agent (800 - 1000 litres).

MANAGEMENT IN CONFIDENCE
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DETAILED IWFORMATION

15. A 1:50.000 map showing the location of the container Is a Annex
A. The school is not narked on the nap.

16. Various photographs of the container are at Annex B.

17. A drawing showing dlaensions of the container is at Annex C.

18. The following tinings ««ere noted:

a. 0'.^'." -435 hrs - Police escort to the school.

b. 1440 hrs - Viet«ed container. Set up ICP.

c. 1450 - 1505 hrs - First approach in IPE. CAM and paper
test.

d. 1530 - 1555 hrs - Second approach In IPE. Wire dip and
liquid on paper test. Temporary seal
using black masking tape.

e. 1705 - 1730 hrs - Third approach with BD Engr in IPE. Test
with M18A2 6 times. Wire dip and liquid
test on M18A2 3 colour paper. Resealed
with black masking tape.

f. 1830 - 1900 hrs -Fourth approach with BO Engr in IPE.
Sealed holes with silicone sealant and
plaster of paris. Tested for leaks.
Polaroid photographs taken.

g. 060891.
1030 - 1130 hrs - Checked for leaks visually and using CAM.

Measured dimensions. Took polaroid
photographs .

COWCLOSIOW

19. There is no obvious explanation for this container being in Its
current location adjacent to a school and an Iraqi defensive
position. It probably contains an H agent and may have been placed
by the Iraqi Amy during their occupation of Kuwait. The leak
caused by a bullet hole was minor and only vapour has escaped,
however the leak has probably been occuring for 3-5 months with no
apparent casualties or ill effects.

20. The container is now sealed and represents no hazard provided no
tampering occurs.

MANAGEMENT IN CONFIDENCE
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RECOMMENDATIONS

21. Kuwait MOD are adviaed to prosul^ate a. description and drawing
of the container with a view to locating any other similar
containers.

22. A low key discrete guard of the schooL area is recoamended to
prevent tanpering or theft of the container.

23. The saaples of vapour reported to have been taken for laboratory
analysis by KOC should be tested thoroughly to confirm the chealcal
substance.

24. In due course the container and Its contents should be aoved
with care and close supervision to a suitable location where the
contents can be safely destroyed. This is a specialist task and one
which Is within the capabilities of 21 EOD Sqn Group.

J P WATKINSON
Major
Officer Cofflmanding

Annexes :

A. Location Map
B . Photographs
C. Drawing showing dinensions

Distribution:

External :

Action:

Kuwait MOD
Cood British Forces Kuwait

Information:

British Embassy - Attn DA/lst Secretary
American Embassy
MOl MOD UK Army - for Maj Parsons
JHQ High Wycombe - for Engrs
Tech Int Army MOD DI60 - for Maj C King
HO UKLF - for Engrs
US Forces Kuwait - DRAO
DNBCC
COE Porton Down - for Mr P Heam
33 Engr Regt (EOD) - for CO and Int Sgt
EODTIC

MANAGEMENT IN CONFIDENCE
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Intamal :

Information:

OC
Int Cpl
Pile

MANAGQIENT IN CONFIDENCE
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APPENDIX B-8

6225. MusUrd Gas. 1,1' •Thiobis[2-<Moroethane]; bis-

(2-chloroethyl)sulfide: /5,/5'-dichlorocthyl sulfide: 2,2' -di-

chlorodiethyl sulfide; bis03-chloroethyl)sulfide; l-chloro-2-

(^-chloroethylthio)cthanc; sulfur mustard: yellow cross li-

quid; Kampfstoff "Lost"; Ypcritc. C4H,a^: mol wt 159.08.

C 30.20%, H 5.07%, Q 44.58%. S 20.16%.. (QCHjCHJ^.
War gas prepd by treating ethylene with stiifur xhlonoe

(Levinstein process): Mann. Pope, J. Chem. Soc.tlU S94

(1922): by treating ^./T-dihydroxyethyi sulfide with HQ gas

(Gennan process): Meyer. Ber. 19, 3260 (1886): Amu 2A0,

310 (1887): Gomberg, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 41, 1427 (1919).
^Reactions and derivatives: Helfrich, Reid, tbUL 42, 1208
(1920). Toxicity: Anslow et aL J. Pharmacol Exp. Ther.

93, 1 (1948). Review of carcinogenicity studies: JARC
Monographs 9. 181-192 (1975).

Oily liquid. Deadly vesicant Weak, sweet, agreeable odor.
On cooling it forms prisms, mp 13-14*. d*^ 1.338 (solid); df
1.2741 Oiq). bp7<o 215-21T; bpjo

98*. Volatile with steam.

n^ 1.53125. Very sparingly sol m water, sol in fat solvents,

other common organic solvents. High lipid soly. Vapor
pressure at 0* = 0.025 mm; at 30* = 0.090 mm. Hydro -

lyzed by alkalies. Recommended neutralizing agent and
inactivator: Bleaching powder, sodium hypochlorite. LD50
in rats, mice (mg/kg): 3.3. 8.6 i.v. (Anslow).
Human Toxicity: Conjunctivitis, blindness. Produces

delayed effects. In 1-12 hrs cough, edema of eyelids, ery-
thema of skin, severe pruritus. May cause edema, ulceration,

necrosis Of respiratory tract and exposed skin. Ingestion of

contaminated material may cause nausea and vomiting.
Permanent eye damage, severe respiratory impairment may
result. This substance has been Usted as a known carcino-

gen: Fourth Annual Report on Carcinogens (NTP 85-002,

1985) p 136.

USE: In chemical warfare.
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bis (2-chloroethyl) sulfide

APPENDIX B-9

Distilled Mustard

H H

I I

CI— c— c

H

I I

H H

CI

HD
Standard NATO agreement (STANAG) code: HD

Chemical name: bis (2-chloroethyl) sulfide

Common name: distilled mustard*

Formula: '

C1(CH2)2S(CH2)2C1

Family: casualty agent

Type: blister agent (mustard)

An amber brown liquid with an odor similar to that of

burning garlic, the odor becoming more pronounced with

impurities in the solution. Creates a low- laying color-

less vapor around the splashed liquid.

* during UWI HD was vmrlously known as HS (Britain), das Lost

(Germany), and Yprite (France). International codes became

standardized by convention after 1919-1920-

9 -
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History

Distilled mustard (HD) was known as early as the late

1880s as a by-product of the dye industry whose toxic ef-

fects might be of use in both treating minor tumors and

in killing warehouse pests.

Origionally investigated by the British and rejected
as not being lethal enough, it was first used against them.

At 10 PM on the evening of July 12th, 1917 the British ISth

and 55th infantry divisions came under an artillery barrage
in their positions near Ypres, France. Mixed in with high

explosives was a significant quantity of distilled mustard.

Other than a stench "like garlic" of "like mustard" {which

is how the compound gets its name) there was little nuisance

beyond eye irritation like diluted phosgene. Many troops did

not bother to put their gas masks on. By the following after-

noon the British field hospitals were clogged and on the next

evening the first deaths began.

Distilled mustard, the first of the major blister agents,

became the chemical compound by which all others have been

judged since. According to a British army study, the Foulkes

Papers, 16H of all encountered casualties in the last eight-

een months of that war were due to chemicals, mainly distilled

mustard. In 1920 about 19,000 British veterans drew permanent

disability, mainly from mustard. A 1927 Porton Down study of

HD victims found pre-cardiac conditions common, and typical

conjunctivitis, laryngitis, bronchitis, and reoccuring skin

burns. A Porton Down study of 1929 of 29 severe cases showed

fibrosis, respiratory and spinal TB, persistent laryngitis,

anaemia, conjunctivitis, aphonia, and pulmonary fibrosis. By

1930, 80* of known survivors suffered chronic bronchitis.

After the first world war limited production continued in

Great Britain and France. Production began in Italy and the

10
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Soviet Union by 1925, and in Japan in 1928.

HD was allegedly used against the Afgans by the British

in 1919 It was known to be used against Moroccans by the

French and Spanish in 1925, against Ethopians by the Italians

after 1935, and by the Japanese against China after 1934 and

ending by 1944.

The late 1920s through the 1930s were a time a chemical

warfare experimentation as the older agents were adapted to

fit new methods and tactics of war. New munitions, especial-

ly those for aerial sprays and bombs, were developed. It

was assumed that chemicals would be used in the the "next

war" to the same extent they had been used in 1915-1918, As

German rearmament beginning in 1934 started a general trend,

chemical munitions plants were upgraded.
Great Britain built new facilities such as those at Sutton

Oak-St Helens, Lancashire. France opened a HD and CG plant at

Clancy. The USSR built new HD-L-CG plants at Brandyuzhsky,

Kuibyshev, and Karaganda. Germany built plants at Munster,

Wunsdorf, and List. The US reluctantly reopened Pine Bluff

Arsenal (in production by 1942) and built new facilities

such as Rocky Mountain Arsenal (near Denver) and opened the

Dugway, Utah, Proving Grounds for the express purpose of test-

ing chemical agents.

Casualty agent use in the second world war, outside of

China through 1943-1944, was virtually non-existent. The

only known incident in the west occured in Bari harbor on

the Italian Adriatic.

An American merchantman, the S.S. John Harvey, carried

the bulk of US chemical munitions for the Mediterranean area,

in the form of 2000 M47A1 aerial bombs, containing a total

of about 100 tons of HD. The S.S. John Harvey's cargo was

known only to .SHAFE in London and a few junior Army Ordinance

officers on board. On 7:30 PM, July 2nd, 1943, the John Har-

vey was sunk in a German air raid. Her cargo of HD had all
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been made by the quick-but-dirty Levinstein process. Thus

it had hydrogen and ethane gas impurites in the HD mix.

The John Harvey blew up and flooded the harbor. By the

following morning it was Ypres all over again, except no-

body knew why the massive blistering was happening, espec-

ially among sailors soaked in oil and some smelly stuff

from the harbor waters. About 630 serious military cases

occured and over a thousand Italian civilians died within

a few days.

Allegations of the use of distilled mustard surface from

time to time. Yemen and Afganistan are often mentioned in

this regard, as are Laos and Cambodia. Allegations they re-

main. New chemical and biological technologies have produced

whole new variations and nobody's bragging about what they

may or may not be doing.

A known area of occasional distilled mustard use is in

the Iran-Iraq war which began in 1979. When Iraq was pushed

back to its starting point by the early 1980s, it is alleged

to have begun the use of chemical agents as an effective

weapon against Iranian human wave attacks consisting of un-

trained volunteer levies begging for death and recieving it

in spades.

Structure

Distilled mustard has a simple structure, consisting of

two ethyl (C,H,') groups bound together around an atom of

sulphur. The outer two hydrogen bonds along the central axis

have been replaced by chlorine bonds.

•».„ H H H H ^

Cl> - C - C -
, ,

s -C-C-*-Cl
H H H H

The old Levinstein process consisted of treating ethylene

with sulphur chloride.

12 -
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Pathology

Both distilled mustard and its vapors create an

extreme hazard. The greater the absorbed dose of either

the greater the damage.
"— r-rs of this agent will cause temporary blindness

and inflammation of the entire respiratory tract. Further

heavy vapor exposure will make the blindness permanent
and will strip the bronchial tubes of their mucus mem-

brane lining. Any concentration will cause a severe chok-

ing effect.

Distilled mustard liquid is corrosive to human tissue

both locally and systematic. Local effects include immed-

iate inflammation of the tissues around the eyes and pro-

nounced reddening of exposed skin. If not decontaminated,

reddened skin will ulcerate into waterish boils within

four to six hours. These blisters, if crudely broken, will

reblister. Systemic effects from prolonged exposure may

include internal inflammation and blistering (ulceration)

of the throat and lungs, resulting in what is termed "dry

land drowning," in which the windpipe clogs from bottom

to top. Ingestion will cause nausea and vomiting within

the same time frame. Absorption into the blood results

in white blood cell destruction. Long term exposures may

promote bone marrow destruction and subsequent damage to

the immune system. Currently listed by NIOSH/RTECS as being

mutagenic in all mammals in solution concentrations above

750 m/liter.

Field behavior

"Distilled mustard is among the most commonly listed

military casualty agents. It is used to deny terrain and

to contaminate equipment and stores.

13 -
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The delayed effects of distilled mustard necesitate

constant chemical survey and monitoring. The human body

sloxly detoxifies this agent, so prolonged toxic exposures

nay slowly build up without initial warning symptoms. The

vapors are heavier than air and may persist as long as one

month in winter weather. They will seek lower elevations

in open terrain and substructures, tunnels, and conduits

in man-made terrain.

With a flash point of lOS'C (221'F) distilled mustard,

and particularly its vapors, may explode if exposed to fire

or munitions detonations.

Decontamination must be immediate and thorough when

this agent is discovered. Exposed personnel should recieve

immediate personal decontamination and medical examination.

Slightly soluble in cold water, although volatile in

steam. Soluble in most organic solvents.

Soeclflc data

median lethal doeage (LCt^.)

(Inhalation) ISOO mg-min/m or ZSjppra/lO
molar.

(Skin absorption) 10,000 mg-min/m or 34 mg/kg.

median incapacitating doeage (JCt^„)

(Eye injury) 200 mg-min/m .

j
(Skin absorption) 2000 mg-min/m .

eye toxicity

Very susceptible to low concentrations (see above).

Damage is accumulative to tissue and blood vessels,
causing blindness or permanent impairment if un-

treated.

akin toxicity

Less susceptible to concentrations, but accumulative

and irritating. Severe blistering is possible and

permanent damage to skin tissues may result even

from delayed treatment. HD dissolved in sweat is of

great danger to areas of skin like the face, under-

arms, knees, elbows, and crotch!

- 14
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rate of action

Delayed. Major pathological synptoms connonly do not
appear until at least four hours after exposure. How-
ever, do to the accumulative effect of this compound,
synptOBS nay manifest perhaps a week or more after a
series of incremental exposures. Effects from ingest-
ion and eye exposure may be more immediate.

prottetion required

Protective mask/respirator, with full protective
overclothing under all conditions.

rate of detoxification

Very low natural detoxification in the body makes
the dosages (and effects) accumulative.

deeor.taminante

Strong bleach solutions and caustic soda (sodium
hypochlorite) for personnel and terrain. For the
decontamination of buildings and substructures
live steam may also be used. Under combat condit-
ions fire may be used as a field expedient decon-
taminant, mindful of an explosive hazard.

vapor density

S.4 times heavier than air.

vapor pressure

0.072 mm Hg at ZO'C (68»F).

liquid density

1.27 g/cc.

persistency

Heavily splashed liquid may last several days in

temperate climates. May last up to a month under
winter conditions.

volatility

(Solid) 75 mg/m^ at 0"C (32"?), (liquid) 610 mg/m'
at 20»C (68»F), 2680 mg/m^ at 40»C (104»F).

latent heat of vaporization

94 calories per gram

15
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melting point

14.45»C (S8.1«F).

boiling point

2n*C (422. 6*F) with deconposition.

dteompoeition point

Begins at 149*C (300»F).

flath point

lOS'C (221'F).

rat« of hydrolyeie

Hydrolyses within 17 minutes in distilled water at
2S'C (77"F) and two hours in salt water at the same
tenperature.

hydrolyeie producte

Hydrochloric acid and thiodiglycol.

Btability in etorage
Stable in steel or aluminum canisters.

aetione on metale or other materiale

Little corrosive property when pure. Electrostatic
properties in electrical equipment.

molecular weight

159.08

Warning

The above specific data refer to distilled mustard in

its traditional form of a pure chemical. Microencapsulation

techniques could make this into a highly persistent poison

presenting a profoundly greater hazard.

16
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
Headquarters, Task Force VICTOKY ( Fwd )

Camp Doha, Kuwait
APO 09889-0003 ._

APPENDIX B-11

AETSBGC-V 7 August 1991

MEMORANDUM FOB Comir-ancer , :ith ACR, ATTN: RS3

Subject: Tasking Number 91-047

1. You are tasked to provide the following support: Two FOX NBC
Seconnasiance Vehicles :n support of Kuwaiti MOD and British EOD.

2. Personnel: Personnel to operate 2 FOX NBC Reconnaissance Vehicles.

3. Equipment required: 2 FOX Reconnasiance Vehicles.

4. Specific instructions:

a. Initially FOX Vehicles will be used to provide NBC
reconnasiance/cetect ion.

b. On order be prepared to provide two FOX NBC Reconnasiance
Vehicles for escort/mom tor ing of EOD operations.

c. Standard NBC SOPs will be followed to ensure safety of FOX
vehicle crews.

d. Direct coordination with Major Jon watkinson, British Royal
Engineers, Commander 2lst EOD Group, Beteal Camp Messlack, grid iei376,
539-4505 (Comm) is authorized.

e. Report status to TF Victory POC LTC Killgore, 5056 (AT&T).

5. The attached report from the British Army is provided for your
information.

'/0^:iL~
End -as JpSEPH W. MILLER

rC, GS

ACofS; G-3

CF:
Chief of Staff, TF Victory (Fwd)
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ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
9080 DEFENSE PENTAGON

-WASHINGTON. DC 2030130S0

APPENDIX B-12

The HoDorable Donald W. Riegle. Jr.

Chairman
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs

United Sutes Senate

Washington. D.C. 20510-6075

Dew Senator Riegle:

Secretary Perry has designated me the point of conuct for all

Operation Desert Storm chemical and biological weapons matters. It is in

this capacity I am providing an interim response to your July 5. 1994

letter to Major General Jerry Harrison concerning the alleged discovery of

suspected Iraqi chemical agents in 1991.

CPT Michael F. Johnson's sutement is at Enclosure 1. Included in CPT
Johnson's statement are the initial' British report and photocopies of

photographs. CPT Johnson was not aware that samples had been collected

from the site for analysis at Porton Down, or that a special United Nations

chemical weapons evlauation team had responded to the site.

This incident was discussed with COL Macel, Central Army Command
J4/7, in April 1994 (Enclosure 2). COL Macel was the Chief of Security
Assistance and senior U.S. Defense representative in Kuwait following the

cease fire. COL Macel was present at the site during efforts to identify the

liquid. He knew that a United Nations chemical warfare specialist team

was flown in from Bahrain to assess the liquid, and that samples of the

liquid were flown to Great Britain for further analysis.

A statement from Dr. Graham S. Pearson, Director General. Chemical

& Biological Defence Esublishment, United Kingdom Ministry of Defence is

expected to be released by the British Government early this week. Dr.

Pearson telephonically related that a memorandum from Porton Down to

the Ministry of Defence dated August 23, 1991 suted that the brown fumes

emitting from the unk, destruction of the protective suit material, and the

skin blister suggested that the liquid was most likely fuming nitric acid, a

highly corrosive oxidizing acid used as a rocket propellant, and not .a

chemical warfare agent. Iraq used red fuming nitric acid as a rocket

propellant during the war.
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Samples of the suspected agent and overgarment material were
delivered to Porton Downs for analysis en 13 September 1991. Analytical
results showed that there was a high concentration of nitrate in the sample
and a PH that was extremely acidic. The scientific analysis determined
that the contents of the tank were nitric acid and there was no evidence of

any CW agent being present.

The Fox reconnaissance vehicle tapes were analyzed by the Program
Manager NBC Defense Systems..(PM NBC) Fox Reconnaissance Vehicle

Division. Analysis of the molecular ions showed that the ions matched in

three of four categories for H agent, and were not in the correct

proportions for H or phosgene oxime. When the PM NBC scientists beard

of the British identifying nitric acid they compared the Fox upes to the

spectrometry of nitric acid. The spectrum matched nitric acid ions in all

four categories, and were in the correct proportions.

All personnel at the scene of the suspected chemical agent performed
their duties in an exemplary manner. Proper planning and coordination

was made between U.S. , British and U.N. forces; all field equipment was
used properly; all technical resources were employed; and following proper
NATO procedures, samples were taken and transported for laboratory

analysis.

Indicators were present that could have caused soldiers on the scene

to identify the liquid as an industrial chemical were simply overlooked

because of the positive readings received on the chemical detection test

equipment. The blister injury suffered by the British soldier was an

indicator that the liquid was not H mustard or phosgene oxime. The
soldier was in extreme pain and a blister formed within one minute of

agent contact. H mustard agents are insidious, pain and symptoms are

delayed for a minimum of one hour and usually 4-12 hours. Phosgene
oxime blanches the skin within 30 seconds but does not cause blisters. See

Enclosure 3 for more explanation. Red fuming nitric acid causes extreme

pain and blisters upon conuct with the skin.

In a telephonic conversation with CPT Johnson on July IS, 1994 he

stated that the chemical protective gloves worn by soldiers began

disintegrating upon contact with the liquid. U.S. chemical protective

gloves are designed to withstand contact with liquid agent and would be

uneffected . Nitric acid would cause -mmediate disintegration. ^ .

Fuming nitric acid is identifiable by its tell-tale brown fuming smoke.
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We anticipate receiving additional information next week that will

completely answer your inquiry. PM NBC Defense is searching its files for

the memorandum it prepared on the analysis of the tapes. As a cross-

check, CPT Johnson will provide the vehicle identification numbers so

historical tapes from the Fox vehicles can be compared against the tapes

analyzed by PM NBC Defense. The British Chemical and Biological Defense

Establishment recommended that the nitric acid be disposed of by selling it

to a local chemical industry or pay to have it neutralized under coDtrolled

conditions. Attempts will be made to verify its method of disposal.

Research and correct interpretation of incidents of this nature is a

sometimes difficult and tedious task. Our Chemical Section is always
available to analyze and explain the technical and operational aspects of

reported chemical warfare related incidents. We appreciate the

opportunity to provide you with this information.

THEODORE M. PROCIV

Deputy for Chemical/Biological
Matters

Enclosures
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Bnitd States Senate
COMMfTTEE ON BANKING. HCUSING. ANO

URBAN AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON. OC 2OStO-6076

August 1, 1994

Mr. Stephen Stein

Nationsd Institutes of Standards and Technology

Spectrometry Standards
NIST A260/222

Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

Dear Mr. Stein:

Recently, the Department of Defense responded to a congressional

request for explanation of a U.S. report prepared after the Persian Gulf War
that details the identification of bis (2-chloroethyl) sulfide (C1(CH2)2S(CH2)2C1],

carbonyl chloride [COClj], and dichloroform oxime [CCljNOH]. The official

Department of Defense explanation was that the substance was actually

fuming red nitric acid. The identifications for bis (2-chloroethyl) sulfide, sulfur

mustard, were made by an array of ftiilitary chemical identification equipment
as disclosed in the attached reports. The fiinal eight identifications (4-four

peak identifications and 4 full spectra identifications) were made by two

different Bruker Instruments MMl mass spectrometers. According to the

mEmufacturer, the following four principal peaks were programmed into the

computer's identification Edgorithm for recognition of these substances:

For identification of bis (2-cholroethyl) sulfide ICl(CHj)2S(CH2)2Cll;

common name: sulfur mustard (HD) Molecular Weight: 159.08

158.0 (rel. intensity 20.1%), 109.0 (rel. intensity 100%).

111.0 (rel. intensity 41.6%), and 160.0 (rel. intensity 12.9%).

For identification of CEuiwnyl chloride (COCl)]; common ncune:

phosgene (CG) Moleoilar Weight: 98.92

65.0 (rel. intensity 38.8%), 63.0 (rel. intensity 100%),

98.0 (rel. intensity 11.2%), and 109.0 (rel. intensity 0.0%).
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For identification of dichloroform oxime [CCI2NOH]; common name:

phosgene oxime (CX) Molecular Weight: 113.92

113.0 (rel. intensity 55.9%), 78.0 (rel. intensity 100%),
115.0 (rel. intensity 38.8%), and 77.0 (rel. intensity 55.9%).

The mass of fuming red nitric acid, HNO3, is 63.01 and its most likely
breakdown components appear to be nitrogen oxides smd hydrogen of even
lesser molecular weights. The ssimple of the questioned liquid was drawn
directly from the container using a standard plastic medical s}Tinge with a

standard plastic medical i.v. tubing, deposited into a metallic dish, and

transported directly to the ground probe of the MMl. This ground probe has a

chrome nickel cap, and there was no damage to either the metal dish or the

chrome nickel cap on the ground probe.

The MMl identified sulfur mustard (HD) with a 6.4 confirmation

reading. This, according to the manufacturer, indicates highly concentrated

HD agent.

Given the foregoing:

Q.l. What are the principal mass peaks for fuming red nitric acid (HNO3)?

Q.2. Is it possible that a mass spectrometer could match 3 of 4 peaks or 4 of

4 peaks for HD all of which appeair above the total mass of nitric acid and still

match 4 of 4 for fuming red nitric acid?

Q.3. Is the reverse possible, that is, could the mass peaks for HNO3 be

confused with those for HD? Under what circumstances might this be

possible? Is it likely?

Q.4. The commander of the unit said that tests were run using both the 4

principle mass peaks and full spectrum analysis on the questioned substances.

The tests were run twice each by two FOX vehicles using the MMl. These

MMIs were checked for calibration both before and after the tests were run

and with no problems noted. Further each time the testing was conducted

identical substances were repeatedly identified, chemical mustard agent,

phosgene, and phosgene oxime. How likely is it that under these
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circumstances the computer algorithm identified these chemicals instead of

fuming red nitric acid?

Q.5. Bruker Instruments has contacted Thyssen Henschel regarding

conducting a field trial with fuming red nitric acid on an of>erational FOX
vehicle and said they responded with some concern that it might result in

damage to the GC/MS. Could Aiming red nitric add (cone. >90%) damage a

mass spectrometer? Be specific.

Q.6. Does NIST maintain a spectrum standard for nitric acid. If not, why?

Q.7. If a metallic container were used to store nitric acid, what kind of metal

container would be required? If two open bullet holes were in the container

for over 5 months, that is, if there were a continuous source of oxygen to the

fuming red nitric acid, would it evaporate?

Q.8. If a metal tray were used to transport red fuming nitric acid fix)m this

container to a mass spectrometer, would it react with the metal? What metals

would it not react with?

Any assistance either you or any other qualified scientists at the

National Institutes of Standards and Technology mi^t provide in answering
these questions would be appreciated. Please feel fi^e to contact me directly

at (202)-224-1563, if you have any questions regarding this request.

Sincerely,

James J. Tuite

Professional Staff

Attachments
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APPENDIX B-14

Mr. Junes J. Tuite

Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs

United Sates Senate

Washington, DC 20510-6075

Dear Mr. Tuite :

In this letter I will answer, as fully as I can, the questions posed in your letter of August 1,

1994 coix:erQing the possible detection of chemical agents by Bruker Instnmients MMl mass

spectrometers after the Persian Gulf War. In preparing this response, I have reviewed the

documents that you provided, consulted with several NISI colleagues and conducted a

literature search. Responses to each of your eight questions are presented below, followed

by a discussion of the difficulties expected in the doection of nitric acid by mass

spectrometry.

Q. 1 . What are the principal mass peaks for fuming red nitric acid (HNOj)?

A.l. Fuming red nitric acid is a mixture of two compounds, nitric acid (HNO3) and

nitrogen dioxide (NO,). For nitrogen dioxide, the largest peak (100%) appears at 30 u, the

next largest is the molecular ion at 46 u (37%). Smaller peaks are present at 16 u (22%) and

14 u (10%). 1 was unable to locate a reference spectrum for nitric acid. However, because

of the instability of its molecular ion, I do not expect a significant molecular ion peak at

.63 u. Instead, I would expect the same peaks as nitrogen dioxide in approximately the sane

magnitudes, possibly accompanied by additional small peaks at 62 u (NO,'^) and 17 u (OH*).

Q.2. Is it possible that a mass spectrometer could match 3 of 4 peaks or 4 of 4 peaks for

HD all of which appear above the total mass of nitric acid and still match 4 of 4 for fuming
red nitric acid?

A. 2. HD has no major peaks in common with those expected to arise directly from fimiing

nitric acid. It is highly unlikely that a properly functioning mass spectrometer would

produce any of the major peaks characteristic of HNOj or NOj from HD.

Q.3. Is the reveree possible, that is. could the mass peaks for HNO, be confused with those

for HD? Under what circumstances might this be possible? Is it likely?
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A. 3. If fuming red nitric acid did not decompose prior to deteaion (ionization), there would

be no possibility of mistaking it for HD. Under proper operating conditions, it could not

generate significani peaks above the molecular ion. If, however, the nitric acid imderweiu

chemical reacuon prior to detection, its decomposition products might fortxtitously give rise

to peaks in the mass spectrum of HD. It is highly unlikely, however, that these

decomposition products would generate a spectrum that resembles diat of HD.

Q.4. The commander of the unit said that tests were run using both the 4 principle mass

peaks and fiill spectrum analysis on the questioned substances. The tests were tun twice each

by two F'^'^ —Hcles using MMl. These MMls were checked for calibration both before

and after the tests were run and with do problems mted. Further each time the testing was

conducted identical substances were repeatedly identified, chemical mustard agent, phosgene,
and phosgene oxime. How likely is it that under these circumstances the computer algorithm
identified these chemicals instead of fuming ted nitric acid?

A.4. If fuming red nitric acid did not reaa prior to detection, there is no likelihood that

either the 4 peak analyses or fiiU spectrum analyses would lead to the false identification of

HD. However, if nitric acid did reaa, the reaction products might generate a large number

of peaks. Some of these might, fortuitously, be those characteristic of HD or other chemical

agents and therefore might produce a false positive 4-peak identification of HD. A robust,

full-spectrum matfhin£ algorithm, however, would not be expected to falsely identify HD.

However, being unfamiliar with the algorithms used by the MMl mass spectrometer, I

cannot further evaluate diis possibility.

Q.S. Bruker Instruments has contacted Thyssen Hanschel regarding conducting a field trial

with fuming red nitric acid on an operational FOX vehicle and «aid they responded with

some concern that it might result in damage to the GC/MS. Could fuming red nioic acid

(cone. >90%) damage a mass spectrometer? Be specific.

A. 5. Red fuming nitric acid could damage a GC/MS, especially one not designed to handle

highly reactive materials. Damage could occur in any of the three regions of the GC, the

inlet, capillary column or outlet, depending on the materials used for construction or

deposited during u:x. Organic substances, ceruin metal surfaces or other materials may

vigorously react with nitric acid or even nitrogen dioxide. In the mass spectrometer section,

reaction at the silicone membrane or even in the high vacuum chamber is also possible.

Q.6. Does NIST piaintam « spectium standard for nitric acid? If not, why?

A. 6. We have no reference spectrum for nitric acid in our collection, nor have we been able

to fuid one in other collections or in a cursory literature survey. This absence is not as

surprising as one might first imagine for such a common compound. Owing to the high

reactivity of nitric acid, the reliable determination of its mass spectrum would probably

require special- instrumentation and substantial effort. Since mass spectrometry is not a

practical method for the identification of nitric acid, there has been little motivation for

making this detennination.
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Q.7. If a meullic conuiner were used to store nitric acid, what kind of meul conuiner

would be required? If two open bullet holes were in the conuiner for over 5 months, that is,

if there were a continuous source of oxygen to the fuming red nitric acid, would it

evaporate?

A.7. Large quantities of red fuming nitric acid are normally shipped and stored in aluminum

or Bainlrss steel conuiners. The volatility of this substance depends on the relative amount.s

of nitric acid and nitrogen dioxide present , with the normal boiling point varying ftmn 25 C
for a 45/55 wt%/wt% NOj/HNOj mixture to 86 C for pure nitric acid. Once a sufficient

anxwnt of nitrogen dioxide hns evaporated to raise the boiling point above ambieiu, further

evaporation through holes in a large container would be slow.

Q.8. If a meul tray were used to transport red fuming nitric acid from this container to a

mass spectrometer, would it react with the metal? What metals would it not react widi?

A.8. As mentioned above, fuming red nitric acid is not reactive towards passivated

ahmiinum or stainless steel (or other chromium-steel alloys). Passivation of these untreated

surfaces occurs through a mild chemical reaction.

One issue, that of the detection of nitric acid by mass spectrometry, deserves further

comment. Unless a mass spectrometer is specifically desigiied to detect highly reactive

gases, it is not clear that a good quality spectrum nitric acid would be obtained. It is even

less likely that nitric acid would pass intact through a GC and then through the silicone

membrane inlet of the Bruker instrument to the mass spectrometer. Therefore, the

introduction of nitric acid into a GC/MS may produce unpredictable results. Without

examining the observed spectra and spectral comparison algorithms, I cannot evaluate the

plausibility of the claimed false positive identifications.

Upon request, 1 can provide further deuils concerning any the above responses. I will also

be glad to provide further technical assistance on these matters.

Sincerely,

^4^iyh^
Stephen E. Stein, Ph.D.

Director. NIST Mass Spectrometry Dau Center

Chemical Science and Technology Laboratory
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Phosgene Oxime

APPENDIX B-16

CI— C=N— 0— H

I

CI

Standard NATO agreement (STANAG) code: CX

Chemical name: dichlorofonn oxime

Common name: phosgene oxime

Formula: CCljNOH

Family: casualty agent

Type: blister agent (oxime)

In pure form a white solid. When melted, burned, or

dissolved it emits a clear musty, pepperish vapor

causing violent irritation to the eyes and nasal mem-

branes .

64
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History

Nothing of this compound exists in any of the standard

chemical or pharmaceutical texts. Passing references are

made to it in chemical warfare literature in terms of its

effects, and to the fact that samples were taken in cen-

tral and northern Laos in the 1980s.

Commonly confused with phosgene in some popular sources,

although that compound (C0C1-) is probably the aldehyde from

which this compound is formed (see below).

Phosgene oxime has developed a reputation for being a

very nasty systemic poison whose effects are prone to re-

occur up to a year after exposure. It produces ulcerating

sores which feel like elongated bee stings. One wag has put

it that the "bees" that dropped "yellow rain" in Laos also

left some of this, their venom.

Structure

Oximes are compounds containing an NOH radical, formed

as a condensation product of hydroxylamine (N^OH)
with alde-

hydes or keytones. Phosgene (carbonyl chloride, COClj)
fits

the category of a keytone by virtue of its (C:0) bond, co

the following would seem feasible:

H
I

Ci_C-0 H-N-OH 1^ CI - C = N - OH

CI
I

CI

*
"2°

v^

The result would be an anhydrous solid, phosgene oxime.

65 -
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Pathology

Phosgene oxime represents an entirely new concept "in

blister agents. The previous agents in this chapter all

attack the human system to produce toxic effects under the

skin with the result that oxidation-reduction reactions in

living tissue produce water blisters contairing concentrat-

ions of unutilized chemical agent form on the surface. In

this manner the body attempts to detoxify a systemic poison
which has entered through the skin.

Phosgene oxime acts a bit different. It simply attacks

whatever tissue it conies in contact with, skin, muscle and

nerve alike. Its neuro-destructiveness can cause intense,

unremitting pain. The human body detoxifies this agent very

slowly. The mechanism of expulsion appears to be through the

skin, hence the reappearence of initial symptoms. Being an-

hydrous in nature, this compound even prevents water-blisters

common to the other blister agents. Instead, CX forms hard

tissue masses like beesting wheals in which expelled CX may

collect under scab materials, and may re-enter the body via

adjacent tissue.

Initially, CX comes into contact with the skin and leaves

a blanched area within 30 seconds where it is absorbed into

the skin. A red, rash-like, ring immediately forms surround-

ing a forming wheal. Within a day the blanced area and rash

will turn dark as broken down skin pigment pools near the

surface. A scab will form over the whole in about a week,

which may fall off after another three weeks. Depending on

the total dosage recieved, total healing may take a week to

about a year (severe cases).

Immediate death from systemic shock or trauma is possible.

Effects from inhalation are little known in the west. This

agent is -.readily water soluble (even though it precipitates),

wliich might be an amelioratir.g factor.

f,f>
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This agent will dissolve in human sweat. A particular-

ly insidious effect must be avoided through use of protect-
ive overclothing : if mixed in sweat, phosgene oxime would

flow into the more tender parts of the body, to include

the arnpits, the hollows behind the elbows and knees, and

to the area of the buttocks and crotch.

Phogene oxime 's effects are INSTANTANEOUS. Even inmed-

iate decontamination would do little to ease pain. Treat-

ment may involve neuro blocking drugs.

Field behovlor

Phosgene oxime in pure form is a colorless, crystalline

solid which would probably be micropulverized into a fine

powder or dust. It may also be encountered as a water based

aerosol .

CX melts at about 40*C(104*F). Thus, below that temper-

ature its pure compound would create no vapor pressure of

its own. Contamination would be either by aerial or ground

contamination.

CX would probably exist in the environment until fully

diminished through rain, fog, or snow. In desert areas it

would be expected to evaporate uhere expoeed to direct sun-

light when temperatures rise above 104°?.

Specific dota

median lethal dosage (LCt^^)
Unknown .

median incapacitating doeage (ICt,-)

Minimal exposure causes accute discomfort.

akin toxicity

See Pathology.

- 67 -
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eye toxicity

Highly toxic. Severe injury possible.

rate of action

Immediate. See Pathology.

protection required

Protective mask/respirator and full protective over-

clothing.

rate of detoxification
Not fully studied. Many cases last from between two
months and a year for full recovery. Reoccurances can
be as painful as initial contact.

deeontaminante

Harm water effectively dissolves CX. Bleaches and strong
oxidizers will break down the compound. Strong alkalai
solutions (such as sodium hydroxide, NaOH) with live steam
should be used on large ground and structural areas of
contamination.

vapor density
None below 40*C(104*F). CX is normally a solid.

vapor preeaure
None below 40'C(104'F). Temperature/pressure curve not

fully studied.

solid density

Probably between 1.40 and 1.50 g/cc at 20'C(68'F).

persistency
See Field Behavior.

volatility
None below 40'C(104'F). See Vapor Pressure, above.

latent heat of vaporization

Indeterminate.

melting point

About 40''C(104'F)

- 68
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boiling point

About 54»C(129.2*F), with decomposition.

decomposition point

At boiling point.

flash point

None.

rats of hydrolysis

Data not available.

hydrolysis products

Data not available.

stability in storage

Stable in steel containers when dry.

action on metals and other materials

Slightly acidic and corrosive when mixed with water.

molecvlar weight

113.92

- 69 -
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE Of "fHE INSPECTCW GENERAL

33 ASMV PENTAGON
WASHINGTON DC 20310-1700

APPENDIX B-17

SAIG-ID
*

29 July 1994

MEMORANDUM FOR The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Chemical Biological Matters (OASD(CBM))

SUBJECT: Suspect Chemical Container Found in Kuwait City, Kuwait in

August 1991.

1 . >X7E1tSKCES .

a. OASD Letter, undated, no subject, from Mr. Theodore M.

Prociv, Deputy ASD for Chemical/Biological Matters to Senator Donald
H. Riegel Jr., (designating himself as POC for all Operation DESERT
STORM chemical /biological weapons matters and discussing information

conceming the suspect chemical container found in Kuwait city. Kuwait
in Augxist 1991) .

b. British Ministry of Defense Letter, Chemical and Biological
Defense Establishment, 14 July 1994, Subject: Suspect Chemical
Container: Kuwait city; August 1991 (Draft) .

c. Memorandum For Director, CATD, 4 January 1994, Subject: Iraqi
Chemical agents -- Information Paper

d. Task Force Victory Memorandum, AETSBGC-V, 7 August 1991,

Subject: Tasking Number 91-047.

e. British EOD Squadron GP Document, 7 August 1991, Subject:
Initial Report Suspected Chemical container.

1. PURPOSE. At the request of the OASD(CBM), to present information

conceming the suspect chemical container foxmd in Kuwait City, Ku%rait

in Augxist 1991.

2 . BACKGROUND .

a I served as Division Chemical Officer (DCMLO) for the Third

Infantry Division (3ID) Weurtzburg, Germany from April 1989 xmtil

December 1991.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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August 1991

b. As the OCMLO I bad Conenand and Control of Che Division

Chemical CoapMny (Che 92d) . For example, Z rated Che Coqpany
CoRBtander. The 92d'8 Reconnaissance (Recon) Platoon was one of c%re

chemical placoons in U.S. Army Europe (DSAREUR) assigned to deploy co

Operation DESERT SHIELD/STORM (OpDS/S) , receive training on Che FOX

MBC Recon Vehicle (at Che Germany NBC School in Sonchofen, Germany),
aad receive Che FOX NBC Recon Vehicles. The 92d Chemicel Caa;>«ny

Recon Placoon was che first USAREUR unit to deploy in mupport of

OpDS/S.

c. The 3XD was also assigned che mission to coordinate FOX NB^

Recon Vehicle training at the Germany NBC School. Our Division

Chemical Section received that mission. As a result of the Recon

Platoon deployment and our coordination of training at Sonthofen, Z

was thoroughly familiar with the FOX's en7>loyment, capabilities, and

peculiarities.

i\. In about early 1990, at the request of the 3ID Cnonander (MG

Wilson A. Shoffner) , I began serving as the acting Division Chief of

Staff (CofS) when the CofS was not available for duty.

e. Once OpDS/S began and Seventh U.S. Corp, First Armored

Division, and Third Armored Division were deployed in 8\Q>port, 3XD was

assigned the mission of rear support (310 was attached to Fifth U.S.

Corp) for USAREUR Army units in Germany.

f . Along with the mission of rear support, came many "new"

mission requirements. The 3ID Commander assigned me the title of

Deputy CofS for Rear Operations and the mission to coordinated

numerous aspects of that mission.

g. In spring 1991, a decision was made to relieve First Brigade,

Third Armored Division in Kuwait City with the Eleventh Armored

Cavalry Regiment (llACR) , Fulde, Germany. The deployment of the llACR

included a General Officer (GO) Headquarters (HQ) to act as a co«anand

level between the llACR and Army Central Headquarters (ARCENT) Forward

and provide coordination with the Kuwaiti Military, Gulf Coalition

forces, Kuwaiti Ministers, and the U.S. Embassy (de facto).

h. 3 ID was given the mission to provide that GO HQ. The GO HQ

plus the llACR, an Evacuation Hospital, and IB tenant activities

became Tas)c Force Victory (TFV; . The 3 ID Coosnander assigned BG Robert

A. Ooodbarry as TFV Commander. : vas assigned as TFV CofS.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
2
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i. I (and other 3ID staff officers) was sent TDY to Dhahran,

Saudi Arabia in raid May 1991 to coordinate the deployment of TFV. I

returned to 3 ID for a few days, briefed the Diviaion Connander,

proposed a staff, and returned to Kuwait as part of the forward

deployment on 2 June 1991. The rest of the TFV staff followed in

about t*»o %*ee)cB. I remained in Kuwait City (as TFV CofS) until otir

3ID GO HQ was relieved. I redeployed to 3ID on 9 September 1991. I

returned on Permanent Change of Station (PCS) to the Department of the

Amy Inspector General (DAIG) around 16 December 1991.

j . Although I was the senior chemical branch officer in Kuwait

during this time frame, I was the TFV CofS, not chemical officer. The

TFV chemical officer was the llACR chemical officer.

3. SITUATION.

a. Pre 8 August 1991.

(1) On about 6 August 1991 (evening), I received a

telephone call from Col Macel, the U.S. Army Liaison Officer. Kuwait

(USALOK) . Col Macel informed me that a British Explosive Ordnance

Disposal (EOD) team had foxind what they thought might be a container

of chemical agent near a Kuwaiti school south of Ku**ait City. Col

Macel stated that there was going to be a meeting at the Kuwaiti

Ministry of Defense (MOD) the next morning and would I attend. I said

yes.

(2) The meeting was attended by Kuwaiti personnel,

British personnel, Col Macel, and myself. These were the major

players. Others may have been represented but I can not state for

fact they were.

(3) The British EOD personnel stated what they had

found an approximately one ton container insnediately behind the rear

fence (wall) of the Sabbaniyah High School for girls. This High

School is south of Kuwait City, outside Seventh Ring Road. They

further stated:

(a) That the container had been found by their

EOD personnel but that a caretaker at the school had stated that the

container had been there since he returned after the war.

(b) That the container had befjn struck by a 7.62

mn round (approximately) which had penetrated the container.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
3
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(c) That they had gotten positive readings for

oniscard agent (H) with their chemical agent monitors (CAM) , positive
color changes with their detector paper (although not always exactly
d they expected) , and positive readings from their detector kits

(however, there was a shelf life concern with some coci^onents) .

(d) That the container was 'leaJcing* a

noticeably bro%m colored vapor.

(e) That during the sampling process one soldier

had received some apparent bums on his wrist and that the injury

appeared to be more of a bum than the result of vesication.

(f) That their protective gloves appeared to

have been 'softened* by the material from the container.

(g) That they had sealed the container with

silicon and a plaster of paris patch and that the container was not

presently leaking.

(4) The British further proposed that the container

be removed from the city (out in the desert) and destroyed (blown up) .

Either Col Macel or I stated that this may be premature since a United

Nations (UN) Chemical Weapons Evaluation Team was currently in Iraq

atten^ting to determine the Iraqi chemical posture. Destroying a

container that might contain Iraqi chemical agent might not be wise.

I suggested that we use the FOX irec Recon Vehicles (assigned to the

llACR) to see if the FOX could confirm or deny the presence of agent
in the container. If we could ronfirm that there was no agent, then

the situation became much "easier" .

(5) All agreed that this was the best course of

action and agreed to resample the container and analyze the materiel

with the FOX vehicles. I stated that we would employ two FOXs in

order to confirm their readings. The British stated that they would

handle the area set up, hot line, decon support, medical, and all

sampling.

(6) Col Macel stated that he would inform the

Ambassador and attempt to contact the UN Chemical Weapons Evaluation

Team.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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(7) I returned to TFV HQ, briefed BG Goodbarry, and

•uggested that we support the operation and be prepared to provide

security for the site if we confirmed the presence of chemical agent.

BG Goodbarry agreed. 1 told our G3 to task the llACR to provide two

Fox v«hicles to support the analysis operation and be prepared for

follow on missions should we confirm the presence of chemical agent.

I contactrr* ~"- ?rovost Marshall and told him to be prepared to

provided site security should it be required. I called the llACR and

briefed the Executive Officer and Chemical Officer of the situation

anu their mission requirements.

(8) Later that evening Col Hacel called and stated

that the mission was "a go" for tomorrow and that %#e would meet at the

British EOD compound south of Kuwait City. I informed BG Goodbarry,

the llACR, and our staff.

b. e August 1991.

(1) All parties met at the British EOD compound.

Participants included Col Macel, British EOD personnel, llACR

personnel (two FOX vehicle crews and their caiq>any comnander) . a TFV

security representative, and myself.

(2) We proceeded to Sabbaniyah High School and

established the operation (i.s- the coomand post, hot line, decon

operations, medical support, FOX vehicle operations, sanpling

operations, and contingencies), and executed "practice runs".

(3) Medical support was a major concern. By the time

we were prepared to comnence operations, it was approaching 1100

hours. The weather conditions were approximately 140 degrees

Fahrenheit, 30 knot winds, and fine blowing sand. Since we would have

soldiers in full protective gear, heat stress was a high priority.

The FOX crews were not a particular concern since the vehicles were

sir conditioned.

(4) The operation proceeded as the FOX vehicles were

positioned; British EOD personnel proceeded beyond the hot line,

unsealed the container, obtained san^jles, presented the samples to the

FOX vehicles, obtained bac)cup satt5>les in glass containers, resealed

the suspected agent container, and returned to the hot line. The FOX

vehicles returned to the hot line, were checked for contamination,

deconed if required, and cleared through the hct line. All British

personnel were checked for contamination, deconed if required, and

cleared through the hot line.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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(5) The FOX vehicles both indicated the presence of H

agent 'nd Phosgene (CX) . During the sampling operation Che first

an^le presented to the first Fox vehicle evaporated prior to

introduction to the FOX. Additional sainples (of more volume) were

uccessfully analyzed by both FOXs. The harsh %#eather conditions did

bring into question the accuracy of the FOX vehicle's Gas

Chrocnatography/Mass Spectrometry (GCMS) analysis because Che rate of

evaporation could realistically effect Che indicated volumes of

components in che saii^le (i.g. not all coR^>onents in the sample would

evaporate at the same rate, the "lighter" components could evaporate
first) .

(6) It was my original incencion Co maincain custody
of at least one set of samples (I had access to a walk- in freezer at

TFV) ; however, after the indication of possible CX, I felt it was
unwise to transport the samples bac)c to TFV in my vehicle. The
Bricisli EOD personnel maintained the saitples . I instructed Che FOX
crews CO give me che GCMS tapes from their analyses. They did.

(7) The operation had occurred wichouc incidenc. The

only incident was one British EOD soldier who twa processed through
the hot line early because of heat stress. The soldier was 'cooled
off and was not a casualty. There were no other casualties.

(8) We established ouz TFV security forces to secure
Che area. Col Macel scaced he would concact the Kuiraici MOD in order
Co get them to assume Che security mission. This occurred in a

couple of days*. The operation ended and I recumed co TFV.

(9) I briefed EG Goodbarry and suggesced chac I

concacc che Chemical Research, Developmenc, and Engineering Cencer

(CRDEC) Aberdeen, MD and relay the sicuacion Co Chem. He agreed. I

concacced CRDEC by celephone (I do noc remember Che poinc of concacc) ,

briefed che sicuacion, and suggested I fax them Che POX GCMS Capes for

analysis. They agreed. I prepared a brief paper describing che

operacion and faxed che paper wich copies of che FOX capes Co chem. I

do noc have copies of che paper or che capes.

(10) Lacer Chac evening Col Macel called Co scace

chac he had concacced che UN Chemical Weapons Evaluacion Team (Chey
were in Bahrain for rest), chat they would be ac Che BriCish EOD

compound comorrow morning, and would I accend Che meecing. I agreed.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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c. Peat • Auguat 1991.

(1) All partiea net at the British tOD coapound.
Participants included Col Hacel. five (or six) naabers of the XM
QMBical Meapons Evaluation Teaoi, British EOD personnel, and ayself .

Tbe ON team was coo^osed of officers and civilians with the civilians

being from the Britiah Chemical and Biological Defense Establishswnt .

Proton Down, OK.

(2) Tbe situation was briefed to the ON team. The ON
team stated that the ON would take custody of the container, container
BMteriel saaqples, and provide any further analysis required. Z thinX
tbe ON team and British EOD persoonel returned to the container and

resaspled in order to maintain custody of the saa^les; however Z do
not know that for a fact. Z told the ON team that Z had contacted
CRDBC and provided them copies of the FOX GCHS tapes. Z tbink Z

provided the ON team the original FOX GCMS tapes; however, Z can not
rsmambsr for sure. Zf not the original tapes, they did receive

copies. Z do not currently know the stat\is or location of tbe

original tapes. The meeting ended.

(3) After the meeting. Col Hacel stated that tbe
container was now in custody of the ON and that we did not have to
worry* about it any more. Z returned to TFV, briefed GB Goodbarry,
and called CRDEC and told them that the ON team had custody of tbe

container and samples. Z told CRDEC that the saoples were going to

Proton Down and suggested that CRDEC contact Proton Down for further

consultation. CRDEC agreed.

(4) Z continued my aussion as TFV CofS, redeployed to

31V. PCSed to DAZG. and did not hear any snre about the suspect
chemical materiel until Z was contacted by the OASD(CBM) in July 1994.

4. ASDXTZQWa PACTS.

a. O.S. Army soldiers did not sample the materiel in tbe

container at Sabbaniyah High School. No O.S. Axmy soldiers were

downwind of the hot line other than tbe FOX vehicle crews who reeained
inside their vehicles.

b. The FOX GCMS tapes (of tbe materiel in question) were not

clean tapes '(i.g. there was not a pure materiel in the container). Z

was not sure what the materiel was: however. Z did know that it was a

coR^lex materiel and that it was nasty* .

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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c. I did not see the injury to the British soldier. Although
his injury was related as more of a bum than a vesication injury, the
weather conditions in Kuwait City in August are harsh and could effect
the action of any materiel.

d. X did not see the 'softened* rubber gloves; however, their
deterioration from agent (or agent degradation products) could not be

absolutely disregarded.

e. The brown vapors from the container tfere not characteristic
of pure K agent; however, I knew that whatever the materiel was, it

was not pure. If it where some agent, I felt it might be a mixture of

materiel (H and CX) and degradation products.

f I thought it odd that the Iraqi trauld "mix" H and CX agent
and that this one container was found where it was; however, many
things the Iraqi did were odd.

g. The configuration of the container was interesting. The

container had one large blind flange on top with three small blind

flanges exiting the large flange. The container did not resemble any
bulk chemical agent container I had ever heard about . The use of the

three flanges could only be guessed at.

h. I can confirm (from personal photographs) that one POX

vehicle (involved in the operation) was llACR vehicle CKL 23.

5. OPZNXON.

a. One of the high priority Essential Elements of Information

(BED in the U.S. Army is the first use of chemical agent. Where it

is first used, how it is employed, against whom it is employed, and at

what level it is employed by our adversary is extremely important to

the defensive posture of our troops. There is a U.S. Amy system (the

NBC Warning System) specifically designed to provide this information

as fast as possible. Troops are trained to initiate this system

sutoraatically if a chemical attack occurs on their position or is

observed in their area. NATO conducts exercises in Europe to

specifically assess how fast the notification of a chemical attack can

be relayed to Army level and higher. If an Iraqi chemical attack had

occurred, the information would have been relayed to all coonand

levels as soon as possible. Ever-/ Commander, Chemical Officer, and

staff would have known about the attack quickly. That never happened

in OpDS/S.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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b. An atten;>t by the military to "cover up' a chemical attack
would have been adverse to our training, tactically illogical, a

disaster for our troops, and virtually in9>ossible to do.

c. There appears to have been no political reason why an Iraqi
ehsmieal attack would need to be 'covered up'. The use of chemicals

by Iraq would have further justified our mission and strengthened the

coalition.

d. Prior to my deployment to Kuwait City I was privileged to

receive Top Secret - Special Con^artmented Information (TS-SCI)

Intelligence briefings as the 3ID Deputy CofS. I know of no use of

chemicals by Iraq based on the above.

e. After my deployment to TFV, I was privileged to the same

level of U.S. military information as well as information from the

American Embassy (and their assets) , Kuwaiti military. Gulf Coalition

of Forces, and the significant EOO and oil well fire fighting efforts.

I know of no use of chemicals by Iraq based on the above. To my
knowledge, the container fo\ind at Sabbaniyah High School, was the only
incident related to chemical agent or munitions that occurred in

Kuwait from June until early September 1991.

f . During the Iran/Iraq War, Iraq held chemical agent release

authority at a high level (normally the Corp I . There is no reason to

assume that release authority would have been at a lower level for

OpDS/S .

g. In my opinion. Iraq never made the decision to deploy
chemical munitions forward of depot level storage prior to the

initiation of the air war. After the air war, deployment of these

munitions became impossible.

h. In my opinioa, Iraq did not eaploy chemical agaats during
OpDS/S.

€. DISCLAIMBK. The information in this paper is as I remember the

situation in August 1991 and is supported by the references at

paragraph one.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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7. CONCLT7SZON. A container of chemical materiel (approximately one

ton in size) was found at Sabbaniyah High School, Kuwait City, Kuwait

in sunner 1991. In August 1991, chemical materiel from that container

was subjected to field tests for chemical agent. Although some test

results may have been questionable, the materiel did produce positive
field tests for H and CX chemical agent. There was no confirmation of

the materiel as chemical agent in Kuwait in August 1991. Custody of

the container and contents were transferred to United Nation's control

around 9 August 1991.

^(^tn^uJ.(^'^frir<^

DON W. KILLGORE
LTC, IG

Technical Inspections Branch

CF: HQDA, DAMO-FDB

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Frofn: Or Granam S ^«r*on C8, Dvaoor General

Ministry of Defence

CHEMICAL & BIOLOGICAL DEFENCE ESTABUSHMENT
Porton Down, SaJisbury. Witts. SP4 OJQ

Telaphone: (0960) 61 3100
Fusmile: .(0960)611963

APPENDIX B-18

Ptn/TG 1090/18/1894/94

Lt Col Vidd Merhoun
Office of the Deputy Assistant to the Secretary of Defence

(Chemical and Biological Matters)

The Pentagon
WASHINGTON DC 20301-3050

United States of America 14 July 1994

Dear CiV. ^^arTO'«N*^

SUSPECT CHEMICAL CONTAINER: KUWAIT CTTT: AUGUST 1991

1. In August 1991, a member ofCBDE Porton Down staff led a team into Kuwait to obtain

samples from the suspect chemical container located by a British HOD team outside the walls

of the Sabbaniyah High School for Girls aod advise on short-term control of die problem.

2. The team consisted of duee CBDE scientists. The team visited Kuwait City and then

the 21 EOD Headquarters. The report of the team leader dated 11 August 1991 shows that

following discussions with other CBDE personnel the possibility was '

identijGed that the

material may be fuming nitric acid as this was consistent with the use of dieae containers in

Iraq and tiiis chemical may account for some of the indications of mustard obtained by various

chemical detection equipments.

3. A subsequent note from CBDE Porton Down to the Ministry of Defence dated 23 August
1991 stated that the brown fumes associated with the "'«*'•"'. the destruction of the NBC suit

material and the bums produced on skin suggests that the material may be fuming nitric add,

a highly corrosive oxidising add which may be used as a rocket propellanL The damage to

the NBC suit material and the brown fumes showed that Ae material was not liquid mustatxL

4. Samples on resin were received at CBDE Porton Down on 13 September 1991. The

samples had a definite yellow/brown colour compared to the original white of the resin and

were labelled Sample 1 dated 10 August 1991 and Sample 3 dated 10 August 1991. Analytical

results showed that there was a high concentration of nitrate in die sample and a pH that was

extremely . -acidic. Extraction of the min with dichloromethane and analysis by gas

chromatography/mass spectrometry showed the presence of no material of CW interest The

samples were entirely consistent with the contents of the tank being ni*ric add and diere was

no evidence of any CW agent being present. CBDE gave advi^-F that the tank may contain up
to two tonnes of nitric acid and the best option identified for its disposal was to give or sell the
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material to the local chemistry industry to utilise in any chemical process or to pay them to

netitraiise the nitric acid under controlled conditions.

5. The UK view is that the tank discovered by the EOD unit in Kuwait City in August 1991

contained fuming nitric acid. It did not contain any CW agent although various detectors

nspooded giving indications of mustard. These indications were not, however, confinned in

the subsequent laboratory analyses.
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KANOAJ.!. L. VAU,EB
•OUl-E N. MESfc

"sosTles"^
''"' APPENDIX B-19

DURING TIIE HOVTK OF MAY I WkS CONTfcCTtU BY LT. COL. VXCur
NAimyMAK IiT NY HOME IN SAifTA TKRSSA N.H. BY PlIONF..

A.;'. CC;.. HARK^'MVI STATED SUB HAS CAU.ZNG ON BCOALF OF THE
UNDGK SECKFTAr OF DEFENCE, AND HAS KITH UTE O.O.S. XXOOVUCBt
RirVEiWING AND CONOIICTtNO ThlER ONN INVK.<;tIGatION RZCDARDINa TBS
CIAIMS OF CKSMZCAI. AND DIOLOGICAT. NAKTASE IN TU BPBKSXAM QKIUT.

LT. COL. HAKKYHAN STAKTCO ASKING OtTB.nTlonS, IM HHA3 8BBMBC TO
BE CONCZKNED •'OTit'KS. SHE STARTRD BY ASAXNC KE HY K.O.S., KY fMaiX
AKH NBAr I DID IN THF. COLF MAR. AFTER A SHDHT liliE OF BMAU, TATA
1,7 . COL. MAAJK.YNAN BEGAN TO RKT TO THE TRUE NATUBE OF THE
CONVERSATION.

LT. rOL. M^RRYMAN STATSn S8E KOULO LIKE TO ASK IK SOKE
OUSSTiORS R£GUARDT>»; THE MAY ^^S 1994 SENATE KiiPORT POT OUT MY
SENATOR RTGCLE ANi; HY STATEMENT THERk'XN.

LT. COL. :iARRYMAN ASK£0 HB TO TELL RKR NHAl' UAPPBHED AflAZM
EVEN THOCfiH SHU MAD A COPY OF THE REPORT IN FRONT OF HER.

IV TEE BEST OF MY ABILITY I RBCOONTBD THE STXTEKEMT.
AFTEF COHPLYIMU ITITH THE LT. COL., MARRYMAMS ATTITODB CUANGUO

rROM BKXNC CONCERNED TO A kUMM OF INTBRROCVkTiOB .

LT. COL. WUHKYK^N STARTED OSEINC TACTICS Of DOUBT RKGDARUXNC
MY STATEMENT, ALTHOtlRH SHE DlWl SOSSIANTIATE TKE SCUD ATTACKS THAT
I HAD MENTTONEO IM TEE PLfQKT, IN RECUAKOS TO HY STATSMKNT OF tUt
POSSIBU: OSE OF CKEMTCALS, SHE FLATLY OENXP.n THEIR USE IH ANY FORM
DUIVING THF. PERSiAN GULF HAR.

I STATED TO LT. COL. NAKRYHAN THAT I Din HOT tiKLIEVE THAT TO
BE THE CASE, NOT ONLY SECAUSE OF Hx FAILING HEALTH BOT TBk:

DETERIORATING nSALTB OF FRIKNUS HBO HELPED 0R5TR0Y TEE MUSTARD GAS
FOUND IN XRAOUI UUNKCRS.

1,T. COL. MARRYHAN STATED THAT "IF* CHEMICAL OK BIOLOCZCAL
MARFARE HAD BEEN DSKO, THEN RHY MERKNT AMY OF THE ALLIED FORCES
AFTECTEL) IN AKY NAY. THAT TMfiKE ARE NO COMFLATNTS OF ANY ILUlEdS
FROM ANYONF, noT t.S. SOLOIBRS. NBTNTNG ABOUT BEING SICK AND ONT.T A
FEU Of THEM AT THE HOST.

I ASKr,D LT. COL. MARRYMAH ABOITT THE C«;CHS MERE KNOWN TO OSS
AND CONDUCT aiEKICALS OK TKUtSKLVES, AND THIS M*S THE RSiASON FOR
THIER DETECTTON. AMD AS TO THE SO CALLED FROG MISSLE5... HB HAVK
rOUNU rKROUGH INTERVIEW."? LIKE TRlS THAT MOST OF THE .STATEJUUITS ARE
BEING CHANRKD BECACSt PERSONS BEING IMTERVlKHED HAVE NO PROOF OF
WHAT TKiX SAW On FHVSICAT. PRDOl TO SUSTANTIATE THF. EXSISTAUCt; OF
FROG HISSLF.S BEINC USED AT THAT TIMF..

i STATED TO MARRYMAN THAT 1 WOOLD HOT CHANGE MY STATIBOHT ON
N:1AT I .saw OR KNUKf TO BE TRUE,

MARRYMAN BECAME FORCEFULL IN HER APPROACH TO COHVIHai THAT BO
CMAMICAI. AGENTS, OR BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS HAD BttN USED.

BECAUSE THE CONVERSATION HAS GOING NO PLACE AWn I UAS BZCONXNC
VERY UPSET I STATED TO MARRYMAN HE HAO NOTMiNC FURTHER tO DlSOI.tS .

THIS 13 THE COWVFRSATION TO THE BEST OF MY RECOLLECtAHlX .

EVERY TKIN& J. HAVE STATED KA3 PACT.

Ard^tl^iCalUx,.

5GT. RAMDAH. L. VAUXE U.S. ARMY
KONUKABLLY oisr.KARx:t;o.
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80RD-UV-ZA ANNEX I APPENDIX C-1
6 March 9i

INFORMATION PAPER
CHEMICAL AQENT EXPOSURE
OPERATION DE6ERT STORM

1. PFC David Allan Flatter, 283-78-6470. Is asalonad to Scout Platoon,

HKT. 4/6 C«valr)r, 2nd Bda, 3d Armorad Division, aa a cavalry aeeut,

M06 1SD. HI* avno^ura to siustard liquid occurrad en i March 81 on

tha objaetlva of 4/8 Cav In northtMatarn Kuwait (grid r»fTmnc»

raportad aaparata by LTC Adaits, 3A0 Chanleat Ofriear). PFC Flshar's

ail as I on on 1 March Includad axplorlnfl anamy bunkar conplaxas for

Intalliganca aiatarlat and paraonnal, and danolltlon of anaaiy fl9htln9

vahlclaa. On that data ha wora Nomax tankar covaralla and a

ballistic protactlva vaat. Whila axploring numarous bunkara ha

ramambara coating into contact with laany aurfacas In tight passagas,

raaulting In tha aolling of his clothing and agulpmant. Ha

partlclpatad In damolltlon of Z8U-23 antiaircraft systaau. BROM

vahlclaa, and 7-56 tanks only. Ha apaclficaliy atataa that ha waa

not In contact with tuba or rockat fiald artlilary systams.

2. PFC Fishar complatad hia miaalon at about 1700 on i March,

raturnad to his platoon araa, and axparlanead no ayaiptoma for 8 houra

until ha startad radio watch at 0100 on 2 March. At that tlna ha

fait atlnging pain on tha akin of hia laft uppar ana, aaw that tha

akin had a rad aunburnad appaaranca without bliatara. and thought

that It fait Ilka a spldar bita. Ha alapt fren 0300 to 0400, woka

for stand-to, and fait mora stinging pain on his arm. At this tlma

thar* war* bl r«t*ra en th* upp*r arm and aiora raddanad atcin on tha

lo«ar arm. At 0800 his company tadlc chackad Mm, thought ha might
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hava • haatar burn, and had Mm raturn at ieoo, whan mora blistars

had fornad on tha lowar am. At that tima ha waa aaan by CVS Ahmad

and cwa Wlldhalm at tha 4/e Cav aid atation. Thay auapactad ha might

ba a bllttar agant eaaualty, dacontamlnatad him with O.SK chlorlna

•olutlon. appllad a local draaaing and avaeuatad him to C Co., 45th

Support Battalion. During avaluatlon, thay wara aaaiatad by ehamieal

paraonnal who atonltorad PFC Plahar'a clothing and oQuipiiant with tha

apactromatar of a Fox NBC raeon vahicia. Initial raadlngs of aoliad

•r««» of clothing gava waak poaltlva apactra auggaatlng poaaibia

lawlslta or phoagana oxida contamination. A iatar raading of a

•oliad araa of tha laft uppar ahouldar pad of tha ballistic vaat gava

a atrongly poaltlva raading for HQ. a oniatard compound. A aubaaquant

Fox aurvay of tha bunkar complax waa poaltlva for muatard. HO.

a. At C Co. 45th Support Bn, PFC FIshar waa traatad by MAJ DuClaw,

who cenfirmad tha clinical diagnosis of bl Iatar agant axposura.

photographad tha bllstara. appllad a topical antibiotic and gauza

draaaing, and raturnad him to duty with follow-up at his unit. PFC

Flahar ramalna In full duty status. I axamlnad him and intarvlawad

CW3 Ahmad and CW3 Weldhalm on 3 March at 1100. PFC Flahar had two

bllstara, about 2 cm diamatar aach on tha laft uppar arm, and anothar

2 blistars. 1 to 2 cm diamatar, on tha lataral laft foraann, aach

aurroundad by a narrow margin of arythama. Tha roof of ona uppar arm

bllstsr had broksn and tha othar thraa ramalnad f luld-f 1 1 lad. PFC

Flahar fait fins axcapt for mild local pain that did not Intarfara

with hia duty' par formanca. Tha akin araa was photographad and a

urina sample was aavad In prasarvativa for ittar enalysls for -
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thlodlglycol I mustard breakdown product. Fox apactra printouts and

•anplaa of tha covarall alaava and ballistic vaat wr9 ratalnad by

SAD Chan lea I paraonnal for transport and analysis via tachnlcal

IntsM Igance channala.

4. I eoneluda that PFC Flahar's skin Injury waa cauaad by axpoaura

to liquid swatard ehamical Marfara agant. Tna complata aaquanca of

•vsnts is conslatant with this conclusion. In particular, ths

latsnt pariod of 6 hours bstwssn sxposura and first synptonu Is

charactsristic of nustsrd [gas] axposurs. No othsr corrosivs or

akin'toxic chsmlcsl compound that could raaaonably ba axpactad to

hava baan prassnt on ths battlafiaid shows thia latant psrlod. Tha

conf irsiatery Fox spactra findings ara aiao consistsnt. It saaaa Mora

Mksly that PFC Fiahsr's sxposura occurrsd during bunksr sxpioratlon

rathsr than during vahlcia daiaolltlon bacauaa of ths posltivs Fox

raault in ths bunksr compisx and tha lack of astsbllshsd ehsalcsl

capability of tha vahlcia typas ha aneountarad. HAJ OuClaw. CV3

Vlldhalm, and CW3 Ahstsd srs si I racant graduataa of tha Msdicsl

Managamsnt of Chsmlcsl Casual 1 1 as Couraa, Thsir accurata diagnoala

and approprlata dacontamlnat Ion and treatsiant procaduras rati act wail

on thalr profasslonal capability.

Praparad and authant Icatad by COL HIchasI A. Dunn

tObtalnad under Freedom of Information Act by the Oulf War Veterana

of Georgia through the U.6. Army on August 15, 1994.]
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Q<A SH^rr MS6D Bv uscPNTcoTA f>AO (joiff: iN(t3R/n/vT\o^ oa

APPENDIX C-2

Qti CJtB T*** c«altt« that A texdisr (rrc »•*&• a. riahcr) •*«• •j(p*««4 «• •

obMic*! Afut auriof oraRASSOH »b«ekt •xoim»

All Clinical avidanc* atrengly In41eata4 a alld imiatar4 a9aRt aKpoaura.

Oil llkat waa tkia akamieaX •«•««»

jUi Muatard la «iaaalfl*d aa a bllatar mgmm.

Q%t Hktm «i« tka avaat •oewrt

All At Mat a* can b* dataraLnad ha waa axpeaad to «ha affant aaa>atlaa pri-oe
«• 2T0e en J March 1**1. Ka axpaclancaa «ha (Irac ayaptena, thoaa kaing
diaeoMCort and arythama of tha aUa, at 0100 en 2 March X*tl.

041 Caa ya« tall «a tha clreaaatattcaf laadlag te hla axpeawrar

A4i mtlla en a alaalen to expiera anaaiy Minxar oonplaxaa in *t Xfq, he oana
late eeetaet with atany aurfaeae in tlQht paaaagaa, ratultln« 1a the Oeiliaa e(
Bia eletlklng and equlpaent.

— Ha axperlanced ne aynpteas until Maren 2, t«Nan ha eald he relt e

atln«ln« pain en tha akin ef tola upper left ana. Thara were aaalX Mletere
AIM reddened aian en the Xe%Mr pertlen ef hla ant.

— Ma waa treated at tna unit aid atatien whara they euapeeted he m*r
have eeee In eentaet with e ehaeieal agent. PPe riahar waa Uien evaluated at
a Madiaal Clearing OoMpany by a Chaaleal Caaualty Spaelallat th*t pperted
the ellnietl diagnoala ot aMatard expeeure.

get What did tfeia^urtber dUgeoaia gbomf

Ml Thia further Mdleal evalnatien abowed fluid filled bltatere sttcrounded

by e red aargin typical ef auataro ageot blitterxng.

get aew aarteea waa tbe expeaara te rrc riaherr

A* I me expeaura waa enaraeteciaad aa *aLid* and tha paiiant loat aa duty
tiaa aa a reault ef tha taeident. he waa ceturaed te duty after treatsMst.

071 Are abara aay etAar eeaear

A7t There are ne ether reported caaea.

0*1 OB wa ataaaa t&At the bUBker eaaplex eaa uaed by tba Sraqie ea e
ebaaleal ateraga alte>

AAi wa can't cenflrm thie. «a can only aeaca that tha bunker contained
evidence of a nuatard agent (aa Indicated by a aaat apectroaMter en the "Pox*
KbC Aecennaiaaanca vahiele. Zfa Uipertant te keep In aind that auatard la a
very paralatant ehaaloal. Thara la evidanea froa> other eenfileta (i.e., MM{)
that auatard can paraiat for daeadea. If thla bunker had been ueed aa «
ateraga alta, it may have bean for Ita pravieua conflict with traa.
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Medical Chemical Defense in Operations

Dssen Shield and Desert Storm APPENDIX C-3
Col Michael /^. Dunn. MC"

Tin tmthon fin t hitf 0*fr\ieu ofio:t tie Chtmiul Institute prcpartJfor Dtter: SbttU.'Stonn Sumtnus nfrtsitr

eonrsti J**imi anih tbemtcal uarfjrt wtrt eelJ, mut 800 aepiojtni htalih pnfustoiuli gtsduattdfrom tkttt tottrui.

TIh t4*ttr unitiJmtAcMlfsattttti im dufuimg letir tintu.' tfnesc) anduftty efmtdits!tounttrmtstmm »mdpntidtd
tommlution te lie L'SCEtSTCOM iyrgeon in mtdiui'tunait) tsrt and other rtUud uinet.

latrodietioa

Th« Army Madieai Oapartmant
(AMEOO) ha* hutor>c«l<v playad <

cntdrnt roi* in any tuee«ath<' combat

optfation. The advant of higMv so-

phistieatad and automated wtapon*

ayatanu has in no way laaMnad the

sisnifleanea of our meat critical attat

-Iha aoWlar. Operttian Oasin STom'i

aiacutlon raowirad US forcaa tc o&-

•ma in • potamsi chamleai tnraat v*-

vtrenmam for the firat tima sinca

World War It, net having actually ax-

partenead ehamieai warfara (CW)

•0om uaa alnea World War i. Chem-
ical warfare poaes probtema tef tha

•otdler which are wHauaiy madieai tn

nati»a. Whereat moat weapena ay*-

tama an hardwar* otlanted. and thus

eonnewttat foreign to manv AMED9
personnel. ON agerrt eHaeu arc basatf*

on furtdamantai prineipiai of phyai-

elogv and pharmacoiogv To soma

degree we shoUd an be CW subtect

matter expert*.

Aa aotdiar*. It is imparativa tnat ws
alao remain focutad on tne ultimate

goal of tha AMEOD, which is to "cor^-

serve the fighting strangt"..' Our re-

aaarch and cMcai effort* rnur there-

fore provide tha aotdiar m the ftaid

wfth icnoM'iedge or produeu which rm-

prov* hi* combat affeetiver>e*t aru)

enhance hi* abiUiv to fight ar^d win.

Our respon*)v*rtei* to ail tsoectt of

this rTws'cn was tested during Opera-

tlorw Desert Shield end Oesea Storm.

at we faced an adversary who pos-

sessed a modern, offensive CW cap«-

>ii»cii Mttrt" ix««.u •' Ciwnu
CvoK U0 2131».S<1»

^ _ . _ US Attn MMKf »«t«vt»

»<rv>nt w Cw"" OtiKM* fcwx**" »•»•«(
0>MM MO}ieiO-S«]t n»«. US A>m,M(9SA:
»l Mataa MS tOftS

bility. We weren't as ready m* we
could have been, but we rose to the

criaiiange admirabh-.

Before the Cdtit

All AMEOD peraonrtal recetv* indi-

vidual skin irsining in the detection,

dacontsmirtation. aignt. symptoms
and treatment of CW agent expesire.

We have all practiced donnmg our

masl(S and chemtsal pretecuva over-

ganmems. Many ha^ experienced tfe

at MOPP 4 ic.tamlcal ga*r| for e«-

tended period* of time. Yai. an too

often, we have failed to fully appre-

ciate tha dlfficuftie* inherent in a:*

oompUthing our mission in s chemical

envirervnem. This Is borne out in nu-

merous after action reviews from tha

NrJonal Training Center, which cicsrty

demonstrate a lack of training with

realittieailv Integrated CW agent arn-

ploymem for medical and nonvnedical

unit* aliica. This issue, v^hich hat beer

the subtect of two Department of the

Army IG readmatt atses*menu and

periodic Cerxrsi O^icer Medical Chem-

c«' Detente Rtviewt. was bncfed to

the Amy Surgeon Gtnersl Ir. July 1S93.

Trtis timing was fortuitous <r\ tha: r:

est the .stage fo' a senes of eveots

which culminates in the highest de-

gree of madical-ehamicai readiness

the Army hat ever seen.

Trte US Army Medical Research irv-

stitute of Chemical Defenae (US-

AMRICD), Aberdetn Proving Ground.

Marytand. is the lesd isDorstory con-

cocting rssearch on medical defens*

meesures against CW sgems. lu ma-

sion Includes elucidating the mech-

anism ol ection 0* tnra*; CW agents,

identifying promising candidate ore-

treatment, Thereoeutic and dacon-

tamnation compounda, testing their

efficacy, ane tupponirtg those organi-

zations taaked with their oevciop-

mem. tasting and eveiuailon. it elao

hat resportslbiiity for the postgrad-

uate education of medical personnel

In the managen>ent of chemical ca-

sutrjes. through the Medical Manege-

mam of Chemical CaauaWet Course

(M2C3), s professional •hort-coursa

under the eo-apensorahip of the Of-

fice of the Army Surgeon Oaneral

and tha US Army Academy of Hcahh

Sciences.

TralBiap tad ReadtoMS

m D«MR SlitM

With the Ireqi Invasior^ of Kuwait en

Aug 2, 1990, It became clear that our

rtsetrch efforts over tha past aaverat

eecadts might be put to the test w>dr

firi h was also apparent that the

g'satar contribution that USAMRiCO
could maita to Operation Desert Shield

was to rapidly tX»t% our ex^rience
m medwaKhemical defertse with the

isrgett number of people possible.

TetTs g*v* pre-deployment tamUian-

2stion lectures to health prefessioiwis

c' sH serv;ees at US locatioRS m
Augur, anc Septambe'. In Septam-

b*r. it the request of US Central

Command rJSCENTCOAA). an initial

ce:i of three officcra from USAMRlCD
ar'ived In Saudi Arabia to provide

tiaff supper. ar>d trainlr>g in ehcmiea'

casualty eat dunr^ Operation Desen
Shield. The misswn of the USAMRlCD
Forwird Dcischmem and the USCGNT-

COM Chemical Casually Officer was
ti reefold:

(1; To conduct refresher end suo-

p.vmentsry trammg of US and ceati-

ton lorcei medical persorviei in enem-

TM lumm•m us «M«T ttmmt Bmiwi« r
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tea- casualty cj'c in.tia<iv as icr^t

M2C3 tro tuDtsowentiy on ar^ as

n«*deo.a>-«vatiabi« batis

(2) To ataess tn» cimtcai cHicao
and aa'aty of madrcai countermaa-

Bwr«a and vaatmenrt diraetad aoamti
eharmcai apant axpoaura. torrnulate

nMdad trtatm«nt modlficationa and

dUaaminata naw infomtatien in the

thaatar as rapMtv at poaalMa to an-

aura optimal eharmcai caauatty eara.

(3) To provida eofuultttion to ttta

USCENTCOM Sut^mwn ». Medical-

ehamieal da'onaa. ehamicai ca»ual^'

cart and ethar rtiatad iaauas.

Prom Saotambar ttvoug^ Oaoam-
bor 1980. ThU uam conducted 16

thrtt-dav M2C3a m thaatar. tramlrtg

ovor 1.4S0 madieai paraor^na! from all

fovr MTViett »nO aavan aHiad nations

In CW agant datsetien, m tha racog-

nition of signs and symptoms, tha da-

eontammstion and traatmant. Thaaa

Msalons ineludad an mtarviva fiald

training axarcisa with triage, daeon-

tamir««tian and trsatfitant of mock
£homical and mUad ehomical/eon-

miionai casualnas. Othar USAMRICO
taams eonductad M2C3 coursas In

Eurepa and tha Unttad Statas tha:

graduitad anothar 800 daoioyinc

haalth profasaionais. in spna el tha

ehabartging "eisssroom" eend<tiona.

attanttvtrtass to eoursa matanai and

porformartea en tha 1\na\ axsmma-
tiont wars axcaetional. Many M2C3
graduatat providad furthar instruc-

tion to thair antira utm. aMistad by a

sarias of USAMRICO Tsehracal Merno-

randa. Tttaia puMeationi. wtuch ware

eevalopad to proyidi up-to-date in-

formation on selected madicai issjst

ralavam to CW aganu. ware provided

during or seen after tha M2C3. An m
all, iTtadical personnel took optimal

advantage of the five momht before

The start of tha war by enhancino thair

krtowtadge of CW agent effects end

preparing for peaalbie CW agent use

Oparttion Dasert Starm: Centiassd

Tninln^ and Clinical Ansssmant
~

.CW thraar and chemical casualty

u—entiai were esteitetf ai grasiett

tor Army (ARCEf^m end Mar1r>e Corps

(VARCENTi u<i<ls witnm the t»r,gt o'

tube ariilierv »p>o thortisngt multipi*

launcr rocket ivstemj Tr^e ooitibie

use o' SCUD missiles carrying c'»em-

cii warneads. whii«r ementiveiy

eovarad m the press and of great

concern to the civliien poouiation.

was datermN^ed to be a much lower

risk. AKhough medical personnel hed

been well-trsincd m the medical rrterv-

agement of chemical casustiies. the

reievem doctrine end ite ciirvcai con-

cepts were largely baaad on hiaioncai

data, taboratory research artd medical

wnaBigerMe derived from ttte chemical

caauatty care expertencc of rtor>-aliMd

forces While our doctrine and con-

cepu were aoundty based, they covM

Hkely have been unproved upon with

first-harvi experience in ct^micsi ca-

Suslty msrksgemant. The rtsture of

the anticlpetad ground combat and

the et\aHenge posed by timely dis-

semination of infoHTUtion tn theater

reoulrad an agile artd expert capabil-

ity to edpture. evaluate artd diasam-

Irwtc dlr\ieai leaaons laamad. Thus,

upon tha Initiation of hostitttles. with

the threat of actual US and allied

Chemical eaauahlet. USCINCCEtfT le-

Quested deployment of a deuchmem
•«f dimeal axperu in chemical casualty

eara and the continued auoport of a

dedicated CrMmical Casualty Offcsr.

USAMRlCO'i toui tn.tneater end-

strsngth of eight soldiers was de-

ployed from January to March 1991.

h mctudeO four physicians, three

clmical acientistt (AN, VC, MS), and

one rtoncommissiortea officer 191 T).

A0dlber^al mmi-courset and refrsshcr.

updates were provided to over ao

field hosoitals ar\d medical units dur-

ing tr«e initis! t>hases of Operation

Desan StOfm. the Urget audience be-

ing approximately 3,000 physicwru.

physiCisn assistsnu (PAsl. twrses

srw medics. By the onset of ground

eperstions. over 90% of the phys'-

cieiu end RAs assigrted to divisional

units were M2C3 gredustes. For corns-

level units end echelons above corps

t^e finure was about 50%.

The process of des<gnst>ng teieaed

M2C3 greduetes ss "Medicsl Chem-

c*i Cisuaity Ot'icars
"
b«our> in De-

cember, ano was comolat«a prior to

t^i initiation o< ground operations

For tr«« first time since World War I.

Army ur«ts designated medicai-chem-

leai casualty officers for each hos-

pital. Tna ether aervleas participated

on en informal basis. This rtetwork

was used anansively in Jenoory to

eerr«municata the perceived medical-

Chemical threat, to dtasemlnate tha

US Food and Drug Adtrtlnlstration's

recommended eeidiar information en

Nerve Agent PyridostigrTurM Rretraat-

mem (NARPi. to cellact data on tha

use afM ecceptance of NARR In the

field and to elarffy tha doctrinal use

of the Corrvuisant Antidote Nerve

Agent (CANA) upon introduction to

the theater.

A epeclfic meaaege forrrtat, tha

Medical Chemical Update (MCU). was

»ittiated to aOow rapid diaaaminatlon

of reievem mtom^atlon to Madieai

Chemical Caauaity Offiears. MCUa
were used to recommafM Inrtiatlon

and cassation of NARR to tha com-

ponent servlcea. A etAaaouam f»>

view of how these moaaagea were re«

caived m the field atiggests that this

was s wonhwtiiie endeavor, and would

nave beert extremely beneficial m the

fees ot ectuai chemical agem uaa.

MedicaKhemicai related staff ac-

tions and policies were proposed and

managed et USCENTCOM and aub-

erdmata unR levels Thaaa included,

for example, reatnaion of Inaecticide

use that would potantiaQy Impair cho-

l.-r>esierase resen/e. consideration of

chemical casualty recovery timet ano

trie impect en theater evacuation

plans and policy: Implemontation of

plans to load all med«ai evacuation

vehicles with decontamlrMtion aeiu-

tton to permit far-forward decorttami-

nation of petiema whenever poeaibte:

distribution end eseountabUity tor

CANA. the diatepam autelntaetor:

and guidance on chemical decomami-

nation of f>wman remains. Require-

ntents for public infonnstion presen-

tstions to TV Americsn and allied

civilian communities end to the press

were recurrlr^g actions.

•• t'S}.i-3. »••«»•. 1S»i
35
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Clinictl Aanunent
Ovrlng Oaaan Storm

Soon (trtr m'ti«(ion o' hotlililiCJ >n

January 199V tr\<«t chemical asiesi-

m»nx c«ta. tact> comootad of two **•

p«rtt m e>Mmic«l MiuaHv manaee-

m«nt, w*ra piaeafl undar optrationai

eentrel of th« Corps Surpaens ef tfu

VII Co'pa and XVIII Airftomt Corp$ of

ARCiVT. and of tttt MARCENT Sv*-

9Mn. Th« Aimy Corpa and MARCENT

Surpvoni' MCtiona M*ft laakad and

fuffod u perform madtcai tnrtat

•«tim«tM. baiM tracking and tnio'-

maton gnhortng on th» eccurranea of

eonwwnlonti ond efttmcai eatuaitiat.

USCtNTCOM «lao had a ftrong NBC
thrMt MMtsmcnt capaMny Upon

•mieipttien of CW uaa. or ioantifica-

tion of Mtuai ehamieai casuaititt. tna

eitomieai MMMmcnt ceiu war* te

dtplev forward to tfta mon approp-

rma matfcal alama«)t. oapanding on

iha pradomtnam rfu ajant. For ax-

ampta. mrv^ aoant vapor anpoaurai

would ba boat avatuatad at a forward

auppen or elaartrtg eempany. whM
muatard eatuaitiaa would ba ban
avaluatad at a Corpa-tavai avaeuatcn

heapitai Thia waa put to ttt« tan or^

tha aaeond day of the groufM war

whan a eavairy aeout of tha 3d -Ar-

morad Oivtaior wu traaiad to' Wint r

taaterts en h« arm wNch wart pra*

aumptivaiy Idantfftad ai dimeaiiy

timOar to thoat preeueae by au'tur

muatard (HD). Thit ir^ividuai was

aaan at his banalion aid sist«n b\' ena

of tha aaaassmant taams. rta i««>oni

wart axamlnad and phoiogrspnad.

and tha aeld-ar was iraatad symp-

tcmatieatty attar which h« rarjrnad

te Outy. Datinitiva idantiflcatiort of

vaaieant agant axposura was rtot cen-

lirmad. PUiavant data was to ba cap-

turad er^ a atarvdardiiad form with

aubaaouant antry ir^to an automaud

Oatabasa or^ a poriabt* eornpuiar. m
addition, targetad data rtaadt o' op-

portunitias which aroaa from spteiai

circu*nstaAcas (ag. th« uta of oyri-

tfospgmirta by a largs unit bafo'a tha

onaai of major grourtd combat) wara

axpiottad

Tha USCENTCOW Sorgaor.'s Chem-

ical Ceiue IV Ofce' was to aarva at

tr-t ri;jb tor date evaluation Hr was
oeti DOS'', onee to con-,municata ai

neeoeo v<itn tr># cciot'li: e^peris in

ai: thrat cfUt ano with raourcat at

USAMRiCC and Other laboratories.

Also, eapcnding on tha rtatura of the

ckTMcai lessons lasmad. he eeUd

rapidly dnsemin«:c this nformat:on to

ail compor^ent sarvicas and allied for-

ces at sppropnate. As a hypothatica'

aiampM. an evaiwation of our atitiai

axpenanct with aevert narve agant
casualties traated wtth CANA might
have mdieatad that aoma hallmark

firtdirtgt could guda turihar tharapy:

ia. convuiaioris breaking through tha

firat CA^4A may be a reliable a<gn tttat

atrootnc raqunement over tha fvst

day would Bkalv exceed &Omg. The

officer et JSCENTCOM was wau po-

aitionad te aound out tf«s mfaranea

qulekiy with tha fMuroaoanee com-

muruty and knmadlataly fermutau
r>aw management guideiinas. Tha

Commsnde'. USAMRlCD, has DoD
taaehmg authority to promulgata auch

guldaHrvat as pan of his ehamlcai

casualty proftuionai education mia-

aion. The Madicai Chamicai Casualty

Officer r\atwork was to be used for

rapid dissaminauon of evaluated in-

fomvstcn and rMw markagemant con-

cepts and gmdelinat. The cela at

each Corps levci assisted, as time

pa'mitted. with ramfprcaman: and ax-

plarmton pf information regardirtg tha

managemcrr e* chemical caauaitias.

SpacHic Ma«eil-Chaintcal

Cauntanuasarat

Over « 1.000 soldiers from the XViii

Airdorre Cprpt wok NAPP tor One to

seven days m January 1981 under a

narM agent threat. Clinical infonna-

tion of the physiologic changes attrib-

utable to KAPP that reauitcd m need

tor medcai attention, discontinuation,

hotpitaUstion andior evacuation from

theeter were captured (Kaaier n ai:

JAM.\. vol 26e. Aug 19911. In aum-

mary, the naPP regimen as prsc:iced

by soldiers unoer wartime conditioru

caused mora frequently rwticed phys-

iologic responses trtan reported m

••'«' oeecaiime evaluations, how.
*v*r :heiF non-incapaCitating symp-
Xc^l Cid no: impsi' mtiiiary miitior

oarto'mance. Tnr known effects of

ovri^estiOTtirte on postsynaptic ace-

tylcheline receptors and cftollr«ergie

nansmasion suggen that epeaai at-

tenpo^ IP musde lattxam maf^agement
may ba imporunt during anesthesia

This ir.formation was .•aviawed with

tha anesthesia staffs of theater med-
ical uniu, artd the appropriate data

capture management approaches were

wideiv d<saeminated.

CONCLUSION

The Army Medieel Dapartmant made
s strong raspens« tp the chemical

threat In tfw Persian Guff. Culded by
the Surgeon Gertaraf's staff. It pro-

vided OPCtnr^e end trairwtg packages
frpm the Academy of Health Sc«neas

that supported new products auch as

NAPP and CANA. The US Army Med-

ical Materiel Davolopmant Activity

and Medical Material Agartey both

worked deeeiy Mrtth tha US Pood and

Dhig AdfniNatraPon to anaura daivary

and appropriate aafaty and efficacy

monnonng of mattca) chamteal couhiar-

maasjret Soeniists at USAMRICO and

ether laboratories supported the ef-

fort with c/nicai con^.rmir^o aftd meni-

tormg studies. CoUaetivaly. US forces

schievad an urwracedentad lavai of

rsadir«ets to cope wftn the potential

tor enemy CW agent isa. Tvnafy M2C3
training, pnor to deployment pr m
thasMr. allowed medical parsorwtai to

focus their attcmier on the miss«n
et hand—treatment and canaarvation

of the fighting atrartgth—wtth laaa

concern apowi the uncerumties of

CW agent uaa. The contpctanea and

contioansa that madicai paraonne*

acQuvad a* a raauft of these efforts

canrtot be overestimated. The imme-
diata praeencc pf medacai-chemicai

experts m the theeter allowed for

repio dissemination of information,

prompt artawcrs to the aueations of

field eemmanoers ertd contlrujed re-

assurance that we ware th« best

eouipped and prapt'td medical force

m tnt world. •
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APPENDIX D-2

WTTM THE 2D MAMKE DIVISION IN DESEXT SHIELO AND DESOtT STORM 4S

stupe prevented easy removal, so the best way to dispose of them was to blow

them in place."

Gunnery Sergeant Mart J. Culp, the noncommissioned ofTicer in charge of

a demolitions team, was therefore especially busy this morning. His expertise

was required at several of the lanes where unexploded mines or line charges

which had failed to detonate were preventing the clearance of the lanes and the

movement of the assault battalions. Time and again be entered the minefields,

supervising the setting of demolitions charges and personally activating the

fiizes. In spite of occasional Iraqi artillery and mortar fire. Gunnery Sergeant

Culp and bis team helped to clear three lanes and allow the assault to continue.**

The use of chemical munitions by the Iraqis had been expeaed. but happily

had not yet occurred. At approximatelv 0656. the 'Foi' chemical recnnnalMance
vriiifif «t \»nf 9i^ I rfwwtPKt 1 •tr«cc' pf fny««"l gas. originallv thought to be

from a chemical mine.'* The alarm was ouickly spread throughout the division.

Since everyone had been required to don his proteaive outer garments and boots

the previous evening, it was only necessary to hurriedly pull on a gas-mask and

protective gloves to attain MOPP level 4. A second 'Fox' vehicle was sent to

the area, and confirmed the presence of an agent which had probably been there

a long time. Unknown in origin, it was still sufTiciently strong to cause blistering

on the exposed arms of two AAV crewmen."
' Work continued on the clearance

of the lanes, and the MOPP level was reduced to 2 after about a half-hour.

The first lanes to be opened were Red 1 and 2 tfirough which the 1st

Battalion, 6th Marines pushed. At 0724, the battalion reported it had passed

Marina donfuU thmiealprMeaive equipmaU (MOFP level 4) during general dtemieal

alert on 24 February 1991.
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^' "f ' MMIMi CaaM lUCi. K«W<

Bnitd 3tatts Senate
MTTT wMMT wuisKt*. COMMITTEE ON BANKING. HOUSING. AND

URBAN AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON. DC 205 10-6075

April 15, 1994

Lawrence Liverznore National Labs APPENDIX E-1
7000 East Avenue

Btiilding 345, Room 1122

L-S71
Attn: Brian ^uidresen

Forensic Science Center

Livermore, California 94550

Dear Dr. Andresen:

Reference is made to the telephone conversations between James J.

Tuite of Committee staff and Brian Andresen of the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory. The Banking Committee has Senate oversi^t

responsibility for the Export Administration Act which is schedule for

legislative action later this session. As you know, many of the materials used

in the Iraqi chemical and biological warfare program, as well as in their

nuclear weapons program, were exported directly fi^m the U^. The
Committee is currently conducting an inquiry to determine whether any of

these, or any other hazardous materials from the Gulf War theater of

operations, may be contributing to the illnesses being experienced by Gulf
War veterans.

The following examinations are requested, in part, to determine what
some of these exposures may have been.

Exhibits:

Qnestioned Specimen #1

Iraqi gas mask delivered to the Committee on April 15, 1994. This

mask was in the possession of a U.S. Army veteran of the Gulf War.

Reportedly, the mask has a yellow-color growth and when the mask was

\incased on April 13, 1994, it cavised several individuals to experience nasal

burning, watery eyes, and facial numbness. These individuals edso reported

noting the odor of ammonia.
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Request

Conduct appropriate analysis to determine what, if any, chemical or

biological warfiare-related materials, or other hazardous materials or

substances mi|^t have contaminated this mask.

Questioned Specimen #2

Iraqi gas mask delivered to the Committee on Janauiy 20, 1994. This
mask was in the posseasion of a U.S. Aimy veteran of the Gulf War.

Reportedly, the mask has a yellow-color growth.

Request

Conduct appropriate analysis to determine what, if any, chemical or

biological warfare-related irmf^rinic or ottier hazardotis materials or

substances might have contaminated this mask.

Questioned Specimen #3

XJJS. gas mask filters delivered to the Committee on December S, 1993.

This mask was in the possession of a US. Army veteran of the Gulf War.

Reportedly, the filters are sticky and have a foul odor.

Request

Conduct appropriate analj'sis to determine what, if any, chemical or

biological warfare-related materials, or other hazardous materials or

substances might have contaminated this mask.

Questioned Specimen #4

Military dosimeter worn by a U.S. Navy employee during Operation
Desert Shield/Storm.

Request

If possible conduct reading or refer for reading. If the Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratories cannot perform the reading, then the

dosimeter should be returned to the Committee.
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•

Findings regarding examinations performed should be reported only to
James J. Tuite or to myself if he is unavailable. Questions regarding the

requested examinations or the questioned specimens should be referred to
James Tuite at 202-224-3162 or 202-224-7391.

Donald W. Riegl(

Chairman
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APPENDIX E-2

PrcUminaTy Results of Gas Masks and Exposure-Monitoring Eqn^meat
Associated with Desert Storm:

Chemical and Biolopcal Analyses of First Sample Set

Brian D. Andresen, PLD.,

Jackie StOwell. M.S., Patrick Gnat. Pb.D.» JeffHaas. M.S^ Richard

Whipple, BA., and Annando Arcarez, M.S.

Forensic Science Center

J-Division/NAI DirectoratB

Lawrence livennore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94S30
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Preliminary Results of Gas Masks and Exposure-Monitoring Equipment
Associated with Desert Storm:

Chemical and Bioloeical Analyses of First Sample Set

Tentative Results Obtained £)uring tbe Period ofMay-June 1994 at flie

Forensic Science Center

Lawrence livennore NatJooal Laboratory

Introduction

On April 21, 1994 a sample box arrived by Federal Express at

Lawrence Livezmore National Lalxxatory, Forensic Science Center. The box

caataacd three paint-can san:q)le-cantainers and one small cardboard box.

One set of metal containers held a coiiq>lelB Iraqi gas mask with fiheis,

carrying bag, and rBq)ir«tar filters. Anodier paint-can held a set ofU.S. gas

maakfilten. Tlie cardboard box contained a bUck phytic dosimeter pendant

AU sanq)les were handled under strict isolation conditions and were screened

fbr radiation, chemical agents and biological organisms ofunknown origin.

Analytical Tests

The Forensic Science Center at the Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory has an extensive suite of nuclear, chemical, and biological

analysis capabilities. A comprehensive analytical protocol was ^)plied to

selected samples obtained from the mask and materials submitted to the

laboratory. First we qjplied sensitive gamma counting techniques to all

samples to screen fac radioactivity. Organic extraction steps were ^^lied to

the sur&ce of the san9>les. The extracts were then concentrated and analyzed

by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) instrumentation to

1
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screen for chemical watpam and other unusual compounds. Concurrent with

diese analyses, samples were cultured and wipe sanq)Ies were processed and

analyzed forDNA fragments indicative of a suite ofknown pathogenic

AD organic and biological analyses are stQl ongoing. The results

pfesented below are preliminary and hig^i^ the work performed over the

last two moodis. Additional researdi win be qjplied to these samples and

follow-up oqjoiments wiD be conducted.

Overview ofNndear, Organic, and Biological Prdiminaiy Data

A. Nndear

Sensitive nuclear intarogation of the submitted sanqtles did not

reveal any nnusual radioactive species. Scintillation counting witii a low

background sodium iodide detector system did not reveal any radioactive

species above badcground for any of the gas masks, filters, or pendant

B. Organic Analysis

1. Sample bolation and Chemical Preparation

The submitted samples were either swiped with a solveot>saturated

swab or treated with fhc epptoptiiit solvents to completely remove any

surface residues. The collected organics were then concentrated by

evaporation to a few microliters and injected into a computer controlled

GC-MS instrument. In addition, sample aliquots were taken to dryness and
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ttien dnivatized chemically in order to form volatile compounds, making

polar analytes more amenable to GC-MS analysis.

2. Tentative Results

A latge nmnber ofrepresentative samples were prcpartd and analyzed

in s manner wfaidi would have isolated chemical weapons, ttieir precurBors,

or hydrolysis products. Uowever, from all Ae GC-MS data generated, no

chemical wai&re agents were detected. In particular none of the nerve agent

hydrolysis prodocts or methylphosphonic add, a key nerve agent marker

coiXQ>oand, were detected. No thiodigiycol, a hydrolysis product ofmustard,

was detected in any of ttie samples. Phosphoric acid was detected on all

ejqxMed materials. A lar^ number of industrial compounds were also

detected, as well as rubber and antioxidant compounds. Trii^ienylphosphate,

an industrial antioxidant, was identified on many samples. Phenol was

detected on the U.S. gas mask filters. Interestin^y, pentachlorophenol was

detected on the Iraqi mask in a complex mixture of over 100 odier organic

compounds. Pentachlorophenol is a strong acid, insecticide, and antifungal

agent used for a variety ofwood preservative applications.

C Biological Analytes

1. Sample Preparation

Specimen samples were taken from a variety of locations within a

biological safety hood. Sterile tubes, water, and s>vabs were used to obtain

organisms and fugitive DNA fragments. Nutrient agar plates were exposed to
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swabbed samples and incubated at 37^0 and examined at 24 and 48 hours for

grovytfa. Growth was noted for some samples and pictures were taken ofthe

onlturas. These cultures have been archived in a secure refiigentor for

fiiitiier analysis ifneeded.

A second iwab sampUng of each spedmen was utilized for polymerase

chain reaction (PCR) analyses and screening. These swabs were extracted

widi dilorofonn/bufkr to isolate cdls and any water soluble conqxnmds.

Cells were lysed with en^mes to liberate DNA, which was then isolated and

purified. The purified DNA was subjected to PCR analysis with designated

DNA primer pairs. The PGl products were then analyzed and compared to

standards utilizing electrophoredc gels.

Our laboratoiy has developed manyDNA primer pairs which can

clearly identify a suite ofpadtogenic organisms fliroug)) DNA isolation and

anq)lification. A single representative set of each primer pair was selected to

initially screen for any potential threat oi]ganisms which may have been on tiie

surface of the mask or filters. If any of these initial analyses registered

positive, four more primer pairs were then selected to verify die suspect

organism.

2. Biological Rcsnlti

'

Based on our preliminaiy testing we do not believe that padiogens

were present on the samples. From the initial screening a tentative indication

of unique DNA sequences was detected using a single DNA primer pair.

Coxiella bumetti and brucella species were first indicated finm the inside of
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the Irvqi carrying bag, the top of oae its gas mask fiheis, and under the rubber

teal ofthe Iraqi filter. However, when additional primer pairs were used for

testing the findings were negative. Because ofdie eiq>CTiinental nature of

PCR testing, fidse-positive results can occur with only a sin^e PCR primer

pair analysis. It is essential to utilize additional and unique DNA aequenoes

for confirmation tesing.

Fntare Study and Researdi Needs

Biological studies need fimba attention. Cultures should be

investigated moie closely. Experiments to amplify tiie whole genome and

allow for tiie tntupiiarinn ofincieased conceniratians ofDNA by PCR

would likely be more predae in identifying threat organisms in the figure. In

addition, false-oegativeDNA results can be obtained wt& certain DKA

primer pairs when enviroomental contaminants and inhibitors i!Tq>ede ttie

PCR reaction. Tberefixe, some initial chemical pretreatment ofthe samples

mi^ prove efifective. Research to remove PCR inhibitors, as v^ as sample

eoncentratioa studies, may allow the whole genome to be amplified for

unambiguous characterization ofimknown organisms in the future.

finally, many organic compounds were present and identified in tfie

samples. Additional analyses ofmore sanies may isolate and characterize

dAxaCW (M- pathogens on the sui&ce of collected items. Continued study is

warranted. PCR primer pairs could also be developed to detect certainDNA

or plasmids associated with genetic engineering.
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APPENDIX E-3 Q FEVER
An acute disease characterijed by sudden onset offever, headache, malaise, and iniei

siituxi pneumonitis, caused by CoxielU burnetii (Rickettsia burnetii). Unlike other ricker

sial diseases, Q fever is not associated with a cutaneous exanthem or agglutinins fc

"roieus strains (Weil-Felix reaction).

Etioiogy and Epidemiology

Worldwide in its distribution. Q fever is mainuined as an inapparenl infection in domei
tic animals; sheep, cattle, and goats are the principal reservoirs for human infections. C
burnetii persists in feces, urine, milk, and tissues (especially the placenta), so that fomitc

and infective aerosols form easily. Cases occur among woriers whose occupations brin;

them in close contact with domestic animals or their products. Transmission is usually b;

inhalation of infected aerosols, but the disease can also be contracted by ingesting infective

raw milk.

C burnetii is also maintained in nature through an animal-tick cyde. In the USA, C
fever was first recognized in persons bitten by Dermacentor andersoni. Various anhro

pods, rodents, other mammals, and birds are naturally infected and may play a role ir

human infection.

Symptoms and Signs

The incubation period varies from 9 to 22 days (average. 18 to 21 days). Onset i;

abrupt, with fever, severe headache, chilliness, severe malaise, myalgia, and often, chest

pains. Fever may rise to 40* C (104* F) and persist for 1 to > 3 wk. Rash is absent. A

nonproductive cough and x-ray evidence of piKumonitis often develop during the 2nd wk
of illness. Mortality is < 1% in untreated patients and even lower with antibiotic therapy

In fatal Q fever, lobar consolidation usually occurs, and the gross appearance of the

lungs may resemblethat of bacterial pneumonia. However, histologic changes in Q fever

pneumonia resemble those of psittacosis and some viral pneutiKMiias. An intense interstitial

infiltrate about the bronchioles and blood vessels extends into the adjacent alveolar walls.

Plasma cells are nimierous. The bronchiolar lumina may contain polymorphonuclear leu-

kocytes. The-alveolar lining cells are swollen, and the alveoli contain desquamated lining
cells and large mononuclear cells.

Hepatitis is present in about '/i of patients with the protracted type ofQ fever and may be

acute. This hepatitis is charaaerized by fever, malai.se. hepatotriegaly with right upper
-abdominal pain, and possibly jaundice. Headache or respiratory signs are frequently ab-

sent. Liver biopsy specimens show diffuse granulomatous changes, and C. burnetii may be

identified by immunofluoresceiKe. Lobar pneumonia may be particularly severe in ag«] or

debilitated patients. There are also several forms of chronic Q fever (eg. chronic hepatitis,

endocarditis). Chronic Q fever hepatitis mustiw differentiated from otto* liver granulomas
(eg. TB, sarcoidosis, histoplasn>osis, brucellosis, tularemia, and syphilis). Endocarditis

caused by C. burnetii is serious but uncommon. Qinically, it simulates SBE, with aortic

valve involvement more common. Routine blood cultures are persistently negative.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis is made by clinical suspicion and by demonstration of phase i antibodies in

the patient's serum. Ginically during early stages. Q fever simulates tiuuiy infections (eg.

influenza, other viral infections, salmonellosis, malaria, hepatitis, brucellosis) and later

on, many forms of bacterial, viral, and mycoplasmal pneumonias. Contact with animals,
animal products, or ticks is an impon'^it clue.

C. burnetii may be isolated from the blood. The Weil-Felix reaction is negative. Specific
CF and agglutinating antibodies appear during convalescence. Agglutination tests are more
sensitive than CF tests; fluorescent antibody tests are helpful. C. burnetii exists in 2

phases; antibodies against phase I organisms are rarely produced in infected human serum
but when present, they indicate chronic Q fever.
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1 78 Infectious Disease

Prophylaxis

Animai-io-nun transmission must be prevented: milk should be pasteurized; dust control

in peninent industries is e&sential; and animal placentas, feces, and urine should be inciner-

ated. Sputum and urine from a Q fever patient should be autoclaved and the patient iso-

lated. Vaccines made from phase I rickettsiae are effective and should be used to protect

slaughterhouse and dairy workers, rendering-plant workers, herders, woolsorters. farmen,

and others at risk. These vaccines are not available commercially but may be obtained

from special laboratories—eg. the US Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Dis-

eases in Frederick. Maryland.

Treatment (See also Treatment of Rickettsial Di<:ease£. below)

Tetracycline and chloramphenicol arc effective. In acute disease, treatment should be

continued until the patient has been afebrile for about 5 days. The course of illness may be

shortened by giving tetracycline 250 mg orally q 4 or 6 h. Chloramphenicol may be used in

young children.

In endocarditis, treatment needs to be prolonged and tetracycline is prefened. Whw
antibiotic treatment is only partially effective, damaged valves must be replaced surgically.

Some cures without surgical intervention have been reported. Clear-cut regimens for

chronic hepatitis have not been determined.
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BRUCELLOSIS
(Undulant, Malu, MediicrTanean..or Gibraliar Fever)

An infectious disease characterized by an acute febrile stage with few or no localizing

signs and by a chronic stage with relapses offever, weakness, sweats, and vague aches

and pains.

Etiolocy and. Epidemiology
APPENDIX E-4

The causative microorganisms of human brucellosis art Brucella abortus (cattle), B.

suis (hogs), B. melitensis (sheep and goats), and B. rangiferi (B. suis biotype 4—Alaskan

and Siberian caribou); B. canis (dogs) has caused sporadic infections. Brucella infections

of deer, horses, moose, hares, chickens, and desert rats have also been reported. Brucello-

sis is acquired by direct contact with secretions and excretions of infected animals and by

ingesting the milk of cows, sheep, or goats or the products of their milk (eg, butter and

cheese) containing viable Brucella organisms. It is rarely transmitted from person to per-

son. Most prevalent in rural areas, brucellosis is an occupational disease of meat-packers,

veterinarians, farmers, and livestock producers; children are less suscq>tible. Distribution

b worldwide.

Clinical Course

The incubation period varies from 5 days to several months (average, 2 wk). Symptoms
vary, especially in the early stages. Onset may be sudden and acute, with chills and fever,

severe headache, pains, malaise, and occasionally diarrhea; or it may be insidious, with

mild prodromal malaise, muscular pain, headache, and pain in the back of the neck, fol-

lowed by a rise in evening temperature. The total WBC count usually is normal or reduced,

with a relative or absolute lymphocytosis. As the disease progresses, the temperature in-

creases to 40 or 4r C (104 or 105° F), then subsides gradually to normal or near-normal in

the morning, when profuse sweating occurs.

Typically, the intermittent fever persists for 1 to 5 wk, followed by a 2- to 14-day
remission with symptoms greatly diminished or absent; the febrile phase then recurs.

Sometimes this pattern occurs only once; occasionally, however, subacute or chronic bru-

cellosis ensues, with repeated febrile waves (undulations) and remissions recurring over

months or years. In some patients, fever may be only transient.

After the initial phase, constipation usually is pronounced; anorexia, weight loss, ab-

dominal pain, joint pain, headache, backache, weakness, irritability, insomnia, mental de-

pression, and emotional instability occur. Splenomegaly appears, and lymph nodes may be

slightly or moderately enlarged; hepatomegaly may be present in up to 50% of patients.

Patients with acute, uncomplicated brucellosis usually recover in 2 to 3 wk. Complica-
tions are rare but include SBE, meningitis, encephalitis, neuritis, orchitis, cholecystitis,

hepatic suppuration, and bone lesions. Chronic disease usually results in prolonged ill

health, but the disease is rarely fatal.

Diagnosis

A definitive diagnosis is based on recovery of the organism, usually from the blood or

less often from CSF, urine, or tissues. However, serologic results are of major importance
also, and agglutination tests arc particularly valuable when a titer is 1:160 or higher. Bru-

cella agglutination tests should include the simple procedure of identifying the titers of IgG
and IgM antibodies. IgG antibodies indicate active disease. Therefore, when the agglutina-
tion test is positive with no bacteriologic evidence, diagnosis is based on a history of

exposure to infected animals or animal products (eg, ingestion of unpasteurized milk),

epidemiologic data, and the charactenstic clinical findings and course. Intradermal tests

with Brucella antigens are of little value in diagnosing active brucellosis.
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ProphylaxL

Pasteurizing milk and eating only aged cheese will help prevent human Brucella infec-

tions. Persons* handling animals or carcasses likely to be infected should wear goggles (or

glasses) and rubber gloves and should protect skin breaks from bacterial invasion. Every

effort should be made to detect the infection in animals and eliminate infected animab and

to vaccinate young seronegative cattle and swine.

Treatment

Since treatment with single agents has been associated with a high incidence of relapses,

combination therapy is used whenever possible. Doxycycline 100 mg orally bid (or tetra-

cycline 500 mg orally qid) for 3 to 6 wk plus streptomycin 1 gm IM q 12 to 24 h for 14

days lowers the rate of relapses. In children < 8 yr, tnmethoprim/sulfaroethoxazole and

either IM streptomycin or oral rifampin for 3 to 5 wk have been used. Prednisone 20 mg
orally tid for S to 7 days can be given concurrently with the antibiotics if toxemia is pres-

ent. Severe musculoskeletal pains, especially over the spine, may require codeine 15 to 60

mg orally or s.c. q 4 to 6 h.

Activity should be restricted in acute cases, with bed rest recommended during febrile

periods.

o
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